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Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") respectfully submits this
Memorandum of Law in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment on Counts Four and Five
of the Complaint filed by Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa").
INTRODUCTION

The material allegations against Qwest in Syringa's Complaint are extremely sparse and
made on "information and belief." In summary, Syringa alleges that Qwest and an "lEN
Alliance," in which Syringa was a participant with Education Networks of America ("ENA")
("EN A") as
set forth in their Teaming Agreement, submitted competing bids in response to a Request for
Proposals ("RFP") to develop a statewide high-bandwidth education network in Idaho, known as
the Idaho Education network ("lEN"). According to the Complaint, "Qwest officials" met with
Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA") employees and somehow - Syringa's Complaint
does not say how - conspired with and unduly influenced these DOA employees so that Qwest
would be awarded a contract and Syringa would be left out. Based on these meager allegations,
Syringa alleges that Qwest engaged in tortious interference with contract and with prospective
economic advantage by somehow improperly influencing state officials.
Months of discovery have revealed no factual basis for Syringa's claims against Qwest.
The claims are groundless, speculative and unsupported by the evidence. After having received
tens of thousands of pages of documents from the DOA, ENA, and Qwest, and after taking
numerous depositions in this case, Syringa has no evidence - none whatsoever - supporting a
claim that Qwest in any way acted improperly.
There is no evidence that Qwest conspired with anyone. There is no evidence that Qwest
attempted to influence state officials, whether politically, through incentives or bribes, through
threats or intimidation, or otherwise. And there is no evidence that Qwest offered anything of
value to anybody to influence any decision regarding the lEN.
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To the contrary, the evidence establishes that Qwest submitted a bid for the lEN contract
to the DOA, Qwest was awarded a contract, and then Qwest was allocated certain tasks under
that contract by the unilateral decision of the DOA. At its core, therefore, Syringa's claim is that
competition for a government contract is somehow tortious and improper. As a matter of law,
competition cannot establish a claim for tortious interference.
STANDARD OF REVIEW

Summary judgment should be granted if "the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on
file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact
and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter oflaw." Lattin v. Adams County,
236 P.3d 1257, 1260 (Idaho 2010) (quoting I.R.C.P. 56(c)). "Once the moving party establishes
the absence of a genuine issue of material fact, the burden shifts to the nonmoving party to show
the existence ofa genuine issue of material fact." Chandler v. Hayden, 215 P.3d 485, 489 (Idaho
2009). To do so, the nonmoving party must produce competent evidence "that contradicts the
evidence submitted by the moving party, and that establishes the existence of a material issue of
disputed fact." Jd. Although the record should be construed in the light most favorable to the
party opposing a motion for summary judgment, with reasonable inferences drawn in that party's
favor, a "'mere scintilla of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is not sufficient to create
a genuine issue of material fact for the purposes of summary judgment.'"
judgment.'" Wesco Autobody
Supply v. Ernest, 2010 Ida. LEXIS 146, at *17-18
17 -18 (Idaho July 28, 2010).
Syringa has utterly failed to support the thin allegations of its Complaint with facts. After
substantial written and testimonial discovery, the record is bereft of any evidence that Qwest
improperly influenced state officials with respect to the lEN contract award. To the contrary, the
evidence establishes that Qwest did not interfere with any contract or economic advantage of
Syringa, and that it did nothing tortious or otherwise improper with respect to the lEN project.
2
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The evidence establishes that (1) Qwest and ENA each submitted responses to the IEN
RFP; (2) Qwest and ENA were each awarded an IEN contract; (3) the DOA solicited
recommendations from both ENA and Qwest as to how to allocate the responsibilities for the
IEN project; (4) the DOA then unilaterally determined how it would allocate responsibilities for
the IEN project between Qwest and ENA; and (5) the DOA then issued amended purchase orders
to reflect that allocation. As a result, Qwest was awarded the network technical services portion
of the lEN project, ENA was awarded the remaining portions, and the parties were instructed to
work together to create the IEN network. There is no evidence - just rank speculation - to
support Syringa's claim that some sort of conspiracy caused this allocation.

ARGUMENT
A.

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted to Qwest on Count Four Because
the Undisputed Material Facts Show That Qwest Did Not Tortiously
Interfere with Any Contract.

To establish a prima facie case of tortious interference with contract, a plaintiff must
prove: (1) the existence of a contract, (2) knowledge of the contract on the part of the defendant,
(3) intentional interference causing a breach of the contract, and (4) injury to the plaintiff
resulting from the

bn~ach.

Bybee v. Isaac, 178 P.3d 616,624 (Idaho 2008); Barlow v. Int'l

Harvester, 522 P
.2d 1102, 1114 (Idaho 1974). Assuming that the plaintiff can establish
P.2d
intentional interferenl;;e
interferen,;;e by the defendant causing a breach of contract, liability only arises from

improper interference with a contract. Beco Constr. Co. v. J-U-B Eng'rs, Inc., 184 P.3d 844,
848 (Idaho 2008) (citing Jensen v. Westberg, 772 P.2d
P .2d 228, 234 (Idaho Ct. App. 1988) (citing
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 766A, cmt. e (1977))). The undisputed material facts make
clear that Syringa cannot establish a prima facie case of tortious interference with contract here. l

lfthe plaintiff establishes a prima facie case, the burden shifts to the defendant to prove that its
"conduct is justifiable under the circumstances; whether upon a consideration of the relative significance
1
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1.

The Teaming Agreement is not a valid contract under Idaho law
because it is merely an agreement to agree.

The first element of a claim for tortious interference with contract is the existence of a
contract. Bybee, 178 P.3d at 624. Syringa alleges that it was party to a Teaming Agreement with
ENA, and that Qwest interfered with that contract by causing the DOA to award Qwest the
technical network portion of the lEN contract. However, the Teaming Agreement is not a
contract and therefore cannot provide a basis for a tortious interference claim.
A contract must be "sufficiently definite and certain in its terms and requirements so that
it can be determined what acts are to be performed and when performance is complete."
Spokane Structures, Inc. v. Equitable Inv., LLC, 226 P.3d 1263, 1268 (Idaho 2010) (internal
citation omitted). "Generally, an agreement to agree is unenforceable, as its terms are so
indefinite that it fails to show a mutual intent to create an enforceable obligation." Maroun v.
Wyreless Sys., 114 P.3d 974, 984 (Idaho 2005). No contract "comes into being when parties
leave a material term for future negotiations, creating a mere agreement to agree." Id.; Spokane
Structures, 226 P.3d at 1268. "In order for a contract to be formed, there must be a meeting of
the minds on all material terms to the contract." Univ. ofIdaho
of Idaho Found., Inc. v. Civic Partners,
P.3d
Inc., 199 P
.3d 102, 111 (Idaho 2008).
In Spokane Structures, 226 P.3d at 1264, the parties executed a document entitled,
"Design/Build Agreement," which set forth "the scope of the work to be performed by [Spokane
Structures] in the design and construction of an office and warehouse...."
warehouse .... " In the Design/Build
agree[d]
Agreement, "Spokane Structures, Inc. agree
[d] to design, engineer, and draft plans in preparation

of the factors involved, his conduct should be permitted despite its expected effect of harm to another."
Barlow, 522 P.2d at 1114 (citing RESTATEMENT OF TORTS § 767, cmt. a (1939»; McEnroe v. Morgan,
678 P.2d 595, 599 (Idaho Ct. App. 1984). Since Plaintiff cannot establish the elements of a prima facie
case of tortious interference with contract here, Qwest reserves its arguments regardingjustification.
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of all documents/drawings required to enable the owner and contractor to agree on a final design
and cost of construction to be performed." Id. The district court held that the Design/Build
Agreement was a contract, but the Supreme Court of Idaho reversed, noting that "the parties left
for future agreement both the plans and specifications describing the scope of the work to be
done and the contract price, which were essential, interrelated terms." Id. at 1268. Therefore,
the parties had merely agreed to agree and had not formed a contract. Id. Similarly, in the
Teaming Agreement" ENA and Syringa left for future agreement the amount of money each
would receive-in essence, the price for their services-and the details of how the work would
be performed. Because such "essential, interrelated terms" were left for future agreement, the
Teaming Agreement is merely an agreement to agree.
In a case involving a Teaming Agreement similar to the one at issue here, the court in

Trianco, LLC v. IBM~ 2008 U.S. App. LEXIS 7117 (3d Cir. Pa. Apr. 2, 2008) (unpublished)2,
affirmed the district court's dismissal of a breach of contract claim. Under the Teaming
Agreement, IBM was responsible for preparing the bid proposal for the prime contract. Id. at *2.
Subcontractor Trianco agreed to submit "cost/price" and "technical" proposals for subcontract
work to IBM and assist in drafting the bid, collaborating exclusively with IBM. Id. at *4. If
IBM were awarded the prime contract, the parties were then obligated to negotiate in good faith
mutually acceptable terms and conditions of a subcontract. Id. at *5. After being awarded the
prime contract, IBM asked Trianco to "re-bid" its initial pricing and solicited an alternative bid
for the subcontract work. Id.
Although the Trianco Teaming Agreement provided that "[u]pon award to IBM of a
prime contract for the [Project], IBM will award a subcontract to Trianco," the court found that
2 Although Trianco, 2008 U.S. App. LEXIS 7117, is not binding authority, its factual similarity
to the present case makes it informative and persuasive.
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IBM's promise to grant a subcontract, subject to the parties' future agreement on its terms,
conditions, and pricing, was merely an agreement to agree and not a contract:
While the Teaming Agreement provided that Trianco "will" and "shall" be
awarded a subcontract, a material term of that promise was missing namely, the price that IBM would pay Trianco for performing the
subcontract. The agreement also contains no method for determining this
price. While the Teaming Agreement states that Trianco will have a right
of first refusal to reject the subcontract if it submitted "competitive
pricing," the Teaming Agreement also does not define the term
"competitive" nor does it refer to any extrinsic method for determining
whether Trianco's pricing was, in fact, "competitive."
We are also not persuaded by Trianco's assertion that IBM accepted its
pricing as competitive when it submitted its bid to the Government.
Nothing in the Teaming Agreement states that Trianco's proposed pricing,
when submitted by IBM to the Government, would constitute a definitive
or even an approximate basis for determining Trianco' s price. Again,
while the doctrine of definiteness is not a rigid concept, there must be
some objective method for supplying a missing material term. No such
method existed here.
Id. at *8-9 (footnote .md
,md citation omitted; emphasis added); see also Clifford R. Gray, Inc. v. Le
Chase Constr. Servs., LLC, 819 N.Y.S.2d 182 (N.Y. App. Div. 2006) (subcontractor's pricing
proposals to the prime contractor to secure a bid did not, without more, supply the missing
essential term of the subcontractor's pricing).
The Teaming Agreement here is not a contract. Under the Teaming Agreement, Syringa
and ENA left for future negotiations and agreement critical terms of any future relationship.
Specifically, ENA and Syringa provided that "[i]fENA or Syringa are awarded the Prime
Contract [for the lEN project], ENA and Syringa shall enter into an agreement pursuant to which
Syringa shall provide connectivity services statewide to ENA." As the Rule 30(6) representative
of Syringa testified, the Teaming Agreement addressed the "workflow" or "division of labor"
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between ENA and Syringa should ENA be awarded the lEN contract. 3 (Ex. 5 to Aff. of
Meredith A. Johnston, Lowe Dep. at 176:17-177:10).4 However, the Teaming Agreement failed
to address how the two signatories would divide the $571,000 monthly recurring charge the state
would pay under the bid. That was left to subsequent negotiations:

Q.

. ... And if! understand your testimony correctly, there is

not within this Teaming Agreement a division of money?
A.

There is not the logistics of how all of that would work.

Q.
And at the time you entered into this Teaming Agreement,
how did you expect that to be worked out?
A.
In subsequent negotiations upon winning. We knew what
things cost. We didn't know the way the money would flow.

Q.
Did you at any time enter into a second contract with ENA
delineating how the money would flow?
A.

We did not.

(Id. at 177: 11-25). By failing to delineate how any money received from the state with respect to
the lEN project would be divided, ENA and Syringa effectively failed to agree on the price for
their respective services.
Moreover, Syringa and ENA never entered into any agreement with respect to order
entry, billing, and other logistical terms associated with their relationship. (Id. at 178: 1-7,
176:13-177:3). In essence, Syringa and ENA did not agree on how work would be performed.
Given the complexity of the lEN project - which was designed to serve at least 136 schools in
the first phase alone -- such matters cannot be considered immaterial. The Teaming Agreement

3 There are sevleral additional fatal flaws inherent in the Teaming Agreement, including an
unfulfilled condition precedent and termination of any obligations according to its express terms. Those
flaw are not addressed in this Motion. Qwest does not intend to waive any such arguments by focusing
this Motion on one of the flaws in Syringa's claims, and reserves those arguments for a later time.
4

Hereinafter, all citations to "Exhibits" refer to Exhibits to the Affidavit of Meredith A. Johnston.
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is therefore not "sufflciently definite and certain in its tenns and requirements so that it can be
detennined what acts: are to be perfonned and when perfonnance is complete" with respect to the
construction of the lEN. See Spokane Structures, 226 P.3d at 1268.
For these reasons, the Teaming Agreement is merely an agreement to agree and not a
contract. Because Syringa cannot establish the existence a contract with which Qwest allegedly
interfered, its tortious interference with contract claim should be dismissed.

2.

Even if the Teaming Agreement were a valid contract, Qwest did not
interfere with it or cause ENA not to perform.

The second essential element in a claim for tortious interference with a contract is proof
that the defendant engaged in "intentional interference causing a breach ofthe contract" at issue.
Here, Syringa does not allege that Qwest influenced anyone who had a contract with Syringa.
Instead, Syringa alleges that Qwest influenced the DOA, and this influence had collateral
consequences for Syringa's alleged agreement with ENA. The evidence is undisputed, however,
that Qwest did nothing to influence or induce the DOA to award Qwest the technical network
portion of the lEN contract other than submit a bid.
After the DOA issued the dual award to ENA and Qwest, the DOA specifically asked
Qwest (and ENA) to provide suggestions and recommendations regarding lEN implementation.
(Id. at 163:22-164:14,180:14-181:6). Qwest then provided its written recommendation that

Qwest be the designated lEN network provider, with ENA providing certain training, filing
assistance and application support. ENA provided its own recommendation that ENA be the
designated lEN network provider. The DOA essentially ignored Qwest's recommendation. (Ex.
15, Hill Dep. at 164: 17-165 :8, 176:9-179: 11). In fact, the DOA instead designated ENA as the
service provider for the lEN project and placed ENA in charge of "coordinat[ing] overall
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delivery of all lEN network services and support," with Qwest designated as the "general
contractor for all lEN technical network services." (Ex. 19 ~~ 1-2; Ex. 18 ~ 1).
Moreover, according to its Director, the DOA "unilaterally determined how best to
divide the work between the two awardees/contractors ... based upon the individual strengths of
each awardees/contractors' proposals ... [and] what Administration believed would best serve
the State of Idaho and the schools." (Ex. 22, Letter from M. Gwartney to G. Lowe (July 24,
2009) at 2 (emphasis added)). There is no evidence that Qwest in any way influenced the DOA
in its division of responsibilities between ENA and Qwest. (Ex. 5, Lowe Dep. at 269: 1-7).
Under such cilrcumstances, it is impossible to conclude that Qwest influenced or induced
ENA to breach a contract with Syringa. It is also impossible to conclude that Qwest somehow
influenced or induced the DOA to cause ENA to breach a contract with Syringa. There is no
record evidence to support such speculation, let alone prove it. Syringa's tortious interference
with contract claim therefore should be dismissed.

3.

Even if Qwest did interfere with the Teaming Agreement, Qwest was
competing with ENA for the business of a third party, the state, and
cannot be liable for tortious interference absent improper means.

The evidence establishes that the primary thing Qwest did after receiving the lEN
contract award is respond to the DOA's request for a recommendation as to how to allocate
responsibilities for the project between ENA and Qwest. Therefore, in essence, Syringa's claim
is that Qwest should have stood idly by while ENA acquired the entirety of the lEN project for
itself and Syringa, even after Qwest had been awarded an equal share of it. The law does not
impose such an obligation.
"One does not induce another to commit a breach of contract with a third person under
the rule stated in this Section when he merely enters into an agreement with the other with
knowledge that the other cannot perform both it and his contract with the third person...."
person .... "
9
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RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 766 cmt. n (1977).5 Therefore, even if Qwest and ENA had
agreed to allocate the: lEN dual award between them-and they did not-this would not
constitute tortious interference with a contract between ENA and any third party such as Syringa.
However, that is not what happened - Qwest's agreement is with the DOA, not ENA. And the
DOA unilaterally allocated the award between Qwest and ENA. Qwest cannot be found to have
induced ENA to breach any agreement with Syringa merely by performing its agreement with
the state. Therefore, as a matter of law, Qwest cannot be held liable for tortious interference with
the Teaming Agreement.

4.

Even if Qwest did interfere with the Teaming Agreement, its
interference was not improper.

Even if Qwest did interfere with the Teaming Agreement, its interference would not be
improper. Section 767 of the RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS (1977) identifies several factors
courts consider in determining whether interference with a contract is improper:
In dett!rmining
det(~rmining whether an actor's conduct in intentionally interfering with
a contract or a prospective contractual relation of another is improper or
not, consideration is given to the following factors:
(a)

thc~

nature of the actor's conduct,

thl;;! actor's motive,
(b) thl;:
(c) the interests of the other with which the actor's conduct
interferes,

(d) the interests sought to be advanced by the actor,
(e) the social interests in protecting the freedom of action of the
actor and the contractual interests of the other,

(f) the: proximity or remoteness of the actor's conduct to the
interference and
5 RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 766 was applied by the Idaho Supreme Court in
Wesco Autobody Supply v. Ernest, 2010 Ida. LEXIS 146, at *32 (Idaho July 28, 2010).
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(g) the relations between the parties.

See Beco Constr. Co., 184 P
.3d at 848 (applying Section 767 factors). Consideration ofthe
P.3d
relevant factors in this list and the undisputed evidence makes clear that Qwest's conduct cannot
be considered improper interference with any contract of Syringa's as a matter of law.
"The nature of the actor's conduct is a chief factor in determining whether the conduct is
improper or not, despite its harm to the other person.
person ....
. .. The issue is not simply whether the
actor is justified in causing the harm, but rather whether he is justified in causing it in the manner
in which he does cause it." RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 767 cmt. c. Examples of
conduct that may be impermissible depending on the circumstances include threats of physical
violence, fraudulent misrepresentations, litigation and the threat of litigation, criminal
prosecutions or the threat of prosecution, conduct in violation of statutory provisions or contrary
to established public policy, such conduct that is in violation of the antitrust laws, the exertion of
economic pressure, or a violation of recognized business ethics. ld. These examples
demonstrate that this case is an easy one - not one of them is even remotely present here, at least
with respect to Qwest.
To the extent that Syringa has identified any conduct as the basis for its claims in this
case, the claim appears to be premised entirely on Qwest's responding to the DOA's request that
Qwest provide a recommendation as to how responsibilities for the lEN project should be
allocated between ENA and Qwest. Responding to such a request cannot be considered
improper under the ci rcumstances of this case. The RESTATEMENT
REST ATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS notes that
"[t]he question of who was the moving party in the inducement may also be important. A's
active solicitation of B' s business is more likely to make his interference improper than his mere
response to an inquiry from B." § 767 cmt. c. Section 772 ofthe RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF
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TORTS also specifically provides that "[0 ]ne who intentionally causes a third person not to
perform a contract or not to enter into a prospective contractual relation with another does not
interfere improperly with the other's contractual relation, by giving the third person ... honest
advice within the scope of a request for the advice." Under this rule, it is immaterial that the
actor may profit by the advice. Id. cmt. c.
The evidence is undisputed that the DOA solicited Qwest's recommendation regarding
the division of responsibilities between ENA and Qwest after the DOA awarded both of them an
lEN contract. DOA lemployee Laura Hill testified that the DOA "asked both the primes [ENA
and Qwest] to come back with suggestions to the draft strategic visions that we had" with respect
to lEN implementation, and then asked the Qwest representatives to put "their concerns and their
recommendations" in writing. (Ex. 5, Hill Dep. at 163:22-164:14,180:14-181:6). Qwest cannot
be held liable for merely responding to the state's request.
Moreover, in considering whether Qwest did anything improper, it is helpful to consider
the conduct of the other parties to this action. ENA, for example, did far more to advance the
cause of the lEN Alliance, in which Syringa participated, than Qwest did on its own behalf.
Immediately after the DOA issued its letter of intent (LOI), ENA met repeatedly with the DOA
officials responsible for implementing the lEN project. ENA, not Qwest, offered the DOA
unsolicited free paperwork filing assistance for the project while "working up a draft teaming
agreement, with ENA as the Lead, supported by two subcontractors, Qwest and Syringa," and "a
proposed governance model, where ENA would serve as the overall lead and responsible entity
for this network." (Ex. 12, Email from L. Hill to G. Zickau & T. Luna (Jan. 21, 2009)). There is
no evidence that Qwest offered similar inducements or engaged in such conduct.
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Syringa's conduct offers even more contrast. Syringa is the only party in this action that
has sought to advance its cause thorough litigation and the threat of litigation, and it is the only
one who has accused others of potentially criminal activity by raising the threat of criminal
prosecution. Moreover, Syringa continued to lobby state officials even after Qwest was awarded
the technical network services portion of the lEN contract. As late as July 2009, Syringa and its
lobbyist met with the DOA to request that the state either award ENA the technical network
services portion of the lEN contract so Syringa could perform those services instead of Qwest, or
hold a separate bid competition for each school. (Ex. 5, Lowe Dep. at 137:7-24, 140:11-142:17).
And Syringa even submitted an unsolicited bid for several lEN sites to the lEN Technical
Director in an attempt to take that business away from Qwest. (Ex. 21, Email from G. Lowe to
B. Collie (July 8, 2009)).
Moreover, Qwest's motive in pursuing the lEN contract was to advance its own
economic interests, not to harm Syringa in any way. Unlike "[a] motive to injure another or to
vent one's ill will on him," which "serves no socially useful purpose," Qwest had a valid
economic purpose in maximizing its lEN award. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 767 cmt.
d, § 766 cmt. j.
REST ATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS specifically recognizes that where "the
Indeed, the RESTATEMENT
actor's interest will be economic, seeking to acquire business for himself," the interest "is
important and will normally prevail over a similar interest of the other if the actor does not use
wrongful means." § 767 cmt. f. Once Qwest was awarded at least some of the lEN project,
Qwest's economic interest in the project was "consolidated into the binding legal obligation of a
contract," an interest that "will normally outweigh [another] actor's own interest in taking that
established right from [it]." Id.
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Moreover, even if Qwest had influenced the DOA to allocate the technical network
services portion of the lEN contract to Qwest, Qwest would have been within its rights to do so:
If the actor is not acting criminally nor with fraud or violence or other
means wrongful in themselves but is endeavoring to advance some interest
of his own, the fact that he is aware that he will cause interference with the
plaintiff s contract may be regarded as such a minor and incidental
consequence and so far removed from the defendant's objective that as
against the plaintiff the interference may be found to be not improper.
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 766 cmt. j. There is no evidence that Qwest engaged in
fraud, violence, or other means wrongful in themselves to induce the DOA to bar Syringa from
the lEN project, and any efforts by Qwest to secure the lEN technical network portion of the
award were intended to advance Qwest's interests, not to interfere with any interests of Syringa.
In short, Qwest and Syringa were each acting in their own economic self-interest in
pr~ject. If Syringa's conduct is blameless, Qwest's must certainly be as well.
pursuing the lEN pr~ject.

B.

Summary Judgment Should Be Granted to Qwest on Count Five Because
Therf: Is No Evidence Indicating That Qwest Tortiously Interfered with
Syringa's Prospective Business Advantage.

To establish a prima facie case for tortious interference with a prospective economic
advantage, a plaintiff must show: (1) the existence of a valid economic expectancy,
(2) knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the interferer, (3) intentional interference
inducing termination of the expectancy, (4) the interference was wrongful by some measure
beyond the fact of tht: interference itself (i.e. that the defendant interfered for an improper
purpose or improper means), and (5) resulting damage to the plaintiff whose expectancy has
been disrupted. Commercial Ventures, Inc. v. Rex M Lynn Lea Family Trust, 177 P.3d 955,964
(Idaho 2008) (quoting Highland Enters. v. Barker, 986 P.2d 996,1004 (Idaho 1999)). Wrongful
means include conduet that violates a statute or regulation, a recognized rule of common law
(such as violence, threats of other intimidation, deceit or misrepresentation, bribery, or
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disparaging falsehood), or an established standard of trade or profession. Idaho First Nat 'I'1 Bank
v. Bliss Valley Foods, 824 P.2d 841, 860 & 861 n.l6
n.16 (Idaho 1991).
As with tortious interference with contract, ifthe plaintiff establishes a prima facie case,
the burden shifts to the defendant to establish that its conduct was privileged. Bliss, 824 P.2d at
861. Privilege only becomes relevant when "the interference would be wrongful but for the
privilege; it becomes an issue only if the facts charged would be tortious on the part of an
unprivileged defendant." Id. (internal citation omitted).
For purposes of this Motion only, Qwest assumes that Syringa could establish the
existence of a valid economic expectancy, knowledge of the expectancy by Qwest, and damages.
Regardless, Syringa cannot establish intentional or wrongful interference with any business
expectancy by Qwest. Moreover, any such interference clearly would be privileged here.

1.

Qwest did not interfere with any valid economic expectancy on the
part of Syringa.

As discussed previously, there is no evidence that Qwest (1) influenced or induced ENA
not to do business with Syringa, or (2) influenced or induced the DOA to award Qwest the
technical network portion of the lEN contract, other than by submitting a bid for the lEN project.
Moreover, although the DOA asked Qwest (and ENA) to provide a recommendation regarding
lEN implementation and Qwest provided one, the DOA essentially ignored it. (Ex. **, Hill Dep.
at 163 :22-164: 14, 164: 17-165:8, 176:9-179: 11, 180: 14-181 :6). In fact, the DOA essentially did
the opposite of what Qwest requested and placed ENA in charge of "coordinat[ing] overall
delivery of all lEN network services and support," with Qwest designated as the "general
contractor for all lEN technical network services." (Ex. 19,-r,-r 1-2; Ex. 18 ,-r 1).
Moreover, the DOA "unilaterally determined how best to divide the work between the
two awardees/contractors." (Ex. 22, Letter from M. Gwartney to G. Lowe (July 24,2009) at 2
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(emphasis added)). There is no evidence that Qwest in any way influenced the DOA in its
determining how to divide responsibilities between ENA and Qwest. (Ex. 5, Lowe Dep. at
269:1-7).
Under such circumstances, Qwest did not cause Syringa to miss out on the opportunity to
participate in the lEN project. Syringa's tortious interference claim should be dismissed.

2.

Any interference by Qwest was not "wrongful."

Even assuming that Syringa could prove that Qwest interfered with Syringa's ability to
participate in the lEN project and caused the DOA to terminate the expectancy, it must further
show that Qwest engaged in conduct that would be wrongful by some measure beyond the fact of
the interference itself See Commercial Ventures, 177 P.3d at 964. A plaintiff may show that
interference was wrongful by proof that the defendant either: (1) had an improper objective or
purpose to harm the plaintiff; or (2) used wrongful means to cause injury to the prospective
business relationship. Quality Res. & Servs. v. Idaho Power Co., 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16036
(D. Idaho Feb. 23, 2010).
Wrongful means include such things as the breach of fiduciary duties to plaintiff, Wesco

Autobody Supply, 2010 Ida. LEXIS 146, at *30, or conduct in violation of: a statute or other
regulation, a recognized rule of common law, such as violence, threats of other intimidation,
deceit, misrepresentation, bribery, or disparaging falsehood, or an established standard of trade
or profession, Quality Resource, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16036, at *28-33. Absent proof of such
an improper objective or the use of wrongful means, a plaintiff cannot support a claim for
interference with prospective business.
For example, in Quality Resource, the plaintiff agency provided temporary contract
workers to the defendant, a utility. After an RFP process, the defendant selected an alternative
company as its primary supplier of temporary labor, and informed existing contract workers they
16
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would be dismissed unless they joined the new supplier. Id. at *6. Six workers then left
plaintiff, joined the new agency, and continued to work for defendant. Id.
Although the plaintiff had shown the existence of a valid economic expectancy,
knowledge of the expectancy on the part of the defendant, and intentional interference inducing
termination of the expectancy, the court entered summary judgment in favor of defendant. The
court concluded that the defendant's interference was not accomplished by wrongful means
because, among other things, (1) the defendant did not breach the parties' agreement by
contacting the plaintiffs employees directly regarding their employment; (2) the defendant did
not force employees to join the new contractor through any threats, intimidation, deceit,
misrepresentation, bribery, or disparaging falsehood; and (3) the defendant did not violate an
established standard of trade or profession. Id. at *28-32. Moreover, when advising the
employees that they would have to move to the new agency or be dismissed, the defendant was
pllaintiff s competitor and did not use wrongful means to induce the transfer.
acting on behalf of pIaintiff
Syringa has not alleged and there is no evidence that Qwest's conduct violated a statute
or regulation, a recognized rule of common law, an established standard of trade or profession, or
was otherwise wrongful. In the absence of evidence showing that Qwest's conduct was
wrongful beyond the fact of any alleged interference itself, Syringa's claim should be dismissed.
Lexington Heights Dev. v. Crandlemire, 92 P.3d 526,536 (Idaho 2004) (dismissal of plaintiffs

claim for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage was proper because plaintiff
did not explain how the conduct was wrongful or point to evidence in the record supporting its
allegation); Rudd v. Alingo Tribal Preservation Trust, No. CV-05-467-E-BLW, 2007 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 23263, at * 17-18 (D. Idaho Mar. 29, 2007) (accusations supported only by speculation
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and unsupported conclusions are "not enough to create a genuine issue of material fact as to
whether Defendants interfered for an improper purpose or improper means").

3.

Qwest's conduct is privileged under the business competition
privilege.

Even if Syringa could prove that Qwest intentionally and wrongfully interfered with a
business expectancy of Syringa, any such interference was privileged. Idaho courts recognize
that competitors are privileged to interfere with prospective contractual relationships under
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 768 (1977), which provides:
(1)
(l) One who intentionally causes a third person not to enter into a
prospj~ctive
prospl~ctive contractual relation with another who is his competitor
or not to continue an existing contract terminable at will does not
interfere improperly with the other's relation if
(a) the relation concerns a matter involved in the
competition between the actor and the other and
(b) the actor does not employ wrongful means and
(c) his action does not create or continue an
unlawful restraint of trade and
(d) his purpose is at least in part to advance his
interest in competing with the other.
(2) The fact that one is a competitor of another for the business of

a third person does not prevent his causing a breach of an existing
contract with the other from being an improper interference if the
contract is not terminable at will.

See Frantz v. Parke, 729 P.2d 1068, 1075 (Idaho Ct. App. 1986) (after considering
RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF TORTS § 768, the court found that the defendant's conduct was
privileged because he was competing for patients, his purpose in asking patients to visit his new
office was to advance his position in the market, and he did not use wrongful means where the
defendant did not invade restricted records or solicit patients whom he had not previously treated
even though he solicited patients and used the plaintiffs patient lists); see also Quality Resource,
18
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2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16036 at *36-37 (after applying the requirements of § 768, the court held
that the defendant's purpose of inducing plaintiff's at-will employees to transfer to a competitor
was not improper).
Applying the factors set forth in § 768, it is clear that any interference by Qwest was
privileged. First, the requirement that "the [prospective contractual] relation concerns a matter
involved in the competition between the actor and the other" is met where the "business diverted
from the competitor relates to the competition between [the competitor] and the actor." See

Quality Resource, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16036 at *35 (quoting RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF
TORTS § 768 cmt. d). Here, the business allegedly diverted from Syringa was the lEN contract,
which is the precise business that, in competition with Syringa, Qwest submitted a bid for in
response to the RFP.
Second, Qwest did not employ any wrongful means. Comment e to § 768 states that the
predatory means discussed in § 767 cmt. c, including physical violence, fraud, civil suits and
criminal prosecutions, are wrongful means of competition. As discussed above, none of these is
present here with respect to Qwest. Comment e makes clear, however, that the actor may use
persuasion and he may exert limited economic pressure. Third, there is no evidence to support a
finding of unlawful

n~straint of trade.
n~straint

Finally, as discussed above, Qwest's actions in competing

for the lEN contract were clearly aimed at advancing its own economic interests, rather than at
harming Syringa. Because each of the factors under § 768(1) are met here, any interference by
Qwest with Syringa's prospective contractual relation was clearly privileged under the § 768
competition privilege. 6

Section 768(2) does not apply here. That section applies in situations where A is competing
with C for the business of B, and C has an existing contract with B. Section 768 cmt. h states: "When B
is legally free to deal either with C or with A, freedom to engage in competition implies a privilege on the
part of A to induce B to deal with him rather than with C. But when B is legally obligated to deal with C,
6
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·. .

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Qwest respectfully requests that this Court enter an Order
granting summary judgment in favor of Qwest on Syringa's Count Four for tortious interference
with contract and Count Five for tortious interference with prospective economic advantage.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 1st Day of November, 2010.
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Attorneys for Defendant Qwest Communications
Company, LLC

A is not justified by the mere fact of competition in inducing B to commit a breach of his legal duty."
Because Syringa alleges that Qwest interfered with the Teaming Agreement that Syringa had with ENA,
for § 768(2) to apply, Qwest would have had to have been competing with Syringa for business with
ENA. That is not the case here.
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STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
The following facts demonstrate that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that Qwest is entitled to judgment in its favor as a matter oflaw on Syringa's claims for tortious
interference with contract and tortious interference with prospective business advantage.
A.

The lEN Request for Proposals, Syringa's Teaming Agreement, and the
DOA's Contract Award

On December 15, 2008, the Idaho Division of Purchasing issued a Request for Proposal
RFP02160 ("RFP"). (Ex. 1 to Aff. of Meredith A. Johnston).l
Johnston).] Through the RFP, the "State of
Idaho desire[
d] to contract with a qualified industry partner or partners to establish a long-term
desire[d]
relationship to design and implement the Idaho Education Network." (Id., § 3.2 at 13). Among
other things, the purpose of the lEN is to provide broadband access and related services, such as
Internet and video services, to Idaho public schools and state libraries, as well as institutions of
higher education and state agencies. (See id.).
On December 29, 2008, representatives of Qwest attended a bidders conference hosted by
the DOA, Office of the ChiefInformation Officer. (Ex. 2, RFP Amendment 03, dated Dec. 30,
OOAO14903).
14903). Representatives of Syringa Networks, ENA, Verizon, Integra, and
2008, at OOAO

others, also attended the bidders conference. (See id. at DOA014901).
DOAOI4901). Four vendors then
submitted proposals in response to the RFP: Qwest, ENA, Verizon, and Integra. (Ex. 3, Email
from G. Zickau to T. Luna & M. Gwartney (Jan. 12, 2009)).
ENA submitted its bid as part of the "lEN Alliance." (See Ex. 4, lEN Alliance Cost
Proposal). The lEN Alliance bid offered to provide services to 136 schools, in the first phase, for
a set amount per month in recurring charges to be paid by the state. (Id.) There is no indication

]I Hereinafter, all citations to "Exhibits" refer to Exhibits to the Affidavit of Meredith A. Johnston.
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in the bid as to how the recurring charges would be divided among the participants in the lEN
Alliance. (See id.)
The lEN Alliance is not an entity, (see Ex. 5, Rule 30(6) Deposition of Syringa,
Testimony of Greg Lowe (Aug. 5-6,2010) ("Lowe Dep.") at 173:9-23); it relates to a "Teaming
Agreement" between ENA and Syringa dated January 7, 2009. The purpose of the Teaming
Agreement is as follows:
ENA is seeking to become either (i) the prime contractor for the Project or
(ii) the prime contractor for the portion of the Project which provides all
services to schools and libraries. If ENA or Syringa are awarded the
Prime Contract, ENA and Syringa shall enter into an agreement pursuant
to which Syringa shall provide connectivity services statewide to ENA.
(Ex. 6, Teaming Agreement § 2(a». The Teaming Agreement further provides that:
If ENA
EN A wins the Prime Contract as provided in Section 2(a)
2( a) above, the
parties shall execute a partnership agreement as specified in this
agreement that will also include any required flow-down provisions or
other appropriate terms similar to those set forth in the Prime Contract.

(Id. § 3(a».
In its Rule 30(6) Deposition, Syringa's representative testified as follows regarding terms
that the Teaming Agreement left for future negotiation:
Q.
Okay. And you'll note in section 2(a) it says "If ENA or
Syringa are awarded the Prime Contract, ENA and Syringa shall
enter into an agreement pursuant to which Syringa shall provide
connectivity services statewide to ENA."
Do you see that?
A.

I do.

Q.
Subsequent to ENA being awarded a contract, did ENA and
Syringa enter into an agreement pursuant to which Syringa shall
provide connectivity services statewide to ENA?
A.
Well, this agreement specifically states how the workflow
would happen. What this agreement does not state is how the
money flow would happen.
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Q.

Explain.

A.
The logistics of how orders would be placed, the logistics
of how billing would occur, when billing would occur, how you
would get paid. The subsequent agreement was for the logistics of
what this Teaming Agreement defined as a work -- you know, as a
work body should the lEN Alliance win.

Q.

So if you turn to paragraph 3 ... it talks about ENA and
Syringa responsibilities. Is that the workflow you were
discussing?
A.

Yes, division of labor.

Q.
Division of labor. And if I understand your testimony
correctly, there is not within this Teaming Agreement a division of
money?
A.

There is not the logistics of how all of that would work.

Q.
And at the time you entered into this Teaming Agreement,
how did you expect that to be worked out?
A.
In subsequent negotiations upon winning. We knew what
things cost. We didn't know the way the money would flow.

Q.
Did you at any time enter into a second contract with ENA
delineating how the money would flow?
A.

We did not.

Q.
Okay. Did you at any time enter into a subsequent contract
with ENA regarding the logistics of order entry, billing, and
whatnot?
A.

We did not.

Q.

Okay. Those terms remained unresolved?

A.

Correct.

(Ex. 5, Lowe Dep. at 176:6-178:7). Thus, the Teaming Agreement did not address how Syringa
and ENA would be compensated, the price for their respective work, or the logistics of how the
lEN project would be implemented.
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On January 20,2009, the Idaho Division of Purchasing issued a Letter ofIntent ("LOI")
advising bidders of the State ofIdaho's intent "to award to Owest
Qwest Communications Company
LLC and Education Networks of America, Inc.lENA Services, LLC for being awarded the most
points." (Ex. 7, Letter from M. Little to ENA (Jan. 20,2009) (emphasis in original)). Between
December 15, 2008 (the day the RFP was issued) and January 20, 2009 (when the LOI was
issued), no representative of Qwest initiated any communications or attempted to influence
anyone associated with the Idaho state government regarding the RFP.
RFP.22 (Ex. 8 , Aff. of Jim
Schmit ("Schmit Aff.") ~ 6; Ex. 9, Aff. of Clint Berry ("Berry Aff.") ~ 6; Ex. 10, Dep. of Greg
Zickau (Sept. 20,2010) ("Zickau Dep.") at 175:2-176:6).
B,
B.

Meetings Among the Parties During the Five-Day Appeal Period

Idaho provides a five-day period for dissatisfied bidders to appeal the decision to award a
contract after the issuance of a Letter of Intent. (Ex. 11 , Email from L. Hill to G. Zickau (Jan.
23,2009)). The day after the LOI was issued, on January 21, 2001, DOA employee Laura Hill
met with ENA to initiate certain actions concerning the lEN project. (Ex. 12, Email from L. Hill
to G. Zickau & T. Luna (Jan. 21, 2009); Ex. 13, Email from B. Collie to G. Lowe & S. Maloney
(Jan. 21,2009)). Specifically, ENA employee Bob Collie, "met with Laura Hill [that] morning
and ... had several follow-up phone calls and contacts" with her that day. (Id).
After those discussions, Laura Hill reported that the following actions were taking place:
Pro bono E-Rate paperwork filing assistance from ENA has already started
in earnest. Again, I did not request, ENA offered their probono support....
support ....
2 Qwest did communicate with the DOA at the bidders conference in December 2008, but that
event was initiated by the DOA, and Qwest did not attempt to influence anyone from the DOA regarding
the RFP at the bidders conference. In January 2009, after Qwest submitted its proposal, the DOA
contacted Qwest to request that Qwest provide a signature page that matched the one provided in the RFP
package, which Qwest promptly provided. Again, the DOA initiated the communication with Qwest, and
Qwest did not attempt to influence anyone at the DOA regarding the RFP. (Ex. 8, Aff. of Jim Schmit ~ 6;
Ex. 9, Aff. of Cl
CI int Berry ~ 6).
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ENA is working up a draft teaming agreement, with ENA as the Lead,
supported by two subcontractors, Qwest and Syringa, which they will
socialilze with Mark Little, after vetting internally with both Qwest and
Syringa. Note this includes a proposed governance model, where ENA
would serve as the overall lead and responsible entity for this network."
(Ex. 12, Email from L. Hill to G. Zickau & T. Luna (Jan. 21, 2009)).
Qwest did not meet with anyone from DOA during the five-day appeal period following
the LOI other than as requested by the DOA. Qwest's sole contact with the DOA during the
appeal period was a request by Qwest employee, Clint Berry, sent to the State's Chief
Information Officer, Greg Zickau, to discuss the lEN over coffee. Mr. Berry does not recall that
the meeting ever took place. (Ex. 9, Berry Aff. , 7).
C.

The DOA's Allocation of Responsibilities for the lEN Project

After the five·-day
five··day appeal period expired, on January 28, 2009, the DOA issued two
identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders - one each to Qwest and ENA - awarding each a
contract related to the lEN project. (Ex. 14, Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders dated Jan. 28,
2009). During this same time-frame, the DOA also met with ENA and Qwest to discuss how the
DOA would implement the lEN project, since two vendors received contracts. (Ex. 15, Dep. of
10).
Laura Lou Hill (Sept. 21, 2010) ("Hill Dep.") at 105:7-106:3, 110:9-17, 113: 1-115: 10).
Specifically, the DOA "asked both the primes [ENA and Qwest] to come back with suggestions
to the draft strategic visions that we [DOA] had" with respect to lEN implementation. (Id. at
180:14-181:6).
In response to this request, Clint Berry and Jim Schmit of Qwest met with Teresa Luna,
Laura Hill, and Greg Zickau of the DOA on February 9,2009. (See Ex. 16, Email from C. Berry
to T. Luna, et al. (Feb. 10, 2009) (marked as Dep. Ex. 42)). At this meeting, the DOA asked the
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Qwest representatives to put "their concerns and their recommendations" in writing. (Ex. 15 ,
Hill Dep. at 163:22-164:14).
Qwest then provided its written recommendation to the DOA on February 10,2009. (Ex.
16, Email from C. Berry to T. Luna, et al. (Feb. 10,2009». Qwest recommended that it be the
designated lEN network provider with overall responsibility for the project, with ENA providing
certain training and filing assistance and application support. (Id. at DA0007215-20). Qwest
also provided a proposed amendment to the RFP award to implement this division of
responsibilities. (Id. at DOA007213). According to Laura Hill of the DOA, she "didn't do
anything with" Qwest's submission and probably did not read it. (Ex. 15, Hill Dep. at 164: 17
17165:8).
Instead, Ms. Hill took her latest draft strategic implementation plan for the lEN and used
it to draft RFP amendments dividing responsibility for the lEN project between Qwest and ENA.
(Ex. 15, Hill Dep. at 176:9-178:3; Ex. 17, Email from L. Hill to M. Little, et al. (Feb. 12,2009».
Ms. Hill specifically testified that she did not use the proposed amendment provided by Qwest
after the February 9 meeting:
Q. In doing that, did you use the draft amendment sent by Mr. Berry to
you on February 10, which is Exhibit 42, as a template?

A. No, I did not, because I had to go back to the original document that
[Deputy Attorney General] Melissa [Vandenberg] looked at, which was
the draft ... -- it's that last strategic plan dated on the 5th, and I had to go
back to that chart that had the two providers in it. ...
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Exhibit 37?
THE WITNESS: Yeah,37. I had to take that chart and stick it in there,
and that's what I did.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): Okay. Well, let me just ask you to take a
look at Exhibit 42, because at a glance, at least, it appears that Exhibit 42
may have also been used by you as a template for your preparation of
Exhibit -- ....
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A. It was not.
Q. It was not. Okay.
A. It was not, no.
(Ex. 15, Hill Dep. at 176:9-179:11 (emphasis added)).
With minor changes, the DOA used the amendments drafted by Ms. Hill to amend the
RFP award and allocate responsibilities for the lEN project between ENA and Qwest through a
second set of Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders. (Compare Ex. 17, Email from L. Hill to M.
Little, et al. (Feb. 12,2009) with Ex. 18, Qwest SBPO Change Order 01 (Feb. 28, 2009) and Ex.
19, ENA SBPO Change Order 01 (Feb. 28, 2009)). Among other things, these "Amendment No.
Is" designated ENA, not Qwest, as the service provider for the lEN project and allocated to ENA
responsibility to "coordinate overall delivery of all lEN network services and support." (Ex. 19
~~

1-2, at DOA006197). The amendments also designated Qwest as the "general contractor for

all lEN technical network services." (Ex. 18 ~ 1, at DOA00620 1).
Notwithstanding the amendment to the RFP award by which the DOA designated Qwest
as the contractor for all lEN technical network services, Syringa continued trying to obtain some
or all of the contract that had been awarded to Qwest. For example, in early July 2009, Syringa
3
provided an unsolicited bid for twelve lEN sites to the lEN Technical Director, Brady Kraft.

(Ex. 21, Email from G. Lowe to B. Collie (July 8, 2009)).
Also in July 2009, Syringa's CEO, Greg Lowe, and its lobbyist, Ken McClure, met with
Mike Gwartney, the Director of the DOA, and three other state employees about the lEN
project. 4 (Ex. 5, Lowe Dep. at 137:7-24). Representatives of ENA
ENA attended the meeting by

3

(See Ex. 20, Office of the CIO - Job Descriptions at 3).

4 The deposition questions contained in the transcript excerpts include an error as to the date of
the meeting. It was July 16, 2009, not 2010 as the questions indicate.
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telephone, but no Qwest representatives attended. (Id. at 137:7-24, 138:20-23, 140:6-10). At
this meeting, the Syriinga representatives requested that the state either award ENA the technical
network services portion of the lEN contract so Syringa could perform those services instead of
Qwest, or that the state hold a separate bid competition for each school. (Id. at 140: 11-142: 17).
Mr. Gwartney denied the request, stating that it would not be fair. (Id.).
After the meeting, Mr. Gwartney followed up with a letter further outlining the state's
reasoning in determining how to divide the lEN project between Qwest and ENA:
After the initial award, Administration then unilaterally determined how
best to divide the work between the two awardeeslcontractors.
Administration's determination was based upon the individual strengths of
each awardees/contractors' proposals. For example, ENA had expertise in
providing E-rate services and providing video teleconferencing operations.
Qwest had expertise in providing the technical operations (ie., the
backbone). Before Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308 and SBPO 01309 were
issued, Administration contemplated various ways to divide the
responsibilities between Qwest and ENA, including but not limited to
dividing the services to be provided by Qwest and ENA regionally.
However, the division of responsibilities reflected in the Amendment 1s
1s is
a reflection of what Administration believed would best serve the State of
Idaho and the schools.
(Ex. 22, Letter from M. Gwartney to G. Lowe (July 24,2009) at 2 (emphasis added)). When
asked about this paragraph at the Rule 30(6) deposition of Syringa, its designated representative
testified as follows:
Q. (BY MR. PERFREMENT): And do you know whether Qwest in any
way influenced the Administration to conclude that the division of
responsibilities reflected in the Amendment Is best serve the State of
Idaho and the schools? ...
THE WITNESS: I do not.
(Ex. 5, Lowe Dep. at 269:1-7). Qwest also had no involvement in the drafting of the DOA letter
advising Syringa of the basis for its decision. (Ex. 8, Schmit Aff.

tJ~ 12; see also Ex. 5, Lowe

Dep. at 265:3-266:18).
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D.

Qwest's Response to Syringa's General Allegations of Improper Influence
with Respect to the lEN Project

Syringa's Complaint identifies no conduct by Qwest that could be deemed to be tortious
or improper. Instead it alleges in conclusory fashion that unnamed Qwest officials somehow
unduly influenced DOA employees to award Qwest the technical network services portion of the
lEN project. To ensure that the summary judgment record is complete, Qwest offers the
following additional undisputed facts:
Qwest did not do anything to unduly influence the DOA to award Qwest the lEN
contract. Qwest did 110t
not bribe anyone, offer anything of value to anyone, threaten anyone,
intimidate anyone, disparage Syringa or anyone else, violate any known standards of trade in the
industry, or exert any political, moral, or other influence to cause the DOA to award Qwest the
lEN contract or any part of it. (Ex. 8, Schmit Aff.

~

13; Ex. 9, Berry Aff.

~

12). Syringa has no

evidence to the contrary. (Ex. 5, Lowe Dep. at 120:25-121:24, 123:11-18).
Moreover, Qwest has not attempted to exclude Syringa from participation in the lEN
project. To the contrary, Qwest's RFP response contemplated that Syringa would have a role in
the project as a subcontractor to Qwest, and Qwest has repeatedly attempted to engage Syringa
as a potential subcontractor on the project. (Ex. 8, Schmit Aff.

~

14).
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1.

I am an associate with the law finn of Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP, counsel of

record for Defendant Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") in this case. I am
admitted to this Court pro hac vice. I make the following statements based upon my personal
knowledge and review of the record evidence in this case.
2.

Exhibit 1 hereto is a true and correct copy of Attachment A to the Complaint,

Request for Proposal RFP02160.
3.

Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy ofRFP Amendment 03, dated Dec. 30,2008.

4.

Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of an Email from Greg Zickau to Teresa Luna

& Mike Gwartney (Jan. 12,2009).

5.

Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the IEN Alliance Cost Proposal.

6.

Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the transcript of the Rule

30(6) Deposition of Syringa Networks, LLC, Testimony of Greg Lowe, on August 5-6, 2010.
7.

Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy ofthe "Teaming Agreement" between ENA

and Syringa dated January 7,2009.

8.

Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy ofthe Letter from Mark Little to ENA (Jan.

20,2009).
9.

Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of Jim Schmit.

10.

Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of Clint Berry.

11.

Exhibit lOis a true and correct copy of excerpts from the transcript of the

Deposition of Greg Zickau on September 20, 2010.
12.

Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of an Email from Laura Hill to Greg Zickau

(Jan. 23,2009).

2
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13.

Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of an Email from Laura Hill to Greg Zickau

and Teresa Luna (Jan. 21,2009).
14.

Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of an Email from Bob Collie to Greg Lowe

& Steve Maloney (Jan. 21, 2009).
15.

Exhibit 14 is a true and correct copy of Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders dated

January 28, 2009.
16.

Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of excerpts from the transcript of the

Deposition of Laura Lou Hill on September 21,2010.
17.

Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of an Email from Clint Berry to Teresa Luna

and others (Feb. 10, 2009).
18.

Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of an Email from Laura Hill to Mark Little,

et al. (Feb. 12, 2009).
19.

Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of SBPO Change Order 01 for Vendor Qwest

Communications Corporation (Feb. 28, 2009).
20.

Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of SBPO Change Order 01 for Vendor

Education Networks of America (Feb. 28, 2009).
21.

Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of the Office of the CIO - Job Descriptions.

22.

Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of an Email from Greg Lowe to Bob Collie

(July 8, 2009).
23.

Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of a Letter from Mike Gwartney to Greg

Lowe (July 24, 2009).
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Affiant states nothing further in this affidavit.

!'

I

~~~~~

Meredith A. JohnstorV

Subscribed and sworn to before me by Meredith A. Johnston this 29th day of October,

2010.
Witness my hand and official seal.

My commission expires:

1<'---1-/~ /

--;'J1 u.uftz-~ --;?1
Uuft.e--

Z-2.--

Notary Public
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1.0

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

The following dates are tentative and subject to amendment
BIDDERS Conference: 29 December 2008
Deadline to Receive Emailed Questions on RFP02160: 5 January 2008
RFP02160 Closing Date and Time: 12 January 2009, 5PM MST

2.0

DEFINITIONS

24 x 7 x 52: Stands for "twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, and fifty-two weeks
per year."
year." Wlhen used, this term describes access, services or support that is expected to be
available at all times during a year.
Access Point: A physical connection between a User's private network and the commercial
Internet that t!lcilitates
fi!lcilitates exchanging e-mail, transferring files, viewing public web pages,
st["(:aming audio and video, using voice over IP ("VoIP") and enabling other va)ue
delivering strt:aming
valueadded hosted :services.
services.
Appropriation: Legislative authorization to expend public funds for a specific purpose. Money set
apart for a specific use.
Award: All purchases, leases, or contracts which are based on competitive proposals will be awarded
according to th(~ provisions in the Request for Proposal. The State reserves the right to reject any or
all proposals, wholly or in part, or to award to multiple bidders in whole or in part. The State reserves
the right to waive any deviations or errors that are not material, do not invalidate the legitimacy of the
proposal, and do not improve the bidder's competitive position. All awards will be made in a manner

deemed in the best interest of the State.
BeU Schedules: Public School terminology for the scheduling of daily classes. Bell Schedules need
to be taken into account when it comes to scheduling of Synchronous Distance Learning experiences
and other distance learning programs\activities that are real-time dependent.
Bid Bond: Ensures that bidder will enter into the contract and is retained by the State from the date of
the bid opening to the date of contract signing.
Business: Any I:orporation,
l:orporation, partnership, individual, sole proprietorship, joint-stock company, joint
venture, or any other private legal entity.

Calendar Day: Every day shown on the calendar, Saturday, Sundays and holidays included.

(Type text}
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Children's Internet Protection Ad (CIPA): The Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA)
is a federal law enacted by Congress to address concerns about access to offensive content
over the Internet on school and library computers. CIPA imposes certain types of
requirements on any school or library that receives funding for Internet access or internal
connections Hum
llum the E-rate program -a program that makes certain communications
technology more affordable for eligible schools and libraries.
CMFONI: A high speed, fiber-optic-based network serving the Capitol Mall. CMFONI
facilitates state agencies' connectivity to a variety of networked-based services including the
commercial Internet.
Cost Effcctin: Defined as meeting both the economic needs of the State, and is a solution
that is leading edge in tenns of networking equipment, associated system protocols and
industry best practices.
Contract: The agreement between the Contractor and the State. Contract shall be comprised
of the Proposer's proposal in its entirety, the Request for proposal document and all
attachments either written or electronic, and the tenns and conditions set forth for the
Request for proposal within sicommnet (stated and referenced).
Contractor: The Vendor to whom the State awards a Contract for this purchase.
Customer Owned and Maintained Equipment ("COAM"): Telecommunications,
networking or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by a Mandatory or
Voluntary US(~r and which connects a User's private network to a Proposer's commercial
Internet Servke. COAM may be located in a building occupied by Users or in co-location
facilities opernted by a Proposer. In any case, the User retains title to such equipment and is
responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.
Education Entity: As defined by 67-5745D, Idaho Education Network, an education entity is any
public school district; including public Charter schools, educational service units, libraries;
community college; state college; or nonprofit private postsecondary educational institutions.
E-Ratc: E-Rale
E-Rate is a Federal Funding program administered by the Schools and Libraries Division
(SLD) of the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) on behalf ofthe Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) that provides financial discounts to help schools obtain
affordable telecommunications and Internet access.

Evaluated: A requirement or specification that will receive evaluation points that will be
used in detennining the award(s).
Flexible: Vendors proposals for proposed lEN network designs need to be flexible in tenus
tenns
ofleveraging existing legacy technologies (e.g. Microwave systems, IdaNet, etc.) and also in
tenns
tenus of interfacing with State Core Network Core Legacy equipment (e.g. Cisco
routers\switche:s\ASRs,
routers\switche's\ASRs, Checkpoint firewalls, Polycom and TANDBURG VTC equipment
etc).
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lAW: In Accordance With (lA W)
lEN: Idaho Education Network (lEN)

ITRMC: Infimnation
Infcmnation Technology Resource Management Council. ITRMC reviews and
evaluates the information technology and telecommunications systems presently in use by
State agencies, recommends and establishes statewide policies, and prepares statewide short
and long-range information technology and telecommunications plans.
Idaho Opticfll
OptiCfl1 Network (mON):
(ffiON): A commercial broadband provider that will facilitate
advanced netvvorking among institutions in Idaho and the Northern Tier States. Participants
include institutions of research, education, health care, state government, and partner
organizations that support research, education, and economic development in Idaho and the
States of the Northern Tier. Specific network information concerning IRON can be found at
the following URL: hltP~:JJjroi\foti(Jaho..neV.
hltP~:JJiroi\foti(Jaho.neV.
(M): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (M), indicating that
compliance is mandatory, non-compliance will result in immediate disqualification and no
evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State reserves the right to determine
further cvaluation
mects the specification statcd
whether the proposal meets
stated within this solicitation.
Wher~: a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (ME), indicating that
(ME): Wher~:
compliance is mandatory, and will also be evaluated and scored; non-compliance will result
in immediate disqualification and no further cvaluation
evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State
reserves the right to determine whether the proposal meets the specification stated within this
solicitation.
so
licitation.

Mandatory User(s): Mandatory User(s) are all departments and institutions of state
government referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(i), including but not limited to
a;gencies, commissions, councils and boards, which must be provided Intemct
Internet
departments, a.gencies,
services under this RFP and any awarded contract.
Officc~ of the CIO, State ofIdaho.
ofldaho.
OCIO: Office!

Proposer: A vendor who has submitted a proposal in response to this request for proposals
for property to be acquired by the state.
Property: Goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment, both tangible and intangible,
including, but nonexclusively, designs, plans, programs, systems, techniques and any rights
including.
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and interests in such property. This term also includes concession services and rights to
access or usc' state property or facilities for business purposes.
Proposal: A written response including pricing information to a request for proposals that
describes the solution or means of providing the property requested and which proposal is
considered an otTer to perform a contract in full response to the request for proposals. Price
may be an evaluation criterion for proposals, but will not necessarily be the predominant
basis for contract award.
Proprietary I:oformatloo: Proprietary information is defined as trade secrets, academic and
scientific research work which is in progress and unpublished, and other information which if
released would give advantage to business competitors and serve no public purpose.

Public Ageoj!y:
Agenl~Y: Has the meaning set forth in Idaho Code §67-2327. The term generally
refers to any political subdivision of the state ofldaho, including, but not limited to, counties;
cities; school districts; highway districts; and port authorities; instrumentalities of counties,
cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the state ofldaho.
QoS: Quality of Service. QoS refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to
selected network traffic over various technologies, including Frame Relay, Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (A
TM), Ethernet and 802.1 networks, SONET, and IP-routed networks that may use any or all
(ATM),
of these underlying technologies.

Represeotatin: Includes an agent, an officer of a corporation or association, a trustee, executor or
administrator of an estate, or any other person legally empowered to act for another.
Request for Pl'Oposal (RFP): All documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, utilized
for soliciting competitive proposals.

Responsible )roposer: A proposer who has the capability in all respects to perform fully the
contract requirements, and the experience, integrity, perseverance, reliability, capacity,
facilities, equipment, and credit which will assure good faith performance.
Responsive Proposer: A proposer that has submitted a timely proposal or offer that
conforms in all material respects with the submission and format requirements of the RFP,
and has not qualified or conditioned their proposal or otTer.
Sicommnet or Sicomm: State's e-Procurement applications service provider.
Sicommoet
Scalable: Proposed Vendor solutions need to be scalable in terms of future growth, without
major build outs or "fork lift" equipment upgrades required in later Phases ofthis lEN
project. It must also be scalable in terms of providing quality services support (e.g. QoS,
Bandwidth, reliability, etc.) to all areas of the State ofIdaho, where education, library and
State entities ate located.
Shall: Denotes the imperative, required, compulsory or obligatory.
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Solicitation: The process of notifYing prospective bidders or offerors that the State of Idaho wishes to
receive proposals tor furnishing services. The process may consist of public advertising, posting
notices, or mailing Request for Proposals and/or Request for Proposal announcement letters to
prospective bidders, or all of these.

State: State of Idaho government.
Users: Mandatory or Voluntary User(s), as defined herein, or both, as the case may be.
Vendor Owned and Managed Equipment ("VOME"): Telecommunications, networking
or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by the Proposer, or its partners, which
is integral to III1ll Proposer's provisioning of basic or value-added commerciallntemet services.
VOME may be located in a building occupied by a User, in co-location facilities operated by
the Proposer, or in the Proposer's backbone. In any case, the Proposer retains title to such
equipment and is responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.

Voluntary Us:er(s): Voluntary User(s) are institutions of higher education and elected
officers in the executive department, as referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(ii) and the
legislative and judicial departments as referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(iii) along with
commercial Internet services
a Public Agency, as defined herein, which may be provided commerciallntemet
under this RFP and any awarded contract.
VTe: Video Teleconferencing

WAN: Wide Area Network. A communications network that connects computing devices
over geographically dispersed locations.
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3.0

GENJERAL INFORMATION

3.1

EXEC:UTIVE SUMMARY
EXECUTIVE

High-speed broadband access and connectivity are vital for economic growth, global
competitiveness, education, innovation and creativity. Ensuring high-speed broadband access for all
students has become a critical national issue especially when considering preparing our students for
work and life in the 21 51 Century. The Governor and our legislature, as well as members of our greater
Idaho educational community, recognize the need for providing robust high-speed broadband access
to all of our state public schools, as it will accelerate our teachers' ability to teach and our students'
ability to learn. Through recent legislative efforts, several key issues facing our educational
institutions have been identified as well as specific requirements for our state and public school
districts to meet in implementing high-speed broadband access in their schools.

Key Issues:
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Our Idaho public schools need high-speed broadband access to effectively create rigorous,
technology-·infused learning environments.
Our teachers need guaranteed, long-ternt access to high-speed broadband to enrich the
curricullum to include technology applications such as videoconferencing and distance
learning.
Our teachers also need high-speed broadband access for professional development
development"currently the supply of certified teachers in the State of Idaho does not meet the demand;
additionally, our rural schools struggle to fill their classified staff positions due to low salary
wages e:stablished by current funding formulas"l
Our Administrators need high-speed broadband access to conduct on-line assessments and to
access data for effective decision making.
Our students need high-speed broadband access in their schools to take advantage ofa wide

range of new and rich educational tools and resources available for anytime, anywhere
learning.
Our students also need high-speed broadband access to overcome the digital divide in rural
and low socio-economic areas.
Our ability to provide adequate funding to support our public schools remains a
critical issue in our abilities to execute this lEN initiative, as the State ofIdaho is
currentlly mandating even more severe budget cuts to all state entities given the weak
state of our economy; however that said, the Governor and Legislators, supporting of
this lEN project are pressing forward with a conservative 2010 lEN budget request,
given the fact that our children our Idaho's economic future and we must continue to
invest illl their future success.

I Idaho Rural EdUC8tion

Task Force, 2008 Ltlgislali"" Report
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Vision:
The State ofidaho
ofldaho will actively pursue and contract for a total solution, education-focused managed
internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and contracts with
mUltiple
multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the essential foundation and
sen,ices support for our lEN network. Recent studies of other successful statewide
associated senrices
implementation efforts have shown that this model is the most cost effective and expeditious means to
provide a cohesive, statewide, education-centric network that best meets the current and future
requirements of high-speed connectivity, service offerings and enterprise management services.

Approach:
A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No.
543 -Idaho Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school
with a scalable, high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education
as necessary; Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
Conne,;;tivity to each elementary and middle school.
• Conne·;;tivilY
•
•

The addition of libraries to the lEN.
The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

Funding MeC'bodology:
MeC'hodology:
Given the cum:nt state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualitY
qualifY for Federal
Government E.·Rate funding, for this lEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited funding.
The work outlined in this RFP, and therefore any award, is contingent upon approval of legislative
appropriations. It is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's E-Rate
I O.
application (due Feb I, 2009). The State is requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 20 IO.
Any contract alising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the appropriation, the
State's qualification for Federal E-rate funding, and the selected service providers meeting the
Fedyral E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of State funding would be 1I
Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars.

senriee provider shall not begin work until after 7-1-09, and then
Because of these contingencies, the service
abo'le contingencies are met (unless a supplemental appropriation is approved by the
only if the abo,,'e
legislature before 7-1-09). The state does not expect or require the successful service provider to do
service provider shall
shaH not make
any work speci:fted by this RFP prior to 7-1-09, and the successful senrice
any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, or prior to the named
contingencies being met.

Summary:
Preparing our students for the increasingly competitive global marketplace of the 21 51 century is
critical to improving our state's economy. Education stakeholders, especially teachers and students,
must have reliable and high speed access to networked tools to improve their ability to communicate
and learn in a more collaborative environment. Development of a high-speed broadband, scalable
communications infrastructure that leverages existing State resources to aggregate disparate networks
into a multipurpose lEN backbone infrastructure extending from the Southern part ofIdaho, to the
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Central, Eastern and Northern Panhandle regions of the State will significantly enhance broadband
communications to every public school and library entity in the State.
Follow-on phases of this lEN initiative include migration of our state agencies onto this lEN
backbone and enhancement of rural bandwidth to public entities through aggregation of this
bandwidth. B€mefits of the proposed Idaho Education Network model include lower network costs,
greater efficiency, interoperability of systems providing video courses and opportunities, more
Intc~rnet access, and better use of Federal E-Rate and other government funding resources.
affordable Intl~rnet

3.2

(ME]I SCOPE OF PURCHASE

I[daho desires to contract with a qualified industry partner or partners to establish
The State of
ofl[daho
a long-term rdationship to design and implement the Idaho Education Network (lEN).
()fthis
The objective of
this RFP, as stated in the Executive Summary above, is to create a network
environment that will meet the needs ofK-12 distance learning environment,
environment. as defined in 67-5745D,
and passed by the Idaho Legislature. This will include video services (Interactive and Streaming).
Streaming),
Internet servic1es, and wide area data transport. In addition to serving the K-12 institutions and our
State Libraries (See Appendix A), it will also be used to serve entities that are not E-Rate eligible,
such as higher education (community colleges, state colleges and universities) and State Agencies.
Only E-Rate eligible entities will apply for E-Rate discounts.
The intent of this RFP process is to seek proposals from industry experts for achieving the purpose
and goals ofthe lEN as established by the legislature. Rather than defining a specific technology,
architecture or network design, the Department of Administration is providing broad guidelines only
and relying on industry expertise to design and propose a network capable of meeting these
requirements.

W~~~~,,;f9;?~~,,~f;~i,~~P.;,~.,~~~cr~J~
~·~
\V~~~~,,;fQ;?~~,,~f;~i,~~P,;.~.,~~~cr~J~~~~il!~~~~~ti~!k~~
~il!~~~~~ti~!k~~. ~
·~ ~~ribt: a

bU~~~IJI;tl1at".tbOy W!Uinltj.e"tf?sen:,,"Jh~
W!Uinltj.e,·tf;'sen:,,"Jh~ Stat, QfI~oJ~N,~()tk#
ofI~o:I.~N~()tk# As stated
bU~~~IJI;tl1at"tbOy
above the Sta1te is looking for an industry partner or partners who will take the initiative in
areas of network design, network management to include operations, maintenance and
accounting processes. It should be noted that highest consideration will be given to the
Partner or Partners presenting the best and most cost effective "total end- to-end service
support solution" and supporting network architecture, which is also compliant with the
specifications of this RFP.

Bi~n.J~~}lllffl,MY~~ $Cty~ PfUvider i.tif1~
idattit1~ ilU,mbt:rthJ~
ilU,mbt:r~~ thfll
thI# U~W~l,SelVi~c:
U~W~l,SaVi~c:
Bi~n.J~~}lllffl,~Y~~
Adntifir,ttjt!v. ~om~y:and be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount
program for tell~communications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities. Bidders agree to
discounts. including any accrued credits, for which the entity is eligible under the
provide any discounts,
Universal Service Fund for school telecommunications services. Bidders will, at their own expense,
prepare and file all carrier documents and reports required for the eligible entities to receive the
benefit of such discounts and credits. Proposer's Service Provider Identification Number (SPIN),
issued to Bidders by the Universal Service Administrative Company, must be included in the
responding bid.
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K 12 school, library
is a myriad of different broadband service provider contracts associated with each K12
e:tiMi
..
~it·"·. ··"'~c
···,,~c ···il"atiOi1;....
···il"atiOi1;
....
.:....wltieh
Bidikn
in
A
ndix
A.
E8choftb··
e:liMi..
~it·"·.
.:....whieh
Bidikn.
. ··.··· . will have
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, .ppe .'.' .' .' .....
..' ~
~,.~
.H".,m.~...,
'fP ....'n ~~J
~~J.
"Ppe
. .... " ..'
... ~ .•.H"
.. m.~... ..,'f.P.".
.
.
tojd",~~:~etq~"'~rtit,·~ift9Jf~~iJt
tojd".~~:~et~~.-n~rtat,·~ift9i:~~iJt..y~
Y~ Bidders are encouraged to partner,
possible with these local service providers, in the development of
their transition plans.
whenever possib[ewith
ofUteir
()f:tIta~ ~nt1gratiOrt."lWne04
~ntigratiOrt,.,lWne04 to ~ hi~td ill
itl BICW~is iu'lr
RFIr JaPO~.
Co~~ {)f:tlta~

..

JaPOn-s.

3.2.1 Project Overview
The objective of this section of the RFP is to identify a Contractor or Contractors that will design,
develop, and implement high-speed data connectivity that will meet the current and future
telecommunications needs of eligible participants over the term of the contract The successful
Contractor or Contractors will provide a cost-effective, scalable, and flexible high-speed data
transport service that can interconnect all
a1l entities listed in Appendix A. This RFP is for the first phase
mUlti-phase project for connectivity to the Idaho Education Network (lEN). Connectivity in
ofa multi-phase
subsequent phases of this project will include public elementary, middle schools, state libraries with
connections to higher educational institutions as required. The final phase of this project will include
lEN network backbone, with the exception of IdaNet,
migration of state government entities to this [EN
which may nec~d to be migrated earlier, given the current end of life status concerning its major
network equipment components (e.g. MGX's).
The State will analyze proposals for all planned lEN Phase sites with an emphasis on cost savings and
technical approach. As providers of this service, the State believes that potential providers are in the
best position to make this determination and present a proposal to the State. Current K-12, library
broadband costs are provided to assist contractors in making a logical and cost effective proposal to
the State not only for Phase I sites but for subsequent project Phase entities (e.g. elementary, middle,
loe.ations). These can be found in Appendix O. Note that State agency migrations will be
and library locations).
determined at a later date, with the RFP modified in subsequent revisions to address those specific
requirements. Vendors just need to remain cognizant that these State agency migrations are part of
our long range lEN strategy and need to reflect that accordingly in their proposal submissions.
The State requiires the Contractor to bid a multi-purpose transport connection methodology to
interconnect the listed institutions along with the corresponding services that considers present, as
well as future, state-of,.the-art technologies. The extent to which these segments are included in the
network cloud that covers the geography of Idaho is important both to the economic development
Legislature (67-57450), and in meeting the rural education initiatives
goals, as definf:d by the Idaho Legis[ature
proposed by

3.3

thl~

Idaho Rural Education Task Force, to the Idaho Legislature in January 2008.

(ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS

a} Exp.erience...... . J~j~m.
J~j~m.~~:~.'
~l:~~;tm>,V'~CJ'IffiPIq.,
.:'qf·~.
:,'~,,~~'.' ,
a)
,j'W;Jm>,V~CJ'lffip~., .:'qf.·~.
:,'~,,~.,;,':~.'"
•.
~~~ri
" ~ ';rtdiilliti."un'~aftd~in~
';rtdiilliti."un·~aftd~in~ '..
'.. J' ~
~~~~ri

:W.".':1~~i~
'skilrl~~~_Hh'wd&ffinaw?:l'iif'~~'OftieF~i~Rate
:W."'':1~
~i~8
'skilrl~~~_Hh'wd&ffinawhl'iif'~~'OftheF~'~Rate
,
,.
......
..
.
g
. . ~...
..'
.
. ''..
. ...
~...

~L
~l.
b} Partnerships. Strong consideration will
be~iven toprop<>sa[s
toprop<>sals that incofll2rategartnersh
incoTJl2rategartnersh ips
b)
wiH be~iven
V~I.itl~t.'ftptlu.iatho~~ PfanwiUiih~m
PfanwiUim~8FP
between multiple providers. V~.u~(ftptlu.iatho~~

~~~.

.'

..
..
..
.......
.•
•.
..

"

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . . . . . .

..... .

Bfdd$ ...~.~.~;mn~i4fi~.~~OWusu~al
~.~.W;mn~i4fi~.~~OWusu~al
c) Idaho IJrescnce. Bfdcl$
'

....;::,;: ."...'•.•..
,.... ,, .....
' .. "

J'E~
J:E~

~.Jl~i

Long-t,erm commitment. lEN will serve as the foundation for the broadband needs of the
d) Long-t·erm
legislature. Therefore, Bidders
State fClr education and other purposes as envisioned by the [egislature.
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''must demonstrate a long-tenn commitment to Idaho.
'~i~"iif~·"";",·~~'i.f:

gm~J!:!fHI'-_~~.,~,

'>

' "

e) Economic 1m act. '

t)
g)

3.4

LEGISLATIVE DIRECTION

The legislature (Idaho Code 67-5745D) determined that:
a) Idaho does not have a statewide coordinated and funded high-bandwidth education network;
b) Such a network will enable required and advanced courses, concurrent enrollment and teacher
training to be deliverable to all public high schools through an efficiently-managed statewide
infrastructure; and
c) Aggregating and leveraging demand at the statewide level will provide overall benefits and
efficiencies in the procurement of telecommunications services, including high-bandwidth
connec:tivity, internet access, purchases of equipment, federal subsidy program expertise and
other r<:::lated services.

3.5

GOALS

In developing proposals, please consider the following goals as established by the legislature:
a) Idaho will utilize technology to facilitate comparable access to educational opportunities for
all students;
stud.ents;
b) Idaho will be a leader in the use of technology to deliver advanced high school curricula,
concunrent college credit, and ongoing teacher training on an equitable basis throughout the
state; and
c) Idaho will leverage its statewide purchasing power for the lEN to promote private sector
investment in telecommunications infrastructure that will benefit other technology
applications such as telemedicine, telecommuting, telegovernment and economic
development.

3.5.1 (ME) Gleneral
Gilmeral Requirements
In developing proposals the vendors must submit in writing how they will address each of the
following general requirements as established by the legislature:
a) Coordinate the development, outsourcing and implementation of a statewide network for
education, which shall include high-bandwidth connectivity, two-way interactive video and
internet access, using primarily fiber optic and other high-bandwidth transmission media;
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b) Consider statewide economic development impacts in the design and implementation of the
;~~4i;M"" ".
~. :"~.'''; a
~.::~~DI
educational telecommunications infrastructure U~ . eo,.'

~:'
··..$1idJl
j,

••

-

.....

];

'.~_'It..

~~i

c) Coordinate and support the telecommunications needs, other than basic voice
communications of public education;
d) Procure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface equipment to
public education facilities;
e) Procw'e telecommunications services and equipment on behalfofpublic education;
f) Procw'e and implement technology and equipment for the delivery of distance leaming;
learning;
g) In conjunction with the state department of education, apply for state and federal funding for
technology on behalf ofIEN
oflEN services;
h) Work with the private sector to deliver high-quality, cost-effective services statewide; and
i) Cooperate with state and local governmental and educational entities and provide leadership
and consulting for telecommunications for education.

Specifically:
The department of administration shall follow an implementation plan that:
a)
In the first pbaS!(,
DbaSj(, will connect each public high school with a scalable, high-bandwidth
connection, including connections to each institution of higher education as necessary,
thereby allowing any location on lEN to share educational resources with any other
location;
b)
Upon completion of the first phase, shall provide that each public high school will be
served with high-bandwidth connectivity, internet access and equipment in at least one (I)
two-way interactive (synchronous) video teleconferencing capability,
capability.
c)
Provide a scalable (e.g. a minimum 10 Mbps up to JOO Mbps) high-bandwidth conncction,
connection,
preferably fiber optics, to each public high school listed in appendix A; if additional
bandwidth is desired by the supported customer, school districts will have the option to
add additional bandwidth at their own expense, they will also have, in coordination with the
aCID office, the option to decrease bandwidth requirements in cases of extremely small
OCIO
student populations or during the summer months; Schools Districts will
wiII also have the
option to designate their own centralized distribution locations in coordination with the
DelO office and the Vendor; also, if a scale of economies can be realized to install
oelo
connl:ctivity to the most centrally located building within a given school district utilizing a
conn(!ctivity
hub and spoke methodology, Vendors need to factor this into their proposed build out plans
affccted School District and OCID
and coordinate with both the affected
acIO for implementation;
Vendors will also be required to request in writing detailed justifications and alternative
ifthey
OCID if
they are unable to meet specified State minimum bandwidth
solutions to the OCIO
icular high school location;
requirements (I OMbs) for a
location' .'.
. ";p., , . ...
. ..

_"~",~~,:,;_~,W
d)

A connection to each institution of higher education, listed in Appendix A, to enable two
twoway interactive video;
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e)

The ability of any location on lEN to share educational resources with any other location;
i.e. fllly
flllY site on the network can both originate and receive two-way interactive video
instruction;
Internet access to each public high school listed in Appendix A;
Network connectivity and bandwidth to enable lEN Phase I high schools to conduct at least
one (1) two-way interactive video classroom session.
A ba.ckbone network capable of providing access to the public Internet, delivering real-time
instructor-led education courses and streaming media to classrooms, and other data needs
of the network;
Scalable service pricing options;
One··time special construction costs, if any, for the backbone and last mile connections;
One·,time
Network monitoring;
Video operations and monitoring;
Other design considerations and costs;
E-Ra.te eligibility estimates for services proposed and impacts on pricing (E-Rate eligibility
E-Rate
iS,a requirement);. and

f)
g)

h)

i)
j)
k)
I)
m)
n)

3.5.3 (ME) Subsequent Phase Considerations
In subsequent phases, [the department of administration] will evaluate and make recommendations to
the legislature for:
(a) Connectivity to each elementary and middle school;
(b) The addition of libraries to the lEN; and
(c)
( c) The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

3.6

ISSUING
ISSUlNG OFFICE & SUBMISSION OF QUESTIONS

This solicitation is issued by the Division of Purchasing via Sicommnet. The Division of Purchasing
is the only contact for this solicitation. Questions and request ror clarifications shall be submitted
Via eml!iI
emllil only to:
Mark Little, CPPO
State Purchasing Manager
ofIdaho, Division of Purchasing
State ofldaho,
Mark.Litlle@adm.idaho.gov
E-mail: Mark.Little@adm.idaho.gov

Written questions are due at the close of business (5PM,MST) on the date indicated in the
schedule of events in Section 1.0.
Verbal responses from the STATE are not binding upon the STATE. BIDDER assumes full
responsibility for any action taken upon a verbal response from the STATE.
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The Deadline for receipt of Questions is listed in 1.0 Schedule of Events. To be
considered, Questions must be received via Email by 5 P.M. Mountain Time on the
Scheduled Oue Date.

3.7

Validity of Proposal

Bid proposalls are to remain valid for One Hundred and Eighty (180) calendar days
after the scheduled closing date. Proposals submitted with a less than 180 day validity will
be found non-responsive and will not be considered.

3.8

Bidder Notifications

Prior to the cilosing
dosing and opening of the solicitation, aU BIDDER notifications wiD be released in
Sicommnet Wi: amendments. AU questions submitted will be answered via amendment for aU
BIDDER's re'view.

3.9

SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS

Reference

Section

REQUIREMJ~NTS,
REQUIREMJ~NTS, &

5. TECHNICAL
FORMAT.

AND

COST

PROPOSAL

SUBMISSION,

3.10 Evaluation, Intent to Award Letters, and Award
There might be variations to the fonowing, but as a general rule, the fonowing procedure is
followed.
Once the RFP closing date and time bave passed and PROPOSALS have been opened, the
copies of the Tecbnical PROPOSALS are forwarded to the agency for evaluation. Once the
agency has c(]lmpleted its technJcal evaluation and scored the PROPOSALS, the evaluation
summary and scoring are forwarded to the Division of Purchasing for review. The Division of
Purchasing verifies the fairness and integrity of the technical evaluation process. The Cost
PROPOSALS and copies are then opened, and the copies forwarded to the agency for
evaluation. Both the agency and the Division of Purchasing participate in tbis evaluation and
its scoring. The scoring of the cost evaluation is then added to the scoring of the technical
evaluation to ~Irrive
~lrrive at a total PROPOSAL scoring, thus identifying the best qualified BIDDER
based on the specifications and criteria set forth in the RFP. The Division of Purchasing then
issues a Lettel'
Lettel" of Intent to Award to aU BIDDERS, notifying them of the STATE's intent to
award the belit
bellt quaUfied BIDDER as identified through the evaluation process. After the
passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and the resolution of any appeals
Diivision of Purchasing contracts for the purchase.
received, the Dlivision
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The STATE has the time set forth in Section 3.7 Validity of PROPOSAL to complete the
tbe
evaluation allid
alild award tbe
the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS'
understandJnl~
understandJnl~ that tbe
the evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary
updates regarding the evaluation. Tbe
ll:iIl take the
tbe time to ensure a fair and complete
The STATE 11iIl
tbe integrity and fairness of the evaluation process,
evaluation. Additionally and to ensure the
during the eV;lIluation and up and until the time the Division of Purchasing issues the Intent to
Award letter, no information regarding the
tbe content of the PROPOSALS is released.

4.0

EVALUATION AND AWARD

4.1

THE PROCESS

Upon opening, but not limited to, the Division of Purchasing will inspect the PROPOSAL for the
following;
• That the: PROPOSAL was timely per the published closing date and time;
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•
•

•
•
•

That the PROPOSAL includes a signed State of Idaho Signature page (attached in Sicommnet
as XXX_Signature_Page_RFP.pdf);
That the PROPOSAL has not been qualified by the BIDDER, meaning that the BIDDER has
not conditioned their PROPOSAL based upon the STATE accepting terms or conditions
established by the BIDDER;
That the COST PROPOSAL is present and sealed separately from the TECHNICAL
PROPOSAL;
That the PROPOSAL contains all required information;
Other unforeseen conditions that might deem the PROPOSAL non-responsive upon opening.

Purchasing will forward aU responsive TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to the purchasing agency
for evaluation. The agency will establish an evaluation team comprised of STATE employees.
This team wiill evaluate and score the TECHNICAL PROPOSALS based on the evaluation
criteria listed in this RFP. The team wiill then forward their scoring and ranking of the
TECHNICAl.
TECHNICAl, PROPOSALS to the Division of Purchasing for review and vaUdation of the
process. UpOl1l completion of the validation of the Technical Evaluation by the Division of
Purchasing, tbe Division of Purchasing then opens the COST PROPOSALS for evaluation and
scoring. COST PROPOSAL scores are then added to the TECHNICAL PROPOSAL scores
will then issue a
identifying thl~ Apparent Successful Bidder (ASB). The Division of Purchasing witJ
Letter ofIntelnt
oflntelDt to Award to aU responsive, responsible BIDDERS notifying them of the State's
intent to contract with the ASB. It is at this point that the STATE will consider requests for
Public Information. After the passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and
the resolution of any appeals received, the Division of Purchasing contracts with the ASB for
the purchase.
The STATE has the time set forth in 3.7 VALIDITY OF PROPOSALS to complete the evaluation
and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS understanding that the
evaluation req\lires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary updates regarding the evaluatiorL
The STATE ~ill take the time to ensure a fair and complete evaluation. Additionally and to ensure
the integrity and fairness ofthe evaluation process, during the evaluation and up and until the time the
Division of Purchasing issues the Intent to Award letter, no information regarding the content of the
PROPOSALS is released.

4.2

EVALUATION CODES

Each evaluated specification or requirement has an assigned code. The codes and their meanings are
as follows:
(M)
Mandatory Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this
requiremlmt The determination as to Whether
requiremtmt
whether the BIDDER meets the mandatory
specification rests solely with the STATE. If the STATE detennines that a BIDDER
does not meet a mandatory requirement as specified, the PROPOSAL shall be deemed
non-responsive, and no further evaluation will occur. A letter of detennination of non
nonresponsiveness will be issued by the Division of Purchasing to the BIDDER, and the
BIDDER shall be removed from further consideration. A BIDDER who has been
deemed non-responsive does have certain appeal rights per STATE Statute 67-5733.
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(E) Evaluated. BIDDERS are expected to provide a comprehensive written
response to the specification. Points will be awarded based on the degree to which the
BIDDER meets the requirement. A BIDDER not responding to the specification will
receive zc~ro points for that specification.

(ME)- Mandatory and Evaluated Requirement. Tbe BIDDER sball meet tbis
requirement.

4.3

SCORING

Specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (M) will be evaluated on a PAss/FAIL
PAsS/FAIL basis.
Any specification/requirement with the word "shall", "must", or "will" is a mandatory specification
or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to meet any single mandatory specification Of
requirement
will
be
deemed
non-responsive.
BIDDERS
who
meet
mandatory
specifications/requirements may then have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement
evaluated and scored as to how the BIDDER's solution meets the IT environment of the STATE.
Solicitation spl~ifications/requirements
spc~ifications/requirements with an assigned code of (E) will be evaluated and awarded
points. Pricing will be evaluated using a cost model that offers the STATE the best possible value
over either the initial term of the contract, or the life of the contract. The cost evaluation model may
also include any costs incurred by the STATE in conjunction with the proposed service offering.
Solicitation spc:cifications/requirements with an assigned code of (ME) will be evaluated not only on
s~ification/requirement with the word
a PASSIFAIL basis, but also be awarded points. Any s~ification/requirement
''will'' is a mandatory specification or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to
"shall", "must", or "will"
nonmeet any single mandatory specification/requirement or evaluated area will be deemed non
s~ifications/requirements and evaluated areas may then
responsive. Bidders who meet mandatory s~ifications/requirements
have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement evaluated and scored as to how the
BIDDER's solution meets the State of Idaho's lEN Requirements to include how it meets the overall
IT environment of the STATE.
.
PASs/FAIL basis and\of
and\or those
The following table identifies those solicitation sections evaluated on a PAss/FAIL

which are awarded points:

Rankiul
Rankinl
I.
2.
3.
4.

5.

En"atecl Sections
Cost of E-Rate Eligible Goods &
Services
EPrior Experience (Ed Networks, E
Rate, Personal Qualifications)
Management Capability
Other Cost Factors (including price of
ineligible goods and services, price of
changing providers, price for breaking
contract, etc)
Legislative Initiatives (Partnerships,

MuJaallJD

PoaIbiePoab
PoalbiePomb

400
200
100
100

100
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6,

4.4

Idaho Presence, Economic Impact)
Financial Reports and Risk Mitigation
TOTAL POINTS

100

1000

EVAtUATION CRITERIA

(a) Ability to meet the goals and requirements established by the legislature for Phase [;
I;
(b) Statewide economic development impacts ofthe proposed network;
(c) Potential to meet the requirements of subsequent phases;
(d) One-timl!
One-timl~ costs for equipment;
(e) One-timl!
One-timc~ costs for network connections;
(f) Recurring network costs;
(g) Recurring Internet access costs;
..... Rate
(h) Prior experience specific to building and supporting Education Networks including P.....Rate
expertise;
(i) Strategic Partnerships to include Local Vendors;
(j) Management Capability;
(k) Personnel Qualifications;
(I) Network and video operations; and
(m) Other costs
While cost will be a primary factor during the evaluation ofthese
of these proposals in order for us to qualify
for E-Rate discounts, other relevant factors will also be considered to include: long-term impacts on
ben€:fits
education, ben€
:fits to economic development, and other potential applications ofthe network, as
envisioned by the legislature, will be given significant weight as depicted above.

S.O
5.0

SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

These Special Terms and Conditions are in addition to those found In the S;commnet
!wlicitation d(J'cument, State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, State of
Vendors. and particular to tm!!' purchase. Where
Idaho Sollcit'-Ition In.'itructions To Vendors,
conflict occunf, these Special Terms and Conditions shall take precedence.

5.1

(ME) .IE-RATE ELIGIBILITY

Qualifying schools and libraries as Voluntary Users may acquire Internet Services through any
RFP. The Proposer must participate in the Universal Service
contracts arising from this RFP,
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Administrative, Company's telecommunications support programs for eligible schools and libraries,
Administrative'
and E-Rate discounts must apply.

5.2

(M) IDAHO STATE GOVERNMENT STANDARDS

51ervices must comply with applicable standards and policies of the Information
All delivered siervices
Technology Re:source Management Council ("ITRMC"). A description of ITRMC and its standards
and policies may be viewed on-line at www.idaho.gov/itrrnc.

5.3

PRIC][NG, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS

20 Years.
Contract is for ;aa 5 year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of
of20
Any resulting contract from this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers. Under no
circumstances however will work begin prior to July 2009, because such work as specified by this
RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval (unless a supplemental appropriation is
approved by the Legislature prior to July I, 2009). The services provided pursuant to a contract
67awarded based on this RFP would be available to any "Public agency" as defined by Idaho Code 67
2327.

5.4

BIDDER'S CONFLICTING AND SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS

Where terms and conditions, including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, specified in the
BIDDER's Proposal differ from the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions or the
Special Terms and Conditions of this RFP, the State's Terms and Conditions and the bid's Special
Ternls and Conditions shall apply. Where terms and conditions specified in the BIDDER's Proposal,
TemlS
including BIDDER agreements and assumptions, supplement the terms and conditions in this RFP,
supplemen~li terms and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the State's Division
the supplemen~li
of Purchasing in writing. BIDDER's are recommended to review the STATE's Solicitation
Instructions to Vendors, Clause 19 at the following website.
http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/stwidecntrcs.html

5.5

PUBUC AGENCY CLAUSE

Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in Section 67-2327 of the
Idaho Code, which reads: "Public Agency" means any city or political subdivision of this state,
including, but not limited to counties; school districts; highway districts; port authorities;
instrumentalities of counties; cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the State of
Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract with the
CONTRACTOR and/or comply with any other applicable provisions of Idaho Code governing public
contracts.
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"5.6

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

The prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and one
onequarter percent (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract Usage
Administratin Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State through its
Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.25%) of the
CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales.

5.7

REPORTS

The CONTRACTOR will be required to submit, to the Office of the CIO, Attention lEN Project
Manager, quarterly reports that provide the following minimum information.
a. Usage reports by Agency and by Agency receiving location, indicating the product received
and total cost of the order.
b. When possible, reports should be in the same format as the product bidding schedule(s).
Electronic reports in Excel or Text Format are encouragcd.
c. Custom reports that may be requested from time to time by the Division of Purchasing.
Reports will be due to the Division of Purchasing at the end of the first quarter (90 days) of the
contract and eEich quarterly anniversary thereafter.

6.0

MECHANICS OF SUBMISSION

~~'~;l~~~

tilft~stilriip,·~Ylii"·tlf~···

"I

.

~T~;~~~..
6.1

··~':'.9IJJ~r~':;~J~nL;.:·

,~~:jffih~~;f.~.~~t';'"
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··'.·~·.,~Ir~~~~l;t,t)f:t.~~:~ ~

TECHNICAL AND PRICE PROPOSALS

~!;~!~~~9ft;J"~IJg~~~P' .. ~~~l~ .~~~!~teelutk;ali
~!;~!~~~9ftl"~Jm~~!p'

~sar~~lJli~~~·~t~'~ih~.stdl~Sl;iippitiltOOtOinw~ The Technical
~sar~~1Jlf~~~·~t""~ih:.stdl~Sl;iippitiltOOtOinw~
Proposal and the Price Proposal collectively are the proposal.
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Responses !It.!!!!! to direct evaluators to a brochure or data sheet in substitution to providing
a detailed response. To do so on a (M) Mandatory Requirement will deem the proposal
non-responsive. To do so on a (E) Evaluated Requirement will result in fewer or zero
points being awarded. Brochures and data sheets shall be used in support ofa detailed
!WU~
response !W!l~

6.1.2

Price Proposal

'I11e mpo~r shaUsubmit
se~tt_loqcnvclopc. Pricing schedules are
shaJlsubmit it~pri"lngin
it~pri"lnginII se~tt.lf(.jcnvcJopc.
located in RFP Section 10.8. Pricing shall
shaH be opened only after the technical evaluation has
been completc~ on the Technical Proposal. Pricing will be evaluated by comparing the total
cost of offered solutions. A solution's total cost is the sum of the pricing shown in the
pricing schedules PLUS applicable taxes, surcharges and fees PLUS any direct
implementation costs incurred by the state.

6.2

ACCURACY AND CONCISENESS

~.ff.l;WifW: ~~~te.~';~ncr'sc~11!;r
~~~te~';~n~'sc~1b,;r m~~~'~UIfJn~~,:rl!a
~.ff.1;WifW:
m~~~'~ulfJn,~~,·rl!. ~ririgor
~ririgor similar
simHar
bR,ij;t,t;i:;i\1.Ui!ea,c.ltSeCtfofr~~~bY·Ulbs~'atCi
q~t·m~W.:,Avoid
bR,ij;lt;l:;iViUi!ea,c.JtSeCtfOfr~~~bY·Uibs~'UtCi q~t·m~W.:,:A
void extraneous
attachments and superfluous information that may detract from substantive information in the
Proposal.

6.3

QUANTITY
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''All materials may be shipped in a single shipping container.

7.0

CURRENT EXISTING STATE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES

The State ofldlaho currently has three (3) significant, existing networks with connections in numerous
locations throlJlghout the state, and one (I) Metro network located in the Capitol Mall. Details of these
specific State network infrastructures are listed below:

7.1

ldaNet
IdaNet

A TM
The IdaNet network is comprised of a combination of Master Service Agreements and physical ATM
circuits connecting Cisco MGX switches in Boise (2), Meridian (1), Lewiston (1), and Coeur D'Alene
fonn a self-healing ring connecting the switches in each
(I). The ATM circuits allow for IdaNet to form
city. The state anticipates life cycle replacement of the Cisco MGX switches by 201 1.
IdaNet serves 57 state organizations utilizing 247 virtual circuits provisioned at layer 2. Classes of
service are CBR, VBR nrt, and UBR Rates vary according to class of service, and beginning in
0, by geogJraphic
geogmphic area. Annual operating costs are approximately $600,000, including circuit
FY 1I0,
costs and switch maintenance. The network is monitored and managed by the Department of Labor.
Billing is managed by the Office of the CIO.
accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 1.
I, IdaNet for further information
infonnation
See accompan:ying
on state agency locations connected through !daNet.
IdaNet.

7.2

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

The Idaho Transportation Department (ITO) maintains a significant state owned, IP based routed
network that supports ITO Highways, Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and partner agency

operations. The original network was put in place to interface with the citizens of Idaho across 44
county locations in order to conduct business with the State DMV. Today the ITO network supports
Idaho State Police, Secretary of State, Eastern Idaho Technical College, County Courts, 911
Emergency Services, redundant communications for state and county/tribal Emergency Operations
Centers (EOCs} and more.
The ITO network is constantly changing and expanding to meet the business needs of ITO and its
partners, and carries a wide array of network traffic including voice, video and traditional information
based data used in fi Ie sharing and database access.
Security is also a major area of focus on the lTD network based on the sensitivity of the information
used by the DMV, which contains personal information of citizens. Furthennore, partner agencies
3lnd confidential information relating to public voting, police operations and homeland
carry sensitive 3tnd
security operations.
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''The ITO network is managed by four full-time State employees consisting of two Network Analysts
and two Senior Network Analysts, reporting under the Infrastructure and operation section ofITO's
ofITD's
Enterprise Technology Services group.
See accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 2, Idabo Transportation
Department ~or further infonnation on state agency locations connected through ITO.

7.3

IDAHO BUREAU OF HOMELAND SECURITY

The Idaho Bur,eau of Homeland Security (BHS) has responsibility for State emergency
communications and opemtions.
In support of those communication needs, BHS maintains a
opemtions.ln
statewide digital microwave system supporting mdio, voice, video and data infrastructure to state,
local, and tribal government entities. There is a current BHS project to install secure broadband
communication links from the State Emergency Operations Center (EOC) to each respective
CountylTribal EOC facility, providing I OMBS of capacity to these sites. This project is currently
underway and anticipated completion to be December 2009. Support is provided by Public Safety
Communications with a staff of administrative and technical personnel (23 total). There is IP
transport capacity available throughout the microwave infrastructure to supplement an lEN concept,
particularly in rural Idaho locations.
See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Scbedule 3, Idabo Bureau of Homeland
Security for information related to organizations and connections through a public safety related
network opemt1ed by the Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security

7.4

CAPITOL MALL FIBER NETWORK (CMFONIJ
(CMFONI)

CMFONI is the: fiber optic network that provides connectivity to state agencies within the Capitol
Mall. The majority ofthe network consists of state owned and vendor leased multi-mode fiber with
some state-owned limited installations of single-mode fiber.
accompon:ving document located at Appendix B, Schedule 4, Capitol MaU Fiber Network
See accompanying
(CMFONI) for information related to the CMFONI network maintained by the Department of
Administration.

8.0

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

Sl;hools designated in Phase I to migrate to this new lEN service must be
Public lligh S,;hools
converted NLT I February 2010, with all IP addresses routing through the Internet. The
conversion from the current Internet Service Provider should be as transparent as possible.
The State of Iclaho is cognizant of a growing demand for bandwidth. The State is interested
in identifying a Contractor who will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of
eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful Contractor will provide a
cost-effective, scalable, and flexible transport service that will be able to meet the demands
ofthe
of
the network participants and it is expected the services would m~et
meet any future
future needs of
other eligible participants as deemed appropriate. BicJdm"wlltldmtUftiftYKcsum..BicJdm"wlttJ~UftSfty_tJm&ft a

a
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8.1

•

•

(ME) TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The Vendor will maintain an ingress internet bandwidth capacity at the main hub site
of an amount no less than 50% of the sum of transport bandwidth provided to all
allioca/
local
sites. As lEN sites are added and/or deleted or local site bandwidth is increased
or decrt:ased,
decmased, the egress bandwidth capacity at the main hub site(s) will be modified to
maintain the 50% requirement. Increases or reductions in costs for the main hub site(s) ingress
Internet bandwidth will be included in the costs provided to the State when adding or deleting
a site and making local site bandwidth modifications. Internet2 bandwidth will not be included
uirement.
in the 510%
50% requirement.

.' ;~;;V ~.~.~~~,.,
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•

•

•

•

•

•
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15 the n~gional
IEN users
n~gional Internet ingress bandwidth will return to its previous level. lEN
!!2S be required to exercise this option.
will !!2!
The Vendor shall provide the ability to make small incremental bandwidth
increases within two business days (for example, going from 512K to 1.5 Mbps). All other
proposed bandwidth increases will need to be approved by the State aClo
aCIO in coordination
with the affected customer.
The Vendor shall provide assistance to the State ofldaho
ofIdaho aclO
OCIO office and our public school
districts\libraries, upon approval of funding by the State Legislature, to inventory and catalog
all existiing distance learning, networking, and video conferencing equipment, currently
deployed throughout their schools in order to detennine actual customer lEN requirements.

"ne,twork communications" inventory will also be used to determine the supportability of
This "ne:twork
standards-based H.323, and\or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) video conferencing
capabilities (See Appendix E). It will also be used to detennine actual requirements for other
high bandwidth and QoS distance learning and tracking applications (e.g. Unitedstreaming,
MoodIe, interactive weblogs\podcasts, and support for a new State of
netTrekker, Blackboard, Moodie,
Idaho "Longitudinal Data Network" tracking system) across the lEN network, to see ifnew
equipment or additional bandwidth may need to be procured and installed.
The Vendor will also provide installation and technical virtual help desk and possible onsite
assistanc:e to school districts in the support of their respective video teleconferencing
assistan(:e
programs. Specifically, high quality, reliable video teleconferencing (VTC) is essential for
conducting effective Distance Education classes. Circuit-switched connections using
Integrate:d Services Digital Network (ISDN) have provided, and continue to provide, network
transport necessary for VTC applications, within the State ofldaho, but several limitations
exist in using circuit-switched services, such as their cost and sometimes poor service
reliability. Fortunately, recent advances in VTC technology have significantly improved VTC
capabilities through reduction in size, operational complexity, and cost ofVTC equipment.
Additionally, the ability to conduct quality VTC over Internet Protocol (IP) networks is now
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•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

Vendors in support ofVTC operations will provide a network infrastructure capable of
providilrl.g full screen, high quality video at a minimum of30 frames per second, with 60
interlaced fields per second (Le. resolution and frame rates equivalent to that of the National
Television System Committee [NTSC] television) for viewing people in the teleconference or
up to 1024 x 768 [19J for viewing graphic images on computer monitors. See Appendix E,
Video Teleconferencing Goals and Proposed Classroom Equipment Specifications, for
infonnation concerning the minimum base standards that the State will be
additional information
considering in their efforts to develop viable VTC support packages in support of our public
Phase I High Schools, and subsequent Phase II Elementary and Middle Schools.
The Vendor shall work with the State ofIdaho OCIO Office during Phase I, to identify
IEN Task Force
specific initial pilot school candidates within the respective counties that the lEN
IEN "Proof of Concept" network
has identified per Appendix C, to demonstrate some lEN
installations, which are geographically dispersed throughout key areas in the State, during the
initial phase of this project.
All connections must be "full duplex" in nature, and to the limit allowed by the technology of
the proposed circuit, the entire capacity of the physical circuit must be available unless
otherwise indicated.
Anticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, but
other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference.
IEN build-outs,
The vendor will also need to leverage in their networlc design and planned lEN
whereve:r applicable, all available State ofIdaho IP transport capabilities to include available
Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security microwave infrastructure capabilities, which are in the
process of undergoing significant network upgrades, with the infusion of high speed IP
transport technologies into this core network infrastructure (See Appendix A, Schedule 3), to
supplement our lEN concept, particularly in remote rural Idaho locations. Additionally,
vendors will need to provide support for emerging educational applications that have large
bandwidth and QoS requirements (e.g. Blackboard, Idaho Longitudinal Data Student Tracking
System, etc.) as additional required bandwidth to run these applications becomes available.
For the duration of the contract, the Vendor must maintain adequate internet capacity within
network(s) to meet the capacity obligations of this RFP.
their nerwork(s)
If the circuit provided by the vendor has any redundant characteristics that will help reduce the
exposurt: to equipment or circuit failure, please provide an overview of the redundant
capabilities.
The Vendor will provide sufficient bandwidth at Internet gateway sites to ensure that over any
two successive five minute polling intervals, the utilization of the links is less than 80%
capacity and provide written documentation and verification to identify anytime the 80%
capacity is breached, to include bursting and\or multiple users.
It is required that the Vendor assumes all responsibility for the maintenance and overall
operation of the Vendor supplied equipment and services. Vendor access to required Idaho
Education Network locations wiJ[
will be coordinated directly between the Vendor and lEN
customer location(s).
The Vendor will monitor and maintain relevant circuits and equipment related to this service
7x2,~x52 basis. Vendors wiIl also develop a procedure that will make available real-time
on a 7x2·4x52
views into all service components among all sites covered by this contract, leveraging
currently available network monitoring tools, and extending those monitoring capabilities to
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the Idaho ocro and other educational entities as directed. Real-time "viewing" access will
allow the Idaho Oftice of the CIO and others, to ensure high standards of service support are
being met IA W established SLAs, and to meet customer requirements for support. It is desired
that Ve:ndors will also provide training (remote, or onsite), at no cost to the state, on these
monitoring capabilities, upon request. Current State Network monitoring capabilities include
the use of a product called "Spectrum", but Vendors are encouraged to propose alternate
solutions.
• The Vcmdor will respond (e.g. contact and begin troubleshooting efforts with the affected
customer(s» to any outages or interruptions in service within one (I) hour ofa detected or
reported problem. For prolonged network outages (beyond 1 hour), the Vendor will notify the
Idaho OCIO office of the issue and keep the Idaho OCIO oftice appraised of ongoing efforts to
fix the problem. A complete record of this extended network outage, troubleshooting "after
action" report, will be forwarded to the Oftice of the ocro office, via Email or other agreed
upon electronic means, within 24 hours of problem resolution by the Vendor.
• Spare Vendor supplied equipment must be available in a reasonable time period depending on
the location of the outage (e.g.
(e.g, large metropolitan areas, a 4 hour response time is required; in
more rural areas, a 8 hour response time would be acceptable in cases ofan equipment failure;
however, onsite spares, would be a preferred course ofaclion to expeditiously resolve network
problems for these remote locations).
• When planned network maintenance activities are conducted by the Vendor which runs the
CIO must be notified of the
risk of interrupting or diminishing service, the Idaho Office of the CIa
event at least three (3) business days in advance. Additionally, the Vendor agrees to work with
the entities to find an alternate date or time for the maintenance if the proposed time(s) would
be partkularly
partic;ularly harmful.
• The Vendor will provide security
CPI"'IIrlinJ on offered services against hackers viruses and other threats
\WJI1\.n·;'·"r':······~··,·,
',r·;,"our.;tEN
to this lIEN network. y,'
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Gi ven the inherent complexities of our current State of Idaho legacy networks, Vendors need
to ensun~ that supporting network engineering staff have the experience and caliber needed to
design, maintain and upgrade our lEN network. Designated support engineers must also
demonstrate a proficiency in maintaining our current legacy equipment, as depicted in
Additionally, it is desired that skilled engineers demonstrate proficiencies in the
Appendix B. Additionally.
areas of core routing and switching, security, voice, video, and Multi Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS
be.the on~.s .d.oin!i\
(MPLS)"),' with an expectation that these engineers will,
wiIl,be.the
,d.oin!i\ the desig.n, operation,
maintemmce,
maintemmce. ~~d ~creditati0rl~ft:hi~ lEN ne~ork: Veri(lC)riWjP~~J~.~;9rpo~tJat
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Vendor proposed Ethernet Solutions must also support connectivity over the National
LambdaRail Infrastructure (NLR) and INTERNETI (I2) networks, helping to expand the
LambdaRaillnfrastructure
x'
t
K-12 and
State's theoretical and e
experimental
research capabilities as they
relate to both K-12and
hi
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higher

I~)t~~'/·,:'
",'."
education institutions who desire these services (e.g. BSU, University ofIdaho, etc).
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•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

The Idaho OCIO Office will maintain a complete set ofInternet routing tables for infonnation
infonnatioll
and security purposes. The Vendor agrees to provide that infonnation to our routers through
BGP routing protocols.
Vendors must also demonstrate an ability to support multiple
mUltiple applications, from content
delivery and Internet access to IP Telephony, video, audio, web conferencing, storage and
unified collaboration. This includes understanding "Bell Schedules" and working with the
Department of Education to work out scheduling ofassociated
of associated technology assets (e.g. Video
Teleconferencing capabilities) to support customer requirements for services, at differing
times.
providing burstable connections (25% or higher) with the
Vendors must also be capable of
ofproviding
ability to effectively manage short periods of high usage (2-4 hours). Specifically, the Vendor
will provide bursting capability to allow sites to exceed allocated bandwidth when 80%
capacity is reached, in order to track and identify additional bandwidth needs at individual
sites.
The Vendor will outline its ability to provide robust communication services that protect lEN
cuslomeirs
customeirs from interruption of services during the business day and ensure resiliency of the
services being offered.
Vendors will provide capacity increases and outline costs associated with these changes that
must be completed within 45 days of the Idaho OCIOs request.
Our K-!2 schools, libraries, and state agencies have various IP address class sizes. By
responding to this proposal, Vendors must understand and agree that they are willing to route
these addresses at the request of these school districts. Vendors will also ensure that all
assigned engineering personnel working on our lEN network are compliant with CIPA
CIPA
policies concerning the protection of Children to include vendor certified background checks.
Vendor proposed solutions must also address connectivity methodologies to both public
Internet protocol (IP) networks and private backbones, as both students and instructors will
need aCl::ess
aCl:ieSS to internal web portals for student and administrative services, as well as partner
institution web portals for educational research.
The Vendor wiII
C[PA
will provide basic content filtering for all sites in accordance with CIPA
guidelim:s to ensure compliance with E-Rate policies for Internet Access.
Vendors must work with respective School Districts and libraries concerning policies and
actions regarding the filtering of
sites or content, such restrictions and filters also need to be
ofsites
documented in your monthly reports back to the State OCIO
OeIO office. Note, however, that this
section is not intended to prevent any Internet Service Provider (ISP) from limiting traffic
harm to the Internet or any ofits customers. Note that any filtering or DNS
from a site causing hann
changes done by Vendors must be documented and approved by the Idaho State OCID
OCIO office.
The Vendor will also provide a network design in which:
a Layer 2 QoS tags pass unimpeded through the network
b. Layer 2 perfonnance will be adequate to support jitter and low-latency sensitive
applications (Le. Video over IP)
c. IEEE 802.1 q VLANs can be established at the request of the Idaho OCIO office.
d. Vendor, Idaho celO
OCIO Office and/or eligible participants will manage the IP
addressing and IP routing in a cooperative fashion, by actively participating in
monthly OCIO sponsored lEN change management meetings.
The Vendor will also:
a. Indicate what layer 2 QoS capabilities the network will honor and support,
(i.e.802.! p queuing)
b. Indicate availability of real time perfonnance metrics (i.e. SNMP) access to a State
Stateprovided list of authorized monitoring stations.
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c.

••

••

••

••
••
••
••

••

••

Articulate the way in which overall cloud utilization will be monitored and under
what conditions and within what timeframes upgrades will be implemented to ensure
that the purchased bandwidth is available on demand to participants.
d. Indicate the timeframe in which requests for virtual networks or layer 2 QoS changes
will be honored.
schools, libraries who wish to deploy more services and utilize more bandwidth
To account for schools.
as compared to schools and libraries that do not, vendors shall respond with two different
deployment standards. One standard with a "high bandwidth edge router" and one with a
"low bllndwidth edge router". This is an area that will be included in our evaluation criteria
concerning the technical merits of submitted proposals, in enabling our supported lEN
customers to pursue additional network upgrades.
The Vendor
Ve:ndor will provide for all bundled Internet services to be upgraded as needed within the
timeframe identified in section 8.2. Shared services will be allocated or reallocated based on
use or need and at no cost to the State, with future configurations being kept in line with EE
Rate eligibility standards for all services through a coordinated process with the aCIO
OCIO office
and must adhere to the 80% capacity rule per site.
The Vendor will provide monthly written reports by the 15 111 of the following month on
utilization, network traffic capacity and performance tuning, service usage (broken down by
institution and protocol) and other network utilization as needed by the Department of
Administration. OCIO office for reporting to the Legislature.
Administration,
The Vendor will provide written monthly reports, including agreed upon metrics that verify or
indicate service levels are being met, NL
T 15 of each Month to the OCIO.
NLT
Vf!ndor will provide real-time Web access to monthly reports of all trouble ticket activity
The Ve:ndor
OCIO and other educational entities that request this
involving customer support to the aCIO
information.
The Vendor will meet all E-Rate guidelines and stay in good standing with the program by
filing forms and meeting established Federal E-Rate deadlines.
The Vendor will develop a procedure for providing our supported educational entities and
transfer" classes, in collaboration with the Idaho
state customer, lEN network "knowledge transfer"
State CIO office. The resulting procedure will be disseminated to lEN customers through
workshops for technical support held twice a year (lEN Day) at designated locations
throughout the state and at no cost to the State.
The Vendor will provide customer interaction through a customer service representative. IVR
and other machine interactions are not acceptable, with the exception of voice mail when the
staff is currently helping other customers.
The Vendor will interact with customers to provide advanced engineering services (Le. support
to individual district network managers for troubleshooting district area network exchanges
of the bundle lnteptet
access
perform~nceofthe
Internet access).
with the performance

•

·.~~=v~."
J~tP~~.v

.",':

Mirr~'

",.sf why &~

.'. .; .':. C(~. C;olWisc;

reason( s) may
.. ' 6cft8bri. The
Th~ reason(s)

be economic, technical, etc. The lEN proposal evaluation team will make the final
determination as to the acceptability of Proposals which take exception to the
requirements set forth herein.
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•

8.2

It is understood and expected that existing conditions may occasionally be the cause
ofa mutually agreed to compromise of some of the requirements set forth herein. The
Vendors are encouraged to advance all opportunities which will provide an
acceptable system at the lowest possible cost.

(ME) TECHNOLOGY REFRESHMENT CLAUSE

The State and the Contractor will work in partnership to ensure the services provided
under this contract will be continuously refreshed as technologies evolve and user
needs grow. The State of Idaho Chief Infonnation Office, in conj unction with or on behalf of all other
participants, will assume the primary role in seeking and proposing new technologies and
enhancements. This technolo refreshment clause will be a
rnr1,n-",,.t As'a
enhancements"
uired condition of the contract.

.,

....;j""

,,"
.. .~, The
The

'~·t'iAj~·
~.fD~·m>

State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones during
the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing. These reviews may result in
expanding the services offered by the Contractor to include new pricing elements or pricing
modifications associated with improved economies of scale and/or technological innovations.
Changes in the industry related to regulation and/or pricing mechanisms may also result in
modification of rates identified in the services offered by the Contractor. These review periods will
24th1h month (-February 1,
commence no later than the 24
I, 2011)from the effective date of the contract; the
36 th month (-February 1,
I, 2012) from the effective date of the contract.

8.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL GUARANTEES

This network must support production applications that require a high degree of
no service di
for twenty-four
four (24)
reliability and must operate with little or noservicedisruptionsfor
hours
a da ,seven(7).~>:,sa:-veek.
a week. fj"
" .. '··'·:::~j~.q(;J!W.Yl··
' "
h()~~.a

,.,

"......

Qt~d.t,,~:

..

.,' ".

~ ...' Contractors must have the necessary
staff for the installation and maintenance of their network responsibilities and
necessary staff to assist the State in its installation and maintenance of critical
", ' ,
,>'"
!Y:,lImR;IS
network servic/!s.

.,. :.. ".: '.', ,:.~~~

~~!WO!\i~~~j~QrI'.~.~~1;·I'~;:

SeI~K:a.
" ... '" The following performance specifications are required service level
guarantees. The Contractor will conform to these service level agreements, which are
to include details concerning restoration procedures and goals, escalation procedures,
and non-conformance penalties.

8.4

(ME) SPECIFICATIONS

At a minimum, Internet and circuit availability will be 99.95% or greater as measured
over twelve consecutive months.
Mean time to re:pair (MTIR>
(MTIR) a failed transport backbone network element, measured over twelve
consecutive months, will be 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
Areas.
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End-to-End Network: MlTR: 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
Areas.
Following the final system acceptance by the State, the Contractor shall guarantee
overall network perfonnance in accordance with RFP mandated requirements. Any
outages and/or diminished QoS that are not resolved prior to the expiration of the four hour MTTR
(Mean Time To Repair) for Large Metropolitan Areas; or 8 hours for Remote Support Areas, shall
result in a credit to the State equal to four (4) days credit of service and one (I) day credit of service
for each additional hour of outage and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network component.
Repeated outages and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network segment greater than four (4)
occurrences pc'r
pelr month shall receive a full
fuJI month credit for that circuit or network segment.

8.5

(ME) PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The State of Idaho acknowledges that project management and implementation
procedures will require aligrunent
aligtunent and adjustment of work: processes for the
Contractor's organizations, the educational entities, and the State. The alignment will
be part of the 4;ontract finalization, however the Contractor will respond to this RFP
assuming the fi)lIowing
fi)llowing responsibilities listed below. Specifically, the State ofIdaho and educational
entity management statT will:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide overall project direction and program management.
Review and approve all project plans and deliverables.
Ensure that technical assistance and support are provided during the Contractor's
implem4~ntation
of this project.
impleml~ntation phases and ongoing upgrade design ofthis
Establish project management guidelines by meeting with the Contractor's project
management team as needed.
Review and approve all project specific documentation standards and requirements for the
various types of reports, teclmica\/procedural
teclmical/procedural documentation, and management materials that
will be produced during the project.
Coordinate other resources as needed to support the implementation process.
Provide on-site assistance, as needed during the implementation phases of the
project.
The State of Idaho lEN management staff will also assist the Contractor in identifYing eligible
participants in the network as well as establishing guidelines with the Contractor for ordering,
moving, adding or changing services.

Vendor Responsibilities:
•
•

•

The Contractor will coordinate and administer the requirements of the network
service(s) that are proposed with any subcontractors and the participants.
Thie
The Contractor will maintain a project management office in the State (preferably at a
location that is within one (I) hour access of Boise Idaho), during the design and cutover
phases of this project. The office will be responsible for administrative functions, project
designld'lwelopment and the required installation.
The Contractor will maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile from the State to
operational facilities for order entry and after hours help desk support. Installation and
maintenance may be subcontracted to one or more third parties to adequately cover the
locations of the core transport backbone sites and to provide for rapid response in the event of
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•

a servi<:e disruption. The Contractor will provide infonnation regarding intent to maintain its
facilitie:s after project implementation has been completed.
The Contractor will maintain toll free voice lines for after hours helpdesk support for the
duration of the contract. This point of contact will serve as the single point of contact for all
services and equipment provided by the contract, including services and equipment
subcontracted to another vendor.

. '. .,..:/~~g;t :>~~~'"

9.0

VENI>OR REQUIREMENTS

9.1

(ME) PROPOSER'S BACKBONE

9.2

(ME) PEERING AND TRANSIT RELATIONSHIPS
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9.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS FOR CUSTOMERS rSLAs")
("SLAs")

9.4

(ME) TRACE ROUTE AND PING TESTS

th.

rcsults,.()(
ro~tCf' a:fId~ijig1~ts~
a:ndJj!tig.1~ts~ It is recommended that
results'C)f: ~Jet4,
~Jet4' ~e ro~tcf
providers use ''pathping'' to produce these results for their respective RFP responses. The destinations
to be tested follow:
IncJude
in y()\ItPr6P0sa!'
Include'in
yC>\ItPr6P0saI'

Coeur d' Alene School District
http://www.cdaschools.orgl
http://www.cdaschools.org/
Lewiston School District
http://www.lewiston.kI2.id.usl
University of Idaho
http://www.uidaho.edul
http://www.uidaho.edu/
Meridian School District
http://www.mel.idianschools.org/
http://www.meddianschools.org/
Boise State University
http://www.idbsu.edu/
http://www.idbsu.edul
Twin Falls School District
http://www.tfsd.kI2.id.us
College of Southern Idaho
.csi.l~du/
http://www .csi.4~dul
Idaho State University
http://www.isu.l~u/
http://www.iSU.4~uI

Idaho Falls School District
http://www.d91 ..kI2.id.us/
Salmon School District
http://www.salmon.kI2.id.us1
http://www.salmon.kI2.id.usI

9.5

(E) PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
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9.6

(E) ORGANIZATION

9.7

(E) QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

9.8

(E) REFERENCES

9.9

(ME) FINANCIALS

I"""I· ....... j:· 0J),l1
0Ji,l1 '.
~· -..1
........I co ·:O~~ .... i~
~cars1 Ii
....ut--':annujlti· iaI staicm.enu
staicments .and
.and all
I"""I·.......
two. ~ClU'I1
a··..ut--':annuJlti·
aU
_:~~~lKe fJiJt~f~~
fJiJi.:~f~~ ~rhi~ i~:*m:i~n
i~:*rn:j~n is· f~/='~atio~
f~/='~atio~ purpo;es only,
_:~~$lKe
..

should demonstrate the Proposer's financial stability and must include balance sheets, income
statements, credit ratings, lines of credit, or other financial arrangements sufficient to enable the
Proposer to be capable of meeting the requirements of this RFP. This information will be held in
confidence to the extent that law aUows.

9.10 (E) BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
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9.11 (ME] IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

9.12 (E) DEPLOYMENT STATUS REPORTS
The Contractor's designated project manager will provide weekly reports of the status
of any deployment schedules to the State's designated lEN project manager. Deployment status
reports will provide weekly information related to the adherence to the deployment schedule
identified in Appendix A, identification of issues affecting the deployment schedule, and
resoilltion(s) to any identified barriers to network deployment.
recommended resollltion(s)

9.13 (E) BILLING
The State will provide detailed billing instructions for each order as placed. In some
fonnat.
cases the billed entity will be a consolidated billing to the State in an electronic format.

For E-Rate eligible entities, the contractor will be instructed to bill the E-Rate processing organization
directly (USAC, Service Provider Invoice, Fonn 474) in accordance with established E-Rate policies
to ensure that appropriate E-Rate processing can be accomplished. The contractor must comply with
.. Rate requirements. The State may request a copy or summary of billings to other
E..Rate
all applicable E
entities.

9.14 (E) CERTIFICATION
The State requires that the bidder be certificated by the Idaho Division of Purchasing
Commission to provide the services outlined in this Section of this RFP. The Bidders
must elaborate on whether they would be willing to file Tariffs with Division of Purchasing specific
to the network proposed in their bid. The Bidder must elaborate on whether they are willing to accept
direct payment for USF and NUSF contributions to their proposed network and whether they are
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willing to deduct these contributions from the State's monetary obligations toward a contract resulting
from this RFP.

9.15 (ME) PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
Vendors will
wiIl provide in writing detailed plans for testing of the lEN core network, following the
installation and activation of all equipment, to include testing of each link to insure and verify proper
transmission speeds and low latency. Vendors will also provide a plan on how they will document
these tests and present their findings to the State lEN OCIO office. Note the results of all these tests
will be docum4!nted
documl~nted by the contractor, given to the State and become a part of the Vendors
Maintenance rt~cords, along with required monthly status reports specified in sections 8.1 and 9.12.

10.0 PRIc:ING SCHEDULES
~i~Oniifi

,;

IUilitrf
'V~,f.':i:J All prices shall be

proposed on a "per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs must be reflected in
either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charges will be accepted. The

State shall Dot be required to purchase any specific service or minimum quantities of network
services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are for the sole purpose of assisting the
Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for any cost that is not identified in the Bidders
proposal.

(El NETWORK EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE COSTS (NON-CPE)
10.1 (E)
Ne~ort~llip~~and,~(no~CPEJwill
pa,rt,o~~~tncl~'bi the itentlZedtransporl
itenliZedtninSport
Ne~ort~lli9i1)~and\~(no~CP.EJwil1 bc;. pa,rt'o~~~tnclu<¥'bt
tos~ Ci'Nult~t$will
Ci'Nult~t$will be bundl~ ~tS.l~tudi'itaatflUlrdwareJ
~tS.l~tudi'itaatfb8rdware~
cittuit costs.

10.2. . (E)
INSTALLATION
COSTS
. .
.
'.
,
'

~~~*'~~~~".~~~~.trOn
'~',

t~~tKvlt(l ~h'~;~~~ tbf ~(j~~~'..wJot(",~i~~with
intCl'tOlII*tion ~.t«ai:fXC"&e ~
,..'

.

10.3 (E) SOFTWARE, WARRANTY, AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
•

•."

, .

,

•
••
••
•
'
••
••
• <

"
"
.
'.
."
".
..
.,
.

"
"
.
.
.
' . .
• •, "
',.
\
.
.
"
' '
.
.'
.
' .
"

•

text]
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10.5 (E) TOTAL COSTS

ili~.,.,.

Additionally, vendors are encouraged to:
•
•

Minimiize any "transport" or "backhaul" charges in support of a stable per megabit pricing
algorithm.
Specify all fees for activation, termination and/or processing if allowable changes in capacity
are requested during the life of the contract.
Pmvide a means to clearly determine the monthly recurring costs associated to the
• . Provide
amount of Internet capacity purchased or consumed.
• Indicate the availability and any associated pricing details for the State to obtain
addlitional TCP/IP address ranges during the term of the contract.

10.6 (E) COST AND SERVICE OFFERING REVIEWS DURING THE CONTRACT
The State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones
during the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing as specified under item 8.2
Technology Refreshment.

10.7 (E) PROPOSAL COST EVALUATION
The proposal cost will be evaluated based on the monthly recurring costs multiplied by the applicable
length of contract in months, not to include extensions, plus the one-time non-recurring costs.

10.8 (E) PRICING SCHEDULES
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All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning
Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing~ the application
of any taxes, fiees. surcharges or volume discounts.
ofany
All schedules Icontained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel worksheets. Plea'le
contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance in using these worksheets.

Item no. Description
I TOTAL PRICE

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

2 Breakdown ofTotal
of Total Price:

Item no. Descriiption
I Fixed incremental bandwidth
(indic,lte incremental units)

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

2 Bursta.ble incremental bandwidth
(indic~lte incremental units)
(indic~lte
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Item no. Desc:ription
I Fixed bandwidth
(ind ~cate units)

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)
charge(S)

2 Burstable bandwidth

(indic::ate units)

Item no. Description
I DNS Caching
2 Netw()rk
Network Security
3 AppJi';ation Level Monitoring
4 Content Filtering
5 IP Melintenance
6 E-Mail & Archiving Services
7 Managed Firewall Services
8 Traffic Prioritization Services
9 Other value-added services

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

. • .•

~·;,~", ··.~i\:'C;(,··~t;'(;~~~t11ir!it:~~fp.~~~~~1f:~~~~~!tYJft(:i/};}?~::\·.;!
";'~",.,.··
i\:'[;(."·7~'(;~~'mt11if!tt~~fp.~~~~~'i:~~~~~!tY~Y,'(:S::}(j:~~::'-·.;!

Item no. Description

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

Notes
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-'
Taxes. Fees, and Surcharges
Surcbarges
Taxes,
While the State is generally except from payment of taxes, identifY and explain the
Internct services.
various existing taxes, fees and surcharges that apply to offered Internet
Provide an average overall percentage markup that may be applied to the Proposer's
pricing in the preceding schedules that reflects the taxes, fees and surcharges that Users
will pay.

Volume Discounts
IdentifY and explain any volume discounts the Proposer is willing to offer and the
rcvenue, usage, number of access points).
basis for qualifying for them (e.g., revenue,
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDULE: 1: LIST OF lEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
P'Ublk BI&b
IdUo Stat. f'Ublk
IIIIh Schools
SChools
American Fallis Joint District #381
American Falls High School
Basin District: #72
Idaho City Hi~~h!Middle School
Bear Lake Di:srtict #33
Bear Lake Hi~ School

Dis1trict #55
Blackfoot District
Blackfoot High School
Independence Alternative High School
Indeoendence
Coun!y District #61
Blaine CountJ'
Carey School
School (1(-12)
Wood River High
Hi2h School
Boise District #1
Boise High School
Borah High School
Capital High SI;hool
CaDital
Dehryl A. Dennis Prof. Tech Ed etr.
Ctr.
Fort Boise High School
Marian Prichett High School
Mountain Cove: High School

PUblic 81%11
ldallo Sta"
Sta.. Public
Blall Schools
SChools Coat.
Cascade District #422
Cascade High School

Cassia District #151
Burley High School
Declo High School
Raft River High School
Cassia Regional Technical Center
Castleford District #417
Castleford High
Cour d'Alene District #271
Cour d' Alene High School
Lake City High School
Project CDA Alternative High School
Riverbend Technical Academy
Cottonwood Joint District #242
Prairie High School

Council District #13
Coucil Hi2h School,
Dietrich District #314

Timberline High School

Bonneville JOUtlt
JOU[lt District #93
Bonneville High School
Hillcrest High School
Lincoln High School
Boundanr Counw
County District #101
Boundary
FeTty High School
Bonners Ferry
Bruneau-Grand View Joint District #365
Jr.lSr. High School
Rimrock Jr./Sr.

Distric:t #412
Buhl Joint District
Buhl High School

Emmett District #221
Emmett High School
Fremont County Joint District #215
South Fremont High School

Genesee Joint District #282
Glenns Ferry Joint District #192
Glenns Ferry High School

Goodin!!
Gooding Joint District #231
Gooding High School
Idaho School for the Deaf and Blind
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Caldwell
CaldweU Dlsltrict
Disltrict #132
Hi~h School
Caldwell High
Canyon Springs Alt High School

Grace Joint District #148
Grace High School

Idabo Digital
Di2ital Learoio2 Academy
Academv
SCHEDUL1~ 1
SCHEDULl~

coot.: LIST OF lEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC mGH SCHOOLS

Idaho PubUe Hip Scbook
IdUo

Jdaho Pablk mit
Coot.
JdUo
DiD Scbools CODt.

Homedale Jolint District #370
Homedale Hill;h School

Madison High School

FaUs District #91
Idaho Fans
Idaho Falls High School
Skyline High School
Westview High School
Jefferson Couuty
Scbool District #251
Couoty School
Jefferson High School
Rigby High School
Jerome Joint District
mstrict #261
Jerome High School

Maniol!
Maniue: District #363
Marsing High School

McCaU-Donnelly
McCan-Donnelly District #421
McCall Donnelly High School
Meadow Valley District #ll
#11

Melba Joint District #136
Melba High School

Kimberly District #414
Kimberly High School

Meridian Joint District #2
Centennial High School
Central Academy High School
Eagle Academy High School
Eagle High School
Meridian Academy High School
Hi~h School
Meridian Charter High
Meridian High School
Meridian Medical Arts Charter HS
Mountain View High School

Kootenai Dishict #274
Kootenai High School

Middleton District #134
Middleton Hijl;h
High School

Di!ltrict #3
Kuna Joint DI!ltrict
Kuna High School

Midvale District #433
Midvale Higb
Hb~h Scbool

..akeland District #272
II..akeland
Lakeland High School
Mountain View Alternative High School
Timberlake Junior/Senior High School

Joiut District #331
Minidoka County Joiot
Minco High School
Jr.lSr. High School
Mt. Harrison Jr./Sr.

Kamiah Joint District #304
Kamiah High School

Kelloe:e: Joint lOistrict
iOistrict #391
Kellol!l!
Kellogg High School

OrE!ille District #84
Lake Pend Ordlle
Clark Fork Junior/Senior High School
Sandpoint High School
Lewiston District #340

,

Moscow District #281
Moscow High School
Paradise Creek Regional High School
Mountain Home District #193
Mountain Home High School
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Lewiston High School

Mountain View District #244
Valley Senior High School
Clearwater Vallev
Grangeville High School

Madison District #321
Central High School
SCHEDUL1~
SCHEDUL1~ 1 cont.:

LIST OF lEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS

Idaho PubUe ID£h
IDeh Schools
MuUan
Mullan District #392
Mullan Junior/Senior High School

Sdlools Cut.
COlit.
ldalao PubJk Hlp Schools
Ririe Joint District #252
Ririe High School

Nampa District #131
Columbia High School
Nampa High School
Skyview High School

Rockland District #382
Rockland High School

Oneida Counly District #351
Malad High School
Orofino Joint District #171
Orofino High School
Timberline Junior/Senior High School
Parma District #137
Panna High School
Payette Joint District #371
Payette Alternative Night School
Payette High SI;hool

PlummerlWorlev Joint District #44
PlummerlWorley
Lakeside High School
Pocatello/Chubbuck District #25
Century High School
Highland High School
Pocatello High School

Falls Distlrict #273
Post FaUs
New Version High School
Post Falls High School
Riverbend Profi~ssjonal Tech Academy
Potlatch Distrf.ct #285

Uistric:t #201
Preston Joint Uistrid
High Sc:hool
Preston Hi~h

St. Maries Joint District #41
Community Education Center
st. Maries High School
S1.
UpRiver School
Salmon District #291
Salmon High School
Salmon River Joint District #243
Salmon River High School

SheUey Joint District #60
Shelley High School
Shoshone Joint District #312
Shoshone High School
Shoshone--Bannock Joint District #537
Shoshone-Bannock Jr. and Sr. Hieh
High School
Snake River District #52
Snake River High School
Soda Sprines Joint District #150
Caribou High School
Soda Springs High School
Swan Valley
VaUey District #92
Teton County District #401
Teton High School
Troy District #287
Trov
Troy Junior-Senior High School
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SCHEDULE 1 cont: LIST OF IEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH
SCHOOLS'HIGHER EDUCATION ENTITIES

IIi&h Schools
Idaho PubUe IIiIh
Twin Falls I>istrict #411
Magic Valley High School
Robert Stuart High School
Twin Falls High School
Valley District #262
Vallivne District #139
Vallivue High School
Wallace Disl:rict #393
Wallace Junior/Senior High School

Idaho CoUlfl!tI
CoUlfl!eI aad Universities
Statc ColIC2CS
COIIC2CS
College of Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho Technical College
Lewis-Clark State College
North Idaho College
College
ColIe~e of Western Idaho
State Universities
Boise State University
Idaho State University
University of Idaho

Weiser District #431
Weiser High School
Wendell District #232
Wendell High School
West Bonner County District #83
Priest River Lamanna High School
West Jefferson District #253
West Jefferson High School
Jo:int School District #202
West Side Jo!int
West Side Hh!h
Hi~!h School
Whitepine Joint District #288
Whiteoine
Deary High Sehool
Idaho Distanc1e Education Academy
Wilder District #133
Wilder High School
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SCHEDULE 2: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
Idaho PabUc Elemcatary\MfddJc
Elemcatarv\Middlc School.
SChool.
American FaJUs
FalUs Joint District #381
American Falls Intennediate School
Hillcrest Elementary School
William Thomas Middle School
Basin District #72
Basin Elementary School
Idaho City HighlMiddle
Hi~:hlMiddle School
Bcar Lake County District #33
Blackfoot DiSitrict #55
Blackfoot Sixth Gmde
Fort Hall Elementary School
Groveland Elementary School
Irving
Irvin~ Kindergarten Center
Mountain View Middle School
Ridge
Rid~e Crest Elementary School
Stalker Elementary School
Stoddard Elementary School
Elemt:ntarv School
Wapello Elemf:ntary
Blaine County District #61
ElelTli~ntary School (K-2)
Bellevue ElelTll~ntary
Carey School (K-2)
Community School
Elementarv (K-5)
Ernest Hemmingway Elementary
Hailey Elemenltary School
Wood River Middle School
Woodside Elementary
Boise District #1
Adams Elementary School
Amity Elementary School
Cole Elementary School
Collister Elementary School
Cynthia Mann Elementary School
Fairmont Juniolr HighSchool
Franklin Elementary School
Garfield Elementary School
Hawthorne Elementary School
Highlands Elementary School
Hi~hlands
Hillcrest Elementary School

tary\MkldJe SChools
Schools
EIe.....tan\Mkldle
Idaho PabUc EIe.....
Boise District #1 Continued
Horizon Elementary School
Jackson Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Les Bois School (Junior High)
Liberty Elementary School
Longfellow Elementary School
Lowell Elementary School
Madison Early Childhood Center
Maple Grove Elementary School
McKinley Elementary School
Monroe Elementary School
Mountain View Elementary School
North Junior High School
Owyhee-Harbor Elementary School
Pierce Park Elementary School
Riverglen Junior Hi~h
High School
River~len
Riverside Elementary School
Roosevelt Elementary School
Shadow Hills Elementary School
Trail Wind Elementary School
Valley View Elementary School
Washington Elementary School
West Junior High School
Whitney Elementary School
Whittier Elementary School
William Howard Taft Elementary School
Bonneville Joint District #93
Ammon Elementary School
Cloverdale Elementary School
Fairview Elementary
Element!U)' School
Falls Valley Elementary School
Hillview Elementary School
Iona
lona Elementary School
Rimrock Elementary School
Rocky Mountain Middle School
Rockv
Sandcreek Middle School
Taylor's Crossing Public Charter School
Tiebreaker Elementary School
Vcon
Ucon Elementary School
White Pine Charter School
Woodland Hills Elementary School
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II Hillside Juniolr High School

I1

SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS
Idaho PubUc Elemeata~dle
Elemeatan\Mkld1e Sellools
Bonneville Joint District #93 Continued
White Pine Charter School
Woodland Hil.ls
HiI.ls Elementary School
Boundary County District #101
Boundary County Junior High
Hi~h School
Evergreen Elementary School
Mt. Hall Elem~~ntary
Eleml~ntary School
Elementary School
Naples Elementa~
Valley View Elementary School
Bruneau-Gralld
Bruneau-GraJ:ld View Joint Did. #365
Bruneau Elem(mtary School
Grandview Elementary School
Rimrock Jr JSr
JSr.. High School
BuhI Joint District $412
Buhl Middle School
Popplewell Elementary School
District #132
CaldweU Dlstr'ict
Jefferson Middle School
Lewis Clark Elementary School
Lincoln Elementary School
Elementary School
Sacajawea ElernentarySchool
Syringa Middle School
Van Buren Elementary School
EI(:mentary School
Washington EI<:mentary
Wilson Elementary School

Elemeatary\MlddJe Schools
ldalao Puldlc Elemeatan'\MIddJe
Cassia District #151 Continued
Mountain View Elementary School
Newcomer Center
Oakley Elementary School
Raft River Elementary School
White Pine Elementary School
Castleford District #417
Castleford Elementary
Castleford Middle
Clark County District #161
Coeur d'Alene District #271
Borah Elementary School
Bryan Elementary School
Canfield School (Middle)
Dalton Elementary School
Fernan Elementary School.
Hayden Meadows Elementary School
Lakes Middle School
Project Middle School
Ramsey Elementary School
Skyway Elementary
Elementa,ry School
Sorenson Elementary School
The Bridge
Winton Elementary School
Woodland Middle School
Cottonwood Joint District #242

Cascade District #422
Cascade Elementary School
Cassia District #151
Albion Elementary School
Almo Elementary School
Burley Junior High School
Cassia Regional Technical Center
Cassia Education Center
Declo Elementa.ry School
Declo Junior High School
Dworshak Elementary School

Council District #13
Council Elementary School
Dietrich District #314
Emmett District #221
Butte View Elementary School
Carberry Intermediate School
Emmett Junior High School
Shadow Butte Elementary School
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SCHEDULJ~ 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS

Idaho Pablk E1emeotary\M1ddle
E1ementary\M1ddle Sekook
Fremont County Joint District #215
Ashton Elementary School
Central Elementary School
Teton Elementary School

Idaho Publle ElemeDt_.
SetaGOls
ElemeDt ,A __ U.:a* Scllools
Theresa Bunker Elementary School
Westside Elementary School

GJenns Ferry
Ferr:v Joint District #192
Glenns
Glenns Ferry Elementary School
Glenns Ferry Middle School

Jefferson County Joint District #251
Hardwood Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Midway Middle School
Midway Elementary School
Rigby Junior High
Roberts Elementary School

Gooding JOililt District #231
Goodin2
Gooding Elementary School
Gooding Middle School
Learnin~ Center
Gooding Accelerated Learning
Idaho School for the Deaf & Blind

Jerome Joint District #261
Central Elementary School
Horizon Elementary School
Jefferson Elementary School
Jerome Middle School

Grace Joint ][)istrict #148
Grace Elementary School
Grace Junior High School

Kamiah Joint District #304
Kamiah Elementary
Elementa!1'_ School
Kamiah Middle School

Homedale Joint Di$trict
Dbtrict #370
Homedale Ele:mentary
EI<::mentary School
Homedale Middle School

Kello2g Joint District #391
Kello22
Canyon Elementary School
Kellogg Middle School
Pinehurst Elementary School
Sunnyside Elementary School

Genesse Joint District #282

Falls Illistrict
IJIistrict #91
Idaho FaJls
A.H. Bush Elementary School
Clair E. Gale Junior High School
Dora Erickson Elementary School
Eagle Rock Junior High School
Edgemont Elementary High School
Ethel Boyes Elementary School
Fox Hollow Elementary School
Hawthorne EII;:mentary
EII;!mentary School
Linden Park Elementary School
Longfellow Elementary School
Sunnyside Elementary School
Taylorview Junior High School

Idaho Falls District #91 ContinUed
Temple View

Kimberly
KimberlY District #414
Kimberly Elementary School
Kimberlv
Kimberly Middle School
Kootenai District #274

Kuna Joint District #3
Elementary School
Crimson Point Elementarv
Fremont H. Teed Elementary School
Hubbard Elementary School
Indian Creek Elementary School
Kuna Middle School
Reed Elementary School
Ross Elementary School
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS

Idaho hbIk
hblk Elemelltary\Midclle
Elemelltarv\Midclle Schools
Sehools

Elemelltary\MJddle Schools
Scbools
Idaho PobUe Ekmelltal'Y\MJddIe

Lakeland District #272
Athol Elementary School
Betty Kiefer Elementary School
Garwood Elementary School
John Brown Elementary School
Lakeland Junior High School
Spirit
Soirit Lake Elt:mentary School
Timberlake Junior/Senior High School

McCaU-Donnelly District #421
Elementary School
Barbara Morgan Elementarv
Donnelly Elementary School
McCall Elementary School
Payette Lakes Middle School

Lake Pend Oreille District #84
Clark Fork Junior/Senior High School
Fannin-Stidwell Elementary School
Kootenai Elementary School
Northside Elementary School
Sandpoint Charter School
Sandpoint Middle School
Southside Elementary School
El,ementary School
Washington El'ementary
Lewiston Distl;ct #340
Eleme:ntary School
Camelot Elemc:ntary
Centennial Elementary School
Jenifer Junior High School
McGhee Eleme:ntary School
McSorley Elementary School
Eleml~ntary School
Orchards Eleml~ntary
Sacajawea
Sacaiawea Junior High School
Tammany Alternative Learning Center
Webster Elementary School
Madison District #321
Adams Elementary School
Archer & Lyman Elementary Schools
Hibbard Elementary School
Kennedy Elem<:ntary
Elem<:ntarv School
Lincoln Elementary School
Madison Junior High School
Madison Middl,e School
Maninl?: District #363
Marsin2:
Marsing Elementary School
Marsing Middl(: School

Valley District #11
Meadow Vallev
ElementaJ)'
Meadow Valley Elementary
Meadow Valley Secondary
Melba Joint District #136
Melba Elementary School
Melba Middle School
Meridian Joint District #2
ArtsWest School
Crossroads Middle School
Eagle Middle School
Joplin Elementary School
Lake Hazel Middle School
Lewis and Clark Middle School
Lowell Scott Middle School
Meridian Middle School
Sawtooth Middle School
Middleton District #134
Middleton Heights Elementary School
Middleton Middle School
Mill Creek Elementary School
Purple Sage Elementary School
Midvale Dlstrict #433
Midvale Elementary School
Midvale Junior High School
Minidoka Country Joint District #331
ACeQuia
Acequia Elementary School
East Minico Middle School
Heyburn Elementary School
Paul Elementary School
Rupert Elementary School
West Minco Middle School
Mt. Harrison Jr.lSr. High School
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SCHEDULl~ 2 coot.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO PUBLIC ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOLS

Idaho PubJk Elemental.
Dementa
Moscow Distlict
DistJict #281

11U: .1.11.

Selaoals

Publk &Ieme.tary\MJddJe
Idaho Pub.
&Ieme~~\MJddJe Schools
k~1s
Orofino Joint District #171

A.B. McDonald Elementarv
Elementary School
Lena Whitmore Elementary School
Moscow Junior High School
Russell Elementary School
West Park Elementary School

Orofino Elementary School
Orofino Junior High School
Elemen~ School
Peck Elementary
Pierce Elementary School
Weippe Elementary School

Mountain Home District #193
Elemell1tary School
Atlanta Elementary
East Elementary School
Hacker Middle: School
Liberty Elementary School
Mountain Home AFB Primary School
Mountain Horne Jr. High School
Elementary School
North Elementarv
Pine Elementary School
Stephensen
Stephens en Middle School
West Elementary School

Parma District #137
Maxine lolmson
Jolmson Elementary School
Parma Middle School

Mullan Distrld
Distrid #392
John Mullan Elementary School
Nampa Distrid #131
Centennial Elementary School
Central Elementary School
East Valley Middle School
Franklin D.'RooseveIt
D.' Roosevelt Elementary School
Greenhurst Elementary School
Iowa Elementary
Elemental), School
Lincoln Elementary School
Owyhee Elementary School
Parkview Early Childhood Center
Park Ridge Elementary School
Ronald Reagan Elementafy
Elementary School
Sherman Elementary School
Snake River EI(:mentary
EI(:mental)' School
Sunny Ridge Elementary School
South Middle Sichool
West Middle School
Willow Creek Elementary School

Payette Joint District #371
McCain Middle School
PaYette Primary
Prim~ School
Payette
ElementaJ)' School
Westside Elementary
Plummer/Woriey
PlummerlWorley Joint District #44
Lakeside Elementary School
Lakeside Middle School

Pocatello/Chubbuck District #25
Chubb.uck Elementary School
Edahow Elementary School
Ellis Elementary School
Franklin Middle School
Gate City Elementary School
Greenacres Elementary
Elementary~ School
Hawthorne Middle School
Indian Hills Elementary
Irving Middle School
Lewis and Clark Elementary School
Elementary School
Syringa ElementarY
Tendoy Elementary School
Washington Elementary
Elemental)' School
Wilcox Elementary School
Post Falls District #273
Post Falls Middle School
Mullan Trdil Elementary School
Ponderosa Elementary School
Prairie View Elementary School

Oneida Country District #351
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
ldabo Public Eleaaea

Sclloob
dltSclloob

lUUd.lt

Post FaDs District #273 Continued
River City Middle School
Seltice Elementary School
Potlatch Disbict #285
Preston Joint District #201
Oakwood Elementary School
Pioneer Elementary School
Preston Junior Hif];h
High School

Ida... Public lleaaea......AULLIL. Schools
Ida...
Snake River District #52
Moreland Elementary School
Riverside Elementary School
Rockford Elementary School
Snake River Middle School
Snake River Junior High School

Soda Sprin2s Joint District #150
Grays Lake Elementary School
Hooper Elementary School (4-6)
Thrikill Elementary
Elemen~ School (K-3)
(K 3)
Tigert Middle School
w

Ririe Joint Di:strict #252
Ririe Elementa.ry
Elementary School
Ririe Middle School
Rockland District #382
Rockland Elementary School
St. Maries Joi:ot District #41
Community Education Center
Heyburn Elementary School
He_ybum
St. Maries Middle School
UpRiver School

Swan Valley District #92
Swan Valley Elementary School
Teton County District #401
Driggs Elementary School
Teton Middle School
Tetonia Elementary School
Victor Elementary
Elementaty School
Troy District #287
,.
Troy Elementary School
Troy Junior/Senior High School
"

Distril:t #291
Salmon Distrid
Brooklyn School
Pioneer Elementary School
Salmon School (Middle)
Salmon River ,Joint District #243
Elementary School

Rigj!,ins
Ri~ins

SheDey
SheUev Joint District #60
Goodsell Primary School
Hobbs Middle School
Stuart Elementary School
Shoshone Joint District #312
Shoshone Elementary School
Shoshone Middle School

Shoshone-RaWlock Joint District #537
Shoshone-BaWlock

Twin FaUs
FaDs District #411
Bickel Elementary School
Harrison Elementary School
Morningside Elementary School
Orellon
Oregon Trail Elementary School
Perrine Elementary School
Sawtooth Elementary School
O'Leary Junior Hi~h
High School

VaUey
District #262
VaDeyDistrict
Vallivue District #139
Birch Elementary School
Central Canyon Elementary School
East Canvon
Canyon Elementary School
Sage
Sa~e Valley Intermediate School
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SCHEDULE 2 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE TWO ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE
SCHOOLS
Idallo pqbJk Elementary\Mfddle Schools
Vallivue District #139 Continued
Valli
vue Midldle School
Valtivue
West Canyon Elementary School

EI.aae.t~ddle
ldabo PubQe Ele.,.t_
J "'.....ddl' Schools

Whitepine Jint District #288
Bovill Elementary School
Deary Elementary School
Idaho Distance Education Academy

Wallace District #393
Silver Hills Elementary School
Weiser District #431
Park Intennediate School
Pioneer Elementary School
Weiser Middle School

Wendell District #232
Wendell Elementary School
Wendell Middle School
West Bonner' County District #83
Idaho Hill Ekmentary School
Priest River Elementary School
HiRh School
Priest River Junior High
West Jefferson District #253
Hamer Elementary School
Terreton Elementary & Junior HS
West Side Joint District #202
Harold B. Lee Elementary School
Harold B. Lee Middle School
W cst Side Joint District #202
Wcst
Bovill Elementary School (K-3)
Deary Elementary School
Wilder District #133
Wilder Schools: Elementary
Wilder Schools: Middle
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SCHEDULE 3: LIST OF lEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES
Idabo PubU4C Ubnries
Idaho
Aberdeen District Library
Ada Community Library-Hidden Springs
Ada Community Library-Star Branch
American Falls District Library
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Library-Paris Branch
Bear Lake Co. Dist. Library-Whitman-Thiel
Bellevue Public Library
Benewah County Dist. Library-Tensed Branch
Benewah County Dist. Library-Tri-Community
Blackfoot Public Library
Blackfoot Rural Library District
Boise Basin Library District
Library
Boise Public Library.
Boise Public Library-Collister Branch
Boise Public Library-Hillcrest Branch
Bonneville Country Library Distrtict
Boundary County District Library
Bruneau District Library
Buhl Public Library
Burley
Burley Public Library
Caldwell Public Library
Camas Countv District Library
Cambridge Community Library
Cascade Public Library
Challis Public Library
Clark County District Library
Distri(~t Library
Clarkia Distri(~t
Libr~
County District Library
Clearwater Countv
Clearwater Mt:morial Library
Alene, Public Library
Coeur d' Alene'
DeMary Memorial Public Library
Eagle Public Library
East Bonner County Free Library District
E. Bonner County
County Free Library
Libra~ry Dist. Bookmbl
E. Bonner County Free Library Dist. Clark F
Eastern Owyht~ Country District Library
Elk River Free Library District
Emmett Public Library
Filer Public Library
Franklin Co Dist. (Larsen-Sant) Library
Fremont Co. Dist. Library-Ashton Branch

PubU, Libnries
Libraries Coatiaued
Coatillued
Idaho PubUc
Fremont County District Library-Island Park
Fremont Co District Library-St Anthony
Garden City Public Library
Garden Valley District Library
Glenns Ferry Public Library
Gooding Public Library
Grace District Library
Grangeville Centennial Library
Hagerman Public libraI)'
Library
Hailey Public Library
Hansen District Library
Homedale Public Library
Horseshoe Bend District Library
Idaho Commission for Libraries-North
Idaho Commission for Libraries-East
Idaho Falls Public Library
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Hamer Branch
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Heart of Valley
Jefferson Co. Dist. Library-Menan-Annis
Jerome Public Library
Kellogg Public Library
Kimberly Public Library
Kootenai Shoshone Area librarY-Athol
Library-Athol
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Bookmobile
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Harrison
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Hayden
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Pinehurst
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Rathdrum
Kootenai Shoshone Area Library-Spirit Lake
Kuna Library District
Latah County District Library-Bovill
Latah County District Library-Deary
Library-Detil)'
CountyDistrict
Latah County
District Library-Genesee
Latah County
Courtly District Library-Juliaetta
Latah County District Library-Moscow
Latah County District Library-Potlatch
Lemhi County District Library-Leadore
Lemhi County District Library- Salmon
Lewiston City Library
Lewisville Public Library
Little Wood River District Library
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''SCHEDULI~
SCHEDULI~

3 cont.: LIST OF lEN PHASE THREE PUBLIC LIBRARIES

Idaho PubUlc
PubUcc LJbraries
Lizard Butte District Library
Libra!}'
Lost Rivers District Library
Lost Rivers District Library-Howe Branch
Mackay District Library
Madison LibJrary District
Marshall Public Library
McCall Public Library
Meadows Valley Public Library District
Meridian District Library
Lib~
Middleton Public Library
Midvale District Library
Mountain Home Public Library
Mullan Public; Library
Nampa Public Library
North Bingham Co. District Library
Librl!ry
Notus Public Library
Oakley District Library
Ola District Library
Oneida County District Library
Public; Library
Osburn Public:
Patricia Romanko Public Library
Payette Public Library
Districlt Library
Pierce Districil
Plummer Publlic Library
Portneuf District Library
Post Falls Public Library
Library
Prairie District Librll!Y
Prairie River Library Dist-Craigmont
Dist-Crai~mont
Prairie River Librarv
Library Dist-Culdesac
Prairie River Library Dist-Kamiah
Prairie River Library Dist-Kooskia
Prairie River Library Dist-Nezperce
Prairie River Library Dist-Peck
Prairie River Library Dist-Winchester
Prairie River Library Dist-Lapwai
Priest Lake District Library
Richfield District Library
Rigby
RiJ:tby Public Library
Ririe Public Liibrary
Roberts Public: Library
Rockland School Community Library

CODtiauecl
Idaho Public Ubrarks CoatiDuecl
Salmon River Public Library
Shoshone Public Library
SchooVCommunity Library
Snake River SchooVCommunitv
SprinJ:ts Public Library
Soda Springs
South Bannock District Library·Downey
S. Bannock Dist. Library-Lava Hot Springs
St. Maries Public Library
Stanley
StanleY Community Public Library Dist.
SchooVCommunity Library
Sugar Salem SchooVCommunitv
Twin Falls Public Library
Valley of the Tetons District Library
Wallace Public Library
Weiser Public Library
Wendell Public Library
West Bonner Library
Libr<l!}' District
West Bonner Library District-Blanchard
Wilder District Library
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''NOTE: APPENDIX B MUST BE DOWNLOADED AT:

Host Name/Address - ftp1.idaho.gov
External User Account
Account Name - dopftp (all lowercase d, as in dog; 0, as in over; p, as
in paper; f, as in fern; t, as in tree; p, as in paper)
Password - L039G175 (Capital l, as in leon; lowercase 0, as in over;
the number three; the number nine; capital G, as in George; the number one;
the number seven; the number five)
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''C, lEN PHASE I, PILOT PROGRAMS
APPENDIX (,

lEN effort, we have identified by geographical location.
location, district and
In Phase I of ow'
ow'lEN
current connectivity data, potential public high schools that may be willing to participate
in the pilot phasla of this program. Those counties are highlighted in RED below their
respective region.
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APPENDIX D, CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBL.IC
PUBUC SCHOOLS
The following information is provided concerning known broadband connectivity to our Idaho
Public Schools. It is included in this document to give Vendors information about what Is and Is
not currently available to our public schools and to highlight the need for Vendors to assist us in
coming up with at viable plan to close the gap on these disparities wherever possible to ensure
equal access to all Idaho students to higher education resources. Please note this is not a
comprehensive list, but provided to assist Vendors in preparing their proposal responses.

District Name
Id #

1
2

11

BOISE INDEPENDENT
DISTRICT
MERIDIAN JOINT
DISTRICT
MEADOWS VALLEY
DISTRICT

13
21

25
33
44

52
55
58
59
60
61
71
72

73
83

91
92

93

COUNCIL DISTRICT
MARSH VALLEY JOINT
DISTRICT

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

Time Warner

Fiber

Mbps
70 MbpS

TimeWamer

Fiber

Frontier
Cambridge
Telephone
Company
Comoanv

DSL

Mbps
56 Mbos
512Mb Up, 2Gb
Down

DSL

512Kb Up, 2M
Down

MicroServ

Wireless

3Mb

$11,000

CableONE

Cable,Fiber

3Mb,12Mb

$67,200

DirectComm
DireclComm

Cable

1.5Mbos
1.5Mbps

$12,314

4Mb

POCATELLO DISTRICT
BEAR LAKE COUNTY
DISTRICT
PLUMMER-WORLEY
JOINT DISTRICT

RedSpeclrum
RedSoeclrum

Wireless

SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT

Owest

FP T1

Cost
$53,000
$13_~
$1~~

$4 791

$1827

$7,000
$9,960

BLACKFOOT DISTRICT

MicroServ

FPMult T1 DSL

1.544, 4M Up,
16M Down

ABERDEI!:N DISTRICT

DirectComm

Cable

3-5Mb

FIRTH DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT

MicroServ

Wireless

Unknown

$6,000

DISTRIClDISTRICl"

CableONE

Cable

10Mb

$4116

Qwest
Owest

FPMult T1

9Mb

Owest
McLeod USA
(Paytech)

FPMult T1

Unknown

$10,500

FPMult T1

3Mb

$11,060

AT&T
Concept Cable
and Moosebytes

FPMult T1

Unknown

$12,480

Cable, Wireless

3Mb 1Mb

$18,000

Mlcroserv

Fiber

20mbps

$92,000

Snake River ISP

FP T1

Unknown

$800

Cable One

Fiber

1000 Mb

$14,400

BLAINE COUNTY
DISTRICT
GARDEN VALLEY
DISTRICT
BASIN SCHOOL
DISTRICT
HORSESHOE BEND
SCHOOL DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY
DISTRICT
IDAHO FALLS DISTRICT
SWAN VA.LLEY
mST
ELEMENTARY DlST
BONNEVILLE JOINT
DISTRICT

$71,417
$12000

-

$108,996
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APPENDIX D (:ont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Rate
Cost
Connection
District Name
Internet
Type
Provider
Id #
101
III
121

131
133
134
136
137
139

BOUNDARY COUNTY
DISTRIClr
BUITE
SUITE COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT
CAMAS COUNTY DISTRICT
NAMPA SCHOOL DISTRICT
WILDER DISTRICT
MIDDLETON DISTRICT
MELBA JOINT DISTRICT
PARMA DISTRICT
VALLIVUe: SCHOOL
DISTRICT

148
149
150
lSI
151

GRACE JOINT DISTRICT
NORTH GEM DISTRICT
SODA SPHINGS JOINT
DISTRICT
CASSIA COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT

161

171
182

19\
191
192

CLARK COUNTY DISTRICT
OROFINO JOINT DISTRICT
MACKAY .101 NT DISTRICT
PRAIRIE ELEMENTARY
DISTRICT
GLENNS FERRY JOINT
DISTRICT

One Eighty
Eiahtv Networks
Microserv Albion
RTCI
TimeWamer
Time Warner
Owest.COSSA
Qwesl.COSSA

Aberpipe
Abemioo

Owes!
Owest
AT&T
TimeWamer
Mud Lake Telephone
Coop
ICS Of Idaho
Independent Cable
Systems of Idaho
Project Mutual
Telephone
Teleohone
Mud Lake Telephone
Cooperative
Association, Inc.
Verizon
ATC
Communicalions
Communications
Broadsky Network
Satellite
Rural Telephone
Company Inc.

22\
221
231
232

242
243
244

PRESTON JOINT DISTRICT
DISTRICT
WEST SIDE JOINT DtSTRICT
FREMONT COUNTY JOINT
DISTRICT
EMMEIT liNDEPENDENT
DIST
GOODING JOINT DISTRICT
WENDEll DISTRICT
COITONWOOD JOINT
DISTRICT
SALMON RIVER JOINT
SCHOOL DISTRICT
MOUNTAIN VIEW SCHOOL
DISTRICT

1.2

$62880

FP T1
Wireless
P2P, Fiber
Wireless
FPMult T1
FPMull
FPMult T1
FPMuit 1'1
T1
FPMull

Unknown
4Mbps
20Mb
512Kb
6.0ATM
3.1MB
4.5Mb

$9,600
$9.600
$7,400
$7.400
$36000
$10.440
$2050
$15626
$24.384
$24,384

Fiber

$38268

FP 1'1,
T1. DSL
Cable

70Mb
572 KbpsUp,
KbpsUp.
867KbPs Down
867KbDs
8Mb

DSL.Cable
DSL,Cable

T1

Fiber

6Mb

$23.196
S3,600
$1000

$228.000
$228,000

FP T1,
Tl. DSL

572 Kbps Up.
867Kbps Down
867Kbos
Unknown
Up. 1.5M
256k UP.
Down

Salellite
Satellite

1MBX256KB
4Mb

S16,380
516.380

Owest
Owest Datawav

Fiber
Frame Relay,
Relay.
FPMulf
FPMult T1
FP 1'1

Unknown
Unknown

$16.000
$533
5533

Microserv

Cable, Wireless

5Mb. 3Mb

$6,600
$6.600

Owest
CableOne
Inlemel
Safe/ink Intemet
ACe Business
ACC
branch of AT & T

FPDS3
Cable
Wireless

Unknown
8Mb
3Mb

$63.273
563.273
52.100
$10.500

FP 1'1
T1 Wireless

T1
Tl 10Mb

$15600

CompuNet
ComouNel

FP T1

Unknown

$13,776

CompUNet
CompuNeI

FPMult T1

3.088Mb

$18,360
$18.360

201
202
215

Frame Relay.
T1
FPMult 1'1

n.
n

FP 1'1. DSL
FP 1'1

n

$23196
$10.442
$540

$2,747
$2.747
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Connection

District Name
Id #

Internet
Provider

Type

252

MlcroServ
MicroServ
Computer
Technologies Inc.

Wireless

253
262
271
272
273
274

RIRIE JOINT DISTRICT
WEST JEFFERSON
DISTRICT

283
285
287
288
292
304
305

FP T1

100 & 10

$6600

10Mb

$6380

Fiber

56Mb 10Mb

$15,129
$15.129

Wireless

Unknown

$90,000
$90.000

POST FALLS DISTRICT

180 Networks
J and R
Electronics
One Eighty
Networks

Wireless.
Wireless, Fiber

20Mb
Up. 512k
2Mb Up,

$12000

KOOTENAI DISTRICT

180 Networks

FP T1

Down

$10056

Step Intemet
First Steo

Fiber

5Mb,
5Mb.
symmetrical
dedicated
internet
intemel

$13670

Step
First Slep
Telephone and
Data Systems Inc.

Wireless
FPMultT1_Rale.
FPMultT1_Rale,
Other

3Mb UP,
UP.

$6,420

Unknown

$10,800
$10.800

First Step Intemet
Schools: TDS for
T1. District Office:
Troy Cable
TrovCable

Wireless

Unknown

$4800

FP T1

700k UP. 1.5M
Down

$15,084
$15.084

1.54Mb

$26280
$23,880
$23.880

LAKELAND DISTRICT

MOSCOW DISTRICT
GENESEE JOINT
DISTRICT
KENDRICK JOINT
DISTRICT
POTLATCH DISTRICT
TROY SCHOOL
DISTRICT
WHITEpn~E JT SCHOOL
WHITEPn~E
DISTRICT

Verizon

P2P FP T1

SOUTH LlEMHI DISTRICT

Centurytel
Centurvtel

DSL

KAMIAH JIOINT DISTRICT
HIGHLAND JOINT

COMPUNET

FPMult
FPMul1 T1

1.54Mb

DISTRICT

AT&T

FP T1

Unknown

Cableone

Cable

8Mb

$9,000

Tek-Hut
Fairpoint
Communications

FP T1

Unknown

$4,500
$4.500

Fiber

10 mbps
rnbps

$12,000

Wireless

10Mb

$13.000

Cable

3Mb
10 Mbps
Ethernet

$15357
$15,000
$15.000

Unknown

$28.000

FP T1

Unknown

$12600

Wireless

1.5Mb

314
321

DIETRICH DISTRICT

340
341
351
363

$6000

FPMult T1

SHOSHONE JOINT
DISTRICT

331

T1

Mudlake Internel

312

322

Cost

Owest

VALLEY DISTRICT
COEUR J) ALENE
DISTRICT

281
282

Rate

MADISON DISTRICT
SUGAR-S.ALEM JOINT
DISTRICT
MINIDOKA COUNTY
JOINT DISTRICT
LEWISTON
INDEPENIJENT DISTRICT
LAPWAI DISTRICT
ONEIDA COUNTY
DISTRICT
MARSING JOINT
DISTRICT

Microserv
Safe/ink, PMT,
PMT.
CableQne
CableOne
XO
Communications
AT&T
ISU
COSSAWAN,
SafeLink

Other
Relay,
Frame Relay.
FPMult T1

$4,968

$8,117

$9504
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APPENDIX D (:oot., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS

District Name
Id #
BRUNEAU-GRAND VIEW
365

370
371
372
381
382
383
391
392
394
401
411
412
413
414
417
418
421
422
431
432
433

JOINTDIST
HOMED,ll,LE
HOMED,~LE JOINT
DISTRICT
PAYETTE JOINT
DISTRICT
NEW PLYMOUTH
DISTRICT
AMERICll,N
AMERIC~N FALLS JOINT
DISTRICT

ROCKLAND DISTRICT
ARBON I::LEMENTARY
DISTRICT
KELLOGG JOINT
DISTRICT
MULLAN DISTRICT
AVERY SCHOOL
DISTRICT
TETON COUNTY
DISTRICT

Cost

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

Owest
Qwest
Ispeed- Payette
Idaho

FP T1

Unknown

$18,000

FP T1

Unknown

$15,600

ISpeed Wireless
ISoeed

FP T1

Unknown

$16,321

SolutionPro
CableOne and
Host Idaho

FPMult T1
FP_T1,Cable,
FP_T1,Cable,
Wireless

1.544

$14,064

T1, 3Mb, 7Mb

$15,480

DirectComm

DSL

3.3Mb

DirectComm

DSL

512k Down

J&R Electronics

Wireless

20Mb

Mullan Cable
Mul/an

Cable

T1

$4,800

Imbris
Columbine
Telephone (dba
SilverS tar)
SilverStar)

Satellite

777kbps

$5004

FPMult T1

5Mb

$21,342

10Mb

$18,160

FAILLS DISTRICT
TWIN FALLS

Qwest
Owest

FPDS3

BUHL JOINT DISTRICT

Syringa

Fiber

$300
$2,088
$90,000

$51,000

FILER DISTRICT

Filer Mutual

Fiber

3Mb

KIMBERLY DISTRICT

Tek-Hut

P2P

Unknown

$11,000

CASTLEFORD DISTRICT
MURTAUGH JOINT
DISTRICT
CALL·DONNELL Y
MC CALL·DONNELLY
DISTRICT

SiteStar
Site5tar

FPMult T1

Unknown

$10,904

Safelink
Frontier
Communication

Wireless

105M
1.5M

P2P, FPMult T1

Unknown

$39,600

CASCADE DISTRICT

Frontier

P2P

$10,435

WEISER I:>ISTRICT

FPDS3,DSL

CAMBRIDGE JOINT
DISTRICT

Rural Network
Cambridge
Telephone
Company
Com~ny

Unknown
1M Up,4M
Down

DSL

MIDVALE DISTRICT

Rural Network

DSL

512k Up, 3072k
Down
256k Up, 768k
Down

$4200

$9,600

$1 140

$1,143
$1,050
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APPENDIX D cont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Cost

District
Id #

Nam~~
Naml~

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

451
452

Victonr
VictOll' Charter School

Owest

FP-T1

10Mb
384k Up, 1.7M

Idaho Virtual Academy
Richard Mckenna Charter
HklhSchool
H~hSchool
Compass Public Charter
LEA

Solution Pro
SolutionPro

Fiber

Down

Owest

DSL

384kUp, 3M
Down

Owest

DSL

cableone.net

Cable

awes!
Owest

DSL

Owest

FP T1

54Mb

$5,700

awes!
Owest
Cableone
Project Mutual
Telephone
Company
Comoanv
CableOne

Wireless
Cable

6Mb
Unknown

$1117
$0

Fiber
Cable

8M Up, 1M
Down
1.5Mb
512k Up, 512k

$1,200
$1,000

MicroServ
Owest

Fiber
DSL

TimeWamer

FPMult T1

ctcweb
OneEighty
Networks, Inc.

DSL
DSL

Fairpoint Wireless
180 networks

Wireless
DSL

453
455

Unknown
768k Up, 4M
Down

456
457
458
459
460
462

463

Ridge Charter LEA
Falcon Ridae
INSPIHE VIRTUAL
CHARTER LEA
LIBERTY CHARTER
SCHOOL
GARDEN CITY
COMMUNITY CHARTER
THE ACADEMY (ARC)

Xavier Charter School
Vision Charter School

772
774
777
779
783

785
786

787
TOTAL

White Pine Charter School
ANSEFt Charter School
ANSEFI
MERIDIAN CHARTER
HIGH SCH INC
Hidden Springs Charter
School
Coeur d'Alene Charter
Acadenw
Pocatello Com Charter
School
Sandpoint Charter School

~--~---

$504,900
$17,434
$17.434
$980
$0
$3,000

464
492
768

$5,700

Down

-

North Star Charter School

Cable One

Cable

Meridian Medical Arts
CharterHS
Idaho Distance Education
Academy (IDEA)
Thomas Jefferson Charter
School

Joint School
District #2

Frame Relay,
FP T1

VerilOn, Integra
lnteara

FPMult T1

Vailivue Dis!
Dist #139

Other

15Mb
637k Up, 3M
Down
768k Up, 3M
Down
512k
384k Up, 1.5M
Down
356k

$1,442
$1,029_
$16,754

$3,937
$1,230
$1.230

$0
$840
$1,276

2Mb
Vallivue
Wireless Bridge
Bridoe

$1

$50,032
$3,240

$3,84,735
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~=ont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
APPENDIX D l=ont.,
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

BOISE INDEPENDENT
DISTRICT

Unknown

Wireless

256Mb

POCATELLO DISTRICT

Unknown

Fiber\Broadband
Cable

Unknown

BEAR Ll\KE COUNTY
DISTRICT

Unknown

Broadband
Cable\DSL

1.SMb\1.5Mb
1.5Mb\1.5Mb

Cable One
Unknown

Broadband
DSL\Tl\Fiber
DSL\T1\Fiber

Unknown
Unknown

Unknown

Fiber\Wireless

lGB\54MB
1GB\54MB

Unknown

DSL

1.5MB

Unknown

DSL

1.5MB

District Name
Id #
001
025

033

052

Comments
Remote
Classroom
District wide
Internet
Connectivity
Broadband
Cable and
DSL
Cable One

courtesy
055
060
071
083

SNAKE RIVER DISTRICT
BLACKFOOT DISTRICT
SHELLEY JOINT
DISTRICT
GARDEN VALLEY
DISTRICT
WEST BONNER COUNTY
DISTRICT

101

133
150

BOUND)\RY COUNTY
DISTRICT
WILDER DISTRICT
SODA SPRINGS JOINT
DISTRICT

Unknown
Unknown

.,,

Unknown

2Tl
2T1 Lines
Frame Relav
3-Tl
3-T1 Lines
2-512KB Lines

1.2MB
256KB

Unknown

T-1 Line

1.5MB

Unknown

1.5MB\256KB

Unknown

Satellite
conneciion\Frame
conneclion\Frame
Relav
Rural Telephone
Dial-up

256KB

Unknown

DSL

1.54MBs

Mlaoserv\cable
One

Wireless\Broadband
Cable

Unknown

Unknown

DSL

Unknown

DSL

171

191
193

OROFINO JOINT
DISTRICT
PRAIRIE ELEMENTARY
DISTRIC-r
DISTRIC"r
MOUNTA.IN HOME
DISTRICT

215

221
231

FREMONT COUNTY
JOINT DISTRICT
EMMETI INDEPENDENT
DIST
GOODING JOINT
DISTRICT

Uknown

Wireless Internet
Intemet

__

.---~-~
._~-~

2 T1's
T 1's provide
Internet Access
for all District
Schools

Lindy Ross
gels
Elementary gets
Internet
connectivity
from HS via T1
SATCOMto
Cavendish
Elementary.
Frarne reafiy to
collection point
for other schools
to access

DSL to Pine
School
Cable One
Free but Slow
Connection

1.54Mbs
1.5MB
down\756K up

241

COTIONWOOD JOINT
DISTRICT

.

1.5Mb,512KB

161
CLARK COUNTY
DISTRICT

account

Unknown

Wireless
Internet
Access
between
buildings
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APPENDIX D 4!Ont.,
l~ont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)
District
Id #

Name

244

MOUNTAIN
VIEW
SCHOOL
DISTRICT
MOSCOW
DISTRIGT
DISTRiCT
KENDRICK
JOINT
DISTRICT

281
283

Internet
Provider

Connection
Type

Rate

Unknown

Frame Relay
Relav

56KB

Unknown

DSl
DSL

3MB\768KB

Unknown

1-Oial Up Acct
1-Dial

56KB

287

288

312

331

351

363

TROY
SCHoolL
DISTRICT
WHITEPINE
WHITEP'INE
JT SCHOOL
DISTRICT
SHOSHONE
JOINT
DISTRICT
MINIDOt<A
COUNn'
JOINT
DISTRICT
ONEIDA
COUNn'
DISTRICT
MARSING
JOINT
DISTRICT

Unknown

T1\cable modem

1.54KB\512kb

Unknown

T1\HS Wireless

1.54MB\1.5MB

Unknown

1'1
T1 Point to Point

1.54KB

Unknown

T1

1.54KB

Unknown

DSL, 1'1.
T1, Wireless
DSL.
Intemel

1.54MB\ 1.54MB\2MB
1.54MB\1.54MB\2MB

Unknown

Wireless

10MB

381

Comments

Schools:
T1\Dislrict
Office: Cable
Modem

Wireless via
COSSA
WAN
Wireless
from Host

Idaho;
Idaho:

391

394

401

AMERICAN
FALLS JOINT
DISTRICT
KELLOGG
JOINT
DISTRICT
AVERY
SCHOOl
SCHOOL
DISTRICT
TETON
COUNTY
DISTRICT

Cable One\Host
Idaho
Motorola
Wireless\Unknown
Cable

Single
T1\Cable\Wireless
Wireless,
Motorola\Broadband
Cable

20MB\512KB

Verizon

Frame Relay
Relav

Unknown

Unknown

DSL\Oiaf
up
DSL\Diaf UP

1.2GOown\Up
1.2GDown\Up
512MB\50KB

1.54MB

outgoing
Round
Robin on all
3 links,
Incoming T1,
Wireless
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APPENDIX D c:ont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC SCHOOLS (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)
District

Name

Id #
411

lWlNFALLS
DISTRICT

Connection
Type

Rate

Provider

Internet
Unknown

Broadband Cable

5MBs

Unknown

DSL

3MB

Unknown

Cable

Unknown

Metro Net

T1

Unknown

DSL
DSL (not hooked

1.544MB
2MBUp\512KB
Down

Unknown
nme
Wamer\Csble
Wamer\CBble
One

up)
uo)

Broadband Cable

1.5MB
15MB for
TM\6MB Cable
One

Unknown

DSL

2.4MBUp\512KB
Down

Unknown

LAN\WAN

Unknown

413
414
421

422
464
768

786

787

FILER IDISTRICT
KIMBEIRLY
DISTRICT
MC CALLCALL
DONNELLY
DISTRICT
CASCADE
DISTRICT
White Pine Charter
School
MERIDIAN
CHARTER HIGH
SCH INC
Idaho Distance
Educatil)n
Educath)n Academy
(IDEA)
ODEA)
Thomas Jefferson
Charter School

Comments

DSL at
Hollister
Cable for
Emergencies
Ememencles

Available for
Backup
Backu~
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APPENDIX D c::ont., CURRENT STATE OF BROADBAND CONNECTIVITY TO OUR
IDAHO PUBLIC LIBRARIES (OTHER CONNECTION TYPES-LIMITED INFO)

Ubnries by Internet
Count of Ubn""
Connectivity l'ype

Total

Cable
Dedicated Connection
DSL
Fiber Optic
Municipal Network-regardless of Type
Satellite
Wireless
Frame Relay
Grand Total

Count of Ubralrles by Connection
Rate
129kbps-256kbps
769kbps-1.4Mbps (megabits/second)
1.5 Mbps (T1 )
1.6 Mbps-5.0 Mbps
257 kbps-768 Kbps
6.0 Mbps-10Mbps
Greater than 10 Mbps
Uknown
Grand Total

11

3
12

2
2
4
9
5
48

Total
2
4

13
7

2
10
1
9
48
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APPENDIX E, VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
(Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will'use in its efforts to develop
viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently
do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).

GOALS:
The objective of our IEN Video Teleconferencing initiative is to achieve, by leveraging the capabilities of
our proposed lEN backbone, a statewide synchronous video network capable of enhancing educational
opportunities and citizen services through the exchange of interactive video between and among various
educational and educational support entities.
In order to accomplish this, a number of tasks have been identified to be completed:
• Identification of ai single audio and video standard for low-bandwidth distance
learning and videoconferencing;
• Acquisition of new or replacement equipment and/or software that ensures
ofldaho lEN audio and video standards stated below;
compliance with proposed State ofIdaho
• Development or purchase of a scheduling system or enterprise resource
management program that allows potential users to A) know the location and
availability of resources, and B) set up or reserve ad hoc or regularly scheduled
events with other entities;
• Leveraging the capabilities of a Managed Internet Service Provider to provide network bandwidth
management tools lmd
Imd network monitoring capabilities that assures pre-determined qualities of service,
depending upon the type of video traffic;
• Development of an event clearinghouse that allows promotion, marketing, and
registration for interactive video events;
• Development of training modules for new users;
• Development of a cost and funding algorithm to allow shared use of the statewide
backbone for interstate distance education and videoconferencing.

General (proposl~d
(proposl~d VTC Configurations)
I) Each tele-conferencing classroom's hardware purchased by the State ofIdaho will be
configured to have teleconferencing, projection, amplification audio, microphone and data
camera.
camera .
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CI,ASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED
(Note these are minimum configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to
develop viable VTC packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle
Schools that currently do not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
2) Equipment to support both receive and origination education capabilities in a one camera
envirorunent.
3) Each tde-conferencing classroom' software will be configured to support video & content,
remotf: configuration and remote support.
4) Each tl!le-conferencing
tl~le-conferencingclassroom system will be configured to receive and display high
definition video. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection equipment may not support high
definition at all locations but the equipment should be configured to receive and display high
definition when the bandwidth and projection equipment is available.
5) Each tde-conferencing classroom system will be configured with a minimum of integrated
four (4) port video mUltiplexing
multiplexing capabilities. NOTE: Initial bandwidth and projection
equipment may not support video mUltiplexing
multiplexing but the equipment should be configured to
origina.te a multi-port session when the bandwidth is available.
6) Phase I tele-conferencing classrooms should be configured to be fixed systems.
7) InstaIlCltion, programming and training on all equipment and software.
8) Maintenance agreement on all equipment as per this RFP.
A typical roll-about VTC system envisioned for a public School System may include:
Roll-about cart
Plasma Screen 42 inch
CODEC
CCD Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
Keypad Remote Controller
Tabletop Microphones (two Microphone arrays)
Flatbed Document
Docwnent Camera
Single CCD Remote Pan-Tilt-Zoom Camera
Scan Convl~rter
Convl~rter
VCR\DVD
Encryption Equipment
Network Interface equipment
Inverse MUltiplexer (IMUX) (for rates above 128kbps)
Terminal Adapter
Miscellaneous cables, adapters, and connectors
A typical Desktop VTC envisioned for a public School system may include:
Personal computer
CODEC (built into PC interface card)
Single CCI) Camera (usually monitor mounted)
Installed
InstaIled sound card, with microphone and speakers
Terminal Adapter
Network Inlterface Equipment
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technkal Specifications:
a. Bandwidth: H.320 up to 512 kbps, H.323 up to 2 Mbps, SIP up to 2 Mbps
H.460.18, H.460.19 support for the MPEG4 AAC-LD standard
Firewall Traversal: Auto NAT, H.460.IB,
b. Video Standards: H.261, H.263, H.263+, H.263++ (Natural Video), H.264
c. ITU 50/60 fps fuJi screen - Pro-Motion
d. Video Features:
1) Native 16:9 Widescreen
2) Advanc(~d
Advanclld Screen Layouts
3) Picture in Picture (PIP)
4) Picture outside Picture & Large POP
5) Side by Side
6) PC Zoom
7) Intelligent Video Management
8) Simultaneous videoconference & local PC mode Local Auto Layout
e. Video Inputs: Five
1) Ix 9 Pin DSUB:HD Main camerd or S-video & control main camera
MiniDin,
2) 1 x Mini
Din, S-video: auxiliary/document camera
3) 1 x RCAJPhono, composite: document cameralaux I x RCAJPhono,
RCA/Phono,
composite: VCR
4) 1 x DVI-I: PC
5) Input: 800 x 600 (@ 60, 72,75,85 hz), 1024 x 768
60 Hz), 1280 x 1024 @
6) (@ 60, 70, 75 hz), 1280 x 720 (HD720P) (@ 50,
50,60
60hz
7) Extended Display Identification Data (EDID)
f. Video Outputs
1) 1 x MiniDin, S-video: main monitor
2) 1 x RCAlPhono, composite: main monitor or VCR
3) 1 x RCAlPhono, composite: dual monitor or VCR
DVI-IIXGA: main or second monitor
4) I x DVI-l/XGA:
5) XGA OUTPUT
6) 800
BOO x 600 @ 75hz, 1024
\024 x 768 @ 60 hz, 1280 x 768 (WXGA) @ 60 hz,
1280 x 720 (HD720p) @ 60 Hz VESA Monitor Power Management
g. Video Fonnats: l'ITSC, PAL, VGA, SVGA, XGA, W-XGA, SXGA and HD720p
h. Live Video Resolutions
1) NATIVE NfSC:
a) 400p (528 x 400 pixels)
4SIF (704 x 480 pixels), Digital Clarity
b) 4SlF
c) Interlaced SIF (iSIF 352 x 480 pixels), Natural Video SIF (352 x
240 pixels)
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APPENDIX E (~ont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
SPECIFICAnONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration sumdard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Techokal Specifications Continued:

2) NATIVE PAL:
a) 448p (576 x 448 pixels)
b) 4CIF (704 x 576 pixels), Digital Clarity
c) Interlaced CIF (iCIF 352 x 576 pixels), Natural Video CIF (352 x
288 pixels)
d) QCIF (176 x 144 pixels)
e) SQCIF (128 x 96 pixels) decode only
3) NATIVE PC RESOLUTIONS:
a) XGA (1024 x 768)
b) SVGA (800 x 600 pixels) VGA (640 x 480 pixels)
c) WIDE RESOLUTIONS:
d) w288p (512 x 288 pixels) w448p (768 x 448 pixels) w576p
(1024 x 576 pixels) w720p (1280 x 720 pixels)
i. STILL IMAGE TRANSFER: CIF, SIF, 4CIF (H.261 Annex D), 4SIF, VGA, SVGA,XGA
j. AUDIO STANDARDS: 0.711,G.722, G.722.1, G.728 , 64 bit & 128 bit MPEG4
AAC-LD
k. AUDIO FEATURES
1) CD-Quality 20KHz Mono and Stereo
2) Telephone add-on via MultiSite
3) Two separate acoustic echo cancellers
4) Audio mixer
5) Automatic Gain Control (AGC)
(AGe) Automatic Noise Reduction Audio level
meters
6) VCR ducking
7) Packct loss management Activc lip synchronization
8) Digital Natural Audio Module (DNAM)
9) 2*30 W output power
10) 2 integrated speakers
11) GSM interference audio feature
1. AUDIO INPUTS (4 INPUTS):
l) 2 x microphone, 24V phantom powered, XLR connector
2) 1 x RCNPhono, Line Level: auxiliary (or VCR Stereo L)
3) I x RCNPhono, Line Level: VCRlDVD (Stereo R)
m. AUDIO OUTPUTS (2 OUTPUTS):
1)
I) Ix RCNPhono, SIPDlF
S/PDIF (mono/stereo) or Analogue Line Level: main audio or
Analogue Stereo L
2) 1 x RCAIPhono, Line Level: VCR or Analogue Stereo R
n. FRAME RATES
I) 30 frames per second @ 168 kbps and above
2) 60 fields per second @ 336 kbps and above (Point-ta-point)
(Point-to-point)
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APPENDIX E (:oot.,
(:ont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
nONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICA
SPECIFICAnONS
configuration sumdard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technkal Specifications Continued:
o. DUAL STREAM
I) DuoVideo
2) H.239 dual stream
3) Dynamic bandwidth adjustment (H.323) Available on H.323, H.320 & SIP
4) Available in Multisite from any site BFCP
p. NETWORK FEATURES
I) Auto H.320/H.323 dialing
2) SIP
3) Downspeeding
4) Programmable network profiles
5) Intelligent Call Management
6) Maximum call length timer
7) Automatic SPID and line number configuration (National ISDN, GR-2941
GR-2941CORE)
8) SoftMux
9) H.331 Broadcast Mode
10) NATO standard KG 194/KIV-7
I 94/KIV-7 encryptor support·· URI Dialing
q. MULTISITE FEATURES
I) H.3231H.320/SIPlfelephonyNoIP
H.323/H.320/SIPlfelephonyNoIP in the same conference Audio and Video
Transcoding
2) Video rate matching from 56 kbps - maximum conference rate CP4 and
Voice Switched
3) Best [mpression (Automatic CP Layouts)
4) H.264, Encryption, Digital Clarity
5) Dual Stream from any site
6) ISDN & IP Downspeeding and IPLR
7) MultiSite (H.243) Cascading on H,320 & H.323 Unicode h.243 Tenninal

Names
inIDial out
8) Dial in/Dial
9) Chair control for host system
10) Snapshot of ongoing conference (JPEG)
11)
II) Snapshot of ongoing DuoVideo/H.239 presentation (JPEG) Separate
welcome page for encrypted conferences Conference rates up to 2.3 Mbps
with optional bandwidth upgrade (1.5 Mbps is standard conference rate) Up
to 4 video and 3 audio sites
12) 4 sites @ 768 kbps (+telephone calls)
ISDN-SRI and IP up to maximum conference rate Multiway (Beta)
13) Mix ISDN-BRI
r. EMBEDDED ENCRYPTION
1)
I) H.323, H.320 & SIP point-to-point and multipoint calls Standards-based:
H.2.33, H.234, H.235 v2&v3, DES and AES NIST-validated
NlST-validated AES
2) NIST-validated DES
3) Automatic key generation and exchange
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APPENDIX E cont., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
SPECIFICA nONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICAnONS
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Tecbnkal Specifications Continued:
4) Supported in Dual Stream
s. IP NETWORK FEATURES
I) IEEE S02.Ix/EAP
S02.IX/EAP Network Authentication H.235 Gatekeeper Authentication
DNS lookup for scrvice
service configuration Differentiated Services (DiffServ)
Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) IP precedence
2) IP type of service (ToS)
3) IP adaptive bandwidth management (including flow control) Auto gatekeeper
discovery
4) Dynamic playout and lip-sync buffering Intelligent Packet Loss Recovery
(IPLR) H.245 DTMF tones in H.323
Ca!lManager integration using ECS IP Address Conflict Warning Date
5) Cisco CallManager
and Time support via NTP Call Services
6) IPv6 NETWORK
NETWORK. SUPPORT
7) Dual Stack IPv4 and IPv6 simultaneous support
Telnet, SSH, HTTP, HTTPS, fip, SNMP, DNS,
8) Net service support on IPv6: Telnet.
NTP, DBCP
9) Media support on IPv6: H.323,SIP, Streaming
t. SECURITY FEATURES
I) Management via HTTPS and SSH IP Administration Password Menu
Administration Password Dialing Access code
2) Streaming password
3) H243 MCU Password
4) VNC password
5) SNMP security alerts
services
6) Disable IP serviccs
7) MD-5 Challenge
B) Network Settings protection SIP Authentication via NTLM SIP Authentication
via Digest FIPS Mode
u. NETWORK INTERFACES
1) 4 x ISDN BRI (RJ-45), S-interface
2) Ix LANlEthemet (RJ-45) 10/100 Mbit (LANIDSUcable modem)
3) II x PC card slot (PCMCIA) for wireless LAN
4) Ix X.2IN.35/RS-449 with RS-366 dialing, RS-366 Adtran IMUX, Leased
Line, Data Triggered, and Manual"
Manual** I x USB for future use
v. WIRELESS LAN SUPPORT
1) Compliant with IEEE 802.11 b, up to I 1 Mbit Support for 64/128 bit
encryption (WEP) Infrastructure or ad-hoc mode
w. ETHERNET/INTERNET/INTRANET
ETHERNET/INTERNETIINTRANET CONNECTIVITY
1) TCP/IP, DHCP, ARP, FTP,
F'fP, Telnet, HTTP, HTTPS, SOAP and XML, MD·5
Challenge
2) SNMP Enterprise Management
3) Internal web server
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APPENDIX E coot., VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration standard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Tecbnkal Specifications Continued:
4) Internal streaming server
x. OTHER MAJOR STANDARDS SUPPORTED: H.231, H.233, H.234, H.235
v2&v3, H.239, H.241, H.243, H.281, BONDING (ISO 13871), H.320, H.323,H.331,
RFC 3261,. RFC 2237, RFC 3264, RC 3311. RFC 3550, RFC 2032, RFC 2190,
RFC 2429,. RFC 3407
y. PRECISION HDTM CAMERA
1/3' CMOS +10°/_20° tilt +/- 90° pan
I) 7 x zoom 113'
2) 42° vertical field of view
3) 72° total vertical field of view
4) 70° hori7.ontal field of view
5) 250° total horizontal field of view Focus distance 0.3m-infinity
6}
6)i 1280 x 720 pixels progressive @ 30fps
7} Automatic or manual focusJbrightncsS/whitebalance
focuslbrightnesslwhitebalance Far-end camera control
8} 15 near and far-end camera presets Voice-activated camera positioning
Daisy-chain support (Visca
(Visea protocol camera)
z. CLOSED CAPTIONINGffEXT CHAT
I) T.140 text chat available from RS-232, Telnet, Web and User Interface
aa. PRESENTATIONS AND COLLABORATION
I) Natural Presenter Package including:
a) PC Presenter (DVI-I, SXGA In)
b) PC SoftPresenter
c) Digital Clarity & Native Fonnats
d) Advanced Video Layouts
e) Streaming compatible with Cisco IPITV, Apple QuickTime®,
RealPlaycr® v8 etc.
RealPlayer®
f) DuoVideo
g) H.239

bb. SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
I) Support for the TANDBERG Management Suite
1)
2) Total management via embedded web server, SNMP, Telnet, SSH, FTP
and SOAP
3) Remote software upload: via web server, ftp server or ISDN 1I x RS-232
locall control and diagnostics
4) R,emote control and on-screen menu system
5) External Services from TMS
cc. DIRECTORY SERVICES
1)
I) Support for Local directories (My Contacts), Corporate Directory and Global
Dire,ctory
2) Unlimited entries using Server directory supporting LDAP and H.350·
3) Unlimited number for Corporate directory (through TMS) 400 number global directory
200 Jrlwnber local directory
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APPENDIX E <:ont. , VIDEO TELECONFERENCING GOALS, AND PROPOSED
CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS CONTINUED (Note these are minimum
configuration sumdard criteria that the State will use in its efforts to develop viable VTC
packages in support of public High Schools, Elementary, and Middle Schools that currently do
not have these capabilities or are in need of tech refreshments).
Proposed Technkal Specifications Continued:
4) 16 dedicated Multi Site entries Received Calls with Date and Time
Diirectories in Local Languages Placed Calls with Dale and Time Missed
Culls
Calls with Date and Time
dd. 16 SELECTABLE MENU LANGUAGES
I) Arabic, Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English, French, German, Italian,
Japanese, Korean, Norwegian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Suomi,
Swedish, Thai Chinese, Korean and Japanese Input Method Editor
ee. CUSTOMIZED WELCOME SCREEN AND COMPANY LOGO
1) Picture JPEG (Iogo.jpg): Recommended maximum size is 704x576 for
WI~lcome Screen and 352x288 for Encryption Required Screen
POWER: 100-240VAC, 60150Hz,
60/50Hz, 6A
ff. OPERATING TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY: 0° C to 40° C (32° F to 104° F)
ambient temperature 10% to 90% Relative Humidity (RH)
gg. STORAGE AND TRANSPORT TEMPERATURE: -20° C to 60° C (-40 F to 140°
1400 F)
at RH 10-90% (non-condensing)
hh. APPROVALS
1)
I) Directive 73/23/EEC (Low Voltage Directive)
2) Standard EN 60950
3) Directive 89/336/EEC
89/3361EEC (EMC Directive)
4) Standard EN 55022, Class B
5) Standard EN 55024
6) Standard EN 61000-3-2/-3-3 Directive 1999/5/EEC (R&TTE Directive)
7) Standard TBR3
8) Approved according to UL 60950 and CAN/CSA C22.2
9) No. 60950
10) Complies with FCC15B Class B

ii. FOOTPRlNT
FOOTPRJNT
1) ROLLABOUT: Width: 35.4'/90 cm Depth: 29.7'/75.5 cm
2. Fwnish and install transient voltage surge suppressor(s) which comply with the following specification
requirements,:
a. Rating: 20 A
b. UL listing
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lEN RFP (RFP02160) UPDATES
29 Dec 2009

The following extracts are provided from our current lEN RFP, as specific updates to vendors
responding to our Idaho Education Network RFP02160:

P.12
Approach Is
is changed to read:
A phased implem~entation
implem~entation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No. 543 -Idaho
Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school with a scalable,
Education Network,
c~:>nnection, including connections to institutions of higher education as necessary; a
high-bandwidth c~:>nneetion,

parallel effort will also be undertaken during this initial Phase to design and migrate all existing State of
Idaho customers from IdaNet to a new lEN backbone system, given the urgency to replace and or
Ida Net operations.
upgrade this agin~: network, coupled with the rising cost of sustaining current IdaNet

ConSiderations include:
Subsequent Phasl! Considerations
•

Connectivity to each elementary and middle school.

•

The addition of libraries to the lEN.

•

Completing the migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

P.14
3.3 (ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS, para c) is amended to read:
Idaho presence: Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples to show either an existing Idaho
Presence, in the delivery of lEN $ervice$
services and $UPport.
support.
presence and\or a willingness to establish an Idaho Pre$ence,
Addition of the Following Schools to Appendix A, Schedules 1 and 2 of the lEN RFP Document:
•

Jr./Sr. High School (Schedule 1, lEN Phase One Public High Schools)
Challis District #181: Challis Jr,fSr.

•

Challis District #181: Challis Elementary, Clayton Elementary, Stanley School (Elem/Jr.) to
Schedule 2, lEN Phase Two, Elementary and Secondary High Schools

Addition of Appendix F, IdaNet Transition Customer Locations and Current Requirements
Addition of Standalrd Services Order Form to Appendix G, lEN: Standard Service Order Form (Sample)
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Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow up

On 29 December ;W08, the Department of Administration (ADM), Office of the Chief Information Officer
(OCIOC)
(OCIOe) hosted an RFP Vendor Conference to solicit questions and input in response to an RFP
concerning the fd(lho
fd£lho Education Network (lEN).
NOTE: The last day for filing a specification appeal is January 9, 2009.
Q-1. When will the answers to these questions be made available?
A-2. Ideally, if the questions are submitted in a timely fashion then the answers should be available
by close of bU!;iness on the 5th of January; otherwise, no later than that following Monday, January
th
12th
12 2009.
Q-2. Could the~ deadline be extended by a week?
A-2. No. The deadline is determined by the deadline for E-Rate funding, which is 12 February 2009.
To miss this Federally Mandated deadline would potentially cost Idaho, millions of dollars in E-Rate
funding.
Q-3. For an Rf:P, what is the policy regarding Information being marked "confldentlal
"confidential and
proprietaryr
A·3.
its entirety, with the RFP this is not the case,
A-3. Unlike thl~ RFI which could be marked as such in Its
especially with regards to cost which has to be disclosed. Individual paragraphs can be marked
"confidential and proprietary" but not the RFP as a whole. Please refer to Item 31 of the Solicitation
Instructions to Vendors that is included in the RFP by reference.
(http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing!TCs/Solicitation_lnstructions.pdf)

Q-4. For companies that specialize in hardware, do you expect them to partner with organizations
that deal with service?
A·4. Yes. The s.tate
State of Idaho desires an End to End Service Provider, capable of providing us a total
services and support solution; we already have hardware providers; but what we need is a total
network servicl;!s
servicles support solution, not just hardware.

Q-5. Is this a single or mUltiple
multiple award contract?
A-S. It Is
is a multiple award contract. 5 years, with 3 Five Year Extensions for a total of 20 years, per
lEN RFP02160, para 5.3, page 23.

Q-6. Does the .proposal
proposal concern only Phase One of the project, would the bidder be evaluated for
Phase Two as well?
A~. Specific dl!tails have been requested for Phase One, to in91ude prOViding
providing detailed information
concerning the migration of public high schools to this lEN network and also providing a general
overall plan for migration of IdaNet customers to this lEN network. Bidders\vendors are also tasked
to provide
prOVide a vision and or overall concept on how they would address subsequent phases of the lEN
project.
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Regardill,g the pass/fail scoring,
scorlng. you ask for a minimum of 10mg for each location, what If the
Q-7. Regardilllg
vendor cannctt meet that requirement?
A-7. The vendor needs to articulate in their response why they cannot meet this minimum
requirement fe.g. geographical location constraints of a particular location requiring service); this
into consideration. This will be made clear in the RFP amendment that will be posted
will be taken Into
N
Nll T before close of business, 30 Dec 09.

Q-8. Will the State be willing to negotiate terms and conditions?
A.a. Not necE!ssarily. Vendors will need to identify which term or condition they have a problem
With,
with, why and provide language, that they (vendors) think will work and why we (the State of Idaho)
should adopt that language. Note also there are new Telecommunications Terms and Conditions
that are incorporated in this RFP by reference.
(http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasingjmanualsforms/Telecommunications%20Serv%20Special%20TCs%
20S-0S.pdf)

Q-9. Does a Vendor have to be present in Idaho in order to bid?
A-g. If a vendc)r is not present in Idaho, it must be willing to establish a point-of-presence if
awarded a contract. The State desires to partner with an entity that can provide quick
qUick response to
problems throughout the State, to have face-to-face impromptu meetings, and impromptu
engineering ((brainstorming"
"brainstorming" meetings. Therefore a presence in Idaho is necessary. An economic
presence is defined in Idaho Code § 67-2349(1)(a)-(b).

Q-l0.ls it permissible to bring in an out of state partner?
A-l0. Yes, we need to establish partnerships, both inside and outside of our state as applicable.

Q-11. From the perspective of internet, security and VTC bridging, does the state have a desire to
centralized arrangement or a more regionalized arrangement?
A-ll.
A-11. The advantage of a decentralized regionalized
regionaliZed arrangement is survivability and easier "bell
scheduling for IDlstance learning engagements due to the different time zones that the State
operates under; but we are not stipulating a preference.

Q-12. Do the CCJsts In Appendix 0, Current State of Broadband In Idaho Public Schools refer to
annual or mon1thly costs?
A-12. Costs delPicted
delpicted in this chart listing current known connectivity and connection costs to our
Public High Schools, represent ANNUAL Operating Costs.
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IDANET TRANSITION CUSTOMER LOCATIONS AND CURRENT
APPENDIX F, IOANET
REQUIRENlENfS
Geographic
Agency Name
DSL Servi Current
Location
ce
Bandwidth

Type
Accountancy, Board of (Owyhee Plaza)
AJ?;ing,
Aging, Commission on
Agriculture, Department of
Boise IMA Group
Nampa
Twin Falls
Arts, Commission
Blind & Visually Impaired, Commission for
the
Coeurd 'Alene
Lewiston
Idaho Falls
Pocatello
Twin Falls
Safi~ty, Division of
Building Safi~ty,
Coeur d'Alene
Meridian to CMFONI
of - (modified
Corrections, Department of
pricing)
Blackfoot Dist 7
Boise Orchard to CMFONI
Boise CWCEB
Boise Dist4E
Boise Dist4W
Boise Parole
Burley
Caldwell Dist3
CDA
Cottonwood
Falls CWCIF
Idaho Fa/Is
Idaho Falls Dist7
KunaIMSI
/(una ISCI
KunaISCI
KunaSICI
Lewiston

(MB)

1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

Access

3

DSL

VBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

VBR
VBR
VBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
._

.
--

VBR
VBR

1.5

FRS

UBR
VBR

6

FRS
ATM
FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
FRS
ATM
FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
FRS

VBR
VBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Meridian Dist 4
Mountain Home ATM

VBR
CBR

1.5

1I

8
1I

1.5
I.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
I

1I

North Idaho
Boisc Metro
Boise

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Mctro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho

Boise Metro
Idano
Eastern Idaho
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I

I

I

NampaCWCN
Orofino
Payette
Pocatello Dist6
Pocatello PWCC
Rexburg Dist 7
Sandpoint
SBWCC
St. Anthony
Dist5
Twin Falls DistS
Dairy Commission
Dairv
Denstistry, Board of
Developmental Disabilities, Council on
Endowment Fund Investment Board
of Department ofEnvironmental Quality, Depamnent
pn.cing)
(modified pfi.cing)
Boise (Orchard Campus)
Coeur d'Alene
Idaho Falls
Lewiston
Pocatello
Twin Falls
Finance, Department of
Fish and Game
Health and Welfare, Department of
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene Aging - 1221 Ironwood
Lewiston - j 1I8
lI8 F Street
Lewiston - 1118 F Street

FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM

FRS
ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1I
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
0.75
0.75
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR

9
5
10
5
10
10
1.5
4.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR

14.75
1.5
1.5
9.75
0.5

1

----i

Moscow - 1350 Troy Highway Suite 2

VBR

1.5

Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Nez Perce (Lewiston) Nimiipu Health -
III Bever Grade Lapwai, ID
Health District 1
Health District 1 - Coeur d'Alene
Health District 1 - Sandpoint
Health District 2
Health District 3
Caldwell
NamTJQ
Nampa
Health District 4
Health District 5
Health District 6

VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho

VBR

1

North Idaho

VBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

VBR
VBR
CBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
-

I1

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

2
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Health District 7
VBR
Hispanic Affairs, Commission on
DSL UBR
Historical Society - Assay Office
DSL UBR
Historical Society - Storage Building
DSL UBR
Historical Society - Museum
DSL UBR
ATM UBR
Historical Society - History Center
Human Rights Commission (Owhyee Plaza)
UBR
Insurance, Department of
DOl - Coeur d'Alene
VBR
DOl - Pocatello
VBR
Juvenile Corrections, Department of
CDA
VBR
Twin Falls
VBR
Labor, Department of
Blackfoot - 34.HCGL.337784
Access
Boise - !daNet
IdaNet
CBR
Boise (DDS) (IDHW circuit) -
VBR
34.YBGA.311890
Boise (DDS) (Labor Circuit) 61. HCFS. 100410
61.HCFS.J004JO
Access
Boise (SCO) - !daNet
IdaNet
CBR
Boise (Thomas Dev) - !daNet
IdaNet
Access
13.HCFJ.003306
Bonners Ferry - 13.HCF1.003306
CBR
4.lIFGJ. 000125
Burley - 3 4.11FG1.
Access
Caldwell-- 34.HFG1.OO0121
34.HFGJ.000121
Caldwell
Access
13.HFFJ.OO1887
Coeur d'Alene - 13.HFF1.OO1887
CBR
34.HCGJ.398898
Emmett - 34.HCG1.398898
Access
Grangeville - 76.0BFJ66417
CBR
HaileyAccess
Idaho Falls - 30.HFFJ.192096
Access
Kellogg- 13.HCFJ.OO3329
CBR
Lewiston - 76.HFF102856
CBR
McCallAccess
Meridian - 34.HFG1000111
Access
J3.HCF1003309
- Moscow --13.HCF1003309
CBR
Mountain Home - 34.HCG1001670
Access
Orofino - 13.HCF1003326
CBR
Payette - 34.HCG1394270
Access
Pocatello - 34.HFGJ.000120
34.HFG1.OO0120
Access
34.HCFJ. 001981
Rexburg - 34.HCF1.
Access
Salmon Access
CBR
Sandpoint - 13.HCFJ.OO3327
Soda Springs -
Access
St. Maries - 13.HCF1003328
CBR
Twin Falls - 34.HFG1.OOO126
34.HFGJ.OOOJ26
Access

1.5
0.25
1.5
0.25
1.5
1.5
1.5

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Southern Idaho
._

1.5
9.8

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro

1.5

Boise Metro

1.5
0.25
3.0
1.5
5.0
5.0
5.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho

5.0
1.5
5.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0

3
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Labor, Department of for: Disability
Determinations Services
Boise DDS - connection to IDHW
Boise DDS - connection to Labor
Lewis-Clark State College
Library,Idabo
Library, Idabo State - Idaho Falls
Liquor Disp(msary,
Disptmsary, Idaho State
State Store 216 (Ammon ID)
State Store 222 (J
175 Parkway Dr Blackfoot)
(1175
BoiseHQ
Boise - Store Net
State Store 101 (1101 Grove, Boise)
744 W. State St Boise)
State Store 102 (J
(1744
State Store 103 (5180 Overland, Boise)
State Store 104 (6916 W State St Boise)
State Store 107 ( 2150 Broadway, Boise)
State Slore 108 (3439 N Cole Rd, Boise)
State Store 109 (10525 Overland Rd Boise)
State Store 110 (2273 S. Vista Ave #130
Boise)
State Store 112 (2448 S. Apple St Boise)
State Store 114 (10356 Fairview Boise)
State Store 400 (610 N Raymond St Boise)
Liquor Store ART (817 N 20th St Boise)
State Store 329 (6759 Main St Bonners
Ferry)
State Store 221 (701 Overland Ave Burley)
State Store 106 (918 Blain St Caldwell)
State Store 136 (3110 Cleveland #J7
Caldwell)
State Store 200 (825 Brundage Chubbuck)
State Store 205 (4820 Yellowstone Chubbuck)
State Store 302 (1201 E Sherman Ave CDA)
State Store 305 (2611 N Government Way
CDA)
State Store' 308 (3276 W Prairie Ave CDA)
State Store 319 (1607 Northwest Blvd CDA)
(174
State Store 117 (J
74 W State St Eagle)
Eag/e)
State Store 119 (Eagle)
State Store 125 (3210 E Chinden #134 Eagle)
State Store 11 J (4248 W Chinden Gdn Cty)
Cly)
State Store 210 (207 S Main Hailey)
State Store 300 (1077 W Heron Ave Hayden)
State Store 324 (9170 N Hess St #C Hayden)
State StorE~ 203 (2105 Niagara Dr ld Fafls

VBR
CBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
VBR
VBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL

0.25

Boise Metro

0.25

Eastern Idaho

DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
ISDL
ISDL

DSL

4
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!

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL

UBR

0.25

Boise Metro

DSL

UBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
1
l Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSL

UBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25

North Idaho
North Idaho

DSL

UBR

0.25

Southern Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.75
3
1.5

Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

State Store 206 (190 First St Idaho Falls)
State Store 208 (1717 W Broadway Id Falls)
State Store 220 (1104 S Lincoln St Jerome)
State Store 323 (Kellogg)
State Store 209 (360 Leadville Ave N
Ketchum)
State Store 129 (Kuna)
State Store 301 (913 Main St Lewiston)
State Store 321 (1022 Bryden Ave Lewiston)
State Store 132 (44 E Fairview, Meridian)
State Store 134 ( 450 S Meridian Rd,
Meridian)
State Store 303 (904 W
W. Pullman Rd,
Moscow)
State Store 309 (872 W Troy Hwy #110,
Moscow)
State Store 122 (275 E. 4th N Mtn Home)
State Store 105 (205 Caldwell Blvd #7
Nampa)
State Store 115 (I225 12th Ave Rs S Nampa)
State Store 118 (16453 Marketplace Blvd
Nampa)
State Store 325 (235 Main St Orofino)
State Store 123 (521 9th St Payette)
State Store 202 (726 E Sherman Pocatello)
State Store 204 (240 S Main Pocatello)
State Store 212 (1319 Bench Rd Pocatello)
State Store 304 (202 E Seltice
Se/tice Way Post Falls)
State Store 306 (4010 E Seltice
Se/tice Way Post
Falls)
State Store 331 (1214 Albeni Hwy Priest
River)
State Store 322 (403 N Fourth Sandpoint)
State Store 201 (1901 Kimberly Rd Twin
Falls)
State Store 207 (I 146 Filer Ave E Twin
Falls)
State Store 214 (1239 Pole Line Rd#JJJC Twin Fls)
State Store 326 (Wallace)
State Store 127 (270 E 7th St #B Weiser)
Lottery Commission
Medicine, Board of
Nursing, Board of

DSL
DSL

Occupational Lic,ensing, Bureau of (Owhyee Plaza)
Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board

PtoP

,

5
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i

Parks and &ecreation
Pharmacy, Board of
Pharmacy.
Public Works - Facility Services - for Idaho
Falls

DSL

Works··
Public Works
-- Design & Construction - for Lewiston
Works··
Public Works
-- Design & Construction - for Moscow
Works·Public Works
-- Design & Construction - for Pocatello

Real Estate Commission
Snake River Basin Adjudication
Species Conservation, Office of
State Bar, Idaho
State Indepell1dent Living Council
Tax Appeals, Board of
Tax Commission
Tax - Coeur d'Alene Office
Tax - Lewiston Office
Tax - Twin Falls Office
Veterans Services
Veterans Services HQ - Collins St Boise
Lewiston Veteran's Home - Lewiston
Vocational Rehabilitation, Division of
(modified pricing)
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise - 39. YHFJ. 001829
Boise- 39.YHFJ.001832
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001832
Caldwell-- 39.YHFJ.001830
Caldwell
Caldwell-- 39.YHFJ.001830
Caldwell
Coeur d'Alene Office #110
Coeur d'Alene Office #110
#130
CDA Mental Health #/30

CDASWT#140
Idaho Falls - 39.YHFJ.001833
Idaho Falls - 39.YHFJ.001833
Lewiston Office #210
Lewiston Office #210
Moscow VR #230
Moscow (Uoft)
Orofino #220
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831
Sandpoint VR # 120
Sandpoint SWT #150
Twin Falls - 39. YHFJ. 001828
Twin Falls - 39.YHFJ.001828

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

ATM
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

1

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

t

VBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho

UBR
UBR

3

Boise Metro
North Idaho

CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR

1.5
3

0.5
0.5
3

0.5

,

3
3

0.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho

0.75

North Idaho

0.75
0.5

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho
Southern Idaho

3

0.5
3

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.5
3

0.75
0.75
0.5
3

6
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Water Resources, Department of
Boise
CDA
Boise Airport
Idaho Falls
Twin Falls
Springs
Soda Sprinfls

VBR
VBR
MAC
MAC

MAC

VBR

4.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

7
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APPENDIX G, lEN: Standard Service Order Form (Sample)

lEN Standard Services Order Fonn (Sample)
SERVICE REQUEST FORM
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS ORDER PLEASE CALL:
Office ofthe CIO, lEN I"rogram MaDagement Office

(208) 332-1876

BILL TO:

APPROVALS

olfldaho
Office oflhe CIO, State oifidaho
650 W. State Street, Rm 100

"Anywhere" High School

Boise, ID 83nO

Agency/SchoollLibnuy Representative

BILLING CONTACT:
lEN Program Management Office

Laura Hill 03/24/2009

ClO, State of Idaho
Office of the CIO,

Reviewed by lEN Services Manager/lEN Statewide Network Ops. Coordinator

(208) 332-1876

PON: 2009-0003
(Insert Info here for each Service Location)

(Required Information After Circuit is ASSIGNED)

Agency:
Agcncy:
Install. Contact:
Phone:
Site Contact:
Phone:
Repair Contact:
Phone:
Circuit type:
Speed;
Speed:
CIR:
Location;
Location:
City:
Zip:
Number of PVCs:
Point To:
Wire Beyond NI?
Term At:

Customer Circuit #:
DLCI;
Customer DLCI:
CircuitlnstaIl.
Circuit Install. Date:
By:
Circuit Tum-up Date:
By:
If this is an upgrade, when was the disconnect ordered?
PON:
Date:
Disconnect Confirmed,
Confinned, Date:

By:
Billing Docwnent Updated, Date:

By;
By:

Service Type and Class: Due on or before 3/28/09 (Sample Only)
...9.!.22..se link speed
...9.!.!!2.se
DSL
FrolCtional TI
~ '1'1
r--TI
IMA
DS3
OS3

r2f-r1f--

T
of service
~_ Frame Relay
fo-ATM
fo-~- FRF.8 (interworking)
(ioterworkillJ)
Number orlMA TI.
NlIIDbcr
',
- _ Point-to-Point

ATM QoS parameters
Frame Relay QoX
CIR:
QoS:
PCR:
FIlIC
TI speed:
<peed:
FIlICTI
SCR:
Indicate individual MA cir<:uit IDs in the Commenu
Comment. sections
Service Duration:

DSLTypc
DSLType
DSL Conneclion
ExiSling FAX Line
Existing
New Line
OD Line:
Phone Nwnbe1' on

c:J

c::::J
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JANUARY 6, 2009
AMENDMENT FOUR (4) TO RFP02160
The following are modifications and responses to questions regarding RFP02160. These
modifications aIld
alld responses are made part of and incorporated into RFP02160.

Section 3.1, Funding Methodology, is amended to read

Funding Methodology:
Given the curren,t state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualify for Federal
Government E-Rate funding, for this lEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited
funding. Much of the work outlined in this RFP is contingent upon approval of legislative
appropriations. The work is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's
E-Rate application (due Feb 1,2009). While the State currently has limited funding, it is
requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010. A portion of the work described in
your proposal(
s) and the contract arising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the
proposal(s)
appropriation, thle
th,e State's qualification for Federal E-rate funding, and the selected service
providers meeting the Federal E-Rate funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and release of
State funding would be 1 Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars.
Because of these contingencies, the service provider may be required to not begin certain work
until after 7-1-09, and then only if the above contingencies are met (unless a supplemental
ll~pproVed by the legislature before 7-1-09). The State does not expect or require
appropriation is Il~pproved
the successful seJvice provider to do or complete any work specified by this RFP prior to 7-1-09,
that is in excess clf the current amount of funding available. Further, the successful service
provider shall not make any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, that
is in excess of tht: current amount of funding available, or is prior to the named contingencies
being met. This RFP is subject to cancellation and the contract may be subject to termination if
the Legislative appropriation is not approved.

Section 5.3, PRICING, LENGTH OF AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS IS AMENDED TO
READ:

5.3

PRICING, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AND RENEWALS

Contract is for a 5 year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of 20

Years.
Any resulting contract from this solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers. Most of
the work described by this RFP may not begin to be performed prior to July 2009, because such
work as specified by this RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval. This RFP

001447

is subject to cancellation or termination if Legislative appropriation is not approved. The
services provided pursuant to a contract awarded based on this RFP would be available to any
"Public agency" as deftned by Idaho Code 67-2327.

Section 10, PRICING SCHEDULES, IS AMENDED TO READ:

10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES
Developing a statewide distance education network involves several types of cost.
Some costs, such as interregional transport costs will be eligible for e-rate
reimbursement. Other costs, including network operations and administration & indirect costs
are not eligible for e-rate.

Additionally, an Imderstanding of how USAC defines local area networks (LANs), other Internal
Connections, and W ANs is important to ensure that vendors submit funding requests that contain
only eligible prodlucts and services. In addition, vendors should understand the eligibility
requirements for Ithe categories of service, such as Telecommunications Services, Internet
Access, Basic Mlilintenanceand Internal Connections. For example, Telecommunications
Services can only be provided by an eligible telecommunications carrier.
Speciftcs concerning actual E-Rate eligible services and equipment can be fOWld at the following
URLs:
http://www.usac.org/sVapplicants/step06/eligible-services-framework.aspJ(.
http://www.usac.orglsVapplicantsistep06/eligible-services-framework.aspx
http://www.usac.org/
http://www.usac.orgl res/documents/sVpdfJESL archive/EligibleServicesList
archivelEligibleServicesList 112108.pdf
These comprehensive Eligibility and Services List will indicate what specific products or
services may be eligible to receive discounts under the Schools and libraries Support
Mechanism. Vendors are highly encouraged to review these documents, in an effort to identify

specific terms and conditions, listed by category (e.g. Telecommunication Services, Internet
Access, Internal Connections, Basic Maintenance of Internal Connections, Miscellaneous, and
Special Eligibility Conditions).
The Bidder will clearly identify each offered service (by service type to include E--Rate
Eligibility per the USAC Schools and Libraries list located at the URL above) and be speeifie on
all elements, procc=sses, fees, etc. included in the cost Bid proposals will address the impact of
normal growth, as well as planned and unplanned network expansion or service enhancement.
All prices shall be proposed on a "per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs
must be reflected iin either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charges
will be accepted. Tbe State sbaU not be required to purcbase any specific service or
minimum quantilties of network services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are
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for the sole purpose of assisting the Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to
evaluate the feasibility of the proposed network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for
any cost that is 110t
not identified in the Bidders proposal.
Note the following changes have been made to section 10.8, Pricing Schedules:

10.8 (E) PRICING SCHEDULES
All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning
Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing ~ the
application of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts. Vendors are also expected to
clearly annotate E-Rate vice non E-Rate eligible services and support in their proposed pricing
schedules. Vendors are also encouraged to propose pricing strategies that maximize the State's
ability to qualify for federal E-Rate funding. For example, a strategy to amortize network build
in:clude equipment and installation costs and including them as part of a
out costs to include
Telecommunications or Internet Access service, these now become eligible as Priority One
services, thus qualifying the State and\or support public school or library entity as being eligible
for E-Rate discounts on an annual basis. Again, for specific information pertaining to E-Rate
Priority One and Two Services, the following infonnation is provided:
FCC rules indicate that E-Rate funds will be available for four eligible categories of service:
telecommunications services, Internet access, internal connections, and basic maintenance of
internal connections.

----

1-------1-------

------

First Priority for Funding (Priority 1 Services)

I
These are services that are used to communicate information

rrelecommuniclltions
"

electronically between sites. The services must be provided by a

Services

I

Itelecommunications carrier - i.e., an organization recognized by the FCC

I

i

as providing telecommunications services on a common carrier basis.
Examples of telecommunications services include basic telephone

I

service and digital transmission services such as T -1 lines.

;Internet Acc4ess
ACC4ess

"Basic conduit access" to the Internet including e-mail is eligible for

discount and can be provided by a telecommunications carrier or any

I

commercial organization.

Second Priority for Funding (Priority 2 Services)

I

--1
--I
.j
-j

i Internal
i

Connedions Internal connections consist of the wiring and components that expand I
data access within a school or library such as to individual classrooms !

I

within a school. Internal connections can be provided by any commercial
. •
!I.
organIZation.
organization.
Basic MaintemlDce

Basic maintenance of internal connections consists of services
"necessary to enable the continued operation of the eligible equipment."
It includes: repair and upkeep of eligible hardware, wire and cable

_
_I
i _ _ _ _ _ •_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •< _

_
__
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In addition, the FCC has detennined that a voice mail service can receive support in the
telecommunications or Internet access category and voice mail products can receive support as
internal connections.

The following Schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel
worksheets. Please contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance
in using these worksheets.

...
<.

sCttCdtJieA: PrOPQ.VcndoriENSoflltlOn (RfPSicilbn3.5:2.>
(RfPSiciibn3.5i2.)·
sChCdtJieA:

<

Qne=time

Item no. Descripticm
TOTAL PRICE
I TOTAi

cltiJW
(S)
c1liJW ($)

MonthLY

~

Recurrin~
Recurrin~
Charge ($)

ID.i&mkt
Yes\No?

Estimated
E'
Net
AMuaIEAMya! E- &JEw'!mml&1N~et
Cost
to
the
RBl£.
D§count
P§count
~

of TotalI Price:
2 Breakdown ofTots
Item or S,ervices Descriptions

E-Rate Priority One Services:

.,<, .

MonthlY
Mszmb.b::
Om-time
O~-Si!m:

Item no. Dgcriptiol!
1 Fixed incn:mental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)

cbarge£$)
~1mI;t:£m

Recurring
B&£YlIiDK

Chari$
(S)
~bi![t:Si (il

~

Eligible
~ligiklSi
X5;s\lio7
Yes\tf9?

E
E§lims!ted E<
Estimated
Cost
AMual ,Annual
E Net egst

Rm£..

oum
Dm:
Il~01!m

!2.!h£.
!2Jh£.
~

2 Burstable lincremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)
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Scru:dule C: Bandwidth for IEN Users (RFPSectton
(RFPSection 8.1)
Scb=dule

Item no. Desclription
I Fixed bandwidth
(indic:ate units)

One-time
charge ($)

Monthly
Recurring
Charge ($)

E-Rate
Eligible
Yes\No?

Estimated Estimated
E- Net Cost
Annual E
~

~

Discount?

State

2 Burstable bandwidth

(indicate units)

Additional E-R~lte Priority One and Two Services Support:
Schedu~ D: ViJIue-added
ViJ!ue,.ad(fed Services (,I;
f(,,; lEN US!bts (RFP SeCtion 10.4)
Schedu~

Item no. Descriptipn
II DNS Caching
2 Network Security
3 Application Level Monitoring
4 Content Filtering
5 IP Maintenance
6 E-Mail &. Archiving Services
7. Managed Firewall Services
8 Traffic Prioritization Services
9 Other value--added
value-added services

Monthly
One-time Recurring
charge ($) Charge ($)

E-Rate
Eliglible
Yes\No?

Estimated
E- Estimated
Annual E
Net Cost to
rate
Discount the State?
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Schedule E: Charge For Performance and Usage Reports (RFP SectiOn 8.1
8. 1))
Item no. Description

One-time

Monthly
Recurring

charge ($)

Charge ($)

Notes (Non E-Rate Eligible
Admin Services

I
2

THE FOLLOWING ARE QUESTIONS SUBMITTED IN RESPONSE TO RFP02160 AND
THEIR RESPECTIVE ANSWERS.
Q-I. In Section 5.3 the State provides for the option to contract with up to four providers as a
result of this RFF', however throughout the document the State also references its desire to have a
single point of accountability or ContractorNendor.
ContractorNendor. In our experience when a State selects
multiple providers to deliver telecommunications services, it often results in reduced
effectiveness and mixed accountability amongst the selected parties, especially when the
objective is to provide an integrated service as part of the deliverable.
Is it the State's preference to achieve a multi-award contract by choosing a single
response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still provides a
IdaNetlagency users and
single point of accountability per end user conununity (legacy IdaNet/agency
K-12lIibraries), thereby eliminating the fmger-pointing often associated with multi-award
K-12/Iibraries),
contracts?
The reason we ask is specific to the E-Rate-eligible (K-12Ilibrary) user base as a contract
with multi.ple vendors typically creates E-Rate issues as the E-Rate process expects one

winner. A state contract with multiple winners could require each underlying school
system to do a mini-RFP to evaluate the state contract providers and select one. Such
work would require additional effort and E-Rate paperwork for each school system and
could result in a less cost effective solution - i.e. mUltiple
multiple backbones, etc.
A-I. While the State reserves the right to make mu.1tiple
multiple awards, it is the State's
Stale's preference to
choose a single response that represents comprehensive partnerships and coverage but still
IdanetlState
provides a single point of accountability per end user community to including legacy Idanet/State
Agency customen; and K-12llibraries, to eliminate the fmger pointing often associated with
mu.1ti-award contracts.
multi-award

Q-2. As part of the technical requirements in Section 8.1 of the RFP, the State indicates that
accleptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, but
"[a]nticipated acc1eptable
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other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference." Given the varied
telecommunications and physical territory throughout Idaho, we would certainly expect that
service delivery would be provided through a mix of last mile access technologies. Would T-Is,
NxT-l, wireless (microwave and other), T-3s and Ethernet services be considered acceptable and
preferable physical circuits for last mile delivery, provided that the provider's backbone is
composed of tht: indicated OC-3, OC-12, Fast Ethernet or Gigabit Ethernet circuits?
NxT-ls, wireless
A-2. Other acct:ptable bandwidths will be considered, to include Tl-s, NxT-Is,
(including microwave and other), T-3s and Ether net services on a case by case basis, depending
up the size of the supported customer base, the geographical location and end user equipment
capabilities. Vendors per the RFP need to clearly articulate in writing, justifications for such last
mile location delivery methodologies.
Q-3. The State of Idaho has contracts in place for IdaNet that expire in October and November
2010.
20 I O. However,. there are individual circuits purchased under those contracts that have service
terms that expire: before the master contract expiration dates. Will the State renew those circuits
whose individual terms expire prior to the contract dates under those existing master contracts or
to the service provider awarded as a result of this RFP?
A-3. The state is currently reviewing options for individual IdaNet contracts that expire prior to
the master contract, to see if these customers can be transitioned as early as possible onto a new
IdaNet backbom:~,
backbom:~, with the State paying a month to month renewal for existing services, until
such time, these customers are migrated.
Q-4. In Section 5.6, the State indicates that this contract shall be subject to a 1.25%
administrative fee. Such a fee is not eligible for discount under the Federal E-Rate program.
Will the State consider waiving this fee for any E-Rate-eligible participant in order to maximize
both the state and federal funding available?
A-4. The state will waive the 1.25% administrative fee for any contract resulting from this RFP.
Q-5. Will the SUite provide a list of the Idaho communities included in the definition of a Large
Metropolitan Area or provide a defInition of what constitutes a Large Metropolitan Area versus a
rural area? (Sections 8.1 and 8.4)?
A-5. The state in, coordination with the University of Idaho, Rural Distance Education Learning
program has established the following definitions for a Large Metropolitan Area versus a rural
area. Specifically, the following Idaho Counties are classified as large metropolitan areas:
The Boise Metropolitan Area (officially known as the Boise City-Nampa, ID Metropolitan
Statistical Area) is Idaho's largest metropolitan area. Other metropolitan areas in order of size are
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho Falls, Pocatello and Lewiston.
As of 2006, six official micropolitan statistical areas are based in Idaho (with populations based
on urban areas in the United States based around a core city or town with a population of 10,000
to 49,999). Twin Falls is the largest of these.
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Rural Areas are defmed per Idaho Code§ 67-9003, Idaho Rural Development Partnership Act as:
(4) "Rural al1~" means:
(a) All the territory of the state ofIdaho that is not within the
boundary of any standard metropolitan statistical area as defmed by the
United States office of management and budget;
(b) All territory within any standard metropolitan statistical area
described in subsection (4)(a) of this section within a census tract
having a population density of less than twenty (20) persons per square
mile, as detennined according to the most recent census of the United
States as of any date; and
(c) Such areas as the partnership may identify as rural.

Q-6. Will the State please specify the certifications required of a bidder, including any required
certifications by the Idaho Division of Purchasing to provide the services outlined in this RFP?
Additionally, we are not aware of any requirement to file tariffs with the Division of Purchasing
Rebruiatory Authority) specific to the network proposed; will the State clarify this
(or the Idaho Rebrulatory
requirement?
A-6. The Division of Purchasing does not have any specific and\or required certifications;
however bidders must be registered with the Idaho Secretary of State's Office in order to do
business in the State of Idaho. Concerning the question about Tariffs, there is no requirement to
tile tariffs with the Division of Purchasing. Any contract resulting from this RFP is to be
construed as an Individual Case Base (ICB) contract.

Q- 7. In Section 9.7 the State requests a list of all customers for the bidder. Will the State please
woul.d be acceptable to provide a representative list of customers who purchase
confirm if it wouId
services from the bidder that are similar to those requested in this RFP in lieu of a full customer
list?
.
A~ 7. The State interprets this question to be a request for current users. Based on this
A-7.
interpretation, a customer list was already provided as Appendixes A and F in the lEN RFP and
subsequent Amendment 3.

Q-8. The State requests both resumes of potential lEN engineering support staff in Section 8.1
Q-B.
B.1
and biographical information for each staff member responsible for design, implementation,
project management or other positions identified in the requirements of the RFP in Section 9.10.
Will it be acceptable to the State for the bidder to solely provide any required resumes and
biographical information in a single form in our response to Section 9.1 O?
A-8.
A~8. No. The State needs to know who will be assisting the lEN effort and their qualifications.
Q-9. Does the state have a preference of the physical location for the service provider's Network
Operations Center (NOC)?
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A-9. Yes. A service provider's Network Operation Center (NOC), needs to be located within the
geographical confmes of Idaho.
Q-IO.
Q-I0. In the pre-bid conference, the State indicated that there would be future phases of this
project. Will th(:re be new RFPs for those future phases or will the State simply place additional
oftrus
this RFP?
orders for service with the service provider awarded as part of
A-IO. No, there will not be any new RFPs issued for this lEN effort. The intent is to use the
provider. Subsequent phases of this effort will be implemented using service orders.
Q-Il.
Q-l1. 5.6

ADMINISTRA TIVE FEE
ADMINISTRATIVE

The prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and
one-quarter percl~nt (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract
Usage Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly, the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State
through its Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.25%)
of the CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales.
Request for clarification: Could the State please expand on the language highlighted above.
We currently could not find this requirement in any of our existing agreements such as the
Ida
Net Master Service Agreement or Telephone Service - Calling Cards, Toll Free, and Direct
IdaNet
Dial Services. Please provide an example of the State's expectation with this billing
requirement.
A-II. See Q/A 4 above.
Q12. STATE Q:[ mAUg S~PARD CONTRACT TERMS ANI) S;ONDIIJONS
9. ANTi-DISCRIMINATIONIEQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE:
Acceptance of this Agreement binds the Contractor to the terms and conditions of Section 601,
Title VI, Civil Rights Act of 1964, in that "No person in the United States shall, on the grounds
of race, color, national origin, or sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of,
or be subject to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal financial
assistance." In addition, "No other wise qualified handicapped individual in the United States
shall, solely by reason of his handicap, be excluded from the participation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal
assistanl~e" (Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973). Furthermore, for contracts
fmancial assistan4~e"
involving federal funds, the applicable provisions and requirements of Executive Order 11246 as
amended, Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans ReadjuSbnent
Readjustment Assistance Act of 1974,
Section 701 of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment
Act of 1967 (ADEA), 29 USC Sections 621, et seq., the Age Discrimination Act of 1975, Title
IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, U.S. Department of Interior regulations at 43 CFR
Part 17, and the Americans with Disabilities Action of 1990, are also incorporated into this
Agreement. The Contractor shall comply with pertinent amendments to such laws made during
the term of the Agreement and with all federal and state rules and regulations implementing such
laws. The Contra<:tor must include this provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement.
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Request for clarification: [Our Company], for itself, agrees to comply with the provisions of
Section 9.2 of the STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS, but requests a clarification with regard to the final sentence: "The Contractor
must include thi~; provision in every subcontract relating to this Agreement." [Our Company] has
existing contracts with the subcontractors who will be working with [Our Company] to provide
the solutions offi!red
offi~red in this RFP response. It would be time consuming and costly to renegotiate
9.2. [Our Company]
those contracts in order to include the exact language set forth in Section 9.2,
requests clarification from the State regarding the State's requirement. Following is the language
included in [Our Company's] standard contracts with its subcontractors. While the language is
not exactly as set forth in Section 9.2, the intent and the effect are the same. Does the State agree
that [Our Company's] contracts with its subcontractors which contain the following tenns
terms are
compliant with Section 9.2?
PROCUREMENT STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Ui.2 Compliance with Laws and Policies.
Supplier will obtain, at its expense, all pennits
permits and licenses, pay all
fe,es,
and
comply
with
all
federal,
international
(if applicable), state
feles,
and local laws, ordinances, rules, regulations and orders applicable
to Supplier or Supplier's performance
perfonnance hereunder including, the
Communications Act and orders of the Federal Communications
Commission. Supplier agrees to adhere to the [Our Company]
Ethical Business Practices, or with Supplier's code of conduct or
own similar standards. If any tenns
terms of the [Our Company] Ethical
Business Practices conflict with the terms of this Agreement, the
Agreement will prevail. The [Our Company] Ethical Business
Practices may be found at

Employment Practices [po 6 - [Our Company] Ethical Business
Practices for Consultants, Contractors and Suppliers!
Harassment-8cxual and Other
Illegal Harassment-Scxual
[Our Company] complies with all applicable civil rights, human
rights, immigration, and labor laws. This includes providing equal
employment opportunities to employees and job applicants and
maintaining a workplace free from illegal discrimination,
harassment, intimidation, and retaliation. While Supplier's
employees are not employees of [Our Company], [Our Company]
expects Suppliers to share this commitment. [Our Company] will
not: tolerate illegal harassment or discrimination in any fonn
form and
supports those Suppliers who provide equal opportunity to all in
accordance with the requirements of applicable law. At [Our
Company], our business culture promotes mutual respect,
acceptance, cooperation, productivity and a work environment free
of sexual harassment or other illegal harassment among employees
who are diverse in:
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-•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

Age
Sex
Color
Sexual orientation
Race
Ethnicity
National origin
Marital or family status
Veteran status
Disability
Religion
Any other legally protected category

A-12. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested language.
Q-13. STATE OFIDAIJO STANPARP CQNTMCf TERMS AND CQNPITIONS

18. RISK OF LOSS: Risk of loss and responsibility and liability for loss or damage will remain
with Contractor until acceptance when responsibility will pass to the State except as to latent
defects, fraud and Contractor's warranty obligations. Such loss, injury or destruction shall not
release the Contractor from any obligation under this Agreement.
Exception and Request for Alternate Term: [Our Company] agrees to and will comply with
p:rovisions set forth in Section 17, above. However, because there are at least 14
the Acceptance p;rovisions
days between the State's physical receipt of hardware or other equipment and its acceptance of
the materials, [Our Company] cannot agree to the Risk of Loss tenns
teons requested by the State in
Section 18.
[Our Company] proposes the following alternate term: The State will ensure that its persoIUlel
personnel
are available to receive delivery of equipment or materials at the State's site, at a date and time to
be determined between [Our Company] and Customer. All risk of loss of equipment or materials
wiH transfer to the State upon delivery, except damage caused by [Our Company], its agents or
subcontractors. Mere receipt by the State does not constitute fmal acceptance.

c;aIUlot be responsible for Risk of Loss to equipment or materials not in its
[Our Company] c;annot
possession.
A-l3. Upon contract issuance, the contract will be modified to using the suggested language.
Q-14. How did the State come up with the Specifications for this proposal?

lessons learned from similar
A-14. Specifications for this proposal were drafted as a result of
oflessons
initiatives of the same size and scope recently undertaken by several States, in the development
of their own respective Education Networks. Additionally, a team of State Technical experts was
assembled to discuss State of Idaho Specific requirements for agencies migrating to this lEN
backbone, to ensure that all technical requirements were captured as part of this RFP process.
Q-15. Can we bid. on a certain appendix?
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I 5. As stated in the RFP, the State desires to partner with a total service solutions provider.
A- I5.
Vendors interested in bidding on a particular section of the RFP, are highly encouraged to work
senfice provider partner or partners, in an effort to meet !!lof the required
with a major sen/ice
specifications as set forth in this document.
Q-16. Will the State accept substitute products or manufacturers?
A-16. The State will consider all recommendations for substitute products and or manufacturers,
if they are fully interoperable with existing legacy State of Idaho network systems, are cutting
ofJnew
new technology, have a solid 2417
24/7 maintenance support system, and are in
edge in terms of
keeping with cunrent industry pricing for such systems.
of circuits from various agencies to the Ida-Net back bone.
Q-17. Appendix "F" lists a number ofcircuits
Is the State requesting that these circuits be replaced in phase la of this project, or are these
circuits just to be re-homed to the new IEN/ldaNet backbone?
A-I7. The circuits listed in Appendix F concerning agencies currently connected to the IdaNet
A-17.
back bone are ciro:uits that must be re-homed to a new IEN\IdaNet backbone wherever applicable
and feasible during Phase la of the lEN project. Note the State will assist the winning vendor,
post award in establishing a priority for these migrations based on customer mission criticality,
contract service dates (e.g. expiring connectivity contracts) and the availability of supporting
funding. In cases where this is not readily feasible, the vendor may need to consider replacement
of these existing circuits to accommodate both user and lEN core backbone network
requirements.
dOel! the management of the IdaNet transition start, up on the RFP award or July
Q-18. When doe!l
1I st? The frrst dran
dralt of the RFP emphasized that no work would start before July 1,
I, 2009. Does
the addition of phase Ib
I b to replace the IdaNet backbone change the start date of the project?
Ida Net transition will commence upon the RFP award on or
A.18. State management of the IdaNet
about 26 January 2009; RFP Contractual language to amend the RFP to reflect the availability of
limited funding for lEN Phase la ldaNet transition work is currently being Wldertaken by our
legal staff and will subsequently be posted as an another RFP amendment for vendors to review.
Tentative date to start IdaNet Transition activities (discovery and planning phases) is slated for
on or about 2 February 2009.

Q-19. Syringa Ne:tworks provides lTD
ITO 12 DS3 ATM circuits that are not being used to their full
capacity. Can any of the excess capacity on these circuits be used for IENlIdaNet?
A-19. Vendors are encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case Syringa, to
see if any access capacity on these circuits can be utilized in support of the IENlIdaNet
backbone. If assisttance and\or approval from ITO is needed, the State (OCIO and the Division of
Purchasing) will assist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to use this excess
bandwidth with the Idaho Tmnsportation Department. It will however be incumbent on the
winning vendor to broker a discussion directly with the service provider (Syringa).
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Q-20. Will lTD transition its network to the new IENlIdaNet backbone? When will this occur?
What are thc~ locations served by the lTD network if it is to be part of the new IENlIdaNet
network?

A-20. ITO as a current customer of ldaNet will migrate to the new IENlIdaNet backbone. The
timing of this tnwsition will be dependent upon the criticality of the missions that they (lTD) are
supporting, availability of funding to do these migrations and a solid technical plan, developed
by the winning (;ontractor, with assistance from the State that is successfully staffed through our
Change Management board and approved by lTD. Specific locations served by the lTD network
as it pertains to ldaNet, are listed in Appendix F of this RFP. There are no current plans at this
time to transition the remaining lTD network entities onto this new IEN\IdaNet
IEN\ldaNet backbone.
Q-21. A Shared Resources Agreement between lTD and 360 Networks provided an OC-3 circuit
from ISP in Meridian to North Idaho that is part of the existing ldaNet backbone. Can this
f(>r IENlIdaNet network?
circuit be used fi)r
A-21. Again, vendors are encouraged to work with current service providers, in this case 360
Networks, to see if any access agreements can be utilized in support of the IENlIdaNet
backbone. If assistance and\or approval from lTD is needed, the State (OCIO and the Division of
Purchasing) will assist the winning vendor in trying to broker an agreement to leverage lTD's
existing 360 networks contract with the Idaho Department of Transportation; but only if it is
economical to do so, and also makes sense from a technological standpoint. It will however be
incumbent on th(~ winning vendor to .broker a discussion directly with the service provider (360
Networks).
Q-22. Can the vc~ndor
vc~ndor awarded this RFP collocate new equipment at the existing ldaNet
IdaNet sites in
Lewiston and Coeur d'Alene?
d' Alene?
A-22. Yes, the winning vendor can and is highly encouraged to co-locate new equipment at all
and all existing !daNet locations wherever feasible to ensure a smooth network trans'ition to a
new IEN\IdaNet
IEN\ldaNet backbone system for our supported customer base.

Q-Z3. There exist CWDM connections over fiber from lTD on State Street, Department of
Welf;are Towers, BHS at Gowen Field, and ISP at Meridian. Can any frequencies
Health and Weltare
IENjldaNet network?
(lambdas) on this network be used for the IEN/ldaNet
A-23. Yes, but only ifit makes both economic and technical sense to do so and will not impact
current lTD, Heallth and Welfare, BHS and IPS missions. We (the State) would work with the
winning vendor to see what if any frequencies could be used for the IENlIdaNet network.
Vendors are encouraged to make technical recommendations concerning the use or reuse of
existing lambdas in their proposal submissions, enabling the State to review accordingly with the
affected customers.
Q-24. The pricing requirements in Section to - especially to.8 - appear to combine several
different technologies and end customers. The schedules also appear to combine items that have
different E-Rate eligibility. Can the State revise these tables or instructions to clearly require
separation of pricilng
pricing and indication of expected E-Rate eligibility, as applicable, for (1)
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equipment not eligible for Priority I e-rate funding; (2) ldaNetistate
IdaNetistate agency services and (3)
video conferencing equipment and services?
A-24. See new Section 10 above.
Q-25. If mUltiple
multiple vendors are selected (up to 4), how will the State ofldaho integrate all of the
vendors and the :services
services they offer? Who wilJ coordinate the development, outsourcing and
implementation of this statewide network, file for E-Rate, etc? Will the State identify one of the
4 vendors to do this?
A-25. While it is stated in the amended Section 5.3 (above) that any resulting contract from this
solicitation may be awarded up to four providers, it is still the desire of the State to contract with
a single cnd-to-clod managed internet service provider with existing partners and\or a willingness
to form partnerships, in an effort to achieve the specified requirements of our lEN initiative.
Q-26. Will the State ofID rebid these services if the funding is not secured this year? What is
the State ofIdaho's course of action if the funding is not approved?
A-26. It is the intent of the State to award an lEN contract during FY09. The State has partial
funding to start on our IdaNet migration initiative, which is now slated as phase la of our
amended RFP (Amendment 3 to RFP 02160). Upon completion of that initiative, and contingent
upon future availability of funding for our lEN effort, the State intends to issue Service Orders,
per the RFP, for any follow on lEN initiatives, to the winning vendor(s). If no additional funding
is secured for this lEN project after 5 years (the end of the first contractual period of work), a
new RFP will be released. The State reserves the right to cancel any resulting contract due to a
lack of funding p,er Item 26, Appropriation by the Legislature Required, of the State of Idaho
Standard Contract Tenns and Conditions, incorporated into this RFP by reference.
Q-27. Regarding section 19 of the State ofIdaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions: The
State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions are silent as to many details from
Contractors Terms and Conditions regarding how Contractor provides and bills for its services,
inveslments, and ensures the return of a reasonable profit. Certain provisions of the
protects it's inves1ments,
ofidaho Contract Tenns
Teons and Conditions are contraIy
contnuy to Vendor's Standard Terms and
State ofldaho
Conditions. Contractor has additional terms and conditions it wishes to incorporate into the
State's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, in addition to those Terms and Conditions, and
in some cases to rePlace a particular provision with Contractor's language. Will the State
consider these additional terms and conditions listed below?
Contractor agrees to negotiate in good faith any of these terms not acceptable to the State in thc
proposed form.
Service Orders: State may submit service orders to Contractor to purchase telecommunication
and related services under this Agreement ("Service Orders"). The Service Orders describe the
telecommunication and related services that are available for purchase ("Services"). When fully
executed by both Parties, the Service Orders and these Standard Terms and Conditions fonn the
final written agrleement between the Parties ("Agreement"). The Agreement can only be
amended or modiified in a written document that is signed by both Parties. All Services are
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offered subject to availability, and Contractor has the right not to accept a Service Order
submitted by the State. If a Service Order has been accepted by Contractor, Contractor will
provide Services for the term agreed to in such Service Order and renewal periods ("Service
Tenn").
CanceUation, Modification or Expedition of Orders: "Cancellation", "Modification" and
"Expedite Charges" referenced hereunder are posted to the Contractor's Website and are subject
to modification by Contractor effective upon posting to that website.
(a) Cancellation. The State may cancel a Service Order(s) if the request is received in writing by
Contractor prior to the planned installation date, and Contractor shall have the right to assess a
Cancellation Charge (a Service Order can only be cancelled one time; the execution of a new
Service Order restarts the cancellation process). If the request to cancel is received after
installation has begwl, the State must pay full tennination liability as set forth below.
(b) Modification. The State may request in writing the modification of any Service Order(s).
Such request shall result in a Modification Charge. If Contractor receives a written modification
request for delay of installation less than 3 days prior to the planned installation date, the State
must pay, in addiition to the Modification Charge, the monthly recurring charge ("MRC")
applicable to the delayed Service for the shorter of one billing month or the period from the
original due date to the requested installation date. Contractor reserves the right to limit the
number of requests to delay the planned installation date.
(c) Expedite. The State may request an expedited installation date. If Contractor accepts the
expedited installation date, the State must pay an Expedite Charge.
(d) Third Party Charges. In addition to the charges set forth in (a), (b) and (c) above, Contractor
may bill the Stat~: for any third party charges it incurs in order to complete the State's request to
cancel, modify, or expedite the Service Order(s).
Contractor Network, Access and Intcrconncction:
and control the telecommunications equipment, cable
(a) Responsibilities. Contractor will own WId
and facilities installed and operated by Contractor for provision of the Services to the State
("Contractor Network"). The Contractor Network will remain Contractor's personal property
regardless of whc:re located or attached. Contractor has the right to upgrade, replace or remove
N.~twork in whole or in part, regardless of where located, so long as the Services
the Contractor N.~twork
continue to perform. Contractor has the right to limit the manner in which any portion of the
Contractor Network is used to protect the technical integrity of the Network. The State may not
alter, move or disconnect any parts of the Contractor Network and is responsible for any damage
to, or loss of, thc~ Contractor Network caused by the State's (or its end users') breach of this
provision, negligcmce or willful misconduct. Contractor has no obligation to install, maintain or
repair any equipment owned or provided by the State, unless otherwise agreed to in a writing
executed by the Parties. If the State's equipment is incompatible with the Service, the State is
responsible for any special interface equipment or facilities necessary to achieve compatibility.
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Co:ntractor may require access to the State's premises to install and maintain the
(b) Access. Contractor
Services and Contractor's Network. The State must provide Contractor with a contact andlor help
desk number that can be reached 24 hours per day/7 days per week. The State also must provide
reasonable access rights andlor rights of way from third parties, space, power and environmental
conditioning as may be required for the installation and maintenance of the Contractor Network
at the State's pre~mises.
prc~mises.
(c) Letter of Authorization / Carrier Facility Assignment. If the State intends to connect the
Services to facilities that neither it nor Contractor owns, it must provide Contractor with and
maintain (for thle Service Term) a current letter of authorization and carrier facility assignment,
as applicable.

Installation and Maintenance:
(a) Installation. CONTRACTOR will notify the State when the Service has been successfully
installed and is available for the State's use ("Service Date"). Unless the State notifies
CONTRACTOR. by the close of business on the Service Date that the Service is not operational,
the Service Tenn will commence. If the State so notifies CONTRACTOR, the Service Date will
occur and the Service Term will commence when the Service is operational. The Service Date
will not be delayed or postponed due to problems with the State's equipment or the State's lack
of readiness to accept or use Service.
(b) Maintenance:
(i) Scheduled Maintenance. CONTRACTOR will monitor Contractor's Network 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week. Scheduled Maintenance will be performed between the hours of midnight
and 6:00 a.m. (local time where the maintenance is being performed) unless another time is
agreed to by t1u~ Parties for the particular circumstance. CONTRACTOR will endeavor to
provide the State with at least five business days notice before performing Scheduled
Maintenance unlt:ss
unh:ss a shorter notice period is required under the circumstances.

(ii) Emergency Maintenance. If CONTRACTOR has to perform maintenance outside of the
Scheduled Maintl;:nance window set forth in subsection (b)(i) above, then CONTRACfOR will
provide as much prior notice to The State as is practicable under the circumstances.
Charges, Billing,.
Billing" Taxes and Payment:
(a) Services are billed on a monthly basis commencing with the Service Date. Services are
invoiced in advance, but usage charges arc invoiced in arrears. Any installation or other nonnon
recurring charges, which are non-refundable, will appear on the first monthly invoice.
(b) CONTRACTOR may require a deposit prior to the provision of any new Service.
CONTRACTOR also may require a deposit as a condition to its obligation to continue to provide
Service(s) if The State has failed to timely pay for Service(s) on two occasions during any six
month period.
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(c) CONTRACTOR will invoice the State for applicable Taxes (defined below) and, whenever
possible, will identify such charges as a separate line item on the invoice. The State will be
liable for Taxes which were assessed by or paid to an appropriate taxing authority within the
applicable statute of limitations period. If the State fails to pay any Taxes properly billed, then
as between CONTRACTOR and The State, The State will be solely responsible for payment of
the Taxes, and p4~nalty and interest.
"Tax" or "Taxes" mean any federal, state or local excise, gross receipts, value added, sales, use
or other similar tax, fee, tax-like fee or surchargc of whatever nature and however designated
imposed, or sought to be imposed, on or with respect to purchases by the State from
CONTRACTOR for consideration under this Agreement or for Contractor's use of public streets
or rights of way, which CONTRACTOR is required or permitted by law or a tariff to collect
from the State; provided, however, that the term "Tax" will not include any tax on Contractor's
corporate existence, status, income, corporate property or payroll taxes.
(d) Payment for all undisputed amounts due under this Agreement must be received by
CONTRACTOR on or before the due date specified on the bill ("Due Date"). Any payment or
portion thereof not received by the Due Date is subject to a latc charge on the unpaid amount at
the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate permitted by law.
Disputes: If the State disputes any charges, it must log the dispute by completing and submitting
a dispute form via Contractor's dispute website [located at: ], or by contacting Contractor's
dispute telephone line at I-goo-[]. AU disputes must be submitted to CONTRACTOR in the
manner specified above within 120 calendar days of the date of the invoicc
invoice associated with the
disputed charges, or the invoice shall be deemed correct and all rights to dispute such charges are
determined in favor of CONTRACTOR must be paid by the
waived. Withheld disputed amounts detennined
State within five (5) business days following written, electronic or telephonic notice of the
resolution, and will bear interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate allowed by
law from the Due Date until the date paid. Amounts that were disputed but paid by the State will
bear interest at the lesser of 1.5% per month or the maximum rate allowed by law from the date
paid through the date of resolution if the resolution is detennined in the State's favor.

Service Levels I Service Outage Credits:
(a) Service Level Agreement ("SLAV"). The SLAV for a particular Service, which specifies the
applicable perfonnance metrics and outage credit schedule, is contained in each Service Order.
If no SLAV is induded with a Service Order.
Order, then credits for Service Outages (defmed below)
will be issued at 111440 of the applicable MARC per 30 minute outage for up to a 24-hour
11144 of the applicable MARC per
period, but if a Se:rvice Outage lasts greater than 24 hours, at 1/144
3 hour period. Cr,edits issued during any calendar month will not exceed the MARC associated
with the affected Service that experienced the Service Outage's).
(b) Service Outllge Defmition. A "Service Outage" is defmed as either: (a) material non
noncompliance with II specific performance metric in a service level agreement; or (b) a complete
loss of transmission or reception capability for a Service caused by Contractor's Network.
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(c) Reporting and Tracking of Service Outages.
If there is a Senrice Outage, the State must contact Contractor's The State Network Reliability
Center ("CORK") at 800-[], and CONTRACTOR will open a trouble ticket and provide the State
with a trouble ticket number for tracking pwposes.
(d) Duration of Service Outage and Application of Credits. For the pwpose of calculating
applicable credits, a Service Outage begins when the State reports the Service Outage to
Contractor's CORK, and ends when the Service is restored. The duration of the Service Outage
only includes outages that are caused by Contractor's Network and do not include outages caused
by the equipment, acts or omissions of The State, third parties, Force Majuro events, or outages
occurring during scheduled or emergency maintenance. The duration of a Service Outage also
does not include any time during which CONTRACTOR is not allowed access to the premises
necessary to restore the Service. Credits for Service Outages are only issued if requested by the
State, and such requests must be submitted to CONTRACTOR within 120 days from the date
Service is restored..
(e) Chronic Trouble Services. If two Service Outages have occurred on a particular Service
during a 30-day period, and a third Service Outage occurs within thirty days following the
second Service Outage, The State may terminate the applicable Service without early termination
liability provided that The State supplies CONTRACTOR with a written termination notice no
later than thirty days following the third Service Outage.

(t) Remedies. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in this Agreement, the remedies set forth
in the service levt:l agreement and in sub-sections (a) and (e) above of this Agreement constitute
the State's sole and exclusive remedy for Service Outages.
(g) Service Outalles Not Caused by Contractor's Network. If CONTRACTOR responds to a
service call initiated by the State, and CONTRACTOR reasonably determines that the cause of
the problem is not due to Contractor's Network, but is due to the State's equipment or facilities,
or a third party, tJle State must compensate CONTRACTOR for the service call at Contractor's
then prevailing rates.

Governmental Regulation - Changes:
(a) This Agreement is subject to all applicable federal, state and local laws, rules and regulations,
and each Party must comply with them in performing its obligations hereunder. To the extent any
provision herein conflicts
c·onflicts with any applicable law, rule orregulation, such law, rule or regulation
will supersede the conflicting provision.
(b) CONTRACTOR may discontinue or impose additional requirements to the provision of
Service, upon 15 days written notice, if necessary to meet regulatory requirements or if such
requirements have: a material, adverse impact on the economic feasibility of CONTRACTOR
providing the Service. The State is not responsible for the termination liability set forth below if
CONTRACTOR discontinues the Service under this subsection.
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Indemnificatioll: Each Party ("Inseminator") shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless the
Indemnification:
other Party ("Indemnities") from all losses or damages arising from or related to bodily injury or
physical damage to tangible property caused by the negligence or willful misconduct of
Inseminator. The State shall indemnify, defend and hold CONTRACTOR harmless from all
losses or damag1es arising from the State's violation of third party intellectual property rights, all
claims of any kind by the State's end users, or any act or omission of the State associated with
any Service. (TO REPLACE SECfION 11 OF STATES STANDARD TERMS AND
CONDITIONS)
Limitation of Liability: Except for the Parties' respective obligations set forth in Section 14
herein, neither lParty
]Party is liable to the other for indirect, consequential, special, incidental, or
punitive damages of any kind or nature whatsoever (including without limitation lost profits, lost
revenues, lost savings, lost opportunity or harm to business), whether or not foreseeable, whether
or not the Party had or should have had any knowledge, actual or constructive, that such damages
might be incurred, and regardless of the form of action, nature of the claim asserted or the
frustration of either Party's purpose. Indirect damages include, but are not limited to, damages
of the kinds specified in the preceding sentence that are incurred by a third party and are asserted
against a Party (including attorneys' fees and expenses). Contractors liability to The State for
direct damages may not exceed one month's calculation of the applicable Mares regardless of
the form of action, nature of the claim asserted or the frustration of either Party's purpose.
CONTRACTOR has no liability for the content of information that The State passes through
Contractors Network, the State's transmission errors, or any failure to establish connections
outside of the CONTRACTOR Network.
Termination by CONTRACTOR:
(a) Termination With Notice. CONTRACTOR may disconnect all Service's) associated with a
delinquent account upon ten (10) days written notice for the State's failure to pay amounts due
under this Agreement which remain uncured at the end of the notice period; or upon thirty (30)
days written notice for: (i) the State's breach of a non-economic, material provision 'of this
Agreement or any law, rule or regulation governing the Services which remains uncured at the
(ii) any governmental prohibition or required alteration of the Services.
end of the notice period; (Ii)
(b) Termination Without Notice. CONTRACTOR may tenninate or suspend Services without
notice if: (i) necessary to protect Contractor's Network; (ii) CONTRACTOR has reasonable
evidence of The State's illegal, improper or unauthorized use of Services; or (iii) required by
legal or regulatory authority.

(c) Post Termination. Any termination or disconnection shall not relieve the State of any liability
incurred prior to such termination or disconnection, or for payment of unaffected Services.
CONTRACTOR retains the right to pursue all available legal remedies if it terminates this
di~::onnects Service(s) in accordance with this Section. All terms and conditions of
Agreement or di~::onnects
this Agreement shall continue to apply to any Services not so terminated, regardless of the
termination of this Agreement. If CONTRACfOR tenninates Service in accordance with this
section, and The State wants to restore such Service, The State first must pay all past due
charges, a reconnection charge and a deposit equal to 2 months' recurring charges. All requests
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by The State for disconnection of On-Net Services will be processed by CONTRACTOR in 30
days or less, and for disconnection of long haul Off-Net Services in 45 days or less, following
delivery of the written notice. The State must pay for Services until such disconnection actually
occurs. The State must submit requests to disconnect or terminate Services to Contractor's Order
Entry department in accordance with Section 20 below.
Termination by the State: The State may tenninate this Agreement and/or any Service Order
hereunder upon thirty (30) days prior written notice, without incurring termination liability, for
Contractor's (i) breach of any material provision of this Agreement, or any law, rule or regulation
that affects The State's use of Service(s), which remains uncured at the end of the notice period
and/or (ii) insolvency, bankruptcy, assignment for the benefit of creditors, appointment of trustee
or receiver or similar event.
Termination Lillbility: If CONTRACTOR tenninates this Agreement or any Service Order(s)
due to the State's breach of a non-economic, material provision of this Agreement or any law,
regUlation governing the Services which remains uncured at the end of the notice period
rule or regulation
or because CONTRACTOR has reasonable evidence of the State's illegal, improper or
unauthorized use of Services; or if the State terminates this Agreement or any Service Order(s)
for any reason other than Contractor's material breach that remains uncured after written notice
and a reasonable cure period, all MRCs associated with the terminated Service(s) for the balance
of the applicable Service Term shall become immediately due and payable. If the termination
occurs during th(~ second year of any Service Term, and the terminated service is provisioned
entirely on Contractor's network, then 50% of all MRCs associated with the terminated
thc~ balance of the applicable Service Term shall become immediately due and
Service(s) for th(~
payable.
Assignment: (EDIT SECTION 20 OF STATE STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS TO READ LIKE TIllS: "20. ASSIGNMENTS: No Agreement or order or any
interest therein shall be transferred by the Contractor to whom such Agreement or order is given
to any other party without the approval in writing of the Administrator, Division of Purchasing,
not to be unreasonably conditioned, withheld or delayed except that CONTRACTOR may assign
its rights and/or obligations hereunder (a) to its parent, affiliates or subsidiaries, (b) pursuant to
any merger, acquisition, reorganization, sale or transfer of all or substantially all its assets, or (c)
for purposes of financing. Transfer of an Agreement without approval shall cause the annulment
of the Agreement so transferred, at the option of the State. All rights of action, however, for any
breach of such Agreement are reserved to the State. (Idaho Code Section 67-5726[ 1J)"
Governing Law - Litigation: This Agreement is governed by and subject to the laws of the
State of Idaho excluding its principles of conflicts of law. If litigation is commenced to enforce
this Agreement, the
tbe prevailing Party is entitled to reimbursement of its costs and attorneys' fees
from the other Party.
HeadiIlgs herein are for convenience only and are not intended to have substantive
Headings: Headings
significance in intl~rpreting this Agreement.
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Notices: Any notice required under this Agreement must be in writing and be delivered to the
receiving Party at the addresses listed below (i) in person, (ii) by certified mail with return
receipt requested, or (iii) by overnight courier. A notice is deemed given (i) when delivered, if
personally delivered, (ii) at the time indicated on the return receipt, if delivered by certified mail,
if delivered via
or (iii) at the time the party or its representative executes the delivery receipt, ifdelivered
courier. CONTRACTOR must provide such notice to the State's billing address, and the State
must provide suc;h notice to CONTRACTOR at [] Attn: General Manager. qThe State is
S~f!rvices for any reason, it also must deliver notice to CONTRACTOR at II
disconnecting Slf!rvices
lJ Attn:
Order Entry.
Releases~, Use of Name: Neither Party may issue a news release, public announcement,
Public Releases~,
advertisement or other fonn ofpublicity
of publicity regarding this Agreement or the Services provided
hereWlder without the prior written consent of the other Party. Neither Party may not use the
other's name, logo or service mark without Contractor's prior written consent.

Representations and Warranties: Each Party represents and warrants that it, and the person
signing on its behalf, is fully authorized to enter into this Agreement. CONTRACTOR represents
and warrants that the Services will be performed by qualified and trained persolUlel.
CONTRACTOR does not guarantee, represent or warrant that the Service(s) will be without
interruption. CONTRACTOR MAKES NO OTHER REPRESENTATIONS OR
WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, EITHER IN FACT OR BY OPERATION OF LAW,
AND DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR OR ORDINARY PURPOSE.
REGARDING SECTION 23 OF THE STATE'S STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS AND
CONDITIONS - Replace or negotiate in line with Contractor's Indminification paragraph above.
Regarding Section 30 of State's Standard Contract Terms and Conditions - Edit to read like this:
PRIORITY OF DOCUMENTS: This Agreement consists of and precedence is established by
the order of the following documents:
1. Service Orders executed between the parties.
2. This Agreement;
3. The Solicitation; and
4. Contractor's proposal as accepted by the State.
The Solicitation and the Contractor's proposal accepted by the State are incorporated herein by
this reference. Thl~ parties intend to include all items necessary for the proper completion of the
scope of work. The documents set forth above are complementary and what is required by one
shall be binding as if required by all. However, in the case of any conflict or inconsistency
arising under the documents, a lower numbered document shall supersede a higher numbered
document to the e:"tent
e;ICtent necessary to resolve any such conflict or inconsistency. Provided,
however, that in the event an issue is addressed in one of the above mentioned documents but is
not addressed in another of such documents, no conflict or inconsistency shall be deemed to
occur.
Where terms and conditions specified in the Contractor's proposal differ from the terms in this
Solicitation, the terms and conditions of this Solicitation shall apply. Where terms and conditions
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specified in the Contractor's proposal supplement the tenns and conditions in this solicitation,
the supplemental tenns
teons and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the Division of
Purchasing in writing.

A-27. The above language will not be adapted or accepted. The State believes between the RFP.
the Special Telecommunications Tenns and Conditions incorporated in the RFP by reference,
and Amendment Three (3) to RFP02160 adequately address the issues raised in this question.
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State of Idaho
Idaho Division 01 Purchasing

5569 Kendall
PO Box 63720

Boise ID, 83720-0075
for Proposal
Request lor
Amendment 03
( Click !Ql!.e.~.i.~~l'~iQ!
!Ql!.e.Yi.~.~l'~iQ! A!!!l;lndl11l;lntR~~gi'-Q!!!
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A.M
MST200S
'10, 182&:11 "".M
MST2006
Tue Dec ,10,
HH:MM:SS adjusted to system server hh:mm:ss

Solicitation Nbr: RFP02160

Requisllon Nbr: REQ011462
REQOl1462
Requistlon

Document Nbr: PREQ15608

Reference Numbar:

Intorm~tlon and to respond to questions
Solicitation AmeRndment To provide additional Information
e~'son:
e~'son:

NOTIACA TlON: You have not yet responded to this Solicitation
IMPORT ANT NOTIACATlON:

Solicitation CLOSING (Due) Date:

Solicitation OrigInal Date of Issue:
MON DEC 15. 2008
Current

MON JAN 12,2009 05:00:00 PM MST

AmE~ndment Date
AmE~ndment

of Issue:
TUE DEC 30, 2008

Deys 8 Ho....
Ho... s 33 minute$
IN: 113
j 13 Days
minUle$ 50 seconcls

THIS SOLICITATION REQUIRES A RESPONSE TO ALL ITEMS

Dale: 07/01/2009
Start 01 Service Date:

End of Service
service Date: 06130/2014

Price
Freight: Freight 1
/ Handling Included in Prlca

FOB:

Destination

Delivery Point: VARIOUS
Name 1: State of Idaho Various Agencies

Addross 1: •••

Agenclas
Name 2: Various State Agencies

Address 2: Address '2

Nan'8 3: located throughout Idaho
Nan'e

City, Slate & Zip: Varlou&,
Varlou&. 10 83701
8370'

Contact Person: MARK LITTLE

Email:

Phone Nbr: 208-332-1611

!ll!!r.!\.lln.l~j!)_a!i.!!.A!i ......_.:!!HI~
_I:!!HI~
!lll!r.!\.lll!.l~j!)_a!i.!!.A!i

208-327-7320
Fax Nbr: 208-327·7320

Buyer: MARK LITTLE

mark.ltttle@admJdaho.gov
Email: mark.ltttle@adm.idaho.gov

Phone Nbr: 208-332-1611

Fax Nbr: 208-327-7320

Click on a link below to view the file.
(Molilla/Nelscape) to save illo
it 10 your
Right-click and click Save Target As (Internet Explorer) or Save Link As (MozillalNetscape)
computer.
Filename
Header File
Attachments:
found.
5 flle(s) lound.

Description

Conferenee,doc List of Attendees
lEN adders Conler,nc"doc

lEN BEP 29

UDdates.docx Modlflcatlons
Modifications to the Specs.
~Q8 Changes and or UDdat's,docx

![!L§lsWers
Pec OS.doex QU8stions and responses
!f!L§lsWers conr QA 29 Dec
FandO to RFPQ2160,docx
RFPQ21§0,docx New Appendix E
F and G
APPENDIX FandG
REP lEN Briefing 29 Del; OS,pptx
Qa,pptx Briefing slides

https:llbasec.sicomm.m:tJfasttrackb2b/rtBIP_Respond.html?ii'omApprovaISystem-&bro ...
https:/lbasec.sicomm.m:tJfasttrackb2b/rtBIP.Respond.html?ii'omApprovaISystem-&bro...
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

1:
1:

STATE OF ID'IHO STANDARD CONTRACT TERMS ANO CONDITIONS AND SOLICITATION INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS:
The State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions and Solicitation Instructions to Vendors are hereby
Incorporated by reference Into this solicitation as if set forth herein In their entirety, and are located on the Internet at
~~ho.gov/purchasinglpurchaslngrules.htm!.. If you do not have Internet access, you may contact the Dlv. of
~~ho.gov/purchasing/purchas!ngrules.html..
208·327-7465 to obtain a copy. The Standard Contract Terms and Conditions and Solicitation Instructions to
Purchasing at 208·327·7465
Vendors shall apply to this solicitation and the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and COnditions shall apply to any
contract resulting from this solicitation. Failure by any submitting vendor to obtain a copy of such shall In no way constitute
or be deemed a waiver by the State of either document, or any part of them. No liability will be assumed by the Division of
lIubmltting vendor's failure to consider
con aider the State of Idaho Standard
Stendard Contract Terms and Conditions In Its
Purchasing for a llubmltting
response to the solicitation.

-------_.._--...__. - - - - - -

0'

2:

RFP DOWNLOAD INSTRUCTIONS: Offerors must download attachments (open, save, or print document(s) on their own
computer system), enter pricing where Indicated, complete any other required information, sign the Request for Proposal
(RFP) slgnatul'e page, and return the completed solicitation response package to the Idaho Division of Purchasing on or
before the proposal closing date and time.

3:

NEGOTIATIONS: The State may, following receipt and evaluation of bids or proposals and any allowed Best and Final OHer
authoriZing negotiations
negotiallons the
procedures, n'!gotlate with the apparent low responsive and responsible bidder. Prior to authorizing
Administrator, Division of Purchasing, shall determine In writing that negotiations
nego\la\lons may be in the best interest of the State. In
specificallons, the State may, for example, negotiate to ensure the
addition to any other negotiation criteria described In the specifications,
required and requirements that must be met, ensure that
submitting vendor has a clear understanding of the scope of work requIred
the vendor will make available
agrae to any
avsilable the required personnel and facilities to satisfactorily perform the contract, or agree
clarifications regarding scope of work or other contract terms. During negotiation, adequate procedures will be used to
are
enllure that dillclosure of any information, Including price, from competing proposals Is
is not revealed. If negotiations ere
undartake negotiations with the next
naxt ranked submitting
unsuccessful, they shall be formally terminated and the State may undertake
vendor.

4:

BEST AND FINAL OFFERS: The State may, at its sole option, either accept an oHerors Initial proposal by award of a contract
susceptibla of being considered for
or enter into discussions with oHerors whose proposals are deemed to be reasonably susceptible
should submit their best proposals Initially as there Is no guarantee the State will conduct dlscuS5lons.
dlscuS5ions.
award. OHerors shOUld
During the InitHal evaluation process, oHerors proposals deemed Incapable of meeting the scope & needs of the RFP in a
ramoved from further consideration
consldaration during any best & final oHer phase.
phasa.
satisfactory m:mnner may be removed
During the evaluation phase & any discussions conducted, adequate procedures will be used to ensure that the contents of
the oHerors pr,oposals are kept under strict security & disclosure of any Information from competing proposals is prohibited.
If discussions are deemed necessary, they may be used to determine in greater detail the oHerors qualifications, explore
datermlne that the oHeror will make
maka available the necessary personnel &
with the oHeror the scope & nature of the proJect, determine
facililles to perform within the required time, or discuss compensation which is fair & reasonable. The primary purpose of
faCilities
any such discussions will be to assure that the oHeror has 'ull
full understanding of the SOlicitation
solicitation requirements.
The State willl;chedule a time for the discussions & provide a date & time for receipt of best & final offers. If during
clarification or change of the RFP it shall be amended to incorporate such clarification or
discussions there is a need for clsrificatlon
change.
tmatment with respect to any opportunity for discussions & revisions of proposals. If
OHerors will bll accorded fair & equal treatment
offer, once a date & time has been established for receipt
the offeror does not submit a notice of withdrawal or a best & final oHer,
initial or Immediate previous oHer
offer will be construed as Its best & final offer.
of best and final offers, the oHerors Initial
oHer.

5:

PriclIS must be stated
steted as FOB-Destination,
FOB-Oestlnatlon, unless otherwise indicated
indiceted In
in the solicitation.
Shipping: Prices

6:

[http://gov.ldaho.gov/mediacanter/execordersleo07/eo_2007_09.html] requires the Division
Oivision of
Executive Order 2007-09
2007·09 [http://gov.ldaho.gov/mediacenter/execordersleo07/eo_2007_09.html]
Purchasing in the Department of Administration to develop policies and procedures to ensure that all vendors seeking to
enter Into a service contract with the State or a contract to develop, sell or lease software to the State of Idaho disclose
where work will be performed. ,f
'f bid.
bid, quote, or proposal Is for services or the development, lease/licensing of software, the
locatad at
proposer must submit a completed disclosure form located
http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasingITCallnstructions_Executlve_Order_2007-09.pdf. No contract can be awarded to a supplier
http://adm.ldaho.gov/purchasingITC8IInstruclions_Executlve_Order_2007-09.pdf.
until the Division of Purchasing has this completed form.

0'

0'

7:

#67·2327 of
PUBLIC AGENCY CLAUSE: Contract prices shall be extended to other "Public Agencies' as defined in Section #67-2327
subdlvilion of this Itate,
state, including, but not limited
the Idaho Code, which reads: "Public Agency" means any city or political subdivision
districts; port authorities; Instrumentalities of counties; cities or any political
to counties; school districts; highway districts:
PubliC Agency to Independently
subdivision created under the laws of the State of Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public
and/or comply with any other applicable provisions
ot Idaho Code
contract (I.e., issue purchase orders) with the vendor andlor
proVisions of
governing public contracts.
in the "Comments" field.
Question: WIII1'OU honor this Public Agency clause? Please clearly Indicate answer In

8:

Quantities glvel' are estimated for bidding purposes only. Actual quantities ordered may vary. The State does not guarantee
and shall not ~~ held liable for the estimated quantities in the solicitation.

https:Jlbasec.sicomm.netifasttrackb2b/rfBIP_Respond.html?fromApprovaISystem=&bro ...
https://basec.sicomm.net/fasttrackb2b/rfBIP_Respond.html?fromApprovaISystem=&bro...
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Award will be ALL-OR-NONE based on grand total of extended unit prices bid.

9:

ELECTRONIC RESPONSE: Unless otherwise specified, Ihls solicitation may be responded to electronically by scrolling
down to the b'ottom of the page and submitting a price, entering any comments, and uploading any required documents.

10:

11:

MANUAL RESPONSE: If It Is necessary for you to respond manually, you must contact the buyer and request that a special
signature page be mailed, e-malled, or faxed to you. If responding manually, print this entire solicitation document including
priCing, and send It with the manually signed and completed signature page and any other
any attachments, enter your pricing,
the Division of Purchasing so that it is delivered by the closing date and time listed
required documents to the buyer at Ihe
above. DO NOT FAX your response. If mailed, address It 10: Division of Purchasing, POBox 83720, Boiae,
Boise, 10 83720-0075. If
Dlvlalon of Purchasing, 5569 Kendall Street, Boise, 10 83706
83706service, deliver or send it to: Division
hand delivered or sent by courier aervlce,
1231.
DO NOT SUBMIT ELECTRONIC RESPONSES. FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR MANUAL SUBMISSION CONTAINED IN
THE RFP. NOTE THE BIDDERS' CONFERENCE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE RFP. ENSURE YOU DOWNLOAD THE
TELECOMMUI~ICATIONS SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

section only if you offer e
a discount for the agency making Its
Ita payment to you promptly
AGENCY PROMPT Payment Terms: Fill out this secllon
Te,rma: ~
Discount Te,rms:

Terms Text:

=

I

example: 5.25% 130 net 31 days = 30 net 31

example: 5.25% = .0525

previously submitted.
submltled.
Note: Discount and Terms pertain to each Item on this Solicitation. Changing the amount changes It for ALL Items preViously

Solicitation Items:
Ilem Number: 001

Solicitation Nbr: P2009002160

Click on a link below to view the file.
(Internel Explorer) or Save Link As (MozilialNetscape)
(MozilialNelscape) to save
Right-click and click Save Target As (Internet
it to
tD your
youI' computer.
File
Attachments:
3 file(s) found.

Filename

=

Description

REP02160 APPEN C

RFP Appendlcles C-E

RFP 12-9
12-9§/gnIDure page ITB RFp

~

Mandatory Signature Page

BEf.QllIiO WITH APPEN A.doc RFP with Appendix A
B.Ef.Qll!iO

Quantity:

Unit of Measure:

Coda:
Commodity Code:

5

YEAR

915-51915-51

.

r------------~-~-- ,.~--,.~--r------------~-~--

Description:
REI_ATED SERVICES
COMMUNICATIONS AND REI.ATED
Idaho Education Network reilited services

Item 001 Response

Recycle Status:

Unlt(YEAR) Price In US DOLLARS and CENTS: $
r~-~
r~--

II
~

---

III~xtended

Extended Price in US DOLLARS and CENTS: $10.00
Unit Price)

(Quantity'

Unit Price Text
Extended Price Text

https:llbasec.sicomm.netffasttrackb2b/rfBIP_Respond.html ?fromApprovalSystem=&bro
?fromApprovalSystem=& bro ...
https:/lbasec.sicomm.netffasttrackb2b/rfBIP_Respond.html
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Upload I Manage already uploaded Flle(s): I'

Number of Current Attachments:

r

Optionally, please supply:
Retail Price:
Milnufacturer
Milnufllcturer Name:
Manufacturer 10:
For Item 1

Ij

11"'--------------
11"'--------------I

Manufacturer Part Nbr: ' " ,
----- - - 
'Manufacturer URL:

f

1",--------

Item Identification 10: ,
.. - - - - - - - 

Total
Extended
Price:

r
You will receive an on-screen and an email confirmation of your response.
If you do not receive these confirmations, please contact the Sicommnet Help Desk
to:~!!J!P.Qrt~.!IjcQIJ1JI).!!~~
at 800.575.9955 option 2 or email to:~!!J!PQrt~.!ljcQIJ1JI).!!~~
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lEN BIDDERS' CONFERENCE ATIENDEES

Steve Maloney - Syringa Networks
Tom McFarlin - Compunet
Mitch Cunningham - MPC
Joel Strickler - Qwest
Jodi McCrosky - Qwest
David Posey - Qwest
Clint Berry - Qwest
Gayle Nilson - ENA
Jeff Morris - Syringa Networks
Adam Johnston - Syringa Networks
Meredith Copsey - CISCO
-. AFS
Matt Eusterman -Skip Smyser - ENA
David Feller - Boise Networks
Gregory Lindstrom - Dept. of Purchasing
Sarah Berry - Verizon
Victoria Moroz - TW Telecom
Present by phone
Don Saraeno - One Vision
Oliver Landell- ENA
Ned ??? - Hughes Net (sorry didn't get his last name, but he will be writing in)
(lwest
Adam Kopczuk - Clwest
Suzanne Axtell-Integra
Rick Bechtel- Cable One
Asher Avital - Verizon
Tim Rogan - CISCO
Mike Taylor - Verizon
AI Diez - IBCI
Ben Hall- One Vision
Joe Petrecee - Northwest WAN
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lEN RFP (RFP02160) UPDATES

29 Dec 2009
The following extracts are provided from our current lEN RFP, as specific updates to vendors
responding to our Idaho Education Network RFP02160:

P.l2
Approach is changed to read:
A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No. 543 -Idaho
Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school with a scalable,
high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education as necessary; a
parallel effort will ialso be undertaken during this initial Phase to design and migrate all existing State of
Idaho customers from IdaNet to a new lEN backbone system, given the urgency to replace and or
upgrade this aging network, coupled with the rising cost of sustaining current Ida Net operations.

Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
•

Connectivity to each elementary and middle school.

•

The addition of libraries to the lEN .

•

Completing the migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

P.l4
3.3 (ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS, para c) is amended to read:
Idaho presence: Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples to show either an eXisting Idaho
presence and\or a willingness to establish an Idaho Presence, in the delivery of lEN services and support.
Addition of the Following Schools to Appendix A, Schedules 1 and 2 ofthe lEN RFP Document:
•

Challis District #181: Challis Jr./Sr. High School (Schedule 1, lEN Phase One Public High Schools)

•

(Elem/Jr.) to
Challis District #181: Challis Elementary, Clayton Elementary, Stanley School (ElemjJr.)
Schedule 2, lEN Phase Two, Elementary and Secondary High Schools

Addition of Appendiix F, Ida Net Transition Customer Locations and Current Requirements
Appendix G, lEN: Standard Service Order Form (Sample)
Addition of Standard Services Order Form to AppendiX
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lEN Bidders' Conference Q&A Follow up
On 29 December 2008, the Department of Administration (ADMl,
(ADM), Office ofthe Chief Information Officer
(OCIOC) hosted an RFP Vendor Conference to solicit questions and input in response to an RFP
concerning the Idaho Education Network (lEN).
NOTE: The last day for filing a specification appeal is January 9, 2009.
Q·1. When will the answers to these questions be made available?
A·2.
A-2. Ideally, if the questions are submitted in a timely fashion then the answers should be available
by close of business on the 5th of January; otherwise, no later than that following Monday, January
th
12th
12 2009.
Q·2.
Q-2. Could the deadline be extended by a week?
E·Rate funding, which is 12 February 2009.
A·2.
A-2. No. The deadline is determined by the deadline for E-Rate
To miss this Federally Mandated deadline would potentially cost Idaho, millions of dollars in E-Rate
E·Rate
funding.
Q-3. For an RFP, what is the policy regarding information being marked "confldentlal
Q·3.
"confidential and
proprietary?"
A·3.
A-3. Unlike the RFI which could be marked as such in its entirety, with the RFP this is not the case,
especially with regards to cost which has to be disclosed. Individual paragraphs can be marked
"confidential and proprietary" but not the RFP as a whole. Please refer to Item 31 ofthe Solicitation
Instructions to Vendors that is included in the RFP by reference.
(http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasing!TCs/Solicitation_lnstructions.pdf)

Q-4. For companies that specialize in hardware, do you expect them to partner with organizations
Q·4.
that deal with service?
A-4. Yes. The State of Idaho desires an End to End Service Provider, capable of providing us a total
A·4.
services and support solution; we already have hardware providers; but what we need is a total
network services support solution, not just hardware.

Q-S. Is this a single or multiple award contract?
Q·S.
A-5. It is a multiple award contract. 5 years, with 3 Five Year Extensions for a total of 20 years, per
A·5.
lEN RFP02160, para 5.3, page 23.

Q-6. Does the proposal concern only Phase One of the project, would the bidder be evaluated for
Phase Two as well?
A·6. Specific details have been requested for Phase One, to include providing detailed information
A-6.
concerning the migration of public high schools to this lEN network and also providing a general
overall plan for migration of Ida Net customers to this lEN network. Bidders\vendors are also tasked
to provide a vision and or overall concept on how they would address subsequent phases ofthe lEN
project.
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Q-7. Regarding the pass/fail scoring, you ask for a minimum of 10mg for each location, what if the
vendor cannot meet that requirement?
A-7. The vendor needs to articulate in their response why they cannot meet this minimum
requirement (e.g. geographical location constraints of a particular location requiring service); this
will be taken into consideration. This will be made clear in the RFP amendment that will be posted
NLTbefore close of business, 30 Dec 09.

Q-8. Will the State be willing to negotiate terms and conditions?
A·8. Not necessarily. Vendors will need to identify which term or condition they have a problem
with, why and provide language, that they (vendors) think will work and why we (the State of Idaho)
should adopt that language. Note also there are new Telecommunications Terms and Conditions
that are incorporated in this RFP by reference.
(http:/
lad m. id jJ h
o.govIp u
rch a
si nglm a
nualsform sITelecom
sITelecom m un i cation s%20Serv%2OSpecia1%20TCs%
s%20Serv%2 OSpecia 1%20TCs%
(http:/ladm.id
ho.gov
urch
as
anualsform
208-08.
pdf)
20S-0S.pdf)

Q-9. Does a Vendor
Ve.ndor have to be present in Idaho in order to bid?
A-9. If a vendor is not present in Idaho, it must be willing to establish a point-ot-presence
point-of-presence it
if
awarded a contract. The State desires to partner with an entity that can provide quick response to
problems throughout the State, to have face-to-face impromptu meetings, and impromptu
engineering "brainstorming" meetings. Therefore a presence in Idaho is necessary. An economic
presence is defined in Idaho Code § 67-2349(1)(a)-(b).

Q-l0.ls it permissible to bring in an out of state partner?
Q-10.ls
A-l0. Yes, we need to establish partnerships, both inside and outside of our state as applicable.
A-10.

Q-ll. From the perspective of internet, security and VTC bridging, does the state have a desire to
centralized arrangement or a more regionalized arrangement?
A-ll. The advantage of a decentralized regionalized arrangement is survivability and easier "bell
tor Distance Learning engagements due to the different time zones that the State
scheduling for
operates under; but we are not stipulating a preference.

Q-12. Do the costs in Appendix D, Current State of Broadband in Idaho Public Schools refer to
annual or monthly costs?
A·12. Costs depicted in this chart listing current known connectivity and connection costs to our
Public High Schools, represent ANNUAL Operating Costs.
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APPENDIX F, IDANET TRANSITION CUSTOMER LOCATIONS AND CURRENT
RE UIREMENTS

FRS

I

Arts, Commission
Blind & Visually Impaired, Commission for
the
Coeurd'A lene
Lewiston
Idaho Falls
Pocatello
Twin Falls
Building Safety, Division of
Coeur d'Alene
Meridian to CMFONI
Corrections, Department of
of - (modified
pricing)
Blackfoot
Blackfoot Dist
Dist 77
Boise Orchard to CMFONI
Boise CWCEB
Boise Dist4E
Boise Dist4W
Boise Parole
Burley
Caldwell Dist3
Dist3
Caldwell

CDA
Cottonwood
Idaho Falls CWCIF
Idaho Falls Dist7
KunaIMSI
KunaISCI
KunaSICI
Lewiston

DSL

Access

3

VBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL VBR
North Idaho
1.5
DSL VBR
North Idaho
1.5
DSL VBR
Eastern
Idaho
1.5
DSL VBR
1.5
Eastern Idaho
r---~----+---------4-----------~
DSL VBR
1.5
Southern Idaho
~=-~~--+---~~--+-~~~~~~

VBR
VBR

1.5

North Idaho
Boise Metro

r---~----+---------~----------~

6

FRS VBR
Eastern Idaho
1
~;;;'+-~~-l-----~-----+-~~~~~------J
ATM VBR
Boise Metro
8
~~~==~+---~----4--=~~~--~
FRS VBR
1
Boise Metro
ATM CBR
Boise Metro
1.5
ATM CBR
Boise Metro
1.5
ATM CBR
1.5
Boise Metro
~=-~~--+---------+-----------~
ATM CBR
Eastern Idaho
1.5
~=-=~-==-=-+-----::-'-~--+----==.c:...;-:~-::--=-=-~
ATM CBR
Boise Metro
1.5
FRS VBR
North Idaho
1.5
r---~----+---------4-----------~
ATM
CBR
North Idaho
1.5
~=-~~~+---~~--4-~~~~=-~
FRS
VBR
Eastern
Idaho
1
~=-~~~+---~----4-~~~~=-~
ATM
CBR
1.5
Eastern
Idaho
~=-~~--+---~~--4-~~~~=-~
ATM CBR
1.5
Boise Metro
~=-~~--+---------4-~~--~~~
ATM CBR
1.5
Boise Metro
ATM CBR
Boise Metro
1.5
ATM CBR
1.5
North Idaho
FRS

Meridian Dist 4 ~=-~~~+---~----4--=~~~~~
VBR
Boise Metro
1
Mountain Home ATM CBR
Eastern Idaho
1.5
~--~----~--------~----------~
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NampaCWCN
Orofino
Payette
Pocatello Dist6
Pocatello PWCC
Rexburg Dist 7
Sandpoint
SBWCC
St. Anthony
Twin Falls Dist5
Dairy Commission
Denstistry, Board of
Developmental Disabilities, Council on
Endowment Fund Investment Board
Environmental Quality, Department ofof
(modified pricing)
Boise (Orchard Campus)
Coeur d'Alene
Idaho Falls
Lewiston
Pocatello
Twin Falls
Finance, Dt:Qartment
Department of
Fish and Game
Health and Welfare, Department of
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene - 1120 Ironwood
Coeur d'Alene Aging - 1221 Ironwood
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Lewiston - 1118 F Street
Moscow - 1350 Troy Highway Suite 2
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Orofino (SHN) - 300 Hospital Rd
Nez Perce (Lewiston) Nimiipu Health 111 Bever Grade LaplVai,
Lapwai, ID
Health District 1
Health District 1 - Coeur d'Alene
Health District 1 - Sandpoint
Health District 2
Health District 3
Caldwell
Nampa
Health District 4
Health District 5
Health District 6

FRS

ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
FRS

ATM
ATM
ATM
ATM
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
l.5
1.5
0.75
0.75
1.5
l.5
1.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
CBR

9
5
10
5
10
10
1.5
4.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
CBR
VBR
CBR
CBR
VBR
VBR
VBR

14.75
1.5
1.5
9.75
0.5
1.5
l.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho

VBR

1

North Idaho

VBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho

VBR
VBR
CBR
VBR
VBR

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

2
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Health District 7
VBR
Hispanic Affairs, Commission on
DSL UBR
Historical Society - Assay Office
DSL UBR
Historical Society - Storage Building
DSL UBR
Historical Society - Museum
DSL UBR
ATM UBR
Historical Society - History Center
Human Rights Commission (Owhyee Plaza)
UBR
Insurance, Department of
DOl - Coeur d'Alene
VBR
DOl - Pocatello
VBR
Juvenile Corrections, Department of
CDA
VBR
Twin Falls
VBR
Labor, Department of
Blackfoot - 34.HCGL.337784
Access
Boise - IdaNet
CBR
Boise (DDS) (IDHW
(lDHW circuit) 34. YBGA. 311890
VBR
Boise (DDS) (Labor Circuit) 61.HCFS.1004JO
61. HCFS. 100410
Access
Boise (SCO) - !daNet
IdaNet
CBR
Boise (Thomas Dev) - !daNet
IdaNet
Access
Bonners Ferry - 13.HCFJ.003306
CBR
Burley - 34.HFGJ.000125
Access
Caldwell- 34.HFGJ.000121
Access
Coeur d'Alene -13.HFFJ.001887
CBR
Emmett - 34.HCGJ.398898
Access
Grangeville - 76.0BFJ66417
CBR
Hailey Access
Idaho Falls - 30.HFFJ.192096
Access
CBR
Kellogg - 13. HCFJ. 003329
Lewiston - 76.HFFJ.02856
CBR
McCallAccess
Meridian - 34.HFGJ.000111
Access
CBR
- Moscow -13.HCFJ.003309
MountainHome - 34.HCGJ.001670
Access
Orofino - 13.HCFJ.003326
CBR
Payette - 34.HCGJ.394270
Access
Pocatello - 34.HFGJ.000120
Access
Rexburg - 34.HCFJ.001981
Access
Salmon 
SalmonAccess
Sandpoint -13.HCFJ.003327
CBR
Soda Springs Access
St. Maries --13.HCFJ.003328
J3.HCFJ.003328
CBR
Twin Falls - 34.HFGJ. 000126
Access

1.5
0.25
1.5
0.25
1.5
1.5
1.5

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

1.5
1.5

North Idaho
Southern Idaho

1.5
9.8

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro

1.5

Boise Metro

1.5
0.25
3.0
1.5
5.0
5.0
5.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0
1.5
5.0
1.5
5.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
5.0

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho

3
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Labor, Department of for: Disability
Detenninations Services
Boise DDS - connection to IDHW
/DHW
Boise DDS - connection to Labor
Lewis-Clark State College
Library, Idaho State - Idaho Falls
Liquor Dispensary, Idaho State
(AmmonID)
State Store 216 (Ammon/D)
State Store 222 (1175 Parkway Dr Blackfoot)
BoiseHQ
Boise - Store Net
State Store 101 (1101 Grove, Boise)
State Store 102 (1744 W State St Boise)
State Store 103 (5180 Overland, Boise)
State Store 104 (6916 W State St Boise)
State Store 107 ( 215 0 Broadway, Boise)
State Store 108 (3439 N Cole Rd, Boise)
State Store 109 (10525 Overland Rd Boise)
State Store 110 (2273 S. Vista Ave #130
Boise)
State Store 112 (2448 S. Apple St Boise)
0356 Fairview Boise)
State Store 114 (l
(10356
State Store 400 (610 N Raymond St Boise)
Liquor Store ART (817 N 20th St Boise)
State Store 329 (6759 Main St Bonners
Ferry)
State Store 221 (701 Overland Ave Burley)
State Store 106 (918 Blain St Cald-well)
State Store 136 (3110 Cleveland #J7
Cald-well)
State Store 200 (825 Brundage Chubbuck)
State Store 205 (4820 Yellowstone Chubbuck)
State Store 302 (1201 E Sherman Ave CDA)
State Store 305 (2611 N Government Way
CDA)
State Store 308 (3276 W Prairie Ave CDA)
State Store 319 (1607 North-west Blvd CDA)
74 W State St Eagle)
State Store 117 (l
(174
State Store 119 (Eagle)
State Store 125 (3210 E Chinden #134 Eagle)
State Store 111 (4248 W Chinden Gdn Cty)
State Store 210 (207 S Main Hailey)
State Store 300 (l077
(1077 W Heron Ave Hayden)
State Store 324 (9170 N Hess St #C Hayden)
State Store 203 (2105 Niagara Dr ld Falls

...."
..."
-.

-))

DSL

VBR
CBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSL
DSL
ISDL
ISDL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
VBR
VBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho

4
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State Store 206 (190 First St Idaho Falls)
State Store 208 (1717 W Broadway Id Falls)
State Store 220 (1104 S Lincoln St Jerome)
State Store 323 (Kellogg)
State Store 209 (360 Leadville Ave N
Ketchum)
State Store 129 (Kuna)
State Store 301 (913 Main St Lewiston)
State Store 321 (1022 Bryden Ave Lewiston)
Fairview. Meridian)
State Store 132 (44 E Fairview,
Rd.
State Store 134 ( 450 S Meridian Rd,
Meridian)
Rd.
State Store 303 (904 W. Pullman Rd,
Moscow)
State Store 309 (872 W Troy Hwy #110,
Moscow)
State Store 122 (275 E. 4th N Mtn Home)
State Store 105 (205 Caldwell Blvd # 7
Nampa)
State Store 115 (1225 12th Ave Rs S Nampa)
State Store 118 (16453 Marketplace Blvd
Nampa)
State: Store 325 (235 Main St Orofino)
State Store 123 (521 9th St Payette)
State Store 202 (726 E Sherman Pocatello)
State Store 204 (240 S Main Pocatello)
State Store 212 (1319 Bench Rd Pocatello)
State Store 304 (202 E Seltice Way Post Falls)
State Store 306 (4010 E Seltice Way Post
Falls)
State Store 331 (1214 Albeni Hwy Priest
River)
State Store 322 (403 N Fourth Sandpoint)
State Store 201 (1901 Kimberly Rd Twin
Falls)
State Store 207 (1146 Filer Ave E Twin
Falls)
Rd#311C Twin Fls)
State Store 214 (1239 Pole Line Rd#3lJC

State Store 326 (Wallace)
State Store 127 (270 E 7th St #B Weiser)
Lottery Commission
Medicine, Board of
Nursing, Board of

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL

UBR

0.25

Boise Metro

DSL

UBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25

North Idaho
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

DSL

UBR

0.25

North Idaho

DSL

UBR

0.25

DSL

UBR

0.25

North Idaho
North Idaho

DSL

UBR

0.25

Southern Idaho

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR

0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
0.75
3
1.5

Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

DSL
DSL

Occupational Licensing, Bureau of (Owhyee Plaza)

Outfitters and Guides Licensing Board

PtoP
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P arks and Recreation
Parks
Pharmacy, Board of
Public Works - Facility Services - for Idaho
Falls

DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL
DSL

Public Works - Design & Construction - for Lewiston
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Moscow
Public Works - Design & Construction - for Pocatello

Real Estate Commission
Snake River Basin Adjudication
ATM
Species
S~ecies Conservation, Office of
DSL
State Bar, Idaho
State Independent Living Council
DSL
Tax Appeals, Board of
DSL
Tax Commission
Tax - Coeur d'Alene Office
Tax - Lewiston Office
Tax - Twin Falls Office
Veterans Services
Veterans Services HQ - Collins St Boise
Lev.tiston Veteran's Home - Lewiston
Vocational Rehabilitation, Division of
0f
(modified pri(;ing)
Boise - 39. YHFJ.001829
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001829
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001832
Boise - 39.YHFJ.001832
Caldwell- 39.YHFJ.001830
Caldwell- 39.YHFJ.001830
Coeur d'Alene Office #110
Coeur d'Alene Office #110
CDA Mental Health #130
CDA SWT#140
Idaho Falls - 39.YHFJ.001833
Idaho Falls - 39.YHFJ.OO1833
Lewiston Office #210
Lewiston Office #210
Moscow VR #230
Moscow (UojI)
Orofino #220
Pocatello - 39. YHFJ.001831
Pocatello - 39.YHFJ.001831
Sandpoint VR # 120
Sandpoint SWT#150
Twin Falls - 39.YHFJ.OO1828
Twin Falls - 39.YHFJ.001828

UBR
UBR

1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
Boise Metro

UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
0.25
0.25
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro

VBR
VBR
UBR

1.5
1.5
1.5

North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho

UBR
UBR

3

Boise Metro
North Idaho

CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
VBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR
UBR
UBR
CBR
UBR

1

1.5
3

0.5
0.5
3

0.5
3
3

0.5
0.75
0.75

0.5
3

0.5
3

0.75
0.75
0.75
0.5
3

0.75
0.75
0.5
3

Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Boise Metro
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Eastern Idaho
Eastern Idaho
North Idaho
North Idaho
Southern Idaho
Southern Idaho

i

i
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Water Resources, Department of
Boise
CDA
Boise Airport
Idaho Falls
Twin Falls
Soda Springs
SprinKs

VBR
VBR
MAC

MAC
MAC

VBR

4.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5

Boise Metro
North Idaho
Boise Metro
Eastern Idaho
Southern Idaho
Eastern Idaho

7
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APPENDIX G, lEN: Standard Service Order Form (Sample)

lEN Standard Services Order Form (Sample)

SERVICE REQUEST FORM
IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS ABOUT THIS ORDER PLEASE CALL:

Office of the CIO, lEN Program Maoagement Office
(208) 332-1876

BILL TO:

APPROVALS

Office of the CIO, State of Idaho
650 W. State Street, Rm 100
Boise, ID 83720

"Anywhere" High School
Agency/School/Library Representative

BILLING CONTACf:
[EN Program Management Office

Laura Hil1
Hill 0312412009

Office of the CIO, State of Idaho

Reviewed by lEN Services Manager/lEN Statewide Netwolk Ops. Coordinator

(208) 332-1876

PON: 2009-0003
(Insert Info bere for eacb Service Location)

(Required Information After Circuit is ASSIGNED)

Agency:
Install. Contact:
Phone:
Site Contact:
Phone:
Repair Contact:
Phone:
Circuit type:
Speed:
CIR;
CIR:
Location:
City:
Zip:
Number ofPVCs:
Point To:
Wire Beyond NI?
Term At:

Customer Circuit #:
DLC]:
Customer DLC/:
Circuit Install. Date:
By:
Circuit Tum-up I:>iIte:
By:
If this is an upgrade, when was the disconnect ordered?
PON:

Date:

Disconnect Confirmed, Date:
By:

Billing Document Updated, Date:
By:

Service Type and Class: Due on or before 3/28/09 (Sample Only)
_f~~ link speed
-, DSL
Fractional Tt
TI
IMA
DS3
X

1r

of savice

ATM QoS

Frame Relay

QoS:

ATM
FRF.8 (inlerworking)

peR:
SCR:

parametersll.'.~

Frame Relay QoX

~\~1 CIR:

DSL Type

~ ,. frac T I speed:

Number oflMA Tis, Indicate individual MA circuit IDs in the Comments sections
Point·to·Poinl
Service Dll1lItion:
'i: ~:'::'l;~~k~::;,~;)i::}~{f~~J~~;~~~}~~~~~'1#::~i~~~{',~ ;'t~ti~'~t~m~t~~~l~~~~:j~~fil$~~~~i~~S:,~~~t};,~~~{~tt,li;~ ~ffl~itj:~;~Vi~~~~~H;fr~~~if~ ,t!
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lEN Vision

(....;
(-';
'.

.-

.'

The "Idaho Education Network" (lEN) is
expected to be a collaborative effort between
the state of Idaho and telecommunication
providers to construct and manage a
statewide education network, utilizing existing
state infrastructures where possible as well as
carrier provided services and support.
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lEN RFP Highlights Review
• Required Qualifications:
• ~erience:
Experience:

()
C)

Engineering Design, Implementation, and Maintenance of large scale,
state wide, education networks.

(
1

,__ .,i
,__"i

• Partnerships:
Partnershim!,:

Strong consideration will be given to proposals that incorporate
partnerships between multiple providers.

• Idaho Presence:

Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples to show an Idaho

presence.

• Long Term Commitment:

lEN will serve as the foundation to meet both current
and future State Broadband not only for education but for other State agencies and
services; bidders need to provide examples of services that they will provide to the State
of Idaho to demonstrate their commitment to the State and its long term vision to provide
high speed broadband to it's supported customer base.

r-\

(-\
, '

-~'

• Economic Impact:

Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples of how their
proposal will positively impact the States' Economy.

• Competitive Advantage:
AdvantaQ!.;,
001490
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Bidders must demonstrate\Communicate the value of
their solution brings to Idaho over other competitors.

• Low Risk Transition:

Bidders must plan to tell the State how they are going to
migrate current broadband users to this new lEN network with minimal impact.
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lEN RFP Highlights Summary Continued
~ Leveraging

of legacy (existing) State\Public and Higher Education
communication networks

~ Use
(--"';
'c

.

of proven new technologies that meet E.
E. . Rate requirements

~ Quality

(
-)

of Serv_ice
Serv.ice for all Users of this system despite location

~ Responsive

customer support and services

~ E-rate

experience and success in Billing for E-Rate
reimbursements

~ Project

Planning and Management Experience

~Technology Refreshment
~Technology
".-"
r
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lEN Implementation Strategy UPDATE

.

. r-'\
,.r-'\
~-~

• Background: Due to an urgent need to either upgrade or replace our legacy State
IdaNet network, due to End of Life Equipment Support Issues (e.g. Cisco MGX
Switches),
SWitches), combined with a compelling need to reduce costs associated with
operating this network, the State of Idaho has made a conscious decision to re
rephase in the RFP, our Phased Migration plan, to make IdaNet a priority event.
Specifically:

..

,,.'-"-.

(

")

·Phase One: The first phase of this project will not only connect all state
public schools with scalable, high-bandwidth connections, including
connections to higher education institutions where applicable; but we will
also request that the winning vendor(s) assist the state in implementing a
migration plan for agency customers using IdaNet.
-Subsequent Phases: Follow on phases to this initial project will include
connectivity to each elementary and middle school, and the addition of
libraries to the lEN network.
~

c,-)
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• Discussion: Bidders need to keep in mind that if they can realize an economy of
scale and potential savings by aggregating connectivity to an existing POP or
more viable ingress\egress point (e.g. School District, Library, State Agency,Middle
Agency, Middle
School, etc.), they need to include those in their proposal submissions, even if
these lEN connectivity points are slated for subsequent phases of the project.
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Specific lEN RFP Updates
• Approach:
r--,<
r-<
:

t-'

-' __ ,-i'

A phased implementation approach has been established per Idaho
House Bill No. 543 - Idaho Education Network. Specifically, the First
Phase will connect each public high school with a scalable, highhigh
bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher
a parallel effort will also be undertaken during
education as necessary; !LJ)araliel
this initial Phase to design and migrate all existing State of Idaho
customers from IdaNet to a new lEN backbone system, given the
,yrgency
urgency to replace and or upgrade
aging network, coupled with
u~rade this ag!ng
the rising cost of sustaining current IdaNet operations.

• Subsequent Phase Considerations Include:
1"'"",
i"'"".
~'._~
~'.-~

• Connectivity to each elementary and middle school.
• The addition of libraries to the lEN.
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• Completing the migration of state agency locations from current technology and
services.
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Specific lEN RFP Updates Continued
Appendix F, idaNet Transition Customer Locations and
= Addition of A1mendix
Current Requirements
r,.
r'.
1,'

(

,-.J '

• Addition of the following Schools to Schedules 1 and 2 of the lEN RFP
Document:
• Challis District #181: Challis Jr.lSr. High School (Schedule 1, lEN Phase One Public HS)
• Challis District #181: Challis Elementary, Clayton Elementary, Stanley School (Elem/Jr.) to
Schedule 2, lEN Phase Two Elementary and Secondary High Schools

• Addition of Standard Services Order Form to Appendix G, lEN: Standard
Service Order Form (Sample)
II((
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lEN RFP Evaluation Methodology
• Division of Purchasing will lead RFP Evaluation Team Effort

• "Vender Neutral" lEN Evaluation Team formed to perform RFP
reviews
f~'
f~)

,

(

<-._-/

<-. __ /

• RFP Evaluation Team members will be sequestered during this
process
• Division of Purchasing will be responsible for handling of all data
inputs from evaluation team
• Reminder that Price per Federal E-Rate Policy must be the
primary factor in evaluation of proposals; however, other relevant
factors stipulated in the RFP will also be factored into the process:

,,~,,
~

\.l,

c:.'•

• Cost of E-Rate Eligible Goods & Services
• Prior Experience (Ed Networks, E-Rate, Personal Quais)
• Management Capability
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• Non-E-Rate Eligible Cost Factors
• Legislative Initiatives (Partnerships, Idaho Presence, Economic Impact)
• Financial Reports and Risk Mitigation

,.)
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lEN FY09 Key Milestones
(
,_/

,
\·
.
f\
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•
•
•
•
~
~

,'

5 Jan 09, Deadline to receive Email Questions concerning RFP
12 Jan 09, 5PM, RFP Responses Due to Division of Purchasing
13-16 Jan 09, RFP Evaluation
19 Jan 09, Letter of Intent Issued
26 Jan 09, RFP Final Award
12 Feb 09, FCC 471 E-Rate
E·Rate Filing Deadline for Federal Funds
(.....-,)
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In Closing

(':
>,,_1

• There is significant potential for all of us, working as a Collective
Government and Industry team to impact our State's Core Network
capabilities while simultaneously driving Distance Learning Initiatives in
support of Public Education as well as improving Communications
Support for Public Safety.

(

,

'J

• Federal E-Rate Dollars will playa critical part in making lEN a success for
the State of Idaho. We just need to work together, to ensure we can meet
all critical E-Rate Filing Deadlines (e.g. 12 Feb 09).
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EXHIBIT 3
001499

."'"
Sally Brevlck
From:
Sent:

Monday, January 12,20095:08 PM

To:

Teresa Luna; Mike Gwartney

Cc:
Subject:

Bill Burns; Mark LltUe;
L1lUe; Laura Hili
Proposal8
RFP Proposals

GregZlckau

ENNSyrlnga, and Integra. This Is good competlUon
competilion without overwhelming the
We have four proposals: Verizon, Qwest.
Qwest, ENN5yringa,
evaluation team. Evaluations start tomorrow morning.

Regards, Gres

1

DOA003842
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EXHIBIT 4
001501

.......
11 (} 1 McGavock Srreer
Nashville, TN 37203

eel: (6J 5) 312-6009
fax: (6 J 5) 312-6099
312·6099
395-8598
cdl: (703) 395·8598

David M. Pierce

dpicrce@el13,COm
dpicrce@en3.com
www.ena.com

Submission Due:
January 12,2009·5:00 PM MST

President & CEO

State of Idaho

lEN Alliance
COST PROPOSAL

Idaho Division
DlYfsfon of Purchasing
650 West State Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
Boise,ldaho

...J
....J

«
z-

\..9

ex:

o

RFP#02160
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12. 2008
January 12,
Mr. Mark Little
Purchasing Manager
Idaho Division of Purchasing
Building. Lower Level,
Level. Room B-15
LBJ Building,
650 W. State Street
Boise, ID 83702

RE:

Idabo Education Network (lEN) RFP 02160

In conjunction with our technical response to RFP#02160 for the Idaho Education
Network (lEN).
Alliance. presents
(lEN), ENA.
ENA, as the prime contractor representing the lEN Alliance,
this price proposal as requested by this procurement. The lEN Alliance has worked
diligently with its vendor partners including Syringa and others across Idaho as well as
across the nation to develop this proposal and price infonnation. We believe our offering
is inclusive and cost-effective.
As this RFP is complex in nature with numerous components and customer types served,
we welcome the opportunity to clarify any of this infonnation as needed for the lEN bid
evaluation team to make its decision.
As part of our cost proposal, the lEN Alliance would like to point out a few key items as
highlights of this document:
•

Our t()tal
total pricing for Schedule I is split between four components for ease of
understanding:
o Managed Internet Access service to Phase I High Schools as listed in the
tlte
RFP
o Video Conferencing Service to Phase 1 High Schools as listed in the RFP
o Managed Internet Access service to ensure video conferencing capabilities
to State Colleges and Universities as listed in the RFP
o IdaNet Backbone Replacement - transition costs and ongoing service

•

Our pricing is based on best available information at the time of this RFP. Upon
award the lEN Alliance plans to do the following:
o

Complete a full inventory of services available at the lEN participant
locations and we intend to continue to work with all potential Idaho
providers, including all available government networks.
networks, to increase the
number of sites that are serviceable using fiber opticslethernet.

101
IDI _ _
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o

•

Work with State and potential lEN customers to develop specific service
plans for Phase 1 for 2009 - 2010 service as available funding allows.
Pricing in this cost proposal is based on service to all Phase 1I sites. Pricing
if a different selection of sites is ultimately
adjustments may be necessary ifa
served.

The lEN Alliance is uniquely positioned to provide the best ongoing service
pricing throughout the life of this Contract due to the following factors:
o

ENA, as a vendor neutral service provider, will utilize all potential Idaho
network connectivity vendors as well as national connectivity vendors to
maximize the fiber footprint available for lEN users. ENA can leverage
any available service provider fiber to develop the consolidated service for
lEN users whereas certain competitors are restricted to their own networks
or specific industry segments.
•

For example, cable companies and telephone companies do not
often work with each other; however, ENA will utilize the best
from both of those vendor classes.

o

ENA, with a focus on statewide networks servicing all counties not just
easy to service areas, has a strong track record of growing fiber service to
rural areas. In Tennessee, ENA has significantly grown the availability of
fiber service to rural schools including fiber service to 59 of 62 rural
counties served by ENA. ENA is a catalyst for high broadband expansion,
which will be extremely valuable to Idaho and its citizens through the lEN
network and other potential uses for the network that lEN helps build
across the State.

o

Syringa Networks provides the broadband communications needs of over
100 customers including state agencies, wireless service providers,

hospitals, educational institutions, and corporations. This service is
provided over 2,000 miles of fiber optic network reaching from Oregon to
Wyoming; from Idaho's most populated cities to some of its most remote
communities.
o As a top-10 E-Rate service provider, ENA provides the highest levels of
E-Rate support to its customers and wiJI
wiU assist Idaho in leveraging E-Rate
funds to the maximum extent allowable.
It is the lEN Alliance's intention to earn this award and become a long-term partner with
the State ofldaho.
ofidaho. We believe we are uniquely qualified to work with the State to grow
lEN users consistent with Idaho's vision to leverage this
the service ~lpacity to IEN

{~ 2
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connectivity technology to enable improved educational outcomes and economic
opportunity.
Our cost proposal is our best attempt to match investment to Idaho's vision and we are
willing to discuss and provide alternatives or additional information as needed to meet
Idaho's requirements.
We strongly encourage a thorough review of this Price Proposal as well as the Price
Proposals of other providers. The lEN Alliance believes that it has captured all costs
necessary to deliver the service required in this RFP in our Schedule A, Total Price for
Phase 1. We recommend that the State make sure that all
aU other vendors have a fixed
service price for Phase 1 for comparison purposes and that no allowance for unknown
costs such as special construction is included in as part of those proposals. We believe,
with all costs clearly identified, that the lEN Alliance Price Proposal will provide a strong
value for Idaho.
We thank you for the opportunity to respond to this RFP.
Sincerely,
The lEN Alliance

001505 DOA014975

SERVICE IS THE SOLUTION

10.8

(E) PRICING SCHEDULES

All pricing schedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to
provisioning Internet services. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing
before the application of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts.
All schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel worksheets.
Please contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance in using
these worksheets.

State of Idaho
Idaho Education Network (lEN)
RFPOll60
RFP02160
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I ITOTAL PRICE

I,

!

!

21Breakdown of Total Price:
Item or Services Descriptions

I

I

I

°1

394,4001
394,400

Managed Internet Service to
Phase I Hi2h
High School End Sites
Video Conferenc:ing Service
Initial Equipment
Video Conferenc:ing Service with
related equipment -Year II
Video Conferencing Service with
related equipment - Years 2 +
Service to
Managed Internet Sen'ic:e
Phase II State Colleges and
Universities
IdaNet State Agency Internet
Servlc~

I

0
1,923,349

I

below

I

Yes

°

Note 3

0

I

See details
below

I

.
I

73%1

106,488

I

Note I

0%
0%1

1,923,349

I

Note 2

I

0

6,900

I

Note 3

I

0%1
0%\

6,900

I

Note 2

I

001

17,000

I

Note 3

I

0%1

17,000

I

Note 2

0

22,000

O~lO

22,000

°1

No

(

•

I

Note 5

I

(

I

0

34,000

No

0°;.,0

34,000

Note 4

~.~
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Pricing Notes
Estimated Net Cost to State is a Monthly Cost as Applicable.
Alliance has provided a full price quote for the sites listed In the RFP Phase 1. this offering has no hidden costs based on
lEN Amance
that set of sites. We strongly encourage the State to make certain that vendors replying to this RFP have Included
aU of their delivery costs and have not left out special construction or other charges or Included anything In Phase 1
ali
as Individual Case Basis pricing. As Is well known, at the current time, some portions of Idaho are difficult
aU cost to hit that service benchmark statewide and we encourage
to service at 10mb. This proposal Includes all
included all costs to make a fair price comparison.
the State to make sure all vendors have Included

(

Pricing above reflects best available rates at time of bid. lEN Alliance intends to work with State and local customers to continue
to drive down the above prices as well as gain access to additional ethemet services as we grow lEN service.
Connectivity pricing assumes the end facility is ready to receive the service. Facility make ready costs may be
required
reqUired for items such as conduit, electrical, backer boards or similar to allow service to be delivered to the end site.
lEN Alliance will work with the State and the end site to minimize any such make ready costs.
Note 1

Note 2

Managed Internet Service includes, among other services,
services. connectivity from end site to the Internet at 10mb,
connectiVity,
customer premise device necessary to connect the Internet Service, backbone connectivity,
network monitoring and maintenance and repair of lEN Alliance provided equipment
Service pricing covers 136 locations listed in the RFP as Phase 1 sites
Service pricing expects usage of 10 mb fiber ethernet, wireless service from Idaho Public Safety Microwave Network and
minimal usage of T-1 service. In the event that the Idaho Public Safety Microwave Network is not available to service certain
sites, monthly cost before E-Rate increases up to approximately
apprOXimately $571,000 per month, depending on the number of
sites in each connection type,
type. for a full hard 'Nired 10 mb solution - including a mix of fiber/ethernet and multiple T-1 sites.
See Note 6 for an additional hard wired alternative based on student population per site.

001508

Video conferencing service includes all end site equipment as indicated in our response as well
as all network configuration to make the service functional. This price also includes the cost
is the Roll About Standard Definition System. See
of video operations and monitoring.
monitOring. Service priced Is
AppendiX
Appendix 2 to the Cost Proposal for additional options available. Service is priced for 136 locations same as Note 1.
For recurring service and support. maintenance for Year 1 is provided at no additional cost. Maintenance for
Year 2 and future years is based on an annual renewal with pricing subject to future adjustment.
In the event that the Contract is renewed beyond the initial 5 year term, equipment replacement will not
be available as part of the maintenance and support service due to age of the equipment.

(

In addition, if the underlying equipment manufacturer sets an "end of life" date for the equipment, parts replacement will
be available only as long as the manufacturer has such parts available. lEN Alliance will work with State to optimize
the supportable life of all video equipment
Note 3

.Note 4

Certain components of the video conferencing solution - namely equipment necessary to connect
the service inside the fadllty to the classroom - are eligible for E-Rate funding under Internal
Connections. !ntema! Connections funding is expected to be avai!able
available for schools that have
an E-Rate discount rate of 90%. In our response above - for simplicity, lEN Alliance has assumed
that Idaho will not have any sites qualify for Internal Connections funding. After award,
lEN Alliance will work with the State to file for Intemal Connections E-Rate funding on all
possible locations.

(

This pricing covers rehoming existing IdaNet connections to the new lEN backbone and ongoing
backbone and Internet connectivity fOf the Ida Net sites listed in Appendix F to the RFP.
--7 Target pricing for migrating last mile IdaNet connections is included in Schedule C and
available for evaluation on a site by site basis.
i

Note 5

Managed Intemet Service indudes, among other services, connectivity from end site to the Intemet at 10mb,
service, backbone connectivity,
customer premise device necessary to connect the Internet Service,
network monitoring and maintenance and repair of lEN Alliance provided equipment
Service pricing covers 8 locations listed in the RFP as Phase 1 College and University sites

Note 6

This option provides 10mb fiber service at all sites where service is available (approx 100 sites currenUy)
anc;t T-1 service at other sites. For this option, we have scaled the T-1 sites based on school
anc;!
population to reduce costs while still providing service matched to user base. T-1 service is provided
based on the following scale:
Students at Site
<60
-100
51 ·100
101 - 250
251 -400
400+

service Speed
Service
1 xT-1
2xT-1
3 xT-1
xT·1
4xT-1
4xT·1
6 xT-1
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Price for this option Is $476,000 per month before E-Rate discount

(

(
!f)
C'
!~ d)&
d)tP c

Incremental bandwidth up to 100mb 1mb Increments

I

I

I

I

01

ol

100

Yes

73%
73%1

27

01

75

Yes

73%
73%~

20 I

I
Note 1

I
I

!

: ~~

21 Burstable Incremental bandwidth

I

i

c};)
c/Y ,) 0
/

'::751I

:101

::1

No I

:1
0%1

100

':I
751

Note 1

Indicate Incremental units)

K·12 Schools and Public Libraries •
Burstable Bandwidth Feature

I
I
0

) :)(.1100

Yes

73%

27

Note 2

100

No

0%

100

Note 2

(

Other Customers 
0

/ ].7Dd

~~

IDlIII.....
IDlIII
.....
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Pricing Notes
Estimated Net Cost to State is a Monthly Cost
Connectivity pridng assumes that the end facility is ready to receive the service. Facility make ready costs may be
required for items such as conduit. electrical, backer boards or similar to allow service to be delivered to the end site.
lEN Alliance will work with the State and the end site to minimize any such make ready costs.
Incremental bandwidth requires 10mb fiber service. For sites served with T-1s, T-1 pricing on Schedule C applies.
Note 1

Service over 100mb sUbject
subject to availability and site readiness evaluation.

Note 2

lEN Alliance's burstable bandwidth feature consists of lEN Alliance providing a higher level circuit (e.g. 100mb fiber)
and making all bandwidth on that drcuit available for customer usage. Customer is charged for their base
circuit level (for example 20 Mbps) at fixed servlce pricing. Customer Is
is charged for incremental usage on a
monthly basis based on actual usage at the 95 percentile. Customer is also charged the Burstable Bandwidth
Feature charge for availability of addnional
addHional bandwidth.
Burstable
Burstabie bandwidth reqUires
requires a minimum purchase of 15 Mbps of base service.

001511
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#

I

(t

I
0
0
0

900
750
2,500

Yes
Yes
Yes

73%
73%
73%

0
0
0

900
750
2,500

No
No
No

0%
0%
0%

IK·12 SChools and Public Libraries·
'Burstable Bandwidth Feature

0

100

Yes

73%1

Other Customers •
Burstable Bandwidth Feature

0

100

No

0%

243
203

Note 4

675

900

750
2,500

1

21Burstable bandwidth
(Indicate units)

310ptional Bandwidth Reduction

.,"''Y
-.-,.,
~.!6.
.
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lEN Alliance

271

Note 2

1
1

01 See Note 3

I

-

I

---

100

Note 2
Note 3

I

(

Pricing Notes
estimated Net Cost to State is a Monthly COIL
Estimated

Connectivity pricing assumes that the end facility is ready to receive the service. Facility make ready costs may be
required for items such as conduit, electrical, backer boards or similar to allow service to be delivered to the end site.
iEN
wili work with the State and the end site to minimize any such make ready costs.
lEN Aiiiance will
Service pricing above is SUbject
subject to site visit and availability. Fiber opticlethemet service not available in all locations.
lEN Alliance is targeting the above prices as statewide averages over time as we partner to grow the lEN service.
Note 1

Fixed pricing indicates base rate for a specific bandwidth which indudes all components of managed
Internet Access service. Service levels can be adjusted between 10 Mbps and 1 Gbps by purchasing
incremental bandwidth from Schedule B.
Service pricing is based on connectivity from end site to Internet. Circuits from end sites to central
aggregation point for local customer are also available - typically at discounts off the above pricing for
fixed service speeds.

Note 2

lEN Alliance's burstable bandwidth feature consists of lEN Alliance providing a higher level circuit (e.g. 100mb fiber)
and making all bandwidth on that circuit available for customer usage. Customer is charged for their base
circuit level (for example 20 Mbps) at fixed service pricing. Customer is charged for incremental usage on a
monthly basis based on actual usage at the 95 percentile. Customer Is
is also charged the Burstable
Burstabie Bandwidth
Feature charge for availability of additional bandwidth.
Burstable bandwidth requires a minimum purchase of 15 Mbps of base service.

Note 3

As requested in the RFP in Section 8.1, lEN Alliance will offer an optional price reduction from June 15 through

August 15th based on a 500A!
500A. redudion in end user service levels for that period. lEN Alliance offers a 10%
reduction on the service price for the specific Internet Access service taking advantage of this option.
As lEN Alliance will be required to maintain the same infrastructure and circuits during
dUring this time period as the
rest of the year, only a minimal discount is available for reducing the service. Neither lEN Alliance nor any other
vendor has the ability to avoid any significant cost during the reduction period.
Price reduction may also be obtained by using the burstable option above.
Note 4

The incremental T-1 target price is also available for sites wishing to add a second circuit for redundancy.

001513
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Router Upgrades - Low Bandwidth Router to
High Bandwidth Router
Hiah
Low (2801) to High (3825)
3825 to 3845
High-Dense router upgrade
Redundant Router "1Vlce
Redundlmt
Low (2801)
High (3825)
Hiah
HIgh (3845)
HigtH>ense
Additional
Additiona' Ethernet Interface
Consulting SelVlc:es - Der
per hour
Consultina
Consulting SelVices - block of 20 Hours
Consultina
half-day class
Training SeIVIc:e
5e1V1c:e - half-dav
SelVice - full day clas.
Training 5elVice
elas.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
150
2,000
750
1,000

200
200
Note 6

Yes
Yes
Yes

73%
73%
73%

200
400
600
Note 6
100
0
0
0
0

No
No

0%
0%
0%
0%
73%
0%
0%
0%
0%

No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No

54
54

Note 6

Note 6
Note 6
Note 6

200
400
600
Note 6

Note 6
Note 6
Note 6
Note 6

27
150
2000
750
1,000

Note 3
Note 3

(

SelVlce Prlclna
Pricing -See ApDendlx
Appendix 1
lEN Alliance Voice 5elVlce
Conterenclng 5elVlce
SelVlce Prlclna
Pricing - See Appendix 2
Video Conterencina

~~

I,jo.
'."
""7
~I,j;,
=::"~L'~
i;;;:::P;-'~

Pricing Notes

lEN Alliance

Estimated Net Cost to State Is a Monthly Cost or a one-time charge as applicable.

Note 1

DNS Caching, basic Networtc Security, Application Level Monitoring and IP Maintenance services are Included in our base.
Managed Internet Access service as induded on Schedule A.
For Application
AppliCation Level Monitoring, base service includes on demand reports produced.

001515

Note 2

diStrict served.
Charges for these services are per district

Note 3

Consulting services are available for technology consulting oulside of lEN Alliance's Internet Access service - for example LAN consutling.
in advance at a discount.
hourty basis and can be purchased in blocks of 20 hours In
These services are priced on an MUrty
Consulting services are SUbject
subject to availability of lEN Alnance personnel and advanced appointment scheduling.

Note 4

including our voice products, value-add prodUcts
products and current loplcs.
lEN Alliance Training Services are available on a vartety oftopies InclUding
Training Services are priced on a per class basis related to lenglh ot session. Training classes are Iypically
typically held at the customer facility.
These training services are optional and in addition to the training requirements of the RFP.

(

Note 5

(students, teachers.
teachers, administrators. employees, library patrons).
Basic Statewide service for up to 300,000 users (students.
Service includes centrally hosted equipment, filtering list service using one statewide list and agreed upon
categories as provided by State/customers. Initial Service based on a statewide K-12 population with incremental volumes available.
Incremental user pricing is per user per month.
Customized finering lists are also available beyond base service on a per customer basis.

Note 6

Redundant router service or upgraded router service is available at the prices listed above for low and high level routers.
however. equivalent
High-dense level router service requires site survey and specific quote. Routers listed are expected models; however,
subst.~uted due to specific Service
iequiiements Oi available routers at the time of the service
service iequiiemenls
service routers may be subst.~uted
change. lEN Alliance will work with State and local customer to determine best router solution available at time of service change.

001516

Performance and Usage Reports as requested by this RFP and described in lEN Alliance's technical response are
included as part of our managed internet access service as no additional charge.

(

If significant incremental reporting is required by State or local participating entity, such reporting will be developed
at our hourly consulting rates indicated on Schedule D. lEN Alliance will provide a detailed quote to State specifying
hours required to develop such reporting and receive State approval prior to performing work.
If incremental reporting requires purchase of Incremental software or hardware, lEN Alliance will provide a specific quote
for such services prior to beginning any work.

~
~
~.~
.,.t'l!r'
~f7

_.
-.
lEN Alliance
..

(
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Comp"ny

Taxes. Fees, and Surcbarges
Surcharges
While the State is generally except from payment of taxes, identify and explain the
various existing taxes, fees and surcharges that apply to offered Internet services.
Provide an average overall percentage markup that may be applied to the Proposer's
pricing in the preceding schedules that reflects the taxes, fees and surcharges that Users
will pay.
ENA does not anticipate any mark-up on the above costs for taxes, fees and surcharges.
In the event that any such fees are assessed in the future, ENA will work with the State
to understa.nd and obtain exemptions as available for all such taxes. In the event that
any such taxes, fees or surcharges are levied for which the State is not exempt, ENA
will pass through such charges to the State with no mark-up.
ENA's prices above do not include the 1.25% state administrative fee. To the extent
this fee is required to be paid, ENA's pricing will be increased to reflect that fee.

Volume Discounts
Identify and explain any volume discounts the Proposer is willing to offer and the
basis for qualifying for them (e.g., revenue, usage, number of access points).
The lEN Alliance pricing for Phase I is included in Schedule A based on service
to all sites listed in the RFP. The lEN Alliance pricing for additional services on
Schedules Band C are based on pricing targets that we believe we can achieve based
on network growth and actions of the lEN Alliance team and State to expand
availability of fiber service across Idaho.
The lEN Alliance team will work with the State during the initial implementation
phase to maximize use of all available fiber sources to potentially reduce the service
price based on actual sites to selVe. Such collaborative effort should allow the State
to receive the best available price for the sites serviced.
The lEN AUiance team wiJI
will commit to a full review of pricing upon completion of
250 site connections and then annually thereafter. This review is in addition to aU
other ongoing efforts to maximize cost-effectiveness of the network and is expected
to include 1m opportunity to save up to 10% based on volume and network design
decisions.

State of Idaho
Idabo
Idaho Education Network (lEN)
RFP02160
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Note tI1~t'8llvolce'_;' ;

E-Rate:SIGII

(

Includes one analog line equivalent and one phone number per line;
LOcal Number Portability (LNP)lnclud8d atho extra charge. Cannot be
be
FAX, modem, or alarm lines
uSed for FAX.
i_ - "

'..;",

;-~.~-

y"t,.. ~:~;:~,,-< _",r'

' .... ,

~~:~;:-~:.;,;;"

A

·;'.~";',\Li'

PHI Connection
0_

" , ','"

f

icd,!:~:",,,--~,~,,,,,,:~,,,,:

<pX:'./ J,,",: "1:~'{il':'-:'

"",<-';r;'"::".>:.l,:·,,, \ ~:;':;""':"":'; ;; ~:.::- .. _,•. ~. ";<',':
"
--':-:t~:'~;_~_L:::~:J:.:...2.l:::::;':"":':~_~;

Direct IP Connection

.'

~:~~-·:--";o-.:;:2':'-"

",~

,_._,:",_,-~

-~-~-.~.
-

•• ""+~"':-...
.....;.:: .--;"",.:~'-

_-

$0

-_.....

CO-DOWered POTS line
..;;... _:::..::-::~~~"":.;,,.;,,~.,.-.,::>.";~

-':"-'(";"?"---'';..-.<-. "r

,;;~._-"--"-':_---'---:-"~"~-'-"-'_____-_._. _ . _ ._. ,---c.

$700
:':":'Y2~

....::::.......:::~:.:..~----'-:..;;:::.-.~~:~.:..~--......:....;.

100pol1/channel& • price per channel
IP (SIP) Trunk· minimum 100pol1lchanneis

.. _.,=_;.2.;,;;;..;~~~..~~~-'-"-".....
, .......~... ..;."~.c.._
_"~-_
,;.;.;;., ,;;;.._.........•
. ';~~-'-'''''';;;'';;'''~-''-'-'-------

...

_

Full 23-channel PRI. 23 numbers Included at no extra charge.
, LNPlricluded at no extra cnaraa.
charge.

$0
,.

.=-."-':-~-t"'-~""

.

_ _~

$27

-

-.".,_....---.,.•.

(

:"";;.;;:,;.c, " <.{::,,:.~-

Voice MIIII

Per mailbox· minimum 25 mailboxes per customer

iD';""~
Ext.n~~
D.... rc Extensions

extensions ~'rntNA"D~~;~t~p~)(JKey
extensions
fromENA-OemarctoPBXlKey System
System..-"hou~;;'te
hourly rate

-::' ~.:_;_~ .....d_~_.'-~ __ .:::'"~~::..:..:::~:_::.,.:::~.,.. :.._~.,'"',;~,:_~~_,,_~:&.O.~_~;.:.,-'}~~,~;:"._s;::-.;;c.~:.d.,.-'--~
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llTftlftP~
AddltlonalTltlftP~
. -.
'-~

'-~"

c;',

.
Numbers·
'>-»'

,

,,'

..

,,'

..,-

__
. ._.--'.-.'-_.- ._---;
"
"';;'¥~~;"~,"':'~;;"

.tlmat.....
USF and government f.es . .
tlmat.....
911/E~911 Local Gov.rnment ff.......•
911/E~911
..... •

.;.;.;;

... .•;.;;:,;.;;.;:" .,.

~;"::~~':'~.",:":,:,;';;."",;_"i.c:,,,;:<,:L',~-~~;,,,.;;;;:~
~.,
,

Yolce service
Based on monthly voice
Perllne/port __-.,."
Perl/ne/port
,,,,,..

....._.,-1$0

0'",",,"'"
. .;""" .,-.--;.,,~.'
.;;.~,
.,~~'i'

II

$0
...- -

6%
$2'

*

Av.all~~!tY-~~,~t~~ ~~~~~/J~~~~n,~~~'~~(Y~i~~Mi1·,~Ple~~,,~~rE~~ A.""

for,mo,re'(jet~ils. ;.~adlt{9i!~"nl(~lffi[sl:I~ia~~p~ble."lV1thDi~ @nect PR':andfe;TfUnk!ngsef\l~.;;i~' "'~"~"

.,....:"';'; , . ; '

,

"USF fees & taxes, 9111oca1 county taxes" 411. (Ditectoty Assisted) Calls, International & non-CoritinentaWS LD,' aoo 9001976 .
calls
aiebilteai,,'additJOiI:tottiii:niit monthl ~rate.:~;Soo misCellaneous
iii's" 's for rCSJ/t. er:mJnutf,'bli'i{'s
,
''''''''''''d'''''''''''.~'-''''''''''~_'''~'~V'4,",·.""w:YN-,'_,.lJt'"",,,~
... , '_"_"" , ..' ,fge,,,, "ptfJ,,,,. ,. p, ",'.'
" r g e "inc/ut'"" .
***By D6faillt,:SeiVlCe 'OOIiiesw/.lntema'tiona/ LD;: 9001976 CaRs disabtea. ,', IntemationS/ LD can be ie-eiiabled upOil' ::;

not

~~~~~~.."
All ENA C9nn,ect'SeiVices InClUde the folloWing: ,'On;line uSerinterlaceS, dial-by name and dial,
AdminisnCOi's ccilisole;:LOiiaJ Nunmer'PoI1BbIlJt/(LNPj aiiioextrilC:h8,ge.'; .: :>~:,' :';;

(

;A1~~~;~;i~i~~;::~~~~~~~~r~;~)Ci~~:~~J;~i.:e:b~:~~:e not;E-R~~~'~/ii1i~"~';,li ~t~ to
Hosted· PBX extension Types
Hosted'PBX
ENA Connect Lite
ENA Connect Basic
ENA Connect Plus
ENA Connect Pro
Interface
ENA Connect Attendant Console· web Interfac:e
ENA Connect Auto Attendant
Extension for Integration with existing IntercomIPaglngJDoor
Intercom/PaglnglDoor Locks
CQ.Powered POTS Line

t .....nhnn ..

$15
$25
.$~5

'$45 "

"

$45"

$40
··.ICB

1

$65

number

...,_ . . ",,..:,.,_.,_..._._-_.....;-:._..:...:... _-~.~. . :. . ..._-.--_
.... '.

Sit. startup

0.1:. 0 . .itiijilJiiiMiIi1iMtt.l&r'-'·":+·_';"'~;;"'~·~'·~"'··~"··';;;7"-'.~"'~'-,,,."_
.u~1iiir.ltir-"'--:".c-,~-;~-~·~--~--,~",.:;--,,-,,~,-,~,---,"-"'-

startup bundle Includes Administrative Tralnln9,
TralnlR9, up to one day of End User Training,
TralnlRg,
Site star1up

(

Assessment...S
Site
TumuD Project
Protect Management,
Manaaement and 30 daY Burn-in Period.
Site Ass~~t:'!o
_~.I!!t
IteTumup

Engln. .ring consUlting f~ LiN1WJol~I*'tlnliiratlOiiWftlipr.~lsesystems. AOUtlY rafe

AddltloMi Training
Half Day Training session
Traln~e TralnerlEnd

. .

User/Attendant Console/Phone Training. full da
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Basic PBX/extension Configuration or Change. (available via Administrator's console)
Advanced Virtual PBX Configuration - (available via Administrator's console) - hourly rate
Virtual PBX Configuration ~ ("NOT* available via Administrator's console)

$10
$125
Included

NlA.
NlA

~~!_~onf!g~ra~.n "nttC!~_ng~s

"~-'~--'-'-~:-""-'~'--'T"'--.-~~,-...-" . ~,-.--"",

I.

Included

i

i

IP Handsets
& ATAs:' AlUnciud. ConfIgu
....lon, Testing, .nd
and Ground Shipping
Ha~~~A"'~:'AlUnclud~
CC»llfigU~IOn,T.~tlnl,
POE PcNN~nKfH.~,;,'AC.P~:Adal!t.r
P~:H.~,;,·ACP~:Ad.l!t.r
NOT Included
'
ENA Connect Polyeom
Polyeorl'l 320 or equlv8lent
equivalent -~ (POE only)
ENACo,nnectPolycom
ENA
CO,nnectPolycom 330 or,4tqulvalent
or,equlvalent -(POE
- .(POE only)
ENA Connect Polycom 460 or equivalent
4tqulvalent-- (POE only)
Polycqm&60 or4tqulvalent·
ENA Connect Polycom&60
orequlvale.nt - ;;(POE
(POE only)
,EN!,
fJOE only)
.ENA Co"nect ~o,lycom.'lOo~,,qulvalent~,
~~lycom .•'lOor.e:CIulvalel1t ~, ((POE

(

Handsets·
ncludecI
Handsets • ACPower
AC Power Ad.Dt.....
AdaDter·lncludecI
cOnnect Polyeorri 320' .qulv8lel1t - (wfPower
(wi Power Supply)
ENA' COnn8ctpolycom32Ct"'orequlV8lent-

or

;N/A';
:NlA'

'~N/A
';}N!A'c'

ENAConnect
ENAConnectr:-olycqm
Polycom 330 orequlvalent-(wI.Power
orequlvalent~(wfiPower Supply)
ENA Connect Polycom
Polycom~
,"50, olequlvalent';"
oi'equlval.nt~ ('ivlPower
(wi Power SuPPly)
SUPPly)
ENA ,Connect Polycom'550
Power SUpply)
Supply)
Polycom '550 or,equlvillent -(WI ,Power
ENACormect
orequlvalent~~(wlPower
Supply)
ENA 'C9,mKt POIyeom560 orequlval"'t
';"(wf Power SUpply)
ENA Connect PoIyCOn:l850
orequlva"~tSupply)
Po,IyCOnl 850 or
equlvaI"~t. (w/Power
(wi Power SUpply)
ENA Connect PoIycom870orequlYalentENAConnect
Po,Iyeoll18700requlval8nt;; (w/Power
(w(Pawer Supply)
ENA Connect Po,Iycom
Polycom 4000 IP,Conference
IP Conference Phone -~ (wI Power Supply)
ENA Connect Polycom 6OO0lP Conference Phone - (wI Power Supply)
(Includes wireless headset)
ENA.Connect
ENA,Connect Aastra 671 CT or equivalent - (Indudes
a;~~~onnect
Analog Tele2!J0ny
Telee!J0ny Adapter - (for usil]J Ana~ phone
ENA
,Connect Anal9i
phone_~wi ENA Connect'

,N{.6.:'
,N!.6.:' .•,

;;N/A.,·,,
;iN/A;/,;,

,:''N/A':':'"
NIA';:':'"

,.N/A.,:...
,:,N/A",

;,"NlA
'~"N!A
NlA,.'
N/A" ,li;,
·NlA·
"'N/A'

NlA
:N/A
1,$5'"

Accessory
ENA Connect Polycom Soundpglnt expansion Module (Side Car) for 650 - (Backlit)
ENA Connect p'f)lycom Sound point expansion Module (Side Car) for 670- (Color)
Plantronlcs Electronic Swftch Hook Adapter for Headset
Power Supply,for Soundpoll1t IP320133016601650
Power Supply for sOund pOint IP 450 ' .
Power Supply for SoundDOlnt IP 660
for
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Pre-conflguratlon, testlng,and ground shipping
;. minimum of 20
.
W.;;:antl..

" ,.;..__•.,_~.c:~.

(

T'

"~". ~'. ~'i·'··-·"·~·····'

1 Year Advanced Replacement Warran~

I

~_._,

Included

I
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,+<-:

,.-/';,,;-_'''~,i-:-~:;,L-,
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~
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'addJtiOii;t()tJi6:f1afmoiit"IY'rate.• ~Seem.·fSCellaneoosCh8ig6s·forpeiC8J18/';'imintitsCha"'"
notulCIUd6d.li'1;;,·
" . ""."'.' .'... "." ,. ...",". ,.R*", .• ' . •• ,".,\ ...' .rge,s.....
...,.. ....... . ......... .
9118 disiJbl6d.,
Infemational.LDcan b6 .ie-enabled
---0-,"''''-'.
",/""',A"(,,,,,-,·_,,:,~__

:"

customer reqUf!st,~ :'I1.1":C8IJsJ:s,! qfH:l/~ab!ed upon customerrequest. \', .
***PhoiJ!ij~.:~cliiJjang:SilbJiCt"lo Ctianii8~1\::i:':i::

:,:

~':: -'<,,<;:::,'t%"-4.*{,li\l'./?'Ji:\"~!~}~t''''F~''l¥';~)~~·';;'';'';~:
',;j,;:f.~~~:-;~'0.'-r~/ ~_~_~_\i~k"'{l{y:ii'i;; ,j:"';i C-;· ::" ..
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<',,-,_'" ,,-,.',
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"'~''''"'''',:.,_",,,<,~,,'
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(
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Intematlonal LD e&Dom. .tlc LD to Alaska, Hawaii,' and US territories
411/DlrectoryinfOl'lntlltlOn Calls -Per call
Other C.II Types
1·900 Calls
Operator Assisted Dlall
~'l:<:'&~;r>:~'<··'·7-,·{.'.";~Y"J~·~Y,:'··'"·:~": :.,.~:_".¥,)./
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F1iii1lR)'mlnufes Inclua~ .eifii1iilhUfes at $0.03 per mln"te
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-Note
*Note 1 • Availability and rates for Operator Assisted Calls vary. per LATA.
LATA.· Please see your
ENA Account Manaaer for more details.
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Appendill2
Appendi1l2
Video Services
services

CNEVISION
CNEVISICN
SOLUTIONS

~ .. ~
~-':'J
-.

lEN Alliance

(
SIDHDRLL

SIDBWED95

HD Roll About System - TANDBERG Edge 95 + Roll About Cart Bundle (see below for part list)
(1st Year direct Response Maintenance, training. shipping, and installation jnclude~
I$
ISDN 512KbPs add on
I $
SO RoO About SYstem

14.596.67
690.00

SO Roll About System - TANDBERG 990 + Roll About cart Bundle (see below for part list)( 1st
Year direetResponse Maintenance, training, shipping and installation included)

SO FIXed Room Solution· TANDBERG Edge 95 + Roll About cart Bundle (see below for part list
SIDHDF

SIDBWED95

SIDSDF
SIDBW990

001523

SI DMVx100

(1st Year direct Response Maintenance, training, and shipping included) Does not include
installation"
ISDN 512Kbos add on
SO Filled Room Solution
SO Fixed Room Solution· TANDBERG Edge 95 + Roll About Cart Bundle (see below for part list
(1st Year direct Response Maintenance, training, and shipping included) Does not include
installation"
ISDN 512KbPs add on

TANDBERG MOV! DesktoD Solution -100 User Licenses (maintenance & shi
Assumptions
UtilizinQ existill!l PC's and 'Neb cams

$
$

14,844.44
690.00

$
$

14,305.04
690.00

$

12.216.00

I

(

I

r""\."""'"
An. ....
r"'\."""'" A""
..

__ __

Utilizing
Utilizinq the state of Idaho's existing Tandberg
Tandbel'Q Management
Manaoement Suite and VCS
Solution uDQradable
uoaradable to additional users
Licenses are shared by
any one time
bv all state
slate emPloyees.
emolovees. limited to 100 users at anv

UNliMITED TRAINING vvia
la VIDEO - --. -. -
-- -
-. -

TRAINING

-

NO CHARGE

-

(
HO Roll About System
Tandberg Edge 95
Tandberg Natural Preseoter Package
Tandberg Multi-Site
Multi-Sile Software Option - Tandberg Edge 95
Extra table top microphone (2 total in package)
42~ Plasma Display
LG 42"
Mobile cart
DVDNCR Combo appiiance
n-02S Document Camera
Elmo TI-02S
Cables and Mise

SO Roll About System
Tandberg 990
Tandberg Natural Presenter Package
Tandberg Multi-Site Software Option - Tandberg Edge 95
Extra table top microphone (2 total in package)
LG 42" Plasma Display
Mobile cart
OVDNCR Combo appliance
n-02S Document Camera
Elmo TI-02S
Cables and Mise

HO Fixed Room Solution

001524

TANDBERG Edge 95 MXP Base Model (2 Mbps IP only)
TANDBERG Edge 95 MXP Natural Presenter Package (NPP) Option
TANDBERG 990 MXP MultiSite (MS) Option (Requires NPP)

(

TANDBERG MXP Remole
Remote Control for Advanced Control of Sources (TRC 4)
Extron SI 3 compact surface mount speaker
Extron SPK 16 cable
Mitsubishi 3000 Lumens OLP Business Projector 1280 x 1024 SXGA Supported
Chief Mfg. UNIVERSAL CEILING MOUNT
FiXeD EXTENSION COLUMN 6"
CHIEF MANUFACTURING BLACK FIXED
Suspended Ceiling
ceiling Kit
Five Conductor MHR - Mini High Resolution Cable
buik cable wal plate
'Nfl Wall plate with Computer Video and PC Audio Connectors and XLR
'NP
Wall plate XLR
DVI-A Male to BNC Female Adapter
Connectors for bulk cable
Three Conductor audio ClIble
cable
DVDNCR Combo appliance
IT-02S Document Camera
Elmo IT-o2S
INSTALLAnON - Due to room variance,
va fiance, cost can not be computed on available information
OOES NOT INCLUDED INSTALLAnON

SO Fixed Room Solution
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TANDBERG 990 MXP (Mamtenance
(Maintenance Contract Required)
TANDBERG 990 MXP Natural Presenter Package (NPP) Option
TANDBERG 990 MXP MultiSite (MS) Option (Requires NPP)
01 Sources (TRC 4)
TANDBERG MXP Remote Control for Advanced Control of
AT871 R Table Microphone with 7.5m cable
Wall Mounting System fot Tandberg 550, 770, 880,990
Extron 22 Watt Two Channel Mini Power Amplifier
Ex1ron SI
81 3 compact surface mount speaker
Extron
Extron SPK 16 cable
Mitsubishi 3000 Lumens DlP Business Projector 1280 x 1024 SXGA Supported
Chief Mfg. UNIVERSAL CEILING MOUNT
CHIEF MANUFACTURING BLACK FIXED EXTENSION COLUMN 6"
Suspended Ceiling Kit
Five Conductor MHR - Mini High Resolution Cab'e
CabJe
bulk cable wall plate
WP Wan
WaU plate with CompU!er Video and PC Audio Connectors and XLR
Wan plate XLR
DVI-A
OVl-A Male to BNC Female Adapter
Connectors for bulk cable
Three Conductor audIO
audiO cable
DVDNeR
OVDNeR Combo appliance
Elmo TT-028 Document Camera
DOES NOT INCLUDED INSTALLATION·
INSTALLATION - Due to room variance,
Variance, cost can not be computed on available infonnation

Pricing

Note!

See also Schedule A for additional information and pricing
see
Fixed Room solution installation is available based on site survey and specific quote. Fixed Room installation typically runs from
$2,000 to $5,000 with average installation at the 52,000 level.
State Scheduling and Bridge ongoing support available based on specific quote. Various levels of customized support are available
based on the needs of the State. One time consulting service is also available if needed related to this equipment.
Annual direct Response maintenance and help desk support is available for the Roll About and Fixed Room solutions at the rates
listed on Schedule A.
Year 1 - $50 per served site per month
Year 2·
2 - $125 per served aite per month
These rates are subject to the same restrictions as listed on Schedule A and may require aqustment if limited volume is purchased

(

Annual direct Response maintenance and help desk support is available for the Movi Desktop solution at the following rates
Year 1 - $50 per user per month
Year 2 - $175 per user per month
These rates are subject to the same restrictions as listed on Schedule A and may require adjustment if limited volume is purchased

See attached sample terms and conditions for video conferencing maintenance services.

(
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ONEVISION SOLUTIONS
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES AGREEMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. Term and Termiuatiou
(a) The term shall be for 12 months beginning on {Date} and ending on {Date} 05/31109 ("Initial
(,,[nitial Term"). Upon
Customer's {Customer Name} written agreement, the term may be renewed for an additional 12 months
("Renewal Term"). For renewal terms, unless otherwise agreed to by the parties, Customer shall pay OneVision
Solutions maintenance charges in accordance with the schedule of rates that OneVision Solutions, will furnish to
Customer not less than sixty (60) days, prior to the expiration of the then current term.
(b) Either party may terminate this Agreement if the other Party is in defaul t of any material terms of this Agreement
and it is not cured within thirty (30) days from the date or receipt of such written notice.

2. Maintenance Obligations
(a) Maintenance Services shall include the provision of parts and labor required to keep the Equipment in good
operating condition. The Equipment covered under this Maintenance and Services Agreement and associated
fees are set forth on Exhibit B. OneVision Solutions shall, at its option, either repair or replace any part or
component that fails as a result of the normal usage of such Equipment.
(b) OneVision Solutions maintenance response and repair obligations for Direct Response Remote and optional
(additional cost) Direct Response On-Site are listed on Exhibit A.
(c) Upon receipt of RMA' d equipment, the customer has 5 business days to return the existing equipment to the
RMA depot from which the replacement was originated, utilizing the packaging and return bill provided with
the replacement system. If equipment is not returned within 5 day period, an invoice for the MSRP value of
that item will be generated and delivered to the accounts contact. Any exchanged/replaced items become the
property of {Customer Name} once installed and tested as a resolution of the problem.
(d) OneVision Solutions shall furnish the personnel,labor and/or supervision; technical, professional, and other
items required to perform the services or work described in this Agreement and to return the equipment to
good working condition, or replace under the terms
tenns of this agreement
(e) OneVision Solutions shall, at its expense, promptly and satisfactorily correct any services or work performed
by OneVision Solutions found to be defective or not in compliance with this Agreement. OneVision
Solutions is not liable for repair costs due to negligence or abuse on the part of the Customer.
(f) Maintenance Services include software updates for all Equipment still supported by the original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) during the term of this Agreement.

3.

Maintenance Fees
(a) The fees for maintenance services are set forth on Exhibit B to this Agreement. Fees consist of the following: (i)
shan cover all maintenance services as set forth in this Maintenance and
an annual maintenance fee which shall
Services Agreement;; and (ii) OneVision Solutions'5 hourly rates for all maintenance services not covered under
this Agreement. OneVision shall not perform any maintenance services that are not included in the annual
maintenance fee without Customer's prior written authorization.
In addition to the Maintenance and Services Agreement fees, Customer shall pay any applicable sales, use,
transfer or excess tax, tariff or duty imposed with respect to the subject of this Agreement, except for taxes based
OneVision
upon the income of One
Vision Solutions

6-2-{)8).do<:
OneVision Service Agreement (Rev 6-2-{)8).doc
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ONEVISION SOLUTIONS
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES AGREEMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
One Vision shall invoice Customer for annual maintenance services at the bill-to address set forth in paragraph
(b) OneVision
3(c) below. Payment tenns for all invoices are "Net 30" days from receipt of invoice. Payment for hourly based
services which have been pre-authorized by Customer is "Net 30" days upon receipt of invoice. Any undisputed
amount past due for more than forty five (45) days shall bear interest at the rate of 10"10 simple per annum from
the due date. OneVision Solutions may withhold maintenance services or may tenninate this Agreement if
Customer's account is delinquent for more than forty five (45) days. In the event of an invoice dispute, Customer
shaH pay the undisputed part of the invoice and the parties shall work in good faith to resolve the amount in
shall
dispute within 30 days.
(c) Bill to Address and Primary Account Contact
{Customer Name}
{Address}
{City, State,
State. Zip}
ATTN: {Acounts Payable Contact}

4. Customer's Obligations
(a) Customer shall direct all requests for Maintenance Services to the phone nwnber designated in writing by
OneVision Solutions and shall provide adequate working space including heat, light, ventilation, electric current,
One Vision Solutions personnel.
and telephone and power outlets for the use of OneVision
(b) Customer's personnel shall perfonn business reasonable basic Equipment maintenance and shall not, unless
agreed to by One
Vision Solutions in writing, attempt to make repairs to Equipment. OneVision Solutions shall
OneVision
not be responsible fi,r
fj)r any problems caused by maintenance perfonned by other than OneVision Solutions
personnel, and its authorized agents.
(c) The Equipment shall be under Customer's exclusive management and control. Customer shall be responsible for
(c)
ensuring that the Equipment is connected to a network and is operational, and that the Equipment is operated only
One Vision Solutions or its agents,
by competent personnel ofthe Customer, or in the direct employ of OneVision
agents. in
accordance with the instructions issued by the manufacturer and with all applicable governmental rules and
regulations.
shaH provide connectivity and a customer representative to assist OneVision Solutions in perfonning
(d) Customer shall
remote diagnostics to the equipment.

A&reemenl (Rev 6-2-oS).doc
6-2-08).doc
OneVision Service A&l'Cemenl
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ONEVISION SOLUTIONS
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES AGREEMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
5.

Exclusions
(a) Specifically
SpecificaIly excluded from OneVision Solutions' obligations to perfonn Maintenance Services under this
Agreement are the following: (i) the maintenance, service, or replacement of equipment not listed in the
Maintenance Equipment Agreement or approved by OneVision Solutions pursuant to Section I; (ii) painting or
refinishing the Equipment; (iii) electrical work external to the Equipment; and (iv) installation, maintenance,
attacrunents or other devices not furnished or approved in writing
service, replacement or removal of alterations, attaclunents
by OneVision Solutions
(b) Maintenance Services necessitated by any of the following causes shall be perfonned by OneVision Solutions at
its hourly rates plus parts and materials; i) failure by Customer to continually provide a suitable environment as
directed in the manufacturers' maintenance specifications; (ii) neglect or misuse of the Equipment; (iii) damage to
the Equipment resulting from acts beyond OneVision Solutions reasonable control, such as fire, transportation,
burglary or malfunctions caused by the telecommunications network; (iv) alterations to the Equipment, including
any interconnect and devices not specifically allowed and as outlined in manufacturers' published owners guide;
(v) repair of Equipment other than OneVision Solutions or a party approved in writing by OneVision Solutions

6.

No Warranties
THE PARTIES HERETO AGREE AND ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THIS [S A SERVICE AGREEMENT.
EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN SECTION I ABOVE, ONEVISION SOLUTIONS MAKES NO
PREREPRESENTATION
PREREPRESENT
ATION OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED. WITH RESPECT TO THE
MAINTENANCE SERVICES OR SPARE PARTS TO BE PROVIDED UNDER THIS AGREEMENT,
ONEVISION SOLUTIONS EXPRESSLY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.

7.

Limitation of Liabflity
EXCEPT FOR ONE VISION'S INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATION SET FORTH BELOW, IN NO EVENT
SHALL EITHER PARTY. OR ANY OF ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS OR
SUBCONTRACTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY FORM OF INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOSS OF USE OR LOST
BUSINESS, REVENUE, OR
GOODWILL) ARISING IN CONNECTION WITH THIS AGREEMENT, THE
MAINTENANCE SERVICES OR OTHER SERVICES PROVIDED UNDER THIS
AGREEMENT, THE EQUIPMENT AND/OR THE INTENDED USE THEREOF,
UNDER ANY THEORY OR TORT, CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY OR
NEGLIGENCE, EVEN IF A PARTY AND/OR ITS OFFICERS, DIRECTORS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS OR
SUBCONTRACTORS HAVE BEEN
ADVISED, KNEW OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN OF THE POSSIBLITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN NO
EVENT SHALL ANY DAMAGES WHICH MAY BE
ASSESSED UPON EITHER PARTY FOR ANY REASON EXCEED THE MAINTENANCE CHARGES PAID
BY CUSTOMER UNDER THIS AGREEMENT DURING THE PRECEDING TWELVE MONTH PERIOD.

6.2'()8).doc
OneVision Service Agreement (Rev 6.2-08).doc
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ONEVISION SOLUTIONS
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES AGREEMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
8.

Indemnification
OneVision Solutions shall indemnify, defend and hold Customer harmless from any and all claims, demands,
suits,
losses, costs, and damages of every kind and description, including attorneys' fees, brought or made
suits,losses,
against or incurred by OneVision Solutions resulting from, arising out of, or in any way connected with any act,
error, omission, fault, or negligence of OneVision
OneVision Solutions it's employees, agents, representatives, or
subcontractors of any tier, their employees, agents, or representatives in the performance or nonperformance of
OneVision Solutions' obligations under this Agreement or in any way related to this Agreement. Without
limiting the genemlity of the foregoing, OneVision Solutions assumes potential liability for actions brought by
OneVision Solutions' employees or other support.

9.

Force Majeure
OneVision Solutions shall not be liable for damages for any delay which is substantially the result of any act or
cause beyond OneVision Solutions' control, including, without limitation, utility or communication failures or
delays, labor disturbances (including strikes, lockouts, slowdowns, picketing or boycotts), acts of terror, acts of
God, acts of war, fire, storm, explosions, or governmental action. No delay in OneVision Solutions'
performance shall excuse the payment by Customer of any monies then due and payable.

10. Insurance
OneVision agrees to carry the following minimum insurance:
a.

Comprehensive General Liability, including coverage for advertising liability with limits not less that
$1,000,000 /$1,000,000 bodily injury and $1,000,000 property damage or $1,000,000 combined single
limit;
$1,000,000 each occurrence.
Umbrella Liability, with limits not less than SI,OOO,OOO
Auto Liability, at least $500,000 for each accident;
Workers' Compensation with not less than Statutory limits and Employers Liability with not less than
$1,000,000 limits.

b.
c.
d.

11. Press Release/Advertisement
Neither Party shall issue a news release, public armouncement, advertisement or any other form of publicity
concerning its efforts in connection with this Agreement without obtaining the prior written approval of the other

Party.

12. Confidentiality
"Confidential information"
Information" includes all information identified by the disclosing party as proprietary or
confidential and all such Confidential Information shall not be disclosed to any third party without the
express written consent of the disclosing Party. Information will not be deemed confidential or proprietary
if (I) available: to the public without breach any agreement, (2) received from a third party without breach of
any obligation of confidentiality, (3) independently developed by one Party without access to Confidential
Information and as proven by its written record, (4) disclosed or used with the prior written approval of the
disclosing Party, (5) disclosed by the receiving Party in response to a legal mandate by order of a court or
administrative body, after the receiving Party promptly notified the disclosing Party and provides reasonable
opportunity to oppose such order. Definition of Customer Confidential Information - "All information
conveyed by Customer, either written or oral, shall be deemed as Confidential Information of the
Customer."

OneVision Service AgRement (Rev 6-2-oS).doc
6-2'()S).doc
OneVisiOll
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ONEVISION SOLUTIONS
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES AGREEMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
13. Notices
Any notice required or pennitted under this Agreement shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly
given on receipt by the parties at their respective addresses set forth below:
{Customer Name}
{Address}
{City, ST, ZIP}
Attn: {Contact}
DirectPacket Research Inc.
dba OneVision Solutions
4545 Fuller Drive
Suite 326
Irving, TX 75038
Attn: E.M. Riley, III
Co-Principle

14. General
(a) Any tenn of this Agreement may be waived in writing by the party entitled to the benefits thereof. No waiver of
any condition or breach shall be deemed to be a further or continuing waiver of such condition or breach. Delay
or failure to exercise any right or remedy shall not be deemed the waiver of the right or remedy.
(b) Any provision of this Agreement which shall be detennined by a court of competent jurisdiction to be invalid or
unenforceable shall be severed from this Agreement without invalidating the remaining provisions thereof.
(c) This Agreement represents the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the maintenance of the
Equipment and supersedes any prior agreement between the parties. Any modifications of this Agreement shall
be in writing and signed by the parties.
(d) Governing Law. This Agreement will be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of
Texas. The courts of the State of Texas located in the County of shall have exclusive jurisdiction of any legal
proceeding regarding this Agreement. and the parties expressly submit to the jurisdiction of said courts. The
parties acknowledge that the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (1980)
is specifically excluded from application to this Agreement.
••••••• SEE NEXT PAGE FOR AGREEMENT EXECUTION SIGNATURE BLOCK •••••••

OneVision Service Agreement (Re-v 6-2.08).doc
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ONEVISION SOLUTIONS
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES AGREEMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

IN WITNESS HEREOF, the Parties have caused this Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized representative
on the date(s) shown below, to be effective as stated herein.

DirectPacket Researcb Inc.
dba OueVision
OueVislon Solutions

("Customer")

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Printed Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Printed Name:

Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Title: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Date:, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

******* THE REST OF THIS PAGE IS INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK *******

6-2-QS).doc
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ONEVlSION SOLUTIONS
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES AGREEMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Exhibit A
Direct Response Remote Response and Optional Direct Re§ponse
ReliPonse On-Site

([j~ii'{)
,:,,,~

ONEVISICN
directllellpomle Services
Direct Response Services provides the Customer with a high level of support for your videoconferencing Investment. The
OneVision Solutions philosophy underscores our commitment to consistently anticipate and meet your videoconferencing
needs, work to make your experience rewarding, and provide reliable service and training.

direct~lIpomle

Maintenance

Direct Response Services provides you with essential service elements throughout a product's lifetime 10 support and
enhance your real communication experience.TM

Direct Response Services demonstrates OneVision Solutions commitment to quality, simplicity,
sImplicity, and value enabling you to:

• Obtain software upgrades providing you with access to new product features and enhancements.
• Free user training on the products under maintenance.
• Extend the support and enhance the operation of your equipment.

Support
SuPPOrt Features
Software updates: directResponse coverage entitles

Direct Response Services

Customer to all software updates made available by product

manufacturers to maintain and enhance the user experience
for all purchased functionality components
For the purposes of this Agreement, ·Software Updates· is
defined as including version releases (example: version 4.x to
S.x), dot releases (example: 4.1 to 4.2) and bug fixes
(example: 4.2.1 to 4.2.2) for all purchased functionality
components

FREE USER TRAINING
Help Desk Support

Primary system units, parts and accessories replacement
I

OneVision Service Agreement (Rev 6-Z-08).doc
6-2-08).doc
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ONEVISION SOLUTIONS
MAINTENANCE AND SERVICES AGREEMENT
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Components in Detail
Software updates
A practical notification service, providing customers with:
• Tools for easler, faster software upgrade.
Free Training
Get the maximum benefit from your videoconferencing system.
• Remote User training via video
• Remote Base Level Administrator Training via video
and/or certification courses via most Manufacturers)
(Additional In-Depth Training available via seminars andlor
Help Desk
OneVision Solutions' help desk provides technical assistance. Telephone response times are 1 Hour call back
If not answered Immediately during OneVision Solutions Business Hours (7:00AM-7:00PM CST).
After Business hours and on weekends. OneVision Solutions will notify an on-call technician. with 3
Hour call back commitment response time.
Replacement Parts
Should you ever need replacement parts, these will be dispatched to you on the same day as an order is
received for next business day delivery.···
delivery.***
*** Shipped same day, up to 3:30pm EST for Equipment. All replacement Equipment is shipped via next day
•••
delivery service. OneVislon Solutions strives to deliver replacement Equipment within the referenced time
impacted because of situations beyond
periods indicated above but this service level commitment is sometime Impacted
our control and manufacturer product/part availability.
Network Assistance
OneVislon Solutions maintains tremendous experience in identifying and isolating networ!<
networ1< issues with regards
to ISDN and IP video conferencing. OneVislon
OneVlslon Solutions Service Agreement cover up to the identification
networ1< challenges and provides information and direction to how Customer may isolate the problem
aspect of networ!<
carrier to which they should contact for resolution or opening of a Trouble Ticket. It is the responsibility of the
customer to monitor progress made by the associated Networ!<
Networ1< Carrier.
Optional Service

direetllellpolUle Services Onsite
direetllellponse
Onsite Service
If needed and after preliminary troubleshooting a technician may be dispatched to customer location for
advanced troubleshooting which may include onsite diagnostic support,
support. onsite part replacement, and resolution
testing.
Without a valid Onslte Service Contract, onsite services are provided to Customer at a rate of $175.00 per hour
with a three (3) hour minimum plus travel and expenses. Prior to any onsite service taking place or being
scheduled, OneVlsion Solutions
S()lutions must obtain written authorization from Customer for services to be performed.

OneVision Service Agreement (Rev 6-2.Q8).doc
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EXHIBIT SA
001535

8/5/2010 Lowe, Greg·
Greg - 30(b)(6)

IN THE [)l::::'I'RXCT
JUDICIJ.l.L
DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
[;ISTRICT OF TIlE STATE OF IDl\HO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY Of ADA

an

~

SYRINGA NETWORKS,

6

Idaho:
irn.i.tecl liability
Idaho limited

LLC,

ccmpany,
Plainti[[,
Pldinti[f,

vs.
VS.
10

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

11
1I

l\Dt-'llN1S'l'I-{ATION,
ADMINISTRATION,

DC 0923 7 57
OC

et a1.,
aI.,

Defendants.

12

VOLUt1E I
(Pages 1-2:34)

16

PULE 30 (B) (6)

NETWORKS,
DEPOSITION OF SYRINC;A
SYR1NC;A NETWOHKS,

LLC

H10NY OF
Of GHEG
TEST HmNY
GREG LO\"IE
Lo\"iE

5,
AUGUST .5,

18

F.EP()RTE

BY:

JEFE"
JEFF LaMAR,

/22

2010

C.S.R.

No.

640

Notary Public

:22
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8/5/2010 Lowe, Greg - 30{b)(6)
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8/5/2010 Lowe, Greg·
Greg - 30(b)(6)
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f i\dn.in SLrtlLl()D,

dCC

yo:] have

]n

jn
_.
1..1
u

211y

inf rn'Bt.j n tl"1at

~cu:Ld

j.,;d i c_, I.

.

~

par"trnent or Adrrtini tl:a:ioI1 in order to irduce

1\
7\ .

16
1

',.I •

21

~,j;T\,ir
~.j;n,i

st~raL~
st~raL~

j \. •

(EY JvlH.

PERE'REMEN','):

n to Ct'-i!ard
th(;
Cl'-/lard it th(;;

That

(J'tie5t

contra:~t.
contra:~t.

No.
;'_:1'/

h r>] at all?

I'. •

"

Only the outcome.
Cnly

Q.

So all vou have is the
thp outcome, and
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O.

(BY IvlF<.

PJ:::RFREMEN'I);

VJhy';

I\. •

Because they had a much higher price.

3

Q.

Anythinq else'?
else';

4

A.

They had the lowest score.

5

Q.

Is there any oLher reason it would be

6

inappropriate,

in your view,

fur Qwest to seek to
for

be the section 47:
471 cJrrier?

1

MR.

~CMBAR~I:
~CMBARDI;

THE

(oJITNE~;~~:
('JITNE~;~~:

Db ect to the form.
I 'n~ aware
that I'm

Not leqally,

cf.
of.

__L.L
12
1 '3

2irlY ~L. ij~uenc~2
i1uence

Lha

3t wi~lded
wielded with the DCA
DOA in

:r~jer

Lh~

1 ','fJ.,

t

1.

"

15

1 ",
1"'

t,Lnqs
t.Lnq:::

o.
A.

mulLip~e
mulLip~e

rneetinqs '?

A.
22
);

Only inferred.

What occurred at those
WhnL

19

o

Not direct.

Again, I wasn't present.
Again,.L

And we can

only Infer from the outcome.
Q.

Dc) you
Do
YOIJ

I'"••
I'"
••

Only

know
()\-Jest said at those
tl10se
kJ10W \vhat
what Qwest

~hat's
~h~t's

in the book that

have
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1

previously?

2

4

5

do

IS

Q.

Yes.

A.

~o,
~o,

Q.

Thank you.

nail

I

Q.

~C

A,.••
A

10

Q.

That's all I'm trying to

it down there.

A.

9

not to my memory.

knCM.

let's talk about the July
1y 16th,

kay.

:::0 if merr"_ory
rne ,
merr":ory is servinq rne,

f~.

1. L Wa.~3

12

Greg Zickau, Teresa Luna, Meli_s
Mike Gwartney, GrLq
MelLs

13

\Jancl(:'nbE~rg,

r'f':L

ryleClure,

1\nC1

\"11'10

'v)I).rks

Y'i

and myself.

~/Iel iS~3a

\landc·rll)i~:~rq~

hel-ievp she's toe assista

t\.
h.

16

is

aG

[JUl\.

else (.:;nough.

1

.L

18

iL

Close enough.

1 ';l(;l

Q.

She's
She' 5

employed by the SS La U,
t,; ';'

[,nd
J\nd Mr.

f'.1cClllf'C·
1'lcC111['"

Correct.

22
23

;'ltenjeE~S.
ttenJees.

';:,1
L';

Gayle'

o..

iobbyio,:t?
iobbyic,:t?

Now, that was the in-person

Or;
hClci Bob Collie
Col.Lie and
On t.he
the phone '1;(",
we h3d

~~els()D
:~t:ls()n

()

your
is YOllr

{["am Educaticn Nc,tworks
{['orn
Networks of
cf l\meLLca.
l\rnerica.

Okay.

Let me just make sure I have
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1

the full roster here.
Live we have Mr. Gwartney, Mr.

2

3

Ms. Luna,
Lllna,

4

yourself?

Ms. Vandenberg, Mr. McClure,

I

~)

u

Zickau,

and
an(j

believe that's correct.

Q..
(!

On the telephone we had Mr. Collie

1\ .

Gayle Nelson.

and --
8

Gayle,

9

1

1

J L

I\.

G-a-y-l-e.
C-a-y-l-e.

Q.
o.

The repor~er
reporcer was going to ask you

anyway,

1 :J'-'

is that a -
--

so we might as well get that down.

A.

That's fine.

Q.

Mr. Collie is with ENA?

A.

Correct.

1 (]

Is it Ms. Nelson?

17

I

don't know if it's Ms. or Mrs.

Gayle Nelson is with ENA as well?

19
~~)
~J
~.l

. ;
:.'l

Yes.
Okay.

(J.
0.
~J'!0cLil10,

W~5

Durin] this
ttll~ July 16,
During
IG, 2010

AIlyone represent.ing Qwest in

;\
1\ .

No.

o.

Who called the meeting?

A.

Mike Gwartney invited Ken and myself
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.

')

()
(2.

~here was Lhe
Where
the meeting held?

A.

I believe
=

(.].

And how long did it last?

A.

I don't recall.

it was in Mike Gwartney's

office?

may have asked this quesLion
4uesLion -
-- I
apc~oglze if 1 did -
-- but was anyone representlng
representlog
apOlogIze

(3

()v.;e t

9

niC~\2t: j

~:'"1
at~tc:ndd[
(:(.~ during a:l'/
portion
1
n a
t~ tc:nddrl(:('~
an',/ port
ion

nq,

n pet"son or on t.he

''r''wthe-t:hc:r

(Jf
(
)f

t.he
t.rte

phon(~'?

aaLL the
the:

r,

[n
low~d us to
In the
thE~ meeting
rneel,ing Mike a lowed

n.

14

spea}:

l~

aqaJn,

16

r~eLc
r~1eLc

, I

a~d

we

diSCtJSS
W2~e

!ld

I-lot

try to 0et arlswers wny,

parti(~ipating

in

t~11e

pr·(;jec:t.

was some

c.
o.

did

'!:ha tt.
'fiha

1 S'

Oh,

I don't remember everything

9

exact.-:.v 1I said.
exactlv

But the basic thing chat I

20
L:',L

cunLinuc' t')
t,~;
continue'
c:orlfl(j,

''':':'
WC'

,'_,d'y'
.'3dy

here today,

"I'ie had the best

)ldcl

Lhe lowest cost,

hn>'J
ho,'J

i~3

it.
It:. 'de nave

:!:) tf'r th,,;'
the:' bu,;.iness"?
bu,;iness"?
Okal/.
Okay.

;21,]

t, .
ii d

~'h,~
~'i
E~

1,

And what Iv;)
wa

the response?

Greg
G reg Zlckd'1
Zi c k a u stated
:s tat edtt::hat
hat

e,

Vie,
'Ii

n

lrl
1

['cJund
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VI':

And Greg -- I can't remember the exact

r v <,'-,dd.
<,--"dd.

but hE-~
'"as a subsequent
C)ul:x;equel't
he said that there was

r:urr,bers,
numbers,

Qwest ha~
something like
had come
corne in at sl)mething

3

htl d

4

469,000 a month and we were 475,000 a month.

w~cre
w~ere

First I'd 0VCC
evec heard of it.

And which I was very

surprisod at.

6
7

r

The

!O

even ation back and

for[~.

in the

l.·~

I~nd,

r"'li.ke a3kc:c1,

you want besides the wl\ J.e contract?

~jo

wDat

L

lJcc..J.use you':re nct:

C{Oirlq

L-.l~;

(J('~L

that . "

th,)uqht
th

1 ~)

wnClll~

COI1Lract based lJpOn the merit.f:

But,
d,
.0,11 1 Civ!
Cv!

e

~·:e

":/()u kn

F: riA t
F:rJA
t~

ion f

c~

r

8

v .~?:t. Y s c h () <) .L ,

sit. (~ b ~/ s 1. t

t~

,

t"! 1'1 e

r E~

te arId W'? cl)uld participate,

':.c.:.

2

"

,--.., 1

tu ,/C)u?
hI .
!

"
,)

Was chat acceptabJe
acceptable to ,nc
me at the time?
iJ'Jas

,',
.',
........:: ..

.24
24

....

r)
';;,.

tha
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A.
2

It wasn't offered.

-That's what -

MikE asked me what I wanted .

..~

Ch,

q()I.~
qnl.~

L
i

iL.

sai,d r1 would
WOllld do
I:L sai.d
d~ tl1at..
that.

1, .

t.;li.kE? s(]lci
he?
St]ld IITt. wouldn'L !)e

fdir~'1
fdir~'1

6

that';;;
let:t(~r as viell.
that'~ in his letter
well.

7

Okay.

That's when

.::"nd 1I Lhink
.I:..nd

So he asked you what you
yeu

9

:n
!n

w~u2dn't
w~uldn't

which he

0.
12

c~

give me.

Uncl·?:rst.ooci.
Uncl(?:rst.ooci.

in lieu of nct
In
net getting
qetting wh3t
wh1t we

Yeah.
'..;e eCl,Crl(:cl,

1 L)')
t hat
elldt

\, () u 1 ch 'I.I.
\-JuuLh'

b l.'
be.'

far?
f d r?

,

Q.

1.88

tt11I1k that. was tis response.
Lh.lnk
~)k.ay.
Okay.

I'm going to just try and break

it down as much as possible.
Sure.

2(:
2

Q.
t'lr.
t'lc.

You talked about Mr. Gwartney and

Zickau.
Did Ms.

2~

r:ryirlq to fiDCl b c:(lIn:prornl.5e .

MI. Gwartney's response was that
And Mr.

r. .
1-••

-g9

~..;a':.i
~..;a,s

site by site bidding contest?

13

16
16

Arld
a1 t.err'iati.ve
And 'lour alterI"iati.ve

Luna contribute anything to

the conversation?

A.

You know, and Teresa Luna is the
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under thi.
ect under the Teaming 1I.greemen
t?
thiss proj
project
JI.greement?
Syrinqa Networks was to provide all of
3

Lho
01' that
t,lle connc::cri'vity
conrlecri.vity anei
and manaqernent
management of

4

con!lPctjvity.
connectivity.

[j
'j

0.

Would Syringa be a subcontractor to

A.

It would have been a partner with ENA

ENA?

Eo

I

for trIP
the Tearr.~ng
Teaffilng llgreemerlt.
Agreement.

lC

pari:Jgr~dph,::':
parCJgcaph,::':

1J

ndi2r)~::rl(ient

~;l

the P

(b),

"'J.'he
cire and
dnd ,>"ill
.. ill be
"The partH;,3
partH;D ar

ccntract..:c1rs,r

j"=,,.:t"

15

you

() ka
V.
kav·

.1. i:l

~;c'e

Lha L?

So Lhey wouldn't have been

partnlO'rs?
tviP.

lur'lBAHDI:
lor'lBAHDI:

Objection to the form and

asks _or a legal conclusion.
ask3

~

21
LL

'THE W
WITNESS:
THE
IT:'~ESE:

l~gal entity
~nLily
There was no legal

fermed i.::etlY('c:n
between the two companies for the
formed
the' purpose
purpo~;c
f

re··"rn,·ILr:q.

Cr,
Q.
Syrinqa,
Syringa,

PERFREMENTj:
(BY MR. PERFREMENT):

tllen,
then,

Okay.

Would

have been a subcontractor to ENA
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1

bandwidth,

'J

terms,

the,

you know,

service availability

things like that.
There was a list of schools with a

4

list of stated bandwidth and delivery methods that
wa.s I)drL.

That's how we quoted it.

Ckay.

Q.
i~ir

~'(:~':l.:3
s(:~':l.:3

Cont

q

2.qret~!T~(~~rlL

ro'L,

Et'Jl\ aneJ Syrinqc;l .':;bLi 1 f:?nt,eI

1~
1~;

ntr
11tr

into an

Dursuan'L to \>·..rhich S\irinqa s!1al.l

LCJ

01' ,

y()u'11 note In
in sectL::n
sectL.:n 2(i;l)
)'(ou'll
2(a)

E:N,l\ Uf"
a:""larcled th0; Prirf'ie
11If E:Ni\
ur Syringa arc; ar.."larcled
Prirne

d

.'1'L.
oL

l\nd

p.Yo\JiciE~

'IoU s(:.:e rha t?

i....•
1\

II

Q.

Subsequ(:nt L.o
br::inq awarded
d';;cirded a
Subsequent
Lo ENA being

t,
t.. ,

;Jqreer~~ent:.
;Jqreen~ent:.

Jo.
do.

~nter into
did ENA 3nd
3I'ld Syringa ?nter
inco an

pu.[suant.
r)U.[suant.

Lc:

\-'~'h.L(:h
\-'~'h.i.(:h

Syri.ng2 shall

rJ~ovidE~
rjrovidE~

16
-~

'7

•

I

18

::-;t;.atE:::,; how t.he workflow would happen.
::,t:oat;::,,::

19

·.'i'HCCfLCLI:
·'i'ueernonl:

20

w~uld h~pperl.

dO,,:e:3 nolo
nOl.
dOC:e:3

What this

",tate
state is how the money flow

0~
o~

Explain.

~.

logistics of how orders would be
The logistics

F'
a. c e d. , tthe
h ',; 10
q is t j c s of
0 f h
0 \'i [)l11.i.
n q 'lJwould
C I.ll doc
cur,
r aced,
logistics
how
billing
occur,
2:.1

J:)il.lincJ
\.;hen J:)illinc]

~'ifould
~'ifould

w()uld qet
occur, ho\-v you w()ulci

p(~·1~~.d.
pEi~~.d.
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1

TeAming Agreement defined as a work -
-what this Teaming

,2
2

knmJ,
you know,

3

win.

as
I~=N l\lliance
3S :3.
a vJOrr:
work body should the lEN
Alliance

So if you turn to paragraph 3 -
--

Uh-huh.

A.

--i.itt: talks
t.alks about ENA "wei
~3yringa
-
dnd Syringa
'7

[~sponsibiliLies.
[~sponsibilities.

I::;

8

:)l

t..r·~:::;t~

the

~vork[lc\Aj yC)U

disCllss.i.ng-?
discussing?

11. (IC

'/

Sf

division

lab~.\r .
labor.

Division of labor
Divi3ion

(;

... t ..

if
And if

12

\.l'l:Jerstand ycur testirnor:y coru,ctlYI

13

~·Jit·-.hin

18

work~d
wark~d

the time
cim~
1 '

~l

j,

\'QU
V~U

entered into this
thi~;
to te

,',
,'_ ~

(11 (. t

out?
in subsequent

Vi

ls D,Jt

There
Ther~ is not the loqistics
lcqistics of how
hew all

And at
at:
'1' eernljl'.:J
'

t:\c~:e

I

16
17
17

J.
L

Lhi::3 '1 eam.ing A.green1ent d clivi.si()n c:f rHoney".?
f\...
i\

/,

ltJer(:;

n
r1 n
n 1. r1 q _

i·Ic'
i·ie'

negotiations upon

Kite>;:
kll','';: what things cost.

vJe didn
'iJe

I

t

way Lhe money would flow.
know che
the W0Y
Did you at any time enter into a

~)

A..
A,.

.j i.d not.
\tY·:?, ··jid
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o.

1

vou at any time enter into
ir.to
Did YOU

Ckay.

2

a subsequent contract with ENA regarding the

1

logistios of

entry, billing,

reie

a~d

whatnot?

(2.
Q.

8

!---. .

Cc)r ree

.

().
o.

If you'll look at section 1 on the

9

first page of Exhibit 6,

it talks about

LO
La

confidential information?

.

J\.

Corr(~ct
Corr(~ct

O.
U.

il.nd
sen tence says,
sa ys,
And the second sentence

1Jjj

"C::or.fidential
Informat.:on
incLudes Lhe
"C::or.fident ial InformaL:
on includes
the Proposal

]/1

and the terms

'J[

this aqreement."

you 5ee
Do yc)U
"iee that?
thaL'?
6

j\ .

I d.o.

Q.

Are you aware of any violation by ENA

IH

of this

'q
1q

the
o~
tho terms at

co~fidentiality
co~fidentiality

..

[' •
1\

provision with respect to

agreement'?
this agreement?
I

am not.

Did Syringa at any Lime violate
section l's -- actually, are you aware ot
of any
vialatlon cf
violatlon
of this provision with respect to
24
2 ·1

Syrinqa?
S Yr i n q a ?
l\ .

I don't know exactly how to answer
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IN THE DlSTklCT
DISTklCT COURT OF THE

1

FOURTH JUDICIAL

DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAlia,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

J
/\/1

5

SYRINGA NETWORKS,

LLC,

6

ldaho
lidbi~ity
Idaho limited liability

")
"I

compdny,
comrcany,

an

Flaintlff,
Plaintiff,

(J
l.
i.

VS.

Case No.

IDAHO OEPlIR.TMENT
DEPARTMENT OF

DC On3757
09~23757
OC

ADMINISTRATION, et a1.,
al.,

AGMINJS'l'kAT]()~J,

VOLUME II

Defendants.
13

---_.

__.....•.._

..

(Paqes 235-307)
(FaCJes

_-_.._ - 

l /)

16

fHJLE.30
fH.JLE 30 (8) (6)

DEPOSITION OF SYRJNC;l', NETWORKS,
TES

Hl0U'{
IMONY OF
AUGUST 6,

LLC

c;m:c; LOWE
GREG
2010

.()

i' ~

JE F F
f Lar·1Ak,

C. S . R.

~2
22

Notary Public

No.

640

235
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1

relationshiF
relationship with Syringa related to
Not at this time.

A.

2

!Iff YC"l';l
yc\:] ';1

'41

II:

see it.

"Atter
a\fJiud,
"After the initial
initiaL a\fJiuci,

r\

\! .

,be
be t

turn to the next paqt:' ,

the second full paraqraph begins "i\fter."
"l~f ter. "

pdq€ 71,
Pdq€'

l\cimiJ
AdmJr

l~N?
l~N?

~:;;:::atim t:he:1
scration
then \Jn~laterally
unilaterally determined 1'.0-,;
how

the two
"C) divide the work between
betweel1 t~he

1. . _

rjc ..

1/]

~~;t3t,elr;~:rlc,

15

determined how to best divide the worK between che

L

t

7'~llF.~

i\drnin:istration \Jni

Ci~~:er-::llly

1 f:;

MR . LCMBARl)I:

THE
19

(BY
(EY

().
w~y
W~j

fa
rrn .
forrn.

I don't know if it's a true
tree

MR. PERFREMENT)
I'm.

D,--l[) ' t knew
blOW or.e
oce
Don't

O£ the other?
o£
i

'I

L
1~1 c~
Lhc~

SL.atE:\rp~:nt. ..
SL.aterp~:nt..

20

1

~-JI'T'NES~;:

Object
ObjE'C:t

~

know one way or the other.
Don't Know

•..

J

It you'll look at the neXL sentencE,
sentence,
ij

r

"l\drnitl
"l\d~:1itl i stration' s determinaLion
determinaLior, ",as

,:,

LeU

oj

dua 1 s t renq ths~, t

each
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prOr)()sals."
pror)osa 1 s. I'

c.?"v.Jardee::~/(,~onLrac:t_(jr:::-'3'
dVvardee:3/ (,~on L rae: l_()t:;'3'

1

you have dny direct

[0

3

wheth01
whethel

that is

3

tru~

l:r:~),,'iledge

as to

3LaLeme~tl
sLaLement?

I ck no tt..
The next senLenci-?,

r't"O\Tl(i1nq
r,r"O\Tl(i1nq

ENA

l.)pcraLion.s. 'I,I
'vi<)(:;o t(:lf::conferencing
tr:lf::conferencinq ()pc;ration.s.

whether that
l

C:~Xa!nl)l.p,

LL
E-f<ate services
seT"'Jices and
Ln providinq
providing E-Rate

c

.L

"For

fj
\..1

j~ ..

t.he

l3

Th0

Th~?

deI"lt

wYlich 'IJ()uld
'IJc>ulci tend

1"

C~xrJertise

cc~ncllJsic;,n j
d2:'aw is
i;:-*) from
fronl
conclusion]
can dr'aw

()n,~'/
01'l]V

i.r1dE.:perld~:.:;·4t

1.11.!

c;
L

a true statement?

in })I"O·V

naJ.\TS
fla.lvs
t,)
tu

s I did
ciici of tt'le
t---t'lt~ scoring,
scof'i r:q,

sU!=iport that statep:ent.
stat:el~:ent.

d.~_r](J

the: Lec'bn.ic61. 0I)c:rati(;tl

.,

15

t. hE?

I

.b':1C kl)(JL;,~) • "

16

lfj
lS

::10

Q.

not.

The next sentence, before Amendment
Am0ndment

"0o

t

21

administration contemplated various ways to divide

2
23
~

the

SEPO
5820 01308 and SBPO 01309 were issued,

re~ponsibilities
re~ponsibilities

between Qwest and ENA,

i:-lc11Jd.inq
i:'lc11Jd.inq ::)ut not limited to dividing the services

to be provided by Qwest and ENA regionally."
Do you have any independent
ind~pendent knowledge
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8/6/2010 Lowe, Greg

(BY MR.
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Q'ilIe~;.

3
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4

r-e:e,pon
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5~

I.he
best serve lhe
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b.i

in

t

PERFREMENT):

any~ v121

And do you know

y influenced t'hc;

n to conclude th0t the division of
Lries
l\r::endment 1s
Is
Lties reflee,ted
refle ted in the Amendment
SL~l.0 of
()f
St~L0

MR. LOMBARDI:
THI::
THE:

.lda}lo
Idaho and the schools?

O~jecc

t~o

the

fOI~m.

[[ cio
do n L.

~'JITNESS:
~'JITNESE):

(BY MR.

PERFREMENT):

The next

paragraph -' l l take you to the last half of
- and I
I'll
1,),J
1

it.

;\nc!
ioo; "ENA can
f i rrr:ed. "
i\nc! 1
itt- beg
begino;
confirmed."

"ENA confirmed that it had

I t says,

J.2

13

not bt>'Ii
bCC'Ii

14

l~sponsibilities
responsibil'Lties

1'_'

l\J;ler~dr~'enL

c;)n~3uILed
con~;uIted

1

in

about the division cf

until it received a draft of
llntil

FE~bruary."

So you know whether that
~hat Is
is a true

16
statE:rnt:":flt
s ta tE:rnt:":n t

19

~)r not?'
not?
or

do not

~

l'l..
't'l.

II

0,
C).

The next.
next sentence says,

"ENA also

confirmed that it had not provided a copy of or
"'

c.
.l
..•

the infon'G:itiol1
Aqrecrnent Lo Lhe
i.he
information in the Teaming Agreement

22
2;

State prior
pr"lor

.')",
.')

"i

t-,,?que~?t
(,,?que~?t

for

to the Deputy Attorney General's
he same on July 17th,
I/t.h,

2009."

Do you knew whether
whettler that is a true
25

sLaLe~ent
sLaLement

r not?
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EXHIBIT 6
001554

TEAMING AGREEMENT
This leammS
between Education Networks of America,
America. fDC., a Delaware
teammg agreement is daled January 7.
7, 2009 belween
corporation and
Services. LLC, a Delaware Iimilcd
limited liabilily
liability corporation
lU1d its wholly-owned
wholJy-owned subsidiary ENA Services,
",!;;NA"), and Syriugl Networks, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("s.ID!ll@").
("s.ID!l.!@").
(collectively "A;;NA"),

1. Definitions
(a) Confidential loforruation. "Confisleptial
"Confislevtial Infonnatlon" means any information that is not generally
available; to the public, whether of a tccnrucal.
olher nature and that the receiving party knows or bali
ba:i
technical, business, or other
reason to !m(,W
\m(,W is confidential, proprietary, or trade secret infonnation of the disclosing pany.
party. Confidential
Infonnation includes the Proposal and the terms of this agreement. Confidential Information does not include
Agreemenl by the receiving party or that is
infortlUltion
infol1lUltion that is in the public domain through no breach of this Agreement
the receiving party.
already known or is independently developed by Ihe
(b)
(0) Prime CODtract. "Ptime: ContracJ" means the rcsultlUll contract(s) between ENA and/or Syringa with the
State ofldaho regarding the Project.
(c) Project. "~"
proposal, rcq~cst for quotation, invitation for bid, or
..~.. means thut certain requost for proposal.
similar invitation for (il
(i) Ule provision of products or services in connection with the Slate of Idaho Request for
Proposal tlRFP02160 to construct the
("lEN") ond
Hod (ii) serviees
servicC!! provided under the
Ihe Idaho Education Network C"IEN")
Prime Contract.
(d) Propos"l.
Propos"l, "ProPQ.!W" means the written response to the Project.

(e) Syringa Members. "S:ajngQ M«mbeG"
refers to the companies that are members and owners of Syringa
M«mbcIJ" r~fers
Agreement
Networks, LLC upon execution of this Agreement.
2.

Teamjng

(a) Purpose. ENA is seeldng to become either (i) the prime conll1lctor
conlractor for the Project or (ii) the prime
contractor
contraclor for the portion of the Project which provides all services to schools and libraries. If ENA or Syringa
are aWllTded
aWllfded thc
the Prime Contract, ENA and Syringa shall enter into an agreement pursuant to which Syringa shall
provide cormectivily
cormectivity services statewide to ENA. The purpose of this agreement is to define the parties' respective
rights and obligations in connection with the Proposal,
Proposal. the Project, and the Prime Contract.
(b) Reilitionsbip. The parties agree that, as between the:
the parties.
parties, ENA wiJI
will be the prime contractor for either
(i) the Project or (ii) the prime contractor for the portion of the Project wich provides all services to schools and
libraries, and. jf ENA wins the Prime Contract, Syringa will provide connectivity services in coMectioD
cormectioD with the
Project.
Projcct. The partiC5
partiCli are and will be independent contractors with respect to this agreement and the Project.
(0) Proposal.
ProposaL Syringa shall provide such input,
inpUI,
Proposal, ENA shall assume: the lead role in preparing the Proposal.
Ihe Proposal as is required to complete all requirements of the Request for Proposal.
review and infonnation
jnfonnation into the

(d) Comm\.lnic~tioDs.
elttl:mal cOnuTlWlications
conurtWlications
Communic~tioDs. As between the parties, ENA will assume the lead role for eltll:mal
regarding thc
bolh parties,
parties. Syringa shall promptly notify
the Projecl and the Proposal,
Proposal. unless mutually
mutuaHy agreed to by both
ENA and obtain ENA's authorization prior to any response by Syringa in the event the customer or any employee
or officer of the executive or legislative bl1lllch
bJ1lllch or the State of Idaho contacts Syringa or vice-versa concerning the
Proposal.
JoiDt Participlltioo.
ParticiplltioD. Neither party shall
n::Jat~d to submitting a Proposal, whether by
(e) Joiot
shllll participate in efforts n::latcd
itself as a prime contractor or with another party.
porty, independently of the other party without the other party's prior
consenr. Norhing
Nothing in this agreement however.
however, is intended to pf\:Clude either party from fulfilling its
written consent.
uorelated tQ
to the Projecl.
Project
Or from independently submitting proposals or performing work, lJorelated
existing obligations, or

10
~/?l,o
~I'?/l 0

Eth. No.

n.te
Nlme
Name

Lo"")<:""
Lo"..)<:""

Itf
R.parlln.r
Itt "'" M C",,'"
C"",., Reparlln.f

- I -
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(I)
int.ended to preclude either
(t) Exiltlng and Future Customer Rel.tioDsbips.
Relationships. Nothing ill this agreement is intended
party from fulfilling it&
s(;l"vicc under existing conlracL~
contracL~ or service agreements with
its existing obliglltions
obligations to provide s\;l'vicc
customers that may be oUgiblc
regardlesl! if such obligations may be in
oligible 10
to receive service under the Project regardlesll
conflict with Section 2(e) ahove,
ahoYe. Neither party shall enter into a new contract or future arrangement with any
customer that may be eligible to n:ceivc service under the Project without written approval of the olher
other party,
which shllll
shall nol be unreasonably withheld should the requesting party be able to prove that such a contract or
service arrangement will not be entered into in bad faith to the goals
goal:; of
oflhe
the Project or the other party.
(g) CoofideutiaUty. Neither party shall disclose to my third party, or u.5C for any purpose other than in
furtherance of ENA's
Contidentiallnformation urthe other party.
ENA'a efforts to win the Prime Contract, Rny Contidentiallnfonnation

(h) Termination. This agreement will tenninale
Wlthoul liability upon any of the following events:
tenninate Wllhout
(i) the customer
cllstomer formally and finally rejects the Proposal or cancels the Projcct;

(ji)
to the Project, however such a
(ii) Either party notifies the
thc other thaI it is ceasing its efforts with respect Lo
notification shall not absolve either party of
ofils
its obligations under Section 2(e) and 2(g) above;

cancellation, or withdrawal
(iii)the anniversary of thili OIgreement in the absence of an award, el>tcnsion, cancellatiol1,
of the Project;
(iv) mutunl written agree~nl
agree~nt of the parties; or
(v) execution of the service agreement contemplated in Section J(a)
3(a) below.

3. Service Agreement
Agreemellt

Gellerall)'. If ENA willS
wins the Prime Contract as provided in Section
(II) GCllenlly.
Sectioll 2(a) above,
above. the parties shall C<lecutc a
partncrship agreement
agrcement as specified in this agreument
agreement that will also include any required. flow-down provisions or
partnership
other appropriate terms similar to those set forth in the Prime Contract.
(b) ENA Responsibilities. If ENA wins the Project liS provided in Section 2(a) above, in connection with
Contract, ENA shall be rcsponsible
responsible for the following functions for all participating schools
perfonning the Prime Contract.
custOmer premises equipment,
and libraries: (i) procuring and owning all customer
equipment. (ii) coordinating field service, (iii)
relationship, (iv) serving as the fiscal and contracting agent, including responsibility for
managing the customer relationship.
E-Ratc funds, and (vi) procuring, managing, and prOVisioning lasl
invoicing and collections, (v) management of E-Rntc
mile circuits.

(c) Syriuea Responsibilities. If RNA wins the Project as provided in Section 2(a) above, in connection with
lhe Prime Contract, Syringa shall be responsible for (i) providing the statewide
performing Ihe
statcwide backbone for the
(ii) providing and operating a network operations center for the backbone, (iii) providing for co-location
services, (u)
of core network equipment, (iv) procuring and owning all customer premises equipment not provided by ENA,
non·school or library sites, (vi) managing the customer relationship for non·
(v) coordinating field service for non-school
school or librnry sites, and (vii) procuring.
procuring, managing lllld
and provisioning last mile circuits for non-school or library
sites.
~ites.
In addition, Syringa and Syringa Members :lhaU
5haU have the first opportunity and first right of refusal to
provide last mile circuits delivered by ENA as part of this Project. RNA shall notify Syringa of all last mile
needcd for the Project. Syringa and Syringa Members shall have the first opportunity to provide ENA a
circuits needed
esr.imatc, Ii statement of service and
lind quality requirements or the last mile circuits proposed 10
to be provided by
cost estimate,
prOViding such JlIst
Syringa or Syringa Members and a timcline for providing
llist mile circuits. After revieWing the Syringa or
Syringa Member proposal(s). ENA may seek proposa!.s from other providers. ENA shall award the contract for
last mile circuits to Syringa or Syringa Members unless the following conditions arc mel:
met: (i) such other providers
prOVide such last mile circuits meeting or exceeding the quality
call provide
qualily requirements requested by ENA and (ii) S\lch
other provider> can provide such last mile circuits at a better price than that proposed by Syringa or Syringa

001556

Members; after Syringa and Syringa Memb~ have an opportunity to match the lower price point or (iii) if the
timeframe for providing such last mile circuits prolXlscd
prolX'scd by Syringa or Syringa Members would result in a prime
defllul! for inability to delJver
dellver service in a timely maMer. In soliciting proposals from
fTOm any other
contract defllull
providers, ENA shllllllUlintain
shllllmaintain the confidentiality
confideDtiality of Syringa or Syringa Members' proposal.
Contract, the
(d) Joint RCSpoDsibiJities. If ENA wins the Project, in connection wilh pcrfonning the Prime Cootract,
parties shall jointly be responsible for (i) leveraging the best priee from existing carrier reilltjonship~,
relatjonship~, (ii)
this project and (iii) interfacing between last mile
developing additional carrier relation.~hip for the purposes of Ihis
circuits and Syringa's backbone. Additionally, if seltlCted for the Project, the parties shall also have Project
review meetings, in a location and malUler to be agreod upon in advance of the meeting, to ensure successful
exe<:ution and rugh
high levels of customer satisfaction; such meetings shall occur not less than once per calendar
quarter.
agreement only by a written agreement of the parties that identifies
4. Gcoeral. The parties can amend this agreemcnl
itself as an amendment to this agreement. The parties can waive this agreement only by a writing executed by the
panies against whom the waiver is sought to be enforced. Each party shall pay its own fees and expenses
party or parties
and ~.xpenses of its agents, representatives, attorneys, and accountants)
(including, without limitation, the fees lind
CO/Ul(~~tion with the negotiation.
negotiation, drafting, execution, delivery, and perfonnance ofWs agreement and
incwrc:d in COIU1(~~tion
tlus agreement, except with the
the transactions it contemplates. Neither party may assign any of its rights under this
prior written consent of the other party. All assignmenrs
assignment!! of rights are prohibited under the preceding senlence,
sentence,
volWltary or involW1lary.
involWllary. by merger, consolidation.
consolidation, dissolution, operation of law or any other
whether they an: volW1tary
transaction is deemed Iln a~signment
a~signment hereunder. Neither party may delegate any
marmer. Any change of control lnInsaclion
PU'1'ortc:d assignment of rights or delegation of performance
perfonnance in violation
performance Wlder this agreemellt
agreement. Any PU'1'0rtc:d
oflhis
of
this agreement is void.

ENA

SYRJNGA

~-I) rf} '1_____
BY'~
prin~

~~~~-=-==t::~~¥1:::::==:::=---~~~~-=-==t:~~¥1:::::==:::=----

By: •

Print:
Title:

: I.,wI- M c,q;e
C. ref s-vvl'

Titk _ _ _GE.o==
c..E..o==__________
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State of Idaho
Depmtment of Administration

'.

••

CoL "Butch" OTI'ER

<kMsmor
<kMs111lX'

MIKB GWARTNEY
DIRdor
Dll'l:Idor

BIU-BeRNS
DIU-BeRNS
AdmlnillnrtOr

Division ofPurdaulD,
ofPurdaulD1

650 W State SIIuIt,
SIItlct, R.oom BI5
O. Box 83720
P. o.

m

s

BoilS, m 83120-001
83120-0015
Boile,
Telcphaao (a)
(:Q) 327-7465
FAX (208) )27-7320

Jatwfmlm.fdo'"
Jat"'fmIm.fdo'" I"WOItllhu!!Ig
nWOIt!!huI!lg

JaDuary 20, 2009

Nctwortc, ofAmerloa,
of /wlcrloa. Ja~A
Ja~A Servica,
Education Nctworlc'
Ser'viCCl, u.c
Plarc:.
AUD; David Plll1'QI
1101

~wek

Via Facllimile (615) 312-6099
Original
"liB USPS
Original'Yia

St.
Se.

NashWlc, TN 37203
Nash'Yillc,
ofIclaho. RFP closed 1anuary 12. 2009.
RB: RFP02160.
RF'P02160, Idaho EducatiOll Network, fur 1bc Stale ofIciaho.
Dear Mr. Pierce:

Your proposal bas been received IUd been evaluated based on pro-dctmuiDed criteria by subject matter apcr1l.
Solow
ecorel each propOlIlJ
ptOpOIll) ree:eiwd.
rec:eiwd.
Bo1ow Is • CompanlOil ofm.
of1b. llCoreI
Oitcri.

Pom...
Pom...

PriorExptrieuco
PriorEx1)tlieuco
Lealll.live Inteot
IDteot
MaPagement Olpa'bility
Capability
FinancJal &: Risk
, FinancJel

200
100

100
100

SOD

Subtotal

B-Ratc Cosr(1)
Cosr(} )
NOIl-E-Rate Costen
Cost(1)
• NOI1-E-Ratc
TOTAL

400
100
1000

VeriZOll
VeriZQll

ENA

QWllIt
Qwe.st

110

145

tiS

73
56

3S

29

83
12
82

268
267

382
400

15
35
1.50
'278

100

74

64

635

856

492

lID1 Nan-Jeoccu:rrina (ODe -time) d1IrlC8
(1) Cost points wen detcrmJnecl by dividiug 11111
d1ir1C8 (if my) by Chc length
oftho COllttaet
COllttact (60 month II) IIPd
addlnlf that UIIOI1ized
UDOCtized mon1bly
mon1b1y ~ost IQ
~~. c:luu1;cL
~
oftho
lIPd IIddlnlf
lQ Ibo mOlUhly ~~.

IIwanI to Owe&t CcmynUOications CompanyLLG 8I!d
Plene OOIlsidcr
oonsidcr this as.l.ccRr ofInteut to IIWInI
md Educatfon
Ncrworks of America. InS;IHNA SIDices. LLe for being ,warded the most point..
point..
Networks
acdoa WJ1il you 1'CQciw
Contraot nom the Division ofPurohlllliDg and in
Do not tako any aetioa
l'CQl:iw .1'urcballO
• 'PurcballO OreIeT OE ConlrBot
provbio~ of tho RFP.
accordance with the provido~
aceardancc

,

CC:OCIO

"Servlng Idaho cJtlzenB through effeotive services to the". governmental ~es"
~es"
"Serving

.t.
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EXHIBIT 8
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Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., lOth Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srt@moffatt.com
srt@mofJatt.com
B. Lawrence Theis (Pro Hac Vice)
Steven J. Perfrement (Pro Hac Vice)
Meredith A. Johnston (Pro Hac Vice)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
larry. theis@hro.com
stevenperfrement@hro.com
meredith.johnston@hro.com

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,

Case No. OC 0923757

AFFIDAVIT OF JIM SCHMIT

vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; et al.
Defendants.

#1500291 vI den
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STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF ADA

)
) ss.
)

I, James ("Jim") Schmit, affiant herein, state as follows under oath:
1.

I have worked for Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") for twenty-

seven years in a variety of capacities. From 2001 to the present, I have been Idaho President for
Qwest.
2.

Part of my responsibilities as Idaho President included working on Qwest's bid

for and role in the Idaho Education Network ("lEN"). Among other things, the purpose of the
lEN is to provide broadband access and related services, such as Internet and video services, to
Idaho public schools and state libraries, as well as institutions of higher education and state
agenCIes.
3.

On D~:cember 15, 2008, the Idaho Division of Purchasing issued Request for

Proposal RFP02160, seeking bids for work on the lEN. On December 29,2008, representatives
of Qwest attended a bidders conference hosted by the DOA, Office of the Chief Information
Officer. Representatives of Syringa Networks, ENA, Verizon, and Integra, and others, also

attended the bidders conference.
4.

I worked with the team responsible for preparing Qwest's bid in response to the

RFP. Three other vendors submitted proposals in response to the RFP: ENA, Verizon, and
Integra.
5.

On January 20,2009, the Idaho Division of Purchasing issued a Letter ofIntent

("LOI") to award the lEN project to Qwest and ENA.

2
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6.

Between December 15,2008 (the day RFP02160 was issued) and January 20,

2009 (when the LOI was issued), no representative of Qwest initiated any communications or
attempted to influence anyone associated with the Idaho state government regarding RFP02160.
Qwest did communicate with the DOA at the bidders conference in December 2008, but the
event was initiated by the DOA and Qwest did not attempt to influence anyone from the DOA
regarding the RFP at the bidders conference. In January 2009, after Qwest submitted its
proposal, the DOA contacted Qwest to request that Qwest provide a signature page that matched
the one provided in the RFP package, which Qwest promptly provided. Again, the DOA
initiated the communication with Qwest, and Qwest did not attempt to influence anyone at the
DOA regarding the RFP.
7.

After the five-day appeal period expired, on January 28,2009, the DOA issued

two identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders - one each to Qwest and ENA - awarding each
a contract related to the lEN project.
8.

Around the same time, the DOA also met with representatives from ENA and

Qwest, including myself, to discuss how the DOA would implement the lEN project.
Specifically, the DOA asked both ENA and Qwest to provide recommendations to be used in
drafting a strategic plan for DOA regarding the lEN implementation. In response to this request,
Clint Berry and I met with Teresa Luna, Laura Hill, and Greg Zickau of the DOA on February 9,
2009. At this meeting, the DOA asked us to put Qwest's concerns and recommendations for lEN
implementation in writing.
9.

Qwest then provided its written recommendation to the DOA on February 10,

2009. Qwest recommended that Qwest be the designated lEN network provider with overall
responsibility for the project, with ENA providing certain training and filing assistance and
3
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application support. Qwest also provided a proposed amendment to the RFP award to implement
this division of responsibilities.
10.

I do not know if the DOA did anything with Qwest's recommendation. Later,

when we received the amendments to the purchase orders from the DOA, the DOA had
designated ENA, not Qwest, as the service provider for the lEN project and allocated to ENA
responsibility to coordinate overall delivery of all lEN network services and support. The
amendments designated Qwest as the general contractor for all lEN technical network services.
Qwest did not have an opportunity to negotiate the terms of these amendments with the DOA.
They were issued unilaterally by the DOA.
11.

Although I did not know the extent of their efforts at the time, I have since

learned that after the purchase order amendments were issued, Syringa contacted the DOA
seeking to have part of the lEN project awarded to Syringa. Specifically, in July 2009, Syringa's
CEO, Greg Lowe, and its lobbyist, Ken McClure, met with Mike Gwartney, the Director of the
DOA, and three other state employees about the lEN project. In addition, ENA representatives
participated in the meeting by phone. At the time, Qwest was not informed of the details of the
meeting, and no Qwest representatives attended the meeting.
12.

After the July 2009 meeting, Mr. Gwartney sent a letter to Mr. Lowe, outlining

the state's reasoning in determining how to divide the lEN project between Qwest and ENA.
The letter states that the DOA unilaterally determined how best to divide the work between the
two awardees. Qwest had no involvement in the drafting of the DOA letter to Syringa.
13.

Qwest did not do anything to unduly influence the DOA to award Qwest the lEN

contract. Qwest did 110t bribe anyone, offer anything of value to anyone, threaten anyone,
intimidate anyone, disparage Syringa or anyone else, violate any known standards of trade in the
4
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industry, or exert any political, moral, or other influence to cause the DOA to award Qwest the
lEN contract or any part of it.
14.

Moreover, Qwest has not attempted to exclude Syringa from participation in the

lEN project. To the contrary, Qwest's RFP response contemplated that Syringa would have a
role in the project as a subcontractor to Qwest, and Qwest has repeatedly attempted to engage
Syringa as a subcontractor on the project.
Affiant says nothing further in this affidavit.
Dated: OctoberZq, 2010.

esschIllit
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

~i\\-day of~20LQ.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at (?{)\~ I LA
My Commission Expires 9 , ~ 'B \ 11
•
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EXHIBIT 9
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Stephen R. Thomas, ISB No. 2326
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10 th Floor
Post Office Box 829
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone (208) 345-2000
Facsimile (208) 385-5384
srt@mofJatt. com
B. Lawrence Theis (Pro Hac Vice)
Steven J. Perfrement (Pro Hac Vice)
Meredith A. Johnston (Pro Hac Vice)
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP

1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, Colorado 80203
Telephone (303) 861-7000
Facsimile (303) 866-0200
larry. theis@hro.com
stevenperfrement@hro. com
ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANT QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho limited
liability company,
Plaintiff,

vs.

Case No. OC 0923757

AFFIDAVIT OF CLINT BERRY

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; et al.
Defendants.

vi den
#1497724 vI
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STATE OF IDAHO

)

COUNTY OF ADA

) ss.
)

I, Clinton ("Clint") Berry, affiant herein, state as follows under oath:
1.

I worked for Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") for thirty-two

years in a variety of capacities. From 2003 to 2010, I served as a Senior Manager at Qwest. In
September, 2010, I decided it was time to retire, and I left Qwest for my retirement.
2.

While I was at Qwest, part of my responsibilities included working on Qwest's

bid for and role in the Idaho Education Network ("lEN"). Among other things, the purpose of
the lEN is to provide broadband access and related services, such as Internet and video services,
to Idaho public schools and state libraries, as well as institutions of higher education and state
agencIes.
3.

On December 15,2008, the Idaho Division of Purchasing issued Request for

Proposal RFP02160, seeking bids for work on the lEN. On December 29,2008, I and other
representatives of Qwest attended a bidders conference hosted by the DOA, Office of the Chief
Infonnation Officer. Representatives of Syringa Networks, ENA, Verizon, and Integra, and

others, also attended the bidders conference.
4.

I worked with the team responsible for preparing Qwest's bid in response to the

RFP. Three other vendors submitted proposals in response to the RFP: ENA, Verizon, and
Integra.
5.

oflntent
On January 20,2009, the Idaho Division of Purchasing issued a Letter ofIntent

("LOI") to award the lEN project to Qwest and ENA.

2
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6.

Between December 15,2008 (the day RFP02160 was issued) and January 20,

2009 (when the LOI was issued), no representative of Qwest initiated any communications or
attempted to influence anyone associated with the Idaho state government regarding RFP02160.
Qwest did communicate with the DOA at the bidders conference in December 2008, but the
event was initiated by the DOA and Qwest did not attempt to influence anyone from the DOA
regarding the RFP at the bidders conference. In January 2009, after Qwest submitted its
proposal, the DOA contacted Qwest to request that Qwest provide a signature page that matched
the one provided in the RFP package, which Qwest promptly provided. Again, the DOA
initiated the communication with Qwest, and Qwest did not attempt to influence anyone at the
DOA regarding the RFP.
7.

Qwest also did not meet with anyone from DOA during the five-day appeal

period following the LOI, other than as requested by the DOA. Qwest's sole other contact with
the DOA during the appeal period was a request I sent to the State's Chieflnformation
ChiefInformation Officer,
Greg Zickau, to discuss the lEN over coffee. I do not recall that the meeting ever took place.
8.

After the five-day appeal period expired, on January 28,2009, the DOA issued

two identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders - one each to Qwest and ENA - awarding each
a contract related to the lEN project.
9.

Around the same time, the DOA also met with representatives from ENA and

Qwest, including myself, to discuss how the DOA would implement the lEN project.
Specifically, the DOA asked both ENA and Qwest to provide recommendations to be used in
drafting a strategic plan for DOA regarding the lEN implementation. In response to this request,
Jim Schmit and I met with Teresa Luna, Laura Hill, and Greg Zickau of the DOA on February 9,

3
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2009. At this meeting, the DOA asked us to put Qwest's concerns and recommendations for IEN
implementation in writing.
10.

Qwest then provided its written recommendation to the DOA on February 10,

2009. Qwest recommended that Qwest be the designated IEN network provider with overall
responsibility for the project, with ENA providing certain training and filing assistance and
application support. Qwest also provided a proposed amendment to the RFP award to implement
this division of responsibilities.
11.

I do not know if the DOA did anything with Qwest's recommendation. Later,

when we received the amendments to the purchase orders from the DOA, the DOA had
designated ENA, not Qwest, as the service provider for the IEN project and allocated to ENA
responsibility to coordinate overall delivery of all IEN network services and support. The
amendments designated Qwest as the general contractor for all IEN technical network services.
Qwest did not have an opportunity to negotiate the terms of these amendments with the DOA.
They were issued unilaterally by the DOA.
12.

Qwest did not do anything to unduly influence the DOA to award Qwest the IEN

contract. Qwest did not bribe anyone, offer anything of value to anyone, threaten anyone,
intimidate anyone, disparage Syringa or anyone else, violate any known standards of trade in the
industry, or exert any political, moral, or other influence to cause the DOA to award Qwest the
IEN contract or any part of it.
13.

Moreover, Qwest has not attempted to exclude Syringa from participation in the

IEN project. To the contrary, Qwest's RFP response contemplated that Syringa would have a

4
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role in the project as a subcontractor to Qwest, and Qwest has repeatedly attempted to engage
Syringa as a subcontractor on the project.

Affiant says nothing further in this affidavit.
1~9.
Dated: OctoberL,2010.

Clinton Berry
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 29th day of October, 2010.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
BD\zf
Residing at
My Commission Expires
~\ 1.&\, \

,:r:. c\

,

"

(\
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EXHIBIT 10
001572

'-'

9/20/2010 Zickau, Jack G. "Greg" - Vol. I

1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

2

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

4

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho

5

limited liability company,

6

Plaintiff,

7

vs.

VOLUME I

8

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

9

ADMINISTRATION, et al.,

10

Case No. CV OC 0923757

(Pages 1 through 182)

Defendants.

11
12
13
14

VIDEOTAPED DEPOSITION OF JACK G.

II

GREG II ZICKAU

TAKEN SEPTEMBER 20, 2010

15
16

17
18

19
20
21

REPORTED BY:

22
23

SHERI FOOTE, CSR No. 90, RPR, CRR

24

25

Notary Public
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1

A.

That is my recollection, yes.

2

Q.

Did you before you made the call have

3

any communications with any representatives of

4

either ENA or Qwest concerning the recommendation

5

of the

6

expressed to you during the meeting?

7

A.

or the recommendation that had been

Do you mean -- from between the time

8

that I spoke with the evaluators and the time

9

that we made the call to Mr. Gwartney, I did not

10

talk with anyone from ENA or Qwest.

11

Q.

Prior to that time had anyone in the

12

Department of Administration expressed any

13

preference to you concerning who should be

14

providing the Idaho Education Network services?

15

16

MR. CLARK:

MR. LOMBARDI:

Can I hear it back

because I think it's in there.

19
20

Prior to

what time, Counsel?

17

18

Objection to form.

(Record read back.)
Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

"That time" being the

21

time of the telephone call to Mr. Gwartney from

22

his office.

23

A.

Not that I recall.

24

Q.

Prior to your call to Mr. Gwartney from

25

his office following your coming in to a meeting

001574
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1

involving the evaluators, had you been solicited

2

by Qwest with the recommendation that Qwest be

3

the selected contractor for the Idaho Education

4

Network?

5

6
7

A.

I had not spoken to anyone from Qwest

since prior to the issuance of the RFP.
Q.

Had you spoken with anyone from ENA

8

concerning selection of ENA as contractor for the

9

Idaho Education Network between the time of the

10

issuance of the RFP and the time of your

11

telephone conversation with Mr. Gwartney from his

12

office?

13

A.

No.

14

Q.

You said you also spoke with Mark

15

Little.

16

Mark Little between the meeting with the

17

evaluators and the issuance of the letter of

18

intent on January 20?

19

A.

When did you have a conversation with

My recollection is that Mark came

20

upstairs and indicated we needed to make a final

21

decision related to the contracts, of whether it

22

would be a multiple award or not.

23
24

25

Q.

And that was on the same day as the day

that you called Mr. Gwartney?
A.

Yes.
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Sally Bravlck
Brevlck
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laura Hili
Friday, January 23,
23. 2009 11 :18 AM
Greg Zickau
FW: Idaho Educational Nel\York RFP

FY II.... laura
From: Bill Bums

Sent: Friday, January 23, 20098:37 AM
To: Mike
MIke Gwartnev; Greglry
Gl"eg)ry Undstrom; Teresa Luna
Cc::: Mark little; Laura Hill; Melissa Vandenberg
Subject:
SUbject: Idaho Educational Network RFP
Hello aI!,
all,

As you are all aware, the State
Stale of Idaho has Issued a Letter
Leiter of Intent on January 20 to award business for the Idaho
Educational Network to two suppliers. Laura HUI and Mark Llttie (along with evaluators and olhers)
others) have burned the
candle at both ends 10 make this happen. I want to commend tham
thBm on the expediency, although I do believe we placed
ourselves in this expedited process due to inadequate advanced planning.
in addition, It has come to my attention that oonversatloos and meetings may be occurring/planned currendy between the
state,
state. the suppliers and other third parties concernll'l9 this procurement. As you aU know, we have 5 working days after
Issuance of a Letter of Intent fa' appeals. In that regard and If happening, I would like any and all oonversaUons around
thIs procurement to cease and desist Immediately. AIry questions and concerns can be forwarded to the Division of
Purchasing during this time.
lt you should have any Questions,
questions, please let me know.
It

Bill Burns
Administrator

ofPurchasing
Division of
Purchasing
Department of Administration
PO Box 83720
Boise, Idaho 83720-0075
208-332-1610
idaho.goY
bill.burns@adm. idaho.goy

www.admidaho.gov/pur.c.hMID&

DOA003020
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EXHIBIT 12
001578

Debra Stephenson-Padilla
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Laura Hili
Wednesday. January 21. 20095:03 PM
Wednesday,
Greg Zickau; Teresa Luna
Mark Little; Sally Brevick
lEN Update

All, the following actions, post award have been initiated concerning this lEN project:

1.

Pro bono E-Rate paperwork filing assistance from ENA has already started in earnest. Again, I did not request,
th
12th of
ENA offered their pro bono support. Specific steps that must be completed prior to midnight on the 12
February 2009:
•

•

•

•

•

•

2.

Identification and validation of Idaho Free School Lunch Data, initial information sent to ENA this morning,
but need to validate that this is the most updated information by Department of Education. Note sent to
Troy Wheeler, CIO for assistance.
LOAs for School Districts to review and sign, 50
so we can validate their addition and agreement to participate
l\Iote we
in the lEN program, per the Form 471 that must be filled out annotating all participating districts. Note
they don't want to
plan to simply draft up one Form 471 with all Districts listed and then scratch them out, If
ffthey
sign an LOA (which is non-binding) for participation in the lEN network.
Strategy that ENA and I discussed to get these LOAs socialized and signed is to have the document prepared
next week to present during the lETA conference, which ENA is participating in and will be briefing the How
to dos of E-Rate to all dIstrict
district attendees.
lETA marketing effort. We (myself and ENA) will also be jointly developing "What is lEN" marketing flyers,
draft will be done by Friday for all to review. These can also be used to socialize to The Albertson Foundation
as well and any other key stake holder agency.
Teaming Agreement. ENA Is working up a draft teaming agreement, with ENA as the Lead, supported by two
subcontractors, Qwest and Syringa, which they will socialize with Mark Little, after vetting Internally
internally with
both Qwest and Syringa. Note this includes a proposed governance model, where ENA would serve as the
overall lead and responsible entity for this network.
Once final price and terms and conditions of this contract are worked out, Final price will be mathematically
broken down by School District, a non binding figure, to expedite the completion of the required Erate Form
471 paperwork.

Next steps: Department of Education needs to validate Free School Lunch Data sent to ENA today, EI\lA also
needs a sanitized copy of the Qwest proposal for their review.

Laura
Laura Hill
Office ofthe CIO
Statewide Enterprise Networks
Work Phone: 208-332-1877
Cell Phone: 208-863-2846
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-'-;'-~:·'-~preg
·'-;'·~:·'>?reg Lowe
/

-....'pm·
--"''pm'
___ Jnt:'
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Greg Lowe
Wednesday, January 21,20094:57 PM
Bob Collie; Steve Maloney
RE: lEN award
image001.gif

Okay wit/1 me. Want to come over or want us to call into a bridge?
Regards,
Regards.
Greg Lowe
Gre"
CEO
Syringa Nelworks,·lLC
Networks,·lLC
3795 S Development Ave, Suite 100
Boise, ID 83705
208-229-6136Office: 208-229-6136
Celf:
Cell:
208-473-1661
Main: 208-229-6100
Email: glowe@syringanetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
fbaxter@syringanetworks.net
Email: fbaxter@syrlnganetworks.net
208.229.6141·
Desk: 208.229.6141

.'Sdga
.'SdYa
JhO'S

PremIer
Fiber Optic Network"
PremIerFiber

Privilege and Confidentiality Notice
The information In this message Is Intended
intended for the named recipients
recipIents only: It-may
It·may contain .Information that is privDeged,
confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the Intended recipient. you are hereby notified that any
disclosure, copyIng,
copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this message is strictly
prohibited. If you haVe received this e-mail In error. do not print It or disseminate It or its contents. In such event, please
notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the e-mail file immediately thereafter. Thank you.
From: Bob Collie [inallto:bcollle@ena.com]
Sent: Wednesday, Janu8ty 21, 2009 4:57 PM
To: Greg lowe; Steve Maloney
Subject: RE: lEN award
No problem. What about 10a?
-Bob

From: Greg Lowe [mailto:glowe@syringanetworks.net]
Sent: Wednesday, January 21,2009·17:54
MaloneYi Bob Collie
To: steve Maloney;
Subject: RE: lEN award
y•.. been in meetings. Tomorrow is wide open for me so whatever works for you. Bob.
0 r y•..
Regards,
Greg lowe
1

- 000084
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".. "••• ~ .. : .•.'~~ •. _

, ...,t"

" ••

", • •

.. :

.•

_'.< ,,_..:.:. . ..---"-..:...

.... CEO
....CEO
.'\Yringa Networks,
.'wringa
Networks. LLC
. /195 S Development Ave, Suite 100
'<?ise, ID 83705
'.lice: 208-229-6136
\"
'Jiee:
-.. <:,;ell:
208-473-1661
···<:,;eJl:
Main: 208-229-6100
Email: glowe@syrlnganetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
fbaxter@syringanetworks.net
Email: fbaxter@svringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141

"Idaho's PremIer Fiber Optic Network"
Privilege and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message Is Intended for the named recipients only. It may contain infonnation that is privileged, .'
confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipienCyou are hereby notified that any
disclosure,
disclosure. copying, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this message is strictly
prohibited. If you have received this e--mafl In error, do not print It or disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please
notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the e-mail file immediately thereafter. Thank you.

From: Steve Maloney
ent: Wednesday, January 21,20093:14 PM
: Bob Collie; Greg Lowe
bject: RE: lEN award
.

j

U

.;.:.

. . . . . . . .•.••••• ' •• :.-.'- ••..:.:... •• __ J .•• :. . .~_
. _...: .. ..;.:.

y time tomorrow works for me.

From: Bob Collie [mailto:bcollie@ena.com]
[mailto:bcollie@ena,com]

sent: Wednesday, Jariuary
January 21, 2009 2:55 PM
Sent:
To: Greg Lowe; Steve Maloney
Subject: lEN award
Greg, Steve-

I'm finally back with a cell phonel Sorry that I haven't contacted before now. I met with Laura Hill lhis
and· have
this morning and'
had several follow-up "phone calls and contacts and I 'NOUld like to get together with you all to discuss. 'can either do this
over the phone or come by your office as I am In Boise through tomorrow at 3:00p. Let me know what works best.
Thanks.
-Bob

Bob Collie
Education Networks of .America, Inc. (ENA)
EdUcation
p: +1 615312-6004 f: +1615250-0535

,,"..'.
··"
U
W
"
"
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Purchase Order Mail Generator

tIU~leEP I"J~l
I1IJ~l
TH~S tIU~leEP

Bill To:
Stale
State of Idaho Various Agencies
Various State Asenei
••
Asenel••
Ioc:ated throughout Idaho

State of Idaho
Various
Agencies

...

Addre
•• 2
Addre••
Various,
Vlll'iOU8, ID 83701

Blanke1 Purchase
Statewide Blanket
Order
S8P01308
58P01308

Statewide Blanket Purchase Order

_-_ _._ _--_._
_---_ ...__........._.... _---------_---------

..--.---_
..
.. _"_...
...•

"."

I\PP&I·,H

':"LL POCl1r..i:UTS
POCl1r.. i:UTS
OU ,t.LL

.•.

Date: Wed Jan 28, 2009

DEUVER TO: State
Stlltlt of Idaho Various Agencies
V.Iou. Sta1.
Stat. Agencies
Agenc:les
located
loclted Ihroughout Idaho

...

f.O.B: Destination
f.O.S:
Terms: N3D

Address 2
V.rious, ID 83701
Various.
Mark.Llttle@adm.ldaho.gov
Mark.Lltde@adm.ldaho.gov

__ _._--_.

--_.
-----_..

-----

VENDOR:

Start of Service Wed Jan 28, 2009
Date

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
1801 C,difomla Street
Denver, CO 80202
Attn: Dlrector·BuslneA Development

Mon Jan 27, 2014
End of Service
Date:

r1chard.femande~@qwest.com
r1ch8rd.f.mande~@qwest.com

Phone: 800 899·7780
899-7780
falll:
falli: 303 672-5901
Aceount Number: P()0000067076
PG0000067076

RFQfII: RFP02160
DOCfll: PREQ15608

r

File Attached:

IEN_Bdders_Conf.renc:e.doc
IEN_Bdder8_Conf.renc:e.doc

r

IEN_RFP_29
IEN_RFP_29
Dec_08_Change5_and_or_Update •• docx
Dec_08_Change5_and_or_Update••docx

r
r

IEN_Bldder8_conf_QA_29 Dec_08.doClC
APPENDIX_FandG_to_RFP02160.docx

(" RFP_IEN_BrleflnSL29_0ec_08.pptx
RFP_IEN_BrleflnSL29_Dec_08.pptx
('
("' ANENDMENT4_RFP02160.doc

r

RFP02160_WlTH_APPEN_A.doc
RFP02160_WlTH_APPEN_A.doc

r

RFP021GO APPEN C THRU E.doc

Buyer' MARK LITTLE 208·332·1611
Item No

I

000

IBLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT (line Item particulars tolow )
t~

I

IIQuantltvl1 Unit
IIQuantltvll
UOM
Price

Description

I1

Total:

I

1 lot

I

I[EXTENSION[
![EXTENSIONI

115000000.00
1c=J15000000.00

II

I

5000000.001

Contract for the Idaho Education Network ~EN) for the benefit of the State of Idaho eligible schools, political
subdivisions,
agenc:I" •• defined by Idaho Code, Section 67·2327. The Division of Purchasing or the
subdiVisions, or public agencl"
Blanket requisitioning agency will Issue Individual releuses
relellses (delivery or purchase orders) IIgalnst this Contract on sn as
Comments: needed basIs per the lEN Strategic Implementation Plan for II period offive
offlve (5) year commencing January 28,
2009 ending January
JlInuary 27,20104, with the option to renew for three (3) additional five (5) year periods.

Item No

,

De.crlptlon

IIQ~~~tYIl
IIQ~~~tYII
,

Ii

Unit
Price

,
.IIEXTENSION

https://basec.sicomm.net/buyer/poOOIMAILERhtml?MANUAL
https:/lbasec.sicomm.netlbuyer/poOOIMAILER.html?MANUAL ABSTRACT REASON=markJi... 112812009
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Purchase Order Mail Generator

~
001

Educiltlon Network
COMMUNICATIONS AND RELATED SERVICESldaho EduclItlon
related services
( 915-51) ( nt l)

t

t
t
YE~R 11000000.00
[5000000.00
It
1000000.00 5000000.00

........................... NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
...........................NOTICE
Contract for the Idaho Education Network (lEN) per State of Idaho RFP 2160 for the benefit of State of Idaho
alld departments and eligible political subdivisions or public agencies as
Institutions, and
willls&ue
Issue
defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327. The Division of Purchasing or the requisitioning agency will
ne&ded basis In accordanee
individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an as netded
with the lEN strlltegic
str.tegic implementation plen.
plan.
~hools, agencies.
~hools,

yeanl commencing January 28.
~e Contract TERM Is for a period of five (5) yealll
28, 2009 ending January 27,
27. 2014,
2014. with
~e option to renew for three (3) additional five (5) year perIods.
Contract Title: ................ Idaho Education Network
Contract Usage Type: ........ Mandatory Use (executive agencies)
Yes
Public Agency Clause: ......,Yes
Contract Administration: .... Gregory Lindstrom
-Phone Number: ............ 208·332·1609
-E·Mall: ...................... gregory.llndstro m@adm.ldsho.gov
Contractor's Primary Contact
-AUn: .........................Cllnt
Clint Berry
-Aun:
-Address: ......................999 Main Street, Suite 800
··-Clty. State, ZIp:
ZJp: ............ Bolse, 1083702
General ···Clty,
Comments: Phone Number: ............... 208-364·3977
208-364-3977
Facsimile: ...................... 208-3&4-3954
cllnt.berry@qw8st.com
E·Mall: .......................... cllnt.berry@qwest.com
CONTRACTOR: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT
MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract Award Number on any
Invoices/statement will facilitate the efficient processing of payment.
The dollar amount listed in the contract extension pricing is an estimate and cannot be guaranteed. The actual
le88 depending on the actual orders.
dollar amount of the contract may be more or 14188
orders, requirements, or tasks given
sp.cific terms of the Contrect.
Contract.
to the Contractor by the State or may be dependent upon the epitcific
THIS STATEWIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER, (Including any files attached). CONSTITUTES THE STATE OF
IDAHO'S ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR SIGNED OFFER
(Including Bny
any electronic bid submIssion),
submission), WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE
(InclUding
SeT FORTH IN FULL
AS THOUGH SET
allY Inconsistency, unless otherwise provided herein, such Inconslslency
Inconsistency shall be resolved by
III the event of any
In
giving precedence In the following order:
1. This Statewide Blanket Purchase Order document.
soliCitation document RFP02160.
2. The state of Idaho's original solicItation
3. The Qwest's signed offer.
Instructions:
Freight I Handling Included In Price

IBY: MARKLITTLE
/

co 1996-2000 Slc:o,nmNel,
Slc:o,nmNel. nc,
nco 'II
,II
C>

,.

Rig~l. Re.e",ed,
Re.e",ed .
Rill~l.

Mltilet •
• poOOl Mlrilet

https://basec.sicomm.netlbuyer/poOOlMAILER.html?MANUAL ABSTRACT REASON=markli... 1128/2009
https:/lbasec.sicomm,net/buyer/poOOlMAILER.html?MANUAL
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Purchase Order Mail Generator

T"IS IlUHBtJ>.
nUHBtl>.
11:15

a.
a'

1da ho
State of lda

Blllro:
State of Idaho Various Agencle.
VlIrioua State Agencl
••
Agencl••
located throughout Idaho

Addr
••• 2
Addr.ss
Various,
Varlous, ID 83701

Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order
SBP01309

Statewide Blanket Purchase Order

Date: Wed Jan 28, 2009

DEUVER TO: State of Idaho Various Agencies
••
Various
VllI'lou. State Agencl
Agencl••
located 1hroughout Idaho

...

F.O.S: Destination
Terms: N 3D

Addr
••• Z
Addr.8.2
Varlou.,
Various, 10 83701
Mark.Uttle@adm.ldaho.gov
....•_---_.

_-_._----_ _-_._.

__._-._-

VENDOR:

Start of Service Wed Jan 28, 2009
Date

EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA
1101 McGavock St
Nashville, TN 37203
A"n: Vice President
gnelson@ena.com
703·727·0866
Phone: 703-727-0866
Fax: 615-312-6099
Account Number: P00000074871

-_--_...

I~J~f ;>'P~[f.R
;>'P~[f.R
I~J~f

l>OCUIIWT!'
l>OCUIIWTl'

Various
Agencies

...

.....•
_._."
..... __
._.-.....

h~l.
h~1.

Mon Jan 27,2014
End of Service
Date:
RFQtI: RFP02166
RFQt#:
DOC~: PREQ15758

__._.-------_._----_.,-_.
_,-,--,--_.._..
._.----
---_._----_
__.__ -... .•.._.-_._._-,---"'-'".",
•.

...•

....

" ,

-.-.,...•._--
....., ... _-._---

_,, _,,
..... "-".,,-,,

,.,,,

r

File Attached:
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Item No

BLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT ( line Item particulars foUow )

000

I

I

Quantity
UOM

Description

Total:

I

1 lot

~ 5000000.00

EXTENSION

Price

Ic=JI

II

5000000.001

Contract for 1he Idaho education Network (lEN)
liEN) for the benefit of the State of Idaho eligible schools, political
Code, Section 67·2327.
67-2327. The Division of Purchasing or the
subdivisions, or public agencies as defined by Idaho Code.
Blanket requisitioning agency wllll.aue
wlllls8ue Individual releasH
releas" (delivery or purchase orders) a9alnst this Contract on an as
Comments: needed baSis
basis In accordance with the lEN strategiC
strategic implementation plan, tor a period of five (5) year
commencing January
Jlnuary 28, 2009 ending January 27,2014, with the option to renew for three (3) additional five (5)
year periods.
Description

Item No

,

"

jIQ~~~1YII
jIQ~~~tYII
Ii

Ii

Unit
Prin
Priu

EXTENSION
Ii

,

https:/lbasec.sicornm.netlbuyer/poOOlMAILERhtml?MANUAL
https:/lbasec.sicornm.net!buyer/poOOlMAILERhtml?MANUAL ABSTRA cr REASON:=markli... 1/28/2009
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Purchase Order Mail Generator

~
001

COMMUNICATIONS AND RELATED SERVICESldaho Education N.twork
related services
(915-51) (nt)

II

YE~R 11000000.00 15000000.00 I
11000000.00 15000000.00

...........................
NOTICE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
...........................NOTICE
Contract for the Idaho Education Network (lEN) per State of Idaho RFP 2160 for the benefit of State of Idaho
schools, agencies, Institution"
political subdivisions
subdlvlslon8 or public agencies as
aa
depanments and eligible politIcal
Institution•• and depanmen18
defined by Idaho Code, Sec:tlon 67-2327.
is.ue
67·2327. The Division of Purc:hasing or the requisitioning 8genc:y will iS15ue
Individual
IndiVidual releaBeS
relea88S (deRvery
(deOvery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an 8S needed basis in accordance
with the lEN strategic Implementation plan.
The Contract TERM Is for a period offlve (5) years commencing January 28,2009 ending January 27, 2014, with
the option to renew for three (3) additional five (5) year periods.
Contract Title: ................ Idaho Education Network
Contract Usa"e Typ.: ........ Mandatory Use (ell:ecutive
'ell:ecutive agencies)
Public Agency Clause: ...... V.s
Contract Administration: .... Gregory Lindstrom
---Phone Number: ............ 208-332-1609
···Phone
208·332.1609
.··E·Mail: ......................gr.gory .11 ndstrom@adm.ldaho.goy

Contractor's Primary Contact
-·Attn: .........................Davld M. Pierce
-Address: ...................... 1101 McGavock Street
-City,
-City. State, Zip: ............ Nashvllle,
Nashvllle. TN 37203
General Phone Number: ............... 6111·312·6009
Comments: Toll Fr.e: .......................866-615-1101
Facsimile: ...................... 615·312-6099
E.Mall: .......................... dplerce@eOlJ.com
CONTRACTOR: Ship to the fOB DESTINATION point and BILL DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT
MAIL INVOICES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract Award Number on any
Invoices/statement
Involces/statement will facilitate the efficl.nt proct8li1lng of payment.
e.tlmate and cannot be guaranteed. The actual
The dollar amount lifted In the contract extension pricing is an e.tlmete
dollar amount of the contract may be more or less depending on the actual orders, requirements, or tasks given
to the Contractor by the State or may be dependent upon the specific terms of the Contract.
attached), CONSTITUTES THE STATE Of
OF
THIS STATEWIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER. (Including any files attached).
IDAHO'S ACCEPTANCE OF YOUR SIGNED OFFER
submission), WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE
(Including any electronic bid submiSSion),
(including
AS THOUGH SET FORTH IN FULL
Inconsistency, unless otherwise provided herein.
herein, such Inconsistency shall be resolved by
In the event of any InconSistency,
follOWing order:
giving precedence in the following

1. This Stat,wlde Blanket Purchase Order document.
2. The state of Idaho's original solicitation document RFP02160.
3. Th. Education Networh of America's signed offer.
Instructions:
Freight I Handling Included In Price

#'~~
sY: NAAKt(ITTLE ========11
r

r

Cl1900·2000 SlcomIJ,Net.
Res,,",,80 .
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EXHIBIT 15
001588

9/21/2010 Hill, Laura Lou

IN TEE
TEE FOURTH JUDICIAL
,JUDICIAL
THE JISTRICT COURT OF THE
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
F'OR. THE COUNTY OF ADA
IN AND FOR
'j

5

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an

6

Idaho limited liabLLity
liability
cIJrnpany,
company,
Plaintiff,

10
11.
11

DAHO DEPARTMENT OF

OC 0923757
DC

ADrv1JN
ADMIN S'l'RATlON,
STRATION, eL
et al.,
:Jefend,ants"

14
J l.:

16

VICIEOT:WED
Lr,(JRlI LDU
LCJU HILL
VIDEOT~PED DEPOSITION OF L~URA
SEPTEMBER 21,

~OlO
~010

12
18

2

P2PORTED
REPORTED BY:

2

JE~F LaMAR,
,TEEF
LaMl'R ..

2

C.S.R.
C.S.8.. No.

640

Notarv
NGt~arv fublic
Fublic
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9/21/2010 Hill, Laura Lou

0

Do you recall

A.
1\

Ch,

whe~
whe~

s' arted?
he had star
Led?

a couple weeks before,

Q
Q.

3

,

wer'k a t: HE',

'-j

1\.

He used to

~)

(,)
o.

~3 0

6

1\ •

Yeah, he was new meat.

Q.
Q

C)kay~
C)kay~

tha.t

8

rr,~~~t:i
rn,~~~t:i

tl'lf'
tl'lc'

10
'1

12

after

s(~rnetime

Sa
believe you've told me
So 1 bel.ieve

nq

is, tbo;

-- tna
t~la
k pace -

JaI1u~ry

alld
28,

::~yr_i

--

1_
I,

k place

20

fl.•
fl.•

c.

Where did it take place?

p..

17

]8

th,i nk.

T

f res h ?

\.,. a s
he, \.;

.~:'L"

1

I quess.

.rt.I[l"~r)t

'~0111e,

elf

~A..(Jrnj

n t:onferenCf:'

v;hat

Bob Collie.

1

S

Gayle's last name?

l~

.
D~vid Pierce was n t
David

there.

think

Schrn it'?

:1

Tha t 's all
a 1]
That's

l\ .

st.

r

think there wa

T
T

cc; r
remernbl
remember

person,
one other
otl~er' pers0n,
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fJU
fJutt

3

den
I L
dcnlL

relnernt:>f~
r .
reJnernt:>f~r.

was ttlere.
1lint
in twas
Ulere.

j\ .

And Greg, Mr. Lowe, was sitting on the
end of the
t:he table, because Mike was on that side of

5

the tab:._e
tab:.e (indicating).
( ndicating).
3erern.y
3erern.Y

I

was sitting where

~S ..
~S.

ENA was
Qwes! was -
-- Q~est
Qwest
WdS over there, Qwest
'"hi
k i n ci
'.'hl s
ski
d ()

9~1

r

rL_ ii q h t

t 1"1 ere

(i
d i c: a tt. i rICJ),
(i n die

boss was sitting to the -ne.
- next to me.
~.L
.'- 1

,

,
~

e n In
myy
t. n
hen

And Mike

,.,ras a~
hf:Cld of the table, !·iike
a'-. the hf:ad
r·iike Gwartney.

,

.,
-,
)

n
\/
.....i ..

tHke C;wartney?
[-'like

r' ..

7\

'{es.
Yes.

u.

What time was the meeting?

1 '.1

16

i,,1
d
nd

,II.

was in the morning, but I don't

know ~he
the exact time.
knew
And how long did the meeting

(l.
Q.

Okay.

A.

- abouL
about an hour, hour and a
It wasn't --

takE.' ?
take'?

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Laura, when you said my

22

C5n you clarify for the record,
boss, 05n

~j
~)

Burris?
Zickau or Bill Burns?

,

,

'J

r:.:

~/j

~.)

THE WITNESS:

Greg Zickau.

is that Greg

My boss.

Pardon me.
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Did you keep a computer calendar?
I did,

yes,

sir.

Did YOil
you keep a separate handwritten
:)

Cd

Lendar?

A.
()

.

calendar,

No.
Did you keep any ocher kind of
<)th(~r than Lhe
other
the vlritLen
written calendar that's

yo~?
there before you?

8

.

~\.•
!-'

ii. ()0

No.

But

omeLirnc
ometirne

()rythi
[:c::~ :n
()ty-hic'::
:r: my

n

I Just kept it
j.t. in my heaJ.
he~1:1.

12

~rom YOeJr
your calendar
an you Lei
t.ei 1 ,:rorn
calE~nd(ir

kd/ .
Kd/
,,'1
1 ,1

rr1(.~(;til-1qwith

the

(::Vr~i.l.uat()r3

took

Ju

put

le.

in

o.
gq

20

:hCU0~.

Well,

-- that is the
Exhibit 27 1S -

1,::!.te1 of intent -
-- is dated ,January
10tter
January 20.
1 ..

Q.

Does that help you at aLl
aLL Lo refresh

co~cerning when you
yeu
your recollection concerning
0.1

week during
w~ich
\1eek
clurinq h':1
ich

;,.,
c.C

,)
.)

~

the evaluation

Wd.3
't:dS

knO'" if. was either the
•

L.

or the
takinq place?
Lakino
f" 1.

c:;t

')1

se~ond -
-- probably the second week in January.
second

1

109
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1

just don't remember.

These are the type of things
I'm not a real anal

I never really put down.
c,}lendar
c(}lendar Plc:J:son.
person.

So ...

So you can't really tell or you don't

'1
real~y
really

r,
~

know ",1hc~n
when the evaluation
evaluat~ion 'vvas
was taking place?
J~

,

...-,

20th.

.

So it rniqh
miqh i

through the

8

\>Je.ll,

16~h.
I6~h.

All r

9
ID
10

hrlV(,~
hav('~

I

,•

l'-l

just don't remember.
remeGber.
And we talked about
abcuL the

j.. ,l_L
_

But;!s,

IV!

C;\v'_~_irLney,

C 11ie, Gayle Nel on,

1

beE?n
thE? week of the 111:.h
11 L.ll
been the

thelL
de.scri'::.Jed with
that th"
the meeting that you've described

L:,c.:t
fact
f·lt.

it wa=; obviously
ubv.iousl.y before the

::1 [11.1d

Ji~

r;~s.

Luna,

Schmit,

tvlr.

LltLlr:~,

BGb

Berry and
ar1d
int Berry,
I

r

1"

16

18

19
-)

Okay.

1..

It was sometime after the week af
of the

,.

2eth.
()

"".'
')
/1
l/1

..:.-t
:.,t

When did that meeting take

[)lace?
[!lace?

LI_I

21

(>.
o.

.

Do you know when that meeting took

pl(lce?
pLlce?
j\ .•
i\

II

...- .

..L ,;

(~

-

don't know the exact date.

La tior., of
,y~ which
';ihi ch
Is tt:en"
there any documen
documentation,

110
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o.

1

2

repn~sentatives Irom
a ',vhal
what did the representatives

Qwest say during that meeting?

A.

l'\'ot rnllch.

'.Io'()r:-(:~
\~f?r{~

rot,
rot

3

4,~1

02001

j

thaL Iyir
I lr .

6

].;;)0,,"',
know,

y

I mean

really
v~~ry -
-'r(~al]y ver-y
cort1rnenL,
COHunenL,

l..U'dC;'
LO'dC;' S

hey

wc~en't

yC)U
yC)tJ

Kn,,)~t,
kr~0w,

other

other fol ks,

cO\.lpl(~
cO\.lpl(~

(.J.

-

ENA was
\\las trying
tryinc; to figure
fiqu[c out vJhat
what

you

de,.
to do.

7

the~."
the!::'."

"Who is

a:i.ci,
aiei,

IW(~I~.~"
IW(~I~?"

nd tl"lE-:;y SE:j.d Ga'}11e anc.5 Q'VJest anej

10

11

l.hey',j
they'd

11 LiqJrei

12

t

bdr:k
bar:k

COlY'ie
COllie

U:'.~
U:-.~

t

I,I.

out..
out.

~\(ith

And they i,ere :suppa
suppa ed

~)lan.
a rJ1an.

l~nr1
l~nd

~hat' s 'Vvl1at
I..hat'

so~e re son Gayle
For some

15
i5

:~;

;

lR
18

~

l

t

~nq'?

.

h .•

Y,:::;~::,
'(,:::;s,

['1£':) wa.s at
he)

k;;l.y.
kay.

20
Tne e t

t.

l_h~:~
l.hf-:~

bead. of
head.

t~nt=
t~nt=

tCltlle.
tatlle.

\'Jhat did )\,;
\1hat
h,; say to ,;pel!
')P811 the

l2~ (1 ";'

;\
f\ ..

22

2,]
2 ,1

ca1.- ed
Inc;
cal.
eel the
thE: Inc

jid Mr. Gwartney open the meeting?
Jid

19

21

\,/}i()

sa io that "Nov; that the cHvard'
i3,vard' s
lie said

ply
pI
Y t (x: (? r h e c . "
()

.

~QQrinq proceed from
So how did the mooring

113
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1

Who "as
~as the
tJw next person
per:SOf1 La
Lo speak?

there?

2

T honestly don't remember

i\ •

.33

jl:sL
just.

kLI~d
ki~d

c;;t.::angf': :neecing.
of a strange
meeting.

o.

de
th2 best you can, please,
do the

~~'el},
~~'el},

5

tell me what

6

was said and
saying ie?
arId who was sayillg
ic"?

flow of the meeting was.

the

Well,

A.

7

It was

to

'v'Jha
Whatt

comments,
just remember Greg's commerts,

I

(1
(i

t.
ha L (;,1
-,J lC~
that
(;,j";)

9

rollio was
30b rolilo

10

fi.(T'J[(~
[1qure

11

bJ.ah.
blah, blah.

]2
12

uncI
arc unci

13

.

burn;:~i:~(j
burnr:ii:~d

,5Ci.id

it

r:-tC
inc ()ut
uut l

hE~

You're
'lOll'
ne

"Cik;;y.
"Ck;;
y.

«{
Y

didn't get, LYle entire

bt~:;cause
bt~0Cause

all in this.
Li:~t
LA:~t'I S
S

Y.Y,.:i',
. n~, I:;,

I:",

that

.

~'<}t:~
~'!t:~

' ... :

i~

Lowe say?

s-=-ttir.g at
you're sitting

qot pE.?c,ple to

'.]arne

22

really spun

What specif
speciE cally did Mr.

.l. !

is

f

CiLC1f~,S .

:)

r2al1/
real1/

t"iis out," blah,

kind

And 'hen j

Il(~

()

'rYJna
rYJng to play the

go forward with a pla,n."
pla.n."

just burnmed me out.

"

t.hi.s st.at.ement
statement
prior to this

you've
~ttributed to Mr.
u've ~ttributed

L~lc:::;recl
rUC:.:lred

p, •

dLJ
dLd

Let's figure it out.

tr:ac
ttat

Lowe, was there any
Lowo,

\.,rhat'?
who would do \.,rhat?

0'<} teo 11 ,
0','E::11,

iiff you recall
r e c a 11 -
- - aDc!
c1 n cl elurinG
ci uri n ;1 thClt
t h Cl t

114
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1

award that was tha~
thac first draft

of che strategic

2

plan,

::!

[-,ad
icc; U~a
r,ad cop
copies
Lha

4

them

S

JI.nd thaI.'::; what.: they vJeLe tryinq to discuss,

(
,)

That's wnat
what happe ed.

and that was what was presented.

a~,

look

1.0

l1(~re
l1ere

A~d they
And

sen
p.::ev jOllS to
sentt tha
thatt night p.cevious

and that's what they came with.
'Ie,s.

So the first draft of your
yOUI strategic

~
")
.1..J. ~)

MR. LOMBARDI:
~~

Okay.

II think this is a

good time to break.

we're

MR. SCHOSSHERGER:

Okay.

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is 11:52, and

oi~f

the r-ecord.
(Lunch

~6

I-eCeSE>.)

r-eces~,.)

(Exhibit 20.1 marked.)

VIDEOGRAPHER:
THE VIDEOCRAPHER:
Ide:
Ide,: 'rc;
'rc~

o

01'1
Ofl

t_
hp
Lhe

Tht~

time is 1:11,
J:11,

record.

LO!·lBAHDI:
HR. LO!·lBARD.!::

Just for the record,

Heporter, we've provided you
Mr. Reporter,
Exhibit 20.1,

and
Cind

w~Lh
w~Lh

which counsel have aqreed
agreed can be

2..3

placed in the exhibit book and in the record.

/4
/~

LS a full copy of Exhibit 20, which we discovered
is

yoster:i 'I
yesterj~y

It

was missing some pages.
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Q.

1

2

That's the number that you inserted

onto the E-R2te application?
A.

'{ e.s

Q.

Do you ha.ve Exhii)i
Exhil)i t

A.

II

Q.

Would you like me Lo
to take that?

Lcwest
Lowest bid.

4

you?

5

--I

o('o

don't think so,

Yeah.
Q.

.

11

Thank you.

Q.

I've
L've qiven you the binder that has

1~~
l~~

thaL.
that.

What
W~at

~

it
i iT

IG
l~

:30rry.
Sorry.

}\ .
1\

Exhibit
Exhibi_t 12
42 in
ir"} it.

A.
fl..

15

Could you please take a look at

is Exhibit 12?

o-mail I guess sent trom
IL's an e-mail
tram Clint

Berry to three of us,
myselfC -.-.-rnysel

18

~heir
~heir

If!
1)

u?rnernbec,
u?ITIf:'rr,bec,
j s
j:3

no.

Thanks.

12

1

42 tl1ere before

,Hie!
,Hic!

L.Lhen
hen

Teresa,
T0resa,

boss,
my bas
s,

Laura -- that's

C;reg.

It's probably

feedback on the draft strategic plan,
last one was on the
the last.

~,th.
~,th.

which

And
Ana this

th·,:; 10th, two days before I left,

Februar\' 10th.
Eebruarv

22

The

:)D

firs~
firs~

-- the first line of the

recall

~ee~ir0
~ith
~ee~ir0 ~ith

Jim Schmit

163
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1

dnci
dnd CLint

Berry on c'ebruary
February 9, 2009'?

r think we had one meeting
reet ing with
v..d th Qwest,
1.30 had a meet.
inq with
\'11 trt ENA.
ENl\.
1so
meeting

nd ltnen
tiC ri we

:J3

I

Qwcst's

4

WdS,

think,

:-J

r'2cornmenda tien",.

c

Q.
(d.

Eeedb~c~,

An~i this
And

proposea
proposed

the:

reculi. 1:1,(:
recc.ll.l.
tr;c' (ii.::c:us:c;icn
(ii.:.:c:us:.';icn

r,o yo:)
YOl)
['n

place at
ut (hc.lt
(hut meecinq?

7

They

Z\
l\ ..

yY

\qe~~e

ju t

tryirlq to figure

wno's
the 300
was going L/)
Lo be in
wtlO'S who in
inLhe
zoo and
an:j who
wtl0 w~s
ij

;1
"'I
I1"'i

L 0
LO

d () VI
L at.
do
v;hat.

\'Jha

12

hacl1.n
vlritir,9_
hdci
1.!'1 vlri
t ~ r.9.

13

they
t hey --

, ,

1.

took

tt~at
t..t~at

<~
'"1

y

l,

j

c:"C)rnILe!1 (iC:1

)\nd
thl~
j\nd th

eli d

t l.cnr;;.,

lS
is

Ll'ley

apparently what

their

CCC~~'E'rn

ar ci

,,.;hat all this
'2hat's
'",hat
tbis is.
Tha t'

Do you recall receiving Exhibit
10,

Vaguely.

A.

thE~ir

42~

Obviously, I did.

17

12

~onsequence
~onsequence

of your receipt of Exhibit 42?
jus t, thanked her for
juS!,
for:

A.

oU

nforma ion, dect
dnd I -- like I said,
n.to.nna
t'NO
L'NO

me U~
IlK

Q.

:3

with
wil~

days,

so
SC)

I didn I t

Okay.

Lho
t.he

I was there
t.Lere for

do anytr.inc:]
\olithit.
anytr,in') 'tlith:t.

Did you attend any meetings

ther mcrrbers
members of the Department of
t.her

~h

s is when [r was back
hack and
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when II was getLing
This is ~hen
getLin0 ready to

1

.L

tutally out .

2

exit stage left.

Q.
,14

Exhibit ·~2
42

5

6

8

,:/')U
yau

',Yi'~ri
w~en
'[i e

11......
......

r:c;bdl;l V not:
my

you know if you ac

~o

H?ceived
jt?
received it?

I

was belnq politically correct in
and then I ,vas tr/ing to

~1et

the

paper~8rk riCIle.

the E-Rate paperwork
papervJork had
ha(i to be

f~,ecaU~3e
Because

done in the next two days?

]
11

iI.

12

midnight.
midniqht.

Had t
And
!~nd

be done by the 12th by

the document,

as you saw,
sa\",

: t. vJdSn'
rt
wasn'tt fun.

t!lj,-:k.
2 inches
inc!~es tili,-'k.

11

read

l)e totally horlest. \·Ji.Lh yelJ,

panse, back,

E-Rate

10

~ally

was
"Jas

:\0"'/
~ow 1
I know why

the last E-Rate guy quit.
~ere

1':1

vou

involved at all in the -
-- in

16

any discussions that resulted in the amended

If

Stdt~wide Blanket Purchase Orders that were lssued
Statewide

19

on February 26th?
~.
/1.

19

1I was 1n Washington,
\"iashington,

No.

2

meet~ing

t2\.v
rny n
nt~vv
cornrnand chain at

'')
) ';
'i
..:.
/_ 1

next to the holocaust building .
Q.

~J

D.C.,

tLe Yates buiJ.d.ing
bui l.dj~ng
the

Did you know when you left the employ

0: the State of Idaho on
12th
12th..

.1

.!

c:;.
C:l.

-

.~U(.0ust
.~U(.0ust

-- or rather on Fet)ruary
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(Sxhlbit 47
4" flkcdked.)
(Exhibit
marked.)

1
I

THE WITNESS:
\IHTNE5S:
3

L

Gosh.

HR.
OEERRECHT:
MR. OBERRECHT:
t1R . LOMBARDI:
LOtvlBARD I :
MR.

12th, my last day,
Q.

9

10
1

Yes.

This is Exhibit 47.

I think this was done on the

W0'V0
we've

wasn't it?

(BY MR. LOMBARDI):

handed you Exhibit

s
th S

15

Is there a number
number- on that?

It's DOA000314 th=ough
th~ough -318.
THE l"iITNESS:
WITNESS:

dcl

It looks like

all over- this
l.hi~, sLuff.
slobbered allover

.:]
ij

oo

Sorry.

~7,

Yeah,

it was.

So

which appears to be a

J1n e-mail that
tt1at you seut
seT'It

r

February L2th?
'/e3h,
Ye3h,

I th ck
vJas my last day
nk it vJClS

Yes.

And you sent this to Mark

there.
18
19

c~

LiLLIe,

.

Te~esa Luna,
Teresa

and Greg Zickau,

with copies

Melissa
MeLi ~"sa Vandenberg
V"HlctCnberg and Sally Brevick?
-, L

Dh-huh.
Uh-huh.
D~

you

Uh-huh.
~ecall this at all?
recall
rem~mber some last act
I'd remember

L

\lOU
vou
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1

]I need to really look at this.

JI..
J\..

III i"
Ihis

s jus
justt a3 recap at 1
iff you wc::n
went':

back l.O
to the chart in the Last draft on the 5th of

5

IJ
11e
4
,1
e

and re pons:lbilit:ies,
just putting
ponslbilities, bas,cal
basicallyy ~ust

th~::::rn in verbiage
vecb,iaq(~ form.
for~n.
them

5

doing any
Well, do you recall actually dcing

Q.

b

7

drafting
d.roatting on the document that's attached to the

S

caver
cave e-mail that's part of Exhibit 47?

.. i'lcatlnCj
.'
(Hl(

lcatlnCj ) ..

Thi

l1
[0
Co

f

II .::tctudl1
d.:-:d Etiner dny
11
actuallyy drafting

you

t:hat's a: . tachej','

I,he docum':'Ilt

Me

'I.
7·

1:'
i:' •

s.

yinq

wa~ our legal.
3sa was

Melissa ma,je

lTIe

II I' rn

t:ak8

t~~at:

1 ()
vI haL ~?

lb
19
:19

t·)

,

E: i: h

J::, 1

I

i

finj
tin·j t.he' exhibit.

cJot

It was the last draft I did

chc, sll':tleg.ic plan, and I had to aLtic!.dat,:: irl
\, :- i.i. l: 1.i n q
'Iv:'

-

r

t:t h;i
h ci t

l.: If
11 d r t .

/1

Ic.:c:[';c;mller where it said -
-;:':c;f';emher

:C2

y c: ~3 •

-- "t:NA"
"~:NA" and y6u
y6c: had Qwest.
Qwe:;"t.
Ckay.
Okay.

25

And 1 had to put t at in writinq.

T
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[,,'lei
t
flc',d to
put it

in \l'Oros.
\wrds.

i

t.C

In
:cn

Q.

that,
draf~
trldt, did
clid you use the
th"" draft

do~ng
do~nq

::>e:-:t by Ivll:'. BE:rry It
amendment ::>'2nt

wt1icll

like those

'.':::')!'.";j:.::;.

4

6

it's
:'.L's

I had to
~o undiagram it and put it

l\rrny diag,Iarns.
diag,I arr.3 .
.5

Aqain,

Febru~ry 10,
February

Exhibit '12, as a semplatc?

i~;

A.

~I

you on

No,

bE~caLise
b(~CaLiS("

d:Lei not,

I

1 had to go
;:.ed
ked

\vhich WEi
aa. , which
wa

where 15 that?

the drdft"
dr-a..Ct.

10

to find the RFP.

, 1

."

draft
d~afL -_.
--" it
it"I ,

"i.2
"12

t~ht~
~l~·.tl,
t~ht:~...l~·.tl,

:~ 3

h·:ld,
h'3.cl t ['Ie
he

Where is that?

that:.
t112[:.

ast
last

1 have

It's the

51. rateglc pian dated or:
strategic:

had to qc
qc: ba.ck to that chart tbat
and I haci
t~\llC"
t~\l!C-;

t' :l~ S
r rev j! t':r
S

~Ln

.1. L:
C ..

f-]Il-·-huh.
7l
1.
•

16

k'1~W,

h~d ce
to pu
put
L kE: - had
ust like

the ·.:::ha:.n
~; [1

01.

COfTtltUnd.

r

And so Melissa stuck me for this,
2')
29

s3id "YOLl
:jOL I..L.
said
"You:jo

put. that stuff

in

thet"e."
thel·e."

and

Sorry

get t.in] n:ad.
r::ad.
[l ''m
m gettinJ

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:
THE WITNESS:
:;.:.;
:;-,

:El r

d
narttar.
ard

2/]
2!]

did.

'tick
i c k i:
i r

Exhibit l

Yeah, 37.
iinn there,
t. her e f

II

?

had to
t8 take that
rh~t

,,1 r1:~ L
hat'ss what
what
':1nd
Lhat'

I

fAY MR. LOMBARDi)
LOMBARDI)
(BY
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1

me

2

beoause at a glanoe, at least,

3

~xhibir
~xhibit

4

template for your preparation of Exhibit -
--

~ust

To the extent that's a

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

Q.
;:; k

PERfREMENT:

I']l ob:ject to .i.T
...
it.

que:::tLoIl,
que~;tL()n,

K

it appears that

42 may have also been used by you as a

MR.

6

take a look at
nL Exhibit 42,

ask you t

v-Jell,
v'Jell,

I"'11 just
1"'11

.--

1\.
( \
~,;::

:1

It was not.
nct.

..

A.
1\.

1 t~

\/las

Okay.

net,

nc.

-- it
It was the 5th -

12

was -- because remember,

she was reviewing all of

13

documents lor
for ':he
~he straregic plan, and that Vias
was
my ciOCULif'.'OL.S

1:·1

the last changE: I had to 111ake.
() ...

And
don'll kno'tJ
know what
j\'I1d you don'
'",ha t came
car.e of that?
tha t?

16

.,l' .

No.

i 7

LOMBARDI:
MR. LOMBARJI:

I

had the short-timer's attitude.

"S
-S

all I have for today.

lq
1.\

documents
doc:umc:nts

:':0

ongoing.

Thank you.

That's

We still are receiving

[rom the State and discovery is still

211

I'll reserve the right to recall Lho
wlt~esSf
w:t~essf

23

Okay.

but I have no further questions
questio~s today,

uniess they're in follow-up.
MR.

PERFREMENT:

And my apologies.

c

)
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EXAMINATION
BY MR. PERFREMENT:
Q.
:J:1

II

s5

r:Jf::t
get

Perfrement.
Ms. Hill, my name is SLeve
S~eve Perfremerlt.

you out u[
o[ here.

you had last

i~
l~

follow-up
have a few fallow-up

with Exhibit 42, which

of you.

f~ont
f~ont

Qwpst?
This one [com Qwest?

1\.

Okay.

n

Yes, ma'am.

""'"' .

1 1

II

Cdn start
can

~\ie

-'- ,L
-'

T'll try and keep it brief and

represent Qwest.

At the top that's your

e-mail hack to Mr. Eerry.
Berry.

Do you have that in front of you?

12
,

".

do.
do .

.. cia.

T
beli0ve -
-- let'3
let'~ see.
I believe
L,ht:?
,

-rnaiJ

Cr~,)rn

r/lr.

Berry

tD

YC1,~

c1ncl

SOll'-.e

-1.0

r;ther

17

h~s -
hns
--

18

you: prIor
prlor testimony
te~timony was that you asked QWEst to
your

~

;ldJle~~ses
~JJr0~ses

some atc3chments.
at~achments.

19
L

21

~J

4

A.

YO:j

recall tha t?

n the meeting that Mike Gwartney
GwacLney

~ad

b3Ck wlth SU002stions to theiraft str2cegic

V:Slon
IS10n

Ch3t
we had.
th3t we
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~

recall,

2

that

did
dld you ask the parties to do?

3

\I/e
v}e

lL

And beyond
beycnd

asked
~,o come back and comment
askeci them eo

n them and :cay
:::ay -
-- "Cive
"Give us a proposal.

,1

71L
h3ve al

the answers.

We don't

We're trying to figure Lhis
this

thing
thinq out."

6

Q.

After you received this e-mail from

8

Mr.

Berry on February 10th, did you have any

q

!'llrLhet'
further communications with
\viUl him ,'lith
with respect to

Ie
10

the issue
is~;ue l~eing
addres:sed in this
tlli,':3 document?
document'?
being addressed
A.

1I -
-- La
to be honest,

1 punted over (C:
en

Greg and Teresa and :said
said "I'm not dealing
ciealing with

this..
this

clo."
.:.,:, qot
qoL E-kat,e to do."

And if you'll turn next to Exhibit 43.

1,1
1 ,1
j

"

1
I

Ls

7"7

that: -
--

Q.

It should be in the same ballpark over

1'.....
T\.

7\ll right.
1\11

Q.

It's
It'S your notes.

there.

Th1S is the -
-- oh,
ThlS
I

lE~ft

okay.

Yeah.

v-Jhat
\'Jhat

E:aUy.
~alLy.

c.

Y2S,
Yes,

ma'am.

And I apologize if you

~

ied to this previously -
-- I missed it -Lesti led
- but

2~
21

when exactly did you start creating the attachment

2

document in Exhibit 43,

the notes?

1
B1
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Sally Brevlck
laura Hill

From:
Sent;

Tuesday, February 10, 20098:24 AM
Berry, Clint; Teresa Luna; Greg Zlckau
Schmit,
Schmit. Jim; Strickler,
StrIckler, Joel
RE: Recommended Amendment Language

To:
Cc:
Subject;

Thanks for the informatIon. We are revlewina this now. Laura

From: Berry, OInt
Oint {mallto:CUnt.Berry@QWest.cQfT1J
{mallto:CUnt.Berry@qwest.cQrnJ
Sent: Tuesday, February 10, 2009 8:06 AM
To: Teresa luna; laura Hill; Greg Zlckau
Cc: Schmit, JIm; Strickler, Joel
Subject~
Subjeet~ Recommended Amendment Language

Teresa, Laura and Greg,

Thanks again for meeting with Jim and me yesterday afternoon on such short notice. I genuinely appreciate all
of
your input and willingness to work with us.
lot of questions and
afyour
WI. As you can imagine, we arrived with a Jot
concerns from the team offolks that support us and I believe we clearly made some progress. We do
Wlderstand the awkwaidness
awkwardness ofthe situation, but rest assured we are going to do everything we can to make this
a reality for our Idaho students IUld
IU1d the education system in our stale!
As we discussed yesterday, I have attached a document in Amendment format - as if it were an agreement
between only Qwcst and the State -- that you can use to amend the RFP award (Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order). I also included the document with the points we discussed yesterday and the summary capability
docwnent we talked about last week.

I have a few items to finalize on the detailed circuit pricing spreadsheet that you'll need and maybe I can swing
by later this morning and discuss it before our afternoon meeting.
Thanks again and we'll see you later today.
Clint Berry
Senior Manager
Government & Education Solutions
999 Main Street, Suite 800
8oise, Idaho 83702

208 364·3977 (work)
208 571..()195
571-Q195 (mobile)
eli
nt. ~!1Y@qwest.com
eli"t.
~!1Y@qwest.com

We create an exceptional
world-class communicalJons
communicalfons solutions.
except/onal customer experlen~e
experlen~e through world-elass

Qwest.

4 .

BVSINESS
BIJSINUS

1
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Sally Brevick
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

[Cllnt.Berry@qW8st.com]
Berry, Clint [Clint.Berry@CJW8st.com]
Tuesday, February 10, 2009 8:06 AM
Teresa Luna; Laura Hili; Greg Zickau
Schmit, Jim;
JIm; Strickler, J09I
Joel
Reoommendad Amendment Language
Amendment
Amendmenl NO 1 State of Idaho lEN RFP 02160 - 0210 09.doc; Idaho Education Network
471 Concerns.doc; Qwest Idaho Educalion
Education Network - Engagement Plan Components - 02 04
09.doo

Teresa,
Teresa. Lama and Greg.
Thanks again fur meeting with Jim and me yesterday afternoon on such short notice. I genuinely appreciate all
of your input and willingness to work with us. As you can imagine.
imagine, we arrived with a lot of questions and
concerns from the team of fulks that support us and I believe we clearly made some progress. We do
the situation, but rest assured we are going to do everything we can to make this
understand the awkwardness of
ofthe
a reality for our Idaho students and the education system in our state!
As we d~cusscd yesterday, I have attached a document
docwnent in Amendment funuat - as if it were an agreement
between only Qwest and the State that you can use to amend the RFP award (Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order). I also included the docwnent
doewnent with the points We discussed yesterday and the summary capability
document we talked about last week.
_w

I have a few items to finalize on the detailed circuit pricing spreadsheet that you'll need and maybe I can swing
by later this morning and discuss it before our afternoon meeting.
.

Thanks again and we'll see you later today.
Clint
Berry
Cl/ntBerry
Senior Manager
Government & Education Solutions
999 Main Street, Suite 800
Boise, Idaho 83702

208 364-3977 (work)
208 571-0195 (mobile)

Qjnt.Berry@Qwest.com
Q;nt.Berry@Qwest.com

We create en
world· class communications solutions.
lin exceptional customer experience through world-class

Qwest.12.·
8US/HESS

DOA007212
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AMENDMENT TO
STATE OF IDAHO CONTRACT FO'R THE IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
RFP 1260

Communlcatlorul Company, LLC ("Qwe6l")
THIS AMENDMENT NO. 1 (this "Amendment') by and between Owest
Qwest Communlcatlorlll
("Stale"), hereby
contract for the Idaho Educati(m
Qwest OMR
and State of Idaho ("State").
herebY amends lIle
tile contracl
EducaUtm Network ("lEN"), awest
"AglleIT1er1t"),
Number: 137144 (the "AglI8IT1ent"),
Qwest and the State wish to amend the Agreement In order to clarify the roles Bnd responsibilities of
partJes to the Agreement.
parties

the

1. Owest will be the general contractor for all lEN nsl'MJrk services. The SeMce Proliider listed on the State's
FOfTn 471, Education Networks of America (ENA).
Is required to V\IOI1( through the dedicated
Federal E-rme
E-rDte FOflll
(ENA),ls
Qwe&t Account Teem named on the state Blenket Purdlese Order (SBPO) dated January 28, 2009 fa
blNlng for aliEN sites.
ordering, prolllslonlng, on-going maintenance, operations Ir'ld blRlng

eXisting core MPLS network and backbone services.
services, 8S well ae future
2. Owesl
Qwast will deliver lEN services using Its existing
buMd outs of its network.
Qwest will procure and provision all local access connectionll
connectionl! and edge routing equipment making
3. QW68I
comm4jf"Clally reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and relieble netwOl1\ access 1hroughout
throughout the
commflf'Clally
agreemenl& and partnefshipB
State. Qwest
awest WUI
WIll use existing
exlsling and Mure agreements
partn«shiPB to deliver tha nec:e3ssry
nec:e$ssry bandwidth
to each lEN site and to connect 10
to Its core MPLS platform.

all.ntemet services to lEN users per Owest's
sollcltation document
documenl
4. Qwest will provide allintemet
Qwest'll response to the State's sollcltatlon
RFP02160.

5. Owest will asGlgn a project manager to v.crk with the Stale
Slate of Idaho and ENA to define Ihe
lhe project Scope of
the
Work. The Qwest project manager will lead the development of a detailed Prqect Plan that will cullins
outline Ihe
project tasks.
ImplemenlatJon.
tasks, assign rflllponsibillty, identify risks.
risks, and define the schedule for project Implementation.

Qwe&t Network Operations Conter (NOC) assels
a5sels for thf;l Idaho EdL.Cation
G.Qwest will use a combination of Qwe6t
Network Including
(nchldlng ph~cal
ph~cal layer (transport) NOC and IP NOC for the lEN services. Both NOes v.fll be
QWellt's
staffed 24 x 7 ,,365.
"365. awest
Owest NOCs will monitor both the physical and logical layer for outages and Qwest's
IP NOe will manage
sen/icsl! via existing
eXisting management platforms.
manege the MPLS Sanlicall

7.

Stale of Idaho and ENA to supply Ihe
Owest will work directly v.t\h
Vwtth the State
the Information naCtlssary for the Stale and
E-rote forms accurately and in a timely manner.
ENA to file Federal E-rate

B.The
Slale considers Owest and ENA equal partners In the
tile lEN project as demonstrated In the Intent to
a.The Slate
Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent SBPO dated January 28, 2009.

9. The State may request copies of all Itemized billing from the service provider assocIated with the
dellv~ry of lEN
tEN services on a monthly, annual or on-gQing basis at any time during the term of the
delfv~ry
agreement.

Q137144 [Mght need a new OMR to keep separate from ortglnal matter ••• Debble?\
OMR# 0137144
Page 1
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Idaho Education Network - Concerns wI ENA Listed on 471
Lea:al
Qwesl: does not have a legal binding agreement with ENA for them to purchase
1. Qwest:
network services. An contract addendum from the State would have no binding
EN A.
authority on ENA.
2. Qwest would need to negotiate a contract with ENA, and there is no guarantee that
ENA will agree to the same terms and conditions that we agreed to with the State of
Idaho
3. Listing ENA on the 471 continues to cloud the role of the Alliance that ENA is a part
ofbecause ENA ~ have a contract with Syringa. According to ENA. they may
face IJlJ lawsuit if they do not use them as the network service provider since they have
a binding contract.
4. This would be avoided ifQwest was listed on the E-Rate form 471

FinaJlciaI
1. ENA would become Qwesl's customer, not the State. This presents significant
financial risk to Qwest
EN A to ensure that 100% of the network
2. Qwest will need to evaluate the risk of ENA
services bill can be paid according to our billing guidelines
3. Qwest would need to determine if the servil:cs we offered directly to the State can be
offered to ENA at the slUIle reduced price offered to the State, recognizing that the
State is the end-user
4. These issues would be avoided ifQwest is listed on the fonn 47]. In addition. if
Qwest is the named service provider on Form 471, the State ofldaho
ofIdaho will know the
exact price ofthe
of the service being delivered to the schools.

Process
1. Ifthe State were to enter into an agreement with ENA, they (ENA) will be the Qwest
customer ofrecord.
of record. From a legal standpoint, the State of Idaho would lose legal
oversight
2. Qwest has an existing process -- Professional Services Organization - to contrllct with
companies like ENA to add services such as those provided by ENA.
3. We do not have a process in place to do the reverse.

E-Ratc
1. Qwest is the listed Service Provider on E-Rate fonn 471 with the Otah
Otall Education
Network, Washington K-20 Network and the Wyoming Equality Network and is
preferred since the vast majority of the costs are related to delivering network
services
2. We have experience in these states using partners to deliver Ddditionnl c-ratc eligible
services as part ofan end-to-end service
3. Our network services always prevail in aud its since we are the provider

DOAOO7214

001610

...a.

Qwest.-t2
Qwest.
BUSINESS

EdueatJoD Network - Principal ResponstblUtJes
Qwest Idaho Education
Qwest is prepared to be the network provider and connect Idaho schools, colleges, universities and
communities to each other and the world through the Idaho Education Network (IEN). We have spent
througb legislative activities and building
buiJdlng the core network - in preparation
years laying the foundation - through
deliver educational opportunities throughout the stale.
to deJiver

We willlcvemgc decades of network experience we have throughout our company including the
leadership role we have with the Utah Education Network, Wyoming Equality Network and the State of
Washington K-20 Network.
Qwest will provide a tum-key, robust and reliable network as highlighted in our RFP response and
reinforced in the State's "draft" lEN Strategic Engagement Plan.
We will remove the obstacles of geography so that rural students and citizens have the same opportunities
as our urban areas by the use of the following principal competencies:

Core Network Responslblllties/CapabiIities
Existing Layer 3 MPLS network
AJ'J highlighted in our RFP response, we have a unique combination ofinfrastructure assets, systems and

experience that is inherent to our company to be the primary network contractor for IEN. We are industry
mainteDllhcc, operations and biIJing.
leader.s in the areas of network design, management and on-going maintellllhcc,

Our core MPLS network is operational in the state today currently serving Idaho customers and we have

the relationships and processes in place to configure, test, implement and bi1l
bill for the entire backbone and

last mile connections. We can begin the process to order and provision circuits for both the Education
locations as well as migration for existing IdaNet users when the State is prepared to move forward. The
last mile connectivity will be acquired by Qwest and
llnd provisioned on Qwest's MPLS platform to deliver
sileo
the necessary bandwidth to each site.
Vcrjzon and all ofldWo's
ofld!Wo's carrier-class network providers)
Local AccesS (existing relationship with Vcrizon

Qwest will work with all the network providers to ensure the most cost efficient and reliable network
comCl'Stone of our
access throughout the state and will be utilizing multiple partnerships. It is the comemone

response to the State's lEN RFP. We understand that no one company can efficiently provide the services
the State is Iequesting and Qwest ready to leverage the existing processes and agreements we have in
place with other local exchange providecs to test and tum-up the last-mile conn«:tions.
8113(1009
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Important note: There are /43 lEN sites - including colleges and universities - and 88 sites are in the
local Qwesl territory and 31 sites are located in Verizon:f local service area covering nearly 85% ofthe
ofthe
entire project.

Strong Internet Platform
Our Internet Platfonn is among the most reliable and dedicated Internet access services in the Nation.

Our experience is what separates Qwest from our competition. The states of Utah - including the Utah
Education Network -. Nebraska, Arizona, Wyoming, and Washington are all utilizing Qwest's Internet
service. In the State ofIdabo both Idabo State University and mON are considered anchor tenants of our
advanced (nternet service. Our advanced Tier I •- OC-192 Internet protocol (IP) network is one of the
most sophisticated networks available. It offers an exceptional service level agreement (SLA) and some
of the highest customer access speeds and peering in the industry today.

Program I Project Management
»> offered at DO additioDal
t" part of Qwest uetwork services «<
additional cost to the
tbe State and t'l
Qwest Project Management will systematicaUy facilitate
facilhale a flawless implementation ofthe Idaho
Education Network and ldaNet
IdaNet migmtion. Implemeutation of the project will include the following
activities:
Planning
Qwest will assign a project manager along with a project team to work with the State ofldabo and ENA
to define the project Scope of Work. The Qwest
Qwesl projecl manager will lead the development of a detailed
Project Plan that will outline the project tasks,
a.'I.'1ign TCllponsibility,
I"Cllponsibility, identify risks, and derme the
tasks. a.'l.'lign
schedule for projcct
project implementation. Our project management approach relies heavily on detailed
planning to ensure that the transition to new services is as transparent to end users as possible. The
foHowing items:
planning phase of the project includes the following

»

Detailed design and technical
tcchnical review to ensure all segments of the Scope of Work bave been
identified.

>

Preparation of detailed Wark
Work Breakdown Structure (WB S).

>

Assign responsibility to each project task. A detailed list of roles and responsibilities will be
prepared to ensure each teem member is accountable for their part of the project.

2
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~

Deve]opment of prqject scbedule using a software too] to develop a detailed Gantt chart. The
project schedule will become tbe baseline for measuring the progress ofthe
of the project.

}>

Establishmeot ofCbange Management Plan. This plan
pIan will outline the method of
ofrevicwing
reviewing
change requests and will include the team members who will be responsible for reviewing and
approval of change
cbange rCCjuests.

}>

Creation of Commumcation
Communication Plan. This plan will include regular meeting schedules, agreement on
project documentation preparation and storage, escalation procedures and projecl
project reporting

structW'CS.
StructUfCS.
~

Development of Cutover
Cutovcr Plan. This plan will detail the steps required and personnel needed to
transition to the Dew Qwcst services. Cutover for a large project mlly require severa] phases as the
implementation progresses.

}>

Risk assessment and risk mitigation procedures development.

Implementation
After the Project Plan is approved, the implementation will commence with the placement of network and
equipment orders. The cUSlomer
customer will assist in preparation of each site and coordination of circuit
installation. Network and equipment testing will be conducted prior to cutover. The project manager will
team members are he'd accountable for items that need
maintain an Outstanding Issues Log to ensure that learn
ensure that open issues llre
to be completed, and 10
to cnBW'C
are followed through to completion.
Cutoycr!fmnsition
Cutoycr/fmnsition

the plaLming phase
phasc of the projecl
project that will outtioc all the
A detailed Cutover Plan will be developed during lhe
blsks required to transition to the new Qwest services.
I8sks

nus plan will also identify each organization and

iDdividullJ necessary
neccssary to make the tranaition. The Qwcst
iDdividual
Qwest project manaSermanaSel' will coordinate cutover

schedules with Qwest, vendors, other carriers if applicable, and customer personnel to schedule
schedwe cutover

tbe customer. Contingency plans wtll also be in place.
during the maintenance window specified by the

Network Operations Center
»> offered at 00 additioDal cost to the State and is part of Qwest network services «<

We will use a combination ofQwest Network Operations Center (NOG)
(NOC) assets for the Idaho EdUcatiOD
Network. Physical layer (transport) NOC and our JP NOC. Both NOGs
NOes are staffed 24 x 7 x 365.
layer NOe
NOC
Physical Layer

3
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Qwest monitors both the pbysical
layer for outages. Upon receipt of a trouble alarm or report,
physical and logical
logicalla)'eT
Qwest
Qwesl initiates action to clear the trouble and will commit restore times. We maintain a proactive
monitoring and notification objective often minutes ofr~eipt ofa customer circuit physical outage event
for data services. Qwest employs pJatform-spccific
impairments.
platform-spccific alarm thresholds to identitY service impairments,
Physical circuit outage events are generated as follows:
•

SNMP traps are generated from Qwest edge routers and directed to Qwest's NcrvcCcnter
NcrvcCeoter

management servers
•

The Nerve Center management server uses behavior models to filter out actual physical
outage (includes bouncing circuits)
citt:uils) events

•

Outage events are generated into the NetCool application

The Alarm Rule Service and Ticket Rule Service then correlate the event to active events and routes valid
ofnotificatioD.
events for notification to the Proactive Notification tool for automatic dispatch of
notification. It is also
important to note that closing tickets is adVllntageous for proactive notification. Not only docs it ensure
chronic circuits will be appropriately tagged
lagged for each occurrence in our ticketing system, but it also
an outage event occurs, 8S
as you will not have a ticket open for a
ensures that you will be contacted
contactcO if
ifan
current issue.
JPNOC
(NOC) roaWlges
Qwest's IP Network Operations Centcr (Noe)
IDaWiges the MPLS services via redundant management
platforms .is controlled strictly both logically aod
and physically
pbysically to
platforms. Access to these management platforIIlS
only Qwest trained and authorized users. The management platfonns create management VPNs to each
of the devices in the network. And, the network elements have ongoing penetration $Cans done against
Cl1:lun; they continue to meet Qwesl's
Qwest's strict internal security policies and service level agreements
them to eI1:Iun;
and is staffed 24 x 7.

Cisco Partnersbip
have daiEDed the Network using proven Cisco equipment and is iucluded as part oftbe
»> we bave
buodled end-to-eod 100% E-rate Priority 1 eligible
ellgibJe service «<

Our network design leverages tbe partnership we have with technology
tecbnology leader Cisco Systems Inc, and will

allow Idaho students to enhance their educational experience
aHow
cxperience through the use o[proven technologies as
well as increase productivity and strengthen state government telecommunications.

4
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<)west and Cisco have a stroDg business partDersbip stm1ing at the local
localleve1
level with account management,

Educatjon
engineering and will work towards a successful design and implementation of the Idaho Education
Network.
Qwest was Cisco's first Gold Partner - since the inception of the Program.

~ Cisco Gold

Certified

Partner designation offers the highest level ofbcanding,
of branding, economic incentives. and differentiation liS

IS

reward for loyalty to Cisco,
IID.d for a commitment to
Cisco. for capabilities in providing value-added services. md
customer success. Cisco Gold Certified PlJJ1ners have attained the broadest range of expertise across
multiple technologies by achieving aU orthe following four advanced specializations: Unified
Conununica1ions. Routing and Switching, Security, and Wireless LAN. In addition, Gold Certified
Partuers have integmled
bigh level of
integtllled Cisco Lifecycte
Lifecyete Services into their offerings and demonstrated a high
customer satisfaction. We wit) work closely with Slate ofIdaho
ofldaho IT profcsBionals
profes:sionals on knowledge transfer
and technology refresh activities.

BiWng optimization

Based on the Statewide Blanket Purchase Order (SBPO 1308). Qwe.'1t
Qwe.'It will work directly with the State or
scbools, agQlcies,
agQ1cies, institutions, and departments and eligible political subdivisions
Idaho for the benefit of schools,

or public agencies as defmed in Idaho Education Network (lEN) RFP 2160. We will use existing billing
wc::ll as create: custom and summary
swnmary billing as required by the lEN Steering Committee or
platforms as well
ofldaho at the reduced E-mte eligible
other State entities. The services wlll be billed directly to the State ofIdaho

amounts rather than seek reimbursement from the Federal E-Rate program. Qwest also recognizes the
aod will closely work with
role that ENA will have and
witb them and the State to supply the needed infonnation
llccurately and in a timely manner.
for the State to file IIccurately

5
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Education Networks of America - Principal Responsibilities
Administration of E-Rate Funding
It is recognized that ENA brings a depth of knowledge and experience to the E·Rate
E-Rate fundiDg
fundillg process,
process.
The State ofldaho should leverage the expertise ofENA to not only maximize the anmml
annual fimding of the
lEN initiative but also to assist individual school districts on E-Rate program training.

Potential ENA Deliverabk;i
Deliverablsoi
Annual E-Ratc Filing Assistance

E-Rate Training for state & school districts

NOC CapabiHdes
CapabiUdes
It is recognized that ENA has experience and the ability to support applications such as video

conferencing.
conferencing, student information and curriculum management. lEN can leverage ENA's abilities to
support these and other similar types ofapplieatioDS
ofapplicatioDS for these key components of this project.
Potential ENA Deliverables
VTC Scheduling

VTe Network Operations
OperatioDS and monitoring
Additional support on student information applications

Video equipment installation and support

Site Readiness Evaluutions
Potential ENA Deliyga!!les
Work with scbools and field eDgineers
engineers on site survey's Dnd network assessments.
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Debra

Steehenson~Padllla

From:

Sent:
To:
Ce:
Cc:
Subject

Attachments:

laura Hill
Thursday, February 12,20093:36 PM

TarE:Jsa Luna; Greg Zlckau
Mark Little; Teresa
Melissa Vandenberg; Sally Brevlck
RFP 02160 Amendment Revision
RevisIon 12 Feb 09
to RFP 02160 ENA.docx; OCIO AMENDMENT to RFP 02160
OCIO AMENDMENT 10
Qwest.docx

Categories:

lEN

All, with assistance from Melissa, here is the latest lEN Amendment Draft for review and further revision if necessary.
Laura

_--_

_.-_.-_.-......_._._---_
--------_
_._-----_.._._-------_._-----------_.---_._--_.-----
_---------_._-----------_.--_..
.... _-From: Laura HIli

Sent: Thursday, February 12, ?009 3:29 PM
To: Laura Hili

Subject: 000 AMENDMENT to RFP 02160 Qwest
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OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFiCE
AMENDMENT TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
RFP #01260

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 05 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Education Networks of America, IncJENA Services, LCC hereby amends the contract
for the Idaho Education Network ("lEN"), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Order. SBP01309
(the "Agreement").

It Is the Intent of the State of Idaho, to amend RFP #01260 in order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement
1. ENA wiD be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E·rate Form 471. Owest
Communications Association is required to work with the ENA Account Team for
ordering, and provisioning of, on-golng maintenance, operations and billing for all lEN
sites.
2.

ENA will coordinate overall delivery of all lEN network services and support.

Qwest, as the principal partner and prIme
prime supplier, will procure, provision, and
3. ENA, with Owest,
provide all local access connections and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to
ensure the most cost efficient and reliable network access throughout the State to
indude leveraging of public safety network assets where ever economically and
inClude
technically feasible. ENA and Qwest will use exlsting
exIsting and future agreements and
partnerships to deliver the necessary bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the
core lEN MPLS platform.

Owest, will provide
4. ENA, in coordination with Owes!,
prOVide all Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
Installation, Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network.

5.

wori< with the State of Idaho and Owest
ENA will assign a project manager to work
Qwest to define
the project Scope of Work. The ENA project manager, working with the Owest
awest project
manager.
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
flnal
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.

6. ENA and Owest will use a combination of ENA and Owest Network Operations Center
(NOG) assets for the Idaho Education Network including:
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA
(Owesl)
b. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC (Owest)
c. -Establishment of an IP NOe (Owesl)

All three NOCs will be staffed twenty·four hours a day. seven days a week, lhree
three
one.-stop lEN customer
hundred sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one--stop
facing service and support center; Owest transport NOC will monitor both the physical
and logical layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOe will manage -the MPlS
MPLS services via
existing management platforms.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
aclO,
AMENDMENT TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATiON
EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
RFP #01260

7.

ENA will work directly with the State of Idaho and Qwest to supply the information
necessary for the State to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely manner.
ENA will also assist the State in providing E-Rate training for State Educational Support
entities, Public School Districts and libraries.

8. The State considers ENA and Qwest as equal partners In the lEN project as
demonstrated In the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20. 2009 and the subsequent
28, 2009.
SBPO dared January 28.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized bOling from ENA. as the service provider
associated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual or on-going basis at
any time durIng
during the term of the agreement. ENA must provide this information within 30
days of the State's request for itemized billing information.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
RFP #01260

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 05 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho (·State")
THiS
and Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") hereby amends the oontract for the
Idaho Education Network rIEN-),
rIEN·), Owest
Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order:
Order. SBP01308 (the
••Agreement").
Agreement").
It Is the Intent of the State of Idaho, to amend RFP #01260 in order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.
ServIce
1. Qwest will be the general contractor for aU lEN technical network services. The Service
Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of America
(ENA), is required to work with the dedicated Owest Account Team for ordering, and
provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all lEN sites.
2. Owest,
awest, in partnership with ENA, will deliver lEN technical network services using its
existing core MPLS network and backbone services.
exIsting
3. Owest, In
in partnership with ENA, will procure and provision all local access connections
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public safety
Qwest and ENA wlll
network assets where ever economically and technically feasible. Owest
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform.
4. Qwest, In coordination with ENA, will provide ali
aU Internet services to lEN users.
5. Qwest will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
the project Soope of Work. The Owest project manager, working with the ENA project
manager.
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Stale of Idaho lEN program manager for final
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.
combination of Owest and ENA Network Operations Center
6. Qwest and ENA will use a comblnatlon
(NOG) assets for the Idaho Education Network including:
(NOC)
a. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Owest
b. Establishment of an IP Noe by Owest
c. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA
week, three hundred
All three Noes will be staffed twenty-four hour'3 a day, seven days a week.
sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOe will serve as the one-stop lEN customer facing
NOG will monitor both the physical and logical
service and support center; Owest transport Noe
layer for outages and Qwest's
QW9st's IP
\P Noe
NQe will manage the MPLS services via existing
management platforms.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT TO
STATE Of IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)

RFP #01260

7. Owest will work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the information
necessary for the State and ENA to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely
manner.
8. The State oonsiders Owest and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated
in the Intent
intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent SBPO dated
January 28, 2009.
9. The State may request copies of aJlltemized billing from Owest, as the service provider
associated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual, or on-golO9
on-golng basis at
any time during the term of the agreement. Owest must provide this information within
30 days of the State's request for Itemized billing information.
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1)
(1' TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
8BP0013tl8
February 28. 2009
Fee.ru.y

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this -Arnendmellr)
State or Idaho ("S18te")
"Arnendmellr) by and between the Stale
and Qwnt Comrnun5catlona
for the
Comrnun5eatlona Company,
rQwesr) her8by amends the contract rOf
Idaho Education Network (-IEN-),
Slatewlde Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the
("lEN"), Qwest SlatBwlde

Uc

-Agreemem-).
"Agreemem-).

It I. the intent of the SteW of Idaho to 11111800 8BPOO1308
SBPOO1308 In order to clarify
clartfy the roles and
responlfbflltJe8
responafbflltJe. of the parties to the Agreement.
1, Owest
technical network selVices. The Servfce
Qwest wlU be the gene181
genel8l contractor for all lEN tectlnlcel
Provider I$wd on the State's
E-18te Form 471, Education Networks of Amence
Stale's Federal E-rate
(ENA), 1& r8qUired to work with the dedicalod Qweet Account Team for oroering, and
provisioning of, on-goilg maintenance, operations and bNllng for BillE'"
all lEN sites.
2. Qwest, In coordination with ENA, wiD deliver lEN tedmklal
tedmk:al network services using Its
exi$Ung
exil!JUng 001'8
oore MPLS
MPlS network and backbone services.
3. Owe8t,ln coordination wlth
wJth ENA,
ENA. wllI procure and provl$!on aU local access connections
and routing equipment making reasonable effons 10
to ensure the most cost efficient and
reliable network access
ecce88 throughout the state to include leveraging of publlo safety
network assets wherever eoonomlcalty and lechntcelly
lechnlcelly feasIble.
feasible. Owest and ENA will
use existing and future agrvemilnts and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPlS p1atfO"".
plattO"".
4. Owest,
Qwest, In coordination wIth ENA.
ENA, wiD provide allintemet services to lEN users.
5. Qwest will
Stale of Idaho and ENA to define
w1fJ Beelgn
8eslgn 88 project manager to work with the State
the project Scope of Werk. The awest
OWest pl'QJect
plOject manager, worki'lg with the ENA project
manager, will develop a datalled
asks, assign
dltalled Joint Project Plan that will outline project web,
responsibilities, identify risks,
Impl&rnentatlon. This
rfsks, and define the scheduJe for project Impl&mentatlon.
Joint Project Plan WI» be presented to the Slate of Idaho lEN program manager for final
review and approval Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approvaffrom Ihe State.
6. OWest
Owest and ENA Network Operations Center
Centor
Owest and ENA wi! use a combinallon
combination of OW8et
(NO
(NOC)
C) assets
assels for the Idaho Education Network Indudlng
Including buS not limited 10:
to:

a. establishment of B phyalcallayer
0West;
physlcallsyer (transport) NOC by Owest;
b. establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest:
Qwest; and
c. establishment of a customer facing
facfng Network Operation, Center (NOC) by ENA.

wi.

be staffed lwenty-four hours a day, seven da~ 8a week. three hundred
sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as lt18
1f18 one-stop lEN customer facing
servIce
logical
service and support center; QwCiSt transport
transPOrt NOe will monitor both the physical and logIcal
via exl6Ung
layor for outages and Qwest's
aweat's IP NOC
Nee wiU manage the MPLS services vIa
I'l1IInagemenl
I'l1lInagemenl platfonns.
Alllhrec
A1llhrec NOes
Noes

Page 1
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
MENDUENT

STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (EN)
SBP001308
FRruary 26, 200.

1. Qweel will work with ENA and with the Slate of Idaho to aupply the Information
necessary for the Slate and ENA to me Federal E-rate forms accuratefy and In a timely
manner.

lEN project 88 demonstrated
8. The State conaldel$ Qwest and ENA equal partnEn In the leN
'ntent to Award Leiter dated January 20.
20, 2009 and the subsequenl
subsequent SBPOO1308
in the 'ntenllo
dated January 28, 2009.
Slate may request coplN
coplQ 01
illemlzed billing from
9. The State
of ,II
," il8mlzed

be.

Qwest. as the service provider

with the delivetY
deJivetY of lEN ..
rvlee. on 88 monthly.
monthly, annual, or onllolng
onlloing basts at
wllh
..rvlee.
withIn
soy time durlrl9 the 18nn of 1ho agreement. Owest must proVIde this Infonnation within
8saoclated
8S8OClated

Srate's request for ltemlzad bilHng information.
30 days of the Slate's
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DEPARTMEHT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF mE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATI! OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBPOO1308
Febru8ry 21.
28, 2001
February

"Amendment") by and between the Stall Df Idaho rState
rState·)
THIS AMENDIIENT NO. 01 (this "Amendment')
Educatfon Network. of AmerIca.
AmerIca, IncJENA
Inc.IENA ~MCI" LLC hereby amends the contract
and EdllClltfon
for the Idaho Educatson Networ1< (·IEN·), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01309
(the ·Agreemenr).
"Agreemenr).
W

)

elarify the role. and
It Ie the Intent of the ~ of Idaho to .....nd SBP001309 In order to ellHify
partie. to the Agree .... nt.
responsibilities of the pettie.

1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the 518t8" Fedoral E-rate Form 471. Clwe8t
Qwe8t
Communlc8tlon$ Company LLC ("Owest") i$
i(J ~l.Ilred
~l.Ilred to wori( with the ENA Account
Communlc8tlor.$
Team for ordering, and provisioning of, on-golng malntenanoe. optnations and biDing for
all lEN 8ites.
sites.

2. ENA will coordinate overall delivery of aU lEN networi( services and support.
3. ENA. In coordlneUon with Qwest,
OWes.. will
wil procure, provision. and proVIde aU local acces8
connections and routing equipment making raasonabkt
reasonabkt efforts to ensurs the most
m05t cost
efficient and reliable nelwolit
nelwol1t acceas
aCC8S8 thfUugoout th8 State to InclJde Iewra91ng of public
safety network essets
assets whenwer economically and technically feasible. ENA and Qwest
safely
delwer Itte
Ihe neoessary
wlU use eJdsting and future agreements and partnerships to dell\ler
oonnect to the
\he core lEN MPLS platform.
p1etform.
bandwldth
bandwidth to each leN site and 10 <lOnneet

EM. in coordination with Qwest. wlU provide all VIdeo TelltCOIlferenclng (VTC)
4. ENA,
Installation, OpenltJons,
netwot1<.
OpenltJoos, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN networl<.
~.

ENA wfll
wf" assign 8a project manager to woO( with the State
Slate of Idaho and Owest to
\0 define
the project Scope of WOri(.
PIOJEK:t
Wol't(. Tho ENA project managor.
managor, WOI1dng with !he Qwest PIOJe<:t
manager, wW d$Ylitlop
d$Yl)lop 8 detailed Joint Project Plan that wtI
wII outlne project tasks.
tasks, assign
nlsponslbllltle8, Identify risks, and define the schedule for I)roject implementation. This
rasponslbllltle8,
J~nt Project Plan wiD be Pf8Mnled
J"'nt
Pf8Mn1ed to the State of Idatlo lEN program manager for rnal
I'8vJew
l'8V1ew end approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the rel/iew
lillld approval from the Stale.
limd

CO""r
6. ENA and Qwest will use a col'flbJnallon
combJnallon of ENA and Qwest Netwol1(
Netwo\1( Operations Co""r
(NOe) assels for the Idaho Education Netwof't(
Netwof1( indudlng, but not limited w:
. (Nae)
tg:
~. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA;
b. Establishment
EstablishmenC of a physical layer (tmn&pM)
(tmn&ptlf1) NOC by Qwest;
OWest; and
a. Establishment d an IP NOC by Qwesl.
c.

All three NOCs wNI be &1Iffed
&12Iffed twenly-four
twenty-foLlr hours a day, seven days a week, three
hundred slXly
NOC will BeNe as the on~stop lEN customer
sIXty five days of the year. ENA's NaC
facing aervioe and support center; Qwest tT$nspol't
tT$nsport NOC will monitor both the physical
and Ioglcalleyer
logical layer for outages and Owest·s
Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS servIces
services via
exJatlng
exJating management platforms.

Paqe1
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFIce OF THE 000,
AMENDMI!NT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBPOO1301
8BPOO1301
Pebru8ry 21, 200t

7.

State of Idaho and Owest
Qwast to supply the Information
ENA wll work dlrecly with the Stlte
FedeJai E-rate forma accurately and In a timely manner.
neoe&sary for the State to file FedelBl
also assl,t the Slate h provtdlng
proVIding E-Rate traIning
training for SIBle Educational Support
ENA will elso
DI8t1tctB and Libraries.
entities, Public School DlatltetB

8. The State considers ENA and Qwesl as Bq\lal partnerv In the lEN project lIS
demonstrated In the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent
SBPOO1309 dated January 28,2009.
ENA. as the service provider
9. The Stale may request copies of aU itemized blUing from ENA,
delfvelY of lEN aetvloes
aetvioes on a mon1hly,
mon1hly. amual or o~g
o~g basis at
assodated with the delfveJY
agreement ENA must provide this information within 30
any tme duq the term of the agreemenl
request for itemized billing information.
da)'l$ of the State's requesl

Pllge2
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EXHIBIT 20
001633

OFFICE OF -rHE CIO - JOB DESCRIPTIONS
fij~hjifii6iijTij~_~tiffii~MiiiJiijJ~
fij~hjiiji6iijT~)i~tifiii~MtiiJiii!~

1iii~~iJ_:::~~li!flr~-':tiiQ1ll.uJ~rf~IJ!~
1iii~~iJ.:::~~li!flr~.l!iiQ~.uJ~rf~IJ!~ ~~
•
•
•

Greg provides technical direction for the state by recommending policies, guidelines and
standards for action by !TRMC
ITRMC (IT Resource Management Council).
ofthe State's IT Strategic long term
Primary focus is the development and implementation ofthe
information technology strategies necessary to carry out the council's plans and actions.
Greg also serves as a a resource for state agency management-In the planning and development
of IT-related systems and services
services••

• _
_-';;'dhti&f"'iwiSS1sfiit~_lfBij
•
•_~dhtif"'iwiSS1sfiit~_M
•
•
•

Organizes and provides direct support for regularly scheduled !TRMe and subcommittee
meetings, manages ITRMC web site updates.
(IPRAC) and
Organizes and minutes the meetings of the lEN Program Resource Advisory Council (IPRAe)
its Technical Advisory Committee (IEN-TAC).
Provided administrative support to Brady Kraft and Garry Lough before this role was taken On by
Debra Stephenson-Padilla (see below).

ENTERPRISE SECURITY SERVICES
~.~;~~_~~i~~_ftIIJ
_.IdI~;;~~.~~i~.{ ••i.ftMJ
•
•

Strategic security, privacy and disaster recovery effbrts for the state.
Leads the Office of the CIO'sinternal operational security services.

Dena Duncan ~ Sr. IT Network Analyst (3321858)
•
Administers the Statewide e-mail Spam and Virus filtering solution.
•

Alerts agencies of new threats, vulnerabilities, andattacksaga inst the State's enterprise
network.

•

Participates in incident response, contributes to IT dis,aster
dis.aster recovery efforts.

•

Helps determine the most appropriate security products, software and services for security
priorities,

Sb!vePoeppe ~ IT Systems Security Analyst {332
(332 1808)
•
Administers the Statewide Intrusion Detection and Protection Systems.
•

Helps formulate security related policies, standards and guidelines.

•

Alerts agencies of new threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks againstthe
agC!instthe Sta.te's enterpriSe
network.

•

Participates in incident response, contributes to IT disaster recovery efforts.

•

supportforvirtl,J"r
for virtu" I private networksfQr
Implements and provides first- and second-tier technical support
state agencies.

001634DOA014964

ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS & SUPPORT
Bill Farnsworth - Enterprise Applications & Support Manager (3321878)
•
Provides technical direction for the state in the areas of internet applications, e"commerce and
web porta Is.
•
Primary focus is the state's portal provider, Access Idaho, and the management of the state's
home page, www.idaho.gov.
• Also provides direction, research and input for policies, standards and guidelines related to
desktop and server software.
Jon Eckerle - Webmaster (332
(3~2 1855)
services andequipmentthat
• Jon is respdnsible for planning, maintaining, and coordinating s~rvices
comprise Idaho State Government's wide area network (WAN). This WAN is the electronic
foundation whkh supports state agencies' business systems and facilitates information sharing.
•
Web design and development, web application development; state enterprise DNS and FTP
administration.
Brigette Tem
Teen - Webmaster (3321834)
•
Configures and manages the State's enterprise-level web servers and file transfer protocol (FTP)
servers.
• Oversees web operations for multiple agenCies; to set up, host, and proVide ~pert assistance
and consultation to client agencies regarding their web presence.

Milirsh - Sr. IT Systems Integration Analyst (3321851)
cheryi Mi!lrsh
•
•
•

MS SQL database administration, and systems integration.
integratiOn.
..MS
Consulting services to our customers related to web development, data bases and other IT
ITrelated projects.
Internally, the implementation of ITIL internal controls and the Service Now Services Desk
software.

Shenee
She
nee Merritt -IT Program System Specialist (3321864)
•

financial man~gement system (IFAS).
Administers the technical side of the department's Hnanclal

•

Works with multiple agencies with their database management and data solutions.

Sam lair -

Sr; IT Information Systems Technician (3321805)

Fr~d Woodbridc:e - Sr. IT InrormationSystems Technician (3321804)
Fred

Sc;otUlailey-Sr. IT Information Systems Technician(3321803)
Sc;otUlalley-Sr.
•
All three provide administrativeandtechnicallocal-area-network support for the agencies,
boards and commissions located in and around the CapitclMall (about 30 organizations at this
time).
• All three maintain complex IT environments consisting ofswitches, routers, personal computers,
Microsoft Exchange, and Microsoft Active Directory.
.servers, Micros.oft

001635DOA014965

•

All three troubleshoot wide-a rea-networking issues.

Duane Gaerte - rr Information Systems Technician (3321807)
•
Provides helpdesk support Internally and for enterprise customers.

GEOSPATIAL OFFICE
Gall Ewart-Idaho Geospatial Officer (3321879)
•
Provides recommendations on geospatial technologies to the IT Resource Management Council.
g~spatial technology initiatives and iSsues.
• Acts as the contact person for statewide g~spatial
•
Primary focus is to encourage cooperation,s~ndardizations,
state and
cooperation,s~ndardizations, and data sharing across st,\lte
federal agencies and departments.

~;:ii'ii5'_fjijjjj;'Ui~1
~;:ii'ii5'iifjijjjj:Ui~1
•

Conducts or overseeS projects, with special emphasis
emphaSis on Integrated Property Records Systel11.

•

Provides functional guidance /Ieadership
jleadership to professional and technical staff assigned to a
IS project.
specific G
GIS

•

Researches and designs. new or revised methodologies; Develops, modifies and maintains
computer programs.

•

Assists In statewide GIS planning and implementation.
implement,\ltlon.

.

ENTERPRISE INFRASTRUCTURE SERVICES

.

_~~~~!t~
_~~~J~e"t~ ~18t
~
•

telecommunications and Other
Provides strategic direction related to telecommunil;:atlonsand
other technologies.

•

theoperatibnal
Leads the
.operational team responsible for the State's internet and network connectivity.

DearOOm -Sr. IT Network Analyst (3321845)
Cheryl Dearbom
•
Responsible for managing; staffing, budgeting, and monitoring all activities of our enterprise
Statewide Telephone Services. Program.
•

in-houseVTCprogramand State lAlnguage Interpretative Services.
Also manages the in-houseVTCprogr.amand

Analyst(3321854)
Tom Nordberg -Sr. IT Network Analyst(33218541
Mild! Mead -Sr. IT Network Analyst (3321852)
MlchaelSChlers - Sr. IT Network Ana lyst(3321856)
MlchlelSchlers
involvedin the planning,maintaining, and coordina~ng services and equipment
• All three are involvedJn
that comprise Idaho State Government's wide area network (WAN). This WAN is the electronic
foundaticsnwhich sLipportsstate agencies' business svstemsand fadlitares
foundationwhith
faCilitates informationshating
between agencies and to Idaho citizens.
• Tom's particular area ofemphasis is WAN design, documentation, reliability,
reliabifity, and security.
•

Mike's particular area of emphasis is WAN architecture
architectiJre and design,ArewallAdli1inistratioh,
design,ArewaIIAdministratioh,
security, reliability, and documentation.

001636DOA014966

•

Michael's particular areas of emphasis include firewall design and implementation, VPN
~onnectivity,
~onnectivity, wireless networking, WAN design, documentation, reliability, and overall network
security.

Wade Douglas - rr Network
l\Ietwork Analyst (3321846)
calling cards,
•
Responsible for the management and monitorIng
monitoring of local access, long distance, caJUng
wireless and small phone system contracts.
•

Assists State agencies in resolving service or billing issues and in troubleshooting PBX and key
.system
system problems.

eFacilitates and coordinates installation or repair for voice lines, SOO services,
servicesl long distance
provisioning j calling cards, cellular services and eqUipment.
eqUipment, and cabling.

ENTERPRISE PLANS & PROGRAMS
_!i-er~~'.:'~':l'lM1Slr~iG
-~,-'-;JMail--~!iDfi'_~~
_Bi·er~~':'~':l'lM1Slr~iG
-~,-'-;JMail---~!iDfi'_~~
~_=~"FL_
....___ ~~_____._....~_~~
_ _!.'!t
=_=;:=0"'1..-...
~_~~
__

•
e
•
•
•

Provides strategic
strategIc planning oversight of the State IT Strategic Plan and leads the development
and maintenance of the Dept. of Administration's IT Strategic Plan.
Leads the team providing project management oversight for the aClo
OCIO and the Dept. of Admin.
management community throughout the
Offers project management supportto the project rnanagementcommunity
state.
Additionally, provides budget forecasti ng, planning and oversight as well as IT contract
management for the State.
Carla's role in the lEN is largely to do with the writing of the RH

Scot Maring - Project Coordinator (332 1841)
•
•
•

Provides project development, implementation, oversight; and consultation.
Involved in agency customer relations services and Strategic and IT planning for the Office ofthe
of the
CIO.
Serves as the Office of the ClO's P-card manager.

Janet Rogers - Technical Records Specialist (3321843)
•

Janet provides calling card coordination where she orders new cards, makes changes and
cancellation of existing cards; updates internal Telesoft management system and sends orders
to Qwest

.....
e

Processes the telephone billings, sends out monthly invoices, and provides claims adjusbneilts.

IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK
;;;,.~~~

_.;;;..~~~

•

e

•

Oversees all aspectS of technica I implementation for the Idaho Educlltion
Education Network,
Netw.ork, from budget
pfanning and implementation from
forecastand execution, to managing contract providers, to planning
both a statewide and individual school perspective.
Responsible for coordinating funding from a variety.ofsoorces;
variety.ofsoOrcesi including
indLiding the F~erale-Rate
F~erale-Rate
subsidy for schoolS,
schools, grantS through USDA/RUS program or the Broadband Technology
Opportunities Program, grantS from Title II D through the Department
Deparbnentof
of Education, and oth~r
outside
outSide sources.
Prepares and submits reports on expenditures of Federal Stimulus money.

001637DOA014967

•
•
•
•

Establishes policies and proceclures
procedures pertinent to implementing lEN, whether those be related to
the network proper or the video-teleconferencing endpoints used for synchronous education.
Prepares and coordinates certification training for teachers delivering content over the lEN.
Coordinates relevant Information
information through the lEN Technical Committee and the lEN Program
Resource Advisory Committee, seeking approval from relevant committees where appropriate.
I EN serVices and
a nd in coordinating education content
Has a primary role in supporting adoption of IEN
variety ()fsources for consumption by lEN customers.
from awide varietyofsources

-~QJj=~~~~~
-~QJj=~~~~~
•

Provides clerical support
supp()rt to Brady Kraft and Garry Lough. (Debra started WOrking
w()rking with the Office
ofthe CIO on August 3; 2009)
oUhe

RELEVANT OTHERS (WITHIN ADMIN BUT OUTSIDE THE OFFICE OF THE CIO)
_~~c~~~~~~1i
.~~c~iiM~~~~li
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Works directly with the Director to drive key initiatives and set the legislative, edernalaffairs
external. affairs
and government relations agenda.
Develops and defines goals, plans, timelines and strategies for various projects and initiatives to
improve the effectiveness and efficiency of the Department and the state of Idaho.
Develops strategies to accomplish goals, identify issues, key stakeholders, potential partners,
and eva.luation methods to determine effectiveness.
.Identifies and coordinates with program committees and advisory groups.
project irnpactand recommends
Directs research projects, analyzes research results, evaluates projec:t
modifications to stakeholders
Represents department at hearings.
Prepares regulations fOr promulgation.

liDfi~jli&i.~t1i~w.__~~
IliiJi~j~i&i.~t1i~w~~"
•

Directs communications to stakeholders and observers of the project.

•

Reports to the lEN Program Resource Advisory Council.

•

DepartmentofEducation,
Office of the State Board of
Serves as a liaison between State Department
of Education,Office
Education, K-12, Higher Education, and the l1!gislature and .theIEN.
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EXHIBIT 21
001639

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
SUbJect:
Attachments:

Berry, Clint
Tuesday, November 24, 200910:18 AM
Strickler, Joel
FW: This was handed to Jerry Piper yesterday
lEN Solution.
doc; image002.gif; image003.gif
Solution.doc;

Clint Berry
Regional Sales Manager
999 Main Street, Suite 1100
Boise, Idaho 83702
208 364-3977 (work)
208571-0195 (mobile)
Clint.Berry@gwest.com

Government and Education Solutions

Qwest.Q

BU!i'NES.~
BU!i'NES.~

From: Strickler, Joel
Sent:
sent: Wednesday, July 08, 2009 10:46 AM
To: Berry, Clint
Subject: FW: This was handed to Jerry Piper yesterday

requested.......
Forwarding on as requested
.......
Joel Strickler
Account Manager
Qwest - Government & Education Solutions
999 Main Street, Suite 800
Boise, Idaho 83702
(office) 208 364-1192
(cellular) 208 571-1144
(e-mail)JoeI.Strickler@gwest.com .
(e-mail)JoeI.Strickler@llwest.com

From: Bob Collie [mailto:bcollie@ena.com]
sent: Wednesday, July 08,20098:08 AM
Sent:
To: Strickler, Joel
Subject: FW: This was handed to Jerry Piper yesterday
FYI. If you forward Internally, do not forward this email, just send the attachment. I do not want my name associated with this.

-Bob

From: Greg Lowe [mailto:glowe@syringanetworks.net]
sent: Wednesday, July
july 08, 2009 09:04
Sent:

QWEST0003520
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To: Bob Collie
COllie
Subject:
SUbject: This was handed to Jerry Piper yesterday
Brady also has a copy. So, I thought you might like it as well. This solution has fiber to all schools on the list.
Regards,

Greg Lowe
CEO
Syringa Networks, LLC
3795 S Development Ave
Boise, ID 83705
Office: 208-229-6136
Cell:
208-473-1661
Main: 208-229-6100
Fax:
208-229-6110
Email: glowe@syringanetworks.net
Assistant: Faye Baxter
Email: fbaxter@syringanetworks.net
Desk: 208.229.6141

"Idaho's Premie, Fibe, Optic Network"

Privileged and Confidentiality Notice
The information in this message is intended for the named recipients only. It may contain information that is privileged, confidential or
otherwise protected from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution,
or the taking of any action in reliance on the contents of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, do not
print it or disseminate it or its contents. In such event, please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete the e-mail file immediately
thereafter. Thank you.
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Syrlnga Networks, LLC: 3795 S. Development Ave., Bolse,lD 83705 :: Phone: (208) 229-6100 :: Fax: (208) 229-6110

Syringa Networks / lEN

15Mb WAN Solution
Overview
Network Architecture
Pricing

www.syringanetworks.net

QWEST0003522
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S:ii1!fiJa
Syringa Networks. LLC: 3795 S. Development Ave
Ave.,.• Bolse.1D
Boise.1D 83705 :: Phone: (208) 229·6100 :: Fax: (208) 229-6110

Syringa Networks received an email from the last lEN committee meeting
concerning the initial deployment of twelve selected sites. Syringa Networks has
reviewed the sites that were provided and has developed a network solution that
will satisfy the initial requirements. The primary requirement is that each site will
receive 15mb of bandwidth for the lEN application, and fiber connectivity to each
site. This will be done at a very competitive price point.

Syringa Networks has assembled a consortium of telephone companies and cable
companies that service the twelve initial locations. This consortium directly
represents the telecommunications and cable companies that service these areas. In
this regard, as a member of the consortium, and as companies providing service to
the local communities, they are committed to furthering the goals of lEN and their
local communities. This is a winning combination for all.

The Syringa Networks solution for these twelve sites delivers 15mb of bandwidth at
each location. Each site will have fiber optic cable as the transport medium for the
service. A 10/100 Ethernet handoffwill be presented as a user interface at each site.
This will be connected to an MPLS network that will have multiple core switching
and access nodes within the borders of the state ofIdaho. This network will be
capable of Layer Two or Layer Three VPN's. It will be deployed with a robust set of
Quality of Service (QoS) and Class of Service (CoS) options.

Two applications referred to relative to lEN have been Video Teleconferencing and
Internet access. Either the Layer Two or Layer Three Virtual Private Network (VPN)
options can deliver the required solution. If the Layer Three option is selected then
Syringa Networks will work with the customer to develop the Type of Service (TOS)
or Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP) bits necessary to provide the QOS/COS
necessary to fulfill the application requirements.

www.syringanetwol.ks.net
www.syringanctwol.ks.net

aWEST0003523
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;; Fax: (208) 229·6110
Syringa Networks, LLC: 3795 S. Development Ave., Boise,lD 83705 :: Phone: (208) 229·6100 ::

If a Layer Two VPN solution is chosen then Syringa Networks will work with the
customer to establish the same QoS/CoS capabilities for a Layer Two VPN. It also
would use the Type of Service (1'OS) or Differentiated Services Code Point (DSCP)
bits necessary to provide the QOS/COS necessary to fulfill the application
requirements. It differs in that with the Layer Two implementation there would be a
discrete Virtual Circuit per application, and the IP routing would be at the edge
device instead of being provided by the MPLS network.

It is conceivable that a combination of Layer Two VPN and Layer Three VPN's can be
deployed. One advantage of this type of deployment would be that Internet would
be on its own separate virtual circuit. This would provide a harder separation on
Internet traffic and may alleviate security concerns by some districts. This is largely
a perception issue, however perception can be reality. The important point to make
here is that the technology is available to handle this requirement

It is envisioned that the Internet will be provided to the network as a whole. It will
enter the network at a specified location. It will then be drained by the appropriate
VPN mechanism to each location.

Video will be most likely be delivered from a central location. Syringa Networks will
provide the Centralized Multipoint Control Unit (MCU). We will also provide a
software tool for user scheduling to the classes. End System Video units will be
provided as well.

Project management is a strength of Syringa Networks. Syringa Networks employs a
project manager today that will be assigned to this project.
project This individual will set
schedules, interface with Sales, Syringa Networks technical staff, and lEN personnel
responsible for making the network a success. In this regard lEN will have a specific
customer advocate dedicated to the success of the project

www.syril1ganetwOl·ks.net
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Syr!nga Networks, LLC: 3795 S. Development Ave., Boise,lD
Boise. ID 83705 :: Phone: (20B) 229-6100 :: Fax: (20B) 229-6110
Syringa

Operationally the project will be assigned a project 10. The significance is that the
project can be tracked by a single mechanism within the Syringa Networks
provisioning system. The provisioning system is used by Syringa Networks
personnel to track progress of orders. It is visible by not only the project manager,
but all levels of management. It provides preset intervals for automatic escalation so
that specific steps in the project are not overlooked.

An additional feature is that customers can participate in the system and track their
orders as well. This allows the customer ready access to the administrative vehicle
that will monitor the progress of the project and its components. Additionally, it
provides direct access to the project manager, and the technician's task with
working on the project

Syringa Networks will provide 24 hour a day monitoring and trouble reporting for
the network. Our Network Surveillance Center (NSC) in Rexburg, and soon to be
Idaho Falls, provides this capability today. This capability is backed up today in
Boise. This provides a fault tolerant capability that does not existing within the State
of Idaho today. All trouble activity is directed from these locations today.

The customer will have the ability to enter troubles via the Web and monitor their
activity. HistoricaJ
Historical trouble handling is a standard feature of this system. This allows
the customer to track their troubles in time to review historical performance of the
network, and Syringa Networks.

Additionally, Syringa Networks will set up graphical monitoring for each interface in
the network. This will allow the customer to determine utilization of each interface
on a 24 hours rolling basis. In this regard, it will be easier to review those sites that
have adequate bandWidth, or are bandwidth starved because of usage. Syringa
Networks current Enterprise and Carrier customer base has the ability to use these
services and many do.

www.s).ringanetwol·ks.net
www.syringanetwo\·ks.net
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Syringa Networks, LLC: 3795 S. Deve)opmentAve., BOise,1D
Boise,lD 83705 :: Phone: (208) 229-6100 :: Fax: (208) 229-6110

A couple of drawings have been attached for your review. Additionally,
Additional1y, estimated
cost has been added for analysis. I hope this is helpful to you in your endeavors.

Conceptual view of the first twelve sites of the lEN Network.
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Syringa Networks. LLC: 3795 S. Development Ave
Ave.•.• Bolse.1D 83705 :: Phone: (208) 229·6100 :: Fax: (208) 229·6110

Detailed view of the initial lEN deployment
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Syringa Networks. LLC: 3795 S. OevelopmentAve
229-6110
Development Ave".. Boise. 10 83705 :: Phone: (208) 229-6100 :: Fax: (208) 229·6110

Dist.101

Dist.84
Dist.244
Dist.242
Dist.221
Dist.431
Dist.261
Dist.312
Dist.33
Dist.202

Dist.161

Dist.291

Bonners
Ferry High
School
Sandpoint
HighSchool
Grangeville
High School
Prairie High
School
Emmett
High School
Weiser High
School
Jerome High
School
Shoshone
High School
Bear Lake
High School
WestSide
Senior High
School
Clark
County Jr-Sr
High School
Salmon High
School

Boundary
County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Bonne County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Idaho County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Idaho County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Gem County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Washington
County
Jerome County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Lincoln County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Bear Lake
County
Franklin
County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Clark County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Lemhi County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

MRC $34,200.00

NRC $18,000.00

NOTES:
>AII Quotes Valid for 30-days.
3D-days.
>AIl
>Quote does not include costs for any DMARC extension.
>Flat-Rate Pricing, contingent upon contract signing for ALL Schools on the Price Quote
>These locations will be served 15Mb Bandwidth delivered via fiber optics - All sites will
have CPE installed as part of the solution/quoted service.

www.syrillgcll1l·twol.ks.net
www.syrillgcllll.twol.ks.net
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SyrInga Networks,
229-6100 :: Fax: (208) 229·6110
229-6110
Networks. LLC: 3795 S. Development Ave., Bolse,lD
Boise, ID B3705 :: Phone: (208) 229·6100

Dist.101

Dist.84
Dist.244
Dist.242
Dist.221
Dist.431
Dist.261
Dist.312
Dist.33
Dist.202

Dist.161

Dist. 291

Bonners
Ferry High
School
Sandpoint
High School
Grangeville
High School
Prairie High
School
Emmett
High School
Weiser High
School
Jerome High
School
Shoshone
High School
Bear Lake
High School
WestSide
senior High
Senior
School
Clark
County Jr-Sr
High School
Salmon High
School

Boundary
County

15Mb

$7,400.00

$1,500.00

60

Bonne County

15Mb

$7,400.00

$1,500.00

60

Idaho County

15Mb

$3,750.00

$1,500.00

60

Idaho County

15Mb

$3,750.00
$3.750.00

$1,500.00

60

Gem County

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

Washington
County
Jerome County

15Mb

$1,750.00

$1,500.00

60

15Mb

$2,850.00

$1,500.00

60

lincoln County

15Mb

$3,750.00

$1,500.00

60

Bear lake
County
Franklin
County

15Mb

$1,750.00

$1,500.00

60

15Mb

$1,750.00

$1,500.00

60

Clark County

15Mb

$4,500.00

$1,500.00

60

lemhi County

15Mb

$2,500.00

$1,500.00

60

MRC $44,000.00

NRC $18,000.00

NOTES:
3D-days.
>AII Quotes Valid for 30-days.
>Quote does not include costs for any DMARC extension.
>Price Quote - individual pricing for each site, does NOT require contract for all schools
>These locations will be served 15Mb Bandwidth delivered via fiber optics - All
A" sites will
have CPE installed as part of the solution/quoted service.

www.syringanetworks.net
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration

c.L. "BUJ'CH"OTTER
OoYernlll'

MIKE GWARTNEY
Plr_
Dlr_

Stale Street,
Slrec:t, Room
ROQm 100
650 West State
P.O. Box 83720

BOISB,
BOISE!, ID 8372()..()OO3
83720-0003
TelDpJlone (208) 332·1824 or FAX (208) 334·2307
334·2'07
hUpf'....".odmJdllho.S""
hUpf'
....".odmJdllho.'''''

July 24, 2009

OregLowe
Syringa Networks, LLC
00
3795 So. Development Ave., Ste. ]]00
Boise, ID 83715
Dear Greg:
·'.",

.

)

o

As you recall, you and I met last Tbursday.
Thursday, July 16th•, to discuss various concerns that you had
regarding the Idaho Education Network ("lEN") contract awards. At the conclusion of our
meeting.
of the week.
meeting, I conunitted that I would respond to your concerns by the end ofthe

In genera1,
general, you requested an explanation of why the contract was awarded to both ENA and
Qwest; and in the end, you requested that ENA be awarded the technical services (i.e., tlle
backbone) work under the contract. In the alternative, you asked that Administration require that
ENA and Qwest
oftbe
Qwcst be required to seek ~kls
~ids or pricing from the market for each of
tile schools (or
the local loops), During our collvezsation,
COllvC188tion, you also asserted tlJat Administration has told ENA
not to use Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa").
("Syring"').
This correspondence addresses your requests and allegations. However,
However. before I do address your
does not
allegations. I think
thinlc it's important fur you to understand that Administration docs
requests and aJlegations,
recognize Syringa as a proposer or a contractor. Adininistration contracted with ENA' and
\ Qwcst. not Syringa. Syringa is a subcontmctorofENA;
subcontraetorofENA; it is not the oontraeth1g
oontracdng entity,
entity. nor the
responsible party on the contract itself While many of your anega.ions
anega'ions center around your
responsjble
belief that Administration has a contract with· Syringf4 the State does not have nor does it
recognize
that it has a contract or any contractual relationship with Syringa related to lEN.
\

In other words, in the interest of
reaching some closure regarding your complaints and concerns,
ofreaching
and in the interest of open government,' I am providing you an explanation of the
to.multiple vendors. However, it should in
Administration's decision to award theIEN contract to.muJtiple
00
no way be construed as an admission or acknowledgement that Syringa bas standing to challenge
the multi-vendor award. ContraQ'to
ContralY to Syringa's position, it is Administration's position that only
I

J

~.

"Serving Idaho citizens through Bifectlv9
sslVicos to their governmentaf
govemmental agena' 
8ffectJv9 selVicos
LOWE30(b}(6) - 000070
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ENA, Qwest, and Verizon (the three responsive propoJrs) had statutory rights to protest the
awards.
That being said, as Greg Zickau,
Zickau. ChiefTecbnoIogy
ChiefTechnoIogy 0 ' cer, and I explained during our meeting
last week, Administration's decision to award the con act to multiple vendors was based on the
evaluators' recormnendations and the subsequent det ination that a multi-vendor award was in
the State's best interest. Awarding the contract to
re than one vendor was contemplated as
early as November 2008, when Purchasing and he Office of Chief Information Officer
ab1e to reasonably
("OCIO") met to discuss general concerns that one ingle vendor may not be able
cont~plated in the RFP ithin the time constraints. The RFP clearly
complete all ofihe work cont~plated
set out that the State was contemplating awarding t lEN contract to more than one vendor. For
example, in Section 2.0, the State then "reserve(d] the right .,. to award to multiple bidders in
whole or in part." Fwther, Section 5.3, as amen ed, stated "Any reswting contract from this
solicitation may be awarded' to up to iQur p
viders." Further examples in the RFP
P videIS."
demon~ting
demon~ting Administration's intent to award th contract to more than one vendor are fuund
in Amendment 3, Question and Answer S, as well as the attached MS PowerPoint presentation;
and in Amendment 4, Question and Answer I and ,5.
'

')
,

After the' initial award, Administration then unilaterally determined bow best to divide the work
between the two awardeeslcontractoIS. Administration's determination was based upon the
awardeeslcontraetors' proposals. For example, ENA had expertise..
individual strengths of each awardeeslcontractors'
. in providing E-rate services and providing video teleconferencing operations. Qwest had
expertise in providing the technical operations (i.e., the backbone). Before Amendment 1 to
SBPO 01308 and SBPO 01309 were issued, Administration contemplated various ways to divide
the responsibilities between Qwest and ENA, including but not limited to dividing the serviCC$ to
be provided by Qwest and ENA regionally. However, the division ofresponsibilities
of responsibilities reflected in
the Amendment Is is a reflection ofwhat Administration believed would best serve the State of
Idabo and tbe
the schools.

tbat Administration conspired
I would note here tbat in our meetin& you made some insinuation that
with either ENA or Qwest to avoid the teaming agreement that Syringa and ENA had signed. I

asked Administration's Deputy Attorney General to look into that
tbat allegation specifically. Since
our meeting, she has spoken to Administration staff and ENA, and I am now confident that there
was no such conspiracy to avoid your teaming agreement with ENA ENA confirmed that it had
not been consulted about the division of
responsibilities until it received a draft ofAmendment
of Amendment 1
ofresponsibilities
in February. ENA also confinned tbat it had not provided a copy of or the infunnation
infonnation in
teaming agreement to the State prior to the Deputy Attorney General's request 10,
101 the same on!
July 17t 2009.

the

, While I understand Syringa's frustration, the fact is that Qwest was awarded the technical
IRON, the
services portion oflEN (i.e., the baclcbone).
bacJcbone). ENA was not. Just,as both Syringa and IRON.
other backbone partner in ENA's proposal, are not directly benefitting from the lEN contract.
contract,
because of the division of responSIbilities, some of Qwest's listed partners are not directly
benefitting from its lEN contract (e.g., Cisco Systems, Inc.). Ref. Qwest's Teclmical Proposal,

LOWE30(b)(6) -~ 000071
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pg. 4-6. This is not the result of some conspiracy to "shut out" Syringa, IRON.
IRON, or even Cisco; it
of work under the contracts.
is simply the natural consequence ofthe division ofwork
Based upon this infonnation and my review of the multi-vendor award decision, Administration
wiU not alter its origiflal
origiflaJ decision nor wiH
will
win it alter the division of responsibilities set out in the
Amendment Is.
As an alternative, you asked that Syringa and other vendors be allowed to bid on the local loops.
After careful consideration of this request, and multiple conversations with Purchasing. the
statt; and Administration's Deputy Attorney Genera~
Genera~ I find that I cannot agree to
OCIO and lEN staB;
.JJI'luire ENA or Qwest to seek bids to provide local access (also known as the "last mile" or the
, .JJ!'luire
"local loop"). If J agreed to this requirement, Administration would be Violating
violating its contracts
with Qwest and ENA. Requiring Administration's two (2) contractors to seek bids fur every
school would allow vendop who have not and did not participate in the competitive bidding
process when the RFP was issued, to now come in and Wldercut
Wldereut the two (2) contractors who did
process, particularly since the proposers' costS are now known. Administration
participate in the process.
would not allow this type of price undercutting in any other procurement,
procurement. and we will not require
it here.

It is,
lIIld ENA's interests to keep
is. however.
however, not only in the State's bM interest.
interest, but also in Qwest aruJ
the costs of providing services to the schools low. If costs are too high, fewer schools will be
served by Qwest, ENA, their respective partners, and the local providers. As B part of ongoing
contract monitoring, the State wiD continue to monitor the cost of providing services to
individual schools, and when a cost anomaly is identified the State may, at its discretion, as~
However, Administration will not direct Qwest or ENA to
Qwes,t or ENA to seek alternatives. However.
seek competitive bids for each school nor will it direct ENA or Qwest to use a specific provider.

provider, if
jf Syringa believes that it can provide services to a specific school
~ As a backbone provider.
district cheaper. I would encourage yOu to contact Clint Berry at Qwest, at (208) 364-3977. I
proposa~ ''Qwesl Wholesale has'fully negotiated Interconnection
note that according to Qwest's proposa~
..." indicating that you have an
Agreements with Syringa Network companies that include: .....
\.eXisting agreement with Qwest. Ref Qwest Technical Proposal, pg. 4.
\.CXisting
staff have directed ENA and/or Qwest to not use
Finally, you allege that either I or one of my staff'
Syringa. ' I take this allegation very seriously, and r asked Administration's Deputy Attorney
General to look into this allegation as well As I stated in our meeting last week, 1 have never
directed eitber
ei(ber ENA or Qwest to not use Syringa. I have not directed my ~affto
~affto teU or infer to
ENA or Qwest to not use Syringa either.
Additionally,
Additionally. I have learned that no Administration staff have directed or inferred to either ENA
or Qwest not to use Syringa In fact.
fact, Administration's staffconfirm
staff confirm that they have not been told
by me, Greg Zickau. or any other member of management to use 'or not to use any specific
provider; and they have not told ENA or Qwest to use or not to use any specific provider. I have
also learned that both ENA and Qwest confinn that they, have not been directed by

..;
t ' ..;
~
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Administration to not use Syringa, and both confirm that Administration has not directed either
of
them to use or not to use any specific provider.
ofthem
I would like to thank you for sharing your concerns with me. While I recognize that these are
not tbe answers
answClS you were seeking.
seeking, it is nonetheless my hope that Syringa will continue to be a
serviCes to the State.
partner with the State ofldaho in providing network and telecommunication services
Sincerely,
Sincerely.

0~L%
0~L%
J. MICHAEL GWARTNEY
Director
Cc

Greg Zickau, Chief Technology Officer
Teresa Luna, Chief
of Staff
Chiefof
Melissa Vandenber& Deputy Attomey General
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1

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

2

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

3

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

4
5

Plaintiff,

6

Case No. CV-OC-0923757
CV-OC-09237S7

vs.

7
I

8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF,
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

MEMORANDUM DECISION
AND ORDER RE:
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC'S
MOTION TO RECONSIDER

16

Defendants.
17
18
19

This matter is before the Court for determination of a Motion for Reconsideration filed by
Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC (Syringa). For the reasons set forth below, the Court will deny the

20

motion.
21

Background and Proceedings
22
23
24

found that Syringa "did not seek any form of administrative relief from the lEN RFP [Idaho

25

Education Network Request for Proposals] specifications, the awards to ENA and Qwest, or the

26

~~

On July 23,2010 the Court issued a Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order in which it
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amendments to the awards." (Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order 6, July 23, 2010 6.)
1

The Court concluded that Syringa had failed to exhaust its administrative remedies pursuant to

2
3

Idaho Code § 67-5733( 11)(a)
)(a) (for specifications) and/or Idaho Code § 67-5733(c) (for awards).

4

(Substitute Decision and Order at 16-17.) The Court therefore granted partial summary judgment to

5

the Defendants Idaho Department of Administration, J. Michael Gwartney and Jack G. Zickau

6

j

(collectively, the "State Defendants") on Counts Two and Three of the Complaint, which alleged

7

violations of state procurement statutes.
8

Syringa subsequently filed a Motion for Reconsideration on August 17,2010 and a
9
10

Memorandum in Support on August 20, 2010. The State Defendants filed a Memorandum in

11

Opposition on August 31, 2010 and Syringa filed a Reply Brief on September 2, 2010,
2010. The Court

12

heard oral argument on the matter on September 7,2010. David R. Lombardi, Givens Pursley, LLP,

13

appeared and argued on behalf of Syringa. Steven Schossberger, Hawley, Troxell, Ennis & Hawley,

14

LLP appeared and argued on behalf of the State Defendants.

15

Standard of Review

16

Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 11(a)(2)(B)
II(a)(2)(B) permits a party to move the Court to reconsider
17

an interlocutory order, so long as final judgment has not yet been ordered. I.R.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B); see
18
19

20
21

22
23

also Telfordv. Neibaur, 130 Idaho 932, 950 P.2d 1271 (1998). Specifically, the rule states:
A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders of the trial court may be
made at any time before the entry of final judgment but not later than fourteen (14)
days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for reconsideration of any order
of the trial court made after entry of final judgment may be filed within fourteen (14)
days from the entry of such order; provided, there shall be no motion for
reconsideration of an order of the trial court entered on any motion filed under Rules
50(a), 52(b), 55(c), 59(a), 59(e), 59.1, 60(a), or 60(b).

24

I.R.C.P. 11 (a)(2)(B).
25
26
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1

The Idaho Supreme Court has recognized that "[a] rehearing or reconsideration in the trial

2

court usually involves new or additional facts, and a more comprehensive presentation of both law

3

and fact." Coeur d'Alene Mining Co. v. First Nat 'I Bank ofN. Idaho, 118 Idaho 812, 823, 800 P.2d
4

J.1. Case Co. v. McDonald, 76 Idaho 223, 229, 280 P.2d 1070, 1073
1026, 1037 (1990) (quoting 1.1.
5

(1955)). However, a party requesting reconsideration is not required to submit new or additional
6
7

8
9

10

! I

'evidence. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 472,147 P.3d 100, 104 (Ct. App. 2006)
The burden iis on the moving party to bring the trial court's attention to the new facts. The
trial court is not required to search the record to determine if there is any new information that
might change the specification of facts deemed to be established. Id. The district court "should take

11

into account any new facts presented by the moving party that bear on the correctness of the
12

interlocutory order." Spur Products Corp. v. Stoel Rives LLP, 143 Idaho 812, 817, 153 P.3d 1158,
13

1163 (2007) (citing Coeur d'Alene Mining Co., 118 Idaho at 823). Additionally, the trial court may
14
15

reconsider its orders for legal errors. See Johnson, 143 Idaho at 472. The decision to grant or deny a

16

request for reconsideration of an interlocutory order rests in the sound discretion of the trial court.

17

Spur Products Corp, 143 Idaho at 815.

18
19

Discussion
"[sleeks reconsideration of the dismissal of Count Two and that part of
Syringa states that it "[sleeks

20

Count Three that relates to the February 26, 2009 Amended Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders
21

("Amended SBPOs"') because, as a matter of law, there was no administrative remedy for Syringa to
22
23

exhaust associated with the Amended SBPOs." (PI. 's Mem. 2.) Specifically, Syringa asserts that:

24
25

26
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1) Idaho law provides no administrative remedy following the amendment of a state
contract or Purchase Order; 2) Idaho law imposes no requirement for the exhaustion
of administrative remedies before suit may be brought by proper party injured by the
amendment of a state procurement contract or Purchase Order in violation of Idaho
Code §§ 67-5718A and/or 67-5726; and 3) Even ifldaho law provided an
administrative remedy following the amendment of a state contract or Purchase
Order, no notice of the Amended SBPOs was given to Syringa.

1

2
3
4
5

(Pl.'s Mem. 3.) (emphasis in original). Syringa also states that the exhaustion doctrine does not

6

apply: "(a) when the interest ofjustice
of justice so require; and (b) when the agency acts outside its

7

authority." (Pl.'s Mem. 14.) (emphasis in original). Syringa argues that both exceptions are satisfied
8

here.
9

The State Defendants counter that Idaho Code § 67-5733 expressly contains applicable

10
11

administrative remedies but "Syringa admittedly never even attempted to pursue any administrative

12

remedy in connection with the allegations raised in its Complaint." (Defs.' Mem. 3.) (emphasis in
i'

13

original). Moreover, the State Defendants assert that Syringa's interpretation of § 67-5733 is

14

"unnecessarily narrow." (Defs.' Mem. 8.) Additionally, as to notice, the State Defendants state that

15

"Syringa was indisputably aware of both the specifications for the lEN RFP, which indicated that a

16

multiple award was possible, and the actual multiple award to both Qwest and ENA." (Defs.' Mem.
17
l7

2.) Regarding the two exceptions to the exhaustion doctrine, the State Defendants argue that these
18
19
20

are rare exceptions that are inapplicable here. (Defs.' Mem. 9-12.)
At summary judgment, Syringa argued that the exhaustion provisions of Title 67 do not

21

apply here because this is a multiple contract award and § 67-5733 only applies to single contract

22

awards. This Court did not read the statute so narrowly and concluded that Syringa should have

23

sought administrative relief. In the present motion, Syringa argues that § 67-5733 does not "apply to

24

contracts and/or Purchase Orders or amended contracts and/or Purchase Orders which are issued
25
26
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after the bidding process is complete and the 5 day time period for appeal under Idaho Code § 67
671
2
3

5733 has expired." (PI.'s
(Pl.'s Mem. 10-11.) The Court still does not read the statute so narrowly.
As noted in the Substitute Memorandum Decision and Order, the Department of

4

Administration (DOA) made two identical awards, one Statewide Blanket Purchase Order (SBPO)

5

to ENA and one to Qwest. However, the awards do not contain any information concerning the

6

scope of the work intended for either ENA or Qwest. The scope of work was not addressed until

7

the DOA issued Amendment 1 to the ENA SBPO and Amendment 1 to the Qwest SBPO. Both
8

amendments were dated the same date. The language in each amendment clarified what work was
9

10

assigned to ENA and what work was assigned to Qwest. The work assigned to Qwest apparently

11

included all of the work that ENA and Syringa had proposed for Syringa. These amemdments

12

precluded Syringa from participating in the work. These amendments were effectively the awards.

13

Syringa did not exhaust its administrative remedies in challenging these awards and cannot now

14

L.L.C v. State, 147 Idaho 232,
resort to the court to challenge the awards. See, e.g., Lochsa Falls, L.L.c.

15

207 P.3d 963 (2009).

16

With respect to notice, Syringa states that "[t]here is no evidence that either of the Amended
17

SBOs were sent to Syringa until they were forwarded, with 10,000 other documents, in response to
18
19

6,2009."
2009." (PI. 's Mem. 8.) However, in its proposal
Syringa's public records request of August, 6,

20

Syringa represented that it was the "principal partner" with ENA (lEN Alliance RFP Proposal at p.

21

1) and acknowledged that ENA would be the contracting entity. (lEN Alliance RFP Proposal at p.

22

1.) Moreover, the Teaming Agreement demonstrated that the bid process was ajoint undertaking

23

between Syringa and Qwest. Given the relationship between Syringa and ENA, the Court is

24

satisfied the notice of the amendment(s) to ENA was sufficient as notice to Syringa.
25

26
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Syringa argues that the exhaustion requirements do not apply here because the interests of
1

2

justice so require and because the DOA acted outside its authority. The State Defendants oppose

3

this proposition on essentially three grounds. First, the general rule requires administrative

4

exhaustion and should only be deviated from in '''extreme situations' involving 'compelling

5

circumstances.'''
circumstances.'" (Defs.' Mem. 10.) (quoting Williams v. State, 95 Idaho 5, 7, 501 P.2d 203, 205

6

(1972). Second, the exception for an agency acting outside its authority does not simply apply when

7

an agency employee has acted outside the scope of his authority, but rather when the available
8

administrative remedy itself would be outside the scope of the agency's authority. (Defs.' Mem. 1010
9

10

of Pocatello, 117 Idaho 234, 236, 786 P.2d 1136, 1138 (Ct. App. 1990)
11.)(citing Peterson v. City ofPocatello,

11

of justice"
and Bohemian Breweries, 80 Idaho 438, 332 P.2d 875 (1958)). Third, the "interests ofjustice"

12

exception '''should be limited to those situations where requiring the exhaustion of administrative

13

of the outcome of
remedies would occasion delay which would cause irreparable injury regardless ofthe

14

'" (Defs.' Mem. 12.) (quoting Williams, 95 Idaho at 8) (emphasis added by State
the proceedings. '"

15

Defendants). The Court concludes that the circumstances present here do not warrant application of

16

either of the two exceptions to the exhaustion requirements.
17

Conclusion
18
19

For the foregoing reasons, Syringa's Motion for Reconsideration will be denied.

20

IT IS SO ORDERED.

21

1.' Dated this 1.'
day of November 2010.

_==_

22
23

24

atrick H. Owen
District Judge

25

26
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
1

2

I, J. David Navarro, the undersigned authority, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by United States
77(d) I.R.C.P. to each of
Mail, a true and com~ct
COrrtlCt copy of the within instrument as notice pursuant to Rule ned)
the attorneys of record in this cause in envelopes addressed as follows:

3

4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11

12
13

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
AMBER N. DINA
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
.601 W BANNOCK ST
PO BOX 2720
BOISE, ID 83701-27201
83701-2720
STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER
HA
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY, LLP
HAWLEY
877 MAIN ST, STE 1000
PO BOX 1617
BOISE, ID 83701-1617
STEPHEN R. THOMAS
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS, CHARTERED
101 S CAPITOL BLVD, 10TH FLOOR
PO BOX 829
BOISE, ID 83701-0829

15

B. LAWRENCE THEIS
STEVEN J. PERFREMENT
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 LINCOLN STREET, STE 4100
DENVER, COLORADO 80203

16

PHILLIP S. OBERRECHT

14

LESLIE M.G. HAYES
17

18

19
20

HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, PA
702 W IDAHO, STE 700
PO BOX 1271
BOISE, ID 83701
ROBERT S. PATTERSON
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 DIVISION STREET, STE 700
NASHVILLE, TN 37203

21

22

J. DAV~D~JAVARRO
DAV~D~JAVARRO
Cierk (,fthe District Court
Ada C)unty,
c.)unty, Idaho

23

24

Date:
25

26
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No.1 026
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
HA
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
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jashby@hawleytroxell.com
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)

)
Plaintiff,
)
vs.
)
)
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COME NOW Defendants the Idaho Department of Administration ("IDA"), Michael
("Mike") Gwartney ("Gwartney") and Jack G. ("Greg") Zickau ("Zickau"), collectively referred
to herein as the "State Defendants," pursuant to I.R.C.P. Rules 7(b)(3) and 56(c), and submit this
Memorandum in Support of their Motion for Summary Judgment on Count Four of the
Complaint.
I.
INTRODUCTION

In Count Four of the Verified Complaint (the "Complaint"), Syringa Networks LLC
("Syringa") asserts a claim for tortious interference with contract against the State Defendants.
Under the Idaho Tort Claims Act, however, government employees such as Gwartney and
Zickau can be held lliable for tortious interference with contract only if they act (1) outside the
course and scope of employment; (2) with malice; or (3) with criminal intent. But if a
government employee so acts, the employee alone is potentially liable. Liability under those
circumstances cannot extend to the employing government agency. As a matter of law, therefore,
IDA is immune from a claim for tortious interference with contract.
Moreover,

bc~cause

the Complaint fails to allege that Gwartney or Zickau acted with

malice or criminal intent or outside the scope of employment, Syringa cannot overcome the
statutory presumption against such conduct, and Count Four must be dismissed as against all of
the State Defendants. The State Defendants submit that even if the Court chooses to look
beyond the pleadings to the evidence in the record, Syringa will have failed to submit any
evidence that any of the State Defendants acted other than within the course and scope of
employment, let alone sufficient evidence to overcome the statutory presumption. The record
will reflect that there is no triable issue of material fact and that the Court should enter summary
judgment on Count Four as a matter oflaw.
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II.
ST
ATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED FACTS
STATEMENT

On December 15, 2008, the State of Idaho, Department of Administration, Division of
Purchasing ("Purchasing") issued Request for Proposals ("RFP 02160") for the Idaho Education
Network ("lEN"). See I.C. § 67-57450 (Idaho Education Network). See Aff. of Mark Little
filed March 19, 2010 ("Little Aff."),

~

3, Exh. A.

On January 20, 2009, Purchasing issued a Letter of Intent to award the lEN contract to
both ENA and Qwest for being awarded the most points. See Little Aff. at

~

15.

On January 28, 2009, the State of Idaho issued Statewide Blanket Purchase Order
("SBPO 01308") to Qwest. Id. at ~ 16.
On January 28, 2009, the State of Idaho issued Statewide Blanket Purchase Order
("SBPO 01309") to ENA. Id. at ~ 17.
26,2009,
ofIdaho
On February 26,
2009, the State of
Idaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO 01308, which
further defined QW(:st's scope of work under the multiple award. Id. at ~ 18. On February 26,
2009, the State oflclaho issued Amendment 1 to SBPO 01309, which further defined ENA's
scope of work under the multiple award. Id. at ~ 19.
Decembl:r 15,2009, Syringa filed the Complaint in which it alleged, in Count Four,
On Decemb(!r
that the State Defendants interfered with a Teaming Agreement entered into between Syringa
and ENA by instructing ENA to work with Qwest during the implementation of the lEN.
Complaint,

~~

99,101.
III.
LEGAL ANALYSIS

A.

Legal Standard

judgment is appropriate if the affidavits, depositions, admissions, and other
Summary jUdgment
evidence in the record demonstrate that there are no genuine issues of material fact and that the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THE STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
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moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. Rule 56(c);
56( c); Heinz v. Heinz,
129 Idaho 847, 934 P.2d 20 (1997). When considering a motion for summary judgment, the
court "construes the record in a light most favorable to the party opposing the motion and draws
all reasonable inferences and conclusions in that party's favor." Brooks v. Logan,
130 Idaho 574, 576,944 P.2d 709, 711 (1997).
Affidavits submitted in support of and in opposition to motions for summary judgment
must be made on personal knowledge, set forth facts that would be admissible at trial on the
issue addressed, and demonstrate that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters stated
therein. Rule 56(e). When a motion for summary judgment is supported by affidavits or
deposition testimony, the non-moving party cannot rest on the allegations and/or denials in the
pleadings, but must set forth specific facts demonstrating a genuine issue of material fact for
trial. Arnold v. Diet Center, Inc., 113 Idaho 581, 746 P.2d 1040 (Ct. App. 1987). While the
moving party generally bears the burden of demonstrating the absence of material facts, a failure
of proof on an essential element of the opposing party's case makes all other facts immaterial.
Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 765 P.2d 126 (1988) (citing Celotex v. Catrett, 117 U.S. 317
Badelt

(1986)). Creating only slight doubt or presenting only a scintilla of evidence is insufficient to
withstand a motion for summary judgment. West v. Sonke, 243 Idaho 133, 968 P.2d 228 (1998).
Consideration of a motion for summary judgment against a governmental entity and its
employees under the Idaho Tort Claims Act involves a "three step analysis." Rees v. State, Dep't
of Health and Welfare, 143 Idaho 10, 14, 137 P.3d 397, 401 (2006). After first determining

whether tort recovery is allowed under the laws of Idaho, the next step is to determine whether
"an exception to tort liability under the ITCA shields the alleged misconduct from liability." Id.
at 15. Only if no such exception applies does the court reach the third step, an examination of
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whether the merits of the claim entitle the moving party to dismissal. Id. A plaintiff's claim
must be dismissed if "it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in
support of his claim that would entitle him to relief." Shelton v. Shelton, 225 P.3d 693, 698
(2009).
B.

Idaho Law Does Not Permit A Claim For Tortious Interference With Contract
Against IDA
Count Four must be dismissed as against IDA because IDA cannot be sued for tortious

interference with contract as a matter of law. In brief, a government employee can be liable for
tortious

interferenc(~
interferenc(~

with contract only ifhe or she acted with malice, criminal intent, or outside

the course and scope of his employment. But a government entity cannot be held liable for such
conduct by its employee. As a result, a government entity is immune from liability for tortious
interference with contract.
Idaho Code § 6-904 (exceptions to governmental liability) establishes that government
employees can only be held liable for interference with contract where they act with malice, with
criminal intent, or outside the course and scope of their government employment. Section 6-904
provides, in relevant part, that:
A governmental entity and its employees while acting within the
course and scope of their employment and without malice or
criminal intent shall not be liable for any claim which: ...
3. Arises out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false arrest,
malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander,
misre:presentation, deceit, or interference with contract rights.
(emphasis added).
If a government employee acts with malice, criminal intent, or outside the course and
scope of their employment, however, any resulting liability attaches only to the employee
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.--.--
himself; it does not flow to the governmental entity that employs him. Idaho Code § 6-903(c)
provides:
The defense of its employee by the governmental entity shall be
undertaken whether the claim and civil lawsuit is brought in Idaho
district court under Idaho law or is brought in a United States court
under federal law. The governmental entity may refuse a defense
or disavow and refuse to pay any judgment for its employee if it is
determined that the act or omission of the employee was not within
the course and scope of his employment or included malice or
criminal intent.
The Idaho Supreme Court has interpreted § 6-903(c) to preclude liability for government entities
whose employees act with malice or criminal intent. Sprague v. City ofBurley,
of Burley, 109 Idaho 656,
669-70, 710 P.2d 566, 579-80 (1985) (holding that because "the Idaho Tort Claims Act
specifically exempts governmental entities from liability where the employees act with malice,"
plaintiff who had alleged that city officers had acted with malice could not, "as a matter of law"
recover from the defendant city). See Limbert v. Twin Falls County, 131 Idaho 344, 346 (Ct.
App. 1998) ("Idaho Code Section 6-903(c) negates entity liability if the employee acts with
malice or criminal intent."); Herrera v. Conner 111 Idaho 1012, 1021-1022,729 P.2d 1075,
1084 - 1085 (Ct. App. 1986) ("Because the amended complaint alleged that the officers acted
with malice, and because the Idaho Tort Claims Act exempts entities from liability where the
employees act with malice, as a matter of law Herrera could not recover from the city, the
county, or the state."). In other words, under § 6-903(c), "[l]iability attaches only to the
employee when the act is committed maliciously or with criminal intent." Limbert, 131 Idaho
at 346.
This same logic forecloses any claim against a governmental entity for interference with
'employee conduct outside the course and scope of employment. The
contract based upon ,employee

Sprague, Limbert, and Herrera decisions did not expressly address whether a government entity
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would be liable for an employee's conduct outside the course and scope of employment
- - because the plaintiff in each case did not allege such conduct. But Sprague's conclusion that
the Idaho Tort Claims Act precludes governmental entity liability for malicious conduct is based
upon the provision in Idaho Code § 6-903(c) that a governmental entity "may refuse a defense or
disavow and refuse to pay any judgment for its employee if it is determined that the act or
omission of the employee was not within the course and scope of his employment or included
malice or criminal intent." Sprague, 109 Idaho at 656.
The Limbert court recognized that because Idaho Code § 6-903(c) applies equally to
actions involving criminal intent, Idaho Code § 6-903(c) also precludes entity liability where an
employee acts with criminal intent. Limbert, 131 Idaho at 346. The same logic holds true for
6-903( c) makes no
employee actions outside the course and scope of employment: Idaho Code § 6-903(c)
distinction between acting with malice or criminal intent, on the one hand, and acting outside the
course and scope of employment, on the other. As a result, the holding of Sprague applies with
equal force to allegations concerning the latter, and, just as IDA cannot be held liable for
employee actions motivated by malice or criminal intent, neither can it be liable for employee
conduct outside the course and scope of employment.
Put simply, by application ofIdaho
ofldaho Code § 6-903(c) and § 6-904(3), "a governmental
entity is absolutely immune" from suits arising out of assault, battery, false imprisonment, false
arrest, malicious prosecution, abuse of process, libel, slander, misrepresentation, deceit, or
interference with contract rights. Sprague, 109 Idaho at 656 (addressing suits arising out of
battery) (emphasis added).
There is no dispute that Count Four of the Complaint, which alleges tortious interference
with contract, is a claim that arises out of interference with contract rights. Therefore, Idaho
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Code § 6-904(3) applies, and an action for tortious interference of contract against IDA's
employees - including Gwartney and Zickau - lies only if such employees acted with malice or
criminal intent or acted outside the course and scope of their employment. As a result, even if
the Complaint

madl~
madl~

such allegations - - and it does not, see discussion infra - - and even if

Gwartney and Zickau were individually liable under such theory, no action can lie against IDA.
IDA is "absolutely immune" for a claim for tortious interference with contract. Limbert, 131
Idaho at 346,955 P.2d at 1125. Thus, Count Four must be dismissed as against IDA.

C.

Count Four Fails As A Matter Of Law Because Syringa Does Not Even Allege
Conduct By The State Defendants That Would Warrant The Application Of The
Exceptions To Idaho Code § 6-903(3)
Count Four should be dismissed as to each of the State Defendants because the

Complaint fails to allege actions by Gwartney, Zickau, or the IDA that would invoke the
exception to Idaho Code § 6-904(3). In particular, the Complaint makes no allegation sufficient
to overcome the statutory presumption that government employees act within the course and
scope of their employment and without malice or criminal intent.
"There is a 'rebuttable presumption that any act or omission of an employee within the
time and at the place of his employment is within the course and scope of his employment and
without malice or criminal intent.'" Anderson v. Spalding, 137 Idaho 509, 519 (2002) (quoting

I.e. § 6-903(e)).

In light of this presumption, a plaintiff's burden of showing malice, criminal

intent, or action outside the course and scope of employment is "particularly high." Boise Tower
P .3d 494, 504 (2009).
Associates, LLC v. Hogland, 147 Idaho 774, 784, 215 P.3d
The term "criminal intent," as used in § 6-904(3), means "the intentional commission of a
wrongful or unlawful act without legal justification or excuse, whether or not the injury was
intended." Andersonv. City of
Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 187-188,731 P.2d 171,182-183
ofPocatello,

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THE STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
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-'"

(1986). "Malice" means "actual malice," which is defined as "the intentional commission of a
wrongful or unlawful act, without legal justification or excuse and with ill will, whether or not
injury was intended . " Id. Malice is thus criminal intent plus ill will: both malice and criminal
intent require an "intentional commission of a wrongful or unlawful act without legal
justification or excuse"; malice adds to that the element of ill will.
An employel:!'s
employel~ls conduct is within the scope of employment if "it is of the kind which he is
employed to perfom1, occurs substantially within the authorized limits of time and space, and is
actuated, at least in part, by a purpose to serve the master." Id. (emphasis in original). If the
employee's conduct "may be regarded as methods ... of carrying out the objectives of
employment," it is within the course and scope of employment, even if the methods are "quite
improper." Id. (quoting The Richard J and Esther E. Wooley Trust v. DeBest Plumbing, Inc.,
133 Idaho 180, 184, 983 P.2d 834, 838 (2000)). In other words, establishing that an employee's
acts were outside th(: course and scope of employment requires more than showing that the acts
"were carried out improperly." Id. (holding that the evidence showed that alleged acts of
defamation by state ,employee were within the scope and course of employment, "even though
the record indicates they were carried out improperly"). It is only where the employee acts for

"purely personal motives ... in no way connected with the employer's interest" that he acts
outside the course and scope of his employment. Boise Tower Associates, 147 Idaho at 784, 215
P.3d at 504 (emphasis added).
The Complaint, however, makes no such allegation. Nowhere in the Complaint is there
any allegation that any of the complained-of conduct occurred outside the course and scope of
employment. Nowhere in the Complaint is there any allegation of malice or criminal intent on
the part of any of the State Defendants. Indeed, Count Four alleges acts of Gwartney and Zickau
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that were committed "within the time and at the place of [their] employment" with IDA, thus
triggering the statutory presumption against malice, criminal intent, or conduct outside the course
and scope of employment. See CompI., ~~ 97 - 104.
In particular, the Complaint alleges that the following actions by Gwartney and Zickau
constituted interference with the Teaming Agreement between ENA and Syringa:
1) Gwartney and Zickau "knew of the existence of the Teaming Agreement between
ENA and Syringa."
2) Gwartney and Zickau "knew that should the lEN Alliance be awarded the lEN
Purchase Order, Syringa would implement the lEN technical network services,
local! access connections, and backbone services."
3) Gwartney
GWaltney and Zickau "instructed ENA to work only with Qwest during the lEN
implementation despite knowledge of the Teaming Agreement between ENA and
Syringa."
CompI.

~~

97-99, 101.

Paragraph 1010
100 of the Complaint also alleges certain other conduct of Gwartney and
Zickau, but such alle:ged conduct is wholly irrelevant to Syringa's claim under Count Four. In
Paragraph 100, Syringa alleges that IDA, Gwartney, and/or Zickau "have intentionally
capriciously, and without authority, informed and directed agencies and political subdivisions
such as the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Idaho Department of Labor, and various
school districts not to use or contract with Syringa for telecommunications services." Even if
such allegations were true, however, they have nothing to do with the claim asserted in Count
Four, tortious interference with the alleged agreement between Syringa and ENA. Whether IDA,
Gwartney, or Zickau interfered with contracts between Syringa and "agencies and political
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subdivisions such as the Idaho Department of Fish and Game, the Idaho Department of Labor,
and various school districts" is simply not at all relevant to the inquiry as to whether they
interfered with the Teaming Agreement between Syringa and a private company, ENA, that is
indisputably not an agency or political subdivision. The allegations in Paragraph 100 are,
therefore, irrelevant to the underlying claim and should be disregarded in assessing whether
Syringa has alleged conduct upon which it could prevail on such claim. 1
The allegations upon which Count Four is based are, therefore, that despite their
knowledge of the T{:aming Agreement, Gwartney and Zickau instructed ENA to work only with
Qwest during the implementation of the lEN. Because each of these allegations concerns
conduct at the time and place of Gwartney and Zickau's employment, the statutory presumption
against malice and criminal intent -- and in favor of conduct being within the scope of
employment -- applies. There is nothing in the Complaint averring -- or even suggesting -- that
any instruction to ENA occurred outside the course and scope of employment or was made with
malice or criminal intent. This is fatal to Count Four. See Myers v. Pocatello, 98 Idaho 168,
169-170 (1977) (holding that claim of malicious prosecution was not sufficiently set forth by the
language of the complaint because complaint failed to allege that defendant acted with malice;

rejecting appellant's argument that malice could be inferred from the language of the complaint).
Syringa has simply ''failed to plead clear facts in the [Complaint] to overcome the statutory
presumption that a government employee acts within the scope and course of his employment
while employed by the government and at the place of his employment." Johnson v. N. Idaho

Even if the allegations in Paragraph 100 were considered as part of the claim for tortious
interference with contract, the result is the same: the Complaint alleges neither acts outside
the course and scope of employment nor acts of malice or criminal intent.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF THE STATE DEFENDANTS' MOTION FOR
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College, 350 Fed. Appx. 110, 112 (9th Cir. 2009) (applying Idaho law). Count Four must
therefore be dismissed against the State Defendants.
D.

The State Defendants Are Entitled To Summary Judgment Because Syringa is
Unable to Put Forth Evidence Of Conduct Implicating The Exceptions To Idaho
Code § 6-904(3)
Should this Court feel inclined to look beyond the pleadings to determine whether the

State Defendants

art~

entitled to judgment as a matter of law, the State Defendants are entitled to

summary judgment on Count Four because Syringa cannot put forth evidence that they acted
outside the course and scope of employment, with malice, or with criminal intent. See, e.g.,

Murray v. Idaho, 31:5 Fed. Appx. 639, 642 (9th Cir. 2009) (affirming grant of summary
judgment for State on malicious prosecution claim based upon Idaho Code § 6-904(3), "because
[plaintiff] failed to put forth evidence of malice"). The "three step" summary judgment analysis
under the Idaho Tort Claims Act thus stops at step two because the exception to tort liability in
§ 6-904(3) shields Gwartney and Zickau from liability for tortious interference with contract.

Rees v. State, Dept. of
Health and Welfare, 143 Idaho 10, 14, 137 P.3d 397, 401 (2006).2
ofHealth
1.

Under Idaho Law, the State Defendants Are Presumed Immune

As discussed previously, there is a presumption under Idaho law that "any act or
omission of an employee within the time and at the place of his employment is within the course
and scope of his employment and without malice or criminal intent." Anderson v. Spalding, 137
Idaho 509, 519 (2002). Under Idaho law, therefore, each of the State Defendants is presumed
immune from a claim for tortious interference with contract. Syringa's burden of overcoming

2

As set forth above, IDA is immune as a matter of law. As a result, the argument about
summary judgment refers to Gwartney and Zickau. If this Court concludes that IDA is not
immune as a matter of law, however, the argument in this section is equally applicable to
IDA, and IDA, too, is entitled to summary judgment.
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that presumption is "particularly high." Boise Tower Associates, 147 Idaho at 784,215 P.3d at
504.
To rebut the::: statutory presumption, Syringa must put forth evidence that Gwartney and
Zickau acted outside the course and scope of employment, acted with criminal intent, or acted
with malice. In other words, Syringa has the "particularly high" burden of producing evidence
demonstrating that Gwartney and Zickau (1) acted for "purely personal motives" that were "in
no way connected with the employer's interest," Boise Tower Associates, LLC v. Hogland, 147
Idaho 774, 784, 215 P.3d 494, 504 (2009); (2) "intentionally committed a wrongful or unlawful
act, without legal justification or excuse," Anderson v. City ofPocatello,
of Pocatello, 112 Idaho 176, 187187
188, 731 P.2d 171, 182 - 183 (1986) (defining criminal intent); or (3) "intentionally committed a
wrongful or unlawful act, without legal justification or excuse and with ill will." Id. (defining
malice).

2.

Syringa Has No Evidence To Overcome The Statutory Presumption Of
Immunity

Syringa lacks evidence that Gwartney or Zickau acted with malice, with criminal intent,
or outside the course::: and scope of their employment. In its response to the State Defendants
discovery requests, Syringa has pointed to the following documents in support of its allegations
in Paragraphs 97 -99 and 101 of its Complaint, true and accurate copies of which are attached to
the Affidavit of Steven F. Schossberger, filed contemporaneously herewith ("SFS Aff."):
1)

An e-mail from Zickau referring to a Teaming Agreement between ENA

and Syringa. See Response to Interrogatory No.3, referencing Lowe Dep. at 269: 19
19270:6 and document produced by Syringa with Bates stamp Lowe30(b)(6)-000112.
Lowe30(b )(6)-000112. (SFS
Aff., Exhibits A-C.)
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2)

Correspondence discussing Qwest's suggested amendment to

SBPOs 01308 and 01309. See document produced by Syringa with Bates stamp
Lowe30(b)(6)-000187-000195. (SFS Aff., Exhibit C.)
3)

A statement by Greg Lowe indicating that, just before a scheduled meeting

in Gwartney's office on Monday, December 8, 2008 (prior to the issuance of the RFP),
Gwartney privately communicated to Lowe that if Lowe shared his criticisms of the lEN
project with others, Gwartney would ensure that Syringa would get no lEN business. See
Response to Interrogatory No.4, referencing Amended Third Affidavit of Greg Lowe
dated July 27,2010 ("Third Lowe Aff.")

~

5 and document produced by Syringa with

Bates stamp Lowe30(b)(6)-000018. (SFS Aff. Exhibits A and C.)
4)

Correspondence from a representative of ENA to Lowe indicating that

unnamed individuals at the State were, pursuant to the amendment to SBPOs 01308 and
01309, directing ENA
EN A to use Qwest rather than Syringa for certain services under the
lEN. See Response to Interrogatory No.4, referencing Third Lowe Aff.

~

13 and

document produced by Syringa with Bates stamp Lowe30(b)(6) 000075.3 (SFS Aff.
Exhibits A and C.)

3

Syringa also points to communications indicating that certain Idaho government agencies
may have been instructed that they could not contract with Syringa, and alleged statements
by Gwartney in July, 2009, as support for the allegations in Paragraph 100 of its Complaint.
As discussed above, however, the allegations in Paragraph 100 do not relate to Syringa's
complaint for tortious interference of its alleged contract with ENA. And the evidence
identified in support of such allegations is similarly not relevant to that claim. For this
reason, although Syringa also indirectly references such evidence in support of its allegations
in Paragraphs 101 and 102 of its Complaint, the evidence is not material to Syringa's claims
under Count Four. Even if such evidence was considered, the result would not change,
because it is far from sufficient to rebut the statutory presumption.
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Even accepting the foregoing alleged facts as true, Syringa has presented no evidence that
Gwartney or Zickau acted outside the course and scope of their employment, acted for purely
personal motives, or committed a wrongful act without legal justification. Indeed, the only
evidence of specifi(: conduct by Gwartney or Zickau refers to an alleged statement from
Gwartney to Lowe that occurred, according to Lowe, in connection with a Monday morning
meeting at Gwartney's office at IDA, and which transpired in the hallway outside of Gwartney's
office. Being thus "within the time and place of[Gwartney's] employment" (on a Monday
morning, in the hallway near his office), the law presumes that such action was "without malice
or criminal intent." Boise Tower Associates, 147 Idaho at 784, 215 P.3d at 504. Syringa has
provided no evidence to rebut such presumption.
Notably, the Idaho Supreme Court has concluded that very similar allegations did not
constitute malice. In Beco Canst. Co. Inc. v. City a/Idaho Falls, 124 Idaho 859, 865 P.2d 950
(1993), the plaintiff company's allegation of malice rested on evidence that a city councilman
had informed one of plaintiffs employees that "as long as I am on the City Council, Doyle [the
president of Beco] won't do no more work for the City." Id., 124 Idaho at 864,865 P.2d at 955.
The Court concluded that, even if the city councilman had made such a statement, it would be
insufficient to demonstrate malice on his part absent any evidence that he had directed the city
attorney to preclude work from flowing to Beco. Id. Likewise is the case herein. Even if
Gwartney had, as Syringa alleges, warned Mr. Lowe that, if Mr. Lowe did not keep his criticisms
to himself, he would "make sure Syringa would never get any of the lEN business," the record
reflects no evidence that Gwartney followed through with his alleged threat. Indeed, the
statement allegedly uttered by Gwartney was conditional, unlike the unconditional promise - that
no work would flow to Doyle while he remained on the City Council - made by the city
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councilman in Beeo. Syringa's case is, therefore, significantly weaker than Beco's: beyond
having no evidence that Gwartney followed through on his alleged threat by preventing Syringa
from getting any work on the lEN, Syringa also lacks evidence that any of the conditions
precedent to Gwartney acting on his alleged threat actually occurred - - i.e., that Mr. Lowe failed
to keep his criticism to himself or that Gwartney was made aware of any subsequent criticisms of
lEN by Mr. Lowe.
As to the general allegations of conduct, even if, as Sryinga has alleged, Gwartney and
Zickau had instruct(:d ENA to work only with Qwest during the lEN implementation, such
instruction would have necessarily occurred within the course and scope of their employment
with IDA. It would also have lacked criminal intent or malice. Amendment One to
SBPO 01308 provides, among other things, (1) that Qwest will be "the general contractor for all
lEN technical network services"; (2) that Qwest, "in coordination with ENA" will "deliver lEN
technical network se:rvices," "procure and provision all local access connections and routing
equipment," and "provide all Internet services to lEN users"; (3) that "Qwest and ENA will use a
combination of Qwest and ENA Network Operations Center (NOC) assets for the [lEN]"; and
(4) that "[t]he State considers Qwest and ENA equal partners in the lEN project." (SFS Aff.
Exhibit D.) Amendment One to SBPO 01309 provides, among other things, (1) that ENA "will
coordinate delivery of all lEN network services and support"; (2) that ENA "in coordination with
Qwest," will "procure, provision, and provide all local access connections and routing
equipment"; (3) that "Qwest and ENA will use a combination of Qwest and ENA Network
Operations Center (NOC) assets for the [lEN]"; and (4) that "[t]he State considers ENA and
Qwest as equal partners in the lEN project." (SFS Aff. Exhibit E.) Any such instruction from
Gwartney or Zickau would have therefore been consistent with the amendments, not "wrongful
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of Pocatello, 112 Idaho
or unlawful and without legal justification or excuse." Anderson v. City ofPocatello,
at 187-188. In other words, any such instruction would have lacked criminal intent and malice.
Even accepting each of Syringa's allegations as true, therefore, it is apparent that the
complained-of condluct was within the course and scope of employment and without criminal
intent and malice. As a matter of law, Gwartney and Zickau cannot be held liable for tortious
interference with contract - - in either their official or individual capacities. See Pounds v.

Denison, 120 Idaho 425,427-428, 816 P.2d 982, 984-985 (1991) (supervisor and president of
state university could not be sued in their individual capacities because plaintiff failed to rebut
the statutory presumption that defendants acted in the course and scope of their employment);

Evans v. Twin Falls County, 118 Idaho 210, 216 (1990) (affirming grant of summary judgment
for defendant because record contained "no evidence that the defendants acted with the requisite
6malice or criminal intent to circumvent the exceptions to liability contained in Idaho Code § 6

904(3)"); Morton v. Lunde, 2007 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 44523 (D. Idaho June 19,2007) (dismissing
all claims because the record "is void of any evidence that the Defendants were acting with
malice or criminal intent").
Because the record here is similarly void of evidence that Gwartney or Zickau acted
outside the course and scope of their employment, acted with malice, or acted with criminal
intent, Syringa cannot "make a showing sufficient to establish the existence of an element
essential to [its] case on which [it] bore the burden of proof." Pounds, 120 Idaho at 428,816
P.2d at 985. Consequently, Count Four fails as a matter of law, and should be dismissed on
summary judgment by the Court.
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IV.
CONCLUSION
IDA is immune as a matter of law from claims for tortious interference with contract.
Moreover, Syringa has failed to make allegations, let alone present evidence, sufficient to
overcome the statutory presumption of governmental immunity for claims arising out of
interference with contract. Count Four should, therefore, be dismissed as against each of the
State Defendants - - IDA, Gwartney, and Zickau.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED THIS 2nd day of November, 2010.
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY

By

J~~ ~).J-~
~)""-~

erJYn W. Clark, ISB N0:I26
N0.I26
erIYn
Steven F. Schossberger, ISB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration; 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau
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STEVEN F. SCHOSSBERGER, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as
follows:
1.

I make this affidavit based upon my own personal knowledge, and I am

competent to testify to the matters stated herein if called upon to do so.
2.

I am a partner of the law firm Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley LLP, counsel of

record for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney, and
Jack G. "Greg" Zickau (collectively, the "State Defendants.")
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Plaintiff Syringa

Network LLC's ("Syringa") Answers and Responses to the State Defendants' First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of pages 269 and 270 of

the Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of Syringa, Testimony of Greg Lowe.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the documents produced

by Syringa, in connection with the Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of Syringa, as Bates Nos.
Lowe30(b)(6) - 000018, 000075, 000112, and 000187 through 000195.
6.

0 is a true and correct copy of Amendment One to
Attached hereto as Exhibit D

SBPO 01308. This document was previously entered into the record as Exhibit K to the affidavit
of Mark Little filed with this Court on March 19, 2010. Because this document was submitted
on a CD at that time, however, it is provided here in hard copy for the convenience of the Court.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of Amendment One to

SBPO 01309. This document was previously entered into the record as Exhibit L to the affidavit
of Mark Little filed with this Court on March 19,2010. Because this document was submitted
on a CD at that time, however, it is provided here in hard copy for the convenience of the Court.
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Further your affiant sayeth naught.

~~Jj~~_~
Steven F. Schossberger

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN before me this 2nd day of November, 2010.

Publi~r Idah~
Notary PUbli~r
Residing at ~A:4e
~~
My commission expires
b -10 -/I
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P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone NumbeJr: (208) 388·1200
388-1200
388-1300
Facsimile: (208) 388·1300
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARThfENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;

PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND
RESPONSES TO THE STATE
DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF
INTERROGATORIES AND REQUESTS
FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

Defendants.
The following are Plaintiff's Answers and Responses to the State Defendants' First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production of Documents. The following Answers and
Responses are based upon such discovery and investigation as has been completed by Plaintiff to
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date after reasonable inquiry of all available sources. The following responses are given without
prejudice to Plaintiff's right to produce at trial evidence of any subsequently discovered
information or facts, facts which Plaintiff may later recall, or infonnation and/or facts omitted as
a result of good faith oversight. Plaintiff reserves the right to supplement or amend any and all
answers herein as additional facts are ascertained and analyses are made. The responses
contained herein are made in a good faith effort to supply as much infonnation as is presently
known, but shall in no way prejudice the right of Plaintiff in relation to further discovery,
research and analyses.

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.1: Please state the name, address, and telephone number of
each and every person known to you or your attorneys who has any knowledge of, or who
purports to have any knowledge of, any of the material facts of this case, and set forth what
personal knowledge each said person has which is pertinent to any material fact alleged in the
Amended Complaint.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.1: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory on the
grounds that it is vague, overly broad and unduly burdensome. Subject to, and without waiving
the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:
In addition to the persons listed below, see: Qwest's Answer to Interrogatory No.1
served March 18,2010; ENA's Answer to Interrogatory No.1 served April 5,2010; DOA's
Supplemental Answt::r to Interrogatory No.1 served August 3, 2010; and the individuals
indentified in the parties' responses to requests for production.

1. Greg Lowe, Chief Executive Officer, Syringa, clo Givens Pursley LLP, 601 W.
ID 83701
Bannock Street, Boise 10
2. Steve Maloney, Former Chief Executive Officer, Syringa, clo Givens Pursley LLP,
601 W. Bannock Street, Boise ID 83701
PLAINTIFF'S ANSWERS AND RESPONSES TO THE STATE DEFENDANTS' FIRST SET OF
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3. Adam Johnston, Sales Vice President, Syringa, clo Givens Pursley LLP, 60 I W.
Bannock Street, Boise 1D
ID 83701
4. Kevin Johnsen, Sales Engineer, Syringa, clo Givens Pursley LLP, 601 W. Bannock
Street, Boise 1D
ID 83701
5. Bill Johnson, Equipment Sales, Syringa, clo Givens Pursley LLP, 601 W. Bannock
83701I
Street, Boise ID 8370
6. Jeff Morris, Enterprise Sales, Syringa, clo Givens Pursley LLP, 601 W. Bannock
Street, Boise ID 83701
7. Ken McClure, clo Givens Pursley LLP, 601 W. Bannock Street, Boise ID 83701
8. Jerry Piper, Cambridge Telephone Co.
9. Jason Kreizenbeck, Chief of Staff for Governor Otter's office
10. David Hensley, Deputy Chief of Staff for Governor Otter's office
11.
II. Melissa Vandenberg, Deputy Attorney General
INTERROGATOR Y NO.2: Have you engaged any experts whom you expect to testify
INTERROGATORY
at the trial in any field with respect to any of the issues in this case, and if so, state:
(a)

The names, addresses, employers, and fields of expertise of each such expert;

(b)

His or her qualifications as an expert;

(c)

The date(s) of your consultation(s) with him/her;

(d)

Whether any written or oral report has been or will be rendered by him/her, and if

so, the date thereof;
(e)

The subject matter upon which the expert witness is expected to testify;

(t)

The substance of the opinions to which the expert witness is expected to testify;

(g)

The lmderlying facts and data upon which the expert opinions are based, in

and

mI,e 705, Idaho Rule of Evidence.
conforming with mi,e
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ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.2: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory as
premature at this stage. Plaintiff has not designated which experts mayor may not testify in this
proceeding. Plaintiff will comply with the timeframe governed by the Court's Order Governing

Proceedings and Setting Trial. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
See Plaintiffs Expert Witness Disclosure dated September 13,2010, in response to (a),

(b), (e) and (t) and (g).
(c)

Cowl1sel for Plaintiff first consulted with Christopher Yukins in January, 2010.

COWllSe1 for Plaintiff first consulted with Dennis Reinstein and Timothy Pecaro in August, 2010.
COWllSel

(d)

On March 17, 2010, Christopher Yukins prepared a written report entitled

"Summary Report Regarding Procurement Strategy for the Idaho Educational Network." To
date, Plaintiffs experts have prepared no other written reports.
INTERROGATORY NO.3: Please describe and identify in detail all material facts and

documents which SUlPPOrt
support the allegations in paragraph 97 of the Complaint.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.3: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory
because it is overbroad and unduly burdensome. Plaintiff also objects to this Interrogatory as
being a premature "wntention" interrogatory to which Plaintiffs response may be deferred until
additional discovery has been completed. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing
objections, and without waiving the right to more completely and accurately respond based upon
the further development of evidence in discovery, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See transcript dated August 5, 2010 of the Rule 30(b)(6) Deposition of Syringa Networks,
LLC (Testimony of Greg Lowe) ("Lowe Depo.") at 269: 19-270:6 and the documents previously
produced as Bates Nos. Lowe30(b)(6) - 000112 and Lowe30(b)(6) - 000187 through 000195.
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INTERROGATOR
Y NO.4: Please describe and identify in detail all material facts and
INTERROGATORY
docwnents which :mpport the allegations in paragraph 99 of the Complaint.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.4: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory
because it is overbroad and unduly burdensome. Plaintiff also objects to this Interrogatory as
being a premature "contention" interrogatory to which Plaintiffs response may be deferred until
additional discovery has been completed. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing
objections, and without waiving the right to more completely and accurately respond based upon
the further development of evidence in discovery, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See

Amend,~d
Amendl~d

Third Affidavit of Greg Lowe dated July 27,2010 ("Third Lowe Aff.") at

n 5 and 13 and the documents previously produced as Bates Nos. Lowe30(b)(6) - 000018 and
Lowe30(b)(6) - 000075.
INTERROGATORY NO.5: Please describe and identify in detail all material facts and
documents which support the allegations in paragraph 100 of the Complaint.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.5: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory
because it is overbroad and unduly burdensome. Plaintiff also objects to this Interrogatory as
being a premature "contention" interrogatory to which Plaintiffs response may be deferred until
additional discovery has been completed. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing
objections, and without waiving the right to more completely and accurately respond based upon
the further development of evidence in discovery, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See Third Lowe Aff. at '1['1[15 through 17; Lowe Depo. at 256:6 - 257:21; and the
documents previous!.y produced as Bates Nos. Lowe30(b)(6) - 000037, Lowe30(b)(6) - 000044
and Lowe30(b)(6) - 000055 through 000056.
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INTERROGATORY NO.6: Please describe and identify in detail all material facts and
documents which support the allegations in paragraph 101 of the Complaint.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.6: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory
because it is overbroad and unduly burdensome. Plaintiff also objects to this Interrogatory as
being a premature '''contention'' interrogatory to which Plaintiffs response may be deferred until
additional discovery has been completed. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing
objections, and without waiving the right to more completely and accurately respond based upon
the further development of evidence in discovery, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See Answers to Interrogatory Nos. 3 through 5.
INTERROGATORY NO.7: Please describe and identify in detail all material facts and
documents which support the allegations in paragraph 102 of the Complaint.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.7: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory
because it is overbwad and unduly burdensome. Plaintiff also objects to this Interrogatory as
being a premature "contention" interrogatory to which Plaintiffs response may be deferred until
additional discovery has been completed. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing
objections, and without waiving the right to more completely and accurately respond based upon
the further development of evidence in discovery, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See Answers to Interrogatory Nos. 3 through 5.
INTERROGATORY NO.8: Please describe and identify in detail all material facts and
documents which support the allegations in paragraph 104 of the Complaint.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.8: Plaintiff objects to this Interrogatory
because it is overbroad and unduly burdensome. Plaintiff also objects to this Interrogatory as
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being a premature '''contention'' interrogatory to which Plaintiff's response may be deferred until
additional discovery and expert reports have been completed.

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. I: Please produce any and all documents,
writings, or other physical evidence you intend to offer as an exhibit (including rebuttal or
impeachment) and rely upon as evidence at trial, including, but not limited to, all writings,
correslPondence, reports, photographs, and diagrams.
memoranda, corresjpondence,
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. I: Plaintiff objects to this
Request on the grotmds that it is premature given that discovery is ongoing. Plaintiff objects that
this Request is vague and overly broad. Plaintiff also objects to this Request to the extent that it
requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or protected from disclosure by the
attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity.
Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:
Such docum-ents/exhibits will be produced according to the Court's Order Governing
Proceedings and Setting Trial.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: Please produce the raw data, handwritten notes,
answers, or any other documents and any other infonnation directly or indirectly relied upon or
provided to any expt!rt
expt~rt who is expected to testify in this matter to conduct any and all tests,
analysis, and/or examinations; each report of the expert's objective findings; each report of the
expert's opinions or conclusions; and each and every other document referenced in any
interrogatory answer made by you herein as to said expert.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.2: See Response to Request for
Production No.1. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as
follows:

See Christopher Yukins' report entitled "Summary Report Regarding Procurement
Strategy for the Idaho Educational Network", produced herein as Bates Nos. SYRINGAOOOOOI 000003.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 3: Please produce copies of all of your (including
represl~ntative of Plaintiff) handwritten notes, emails, memorandums, letters,
any agent or represl~ntative

calendars, diaries, and call logs which include reference to or discuss the State Defendants in
connection with any of the subject matter or issues alleged in your Complaint, not including
information which is attorney client privileged.
REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.3: Plaintiff objects to this
RESPONSE TO REQUEST
Request as overbroa.d, vague and unduly burdensome and also objects to the extent that it
requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or protected from disclosure by the
privi~ege, attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity.
attorney-client privi~ege,

Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: Please produce all documents identified and
supporting in any way or manner your Answer to Interrogatory No.3.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.4: Plaintiff objects that this
Request is vague and. overly broad. Plaintiff also objects to this Request to the extent that it
requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or protected from disclosure by the
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attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity.
Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See Answer to Interrogatory No.3. Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this
Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Please produce all documents identified and
supporting in any way or manner your Answer to Interrogatory No.4.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5: Plaintiff objects that this
Request is vague and overly broad. Plaintiff also objects to this Request to the extent that it
requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or protected from disclosure by the
attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity.
Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See Answer to Interrogatory No.4. Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this
Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: Please produce all documents identified and
supporting in any way or manner your Answer to Interrogatory No.5.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.6: Plaintiff objects that this
Request is vague and overly broad. Plaintiff also objects to this Request to the extent that it
requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or protected from disclosure by the
attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity.
Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See Answer to Interrogatory No.5. Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this
Request.
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: Please produce all documents identified and
supporting in any way or manner your Answer to Interrogatory No.6.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.7: Plaintiff objects that this
Request is vague and overly broad. Plaintiff also objects to this Request to the extent that it
requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or protected from disclosure by the
attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity.
Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See Answer to Interrogatory No.6. Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this
Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: Please produce all documents identified and
supporting in any way or manner your Answer to Interrogatory No.7.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.8: Plaintiff objects that this
Request is vague and overly broad. Plaintiff also objects to this Request to the extent that it
requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or protected from disclosure by the
attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity.
Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:
See Answer to Interrogatory No.7. Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this

Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9: Please produce all documents identified and
supporting in any way or manner your Answer to Interrogatory No.8.
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.9: Plaintiff objects that this
Request is vague and overly broad. Plaintiff also objects to this Request to the extent that it
requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or protected from disclosure by the
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attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity.
Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:

See Answer to Interrogatory No.8. Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this
Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Please produce all of your documents relating
to the Proposal submitted by ENA in response to RFP02160.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 10: Plaintiff objects to this
Request to the extent that it requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any
other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11: Please produce all of your documents relating
to SBPO 1308.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 11:
II: Plaintiff objects to this
Request to the extent that it requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any
other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Please produce all of your documents relating
to SBPO 1309.
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RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 12: Plaintiff objects to this
Request to the extent that it requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any
other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Please produce all of your documents relating
to Amendment No. 1I to SBPO 1308.
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 13: Plaintiff objects to this
Request to the extent that it requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any
other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
Plaintiff wi)]
wi]] produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Please produce all of your documents relating
to Amendment No.1 to SBPO 1309.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 14: Plaintiff objects to this
Request to the extent that it requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any
other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
P1aintiff
wi]] produce documents responsive to this Request.
Plaintiff wi)]
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: Please produce all of your documents relating
to the January 20, 2009 Letter of Intent from Mark Little to ENA.
RESPONSE TO REOUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 15: Plaintiff objects to this
Request to the extent that it requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any
other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: Please produce all of your documents relating
to any communications with ENA, including its officers, directors, agents, and employees, for
the time period November 1, 2008 through the current date regarding the lEN RFI, lEN RFP
02160, SBPO 1308, SBPO 1309, the Teaming Agreement, Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308,
Amendment No.1 to SBPO 1309, and the allegations in the Complaint.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 16: Plaintiff objects to this
Request to the extenlt that it requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any
other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: Please produce all of your documents relating
to any communications with Qwest, including its officers, directors, agents, and employees, for
the time period November 1, 2008 through the current date regarding the lEN RFI, lEN RFP
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02160, SBPO 1308, SBPO 1309, the Teaming Agreement, Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1308,
Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309, and the allegations in the Complaint.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 17: Plaintiff objects to this
Request to the ext~!nt
ext~~nt that it requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any
other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: Please produce all of your documents relating
to any communications with the Department of Administration, including its officers, directors,
agents, and employees, for the time period November 1,
I, 2008 through the current date regarding
the IFN RFI, lEN RFP 02160, SBPO 1308, SBPO 1309, the Teaming Agreement, Amendment
No. I to SBPO 1308, Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309, and the allegations in the Complaint.
Plaintiff objects to this
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 18: Plaintiffobjects
Request to the extent that it requests documents that are confidential, proprietary and/or
protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege, attorney-work product doctrine or any
other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without waiving the foregoing objection, Plaintiff
responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Please produce all of your documents relating
to any communications internally within Syringa, including is officers, directors, agents, and
employees, for the time period November 1, 2008 through the current date regarding the lEN
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IEN RFP 02160, SBPO 1308, SBPO 1309, the Teaming Agreement, Amendment No. 1 to
RFI, lEN
SBPO 1308, Amendment No. 1 to SBPO 1309, and the allegations in the Complaint.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 19: Plaintiff objects to this
Request because it is overbroad and unduly burdensome. Subject to, and without waiving the
objection, Plaintiff responds as follows:
foregoing objection.
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: Please produce all of your documents relating
to any communications with Ken McClure acting as Plaintiff's retained lobbyist, and not acting

as Syringa's attornt!y
attornt~y rendering legal advice, for the time period November 1,2008 through the
current date regarding the IEN RFI, lEN RFP 02160, SBPO 1308, SBPO 1309, the Teaming
Agreement, Amendment No.1 to SBPO 1308, Amendment No.1 to SBPO 1309, and the
allegations in the Complaint.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 20: Plaintiff objects to this
Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible and/or relevant
evidence. Plaintiff also objects to this Request to the extent that it requests documents that are
confidential, proprif:tary
proprit::tary and/or protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege,
attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without
waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: Please produce all of your documents relating
to any communications with Jeremy Chu acting as Plaintiff's retained lobbyist, and not acting as
Syringa's attorney re:ndering legal advice, for the time period November 1,2008 through the
current date regarding the lEN
IEN RFI, lEN
IEN RFP 02160, SBPO 1308, SBPO 1309, the Teaming
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Agreement, Amendment No. 1I to SBPO 1308, Amendment No.1 to SBPO 1309, and the
allegations in the Complaint.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 21: Plaintiff objects to this
Request as not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible and/or relevant
evidence. Plaintiff also objects to this Request to the extent that it requests documents that are
confidential, proprietary and/or protected from disclosure by the attorney-client privilege,
attorney-work product doctrine or any other privilege or immunity. Subject to, and without
waiving the foregoing objections, Plaintiff responds as follows:
Plaintiff will produce documents responsive to this Request.
DATED this 29th day of September, 2010.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP

By
Amber N. Dina
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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VERIFICATION

State of Idaho
County of Ada

)
) ss.
)

Greg Lowe, being first duly sworn, deposes and says that he is the Chief Executive
Officer of Syringa Networks, LLC, he has read the foregoing instrument, knows the contents
is knowledge.

~
In Witness 'Whereof, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal this ~ 6(..;,
2010.
day of September 2010,

--"~~~!iC¥:s~W
Notary Publ' for: -""""~~~~~~Y2e7
Residing at: ~~~~~~~~~-4:;j
~~~~~~~~~-4~
Commission expires:
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 29th day of September, 2010, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HA
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. of
Administration; 1.
J. Michael
ofAdministration;
"Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

x

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
Fax (954-5210)

X-

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, 10 83701
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
--X- Fax (395-8585)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA. Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
Fax (615-252-6335)

-L

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 101h
10 1h Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneysfor
Attorneys
for Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ Fax (385-5384)

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
Meredith Johnston
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneysfor Qwest Communications Company

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
Fax (303-866-0200)

-4-

AmberN. Dina
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SUMMARY REPORT REGARDING PROCUREMENT STRATEGY FOR THE
IDAHO EDUCATIONAL NETWORK

Christopher R. Yukins
Associate Professor of Government Contract Law
Co-Director, Government Procurement Law Program
The George Washington University Law School
2000 H Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20052
Tel. +1 2029949992
cyukins@law.gwu.edu

March 17,2010
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SUMMARY REPORT REGARDING PROCUREMENT STRATEGY FOR THE
IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK
The Idaho Department of Administration's handling of the contracts for the Idaho
Education Network violated accepted procurement best practices used in Idaho and around the
nation, practices which are retlected in Idaho law and administrative guidance. Instead of
allowing the two master contract holders (ENA and Qwest) to compete to provide high-speed
access to local school districts, the Department of Administration revised the master contracts to
split the work between the two contractors, and to force the contractors to cooperate rather than
compete on orders from individual school districts. While this may have benefited
benetited the
contractors, as a result of this startling failure in procurement strategy, Idaho taxpayers will
probably pay much more for Idaho schools' online access in the years to come.
Idaho law and policy recognize the benefits of awarding long-term master contracts to
multiple vendors, so that those vendors will continue to compete against each other for orders.
This contracting strategy is used across the country -- indeed, around the world. See. e.g..
Federal Acquisition Regulation 16.504(c), 48 C.F.R. § 16.504(c) (multiple award preference for
indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity (lDIQ) contracts). In Idaho, these open IDIQ contracts are
called "Blanket Purchase Agreements," and by law state employees are to use these open
contracts firs t. to ensure that the State gains the maximum benefit from its substantial buying
power.!
In this case, multiple awards of master contracts should have ensured that multiple
vendors competed for future opportunities to provide high-speed access to Idaho schools. Since
the master contracts were projected to last at least five years (and probably longer), and to cover
million of dollars in installations, the taxpayers could have saved substantially with even modest
competition between two awardees.
The competitive strategy failed here, however, when the Department of Administration
amended the master contracts that had been awarded to ENA and Qwest. As originally awarded,
by the terms of the agreements the two contractors would have provided complete, competing
solutions, including online educational materials and broad-band connectivity. When the
Department of Administration amended the master contracts, however, the Department dictated
that Qwest and ENA should be "equal partners," not competitors, and the Department assigned
specific parts of the contract work to each. Rather than encouraging continuing competition
between the two contractors, the Department of Administration in essence split the requirement
between the two contractors, so that they would cooperate and not compete.
Splitting the requirement to divide the business among the vendors was directly contrary
multiple awards. To implement the statewide multiple
to established best practices regarding mUltiple
multipleaward procurement strategy, the Idaho Purchasing R~ference Guide (in a version since updated
on other grounds., but still available at
http://adm.idaho.
gov/purchasing/ManualsForms/purguiderev
http://
adm.idaho. gov
/purchasing/ManualsF orms/purguiderev 11_1.pdf)
11_1.pdf) specifical!
speci ficall y provided,

I

hl~'3dm. idaho. go
\:..ll.IJI.l:.DJlsiIlJLcontract 1':.'\
See Idaho Division of Purchasing website, hl~·3dm.
i!O\:..ll.IdI.l:.DJlsinj[contract
e.'\ ex'rpts.
(X'rpt~. hIm
htm I.
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regarding mUltiple
multiple awards. that they "shall not be made for the purpose of dividing the business."

ld.
lei. at 119. Other governments implementing the multiple-award strategy used by the federal
government, such as the state of Illinois and Utah County, Utah. similarly emphasize that
multiple awards should not be made simply so as to split available business among the awardee
I )(B) (,'Awards shall not be made for
contractors. See Illinois Administrative Code § 1.2036(b)( 1)(B)
the purpose of simply dividing the business"); Utah County Procurement Rules and Regulations
§ 3-708 (same).2 Splitting the requirement is also contrary to the clear intent behind the
-5718A: to encourage continuous competition between
67-5718A:
multiple-award s.tatute, Idaho Code § 67
standing contracltors, to maximize choice and efficiency tor Idaho's agencies and to minimize
costs for Idaho's taxpayers.

By amending the two master contracts in a radical way, to fuse the two contracts (as
amended) into a monopolistic joint venture, the Department of Administration undertook a very
material change to those contracts. A radical contractual change of this scope (often termed a
"cardinal" chang,e) normally means that the new requirement should be solicited again, in a new
competition. Where a public contract has been radically changed to depart from its original
intent -- here, to reduce the work for each contractor, and to compel them to cooperate rather
than compete -- the contract should be reopened for competition, so that other vendors can
compete for the altered requirement, or the radical contractual change should be rescinded.
submitted,

7.~
7.~
Christopher R. Yukins

2

http:(/www.utahcountyonline,orgiappsJWebLinkiDeptlCLERKAUD/Part3Sub3-7.pdf.
http:(/www.utahcountyonline.org!appsJWebLinkiDeptlCLERKAUD/Part3Sub3-7.pdf.
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LOWE 30(b)(6) Documents

Givens Pursley LLP
601 West Bannock Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 388-1200

Exh. No.

"3

8-5- 10
N"L..OVJ e...
Date

M I: M Court &porliD,

EXHIBIT
EXHIBITB
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Greg Lowe
lEN Discussion
Mike Gwartney's Office

End:

Mon 12/8/20087:30 AM
Mon 12/812008 10:00 AM

Recurrence:

(none)

Meeting Status:

Accepted

Organizer:
Required Attendees:

Adam Johnston
Kevin Johnsen; Jeff Morris; Steve Wagner; Greg Lowe; Adam Johnston

Start:

When: Monday, December 08,20087:30 AM-I0:00 AM (GMT-07:00) Mountain Time (US & Canada).
Where: Mike Gwartney's Office

Mike Gwartney and Greg Zickau have requested a meeting with Syringa Networks ENA and IRON.
Attending from the lEN Alliance will be Greg lowe, Steve Wagner, Jeff Morris, Adam Johnston and Kevin Johnsen.
ENA will have Bob Collie, Gayle Nelson and IRON will have Dave O'Niell.
Q'Niell.
Purpose: This is an impromptu meeting where the OCIO group wants to ask us questions regarding implementation and
pricing of our RFI.

dam
Adam Johnston
Sales Vice President
Syringa Networks
3795 South Development Ave, Suite 100
Boise, Idaho 83705
Office: 208-229-6114
Cell: 208-890-9644
Fax:208-229-6110
email: ajohnston@syringanetworks.net
«A1T83317»

"Idaho's Prem

ier Fiber Optic Network"
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Greg lowe
, ,

1m :
.mt:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Bob Collie [bcolJie@ena.com]
Monday, July 27,20099:16 PM
Greg Lowe
Gayle Nelson
lEN update

Greg-Greg-
We have received an order from the State for the installation of lEN services to the 12 school siles
sites in Phase 1a. Since the
State rejected the lEN Alliance proposal, ENA has continued its conversations with the State and shared those
developments with you; and, as you know, they have directed through their statewide purchase orders that we must use
Owest to provide the local loop, backbone and core equipment.
ENA has requested multiple~
who can deliver to the quality, price and time
multiple~ times that the State use any local loop provider Who
requirements, similar to what we contemplated in the proposal. To date, the State has rejected these requests. At your
suggestion we approached ~he State about using one of your members to serve Salmon High School and the State
granted permission to proceed with Custer for that site. We then asked the State to consider others to serve the
additional sites in this order and the State refused that request.
For the benefit of this project and to maintain any opportunity to be continUed as a contractor, these orders (including the
one in Salmon) must be placed immediately in order to meet the State's timelines. You have consistently told us that you
do not wish us to withdraw even though the State has made it impossible for us to use Syringa (or anyone other than
Owest for that matter) to provide 100% of the local/oop,
local loop, backbone and core equipment. but we wanted you to be aware
of these next steps. Failure tlO
to move forward with this order would effectively be a Withdrawal since we believe the State
would cancel our purchase order.
completely understand the need to protect Syringa's interests.
interests, but your action last week does focus our attention on
procE~ed with its limited portion of this project since Syringa has never formally declared the
exactly how ENA might procE~ed
teaming agreement to have been terminated. Given the importance of the lEN to the State and your continued support for
ENA's continued preparations to implement its assigned portion of this project, we assume that everyone acknowledges
District,
that Syringa agrees with ENA. moving forward in accordance with its purchase order. As with the Salmon School District.
ENA intends to continue to press the State to use the backbone offered by Syringa and its members' local loop options
despite the rejection of those portions of the RFP. We believe over time we will prevail.
-Bob
Bob Collie
Education Networks of America, Inc. (ENA)
p: +1 615312-6004 f: +1615250-0535
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\) Brad Alvaro - Id:llIct 'l'nmsition
'l'ntnsition

J?rom:

To:

Greg Zickau <Cireg.Zickau@cio.idallogov>
<Cireg.Zickau@cio.idl1I1ogoV>
"Brad Alvaro (balvaro@idoc-idaho.gov)" '<balvaro@idoc.idaho.gov>
':balvaro@idoc.idaho.gov>

Date:

() 1129/2009 OR: I 9
Jdancl ·fnmsil.ion
'l'nmsition
Subjed:
Snbjed: Jdanet
Laura IIill <L.aut·a.
<Laut·a. Hi IJ(q)cio.
IJ(q)cio idaho.gov>
CC:

Good morning Brad,
We have contracts (SPOs)
(BP05) with ENA and Qwest now. Syringa has a teaming agreement with ENA and, so their
service is accessible through the SPO.
BPO.
laura can help you out in getting things in place, or she can work wjth
with Mjke
Mike Griffin. I know Mike has been
involved with Smartnet maintenance we're trying to improve.
Regards, Greg

)
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Sally Brevick
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

[Cllnt.Berry@qwest.com]
Berry, Clint [CllnI.Berry@qwesl.comj
Tuesday, February 10, 2009 8:06 AM
Teresa Luna; Laura Hili; Greg Zickau
Schmit, Jim; Strickler, Joel
Recommended Amendment Language
Amendment NO 1 State of Idaho lEN RFP 02160 - 0210 09.doc; Idaho Education Network
doc; Owest Idaho Education Network - Engagement Plan Components - 02 04
471 Concerns.
Concerns.doc;
09.doc

Teresa, Laura and Greg,
Thanks again for meeting with lim and me yesterday afternoon on such short notice. J genuinely appreciate all
of
your input and willingness to work with us. As you can imagine, we arrived with a lot of questions and
ofyouf
concerns from the team of folks that support us and I believe we clearly made some progress. We do
\Ulderstand the awkwardness of the situation, but rest assured we are going to do everything we can to make this
lUlderstand
a reality for our Idaho students and the education system in our state!

yesterdl'y, I have attached a docwnent in Amendment format - as if it were an agreement
As we discussed yesterdllY,
between only Qwest and the State -- that you can use to amend the RFP award (Statewide Blanket Purchase
Order). I also included the document with the points we discussed yesterday and the summary capability
document we talked about last week.

J have a few items to finalize on the detailed circuit pricing spreadsheet that you'll need and maybe I can swing
by later this morning and discuss it before our afternoon meeting.
Thanks again and we'll see you later today.
Clint Berry
Senior Manager
Government & Education Solutions
999 Main Street, Suite 800
Boise, Idaho 83702
208 364-3977 (work)
208571-0195 (mobile)
Clint.6erry@gwest.com

We create an except/onal customer experience through world-class communications solutions.

Qwest-!2·
8USrl<l£SS
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AMENDMENT TO
STATE OF IDAHO CONTRACT FOR THE IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
RFP 1260

THIS AMENDMENT NO.1 (this "Amendment") by and between OWBst Communications Company, LLC ("Owest")
("lEN"). Owest OMR
and State of Idaho ("State"), hereby amends the contrad for the Idaho Education Network ("'EN").
Number: 137144 (the "Agreement").
St:ate wish to amend the Agreement In order to clarify the roles and responsibilities of the
Qwest and the State
parties to the AgrElsment
partIes
1.0west will bla
bIB the general contractor fO(
for aU lEN network services. The Service Provider listed on the State's
Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of America (ENA), is required to work through the dedicated
2B, 2009 for
Owest Ac(;ount Team named on the State Blanket Purchase Order (SBPO) dated January 28.
prOVisioning, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all lEN sites.
ordering, provisioning,
2. Owest will dE~iver lEN services using Its eXisting core MPLS network and backbone services, as well as future
build outs of its network.

3.0west will procure and provision all local access connections and edge routing eqUipment making
commercially reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efticlent and reliable network access throughout the
State. Qwest will use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary bandwidth
to each IE~~ site and to connect to its core MPLS platform.
4. Owest
Owesl will provide all Internet services to lEN users per Owest's response to the State's solicltatlon document
RFP 02160.
021601.
5.0west will assign a project manager 10
to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define the project Scope of
Work. The Owest project manager will lead the development of a detailed Project Plan that will outline the
tasks, assign responsibility,
responsibility. identify risks, and define the schedule for project Implementation.
project tasks.

6. Owest wig
wiN use a combination of Owest Network Operations Center (NOC) assets for the Idaho Educatlon
Network induding physical layer (transport) NOC and IP NOe for the lEN services. Both NOGs win be
staffed 24 ):~: 7 x 365. Owest NOCs wlU
wlH monitor both the physical and logical layer for outages and Qwest's
IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via existing management platforms.
information necessary for the State and
7. Owest will wClrk directly with the State of Idaho and ENA to supply the Information
ENA to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and In a timely manner.
8. The State conslders
considers Owest and ENA equal partners In the lEN project as demonstrated in the Intent to
Award Letter dated January 20. 2009 and the subsequent SBPO dated January 28, 2009.
9.The
9. The State may request copies of all
a/l itemized billing from the service provider associated with the
delivery of lEN services on a monthly,
monthly. annual or on-going basis at any time during the term of the
agreement.

OMR# Q137144 [Might need a new OMR to keep separate from original matter ... Debbie?]
Page 1
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Idaho Education Network - Concerns wI ENA Listed on 471
Legal
I. Qwest does not have a legal binding agreement with ENA for them to purchase
network services. An contract addendum from the State would have no binding
authority on ENA.
2. Qwest would need to negotiate a contract with ENA,
EN A, and there is no guarantee that
ENA will agree to the same tenns and conditions that we agreed to with the State of
Idaho
3. Listing ENA on the 471 continues to cloud the role of the Alliance that ENA is a part
of because ENA does have a contract with Syringa. According to ENA, they may
face a lawsuit if they do not use them as the network service provider since they have
a binding contract.
4. This would be avoided ifQwest was listed on the E-Rate fonn 471

Financial
1. ENA would become Qwest's customer, not the State. This presents significant
financial risk to Qwest
2. Qwest will need to evaluate the risk ofENA
of EN A to ensure that 100% ofthe network
services bill can be paid according to our billing guidelines
3. Qwest would need to detennine ifthe services we offered directly to the State can be
offered to ENA at the same reduced price offered to the State, recognizing that the
State is the end-user
4. These issues would be avoided ifQwest is listed on the fonn 471. In addition, if
Qwest is the named service provider on Form 471, the State ofIdaho will
wi11 know the
exact pric~~
pric~~ of the service being delivered to the schools.

Process
1. If the Stat4~
Stat4~ were to enter into an agreement with ENA, they (ENA) will be the Qwest
customer of record. From a legal standpoint, the State ofIdaho would lose legal
oversight
2. Qwest has an existing process - Professional Services Organization - to contract with
companies like ENA to add services such as those provided by ENA.
3. We do not have a process in place to do the reverse.
E-Rate
1. Qwest is the listed Service Provider on E-Rate fonn 471 with the Utah Education
Network, Washington K-20 Network and the Wyoming Equality Network and is
preferred since the vast majority of the costs are related to delivering network
servIces
2. We have experience in these states using partners to deliver additional e-rate eligible
services as part of an end-to-end service
3. Our network services always prevail in audits since we are the provider

LOWE30{b)(6) - 000189
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BUS/NESS

Qwcst Idaho Education Network - Principal Responsibilities
Qwest is prepared to be the network provider and connect Idaho schools, colleges, universities and
communities to each other and the world through the Idaho Education Network (lEN). We have spent
legisl<llive activities and building Ule core network - in preparation
years laying the foundation - through legisl<ltive
to deliver educational opportunities throughout the state.
We will leverage decades of network experience we have throughout our company including the
leadership role Wt: have with the Utah Education Network, Wyoming Equality Network and the State of
Washington K-20 Network.
RFJ> response and
Qwest will provide a tum-key, robust and reliable network as .highlighted in our RFP
reinforced in Ule State's "draft" lEN Strategic Engagement Plan.
We will remove the obstacles of geography so that rural students and citizens have the same opportunities
as ollr
our urban areas by the use of the following principal competencies:

Core Network Responsibilities/Capabilities
M~L.S network
Existing Layer 3 M~.L.S

As highlighted in our RFP response, we have a unique combination of infrastructure assets, systems and

experience that is inherent to our company to be the primary network contractor for lEN. We are industry
leaders in the areas of network design, management and on-going maintenance. operations and billing.
Our core MPLS network is operational in the state today currently serving Idaho customers and we have
the relationships and processes in place to configure, test, implement and bill for the entire backbone and
last mile connections. We can begin the process to order and provision circuits for both the EducatlOn
locations as well as migration for existing ldaNet users when the State is prepared to move forward. The
last mile connectivity will be acquired by Qwest and provisioned on Qwest's MPLS platform to deliver
the nece..<;sary bandwidth to each site.
Local Access (existing relationship with Verizon and all ofldaho's carrier-class network

provider~)

Qwe.
..t will work with all the network providers to ensure the most cost efficient and reliable network
Qwe.'>t
state and will be utilizing multiple partnerships. It is the cornerstone of our
access throughout the slate
response to the State's lEN RFP. We understand that no one company can efficiently provide the services
the State is requesting and Qwest ready to leverage the existing processes and agreements we have in
place with other loc:al exchange providers to test and turn-up the last-mile connections.

8/13/2009
8113/2009
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Important note: There are 143 lEN sites - including colleges and universities _. and 88 sites are in the
of the
local Qwest territory and 31 sites are located in Verizon's local service area covering nearly 85% ofthe
entire project.

Strong Internet Platform
I>latform is among the most reliable and dedicated Internet access services in the Nation.
Our Internet !>latform
Our experience is what separates Qwest from our competition. The states of Utah - including the Utah

Education Network -- Nebraska, Arizona, Wyoming, and Washington are all utilizing Qwest's Internet
ofJdaho both Idaho State University and IRON are considered anchor tenants of our
service. In the State ofIdaho
advanced Internet :service. Our advanced Tier 1 - OC-192 Internet protocol (lP) network is one of the
most sophisticated networks available. It offers an exceptional service level agreement (SLA) and some
of the highest customer access speeds and peering in the industry today.

Program / Project Management
»> offered at no additionsl cost to the State and is part of Qwest network services «<
Qwest Project Management will systematically facilitate a flawless implementation of the Idaho
Education Network and ldaNet migration. Implementation of the project will include the following
activities:
Planning
Qwest will assign a project manager along with a project team to work with the State of Idaho and ENA
to define the project Scope of Work. The Qwest project manager will lead the development of a detailed
risks. and defme the
Project Plan that will outline the project tasks, assign responsibility, identify risks,
schedule for project implementation. Our project management approach relies heavily on detailed
planning to ensure that the transition to new services is as transparent to end users as possible. The
planning phase of the project includes the following items:
);>

Detailed design and technical review to ensure all segments of the Scope of Work have been
identified.

~

Preparation of detailed Work Breakdown Structure (WBS).

~

Assign responsibility to each project task. A detailed list of roles and responsibilities will be
prepared to ensure each team member is accountable for their part of the project.

2
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»

Development of project schedule using a software tool to develop a detailed Gantt chart. The
project schedule will become the baseline for measuring the progress of the project.

»

Establishment of Change Management Plan. This plan will outline the method of reviewing

change r,equests and will include the team members who will be responsible for reviewing and
approval of change requests.
Creation of Communication Plan. This plan will include regular meeting schedules, agreement on

);>

project documentation preparation and storage, escalation procedures and project reporting
structures.

>

Development of Cutover Plan. This plan will detail the steps required and personnel l1eeded
needed to
transition to the new Qwest services. Cutover for a large project may require several phases as the
implemelltation progresses.

»

Risk asse:mnent and risk mitigation procedures development.

Implementation
After the Project }llan
Illan is approved, the implementation will commence with the placement of network and
orders, The customer will assist in preparation of each site and coordination of circuit
equipment orders.

installation. Network and equipment testing will be conducted prior to cutover. The project manager will
maintain an Outstanding Issues Log to ensure that team members are held accountable for items that need
to be completed, and to ell8ure that open issues are followed through to completion.
Cutovecrrransition
A detailed Cutover Plan will be developed during the planning pbase
phase of the project that will outline all the
services, This plan will also identifY each organization and
tasks required to transition to the new Qwest services.

individual necessary to make the transition. The Qwes! project manager will coordinate cutover
schedules with Qwest, vendors. other carriers if
jf applicable. and customer personnel to schedule cutover
during the maintenance window specified by the customer. Contingency plans will also be in place.

Network Operations Center
no additional cost to the State and is part of Qwest network services «<
»> offered at DO
We will use a combination of Qwest Network Operations Center (NOC) assets for the Idaho Education
Network. Physical layer (transport) NOC and our IP NOC. Both NOCs are staffed 24 x 7 x 365.
Physical Layer NOC

3
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Qwest monit.ors both the physical and logical layer for outages. Upon receipt of a trouble alarm or report,
Qwest initiates action to clear the trouble and will commit restore times. We maintain a proactive
monitoring and notification o~jective
o~jective of ten minutes of receipt of a customer circuit physical outage event
for data services. Qwest employs platform-specifio alarm thresholds to identify service impairments.
I1hysical circuit outage eventc; are generated as follows:
}Jhysical

•

SNMP traps are generated from Qwest edge routers and directed to Qwest's NerveCenter
lIi3Jwgement servers

•

The Nerve Center management server uses behavior models to filter out actual physical
outage (includes bouncing circuits) events

•

Outage events are generated into the NetCool application

The Alarm Rule Service and Ticket Rule Service then correlate the event to active events and routes valid
events for notification to the Proactive Notification tool for automatic dispatch of notification. It is also
impoitant to note that closing tickets is advantageous for proactive notification. Not only does it ensure
chronic circuits will be appropriately tagged for each occurrence in our ticketing system, but it also
ensures that you will be contacted if an outage event occurs, as you will not have a ticket open for a
current issue.

Qwest's IP Network Operations Center (NOC) manages the MPLS services via redundant management
physicalJy to
platforms. Access to these management platforms is controlled strictly both logically and physically
only Qwest trained and authorized users. The management platforms create management VPNs to each

of the devices in the network. And.
And, the network elements have ongoing penetration scans done against
oftbe
them to ensure they continue to meet Qwest's strict internal security policies and service level agreements
and is staffed 24 x 7.

Cisco Partnership
tbe Network using proven Cisco equipment and is included as part of the
»> we 113ve de!iigned the
bundled end-to-end 100% E-rate Priority 1 eligible service «<
Our network design leverages the partnership we have with teclmology leader Cisco Systems Inc, and will
wiIJ

allow ldaho student:3 to enhance their educational experience through the use ofproven
of proven technologies as
well as increase productivity and strengthen state government telecommunications.

4
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Qwest and Cisco have a strong business partnership starting at the local level with account management,
and will work towards a successful design and implementatio11
implementatiol1 of the Idaho Education
engineering lind

Network.
Qwest was Cisco's tirst Gold Partner -. since the inception ofthe Program. The Cisco Gold Certified
differentjation as a
Partner designation offers the highest level of branding, economic incentives, and differentiation
reward for loyalty to Cisco, for capabilities in providing value-added services, and for a commitment to

customer success. Cisco Gold Certified Partners have attained the broadest range of expertise across
multiple technologies by achieving all ofthe following four advanced specializations: Unified
Communications, Routing and Switching, Security, and Wireless LAN. In addition, Gold Certified
.Partners have iutegrated
integrated Cisco Lifecycle Services into their offerings and demonstrated a high level of
.Partners
customer satisfactiion. We will
wiJI work closely with State ofIdaho IT professionals on knowledge transfer

and technology refresh activities.

Billing optimization
1308). Qwest will work directly with the State of
Based on the State'wide Blanket Purchase Order (SBPO 1308),
schools, agencies, institutions.
institutions, and departments and eligible political subdivisions
Idaho for the benefit of schools.

or public agencies as defined
defmed in Idaho Education Network (lEN) RFP 2160. We will use existing billing
platforms as well as create custom and sununary billing as required by the lEN Steering Committee or
other State entities. The services will be billed directly to the State ofIdaho at the reduced E-rate eligible
amounts rather than seek reimbursement from the Federal E-Rate program. Qwest also recognizes the
role that ENA will have and will closely work with them and the State to supply the needed information

for the State to me
me accurately and in a timely manner.

5
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Education Networks of America - Principal Responsibilities

Administration of E-Rate Funding
It is recognized t.hat ENA brings a depth of knowledge and experience to the E-Rate funding process.
The State of Idaho should leverage the expertise of ENA to not only maximize the annual funding of the
lEN initiative but also to assist individual school districts on E-Rate program training.

Potential ENA Deliverables
Annual E-Rate Filing Assistance
E-Rate Training for state & school districts

Noe Capabililties
It is recognized that ENA has experience and the ability to support applications such as video

conferencing, student information and curriculum management. lEN can leverage ENA's abilities to
support these and other similar types of applications for these key components of this project.
Potential ENA Ddiverables
VTC Scheduling
VTC Network Operations and monitoring

Additional support on student information applications

Video equipment installation and support

Site Readiness

l~valuatJons
l~valuatJons

Potential ENA
EN A Deliverables
Work with schools and field engineers on site survey's and network assessments.

6
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Page 235
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRING1\ NETWORKS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

OC 0923757

ADMINISTRATION, et al.,
VOLUME II

Defendants.

(Pages 235-307)

RULE 30(B) (6) DEPOSITION OF SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC
TESTIMONY OF GREG LOWE

AUGUST 6, 2010

REPORTED BY:
JEFF LaMAR, C.S.R. No. 640
Notary Public

(208)345-9611

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
EXHIBITC
001723

Page 269

1

(BY MR. PERFREMENT):

Q.

And do you know

2 whether Qwest in any way influenced the
3 Administration to conclude that the division of
4 respon.sibilities reflected in the Amendment 1s
5 best s,erve the State of Idaho and the schools?
6

MR. LOMBARDI:

7

THE WITNESS:

8

Q.

9 paragrc!lph

10 it.

Object to the form.

I do not.

(BY MR. PERFREMENT) :

--

The next

and 1111
1 1 11 take you to the last half of

And it begins IIENA confirmed. II

11

A.

I see it.

12

Q.

IIENA confirmed that it had
It says, "ENA

13 not beEm consulted about the division of
14 responnibilities until it received a draft of
15 AmendnlEm
AmendnlEmtt 1 in February. IIII

16

Do you know whether that is a true

stateInE!nt or not?
17 statemE!nt

18

A.

I do not.

19

Q.

The next sentence says, IIENA also

20 confinued that it had not provided a copy of or
21 the inf:ormation in the Teaming Agreement to the
22 State prior to the Deputy Attorney Generalis
23 request. for the same on July 17th, 2009. II
24

Do you know whether that is a true

25 statement or not?
(208) 345-9611

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
001724
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1

A.

That is a false statement.

2

Q.

And on what basis do you say that?

3

A.

Based upon the e-mail of Greg Zickau

4 on I think it was January 29th, 2009, to Brad
5 Alvaro stating that ENA and Syringa had a Teaming
6 Agreement.
7

Q.

Do you know whether Mr. Zickau at that

8 time ha.d a copy of the Teaming Agreement?

9

A.

I do not.

10

Q.

Do you know whether Mr. Zickau had at

11 that ti:me information regarding the terms of the
12 Teaming Agreement?
13

MR. LOMBARDI:
JVIR.

14

THE WITNESS:

Object to the form.
Well, the sentence doesn't

IIterms of the Teaming Agreement.
15 say "terms
Agreement."11

The

16 sentence says "information in the Teaming
17 Agreement."

18

Q.

(BY MR. PERFREMENT):

That wasn't my

19 question.
20

Do you know whether Mr. Zickau had as

21 of JanuaLry 29, 2009, a knowledge of the terms of
22 the Teaming Agreement?

23

MR. LOMBARDI:

24

THE WITNESS:

25

Q.

(208) 345-9611

Object to the form.
I can't speculate on that.

(BY MR. PERFREMENT):

And do you know

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
001725
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...

1

.....

I, JEFF LaMAR, CSR No. 640, Certified
Shorthand Reporter, certify:

4

That the foregoing proceedings were taken

5

before me at the time and place therein set forth,

6

at which time the witness was put under oath by

7

me.

8

That the testimony and all objections made

9

were recorded stenographically by me and

10

transcribed by me or under my direction.

11

That the foregoing is a true and correct

12

record of all testimony given, to the best of my

13

ability.

14

I further certify that I am not a relative

15

or employee of any attorney or party, nor am I

16

financially interested in the action.

17
18

....

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE

2
3

_ _-- _ - - _.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I set my hand and seal
this

~~ day

F

').010
')010

19
20
21
22

JEFF LaMAR, CSR NO. 640

23

Notary Public

24

Eagle, Idaho 83616

25

My commission expires December 30, 2011
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I,ducatlon Network
N.twork (IENI
(lEN) per
p.r Stete of Id.ho RFP 2180 for the
thl benefit of Stata of Idaho .eIIoola,
.chooll, .g.ncle..
Ig.ncle.. in.lltutlon.,
inltltutlonl,
Contractfor

l.nd d.p.rtmentl
eligible polltlc.l.ubd'vlelon.
polJtlc.IIUbdlvlalonl or pUblic
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N.twork
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TltI.: ................ Id.ho
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.-E·M.,I:
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.mel.nt proc•••
proc.a.lng
DIVISION OF PURC...'SING.
lng of
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[rh.
ilmount IlIt.d
n.t.d In til. conlrllCt
contract ••tan.lon
••IIn.lon pricing la
an ••lImate
•• tlmate .nd
and Clnnot be gu.rante.d.
guarante.d. Th.
actual dollar amount of the contract
[Til. dollar amount
I••n
Th••ctu.1
may be mOIl or I•••
I.aa d.pendlng on the .ctu.1
actual ord....
ord..... requlnm.nts, or tulia
tJIa Contractor by the State
Stata or m.y
may bs
be dlp.nd.nt upon
m.y
tllka glv.n 10
to the
til
••.peclflc
peclflc tenn.
tann. the Contr.ct.
Contraat.
the
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATiON
SBP001308
February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this MAmendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Qwest Communications Company, LLC rQwest")
("Owest") hereby amends the contract for the
Idaho Education N,etwork ("lEN"), Owest
Qwest Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01308 (the
"Agreement").
It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBP001308 in order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.
awest will be the general contractor for all lEN technical network services. The Service
1. Qwest
Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471, Education Networks of America
(ENA), is required to work with the dedicated Owest
Qwest Account Team for ordering, and
provisionint~ of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for all lEN sites.
provisionint~
2. Qwest,
awest, in c:oordlnatlon with ENA, will deliver lEN technical network services using its
existing core MPlS network and backbone services.
awest, in ooordination with ENA, will procure and provision
3. Qwest,
prOVision all local access connections
and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost efficient and
reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public safety
network aSlsets wherever economically and technically feasible. Owest
Qwest and ENA will
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPlS platform.
4. Owest,
Qwest, in coordination with ENA, will provide allintemet services to lEN users.
awest willl:lssign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
5. Qwest
the project .scope
Qwest project manager, working with the ENA project
Scope of Work. The Owest
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
review and .approval.
approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approv~ll from the State.
Qwest and ENA will use a combination of Qwest
6. Owest
awest and ENA Network Operations Center
(NOC) assetl; for the Idaho Education Network including but not limited to:
awest;
a. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Qwest;
awest; and
b. Establishment of an IP NOC by Qwest;
c. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOe) by ENA.
All three NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three hundred
sixty five days IOf the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one-stop lEN customer facing
awest transport NOC will monitor both the physical and logical
service and support center; Qwest
Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPlS services via eXisting
layer for outag1i3s and Owest's
management plutforms.
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBP001308
February 26, 2009

7. Qwest will work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the information
necessary for the State and ENA to file Federal E-rate fonns accurately and in a timely
manner.
8. The State considers Qwest and ENA equal partners in the lEN project as demonstrated
in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent SBP001308
dated January 28,
28. 2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from Qwest, as the service provider
associated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual, or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement. Qwest must provide this information within
30 days of the State's request for itemized billing information.
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Addr... 2
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Sta.wld.
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Statewld. BI.nket Pureh.1I8
SBP01309 ·01
S8P01309
- 01

Statawlde BI.nket Purehase
SlIImwlde
Purchase Ord.r
CHANGE ORDER. 01

_.".•_----------------" .... _-"'.".""._---"._-_.
-''''._----------------'''',,---'''-'''''----_._-_.
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Date:

DEUVER TO: State of Id.ho Varlou.
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Id.ho
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F.Q.B:
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T.nn.: N 30
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V.rlou., 10 8370'1
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DEPARorMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
DEPAR"rMENT
AMENDMENT ONE (1) oro
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCA°rlON
EDUCA"r10N NETWORK (lEN)
SBP001309
February 26, 2009

THIS AMENDMEtllT NO. 01 (this "Amendment") by and between the State of Idaho ("State")
and Education Ntttworks of America,
America. Inc./ENA Services, LLC hereby amends the contract
for the Idaho Educ:ation Network ("lEN"), ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01309
(the "Agreement").
It is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBPOO1309 in order to clarify the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement.

1. ENA will be the Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471. Owest
Qwest
Communications
CommuniCBItions Company LLC ("Owesf')
("Qwesf') is required to work with the ENA Account
Team for ordering, and provisioning of, on-going maintenance, operations and billing for
all lEN sites.

2. ENA will coordinate overall delivery of all lEN network services and support.
coclrClination with Owest,
3. ENA, in cocmlination
Qwest, will procure, provision, and provide all local access
connections and routing equipment making reasonable efforts to ensure the most cost
efficient and reliable network access throughout the State to include leveraging of public
safety network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. ENA and Owest
Qwest
will use exiisting and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to each lEN site and to connect to the core lEN MPLS platform.
4. ENA, in cclordination with Owest,
Qwest, will provide all Video Teleconferencing (VTC)
Installation, Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network.
5.

Qwest to define
ENA will assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and Owest
the project Scope of Work. The ENA project manager, working with the Owest
Qwest project
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that will outline project tasks, assign
responsibilities, identify risks, and define the schedule for project implementation. This
Joint Project Plan will be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
review and ilPProval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plan is subject to the review
and approval from the State.

6. ENA and Owest
Qwest will use a combination of ENA and Owest
Qwest Network Operations Center
(NaC)
(NOC) assets for the Idaho Education Network including, but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA;
NOC by
byOwest;
b. Establishment of a physical layer (transport) NaC
Qwest; and
c. Establishment of an IP NOC by Owest.
Qwest.
All three NOCs will be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, three
hundred sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one-stop lEN customer
servic.:1 and support center; Owest
NOC will monitor both the physical
facing servic.:t
Qwest transport NaC
and logical Ic:lyer for outages and Owest's
Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPLS services via
existing management platforms.

Page 1
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBP001309
February 28, 2009

7.

ENA will work directly with the State of Idaho and Qwest to supply the information
necessary for the State to file Federal E-rate forms accurately and in a timely manner.
ENA will aliso assist the State in providing
prOViding E-Rate training for State Educational Support
entities, Public School Districts and Libraries.

8. The State considers ENA and Qwest as equal partners in the lEN project as
demonstrated in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent
SBP00130:9 dated January 28,2009.
9. The State may request copies of all itemized billing from ENA, as the service provider
associated with the delivery of lEN services on a monthly, annual or on-going basis at
any time during the term of the agreement. ENA must provide this information within 30
days of the State's request for itemized billing information.

Page 2
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho

MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF
SUMMARY JUDGMENT PROCEEDINGS
UNDER IRCP 56(t)

Department of Administration; JACK G.

"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICA
nONS
COMMUNICAnONS
COMP ANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
COMPANY,
liability company;
De:fendants.
---------'
-----------~

- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") hereby moves this Court for an Order
pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure 56(f) continuing the November 30, 2010 hearing on
MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT
PROCEEDINGS UNDER lRCP 56(f) - 1
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the Motion for Summary Judgment filed by Defendants Idaho Department of Administration, J.
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau (collectively "State Defendants") and
Qwest Communication Company's ("Qwest") Motion for Partial Summary Judgment until after
Syringa has had a fair opportunity to complete discovery and the development of its factual
record.
As the discovery deadline is not until December 13, 2010, the Defendants' motions are
premature. Syringa has yet to depose Melissa Vandenberg, Jim Schmit, Clint Berry and ENA
CFO Rex Miller, and to complete the deposition of J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney. Additionally,
Syringa has sent Interrogatories and Requests for Production to Qwest and the State Defendants,
which are outstanding, and was recently advised that electronic evidence requested by Plaintiffs
was destroyed by Defendants three months ago. All but one of the above depositions are already
scheduled and agreed upon by the parties.

Additionally, the State Defendants have yet to

completely respond to Syringa's requests for production of documents, including production of
the destroyed electronic records.
This Motion is supported by the Affidavit of David R. Lombardi and the Memorandum in
Support of Motion for Continuance of Summary Judgment Proceedings under IRCP 56(f) filed
contemporaneously herewith.
In light of the Court's congested calendar, Syringa does not request oral argument.
DATED this_l &_day of November, 2010.

(-"

// "

PU~SL~~l:
,</".
/
1 ,/~.

GIVENS
By:

)

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff

MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT
PROCEEDINGS UNDER IRCP 56(f) - 2
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"

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of November, 2010, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HA
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneysfor Idaho Dept. of
Administration; J
ofAdministration;
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

---u.S. Mail
---U.S.
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210)

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

........... U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (395-8585)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

....-u.S. Mail
....-D.S.
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
th
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10
loth
Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company
B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

~.S.Mail
~.S.Mail

_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)

~U.S.Mail
~U.S.Mail

_ _ Overnight Mail
Hand Delivery
-_ _ Fax 03-866-0200)
~

David R. Lombardi

MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT
PROCEEDINGS UNDER IRCP 56(f) - 3
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David R. Lombardi, ISB #1965
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-] 300
843123 2

Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
GWARll\JEY, in his personal and
"MIKE" GWARll'I.JEY,
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho

AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDA VIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY
JUDGMENT HEARING UNDER IRCP
56(f)

Department of Administration; JACK G.

"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and
official capacity as Chief Technology
Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.

AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDA
VIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
IRCP 56(f) - I
CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING UNDER IRCI'
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STATE OF IDAHO, )
) ss.
County of Ada.
)
DAVID R. LOMBARDI, being first duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.
I.

I am an attorney licensed to practice in the State of Idaho and am one of the

counsel of record for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa"). I am primarily responsible
for managing and conducting the above-captioned litigation.
2.

The Verified Complaint in this matter was filed on December 15,2009.

Defendants Idaho Department of Administration ("DOA"), J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and
Jack G. "Greg" Zichm (collectively "State Defendants"), Education Networks of America
("ENA"), and Qwest Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") each answered on January 25,
2010.
3.

Syringa has been diligently pursuing discovery in this matter. That discovery

includes:

No.

Date

Document Description

1.
l.

2/2110

Plaintiffs First Interrogatories to Defendant Qwest

2.

2/2/10

Plaintiff's First Interrogatories to Defendant ENA

3.

2/2110

Plaintiffs First Interrogatories to Defendant DOA

4.

2/2110

Plaintiffs First Requests for Production of Documents to Qwest

5.

2/2110

Plaintiffs First Requests for Production of Documents to ENA

6.

2/2110

Plaintiffs First Requests for Production of Documents to DOA

7.

4/20110

Notice of Taking Depo of Andy Hung

8.

4/20110

:\J"otice of Taking Depo of Bob Hough
:'l"otice

9.

4/20/10

Notice of Taking Depo of Bill Finke

-

4/20/1 0
10. 4/2011

Notice of Taking Depo of Ryan Gravette

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING UNDER IRCP 56(t) - 2
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No.

Date

Document Description

4/29/1 0
II. 4/2911

Notice Vacating Depositions

12. 8/4110
8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Clint Berry

8/4/10
13. 8/4110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Jim Schmit

14. 8/4110
8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Bob Collie

15. 8/4110
8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Gayle Nelson

8/4/10
16. 8/4110

Notice of Taking Deposition of 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney

17. 8/4110
8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Teresa Luna

8/4/10
18. 8/4110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Mark Little

19. 8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

20. 8/4110
8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Laura Hill

21.
2I. 8/1011
8/10/1 0

Plaintiff
Plaintiffss Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents and
Interrogatories to Defendant Idaho Department of Administration

22. 8/11110
8/11/10

Plaintiffs Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents to
Defendant Education Networks of America

23. 8/1111
8/11/1 0

Plaintiff
Plaintiffss Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents to
Defendant Qwest Communications Company

24. 811111
8/11/1 0

Notice of Service of Discovery Requests

25. 8123110
8/23/10

Amended Notice of Taking videotaped Deposition of Laura Hill

8/23/10
26. 8123110

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

27. 8123110
8/23/10

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Mark Little

28. 8/23110
8/23/10

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Teresa Luna

29. 812311
8/23/1 0

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of J. Michael
"Mike" Gwartney

I

I

I

I

30. 8/23110
8/23/10

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Jim Schmit

31.
3I. 812311
8/23/1 0

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Clint Berry

32. 8/27110
8/27/10

Notice of Postponement of Videotaped Depos of Clint Berry and Jim
Schmit

AFFIDA
VIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MOnON
MOTION FOR
AFFIDAVIT
CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING UNDER IRCP 56(f) - 3
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No.

Date

Document Description

8/27/10
33. 8127110

Plaintiffs Third Requests for Production of Documents to Defendant
Idaho Department of Administration

9/1/10
34. 911/10

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Gayle Nelson

911110
35. 9/1/10

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Bob Collie

36. 9/27110
9/27/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Randy Gaines (10-6-10)

9/27/10
37. 9/27110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Bob Hough (10-6-10)

38. 9/27110
9/27/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Jerry Reininger (10-8-10)

9/27/10
39. 9/27110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Andy Hung (10-8-10)

40. 9/27110
9/27/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Bill Finke (10-14-10)

41. 9/28110
9/28/10

Amended Notice of Taking Deposition of Bill Finke (10-14-10)

42. 9/28/10

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Bill Bums (10-19-10)

43. 9/29110
9/29/10

Plaintiffs Answers and Response to State Defendants' First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production

10/7/10
44. 1017110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Ryan Gravette (10-20-10)

45. 10/13/1
1011311 0

Plaintiffs Answers and Reponses to ENA's First Set ofInterrogatories
and Requests for Production

46. 10/15/10
10115110

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Clint Berry (11-17-10)

47. 10/15/10
10115110

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Jim Schmit (11-18-10)

10/21/10
48. 10/21110

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Brady Kraft (11-15-10)

49. 11/3/10
1113110

Notice of Continued Videotaped Deposition of Zickau (11-11-10)

50. 11/11/10
11111110

Notice of Continued Videotaped Deposition of Gwartney (12-2-10)

51. 11/12/1
1111211 0

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Melissa Vandenberg (12-3
(12-310)

52. 11/12/10
11112110

Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum Pursuan to I.R.c.P. 30(b)(6) for the
Deposition of the State of Idaho, Department of Administration (12-10
(12-10-

I

W)

53. 11/15/10
11115110

Plaintiffs Responses to Defendant Qwest Communications Company's
First Requests for Production of Documents to Plaintiff

11115110
54. 11/15/10

Plaintiffs Third Set of Requests for Production of Documents to

--

AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDA VIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING UNDER IRCP 56(f) - 4
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No.

Date

Document Description

Defendant Qwest Communications Company
55. 11/15/10

. Plaintiff s Second Set of Interrogatories to Defendant Qwest
Communications Company
I

56. 11/15/10

Plaintiffs Third Set of Requests for Production of Documents to
Defendant Education Networks of America

57. 11/15/10

Plaintiffs Fourth Requests for Production of Documents to Defendant
1daho
ldaho Department of Administration

58. 11/15/10

Plaintiffs Second Interrogatories to Defendant Education Networks of
America

The following depositions remain to be taken:
Clint Berry, Senior Manager at Qwest Communication, scheduled for November
17,2010;
Jim Schmit, Qwest Idaho State President, November 18, 2010;
Rex Miller, ENA CFO, to be scheduled;
Melissa Vandenberg, former Deputy Attorney General assigned to the
Department of Administration, December 6, 2010.
Additionally, the parties have agreed to complete the deposition of defendant Mike Gwartney,
former Director of the Department of Administration.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct excerpt of the deposition of

Mike Gwartney, taken September 2, 2010, at 151 :6-15.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct excerpt of the deposition of

Greg Zickau, taken September 20, 2010, at 135:10-136:7.
6.

The Slate Defendants have also failed to fully respond to discovery by Syringa.

Specifically, Syringa made a request for the production of information likely contained in Mr.
Gwartney's files regarding this matter on August 10, 2010, by requesting the following:
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 51: All calendars, including electronic
AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDA
VIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING UNDER IRCP 56(f) - 5
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and non-electronic calendars for the timeframe September 1, 2008 through July
31, 2009 for the following individuals...
individuals ...
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 52: Any and all meeting notes,
including electronic, handwritten, and otherwise personal notes concerning the
Idaho Education Network RFP02160 to the following individuals for the
timeframe September 1, 2008 through July 31, 2009 ...
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 53: Any and all telephone messages,
including electronic and handwritten concerning the Idaho Education Network
RFP02160 for each and every of the following individuals for the timeframe
September 1, 2008 through July 31, 2009 ...
Plaintiff s August 10, 2010 Requests for Production is attached hereto
A true and correct copy of Plaintiffs
as Exhibit C. Mr. Gwartney retired as Director of the Department of Administration in or
around August, 2010.
7.
Defendants to

On August 10, 2010, I sent the State Defendants' counsel a letter asking the
"pleasl~

take special care to preserve all records of Mr. Gwartney who has recently

retired from the State
Sta1te of Idaho. This relates not only to his computer, but to all electronic
records, wherever located, and to all diaries, calendars - both hard and electronic, and any
writings which do or may contain reference to the issues in the Syringa case." A true and correct
copy of that letter is attached as Exhibit D.
8.

A true and correct copy of the State Defendants' Response to Plaintiffs Second

Set of Requests for Production of Documents and Interrogatories is attached hereto as Exhibit E.
That Response indicates calendars will be produced, but that the DOA does not have meeting
notes, personal notes, or phone messages responsive to the Requests.
9.

A true and correct copy of the email dated November 10, 2010, which I received

from Merlyn Clark, counsel for the State Defendants, is attached hereto as Exhibit F. In that
email, Clark stated, in part:
RFP No. 52. The Supplemental Response is that mqumes to the individuals
AFFIDA VIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
AFFIDAVIT
CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING UNDER IRCP 56(f) - 6
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named that were made when the RFP was first received have produced no
meeting notes concerning the lEN RFP02160 for the timeframe September 1,
2008 through July 31, 2009, and none are known to exist in the possession of the
IDA or the named individuals. The initial response was not intended to be a
response only as to the IDA. I call to your attention that notes of Greg Zickau
were produced although he was not among the named individuals.
In that same email.Mr. Clark also provided further response to Request 53:
RFP No. 53. The Supplemental Response is that inquiries to the individuals
named that were made when the RFP was first received have produced no
telephone messages concerning the lEN RFP02160 for the timeframe September
1, 2008 through July 31, 2009, and none are known to exist in the possession of
the IDA or the named individuals. The initial response was not intended to be a
response only as to the IDA.
10.

Notwithstanding the Defendants' promise to produce Mr. Gwartney's records, I

was informed on November 11, 2010 by counsel for the State Defendants that Mr. Gwartney's
computer was erased despite my August 10, 2010 correspondence and that State Defendant's
counsel has been attempting for approximately three months to retrieve the records on Mr.
Gwartney's computer. To date, Syringa has not received any information from Mr. Gwartney's
computer.
11.

The State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment was received in my office

on November 2,2010. The hearing is scheduled for November 30, 2010.
12.

Qwest's Motion for Summary Judgment was received in my office on November

1,2010. The hearing is scheduled for November 30,2010.
13.

I called Merlyn Clark, counsel for the State Defendants, to request the State

Defendants stipulate that the November 30, 2010 hearing on the State Defendants' Motion for
Summary Judgment be continued until Syringa had completed additional discovery.
14.

I received call from Merlyn Clark denying my request to allow Syringa to

complete additional discovery prior to responding to the Motion to Summary Judgment.

AFFIDAVIT
AFFIDA
VIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING UNDER IRCP 56(f) - 7
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15.

I called Steve Thomas, counsel for Qwest Communication LLC, to request Qwest

stipulate that the November 30, 2010 hearing on Qwest's Motion for Summary Judgment be
continued until Syringa had completed additional discovery.
16.

I received an email from Steve Thomas denying my request to allow Syringa to

complete additional discovery prior to responding to the Motion for Summary Judgment.
17.

In order to appropriately respond to the issues raised in the pending Motions for

Summary Judgment, Syringa needs to complete its discovery plan in this matter, including but
not limited to, completing the deposition of 1. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and deposing Qwest
representatives Jim Schmit and Clint Berry as well as State ofIdaho witness Melissa Vandenberg
and ENA CFO Rex Miller.

Furthermore, adequate time is necessary to allow Plaintiff to

determine the impact of the destruction of Mr. Gwartney's electronic records or for the
Defendants to produce those records in time for Plaintiff to respond to Defendants' Motions.
18.

The dispositive motion cutoff date is July 11, 2011. The trial is not scheduled to

commence until April of2011. Accordingly, more than enough time exists pursuant to the
Court's Scheduling order in this matter, to complete and for Defendants to present their motions
of summary judgment.

AFFIDAVIT OF DAVID R. LOMBARDI IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR
CONTINUANCE OF SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING UNDER IRCP 56(f) - 8
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I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true
~

DATED this ~ day of November 2010.
DATEDthis~dayofNovember201O.

anf~rrect.
anr~rrect.

~7

~~t ~.
~~'7.2

~~
L 't)/"
t:Y ZX~~

David R. Lombardi

On this /~;'.rday of November 2010, before me, the undersigned, a Notary Public in and
for said State, personally appeared David R. Lombardi, known or identified to me to be the
person whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, and acknowledged to me that he
executed the same.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the
day and year in this certificate first above written.

NOTARY PUBLIC FOR IDAHO
Residing at: .~)<;;e
commissi-o--=n""'e=x-=-p-ir-"'e~s-:
--5--0-~/~-)Z-/.-r~--My commissl·o--'n""e=x-=-p-i--'re"'-s-:--5--0--:/~-/-h"7/
A--
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this ~ day of November, 2010, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HA
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. of
Administration; J
ofAdministration;
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

~o.S.Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210)

~.

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise,ID 83701
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (395-8585)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

~o.S.Mail
~o.S.Mail

_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT
& FIELDS
MOFF
A TT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
101 S. Capitol Blvd., 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

~U.S.Mail
~U.S.Mail

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

.........--o.S.
............-o.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
Ha~elivery
Ha~eliVery

_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)

-,:v7;-07;

lL~t£

l /\()!Z 1J(~

David R. Lombardi
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questioning me about the process and what was
going on. He was interested. He's chairman of
the House Education Committee.
Q. Did you know at that time that a
proposal -- that a technical proposal had been
submitted by Qwest?
A. Did I know that a proposal had been
submitted?
Q. Yes.
A. As a result of this letter, of this
memo, yes.
Q. Okay. Did you share that with
Mr. Nonini?
A. I don't recall that I specifically
did.
Q. SO there were, I think, periodic
telephone conferences with the evaluators.
Do you know how those took place?
A. I do not.
Q. Do you know how -- whether the
evaluators all met in one location to evaluate the
proposals or how they did it?
A. I do not know.
Q. Do you know who the evaluators were?
A. No.
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was made involving ENA that Syringa would have a "
contract; correct?
A. I don't agree with that.
Q. Well, wasn't that your understanding?
A. That was not my understanding.
Q. Well, what was your understanding of a
teaming agreement?
A. I have no knowledge of the agreement
that Syringa had with ENA. I never saw any of
those agreements.
Q. My question is, what, to your
understanding, is a teaming agreement?
A. It's an agreement to get together and
share various expertise, but there's a lead and a
subcontractor. And so I had nothing to do with
the subcontractors.
Q. Okay. But you had -- you had dealt
with teaming agreements before; correct?
A. Not in this context I hadn't, no.
Q. Okay. But you had seen them in other
contexts?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. And you were familiar with the
idea of teaming agreements, weren't you?
A. I was more familiar with a
t
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Q. Do you know how the point process was
constructed to grade the evaluations of the
proposals?
A. I was briefed on that, but generally I
know. But not specifically.
Q. I'd like to go back for a moment to
Exhibit 26. Mr. Zickau says, "We have four
proposals." And one of the proposals apparently
is ENA slash Syringa.
What did that mean to you at the time?
A. It meant that ENA and Syringa had a
teaming agreement.
Q. Okay. And you knew that at the time,
didn't you?
A. That's my presumption, yeah.
Q. Okay. And it meant that they were
acting in a fashion that was consistent with the
request for inforrnation that we've talked about
and that they had partnered up to do the project
together; correct?
A. I don't think they were partners. But
one of them was a subcontractor. And Syringa was
a subcontractor in my mind, but that's ...
Q. Okay. Okay. But you understood that
it was the expectation of Syringa that if an award
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contractor/subcontractor relationship, which I
thought was in place.
Q. Okay. But it's consistent with those
kinds of contracts, isn't it, that when the
principal gets the contract that if there is
already a contract between the sub and the prime,
that the sub has an interest in the award, doesn't
he?
MR. THOMAS; Objection. Form, foundation.
MR. SCHOSSBERGER: Same objection.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI): Go ahead. Isn't
that your understanding?
A. Why don't you restate the question,
please.
(Exhibit 27 marked.)
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARD!):
LOMBARDI): Mr. Gwartney, I'm
going to hand you what's been marked as
Exhibit 27.
Have you seen that document before?
A. I think so, yes.
Q. Okay. And what is it?
A. It's a notice to Education Networks of
America where they stood relative to other bidders
on this particular project.
Q. Well, does it show the score for each
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Q. And that was the first time that you had
ever made any writing about this conversation you
had with Laura Hill concerning Syringa's
participation?
A. I believe so.
Q. Why did you wait so long to make any
written docuffii~ntation
docuffii~ntation concerning the information
you received fi·om
fi'om Laura Hill about Syringa's
participation?
A. I don't know.
Q. Was it important?
A. It was important that I have the
confirmation. I received it.
Q. But you didn't document it at the time
you received it?
A. I did not.
Q. Did Ms. H.ill
Hill document her conversation
to your knowle:dge, her conversation with
Mr. Lowe?
A. I don't know. Not to my knowledge.
Q. Did you do anything else other than
speaking with\1r. Collie as a consequence of
receiving information from Ms. Hill about
Syringa's willingness to participate with Qwest,
as you've described, in providing backbone and
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Ms. Hill?
A. Yes, I believe I did.
Q. Who did you tell?
A. I believe that I told Teresa Luna. I
believe that I told our in-house counsel, Melissa
Vandenberg, and I -- I'm not sure if! told
anyone else.
Q. Did you tell Mr. Gwartney?
A. I don't recall.
Q. When did you tell Teresa Luna?
learned. I
A. Probably shortly after I leamed.
don't recall the specific time.
Q. What did you tell her?
A. That we had received information back
that Mr. Lowe was of a position that he was going
to get the entire network.
Q. Now, I believe you said something about
this didn't involve Qwest?
A. I believe I said that the conversation
didn't involve Qwest.
MR. CLARK: Counsel, are you referring
to the conversation with Mr. Collie?
MR. LOMBARDI: No, I'm referring to the
conversation that Ms. Hill related to the
witness.
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connectivity through their ILEC's?
A. Can I have that repeated, please. I
must be getting tired.
(Record read back.)
THE WITNESS:
WlTNESS: I'm not sure I understand
the question.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Let me try it again,
then.
A. Please do. Thank you.
Q. Ms. Hill gave you some information about
Syringa's unwillingness to participate with
Qwest; true?
A. No, she gave me some information about
Mr. Lowe's unwillin!:,1J1ess
unwillinb1J1eSS to participate in the
Idaho Education Network as the State determined
it was best to be: implemented.
Q. Okay.
A. The conversation as far as I know did
not involve QWI!St.
QWI~St.
Q. You followed up on the information that
Ms. Hill providl!d
providl~d you by talking to Mr. Collie;
right?
A. That is my recollection, yes.
Q. Did you tell anyone other than
Mr. Collie and Ms. Hill what you had learned from
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MR. CLARK: Okay.
WITNESS: Correct. And that as far
THE WlTNESS:
as I know did not involve Qwest. I did not ask
her to mention Qwest in relaying the information
and she did not report back to me that she
mentioned Qwest in relaying the information.
Q. (BY MR. LOMBARDI) Well, in terms of
what the State was thinking about doing, it
certainly did involve Qwest; didn't it?
A. No, I don't agree.
Q. Well, Qwest would be providing service
and backbone where its ILEC's had last-mile
connectivity according to the concept; isn't that
true?
A. Yes, that is true according to that
I.'
concept.
Q. SO, to that extent Qwest would have been
involved; wouldn't it?
A. To that extent, Qwest was involved, yes.
Q. Sure. And Qwest also had a statewide
blanket purchase order in effect at the time for
the Idaho Education Network; didn't it?
A. Yes.
Q. SO, it was certainly a candidate to
provide the lEN backbone and last-mile
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Plaintiff Sytinga Networks, LLC ("Plaintiff" or "Syringa") requires you to respond to the
following requests for production within thirty (30) days from the date of service hereof and in
confotnlance with all provisions of Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure.
In responding to these requests for production, furnish all infonnation available to you,
including infotnlation in the possession of your attorneys (and investigators, experts, etc.,
retained by you and your attorneys) not merely information known of your own personal
knowledge.
If you cannot respond to the following requests for production in full after exercising due
diligence to secure the information to do so, so state, and respond to the extent possible,
specifying your inability to respond to the remainder, and stating whatever infotnlation and
knowledge you hav<: concerning the unanswered portion.
Pursuant to Rule 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, it is requested that you
produce the documents herein requested for inspection and copying within thirty (30) days after
receipt of this request. You may produce said documents at the office ofGIVENS
of GIVENS PURSLEY
LLP, 601 West Bannock Street, Boise, Idaho 83702, or by copying or mailing said documents to
the attorneys for Plaintiff via U.S. Mail, to P.O. Box 2720, Boise, Idaho 83701-2720, on or
before said date.
Unless you furnish copies of all of the following requested documents by delivering or
mailing them to counsel, upon production you will be required to keep such documents available
for a reasonable time thereafter to enable counsel to inspect and to photocopy said documents.
DEFINITIONS

Syringa hereby incorporates by reference the Definitions contained in Plaintiff's First

ofDocuments to Defendant Idaho Department ofAdministration
ofAdministration served
Request for Production ofDocuments
in this matter on FebIUary 2,2010.
PLAINTIFF'S SECON)) SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION - 2
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REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 48: Any and all Statewide Blanket Purchase

Orders or other contracts for multiple awards under Idaho Code § 67-5718A where some or all
of the recipients of the award were designated by You and/or the State ofIdaho as equal partners.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 49: Any and all notes, logs, correspondence,

drafts and other Documentation, including but not limited to electronic records - including
metadata - relating to "the evaluators' recommendation that the contract be awarded to both
ENA and Qwest" as referenced on page 7 in Your Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's
Motionfor Order to Show Cause.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 50: Any and all notes, logs, correspondence,

drafts and other Do(:umentation, including but not limited to electronic records - including
metadata - relating to the discussion between Bill Bums and Mark Little on December 3, 2008,
as referenced on page 3 in Your Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiff's Motionfor Order to
Show Cause.

REQUEST :FOR PRODUCTION NO. 51: All calendars, including electronic and non
non-

electronic calendars for the timeframe September 1, 2008 through July 31,2009 for each ofthc
following individuals:
Mike Gwartney
Laura Hill
Greg Zickau
Theresa LUOfl
Mark Little
Sally Brevick
MikeGuryan
REQUEST )i'OR PRODUCTION NO. 52: Any and all meeting notes, including

electronic, handwrittl~n,
handwritt4~n, and otherwise personal notes concerning the Idaho Education Network

PLAINTIFF'S SECONl[)
SECON1[) SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION·
ADMINISTRATION - 3
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RFP02160 to the following individuals for the timeframe September], 2008 through July 31,
2009:
Mike Gwartney
Laura Hill
Theresa Luna
Mark Little
Sa1ly
Sally Brevic:k
Mike Guryan

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 53: Any and all telephone messages, including
electronic and handwritten concerning the Idaho Education Network RFP02160 for each and
every of the following individuals for the timeframe September 1,2008 through July 31,2009:
Mark Little
Laura Hill
GregZickau
Teresa Luna
Mike Gwartney
Sally Brevick
Mike Guryan

REQUEST lFOR PRODUCTION NO. 54: Any notes made by any of the members of
the independent evaluation team during the course of their participation in the lEN RFP
evaluation process.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 55: Any and all notes, evidence and

documentation of the:: "post RFP hotwash" to which reference is made on document
DOA000156.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 56: All "data and comments" collected by the
division of purchasing office to which reference is made on document DOAOOOI 56.

REQUEST I~OR PRODUCTION NO. 56: All bid protests between 1996 and 2010
20 t 0
where protest was m~lde of a multiple award made pursuant to Idaho Code Section 67-5718A.

PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCfION OF DOCUMENTS AND
INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION - 4
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INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.7: Steve Schossberger, counsel for the State ofIdaho,
represented in open court on Tuesday, August 3, 2010 that the document QWEST000327 which
was an email from Clint Berry sent to state employee Mark Little on Tuesday, January 27,2009,
at 03:04 p.m. was deleted by Mr. Little and was not, therefore, produced by the State ofIdaho in
response to Syringa's public record request of February and August 2009 or its first Request for
February 2,2010. Please describe each and every other electronic
Production of Documents of
ofFebruary
record, including emails, which relate to the Idaho Education Network the Idaho Education
Network RFP02160 from the timeframe September 1,2008 through July 31,2009 which has
been deleted by stating the following:
a) The author
b) The recipients
c) The date

e) The date deleted.
INTERROOATORY NO.8: Please identify all documents from the timeframe
September 1,2008 through July 31,2009 relating to the Idaho Education Network RFP02160
which have been lost, destroyed, or otherwise rendered unavailable in this litigation and describe
each as follows:
a)

The author

b)

The rc~cipients

c)

The date

d)

The content

PLAINTIFF'S SECONiD SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND
INTERROGATORIES TO DEFENDANT IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION ~ 5
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e)

The date when the document was lost, destroyed or made unavailable.

INTERROGATORY NO.9: Please identify all individuals who contributed, in any
DOAOOOI 56 through DOA000158 and/or any part thereof.
fashion, to the preparation of
ofDOA000156

iy_':f\

DATED this
thisj{J_ day of August, 2010.

By:
DAVID R.
MBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this }.!J..
J./l.~ay
~ay of August, 2010, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. SchossbeJrger
HA
WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise,lD
Boise.ID 83701
Attorneys
Jor Idaho Dept. oj
Administration; J.
AttorneysJor
ojAdministration;
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
~ax (954-5210)

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise,ID
Boise.ID 83701
AttorneysJor
Attorneys
Jor ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
--Vax (395-8585)

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street,
Street. Suite 700
Nashville. TN 37203
Nashville,
AttorneysJor
Attorneys
Jor ENA Services, LLC

U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_---faX.(
_.--faX.( 615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT
& FIELDS
MOFF
ATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK &
Blvd.. , 10th Floor
101 S. Capitol Blvd
P.O. Box 829
Boise.ID 83701
Boise,ID
AttorneysJor
(?M.'est Communications Company
Attorneys
Jor QM.'est

U.S. Mail
Overn' ,Mail
_ _ Han Delittery
..--Fax (385-5~84)
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August 10,2010

VIA FACSIMILE
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HAWLEY
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
Re:

Syringa Networks, LLC v. Idaho Dept of Administration, et~.
GP File: 5821-79

Gentlemen:
Although I understand there is a "litigation hold" concerning records relating to the lEN
procurement and issues raised in the above case, I am writing to ask that you please take special
care to preserve all records of Mr. Gwartney who has recently retired from the State of Idaho.
This request relates not only to his computer, b~t to all electronic records, wherever located, and
to all diaries, calendars - both hard and electronic, and any writings which do or may contain
reference to the issues in the Syringa case.
Thank you fi)r
fiJr your attention to this matter.

DRUlkb
cc: Greg Lowe
935123_1
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Merlyn W. C1Qrk, ISB No. 1026
Steven F, SOhosi;berger, ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby, ISB No. 7228
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLBY UP
877 Main Stree~ Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ill 83701,·1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mclatk@hawleytroxoll.com
mclark@hawleytroxoll.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.oom
jashby@hawleytroxeU.colll
jashby@hawleytroxell.com

Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of Administration;
J. Michael "Mikel"
"Mike~" Gwartney and J~k G.
uGregl! Zickau
G, uGreg"

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUl\'TY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Id.aho
SYRl.'N'GA
limited liability cl:lmpany,

)
)
)
)
)

VB,
VB.

)

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MUCE" GWARTNEY, in his personal
and official Cilpaclity as Director and Chief
Information Officl~ of the ldaho Department
of Administra.tion;; JACK G. "GREG"
ZICKAU, in bi$ person::u and official
CbiefTechnology Officer and
ca.pacity as CbiefTecbnology
of~J.e Office of the CIO;
Administrator of~le
ENA SERVICES, LLC, It Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA,
!nc.,
co.rporation; QWEST
Inc., a Delaware corporation;
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY, LLC,
a Delaware limited liability company,
DefOndants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0923757

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMlNISTAATION'S
ADMINISTAATION'S RESPONSE TO
PLAINTlFFtS SECOND SET OF
PLAINTIFF'S
REQUESTS FOR l'RODUCTION OF
DOCUMENTS AND
INTERROGATORIES

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

~--~~-------~-

!PAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND
REQUES'!'S FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND INTERROGATORIES - 1
SET OF REQUES'T'S

EXHIBIT

E

n1 D5,l!OWC41
Q5,l!(I22aC41
01162 "1
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TO:

P.2/15·

NO.BBo

2: 14PM

PLAINTIFF SYRlNGA NETWORKS, LLC AND ITS COUNSEL OF RECORD
COMES NOW Idaho Department of Administration ("IDA''),
("roN), a Defendant in the

above-entitled action, by and througl'l its counsel ofrecord,
ofrecord. Hawley Troxell Ennis & HQ.wley
LLP, and, in accordance with the requirements of Rules 33 and 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure, herehy files its response to ''Plaintiffs Second Set ofRequetlts for Pro4uction of
Documents al1d Interrogatories to Defenclant Idaho Department of Adminis1J:1l.tiou."
Adminis1J:1l.tiou."
Unless othenvise specified. inspection and copying will be permitted as re~,uested,
re~,uested, except
that some other time ~
lmd place which is m~tually
m~tually agreeable to the parties may be substituted for
the time and place specified in the req1.lest.
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 48: Any and aU Statewide Blanket Purchase
fOf multiple awards under Idaho
Orders or other contracts fot'
laaho Code § 67-5718A where some or all of
design~ted by You
the recipients of the award were design~ted
Yau and/or the State ofIdaho as equal partners.

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 48: Objection: Counts One,

ofthe
Two and Three of
the Complaint have been dismissed by the Court, and thi$ req\.lest is not
relevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the Qiscovery ofadmissible
of admissible evi4ence as to Court
Intl~1'ference with Contract) of the Complaint.
Four (Tortious Intl~l'ference

Defendant further objects on the grounds that the request is overly broaQ, unduly
burdensome, so vague as to be unanswerable. and not reason~bly
reason~bly calcuJated
calculated to lead to the

ofadmissible
discovery of
admissible evidence as to Counts Two

ana Three.

REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 49: Any and ~l notes, logs, correspondence,

DOClunentation, including but not limited to electronic records - including
drafts and other Domunentation,
metadata -rela.ting to "the evaluators' recommendation that the contract be awarded to both

mAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATlOK'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND
SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND INTERROGATORIES ~ 2
011sa,0105.2022804,1

001761
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-
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NO. 886

Pl;aintiff's
ENA and Qwest" as referenced on page 7 in Your Memorandum. in Opposition to Plltintiffls

Motion for Ord(~r to Show Cau.se.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 49: Objeotion: Counts One,

Two and Three of tbe Complaint have been dismissed by the Court, and this reqijest is not
ColU1
relevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as to Co\U1
Four (Tortious 11lterference
Illterference with Contract) oftbe COIlJplaint,
Defendant further objects on the grounds that the request is overly broadt unduly
burdensome, so vague as to be unanswerable, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence as to Counts Two and TItree.

Subjeot to and without
witho1.J,t waiving the foregoing objections, see document identified by
DOA000156~158.
Bates numbers DOA000156~158.

REOUBS'T FOR PRODUCTION NO. 50; Any and all notes, logs, COlTellpondencet
REOUES'T
drafts and other Documentation, including but not limited to electronic records - including
metadata
meta-data - relating to the discussion between Bill Burns lll1d
lIl1d Mark Little on December 3~ 2008,
200S~

as referenced on page 3 in Your Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion for OrdeJ~ to

Show Cause,
Cause.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 50: Objection: Counts One,
RBSPO,liSE

Two and Three ofthe
of the Complaint have been dismissed by the Court~ and this reqqest is not
relevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as to Court

Four (Tortious Intfll'ference with Contract) ofthe Complaint,
Defendant further objects on the grounds that the request is overly broad. unduly
burdensome~
burdensome~

so vague as to be unanswerable, and not reasonably calcu]ate4 to lead to the

qiscovery of admis:sible evidence as to COtlnts Two and Three,

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPoNSa TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND
SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND INTERROGATORIES - 3
06.2022a04.11
Q1 1fi~.01 06.2022a04.
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NO.88b

2:151:::>~1
2:151:::>~1

SEP.10.2010

REQm~ST FOR PRODUCTION NO.
REQm~ST

P.4/15

non51: All calendars, including electronic and non

electronic calendars for the timeframe September 1, 2008 through July 31.2009 for each of the

following individuals:
indlviduals:
Mike Gwartney
La.ura Hill
Greg Zic:kau
Teresa Luna
LIttle
Mark Little
Sally Br(~vick
Mike Guryan
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO.5): The calendars for the
requested time p,eriod for the identified individuals will be produced.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 52: Any and all meeting notes, including
electronic, handwritten, and otherwise personal notes concerning the Idaho Eduoation Network
RFP02160 to the following individuals for the timefr~e September 1. 2008 through July 31,
2009:

Mike GW211'tney
Laura Hill
Teresa LUlna
Mark Little
Sally Bre'Vick
Mike Guryan

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO,
NO. 52:
Defendant objects on the grounds that the requ.est is overly broad, unduly bur4ensome. so
vague as to be unanswerable, and not reasonably calcu1s,ted
calcu18,ted to lead to the discovery of admissible
evidence.
Subject to Ililld
llilld without waiving the objections, DOA bas located and will proQ.uce the
notes of Greg Zick:a.u per this request even thol.l.gh he is not specificallY
specifically named in the request.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO rLAINTlFF'S
rLAlNTlFF'S SECOND
SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND INTERROGATORIES" 4
0,
162.01 Oo.2022~.1
01162.01
Oo.2022~.1

001763
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DOA does not have in its possession.. custody or control any meeting notes or personal notes
responsive to this request for the identified individuals.
REQUE,ST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 53: Any and all telephone mess~ges,
mess~ges, mclq4ing
mchJding
electronic and handwritten concerning the Idaho Education Network RFP02160 .for each and
every of the following individuals for the timeframe September 1, 2008 through July 31, 2009:

Mill'k Little

Laura Hill
Greg Zickau
Teresa Luna
Mike Ov,'artney
Sally Bre:vick
Mike Guryan

RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO, 53; DOA does not
pot have in its
possession, custody or control any telephone messages responsive to this request for the
identified individuals.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 54: Any notes ma,l,e
ma(l,e by ~y of the members ofthe
of the

evalllation team during the course of
their participatioll in the IBN REP evaluation
independent evalll.ation
oftbeir
process.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NQ. 54: Objection: Counts One,

Two and Three of the Complaint have been dismissed by the Court, and this request is not
calculated to le~ to the discovery of admissible evidence as to COlolIt
relevant and not re:asonably caloulated
COl.JIt
Four (Tortious Intflrference with Contract) ofthe
of the Complaint.
Defendant further objects on the grounds that the request is overly broad, lmduly
burdensome, so vague as to be unanswerable, and not reason~bly
reason~bly ca.lculated to le~4 to the
discovery of admissible evidence as to Counts Two and Three.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND
SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND INTERROGATORIES - 5
011S2.01QU02~604.'
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Subj
ect to and without
SUbject
withou.t waiving the foregoing obj ection'l, DOA has produced all
doclunents
indepe0.4ellt
dOCluuents in. it~l possession, custody and control made by any of the members of the indepen4ellt

evaluation team during the course of their participation in the lEN RFP evaluation process.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 55: Any and all
aU notes, evidence and

documentation of the "post RFP hotwash" to which reference is made on document DOA000156,
DOA000156.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 55: Objection: Counts One,
Two and Three c)f
()f the Complaint have been dismissed by the Court, and this request is not

relevant and not reasonably c~lculated
c~lculated to lead to the Oiscovery of admissible evidence as to Court
Four (TortioLlS llLterference with Contract) of the Complaint.
Defendant further objects on the grouna.s that the request is overly broad,
broadt 1.J.Dduly
I.J.Dduly

burdensome, so vague as to be unanswerable, and not reasonably cll1culated
clllculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence as to C01.mts Two flnd Three.
Subject to and without waiving the foregoing objections, see DOA000156~158.
DOA000156~158.
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 56: All "data and comments" collected by the
division of purchasing office to which reference is m~e on d.ocumen~ DOAODO156.
DOAODO 156.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 56: ObjectioJl: Counts One.

Two and Three of'the Complaint have been dismissed by the Court, and this request is not
relevant and not masonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as to Court
Four (Tortious Intlerference with Contract) of the Compl~nt,
Compl~nt,
Defendant further obj
0015 on the grounds that the request is overly broad,
broadt tmduly
QIlduly
objeots

unanswerable, and not feasonaply calClllated
burdensome, so vague as to be unanswerable.
calclollated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence as to Counts Two and Three,
Three.
Subject to and without waiving the foregoing
foregOing objections, see POAOOOlS6-158.
POA0001S6-158.

IDAHO DBPART~tENT
S~COND
DBPART~tENT OF ADMlNISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S S~COND
SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND INTERROGATORIES - 6
Q'1S2.C1CEi,20~2&P41
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REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 57: All bid protests between 1996 and 2010 where
protest was made of a multiple award made PUfS\Ulnt to Idaho Code Section 67~S7l8A.
67~S7l8A.
RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION NO. 57: Objection: COlmts One,
Two and Three l)f
c)f the Complaint have been dilOmissed by the Court, and this request is not
relevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence as to Court
Four (Tortious Illterference with Contract) oftbe Complaint.
Defendal:\t
overly broad, unduly
Defenda3:\t further opjects 011
all the grounds that the request is overlY
burdensome, so vague as to be unanswerable, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the
discovery of admissible evidence as to Counts Two lUld Three.

INTERROGATORIES
INTERROGATORY NO.7: Steve Scbo5sberger,
Scbossberger. counsel for the State of Idabo,
Idallo,
represented in oplm court on Tuesday, August 3,
3. 2010 that the document QWBST000327 which
was all
2009.
an email from Clint Berry sent to state employee Mark Little on TuesdEl-Y, J1UlUsry 27 2009,
j

at 03:04 p.m. was deleted by Mr. Little and was not, therefore, prodl.l.ced
prod'\.l.ced by the State ofIdaho in
response to Syringa's public record request of February and AUgQ,st 2009 or its first
fir~t Request for
Prod1.~ctiQn
Prod1.~ctiQn of Docum.ents of February 2,

2010. Please describe each and every other electronic

record, including
Idaho Eduoation
includi.ng cmails, which relate to the Idaho Education Network the lelaho
Network RFP02160 from the timeframe September 1. 2008
200S through July 31, 2009 which has
Sb:~ting the following:
following;
been deleted by Sb:~ting

a)

The author

b)

The recipients

c)

The date

d.)

The content

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S anCOND
SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND INTERROGATORIES - 7
01152,Ol05,2022SCII1
°1152,Ol05,2022S0111
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The date deleted.

inteqogatory is overly
ANSWBR TO INTERROGATORY NO.7: Objeotipu: this inreqogatory
broad, vague, unduly burdensome and impossible to answer as propounded. Subject to and
without waiving the foregoing objections, DOA will produce docLJ.meo,ts "which
'which relate to the
Idaho Education Network RFP02160 from the timeframe September 1,2008 through July 31,

2009'1 which were deleted in the nonnal course of busines~
busines~ before there WEJ,S any litigation hold
2009"
files for Bill Burns, Gail Ewart,
in effect, which have been recovered from the deletecl computer files,
l

Greg Zickau, MIU'k
MlUOk Little and Tom Nordberg.

INTERROGATORY NO.8: Please identify rUl documents from the timeftame
11 2008 through July 31, 2009 relating to the IiWlo Education Network RFP02160
September 1!
destroyed. or othe:rvvise tendered unavailable in this Utigation an4 describe
which have been lost, destroyed,
each as follows:
a)

The author

b)

recjpients
The recipients

c)

The date

d)

The content

e)

TIle date When the document was lost, destroyed or made unavailable,
TIte

ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.8: Ohjection: this interrogMory is overly
bUfden~ome and impossible to answer as propounded.
propounded, Subject to !md
broad, vague, unduly bUfden~ome
l'Uld

documents. which have not
without waiving the foregoing objectiollS, DOA is not aware
awa.re of any documents,
already been prod1.llced,
prodl.l1ced, from the timeframe September 1, 2008 through July 31, 2009 rel~ing
rel~ing to
the Idaho Educatio:n Network RFP02160 which have been lost, destroyed,

Or otherwise

renqered

unavailable in this litigation.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S SeCOND
INTBAAOGATOlUES - 8
SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND lNTBAAOGATOlUES
011 52.01 05,2022~04,
05,2022~04, 1
011li2.01
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17P~1
17P~1
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INTERROGATORY NO.9: Please identify all indivi4uals Who contributed, in any

fashion, to the preparation ofDOAOOOlS6 through DOA000158 and/or any part thereof.
ANSWER TO INTERROGATORY NO.9: Laura Hill.
DATED THIS 10th day of September, 2010.

HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & EAWLEY LLP

By~~~~~~~~~_______
BY~~r.-cn~~~526--arl" ISB No. 1026
.M
.. art"

Steven F. Scbossberger, rSB No. 5358
Attorneys for Defendants Idaho Department of
Attomeys
J. Michael "MUcc" Gwartney
Administration; J,
and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND
SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND INTERROGATORIES - 9
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VERIFICATION

d'Q1y sworn upon oath, deposes and say~:
Teresa Luna being first d'QIy
t

AdInimstl'ation, the
That Teresa Lmm is the Acting Director of Idaho Dep4rtment of Ad:IrmUstl"ation,
Defendant in the above-entitled action; that she bas read the within and foregoing Defendant
RespoMe to Plaintiff's SeconQ
Secone!. Set of
Req.l.Ul::!ts for
Idaho Deparllllent
Deparl1Ilent of Administration's RespoIUle
ofR.eq.l.Ul::lts

tl'tle,
Production of Documents and lnteITogatories;
lnte1TOgatories; and that the statements therein contained are trl.le,

~-

Teresa Luna
STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Ada

) ss,
ss.
)

lI.(.,I,)1J £. 111/$
11/1$
lI.(..I,)1J
. a Notary Public, do hereby certify that on this
day of Sieptember, 2010, personally appeared before me Teresa Luna,
LlUUl, who, being by me
III $
I1tday
Departn1ent of Administtation.
first duly swont. declared that she is the Acting Director of Idaho Departn1eni
ActiJ:Lg Director of the Idaho Department of
that she signed the foregoing document Wi ActiI:Lg
Administratio~ and that the statements therein contained arc trQe.
Administratio~

1,I,

WHEREOFt I h2ve herelUltO
herellDtO set my hand and affixed my official seal the
IN WITNESS WHEREOF,
day and year in this certificate first above written.
'"
"",."

'::: R

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTlFY that on tbis~
~ of September, 2010, I ollused
ol),used to be served a
tbis~~
true oopy of the foregoing IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE
TO PLAINTIF'P'S SECOND SET OF REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS
AND INTERROGATORIES by the method indicated below, and addressed to each of the
following:
David R. LombiU"di
Amber N. Dina
GNENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys
[Attomeys for Plaintifi]
B. Lawrence Thflis
Meredith, JohnstCID
ohnstClD
J, Perfrement
Steven J.

HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Strl::et, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
[Attorneys for Qwest Conuntmications Company, LLC)
Phillip S. Oberrec:ht
LesUe M.G. Hayes
HALL FARLEY OBBRRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W Idaho, Suite 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, In
ID 83701
[Attorneys for BNA Services, LLC]

Robert S. Patterson.
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Strf:et, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
[Attorneys for ENA Senrices, LLC]

_

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid

~ H~d Delivered

_

__

Overnight Mail

E~mail
E~mail

~elecopy:
~elecopy:

208.388.1300
208,388.1300

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
__ U.S,
_
Hand Delivered
_
OvemightMail
_
E-mail
?'Telecopy: 303.866.0200
• ?Telecopy:

~
~

_

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
U.S,
Haud Delivered
Overnight Mail

_y-mail
208.395.8585
Telecopy: 208,395.8585

~

Mail. Postage Prepaid
U.S. Mail,
__ Hand Delivered
_ _ Owmight Mail
__

~

_E-m.ail
~Telecopy:
~Telecopy:

615.252.6335

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIOWS RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S
PLA.INTIFF'S SECOND
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Stephon R. Thomas
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK
& FIElDS, CHARTERED
tol S. Capitol Boulevard, 10th Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Conlpany, LLC]

_

U.S. MatI,
Man, PQsts,ge
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_
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~Telecppy: 208.385.5384
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Merlyn W. Clark, ISB No. 1026
Steven F. Scho;saberger. ISB No. 5358
D. John Ashby.
Ashby, ISB No. 7228
HAWLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HA
WLBY LLP
HAWLBY
877 Main S1l'eet,
Sueet. Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, m 83701-1617
Telephone: 208.344.6000
Facsimile: 208.954.5210
Email: mchu·k@hawleytroxell.com
mcllU.k@hawleytroxell.com
sschossberger@hawleytroxell.com
ashby@hawleytroxel].com
j ashby@hawleytroxelJ.com
Attomeys for O€,fendants
i\.dministration;
O€,fendants lQaho Department of A.dministration;
J. Michael "Mikl~u
'~Greg" Zickau
"Mikl~u Gwartney and Jaok O.
G. '~Greg"
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTIi JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS,
NETWORKS. LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company.
Plaintiff.

vs.
IDAHO DEPAR1MENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; J. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWAR'I'NBY. in his personal
and official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Offict~r oftbc Idaho Department
of Administration; JACK G. "GREG"
Z1CKAU. in his p<~rsonal
JX~rsonal and official
capacity as Chief T~hnology
T~hnology Officer and
the CIO;
ofthe
Administrator of the Office of
ENA SERVICES, LLC. a Division of
EDUCATION NETWORKS OF AMERICA,
Inc.,
Inc.• a. DeJaware
Delaware corporation; QWEST
COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
COMPANY. LLC,
a Delaware limited liability company,
Defendants.
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Pursuant to Rules 33 and 34 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant Idaho
Department of Administration hereby gives notice that ou.¥:
on.¥

t <'

, 2010. it responded

to Plaintiffs Selcond Set of Requests for Production,of
Production, of Doc'QDlents and Interrogatories to

Defendant Idaho Department of Administration by serving the original of IDAHO
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION'S RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S SECOND SET OF
REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS AND INTERROGATORIES upon the
persolt! or persons:
following persoltl

David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
601 W. Bannock
P,O. Box 2720
Boise,
ID 83701
Boise.1D
[Attomeys for Plaintiff]
DATED THIS

I (.) ~ of September, 2010,
2010.
HAWLEY TROXELL BNNlS & HAWLEY LLP

Byffl
~~~~mfcl.l()26-~.• Clar~ ISB No. 1026
"cn F. SCQossberger,
Scllossberger, ISB No, 5358
Defend@ts Idaho Department of
Attorneys for Defend@t,s
Administratloni
Administrationi J. Michael "MU,e"
"MiJce Gwartney
O. "Greg"
"Gl'egtt Zickau
anel Jack G.
ll
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this ~1fi-y of September, 2010, I cause<! to be served a
true copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE by tile methocl indicated below, and
addressed to elich of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dinl"

GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
W. BQMOl~k
BQlUloj~k
601 W,

Po~tage Prepaid
U.S. Mail. Po~tage
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

_
_
_

_

E-mail
~elecopy:
~elecopy:

P.O. Box 2720

208.388,1300
208.388.1300

Boise, 1083701
[Attorneys for PJaintiff]

B. Lawrence Theis
Meredith JOMston
Steven J. Per!rement
HOLME ROBBRTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver,
Denver~ CO 80203
[Attomeys for Qwest Conununications Company, LLC]
Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.O. Ha)'es
Hayes
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P,A.
P.A.
702 W Idaho, Suite 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701,
[Attorneys for RNA Services, LLC]

U,S. Mail, Poatage Prepaid
Hat)d
Hatld Delivered
Overnight Mail
E-mail
~elecQPY: 303,866,0200
~elecQPY:

_
_
_
_

_
~

U,S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hanel Delivered

__ Overnight Mijjl
M~l
_
E-mail

;?-"felecopy:
~08.395.$585
~elecopy: ~08.395.$585

Robert S. Patterson

__ U.S. MaiJ, Posmge Prepaid

BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS
CUMMINOS LLP

_

Hand Delivered

~

Overnight Mail

1600 Division Street, Suite 700

Nashville, TN 37203
31203
[Attorneys for ENA Services, LtC]
LLC]

_E-mail

Stephen R. ThomllS
MOFFATI,
MOFFATI', THOMAS, BARRETT,
BARRETT. ROCK
& FIELDS. CHARTERED
101 S,
S. Capitol BOl.1levaret,
BOl.1levarct, lOth Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, 10 83701

_

~elecop)':
~elecop)': 615.252,6335

_

_

_

Mail, Post4ge Prepaid
U.S. Mail!

Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail

E-mail
~elecopy: 208.385.5384
~elecopy:

[Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company, LLC]
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Lisa Bush
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Merlyn Clark [mclark@hawleytroxell.com]
Wednesday, November 10,20102:13 PM
David R Lombardi; Amber N. Dina
larry.theis@hro.com; David Brown; Edith Pacillo; John Ashby; Karen Foruria; Karen Ramos;
Kris Coffman; Lynn Mize; Matt Gordon; Merlyn Clark; Patterson, Robert S; Phill Oberrecht;
Sherry Montosa; Stephanie Rzepa; Steve Schossberger; Steve Thomas;
steven.perfrement@hro.com; Teri Mercill, Asst. to S. J. Perfrement
Idaho Department of Administration's Response to Plaintiff's Second Set of Requests for
Production of Documents and Interrogatories

David, You called on November 2, 2010 and inquired about the IDA's Responses to Requests for Production Nos. 48, 52,
53 and 57. I told you I would inquire
inqUire and get back to you.
In the IDA's Responses, we raised objections which are stated in the Responses and I will not repeat them here. The IDA
does not waive those objections. Notwithstanding the objections, I have learned and supplement the IDA's Responses
as follows:
RFP No. 48. The Supplemental Response is there have been no Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders or other contracts for
multiple awards under I.e. 67-5718A where some or all of the recipients of the award were designated by IDA or the
State as equal partners; at least none since 1997, which is the extent of my research.
RFP No. 52. The Supplemental Response is that inquiries to the individuals named that were made when the RFP was first
received have produced no meeting notes concerning the lEN RFP02160 for the timeframe September 1, 2008 through
July 31, 2009, and none are known to exist in the possession of the IDA or the named individuals. The initial response
was not intended to be a response only as to the IDA. I call to your attention that notes of Greg Zickau were produced
although he was not among the named individuals.
inquiries to the individuals named that were made when the RFP was first
RFP No. 53. The Supplemental Response is that inqUiries
received have produced no telephone messages concerning the lEN RFP02160 for the timeframe September 1, 2008
through July 31, 2009, and none are known to exist in the possession of the IDA or the named individuals. The initial
response was not intended to be a response only as to the IDA.
No. 57. The Supplemental Response is that there have been no bid protests since 1997 where protest was made of a
multiple award made pursuant to I. e. Section 67-5718A. I did not research prior to 1997.
I trust these responses cover the issues you raised in the telephone call on November 2,2010.

Merlyn

Merlyn W. Clark
Partner /ADR Neutral
email: mclark@hawleytroxell.com
direct 208.388.4836
fax 208.954.5210
web hawleytroxell.com

This e-mail message from the law finn of Hawley Troxell Ennis & Hawley, LLP is intended only for named recipients. It contains infonnation that may be confidential,
error. are not a named recipient, or are not the
law. If you have received this message in error,
privileged, attorney work product, or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law
deiJvering this message to a named recipient, be advised that any review, disclosure, use, dissemination, distribution, or reproduction of this
employee or agent responsible for delivering
message or its contents is strictly prohibited. Please notify us immediately at 208.344.6000 if you have received this message in error, and delete the message

1
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David R. Lombardi, ISB # 1965
Amber N. Dina, ISB #7708
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone Number: (208) 388-1200
Facsimile: (208) 388-1300
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Attorneys for Plaintiff Syringa Networks, LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Case No. CV OC 0923757

Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; 1. MICHAEL
"MIKE" GWARTNEY, in his personal and
official capacity as Director and Chief
Information Officer of the Idaho
Department of Administration; JACK G.
"GREG" ZICKAU, in his personal and

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE OF
SUMMARY JUDGMENT HEARING
UNDER IRCP 56(1)

official capacity as Chief Technology

Officer and Administrator of the Office of
the CIO; EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, Inc., a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUJ\lICATIONS
COMMUJ'l"ICATIONS
COMPANY, LLC, a Delaware limited
liability company;
Defendants.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Before the Court is Syringa Networks, LLC's ("Syringa") Motion for Continuance of
Summary Judgment Hearing Under Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure ("IRCP") 56(f) filed in
response to the Motions for Summary Judgment filed by Defendants Idaho Department of
Administration, J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg" Zickau (collectively "State
Defendants") on November 2, 2010 ("State Defendants' Motion") and Qwest on November 1,
2010.

Syringa seeks a continuance of the hearing on Defendants' Motions for Summary

Judgment because it has not yet completed the discovery needed to respond to Defendants'
motions and the time for the completion of discovery has not yet expired.
II.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

IRCP 56(c) allows for the entry of summary judgment, "after adequate time for

discovery and upon motion, against a party who fails to make a showing sufficient to establish
the existence of an element to the party's case, and on which that party will bear the burden of
proof at trial." Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 239, 108 P.3d 380, 386 (2005)
(emphasis in original). Pursuant to IRCP 56(f), a party may request more time to respond to a
pending motion for summary judgment where the facts are not sufficiently developed for the
party to oppose the motion. Id. IRCP 56(f) provides:
Should it appear from the affidavits of a party opposing the motion
that the party cannot for reasons stated present by affidavit facts
essential to justify the party's opposition, the court may refuse the
application for judgment or may order a continuance to permit
affidavits to be obtained or depositions to be taken or discovery to
be had or may make such other order as is just.
IRCP 56(f) (emphasis added); see also Doe v. Sisters of Holy Cross, 126 Idaho 1036, 895 P.2d
(Cl. App. 1995) (holding trial court erred in denying Plaintiffs Rule 56(f) motion seeking
1229 (Ct.
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an opportunity to conduct discovery of relevant facts before disposition of the defendant's
summary judgment motion).

In short, IRCP 56(f) requires the party opposing a summary

judgment to explain what discovery is necessary and how it is relevant to responding to the
pending motion. IRCP 56(f); see also Jenkins at 239, 108 P.3d at 386.

III.
A.

ARGUMENT

Syringa Requires Additional Time to Complete Depositions in Order
to Respond to the Factual Allegations Asserted by the Qwest and the
State Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment.

Defendants' Motions for Summary Judgment are directed to Syringa's claims for
interference with contract and/or interference with prospective economic advantage. The proof
of both requires proof of intent.
The proof of intent in business tort cases like these rarely comes directly from the mouths
of the defendants or witnesses with direct knowledge. Proof of intent, as noted by the Idaho
Supreme Court in Highland Enterprises., Inc. v. Barker, 133 Idaho 330, 986 P.2d 996 (1999)
usually comes from circumstantial evidence and inference:
In proving the element of intent, the plaintiff may show that the interference "with
the other's prospective contractual relation is intentional if the actor desires to
bring it about or if he knows that the interference is certain or substantially certain
to occur as a result of his action." Restatement (Second) of Torts § 766 B ctm. d
(1977). Intent can be shown even if
the interference is incidental to the actor's
ifthe
intended purpose and desire "but known to him to be a necessary consequence of
his action." Ia'. at § 766 cmt. j.
The trial court correctly noted that, "[
w ]hat motivates a person to act seldom is
"[w]hat
susceptible of direct proof." Kalgaard v. Lindo Mar Adventure Club, Ltd.,
Ltd, 147
Or.App. 61, 934 P.2d 637,640 (1997) (addressing whether the lower court should
have granted summary judgment for a claim of tortious interference with a
potential business relationship). A California case addressing the intentional tort
of interferenc\::
interferenct:: with contract (and noting that intentional interference with contract
and intentional interference with economic advantage do not differ with regard to
intent) held that "[i]ntent, of course, may be established by inference as well as by
direct proof." Savage v. Pacific Gas & Electric Co., 21 Cal.App.4th 434,26
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Cal.Rptr.2d 305, 314 (1993) (quoting Seaman's Direct Buying Service, Inc. v.
Standard Oil Co., 36 Ca1.3d 752,206 Cal.Rptr. 354, 686 P.2d 1158, 1165 (1984».
Accordingly, the jury may infer culpable intent from conduct substantially certain
to interfere with the prospective economic relationship. Id.

Id. at 340, 986 P.2d at 1006. Plaintiff recognized the need to establish the circumstances from
which intent to interfere can be inferred and undertook discovery for that purpose.
Plaintiffs discovery efforts to date have been extensive, focused and designed for
completion within the discovery cut off date of December 13, 2010. That discovery consisted of:

No.

Date

Document Description

1.

2/2110
2/2/10

Plaintiffs First Interrogatories to Defendant Qwest

2.

2/2/10

Plaintiffs First Interrogatories to Defendant ENA

3.

2/2110
2/2/10

Plaintiffs First Interrogatories to Defendant DOA

4.

2/2110
2/2/10

Plaintiff s First Requests for Production of Documents to Qwest

5.

2/2110
2/2/10

Plaintiffs First Requests for Production of Documents to ENA

6.

2/2110
2/2/10

Plaintiffs First Requests for Production of Documents to DOA

7.

4/2011
4/20/1 0

Notice of Taking Depo of Andy Hung

4/20/10

Notice of Taking Depo of Bob Hough

4/20110
4/20/10

Notice of Taking Depo of Bill Finke

~
9.

10. 4/20110
4/20/10

Notice of Taking Depo of Ryan Gravette

4/29/10
11. 4129110

Notice Vacating Depositions

8/4/10
12. 8/4110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Clint Berry

13. 8/4110
8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Jim Schmit

8/4/10
14. 8/4110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Bob Collie

15. 8/4110
8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Gayle Nelson

8/4/10
16. 8/4110

Notice of Taking Deposition of J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney

17. 8/4110
8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Teresa Luna

18. 8/4/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Mark Little

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CONTINUANCE
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No.

Date

Document Description

19. 8/4110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Jack G. "Greg" Zickau

20. 8/4110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Laura Hill

--

21. 811 Oil 0

, Plaintiffs Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents and
, Interrogatories to Defendant Idaho Department of Administration

22. 8111110

Plaintiffs Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents to
Defendant Education Networks of America

23. 811111 0

Plaintiff s Second Set of Requests for Production of Documents to
Defendant Qwest Communications Company

24. 8111110

Notice of Service of Discovery Requests

25. 8/2311 0

Videotaped Deposition of Laura Hill
Amended Notice of Taking videotaped

26. 8/2311 0

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

27. 8/23110

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Mark Little

28. 8/2311 0

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Teresa Luna

29. 8/23/10

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of J. Michael
"Mike" Gwartney

30. 8123110

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Jim Schmit

31. 8/23110

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Clint Berry

32. 8/27110

Notice of Postponement of Videotaped Depos of Clint Berry and Jim

I

II

Schmit

33. 8/27110

Plaintiffs Third Requests for Production of Documents to Defendant
Idaho Department of Administration

34. 911110

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Gayle Nelson

35. 9/1/10

Amended Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Bob Collie

36. 9/27110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Randy Gaines (10-6-10)

37. 9/27110

Notice of Taking Deposition of Bob Hough (10-6-10)

38. 9/27/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Jerry Reininger (10-8-10)

39. 9/2711 0

Notice of Taking Deposition of Andy Hung (10-8-10)

40. 9/27/10

Notice of Taking Deposition of Bill Finke (10-14-10)

I

--
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No.

,

Date

i

43.

Document Description

Amended Notice of Taking Deposition of Bill Finke (10-14-10)

41. 9/28110
9/28/10
42. 9/28110
9/28/10

.....

I

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Bill Bums (10-19-10)

9~ Plaintiff's Answers and Response to State Defendants' First Set of
Interrogatories and Requests for Production

44. 101711
10/7/1 0

Notice of Taking Deposition of Ryan Gravette (10-20-10)

45. 10/13/10

Plaintiffs Answers and Reponses to ENA's First Set ofInterrogatories
and Requests for Production

46. 10115110
10/15/10

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Clint Berry (11-17-10)

47. 10/15110
10/15/10

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Jim Schmit (11-18-10)

10/21/1 0
48. 10/2111

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Brady Kraft (11-15-10)

49. 11/311
11/3/1 0

Notice of Continued Videotaped Deposition of Zickau (11-11-10)

11/11/10
50. 11/11110

Notice of Continued Videotaped Deposition of Gwartney (12-2-10)

51. 1111211
11/12/1 0

Notice of Taking Videotaped Deposition of Melissa Vandenberg (12-3
(12-310)

52. 11/1211
11/12/1 0

Notice of Deposition Duces Tecum Pursuan to I.R.C.P. 30(b)(6) for the
Deposition of the State of Idaho, Department of Administration (12-10
(12-1010)

11/15/10
53. 11115/10

Plaintiffs Responses to Defendant Qwest Communications Company's
First Requests for Production of Documents to Plaintiff

54. 11/15/10

Plaintiff's Third Set of Requests for Production of Documents to
Defendant Qwest Communications Company

11/15/10
55. 11115110

Plaintiffs Second Set oflnterrogatories to Defendant Qwest
Communications Company

11/15/10
56. 11115110

Plaintiffs Third Set of Requests for Production of Documents to
Defendant Education Networks of America

57. 11115110
11115/10

Plaintiffs Fourth Requests for Production of Documents to Defendant
Idaho Department of Administration

58. 11/15110
11/15/10

Plaintiff's Second Interrogatories to Defendant Education Networks of
America

II

Plaintiff has also noticed the depositions of Qwest employees Clint Berry and Jim Schmit
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for November 17 and 18, the deposition of Melissa Vandenberg, as to whom the State
Defendants partially waived attorney client privilege, for December 6, 20 10, and is working with
the defendants to schedule the deposition of ENA CFO Rex Miller and the schedule the
completion of the deposition of Mike Gwartney.
Qwest's Motion for Summary Judgment asserts, in part, that Qwest employees did not
interfere with the teaming agreement between Syringa and ENA. While Syringa has emails and
records of meetings and telephone conversations indicating the contrary, to fully respond to
Qwest's assertion, Syringa must depose Clint Berry and Jim Schmit, whom it believes actually
did the interfering.
The State has produced 19,256 pages, ENA has produced 11,260 pages and Qwest has
produced 8,455 pages of documents in this case. The depositions of Qwest employees Mr. Berry
and Mr. Schmit were originally scheduled to take place August 31, 2009 and September 1,
I, 2009,
seven months after Syringa's First Request for Production of Documents to Qwest. Documents,
including emails evidencing intent to interfere with the Teaming Agreement between ENA and
Syringa were promised, but were not actually produced by Qwest in time to review to prepare for
those depositions. Syringa, therefore, postponed the depositions of Mr. Berry and Mr. Schmit to
give Qwest time to produce the documents that had been requested. The depositions of Mr.
Berry and Mr. Schmit before receipt and review of the Qwest documents would have been
counterproductive, a waste of time, and inconsistent with IRCP 1.
The State Deflendants' Motion for Summary Judgment also asserts, in part, that the State
Defendants did not interfere with the teaming agreement between Syringa and Qwest. Again,
while Syringa has numerous emails, records of meetings and telephone conversations indicating
the contrary, because some of the State Defendants' interference involved interactions with Clint
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Berry and Jim Schmit, Syringa must be allowed to depose these individuals before it can
adequately respond to the State's Motion.
Further, Syringa has still not completed the depositions of State witnesses, including
Mike Gwartney and Melissa Vandenberg.

State witnesses testified that Melissa Vandenberg

instructed them that the State could unilaterally amend the RFP after the contract had been
issued.

(Affidavit of David Lombardi in Support of Motion for Continuance of Summary

Judgment Hearing Under IRCP 56(f) ("Lombardi Aff.") at

~~

4-5). This resulted in the creation

of the Amended SBPO, from which Syringa was excluded. In order to fully respond to the State
Defendants' assertion that the State Defendants did not interfere with the teaming agreement
between Syringa and ENA, Syringa must inquire further into this advice which has been
attributed to Ms. Vandenberg.
Each of the above-mentioned depositions will be concluded pnor to the discovery
deadline of December 13,
]3, 2010 and the January 11, 2011 deadline for dispositive motions,
causing no delay to the Court or Defendants.
B. The Stat,e Defendants Have Yet to Adequately Respond to Syringa's
Discovery Requests Due to Spoiliation of Evidence.

On August 10, 2010, Syringa sent the State Defendants a request for production of
information, some of which might have been contained in Mr. Gwartney's computer. For
Example, Request 51 asked for "All calendars, including electronic and non-electronic calendars
for the timeframe September 1, 2008 through July 31, 2009 for the following individuals" for
Mr. Gwartney. (Lombardi Aff.

~

6). Request 52 asked for "Any and all meeting notes, including

electronic, handwritten, and otherwise personal notes concerning the Idaho Education Network
RFP02160 to the following individuals for the timeframe September 1, 2008 through July 31,
2009" for Mr. Gwartney. Id. Request 53 asked for "Any and all telephone messages, including
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electronic and handwritten concerning the Idaho Education Network RFP02160 for each and
every of the following individuals for the timeframe September 1, 2008 through July 31, 2009"
for Mr. Gwartney. Jd.
111. The State Defendants responded that they did not have in their
possession, custody, or control any of the above requested information for any of the individuals,
including Mr. Gwartney. (Lombardi Aff.

~

8).

In an email dated November 10,2010, Merlyn Clark, counsel for the State Defendants,
provided further response to Request 52, stating:
RFP No. 52. The Supplemental Response is that inquiries to the individuals
named that were made when the RFP was first received have produced no
meeting notes concerning the lEN RFP02160 for the timeframe September 1,
2008 through July 31, 2009, and none are known to exist in the possession of the
IDA or the named individuals. The initial response was not intended to be a
response only as to the IDA. I call to your attention that notes of Greg Zickau
were produced although he was not among the named individuals.
(Lombardi Aff. ~ 9).
In that same email.Mr. Clark also provided further response to Request 53:
RFP No. 53. The Supplemental Response is that inquiries to the individuals
named that were made when the RFP was first received have produced no
telephone messages concerning the lEN
IEN RFP02160 for the timeframe September
1, 2008 through July 31, 2009, and none are known to exist in the possession of
the IDA or the named individuals. The initial response was not intended to be a
response only as to the IDA.
Jd.
Id.

However, there is good reason the State Defendants have been unable to find
information in response to Requests 52, 52 and 53, as well as others. In or around
August, 2010, Mr. Gwartney retired as the Director of the Department of Administration.
On August 10, 2010, counsel for Syringa specifically requested that Mr. Gwartney's
computer be preserved as evidence. That correspondence states, in part:
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Gentlemen:
Although I understand there is a "litigation hold" concerning records
relating to the IEN procurement and issues raised in the above case, I am writing
to ask that you please take special care to preserve all records of Mr. Gwartney
rec{:ntly retired from the State of Idaho. This request relates not only to
who has rect:ntly
his computer, but to all electronic records, wherever located, and to all diaries,
calendars -both hard and electronic, and any writings which do or may contain
reference to the issues in the Syringa case.
(Lombardi Aff.,

~

7)

Incredibly, despite the existence of a litigation hold and despite

correspondence to the State Defendants specifically requesting that the electronic materials be
preserved, the State Defendants informed Syringa on November 11,2010 that Mr. Gwartney's
computer was erased approximately 3 months ago.
"The doctrine of spoliation of evidence 'provides that when a party with a duty to
preserve evidence intentionally destroys it, an inference arises that the destroyed evidence was
unfavorable to that party.'" Ada County Highway District v. Total Success Investments, LLC,
145 Idaho 360, 368, 179 P.3d 323, 331 (2008) (citing Courtney v. Big 0 Tires, Inc., 139 Idaho
821, 824, 87 P.3d 930, 933 (2003) (quoting Bromley v. Garey, 132 Idaho 807, 812, 979 P.2d
1165, 1170 (1999) (internal quotations omitted»). Counsel for State Defendants have informed
infonnation from the erased computer as
Syringa that they are attempting to retrieve as much information
they can. Until the State Defendants have had a chance to do so, the materials have been
produced and reviewed by Plaintiff, and Mr. Gwartney has been examined as to the contents,
summary judgment is clearly premature. l
C. Requests for Production and Interrogatories are still outstanding.

Syringa recently sent Requests for Production and Interrogatories to the State Defendants
and Qwest.

These requests are currently outstanding.

Syringa is not suggesting that the

I In the event the materials are not recovered, the Motion for Summary Judgment as to Mr. Gwartney should be
denied outright pursuant to legal interference. See Ada County Hwy Dist.
Dis!. at 368, 179 P.3d at 331.
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Defendants should have already responded to these discovery requests. Rather, this is simply
another illustration that discovery is still underway, and that, until after the discovery deadline on
December 13,2010, summary judgment is premature.

IV.

CONCLUSION

Pursuant to Rule 56(f), the Court should postpone the November 30, 2010 hearing on the
State Defendants' and Qwest's Motions for Summary Judgment until after Syringa has had a fair
opportunity to complete additional discovery, including but not limited to, taking the depositions
of Clint Berry, Jim Schmit, ENA CFO Rex Miller and Melissa Vandenberg and completing the
deposition of J. Michael "Mike" Gwartney. All but one of these depositions is scheduled to
occur over the coming month, and all will occur before the dispositive motion cut off.
DATED this-lfa__
this-lfa__ day of November 2010.
GIVENS PURSLEY LL

By:

L'

DAVID R. LOMBARDI
Attorneys for Plaintiff
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this.lt day of November, 2010, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:
Merlyn W. Clark
Steven F. Schossberger
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS & HAWLEY LLP
HAWLEY
877 W. Main Street, Suite 1000
P.O. Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701
of Administration; J
Attorneys for Idaho Dept. ofAdministration;
Michael "Mike" Gwartney and Jack G. "Greg"
Zickau

..,,/ U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (954-5210)

Phillip S. Oberrecht
HALL FARLEY OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 W. Idaho, Ste. 700
P.O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

./D.S.
./"O.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (395-8585)

/~u.S.

Robert S. Patterson
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, TN 37203
Attorneys for ENA Services, LLC

Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (615-252-6335)

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT
MOFF ATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK & FIELDS
th
101 S. Capitol Blvd." 10 Floor
P.O. Box 829
Boise, ID 83701
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

V'U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
___ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax (385-5384)

B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
Meredith Johnston
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Attorneys for Qwest Communications Company

....... U.S. Mail
_ _ Overnight Mail
_ _ Hand Delivery
_ _ Fax ( 3-866-0200)

r

l/
David R. Lombardi
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Phillip S. Oberrecht
ISS #1904; pso@hallfarley.com
Leslie M. G. Hayes
ISS #7995; lmh@hallfarley.com
HALL, FARLEY, OBERRECHT & BLANTON, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
Post Office Box 1271
Boise, Idaho 83701
Telephone: (208) 395-8500
Facsimile: (208) 395-8585
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Robert S. Patterson, pro hac vice
TSS #6189; bpatterson@babc.com
BRADLEY ARANT BOULT CUMMINGS LLP
1600 Division Street, Suite 700
Nashville, Tennessee 37203
Telephone: (615) 252-2335
Facsimile (615) 252-6335
Attorneys for Defendant ENA Services, LLC,
a Division of Education Networks of America, Inc.

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
SYR INGA NETWORKS, LLC, AN Idaho
limited liability company,
Case No. CV OC 0923757
Plaintiff,
vs.
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATION; 1. MICHAEL "MIKE"
GWARTNEY, in his personal and official
capacity as Director and Chief Information
Officer of the Idaho Department of
Administration; JACK G. "GREG" ZICKAU,
in his personal official capacity of Chief
Technology Officer and Administrator of the
Office ofthe CIO; ENA SERVICES, LLC, a
Division of EDUCATION NETWORKS OF
AMERICA, INC. a Delaware corporation;
QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY,
LLC, a Delaware llimited
Ilimited liability company,

l.i._ •.,

.".

AFFIDAVIT OF LESLIE M. HAYES
IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES,
LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Defendants.
AFFIDA VIT OF LESLIE M. HAYES IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION FOR
AFFIDAVIT
SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 1
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STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.
)
County of Ada
Leslie M. Hayes, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and says:
1.

That she is an attorney of record for defendant ENA Services, LLC, in the above-

entitled action and, as such, has personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein.
2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" are excerpts from the deposition of Gregory D.

Lowe, taken August 5, 2010.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" are excerpts from the deposition of Gregory D.

Lowe, taken November 5, 2010.
4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" are excerpts from the deposition of Robert M.

29, 2010.
Collie, III, taken St::ptember 29,2010.
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" are excerpts from the deposition of J. Michael

Gwartney, taken September 2,2010.
6.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" are excerpts from the deposition of Brady N.

Noverrlber 15,2010.
Kraft, taken Novelnber
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" are excerpts from the deposition of Jack G. "Greg"

Zickau, taken September 20, 2010.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "G" are excerpts from the deposition of Jack G.

"Greg" Zickau, taken November 11, 2010.
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "H" is a true and correct copy of pages LOWE

30(b)(6) - 000070 through LOWE 30(b)(6) - 000073 of deposition exhibit 3.
10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "I" is a true and correct copy of deposition exhibit 6.

11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "J" is a true and correct copy of deposition exhibit 14.

12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "K" is a true and correct copy of deposition exhibit 27.

AFFIDA VIT OF LESUE
LESILIE M. HAYES IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION FOR
AFFIDAVIT
JUDGM]~NT - 2
SUMMARY JUDGMI~NT
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13.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "L" is a true and correct copy of deposition exhibit 31.

14.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "M" is a true and correct copy of deposition exhibit

15.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "N" is a true and correct copy of deposition exhibit 49.

16.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "0" is a true and correct copy of deposition exhibit 50.

32.

FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA
YETH NAUGHT.
SAYETH

LE~YW-------

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this

~ay of November, 2010.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

E"IV).

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of November, 2010, I caused to be served a
true copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES,
LLC'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, by the method indicated below, and
addressed to each of the following:
David R. Lombardi
Amber N. Dina
AmberN.
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 W. Bannock
P. O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 388-1300
Merlyn W. Clark
HA WLEY TROXELL ENNIS &
HAWLEY
HAWLEYLLP
877 W Main St, Ste 1000
PO Box 1617
Boise, ID 83701-1617
Fax: (208) 954-5210

Stephen R. Thomas
MOFFATT
MOFF ATT THOMAS BARRETT ROCK
& FIELDS CHARTERED
10 1 S Capitol Blvd, 10th Fl
FI
101
PO Box 829
Boise, ID 83701-0829
Fax: (208) 385-5384
B. Lawrence Theis
Steven Perfrement
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP
1700 Lincoln Street, Suite 4100
Denver, CO 80203
Fax: (303) 866-0200

~

~

$-$

X

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid
Hand Delivered
Overnight Mail
Telecopy

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Leslie M.G. Hayes
AFFIDAVIT OF LESLIE M. HA YES IN SUPPORT OF ENA SERVICES, LLC'S MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT-4
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Page 1
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL
DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN

P~D
P~D

FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an
Idaho limited liability
company,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Case No.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

OC 0923757

ADMINISTRATION, et al.,
Defendants.

VOLUME I
(Pages 1-234)

RULE 30(B) (6) DEPOSITION OF SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC
TESTIMONY OF GREG LOWE
AUGUST 5, 2010

REPORTED BY:
JEFF LaMAR, C.S.R. No. 640

Notary Public

(208)345-9611

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800

(fax)

001793
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Page 94
11:20:38

1

learned earlier, the last-mile connectivity under

11:20:42

2

the teaming agreement was to be competitively bid

11:20:44

3

so that ENA and therefore the State got the

11:20:48

4

lowest price possible?

11:20:50

5

A.

Let me answer that a little differently.

11:20:52

6

Q.

Okay.

11:20:54

7

A.

In order to put in a fixed price bid, we

11:20:57

8

had to go out and get quotes for the last mile.

11:21:01

9

If you look at the pricing schedules that we gave

11:21:04

10

ENA as part of the RFP response, they're broken

11:21:09

11

down into two basic categories.

11:21:14

12

charge.

11:21:17

13

going to charge ENA for the backbone.

11:21:20

14

teaming agreement, it was one backbone.

11:21:23

15

11:21:27

16

access charges.

11:21:30

17

our ability to find various suppliers, Qwest

11:21:34

18

Wholesale, Verizon, Frontier, Cable One, Direct

11:21:39

19

Communications, anybody and everybody.

11:21:42

20

out to find what we believed at that time the

11:21:45

21

lowest cost last mile.

11:21:48

22

that with our markup as a price to ENA.

11:21:53

23

11:21:57

24

charges as a part of the fixed price that we gave

11:22:00

25

them.

(208)345-9611

One was a core

And that core charge is what we were
And in the

The lion's share of the charge was
And we went out to the best of

We went

And then we presented

So, ENA received core charges and access

So, we had a solution and we knew that the

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
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Page 95
11:22:04

1

solution would not exceed at least the access

11:22:08

2

charges.

11:22:11

3

agreement for ENA to come back in.

11:22:14

4

thing -- this thing went from an RFP let of

11:22:17

5

December 15th to an RFP response of January 12th.

11:22:17

6

Q.

Right.

11:22:20

7

A.

We had less than a month.

11:22:23

8

of work to come up with what we believed to be

11:22:25

9

the lowest cost.

11:22:27

10

teaming agreement so that once the award was made

11:22:30

11

and once we initiated on this platform, if ENA

11:22:36

12

could find a cheaper access provider that was

11:22:44

l3
13

available to them, then great.

11:22:47

14

would have first right of refusal if it matched

11:22:51

15

the price, matched the technical capabilities,

11:22:54

16

et cetera.

11:22:57

17

to protect Idaho's taxpayers.

11:23:02

18

length, I went to great length in my

11:23:03

19

conversations with Jason Kreizenbeck, in the

11:23:04

20

teaming agreement wording, and intent of what

11:23:07

21

Syringa Networks wanted to do to protect Idaho's

11:23:10

22

taxpayers.

11:23:12

23

11:23:20

24

11:23:21

25

(208)345-9611

Q.

But we left the ability in the teaming

We did a lot

We left the provisions in the

Syringa Networks

Those provisions were left in place

Got it.

have with Jason?
A.

Because this

We went to great

How many conversations did you
Was there just the one?

Just that one.

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800
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--

1

Q.

Page 163

Do you have any facts that would

2

support an allegation that Qwest had any

3

involvement in instructing ENA as to who it would

4

work with?

5

Rephrase your question.

6

Sure.

7

They didn't need to instruct them

8

MR. LOMBARDI:

9

THE WITNESS:

10

Wait for the question.
Sorry.

what I thought you meant.

11

Q.

I was going to answer
Rephrase the question.

(BY MR. PERFREMENT):

Was Qwest

12

involved
involved. in instructing ENA with respect to who it

13

could use for the lEN project?

14

A,...
A

Yes.

15

Q.

How?

16

A.

By the amended blanket purchase order.

17

Q.

By drafting an amended blanket

18

purchase order?

19

A.

Right.

The amended blanket purchase

20

order very clearly put the handcuffs on ENA's

21

ability to execute its Teaming Agreement.

22

Q.

Anything else?

23

A.

Not that I'm aware of at this time.

24

Q.

Let1s look at paragraph 104 of
Let's

25

Exhibi t 4.

(208)345-9611

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
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Page 174

under this arrangement?

2
3

---

MR. LOMBARDI:

Same objection.

You can

answer.
THE WITNESS:

4

The answer is it depends.

5

And we'll go back to section 2(a), the first

6

sentence.

7

schools portion of the lEN.

8

being folded in and ENA wanted nothing to do with

9

the State agencies.

10

The first sentence refers to the
Remember IdaNet was

And so for State agency connectivity,

11

ENA said. "That's yours to deal with."

12

know if that answers your question or not.

13

were acting in conjunction with the schools and

14

independently when it came to the State agencies.

15

Q.

(BY MR. PERFREMENT):

So I don't
But we

So under this

16

agreement was it your understanding that the roles

17

of the parties would change perhaps depending on

18

what the nature of the ultimate award by the State

19

was?

20

A.

No.

21

Q.

Okay.

The second sentence of

22

section 2(a) says,

23

the Prime Contract, ENA and Syringa shall enter

24

into an agreement pursuant to which Syringa shall

25

provide connectivity services statewide to ENA."

(208)345-9611

"If ENA or Syringa are awarded
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1

Do you see that?

2

A..

Correct.

3

Q.

Under what terms would Syringa provide

4

connecti.vity services statewide to ENA?

5

A..
A,.

school s,
As ENA took orders to connect schools,

6

we would provide the connectivity to fulfill those

7

orders.

8
9

Q.

connectivity be provided to ENA?

10
11

Under what pricing would that

A.

I'm sorry.

was submitted in the RFP response?

12

Q.

No.

13

A..

Under -
--

14

Q.

15

A.

16

Under this agreement

what would the pricing to ENA be?
It was already established as part of

the RFP response.

17
18

You mean the prlclng that

Q.

So whatever pricing was contained

within the RFP response,

is your understanding?

19

A.

Correct.

20

Q.

And were the other terms of those

21

connectivity services also provided in the RFP

22

response?

23

A.

24

question.

25

Q.

I'm sorry.

Sure .
Sure.

I don't understand your

For example, the term, the

...

(208)345-9611
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1

bandwidth, the, you know, serVlce availability

2

terms, things like that.

3

~A

.

There was a list of schools with a

4

list of stated bandwidth and delivery methods that

S

was part.

That's how we quoted it.
Okay.

6

And you'll note in section 2(a)

7

it says "If ENA or Syringa are awarded the Prime

8

Contract, ENA and Syringa shall enter into an

9

agreement pursuant to which Syringa shall provide

10

connectivity services statewide to ENA."

11

Do you see that?

12

A..
A..

I do.

13

Q.

Subsequent to ENA being awarded a

14

contract, did ENA and Syringa enter into an

lS

agreement pursuant to which Syringa shall provide

16

connectivity services statewide to ENA?

17

A..
A..

Well,

this agreement specifically

18

states how the workflow would happen.

19

agreement does not state is how the money flow

20

would happen.

What this

21

Q.

Explain.

22

A.

The logistics of how orders would be

23

placed, the logistics of how billing would occur,

24

when billing would occur, how you would get paid.

2S

The subsequent agreement was for the logistics of

(208)345-9611
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1

-what this Teaming Agreement defined as a work -

2

you know, as a work body should the lEN Alliance

3

wln.

4

-So if you turn to paragraph 3 -

Q.

Uh-huh.

5

6
7

-- it talks about ENA and Syringa
-

Q.

responsibilities.

8
9

Is that the workflow you were
discussing?

10

A..
A..

Yes, division of labor.

11

Q.

Division of labor.

And if I

12

understand your testimony correctly, there lS not

13

within this Teaming Agreement a division of money?

14
15

There is not the logistics of how all

A.

of that would work.

16

And at the time you entered into this

Q.

17

Teaming Agreement, how did you expect that to be

18

worked out?

19

A.

In subsequent negotiations upon

20

wlnnlng.

21

know the way the money would flow.

22

We knew what things cost.

Q.

We didn't

Did you at any time enter into a

23

second contract with ENA delineating how the money

24

would flow?

25

(208)345-9611

A.

We did not.
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1

Q.

Okay.

Did you at any time enter into

2

a subsequent contract with ENA regarding the

3

logistics of order entry, billing, and whatnot?

4

l~..

We did not.

5

Q.

Okay.

6

Those terms remained

unresolved?

7

1\.

Correct.

8

Q.

If you'll look at section 1 on the

9
10

first page of Exhibit 6, it talks about
confidential information?

11

1'1...
1i.

Correct.

12

Cd.

And the second sentence says,

13

"Confidential Information includes the Proposal

14

and the terms of this agreement."

15

Do you see that?

16

A.

I do.

17

Q.

Are you aware of any violation by ENA

18

of this confidentiality provision with respect to

19

the terms of this agreement?

20

"A.

I am not.

21

Q.

Did Syringa at any time violate

22

section l's -- actually, are you aware of any

23

violation of this provision with respect to

24

Syringa?
Syringa?'

25

"A.
A.

I don't know exactly how to answer
...........................

(208)345-9611
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

SYRINGA NETWORKS, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Plaintiff,
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09:52:00

1

A.

Correct.

09:52:01

2

Q.

It's individually negotiated?

09:52:02

3

A.

And this is -- again, I don't want to

09:52:04

4

get into the nuances of a definition, but

09:52:05

5

traditionally ILEC and CLEC is borne out of an

09:52:08

6

entity that offers phone service.

09:52:12

7

offer phone service, then there's -- the best

09:52:18

8

classification is called a DLEC.

09:52:21

9

Syringa -- I know, there's layers.

09:52:25

10

Networks does not offer any type of phone service

09:52:28

11

to end customers.

Therefore, we would never be a

09:52:32

12

CLEC in a market.

It's complicated.

09:52:35

13

Q.

I'm getting there.

09:52:35

14

A.

Yeah.

09:52:42

15

Q.

I've done a lot of reading on it.

09:52:46

16

think I'm about to put the pieces of the puzzle

09:52:49

17

together.

09:52:49

18

A.

Okay.

09:52:49

19

Q.

I saw you use in your deposition the

09:52:52

20

term I1common carrier,11 which in my reading I

09:52:56

21

figured out what it meant for a telephone

09:52:59

22

company.

09:53:06

23

about it in connection, I think, with IdaNet.

09:53:10

24

And we can come back to it in a minute if I can't

09:53:18

25

find it.

(208)345-9611

Once you don't

And so,
But Syringa

I

And I can tell you, you were talking

But in the Syringa world, do you use

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800
001804

(fax)

3624401 d-ccdf-4b32-b098-ab290eefad5a
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09:53:19

1

the term "common carrier" -- "carrier of record,"

09:53:20

2

I'm sorry?

09:53:20

3

A.

Yes.

09:53:23

4

Q.

What does that mean?

09:53:24

5

A.

To me it means the contracting entity

09:53:27

6

09:53:33

7

09:53:39

8

in to various schools throughout the state as

09:53:42

9

part of the lEN project and they are contracting

09:53:46

10

through Qwest to make that connectivity.

09:53:49

11

is the carrier of record for ENA.

09:53:53

12

carrier of record for the federal government

09:53:55

13

because ENA is billing the federal government.

09:53:59

14

So, from the federal government's view, ENA is

09:54:02

15

the carrier of record.

09:54:09

16

who Qwest subcontracts with unless they ask.

09:54:16

17

09:54:19

18

09:54:20

19

A.

Okay.

09:54:21

20

Q.

Without regard to the lEN -
--

09:54:24

21

A.

Okay.

09:54:24

22

Q.

09:54:28

23

single point of contact that's responsible for

09:54:31

24

the connectivity required under that contract.

09:54:35

25

And they may go -- some contract with somebody.

(208)345-9611

I apologize, "carrier of record."

that is responsible for the overall connectivity.
So, for instance, today ENA is hooking

Q.

Qwest

ENA is the

ENA has no knowledge of

Let me test what I just heard and make

sure I understand it.

the carrier of record is really the

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)

001805
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09:54:38

1

They may go pay a NECA tariff in an ILEC region.

09:54:43

2

But however they do it, the carrier of record

09:54:46

3

that single point of contact for the contract who

09:54:51

4

is responsible for connectivity services?

09:54:53

5

09:54:58

6

09:54:59

7

me so that the next time I confuse myself we can

09:55:02

8

come back to it.

09:55:05

9

09:55:09

10

09:55:09

11

09:55:12

12

09:55:12

13

A.

Okay.

09:55:12

14

Q.

This may be a <good segue from "carrier

09:55:14

15

of record" into "IdaNet."

09:55:16

16

is.

09:55:17

17

09:55:20

18

knowledge.

09:55:22

19

So, IdaNet is a state network who as I understand

09:55:27

20

it was an attempt to do, again, bulk breaking to

09:55:32

21

establish some form of a backbone through various

09:55:34

22

carriers and then stitch together local access

09:55:40

23

offices into that backbone.

09:55:44

24

overarching name for an attempt to have a network

09:55:49

25

that was dedicated to these agencies.

(208)345-9611

A.

1S

That is how I use the definition.
MR. PATTERSON:

Would you mark that for

Okay.

THE COURT REPORTER:
(Transcript marked.)
Q.

(BY MR. PATTERSON)

All right, let's

talk about IdaNet now.

A.

Tell me what IdaNet

I can only tell you to the best of my
Again, IdaNet is not my business.

So, IdaNet became an

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800

(fax)

001806
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10:24:10

1

RFP asked for a solution.

10:24:16

2

could not have responded to that RFP with what it

10:24:19

3

does as core business.

10:24:20

4

Q.

Agreed.

10:24:22

5

A.

And Syringa Networks as it stands alone

10:24:25

6

would have probably had a better chance to

10:24:29

7

respond on its own, but we realize that we don't

10:24:33

8

have certain expertise.

10:24:34

9

10:24:38

10

Networks and Education Networks of America,

10:24:42

11

provide a very solid end-to-end solution and

10:24:44

12

response to that RFP.

10:24:49

13

you want to use the word "partnership" or

10:24:52

14

"relationship" or "agreement," whatever term,

10:24:54

15

that's why that came into existence.

10:24:58

16

co-dependence between both entities on each other

10:25:03

17

in order to satisfy what the RFP was asking for.

10:25:09

18

10:25:12

19

10:25:16

20

A.

Right.

10:25:16

21

Q.

You talked about,

10:25:19

22

10:25:20

23

A.

Mm-hmm.

10:25:22

24

Q.

And that ENA did not have the core

10:25:25

25

(208)345-9611

And ENA standing alone

The two married together, Syringa

Q.

Well,

Hence, that's why, whether

It's a

I'm still just looking for

terminology that I can use to communicate.

I think you said "core

competencies.
competencies."II

competency to provide the communication services

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800

(fax)
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10:25:28

1

that Syringa has as its core competency; is that

10:25:35

2

a fair statement?

10:25:36

3

10:25:38

4

10:25:40

5

10:25:43

6

purposes that ENA's core competency was the -- I

10:25:48

7

don't know how you want to describe ENA's core

10:25:52

8

competency.

10:25:52

9

10:25:56

10

content and logistical coordination of content

10:26:01

11

for schools.

10:26:01

12

Q.

10:26:05

13

competency was the content and logistical

10:26:10

14

coordination for the schools?

10:26:11

15

competency was what?

10:26:11

16

10:26:13

17

10:26:14

18

10:26:16

19

10:26:16

20

10:26:19

21

10:26:19

22

10:26:24

23

of this was I was trying to figure out the

10:26:28

24

difference between the IdaNet statewide blanket

10:26:30

25

purchase order and the lEN RFP.

(208)345-9611

A.
Idaho.

Q.

A.

A.

They don't own or operate a network in
So, that would be a fair statement.

So, can we agree for our communication

My description of ENA would be the

Okay.

So, by shorthand, its core

Syringa's core

Connecting the schools and delivering

that content.
Q.

And do we want to call that

"connectivity"?
A.

That's fine for this purpose.

Content

and connectivity.
Q.

And so,

I think where I got lost in all

And as I

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800
001808

(fax)
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10:26:39

1

understood what you were telling me, under the

10:26:41

2

IdaNet statewide blanket purchase order there

10:26:44

3

could be multiple carriers of record depending on

10:26:48

4

which department contracted for services with

10:26:51

5

which of the carriers that were successful under

10:26:58

6

the IdaNet RFPi is that fair?

10:27:00

7

MR. LOMBARDI:

10:27:01

8

THE WITNESS:

10:27:02

9

10:27:05

10

IdaNet SBPO, that had multiple carriers.

10:27:09

11

IdaNet was not part of the lEN proposal.

10:27:14

12

10:27:16

13

10:27:16

14

10:27:20

15

10:27:21

16

10:27:27

17

that.

10:27:33

18

looking for an end-to-end solution, what I heard

10:27:36

19

you saying was that was a single carrier of

10:27:39

20

record.

10:27:42

21

A.

10:27:46

22

clarification.

10:27:49

23

project, overwhelmingly throughout these

10:27:53

24

depositions and in everybody's questions, it

10:27:56

25

really is regarding the E-rate portion, the

(208) 345-9611

Object to the form.
So, I don't know what the

IdaNet RFP was, but if we're talking about the

Q.

(BY MR. PATTERSON)

was not part of the lEN,
A.

An

But

I understand.

It

in other words?

IdaNet replacement network was part

of the lEN proposal.
Q.

Okay.

Under the lEN proposal -- strike

Under the IEN RFP,

when you say they were

Now, am I hearing that wrong?
So, when -- and it's a good point for
When we talk about the lEN
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10:27:59

1

end-to-end solution that dealt with schools.

10:28:03

2

There was an appendage, a sidebar in the overall

10:28:07

3

project, which was the IdaNet replacement.

10:28:12

4

10:28:16

5

end-to-end solution.

10:28:19

6

two into two different solutions, but they

10:28:23

7

is an E-rate billable event, one is not.

10:28:28

8

depends on how you look at it.

10:28:31

9

solutions or it could be an end-to-end solution

10:28;36
10:28:36

10

from the fact that only one person can sign an

10:28:38

11

RFP response.

10:28:45

12

Q.

II

10:28:47

13

A.

Okay.

10:28:48

14

Q.

Let me test just to be sure.

10:28:57

15

A.

Okay.

10:28:57

16

Q.

Only one person can sign an RFP

10:28:59

17

response.

10:29:02

18

solution, you're only identifying in the response

10:29;07
10:29:07

19

one carrier of record; is that what you're saying

10;29:11
10:29:11

20

to me?

10:29;12
10:29:12

21

10;29:16
10:29:16

22

said only one person can sign the response.

10:29:20

23

the response was for a portfolio of services.

10:29:24

24

10:29:27

25

(208)345-9611

Now, the proposal asked for an

A.

Q.

It did not bifurcate those
one
So, it

It could be two

think II get it.

So, in terms of the end-to-end

No, you're putting words in my mouth.

Right.

II

And

Let's try this a different way

1
m understanding.
and make sure 1I'm

ENA is not a
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10:29:28

1

10:29:29

2

A.

Correct.

10:29:29

3

Q.

Right.

10:29:32

4

of record, we're talkins:r about communications

10:29:35

5

connectivity services?

10:29:35

6

10:29:38

7

they most certainly can be and are the carrier of

10:29:42

8

record in this case for E-rate.

10:29:43

9

10:29:45

10

connectivity services, as you've distinguished

10:29:48

11

for me what ENA does in terms of content and

10:29:53

12

logistics from what Syringa does in terms of

10:29:56

13

connectivity services, the carrier of record

10:29:58

14

under ENA as proposed in the lEN Alliance was

10:30:04

15

Syringa to provide the connectivity services?

10:30:07

16

10:30:11

17

that proposal and when ENA became the E-rate

10:30:14

18

designee, they were the carrier of record from a

10:30:18

19

billing perspective.

10:30:21

20

Q.

Yeah, I'm not communicating.

10:30:23

21

A.

Okay.

10:30:24

22

Q.

I understand that.

10:30:26

23

10:30:26

24

A.

From ENA's view -- so, we come off of

10:30:30

25

(208)345-9611

carrier.

A.

Q.

A.

So, when we talk about carrier

Not correct.

All right.

ENA is not a carrier, but

And in terms of providing

Well, not correct.

So, when ENA signed

I get your point on

that.

that view and now I'm from ENA looking down?

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800
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10:30:34

1

Q.

Right.

10:30:35

2

A.

Syringa Networks would have been the

10:30:37

3

carrier of record for back

10:30:39

4

connectivity where we had the most advantaged

10:30:43

5

price per our teaming agreement.

10:30:47

6

10:30:49

7

10:30:51

8

A.

Okay.

10:30:52

9

Q.

All right.

10:31:05

10

Let's talk about that for a minute.

10:31:08

11

onboard in September of '08.

10:31:11

12

December the 4th of '08 you had a conversation

10:31:15

13

with Jason Kreizenbeck about the Idaho Education

10:31:25

14

Network.

10:31:27

15

A.

Among other things, yes.

10:31:28

16

Q.

All right.

10:31:30

17

10:31:34

18

A.

Before I came onboard at Syringa?

10:31:37

19

Q.

How were you introduced, then, to the

10:31:40

20

10:31:42

21

A.

I don't remember exactly, but at the

10:31:44

22

time I came onboard, it was a transitional

10:31:48

23

period.

10:31:51

24

just going out the door or had just gone out the

10:31:55

25

door or was just about to go out the door as I'm

(208)345-9611

Q.

for all

All right, we'll come back to that.

I

get it now, though.

So, we start on the lEN.
You come

And I know that on

Did you know about the lEN

before you came onboard at Syringa?

No.

lEN?

And there was an RFI that was either

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
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10:52:18

1

A.

Correct.

10:52:19

2

Q.

And the response had a cover letter that

10:52:23

3

said that it was presented on behalf of the Idaho

10:52:28

4

Education Alliance, I think; right?

10:52:30

5

A.

The lEN Alliance.

10:52:33

6

Q.

lEN Alliance, okay.

10:52:34

7

10:52:36

8

A.

Principally of ENA and Syringa.

10:52:38

9

Q.

So, in connection with the end-to-end

10:52:43

10

solution, why did you structure the lEN Alliance

10:52:52

11

as described in the response to the request for

10:52:54

12

proposals to satisfy the end-to-end solution?

10:52:57

13

10:53:02

14

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

10:53:02

15

MR. PATTERSON:

10:53:04

16

10:53:06

17

10:53:09

18

MR. PATTERSON:

10:53:11

19

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

10:53:13

20

THE WITNESS:

10:53:14

21

10:53:23

22

10:53:27

23

the structure described in the response to the

10:53:30

24

RFP would provide the end-to-end solution?

10:53:33

25

And the lEN

Alliance was composed of whom?
I

(208)345-9611

A.

Q.

Why did I -
-Object to form.

The same objection.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

Why did you structure

the proposal the way you did with Syringa?
The same objection.
Join.

Because we thought that it

would be the best response that was received.
Q.

A.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

How did you believe

We thought -- obviously in submitting
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10:53:38

1

it, we thought that we had the best package of

10:53:41

2

services, service providers, and pricing that the

10:53:45

3

State would receive.

10:53:47

4

Q.

10:54:01

5

please.

10:54:01

6

A.

(Wi tness compl ied. )

10:54:14

7

Q.

So, what's Exhibit No. 22?

10:54:17

8

A.

You're asking me?

10:54:19

9

Q.

Yes.

10:54:20

10

A.

It appears to be our response to the

10:54:23

11

10:54:30

12

Q.

Did you have any involvement in

10:55:39

13

10:55:43

14

A.

Yes.

10:55:43

15

Q.

What involvement did you have?

10:55:45

16

A.

I reviewed it.

10:55:46

17

Q.

And did you sU9gest any changes?

10:55:49

18

A.

I may have.

10:55:51

19

Q.

Now, do you recall the request for

10:55:57

20

10:56:02

21

A.

Yes.

10:56:03

22

Q.

What was your understanding of the

10:56:04

23

10:56:07

24

10:56:10

25

(208)345-9611

Can you take a look at Exhibit No. 22,

RFP.

preparing the cover letter to Exhibit No. 22?

proposals encouraging partnerships in response?

reason why partnerships were encouraged?
A.

My understanding was that no one service

provider could on its own serve the entire state.
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10:56:16

1

10:56:20

2

you trying to convince the State that one service

10:56:23

3

provider could service the entire state?

10:56:27

4

10:56:31

5

service providers, we could serve the entire

10:56:34

6

state.

10:56:41

7

10:56:44

8

10:56:47

9

10:56:52

10

telecommunications, and service providers working

10:56:57

11

together on a common objective.

10:56:59

12

10:57:03

13

10:57:05

14

A.

No.

10:57:06

15

Q.

What was ENA going to provide?

10:57:09

16

A.

We were going to provide the management,

10:57:11

17

the customer relationship management. the network

10:57:15

18

management, the E-rate management, and leverage

10:57:19

19

our expertise in serving K-12.

10:57:22

20

10:57:29

21

10:57:33

22

A.

Yes.

10:57:33

23

Q.

And then the idea was -- or was the

10:57:38

24

idea, then, that the connectivity provider, such

10:57:41

25

as Syringa, would be providing connectivity to

(208)345-9611

Q.

A.

Q.

Now, in the response to the RFP, were

Our response was that leading a team of

Can you tell me, what was the structure

of that team to be?
A.

Q.

A wide variety of equipment,

Well, was ENA ,going to provide any of

the connectivity components?

Q.

So, then, was it in the proposal that

ENA was to be the primary contact for services?
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Page 156
needed to go.

14:22:53

1

14:22:55

2

Q.

14:22:57

3

two briefed you?

14:22:59

4

A.

Yes.

14:23:03

5

Q.

Did they tell you the outcome in terms

14:23:06

6

14:23:10

7

14:23:12

8

they specifically talked about the points.

14:23:14

9

talked about the reasons that they wanted to split

14:23:17

10

14:23:19

11

14:23:20

12

14:23:22

13

A.

I don't recall that they told me that.

14:23:23

14

Q.

Okay.

14:23:26

15

the bid"?

14:23:29

16

A.

14:23:34

17

to be partners and to go ahead and put this

14:23:37

18

project in place.

14:23:40

19

14:23:42

20

14:23:46

21

14:23:49

22

14:23:58

23

14:24:01

24

project completed means that they would be like

14:24:06

25

the photocopier contractors that we talked about

(208)345-9611

So he briefed those two and then those

of the points for each of the bidders?
A.

That telephone call,

I

don't think
They

the bid.
Q.

Did they tell you that ENA had the

most points by more than 200?

Q.

And what do you mean by "split

I mean that ENA and Qwest were asked

What do you mean "ENA and Qwest were

asked to be partners"?
A.

What I mean is that both of them in

order to get the project completed.
Q.

That both of them would be getting the

M & M COURT REPORTING (208) 345-8800 (fax)
001820
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Page 157

14:24:13

1

earlier where in one location it might be more

14:24:16

2

convenient for one to provide the service and in

14:24:18

3

another location it might be more convenient for

14:24:21

4

the other?

14:24:22

5

14:24:25

6

different skills to the game.

14:24:28

7

together and utilize those skills efficiently.

14:24:32

8

14:24:34

9

14:24:37

10

14:24:37

11

14:24:40

12

E-Rate, acquiring E-Rate money, and also had

14:24:46

13

experience in putting these systems in through

14:24:48

14

other states.

14:24:49

15

Q.

Uh-huh.

14:24:50

16

A.

Qwest had the technical expertise to

14:24:52

17

14:24:55

18

14:24:59

19

understanding and your meaning when you say

14:25:01

20

"partnering" that you were essentially going to

14:25:08

21

take ENA and combine it with Qwest for the purpose

14:25:14

22

of doing the lEN project?

14:25:19

23

14:25:21

24

14:25:26

25

(208)345-9611

A.

Q.

No.

What it means is they bring
And they can get

Can you explain your answer to me.

What do you mean by they each bring different
skills?
A.

Well, ENA had a very good skill in the

dig the holes and put the cables in.
Q.

A.

Okay.

So then was it your

My definition of "partnering" was to

work together to get this done.
Q.

Well, was it your intention that ENA

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
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14:25:28

1

would do part of the project and Qwest would do

14:25:32

2

part of the project?

14:25:38

3

MR. OBERRECHT:

14:25:38

4

THE WITNESS:

14:25:40

5

they work together, communicate well, utilize

14:25:42

6

their individual expertise to the best of their

14:25:45

7

abilities.

14:25:48

8

14:25:50

9

14:25:51

10

14:25:54

11

A.

I'm sorry.

14:25:58

12

Q.

Was it your intention that the award

14:26:00

13

should be split?

14:26:03

14

A.

14:26:04

15

14:26:08

16

14:26:11

17

14:26:14

18

14:26:17

19

recommendation came from that team that was in the

14:26:20

20

room.

14:26:24

21

that recommendation also.

14:26:25

22

14:26:28

23

14:26:28

24

A.

I did not.

14:26:29

25

Q.

Okay.

(208)345-9611

Q.

Objection.

Form.

It was our intention that

(BY MR. LOMBARDI):

Was it -- well, I

guess this wasn't your intention, this was
somebody else, wasn't it?
Explain your question.

No, I didn't have any preconceived

intentions about the award being split.
Q.

Who recommended that the award be

A.

During a telephone call the

split?

And as I understand, the evaluators had

Q.

You didn't speak to the evaluators to

find out yourself?

So you don't actually have any
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Page 159
14:26:31

1

direct knowledge concerning what the evaluators

14:26:33

2

recommended?

14:26:34

3

A.

I do not.

14:26:35

4

Q.

Was Laura Hill in on the conversation?

14:26:40

5

A.

I don't believe so.

14:26:41

6

Q.

Okay.

14:26:44

7

Laura Hill would know about the recommendation of

14:26:47

8

the evaluators, wouldn't you?

14:26:49

9

A.

I would expect so, yes.

14:26:51

10

Q.

Okay.

14:26:52

11

that she would have participated in the decision

14:26:54

12

to split the award between two contractors,

14:26:59

13

wouldn't you?

14:27:01

14

A.

I expect that she did, yes.

14:27:04

15

Q.

Okay.

14:27:13

16

project and the contracts that were ultimately

14:27:18

17

let, in simple terms,

14:27:27

18

connectivity as two separate elements?

14:27:33

19

14:27:36

20

14:27:37

21

14:27:42

22

14:27:48

23

A.

Yes.

14:27:49

24

Q.

And that was the E-Rate component;

14:27:51

25

(208)345-9611

A.

You would certainly expect that

And you would certainly expect

Would you agree that the lEN

involve E-Rate and

I would agree that those are two

critical elements, yes.
Q.

Okay.

And one of those elements was,

according to this split, to be provided by ENA?

correct?

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800
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A.

Among other things, but that was their

14:27:53

1

14:27:56

2

14:27:57

3

14:28:01

4

component -- that is, actually making the

14:28:03

5

connections and providing the broadband -- that

14:28:07

6

was to be exclusively Qwest under this bid split?

14:28:13

7

14:28:15

8

14:28:21

9

14:28:24

10

14:28:28

11

A.

You1re back to Exhibit 27?

14:28:31

12

Q.

Yes.

14:28:31

13

A.

Yes.

14:28:37

14

Q.

Where does it say that the award in

14:28:41

15

the contracts would be split in that fashion on

14:28:44

16

Exhibit 27?

14:28:45

17

A.

It doesn't say that.

14:29:15

18

Q.

you1ve
Do you know how the split that you've

14:29:19

19

just described for me, which generally involves

14:29:22

20

E-Rate going to ENA and Internet connectivity

14:29:26

21

going to Qwest, was communicated to ENA?

14:29:34

22

A.

Do I know when?

14 :29:35

23

Q.

How?

14:29:38

24

A.

How?

I don't know specifically, no.

14:29:40

25

Q.

Okay.

Well, do you know generally?

special skill, yeah.
Q.

A.

Okay.

And it was the connectivity

Qwest and/or whoever they authorized

to work with, whatever other words there are.
Q.

Okay.

And that was the intent of the

letter of intent dated January 20, 2009?

......•..

(208)345-9611
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Page 161
14:29:45

1

A.

14:29:47

2

about it.

14:29:48

3

Q.

14:29:51

4

14:29:57

5

14:30:00

6

14:30:01

7

Q.

Okay.

14:30:01

8

A.

I can't name a date or something like

14:30:04

9

14:30:05

10

Q.

Okay.

14:30:06

11

14: 30: 14

12

14:30:19

13

them and urged them to work closely together to

14:30:21

14

get this very important project done.

14:30:24

15

was pretty much my involvement in the meetings.

14:30:30

16

14:30:32

17

coming up, wasn't there, for the E-Rate

14:30:34

18

application to be submitted?

14:30:36

19

A.

Yes.

14:30:37

20

Q.

Do you recall what that deadline was?

14 :30 :39

21

A.

No.

14:30:40

22

Q.

It was imminent, though, wasn't it?

14:30:43

23

A.

It was imminent, yes.

14:30:44

24

Q.

And that's the reason why you had

14:30:46

25

(208)345-9611

They sat down in a meeting and talked

Okay.

Were you in attendance at any

meetings where it was discussed?
A.

I'm sure I was, but I don't remember

specifics.

that.
Can you recall any of the

conversations that took place?
A.

Q.

No.

My role was to -- I congratulated

And that

Was there a -- there was a deadline

asked Mr. Burns to declare an emergency so you
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Page 67
11:27:21

1

11:27:22

2

Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

11:27:24

3

A.

Six-year contract.

11:27:25

4

Q.

And that was a six-year contract that

11:27:27

5

11:27:31

6

11:27:33

7

11m
I'm sorry, I do not believe it was prior to the

11:27:36

8

RFP.

11:27:42

9

was, as has been reported to me, the Internet

11:27:46

10

11:27:54

11

11:28:01

12

11:28:03

13

A.

Yes.

11:28:03

14

Q.

What are those?

11:28:04

15

A.

A Visio diagram is a drawing that ENA

11:28:08

16

prepares for me that reflects the architecture

11:28:14

17

for each of the school districts prior to the lEN

11:28:18

18

and then the proposed architecture for

11:28:20

19

implementation and then they provided me with a

11:28:24

20

final one after the school is connected.

11:29:04

21

11:29:06

22

11:29:08

23

11:29:36

24

11:29:38

25

(208)345-9611

that was related to me.
A six-year contract?

isnlt that true?
predated the RFPi isn't
A.

That is not true.

Prior to the -- well,

Prior to the execution of the lEN, Qwest

service provider to Blaine County.
Q.

live
I've seen reference to things called

Visio diagrams.

MR. LOMBARDI:

Can we mark that as the

next exhibit, please.
(Exhibit 169 marked.)
Q.

(BY MR. LOMBAR.DI)

Can you tell me what

Exhibit No. 169 is?
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Page 86
Why not?

11:57:07

1

Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

11:57:08

2

A.

Sometimes they've been connected in the

11:57:10

3

changed. service providers.
past and they've changed

11:57:12

4

find dark fiber all over.

11:57:15

5

11:57:18

6

fiber in the ground or not to the Blaine County

11:57:22

7

School District; correct?

11:57:22

8

A.

I do not.

11:57:36

9

Q.

So, when you carne aboard in March -- I

11:57:40

10

11:57:41

11

A.

May.

11:57:41

12

Q.

-- May of 2009, was ENA in the process

11:57:51

13

of performing any kind of inventory of what the

11:57:56

14

current status of connectivity to the school

11:58:01

15

districts was?

11:58:03

16

11:58:09

17

were in the process of working on that, but they

11:58:11

18

had a basic set of information that they may have

11:58:15

19

collected prior to the RFP or they may have been

11:58:18

20

collecting it in May of 2009.

11:58:23

21

11:58:26

22

11:58:28

23

A.

No.

11:58:28

24

Q.

When you carne aboard, was the price

11:58:30

25

(208)345-9611

Q.

We

So, you don't know whether Qwest has

think it was March?

A.

Q.

ENA had a status,

I do not know if they
II

So, when you carne aboard, were any

schools hooked up?

determined for hookups to any schools?
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Page 87
11:58:34

1

11:58:39

2

provided a list of all of the schools with the

11:58:43

3

cost to connect them to the lEN.

11:58:46

4

11:58:48

5

preexisting lists that indicated price, school,

11:58:54

6

and megabits or -- and bandwidth to be delivered?

11:58:59

7

A.

Not that 11m
I'm aware of.

11:59:06

8

Q.

Had anyone at the lEN been responsible

11:59:10

9

11:59:13

10

that Laura Hill left in February of 2009 and the

11:59:17

11

time you arrived?

11:59:20

12

11:59:33

13

Laurals immediate supervisor assumed those duties
Laura's

11:59:37

14

and he may have assigned them to other people,

11:59:40

15

but I'm not aware of which specific duties were

11:59:42

16

distributed where.

11:59:43

17

11:59:46

18

11:59:49

19

A.

It would be Greg Zickau.

11:59:53

20

Q.

Okay.

11:59:56

21

marked as Exhibit No. 166.

12:00:03

22

exhibit?

12:00:03

23

A.

I did.

12:00:05

24

Q.

Where did you derive the data from?

12:00:12

25

A.

The data comes from a number of sources.

(208)345-9611

A.

Q.

It was shortly after I came aboard, ENA

When you arrived, were there any

for implementation of the lEN between the time

A.

Q.

I believe -- 11m
I'm sure Greg Zickau as

So, you don't know who,

if anyone, was

responsible during that couple of month period?

There's a spreadsheet that we've
Did you prepare that
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Page 122
14:16:26

1

providers listed on the same spreadsheet in this

14:16:29

2

form.

14:16:30

3

14:16:30

4

14:16:32

5

14:16:33

6

14:16:35

7

14:16:36

8

14:16:38

9

14:16:40

10

THE WITNESS:

14:16:43

11

MR. LOMBARDI:

14:16:47

12

MR. THOMAS:

14:16:49

13

14:16:55

14

me the first pricing information that you recall

14:17:00

15

receiving when you came aboard in your job with

14:17:06

16

the lEN.

14:17:08

17

14:17:10

18

been within the first two weeks.

14:17:14

19

spreadsheet that listed the schools -- the

14:17:22

20

districts, the schools, their address, their

14:17:29

21

locations, and I believe the projected total cost

14:17:45

22

for that individual location.

14:17:50

23

Q.

Was that provided to you by ENA?

14:17:52

24

A.

Yes.

14:17:53

25

Q.

Did that break out the ENA management

(208)345-9611

Q.

All right.
MR. THOMAS:

Is that an exhibit number,

David?
MR. LOMBARDI:

No,

it's not.

I gave a

document number.
MR. THOMAS:
19231; is that correct?

Q.

A.

I wondered.

I've got

The Bates?
1931.

It's ENA 1931.

1931.

Thank you.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

Can you describe for

The first pricing I received would have
And it was a
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Page 123
cost per district?

14:17:59

1

14:18:03

2

A.

No.

14:18:04

3

Q.

When did you first learn the ENA

14:18:11

4

14:18:14

5

14:18:27

6

was in the same time frame when I

14:18:30

7

there were high cost locations, which would have

14:18:36

8

been probably in the August of 2009 time frame.

14:18:42

9

And part of it was as a result of trying to

14:18:47

10

determine what would make one site be so

14:18:52

11

significantly higher than another location, that

14:18:56

12

I

14:18:59

13

total cost to the lEN.

14:19:06

14

14:19:14

15

amended blanket purchase order in order to obtain

14:19:21

16

a breakdown of the costs between ENA and Qwest?

14:19:27

17

A.

I

14:19:27

18

Q.

Do you know if the blanket purchase

14:19:33

19

orders were amended to allow a breakdown of the

14:19:40

20

respective charges of Qwest and ENA?

14:19:44

21

A.

Yes, they were.

14:19:45

22

Q.

Why?

14:19:45

23

A.

To ensure that the State had the ability

14:19:53

24

to reVlew ENA's calculations and Qwest's

14:20:01

25

calculations as part of our contract oversight.

(208)345-9611

management fee per district?
A.

I

don't remember the exact date, but it
identified that

started inquiring about a breakdown of the

Q.

Did you request a revision of the

did not.
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Page 148
15:19:25

1

What's the relevance to your analysis that you

15:19:27

2

just told us about the responses to the RFPs?

15:19:31

3

15:19:36

4

the RFPs."

15:19:38

5

up earlier that the contracts was awarded based

15:19:42

6

off of a price of $571,000 recurring monthly

15:19:48

7

cost.

15:19:53

8

off of information that was provided by the RFPs

15:19:59

9

to be able to build out the lEN to those schools

15:20:02

10

15:20:03

11

15:20:06

12

the price that was proposed by ENA in conjunction

15:20:11

13

with Syringa?

15:20:13

14

15:20:16

15

15:20:17

16

15:20:19

17

15:20:34

18

your approval and Qwest's approval, ENA can order

15:20:39

19

direct from Syringa?

15:20:40

20

15:20:41

21

15:20:42

22

15:20:49

23

15:20:50

24

15:20:59

25

(208)345-9611

A.

I probably misstated the "responses to
It's been testimony that we brought

Now, those contracts were awarded based

that were listed.
Q.

Did you know that the $571,000 price was

MR. PERFREMENT:

Objection to the form

of the question.
THE WITNESS:
Q.

I have been told that.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

MR. PERFREMENT:

Now, I guess with

Objection to the form

of the question.
Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)
THE WITNESS:

As you did in Salmon?

Would you read that back,

please.
(Record read back.)

M & M COURT REPORTING (208) 345-8800 (fax)
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THE WITNESS:

Yes.

15:21:00

1

15:21:00

2

15:21:15

3

15:21:25

4

15:21:26

5

15:21:33

6

15:21:49

7

MR. PERFREMENT:

15:21:49

8

THE WITNESS:

15:21:49

9

15:21:53

10

prices have been quoted to Qwest by those ILECs

15:21:59

11

for last mile?

15:22:02

12

A.

No.

15:22:03

13

Q.

Do you know what margin Qwest has added,

15:22:08

14

if any, to those ILEC quotes in its proposals to

15:22:15

15

ENA and the lEN?

15:22:18

16

A.

No.

15:22:20

17

Q.

Why doesn't the lEN seek direct price

15:22:25

18

15:22:31

19

15:22:35

20

Qwest is the communication -- or the connectivity

15:22:39

21

agent for the Idaho Education Network.

15:22:44

22

15:22:46

23

agreement between ENA and Syringa that provided

15:22:51

24

that Syringa companies could have a preference

15:22:55

25

for last-mile connectivity but that they would

(208)345-9611

Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

Are the intervention

schools all in non-Qwest ILEC territories?
MR. PERFREMENT:

Can I have the question

again.
(Record read back.)

Q.

Thank you.

Yes.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

So, do you know what

quotes from non-Qwest ILECs?
A.

Q.

The lEN has a contract with Qwest and

There was a provision in the teaming
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VOLUME I

vs.

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF

(Pages 1 through 182)

ADMINISTRATION, et al.,
Defendants.
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TAKEN SEPTEMBER 20, 2010
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Page 53
10:59:55

1

Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

10:59:57

2

A.

It's my understanding that, and this is

11:00:01

3

based on advice from our Attorney General or

11:00:04

4

guidance from our Attorney General, that we had

11:00:09

5

under the contracts the opportunity to buy all,

11:00:14

6

some, or none of services that were offered.

11:00:26

7

11:00:29

8

services that were offered by Qwest under the

11:00:31

9

Qwest SBPO?

11:00:36

10

A.

That was my understanding.

11:00:37

11

Q.

And could you buy all, some, or none of

11:00:40

12

the services provided by ENA under the original

11:00:46

13

statewide blanket purchase order?

11:00:48

14

A.

That was my understanding.

11:01:09

15

Q.

Given that you could purchase all, some,

11:01:13

16

or none of the lEN services from either Qwest or

11:01:18

17

ENA following the issuance of Exhibit Nos. 31 and

11:01:20

18

32, what factors would determine from whom you

11:01:29

19

made the purchase?

11:01:45

20

11:01:48

21

of factors that would be required that are I have

11:01:56

22

since learned in the statute, but some would be

11:01:59

23

cost, availability, suitability of whatever

11:02:06

24

service we're purchasing.

11:02:14

25

know if I already said that one.

(208)345-9611

Q.

A.

Why not?

Could you buy all, some, or none of the

It's my understanding there are a number

Availability, I don't
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Page 66
11:33:58

1

Q.

Do you recall seeing several drafts?

11:34:03

2

A.

I don't recall seeing several drafts.

11:34:06

3

11:34:08

4

11:34:13

5

amending the ENA statewide blanket purchase order

11:34:17

6

as reflected on Exhibit No. 50?

11:34:20

7

11:34:24

8

how we would reach our goal of an end-to-end

11:34:29

9

service.

11:34:30

10

11:34:33

11

responsibilities in order to meet the end-to-end

11:34:37

12

service, provide end-to-end service?

11:34:41

13

A.

To clarify roles and responsibilities.

11:34:52

14

Q.

Why was it necessary to do that?

11:34:59

15

MR. CLARK:

11:35:10

16

THE WITNESS:

11:35:13

17

how II can answer that further than to say it was

11:35:15

18

to clarify.

11:35:20

19

11:35:24

20

time these amendments to the statewide blanket

11:35:28

21

purchase orders were signed by Mr. Little on

11:35:36

22

February 28 -- let's see, February 26th; wasn't

11:35:45

23

it?

11:35:47

24

A.

I don't recall.

11:35:56

25

Q.

Well, actually, yes, February 26, 2009,

(208)345-9611

I

recall reviewing at least one draft.
Q.

A.

Q.

Q.

All right.

What was the purpose of

To begin to assign responsibilities for

Why was it necessary to assign

Object to the form.
I guess I don't understand

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

Well, you knew at the

I

-
--
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Page 99
13:30:05

1

protocols that we've talked about, one through

13:30:08

2

ENA/Syringa, the other through Qwest, were

13:30:16

3

premised upon ENA being the listed service

13:30:19

4

provider?

13:30:21

5

13:30:28

6

know that that's exactly how we determined things

13:30:32

7

at that point in time.

13:30:33

8

13:30:41

9

13:30:44

10

were let; weren't they?

13:30:48

11

Mr. Little before the determination was made

13:30:50

12

concerning who was going to be the listed E-rate

13:30:53

13

provider for the Idaho Education Network;

13:30:55

14

correct?

13:30:55

15

A.

That is correct.

13:30:56

16

Q.

So that at the time the original

13:31:00

17

statewide blanket purchase orders were issued,

13:31:04

18

either Qwest or ENA could be the listed service

13:31:09

19

provider; correct?

13:31:11

20

A.

I believe so, yes.

13:31:15

21

Q.

So, then, at least theoretically either

13:31:23

22

13:31:29

23

13:31:33

24

competing under the first statewide blanket

13:31:41

25

purchase orders to provide Idaho Education

(208)345-9611

A.

Q.

As we discussed them here, yes.

I don't

Now, the original statewide blanket

purchase orders that -- well, first of all, they
They were signed by

Qwest or ENA -- strike that.
So, theoretically, Qwest and ENA were

M & M COURT REPORTING (208)345-8800 (fax)
001839
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Network services?

13:31:43

1

13:31:44

2

MR. CLARK:

13:31:52

3

THE WITNESS:

13:31:54

4

13:31:54

5

13:31:56

6

13:31:56

7

13:32:00

8

the procurement process, the procurement process

13:32:05

9

up to the point where the statewide blanket

13:32:08

10

purchase orders were issued.

13:32:12

11

up to the State to determine what best met its

13:32:17

12

needs in order to determine what to actually

13:32:21

13

purchase.

13:32:27

14

Q.

Why didn't the State select Qwest?

13:32:36

15

A.

I believe I already said that we

13:32:38

16

believed it was in our best interests to select

13:32:42

17

ENA as the listed service provider.

13:32:47

18

Q.

Why was it in the State's best interest?

13:32:50

19

A.

Our understanding at the time -- one of

13:32:53

20

the factors was cost, and our understanding at

13:32:55

21

the time was that ENA's response was better from

13:33:01

22

a cost perspective.

13:33:05

23

13:33:11

24

13:33:16

25

(208)345-9611

Object to the form.
No, I don't believe that's

correct.
Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

Why is that not

correct?
A.

Q.

I believe the competition was through

After that it was

What part of ENA's response was better

from a cost perspective?
A.

I would swear you've asked this question
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Page 190
09:44:14

1

believed was incorrect.

09:44:16

2

was reviewing the RFP wa.s to see what language

09:44:19

3

might be in there that he could possibly have

09:44:21

4

construed, and I found none.

09:44:24

5

09:44:27

6

statement that the State reserved the right -- to

09:44:29

7

the effect that the State reserves the right to

09:44:36

8

accept or reject in whole or in part any or all

09:44:41

9

responses or to award a multiple award in whole

09:44:45

10

09:44:46

11

09:44:51

12

09:44:53

13

09:44:58

14

depositions by others that there was particular

09:45:01

15

attention paid to the concept of the 10 megabits

09:45:05

16

per second.

09:45:09

17

prior to the RFP being issued, we had discussed

09:45:12

18

the 10 meg per second as a means to set a

09:45:16

19

baseline, that it would not necessarily be the

09:45:21

20

actual bandwidth that we ordered.

09:45:22

21

09:45:25

22

in the RFP.

09:45:29

23

specifically states that while to the effect

09:45:32

24

we probably should pull it out and read it -- but

09:45:34

25

to the effect that we would basically order what

(208) 345-9611

And one of the reasons I

But I did find in section 2.0 the

or in part.
Q.

What was it about section 10.0 that

caused you to spend more time reviewing it?
A.

I had also noticed in the course of

And in discussions with Laura Hill

I wondered if that had been articulated
And indeed, in section 10.0 it
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09:45:37

1

we needed based on the state's needs.

09:45:40

2

not be that minimum that they were used, that

09:45:43

3

those examples of bandwidth quantities were for

09:45:47

4

the sole purpose of helping the respondents to

09:45:50

5

provide a coherent response to the RFP.

09:45:53

6

09:46:00

7

09:46:03

8

A.

I don't recall.

09:46:06

9

Q.

What does an ME mean in the RFP?

09:46:10

10

A.

Well, the "M" would mean that it must be

09:46:13

11

responded to in the RFP, and the "E" would mean

09:46:17

12

it's going to be evaluated and scored in some

09:46:20

13

fashion.

09:46:21

14

09:46:28

15

respondents who did not state they would provide

09:46:35

16

10 megabits per second?

09:46:36

17

A.

They had to explain.

09:46:42

18

Q.

I think the RFP is Exhibit 14.

09:46:47

19

09:47:20

20

09:47:25

21

you taken a look or taken a new look at any other

09:47:30

22

documents since your last deposition?

09:47:35

23

09:47:38

24

09:47:39

25

(208)345-9611

Q.

It might

Was the 10 megabit per second standard

also defined as an ME?

Q.

What response was required for

So why

don't we pull that.
In addition to reviewing the RFP, have

A.

Not for the purposes of preparing for

the deposition.
Q.

All right.

Have you reviewed any
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Page 226
without changing the underlying architecture.

10:47:09

1

10:47:12

2

10:47:14

3

example for home, they were able to increase the

10:47:18

4

quantity that was being delivered to you or the

10:47:20

5

capacity of your circuit without changing

10:47:23

6

underlying architecture, yes.

10:47:24

7

10:47:26

8

10:47:27

9

10:47:30

10

10:47:31

11

10:47:35

12

megabit in terms of value to the State.

10;47;37
10:47:37

13

would be one of the factors that we would

10:47:38

14

consider in value.

10:47:41

15

value, we would seek the lowest practicable cost

10:47:46

16

per megabit.

10:47;55
10:47:55

17

10:47:56

18

10:47:57

19

MR. LOMBARDI:

10:47:58

20

THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

10:48:00

21

10:48:02

22

10:58:50

23

10;58;51
10:58:51

24

10:58:52

25

(208)345-9611

In that case that you gave as your

Q.

Okay.

Thank you.

One of the other things you mentioned
was the lowest cost per megabit.

What do you

mean by that?
A.

Well, I mentioned lowest cost per
That

In trying to get the best

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Dave, can we take a

short break?
Sure.
The time is 10:47 and

we're off the record.
(Recess taken. )
THE VIDEOGRAPHER:

The time is 10:58 and

we're on the record.
Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

Mr. Zickau, I'd like
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10:58:57

1

to direct your attention for a few moments to the

10:59:01

2

second page of Exhibit 156.

10:59:04

3

survey/assessment results.

10:59:09

4

districts having submitted their surveys.

10:59:12

5

you tell me, what was that process that was going

10:59:14

6

on, this survey/assessment process?

10:59:16

7

10:59:30

8

offered for free to survey the districts as far

10:59:36

9

as their connectivity.

10:59:42

10

form that they asked them to fill out, asked the

10:59:46

11

district technical people to fill out.

10:59:49

12

sure exactly how they conducted it or what

10:59:53

13

questions they asked.

10:59:54

14

10:59:58

15

sure that I'm understanding what you are telling

11:00:00

16

me:

11:00:09

17

of existing conditions and needs for the purposes

11:00:16

18

of the lEN?

11:00:18

19

11:00:20

20

11:00:23

21

11:00:25

22

11:00:26

23

A.

Yes.

11:00:27

24

Q.

Do you know if they were also trying to

11:00:31

25

(208)345-9611

A.

Q.

It talks about
It refers to
Can

Well, my understanding is that ENA had

They had some kind of a

I'm not

So just to kind of restate it to make

Was this kind of a post-contract assessment

A.

I donlt
don't know that it addressed needs.

I

think it was looking at technical conditions.
Q.

So that is to see what was the

infrastructure that existed.

assess what it was that each of the individual
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Page 282
13:38:54

1

Q.

Paragraph 1 of - -

13:38:56

2

A.

- - of 6201?

13:38:57

3

Q.

Yes, I am.

13:38:59

4

A.

(Reviewing document. )

13:39:11

5

what it says, that "Qwest will be the general

13:39:13

6

contractor for all lEN technical network

13:39:16

7

services."

13:39:17

8

13:39:21

9

13:39:29

10

Qwest exclusively for lEN technical network

13:39:33

11

services.

13:39:36

12

13:39:39

13

deposition and I don't recall him saying that.

13:39:41

14

And I can say categorically he's never been

13:39:44

15

directed to use Qwest exclusively or not to use

13:39:47

16

any other contractor.

13:39:48

17

13:40:06

18

13:40:09

19

13:40:10

20

13:40:11

21

MR. THOMAS:

13:40:12

22

MS. HAYES:

13:40:14

23

Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

13:40:16

24

A.

ENA has contractual responsibilities

13:40:18

25

(208)345-9611

Q.

Thank you.
I think it means

Does ENA -- Mr. Collie has testified

that ENA was required or was directed to use

A.

Q.

Well, I sat through Mr. Collie's

So can ENA -- is ENA free to use Syringa

to provide lEN services?
MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

Object to form;

ambiguous.
Join.
Join.
Go ahead.

that they need to work within and those are
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Page 283
specified in the amendment to their contract.

13:40:21

1

13:40:23

2

13:41:12

3

with Qwest for the connectivity portion of the

13:41:15

4

lEN project?

13:41:18

5

A.

13:41:41

6

13:41:43

7

13:41:46

8

directed to work with Qwest for the connectivity

13:41:49

9

portions of the project.

13:41:53

10

13:41:54

11

13:41:57

12

MR. LOMBARDI:

13:41:59

13

MR. THOMAS:

13:41:59

14

THE WITNESS:

13:42:00

15

by that.

13 :42 :03

16

within the constraints of the amendments to the

13:42:05

17

contract.

13:42:06

18

13:42:07

19

constraints contained in the amendment of the

13:42:08

20

contract come into existence?

13:42:10

21

13:42:15

22

part of the contract.

13:42:20

23

of Qwest in some cases or Qwest to work in

13:42:24

24

coordination with ENA.

13:42:25

25

(208)345-9611

Q.

Was ENA directed by the State to work

The responsibilities of ENA are outlined

in their amendment.
Q.

Mr. Collie has testified ENA was

MR. THOMAS:

Give us the page and line.

Please.

Q.

A.

Q.

Page 96, line 8.
Thank you.
I'm not sure what he means

They have been instructed to work

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

How did the

Well, the constraints are an inherent
They require coordination

What does it mean that "Qwest
IIQwest will be
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13:42:33

1

the general contractor for all lEN technical

13:42:36

2

network services"?

13:42:38

3

A.

It means exactly that.

13:42:40

4

Q.

What are "technical network services"?

13:42:45

5

A.

The technical network services would be

13:42:50

6

the services that we're purchasing to

13:42:53

7

interconnect the schools.

13:42:54

8

13:43:07

9

13:43:09

10

A.

Yes.

13:43:11

11

Q.

That would include the backbone we

13:43:14

12

13:43:15

13

A.

Yes.

13:43:15

14

Q.

That would include the architecture we

13:43:17

15

13:43:18

16

A.

Yes.

13:43:22

17

Q.

It would include the means by which the

13:43:28

18

content for the lEN is delivered to schools;

13:43:33

19

right?

13:43:33

20

A.

Yes.

13:43:37

21

Q.

Now, by saying that Qwest is to be the

13:43:41

22

general contractor, that means, doesn't it, that

13:43:45

23

Qwest is responsible for either providing all of

13:43:49

24

those services or arranging for those services?

13:43:55

25

(208)345-9611

Q.

That would include the physical media

that we talked about this morning?

talked about this morning?

talked about this morning?

A.

Not solely.

They must do so in
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coordination with ENA.

13:44:10

1

13:44:13

2

13:44:16

3

else for the delivery of lEN technical services,

13:44:21

4

can they?

13:44:22

5

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

13:44:25

6

MR. THOMAS:

13:44:26

7

THE WITNESS:

13:44:28

8

13:44:30

9

13:44:33

10

coordinate with any other providers unless Qwest

13:44:38

11

agrees to the use of other providers to deliver

13:44:43

12

lEN technical network services; is that right?

13:44:46

13

MR. THOMAS:

13:44:48

14

THE WITNESS:

13:44:52

15

MR. SCHOSSBERGER:

13:44:52

16

misspoke.

13:44:54

17

with any other providers unless Qwest agrees to

13:44:56

18

the use of other providers to deliver lEN

13:44:56

19

technical network services."

13:44:56

20

13:45:01

21

13:45:01

22

13:45:04

23

coordinate with any other telecommunications

13:45:09

24

providers than Qwest for the provision of lEN

13:45:13

25

technical network services unless Qwest agrees?

(208)345-9611

Q.

But ENA can't coordinate with anyone

Object to form.

~Toin.
~Toin.

I believe they could, as

long as Qwest was in agreement.
Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

You said:

So Qwest can't

Object to form.
Yes.
Dave, I believe you

"So Qwest can't coordinate

MR. LOMBARDI:

Thank you.

I'll reask

the question.
Q.

(BY MR. LOMBARDI)

So that ENA cannot
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A.

I think the services must be delivered

13:45:18

1

13:45:22

2

in coordination with Qwest.

13:45:26

3

exclusive in there.

13:45:27

4

13:45:29

5

13:45:32

6

A.

That is what I believe, yes.

13:45:33

7

Q.

So how was the decision made that Qwest

13:45:46

8

would be the general contractor for all lEN

13:45:50

9

technical network services?

13:45:52

10

A.

13:46:10

11

elimination.

13:46:15

12

had Syringa in a role in there, but again, Greg

13:46:19

13

Lowe refused to participate on anybody's own

13:46:22

14

terms, being all or none, or he's getting all of

13:46:26

15

it.

13:46:32

16

perspective to the State, from an operational

13:46:34

17

perspective to the State, from a contractual

13:46:36

18

perspective to the State.

13:46:38

19

13:46:44

20

knowledge, any documentation demonstrating the

13:46:52

21

refusal that you have just stated?

13:47:00

22

A.

Not directly, no.

13:47:14

23

Q.

Is there any documentation indirectly

13:47:16

24

that documents or evidences this position that

13:47:21

25

you've attributed to Mr. Lowe?

(208)345-9611

Q.

I don't see anything

Coordination with Qwest, you've already

told me, requires Qwest to agree; right?

Well, in great part through process of
We would otherwise liked to have

It made no sense whatsoever from a business

Q.

Do you have or does there exist, to your
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration
650 West State Street, Room 100

"BlITCH" OTI'ER
C.L. "BurCH"
Oa1lmlo>J
Oa1l<rn1)J

MIKE GWARTNEY
Director

P.O. Box 83720
BOISE, 10 83720-0003
332-1824 or FAX (208) 334-2307
Telephone (208) 332·1824
hupllwww.adm.id.ho ......
hUpllwww.ldm.id.ho.I....

July 24, 2009

Greg Lowe
Syringa Networks, LLC
J00
3795 So. Devek>pment Ave., Ste. 100
Boise, ID 83715
Dear Greg:
th
J61b,
, to discuss various concerns that you had
As you recall, you and I met last Thursday, July 16
regarding the Idaho Education Network ("lEN") contract awards. At the conclusion of our
meeting, I committed that I would respond to your concerns by the end of the week.

In general, you requested an explanation of why the contract was awarded to both ENA and
Qwest; and in the end, you requested that ENA be awarded the technical services (i.e., the
backbone) work under the contract. In the alternative, you asked that Administration require that
ENA and Qwest be required to seek bids or pricing from the market for each of the schools (or
the local loops). During our conversation, you also asserted that Administration has told ENA
not to use S)oTinga
Syringa Networks, LLC (~yringa").
("Syringa").
correspond<mce addresses your requests and allegations. However, before I do address your
This correspond(mce
requests and allegations, I think it's important for you to understand that Administration does not
recognize Syringa as a proposer or a contractor. Administration contracted with ENA and
ENA~ it is not the contracting entity, nor the
Qwest, not Syringa. Syringa is a subcontractor of ENA~
responsible party on the contract itself. While many of your allegations center around your
belief that Administration has a contract with Syringa, the State does not have nor does it
recognize that it has a contract or any contractual relationship with Syringa related to lEN.
ofreaching
In other words, in the interest of
reaching some closure regarding your complaints and concerns,
int«~rest of open government, I am providing you an explanation of the
and in the int(~rest
Administration's decision to award the lEN contract to multiple vendors. However, it should in
no way be constru(:d
constru«:c! as an admission or acknowledgement that Syringa has standing to challenge
the multi-vendor award. Contrary to Syringa's position, it is Administration's position that only

·Serving Idaho citizens through
throUgh effective SSMCBS
seMcBs to theirgolrernmental
their golrernmental agenc'
"Serving
LOWE30(b)(6) - 000070
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ENA, Qwest, and Verizon (llie lhree
three responsive proposers) had statutory rights to protest the
awards.
That being said, as Greg Zickau, Chief Technology Officer, and I explained during our meeting
last week, Administration's decision to award the contract to multiple vendors was based on the
evaluators' recolYunendations and the subsequent detennination that a multi-vendor award was in
the State's best interest. Awarding the contract to more than one vend()r was contemplated as
early as Novc:mber 2008, when Purchasing and the Offict: of Chief Information Officer
("OCIO") met to discuss general concerns that one single vendor may not be able to reasonably
complete all of the work contemplated in the RFP within the time constraints. The RFP clearly
set out that the Stale was contemplating awarding the IEN contract to more than one vendor. For
example, in Section 2.0, the State then ''reserve[d] the right ""
.. " to award to multiple bidders in
whole or in part." Further, Section 5.3, as amended, stated ·',Any
",Any resulting contract from this
providers." Further examples in the RFP
solicitation may be awarded to up to four providers."
demonstrating Administration's intent to award the contract to more than one vendor are fuund
in Amendment 3, Question and Answer 5, as well as the attached MS PowerPoint presentation;
and in Amendment 4, Question and Answer I and 25.
After the initial award, Administration then unilaterally determined how best to divide the work
between the two awardeeslcontractors.
8wardeeslcontractors. Administration's determination was based upon the
individual strengths of each awardeeslcontractors'
awardees/contractors' proposals. For example, ENA had expertise
in providing E-rate services and providing video teleconferencing operations. Qwest had
expertise in providing the technical operations (i.e., the backbone). Befure Amendment 1 to
01308
SBPO 0)
308 and SBPO 01309 were issued, Administration contemplated various ways to divide
the responsibilities between Qwest and ENA, including but not limited to dividing the services to
be provided by Qwest and ENA regionally. However, the division of responsibilities reflected in
the Amendment Is is a reflection of what Administration believed would best serve the State of
Idaho and the s(;hools.
I would note here that in our meeting, you made some insinuation that Administration conspired

with either ENA or Qwest to avoid the teaming agreement that Syringa and ENA had signed. I
asked Administration's Deputy Attorney General to look into that allegation specifically. Since
Shl~ has spoken to Administration staff and ENA, and I am now confident that there
our meeting, shl~
CQIlSpiraCY to avoid your teaming agreement with ENA. ENA confinned that it had
was no such c()IlSpiraCY
not been consulted about the division of responsibilities until it received a draft of Amendment 1
confinned that it had not provided a copy of or the information in the
in February. ENA also continued
teaming agreement to the State prior to the Deputy Attorney General's request for the same on
July 11,2009.

frustration, the fact is that Qwest was awarded the technical
While I understand Syringa's frustration.
of lEN (ie., the backbone). ENA was not. Just as both Syringa and IRON, the
services portion ofIEN
other backbone partner in ENA's proposal, are not directly benefitting from the lEN contract,
because of the division of responsibilities, some of Qwest's listed partners are not directly
benefitting from its lEN contract (e.g., Cisco Systems, Inc.). Ref. Qwest's Technical Proposal,
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pg.4-6. This is not the result of some conspiracy to "shut out" Syringa, IRON, or even Cisco~ it
is simply the natural consequence ofthe division ofwork
of work under the contracts.

Based upon this infonnation and my review of the multi-vendor award decision, Administration
will not alter its original decision nor wil1
will it alter the division of responsibilities set out in the
Amendment Is.
As an alternative, you asked that Syringa and other vendors be allowed to bid on the local loops.
After careful consideration of this request, and multiple conversations with Purchasing, the
OCIO and lEN statt: and Administration' s Deputy Attorney Genera~ I find that I cannot agree to
require ENA or Qwest to seek bids to provide local access (also known as the "last mile" or the
"local loop"). Jf J agreed to this requirement
requirement,1 Administration would be violating its contracts
with Qwest and ENA. Requiring Administration's two (2) CA)ntractors to seek bids for every
school would allow vendors who have not and did not participate in the competitive bidding
process when the RFP was issued, to now come in and undercut the two (2) contractors who did
CQsts are now known. Administration
participate in the process, particularly since the proposers' costs
would not allow this type ofprice undercutting in any other pro<:urement, and we will not require
it here.
It is, however. not only in the State's best interest, but also in Qwest
Qwesl and ENA's interests to keep
the costs of pn:)Viding services to the schools low. If costs are too high,
high. fewer schools will be
a part of ongoing
served by Qwesl, ENA, their respective partners, and the local providers. As a
CQst of providing services to
contract monitoring, the State will continue to monitor the cost
individual schools, and when a cost anomaly is identified the State may, at its discretion, ask
Administmtion will not direct.
direct Qwest or ENA to
Qwest or ENA to seek ahematives. However, Administrntion
seek competitive bids for each school nor will it direct ENA or Qwest to use a specific provider.
As a backbone: provider.
provider, if Syringa believes that it can provide services to a specific school
district cheaper, I would encourage
enoourage you to contact Clint Berry at Qwest, at (208) 364-3977. I
note that acconiing to Qwest's proposal, ''Qwest Wholesale has fuIly negotiated Interconnection
....o'" indicating that you have an
Agreements with Syringa Network companies that include: ..
existing agreement with Qwest. Ref. Qwest Technical Proposal, pg. 4.
Finally, you allege that either I or one of my staff have directed ENA andlor Qwest to .!lQt use
Syringa. I takle this allegation
aIIegation very seriously, and I asked Administration's Deputy Attorney
General to look into this aJIegation
aIIegation as well. As II stated in our meeting last week, I have never
tell or infer to
directed either ENA or Qwest to not use Syringa. II have not directed my staff to teU
ENA or Qwest Ito not use Syringa either.
Additionally, I have learned that no Administration staff have directed or inferred to either ENA
or Qwest not to use Syringa. In fact, Administration's staffconfirm
staff confirm that they have not been told
by me, Greg Zickau, or any other member of management to use or not to use any specific
provider; and they have not told ENA or Qwest to use or not to use any specific provider. I have
also learned that both ENA and Qwest confirm that they have not been directed by
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Administration to not use Syringa, and both confirm that Administration
Adm:inistration has not directed either
ofthem to use or not to use any specific provider.
I would like to thank you for sharing your concerns with me. While 1 recognize that these are
not the answers you were seeking, it is nonetheless my hope that Syringa will continue to be a
partner with the State of Idaho in providing network and telecommunication services to the State.
Sincerely,

9~L7J
9~L7J
GWARTNEY
J. MICHAEL OWARTNEY
Director
Cc

Greg Zickau, ChiefTecbnology Officer

Teresa Luna, eWef
CWef of Staff
Melissa Vandenberg, Deputy Attorney General
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TEAMING AGREEMENT
This teaming agreement is dated January 7, 2009 between Educntioll Networks of America, loc.,
Inc., a Delaware
corporation and its whollY-<Jwned
whoJlyoQwned subsidiary ENA Services, LLC, a Delaware limited liability corporation
(collectively "Eri6"). and Syringa Networks, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company ("S.Y!ID.M").

1. Definitions
(a) Confideliltial IoformatioD. "Confidential Infonnation" means any infonnation that is not generally
available to the public, whether of a technical, business. or other nature' and that the receiving party knows or has
rcason to know is confidential,
confidential. proprietary, or trade socret information of the disclosing party. Confidential
lnfonnation includes the Proposal and the tenns of this agreement. Confidential lnfonnation does not include
infonnation that is in the public domain through no breach of this Agreement by the receiving party or that is
already known or is independently developed by the receiving party.

(b) Prime CClDtract. "prime Contract" means the resultant contract(s) between ENA and/or Syringa with the
State of Idaho regarding
rcgarding the Project.
(c) Project. "1~"
proposal, request for quotation. invitation for bid, or
"1~" means that certain request for proposal.
similar invitation for (i)
(I) the provision of products or services in connection with the State of Idaho Request for
Proposal #RFP02160 to construct the Idaho Education Network ("lEN") and (ii) services provided under the
Prime Contract.
Cd)
(d) Proposnl "Proposal" means the written response to the Project.
(e) Syringa Members. "Syringa Members" refers to the companies that are members and owners of Syringa
Networks, LLC upon execution of this Agreement.
2.

TeRming

(a) Purpose. ENA is seeking to become either (i) the prime contrActor for the Project or (ii) the prime
p011ion of the Project which provides all services to s\~hoofs and libraries. If ENA or Syringa
contractor for the p0l1ion
are
arc awarded the Prime Contract,
Contract. ENA and Syringa shall enter into an agreement pursuant to which Syringa shall
C01Ulcctivity services statewide to ENA. The purpose of this agreement is to define the parties' respective
provide COlUlectivity
rights and obligations in connection with the Proposal, the Project,
Project. and the Prime Contract.

(b) Relationship. The parties agree that, as between the parties, ENA will be the prime contractor for either
(ii) the prime contractor for the portion of the Project wich provides all services to schools and
(i) the Project or (ji)
libraries, and, if RNA wins the Prime Contract, Syringa will provide connectivity services in connection with the
Project. The parties are and will be independent contractors with respect to this agreement and the Project.
asswnc the lead role in preparing the Proposal. Syringa shall provide such input.
(c) Proposal. ENA shall asswne
review and infonnation into the Proposal as is required to complete all requirements of the Request for Proposal.
betwecn the parties, ENA will assume the lead role for external communications
(d) Communications. As between
Proposal. unless mutually agreed to by both parties. Syringa shall promptly notify
regarding the Project and the Proposal,
authQrization prior to any response by Syringa in the event the customer or any employee
ENA and obtain ENA ':$ authorization
or officer ofthe executive or legislative branch of the State of Idaho contac.ts Syringa or vice-versa concerning the
Proposal.

(e) Joint Participation. Neither party shall participate in efforts related to submitting a Proposal, whether by
contr~u;tor or with another party, independently of the other party without the other party's prior
itself as a prime contr~u;tor
howevcr, is intended to preclude either party from fulfilling its
written consent. Nothing in this agreement however,
obligations, or from independently submitting proposals or perfomnng
perfomung work,
work. unrelated to the Project.
existing obligations.
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(f) Existing and Future Customer Relationships. Nothing in this agreement is intended to preclude either
pany from fulfilling its existing obligations to provide service under existing contracts or service agreements with
customers that may be eligible to receive service under the Project regardless if such obligations may be in
conflict with Section 2(e) above. Neither party shall enter into II new contract or future arrangement with any
customer that may be eligible to receive service under the Project without written approval of the other party,
w\reasonably wilhheld
withheld should the requesting party be able to prove that such a contract or
which shall not be w\feasonably
into in bad faith to the goals of the Project or the other party.
service arrangement will not be entered inlo

Confideutiality. Neither party shall disclose to any
(g) Confidentiality.
nny third party, or usc for any purpose other than in
furtherance of ENA's efforts to win the Prime Contract, any Confidentiallnfonnation of the olber party.
without liability upon any of the following events:
(h) Termination. This agreement will tenninate withollt
ProJcct;
(i) the customer
c\lstomer formally and finally rejects the Proposal or cancels the Project;
(ii) Either party notifies the other that it is ceasing its efforts with rcspectlO the Project, however such. a
n()tifil~ation shall not absolve either party of its obligations under Section 2(e) and 2(g) above;
(iii) the anni versary of this agreement in the absence of an award, extension, cancellation, or withdrawal
of the Project;

mutua.1 written agreement of the parties; or
(iv) mutual
e)(~utjon of the service agreement contemplated in Section 3(a) below.
(v) C)(~utjon

3.

Servicc Agreement

(a) Generally. IfENA wins the Prime Contract as provided in Section 2(a) above, the parties shall execute a
partnership agreeml:ot
includ.e any required flow-down provisions or
agreeml:nt as specified in this agreement that will also include
olher appropriate temlS similar to those set forth in the Prime Contract.

(b) ENA Rcsponsibilities. If ENA wins the Project as provided in Section 2(a) above, in connection with
perfonning the Prime Contract, ENA shall be responsible for the following functions for all participating schools
Oi) coordinating field service, (iii)
and libraries: (i) procuring and owning all customer premises equipment, (ii)
custorm:r relationship, (iv) serving as the fiscal and contra(;ting agent, including responsibilily
responsibility for
managing the eustorm:r
proviSioning last
invoicing and collections, (v) management of E-Rate funds, and (vi) proc:uring, managing, and provisioning
mile circuits.
(c) Syring..
Syring.. Respousibilities. If ENA wins the Project as provided in Section 2(a) above, in connection with
performing the Prime Contract, Syringa shall be responsible for (i) providing the statewide backbone for the
b:ackbone, (iii) providing for co-location
services, (ii) providing and operating a network operations center for the b:ackbone.
prOCuring and owning all customer premises equipment not provided by ENA,
of core network equipment, (iv) procuring
(v) coordinating field! :;ervice for non-school or library sites, (vi) managing the customer relationship for nonnon
school or library sites, lind (vii) procwing.
procwing, managing and provisioning last mile circuits for non-school or library
sites.

In addition, Syringa and Syringa Members shall have the first opportunity and first right of refusal to
provide last mile circuits delivered by ENA as part of this Project. ENA shall notify Syringa of all last mile
circuits needed for the Project. Syringa and Syringa Members shall have the fust
rust opportunity to provide ENA a
cost estimate, a statement of service and quality requirements of the last mile circuits proposed to be provided by
Syringa or Syringa Me:mbers and a timeJine
timeline for providing such last mile circuits. After reviewing the Syringa or
Syringa Member proposal(s), ENA may seek proposals from other providers. ENA shall award the contract for
providers
last mile circuits (0 Syringa or Syringa Members unless the following conditions are met: (i) such olher prOViders
Oi) stich
can provide such last mile circuits meeting or exceeding the quality requirements requested by ENA and (ii)
ntile circuits at a better price than that proposed by Syringa or Syringa
other providers can provide such last mile

·2
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Members; after Syringa and Syringa Members have an opportunity to match the lower price point or (iii) if the
i:ircwts proposed by Syringa or Syringa Members would resuJ[
result in a prime
timcframe for providing such last mile i:ircuits
soliciting proposals from any other
contract default for ilUlbility 10
to deliver service in a timely roalUler. In soliciling
providers, ENA shall maintain the confidentiality of Syringa or Syringa Members' proposal.
(d) Joint R€!SPODsibilities. If ENA wins the Project, in colUlection with performing the Prime Contract, the
eKlsting camcr
carrier relationships, (ii)
parties shall jointly be responsible for (i) leveraging the best price from eKisting
addit:ional carrier relationship for the purposes of this project and (iii) interfacing between last mile
developing additional
Additionally. if selected for the Project, the parties shall also have Project
circuits and Syringa's backbone. Additionally,
review meetings, in a location and malUler to be agreed upon in advance of the meeting, to ensure successful
execution and high. levels of customer satisfaction; such meetings shall occur not less than once per calendar
quarter.
4. General. The parties can amend this agreement only by a written agreement of the parties that identifies
itself as an amendment to this agreement. The parties can waive this agreement only by a writing executed by the
to be enforced. Each party shall pay its own fees and expenses
party or parties against whom the waiver is sought 10
(including, without limitation, the fees and ellpenses of its agents, representatives, attorneys, and accountants)
negotiation. drafting.
drafting, execution, delivery, and performance of this agreement and
incurred in connection with the negotiation,
rights under this agreement, except with the
the transactions it contemplates. Neither party may assign any of its rig.hts
prior written conSI!nt
conSI=nt of the other party. All assigrunents of rights are prohibited under the preceding sentence,
whethc:r they are vOIWltary
VO!Wltary or involuntary, by merger, consolidation, dissolution, operation of law or any other
marmer. Any change of control transaction is deemed an assignment hereunder. Neither party may delegate any
perfonnancc Wlder this agreement. Any purported assignment of rights or delegation of performance in violation
of this agreement is void.

ENA

SYRINGA
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1:

Terms and Conditions and Solicitation Instructions to Vendors are hereby
Incorporated by reference Into this sollcttatlon as 11 set forth herein In their entirety,
and are located on tha Internet st
!mQ:Jladm.lda~.!tl18SllJglpurch
.lngrul".hbnl.. If you do not have Internet
!mQ:Jladm.lda~.!tl1UllJglpurch
. .lngrul".hbDl..
access, you may contact the DIY. of Purchasing at 208-327-7465 to obtain a copy. The
Standard Contract Terms and Conditions and Solicitation Instructions to Vendors shall
apply to Ihls solicitation and the State of Idaho Standard Comract Terms and
Conditions shall apply to any contract resulting from this solicitation. Fsllure by any
submitting vendor to obtain a copy of such shall In no way constitute or be deemed a
waiver by the State of either document, or any part of them. No liability wiD be
assumed by the Division of Purchasing for a submitting vendor's failure to consider
the Stale of Idaho Standard COntract
Contract Terms and Conditions in Its
Ita response to the
solicItation.
solicitation.

2:

RFP DOWNLOAD INSTRUCTIONS: Onerors must download attachments (open, save,
or print document(a) on their own computer system), enter pricing where Indicated,
complete any other required
requIred Information, sign the Request for Proposal (RFP)
aignature
signature page, and return the completed solicitation response package to the Idaho
Division
DivisIon of Purchasing on or before the proposal closing date and time.

3:

NEGOTIATIONS: The State
Slate may, following receipt and evaluation of bids or proposals
and any allowed Best and Final Offer procedures, negotiate with the apparent low
responsive and responsible bidder. Prior to authorizing negotiations the Administrator,
Division of Purchasing, shall determine in writing
wrlt/ng that negotiations may be In the best
Interest of the State.
Slate. In addllion to any other negotiation criteria described in the
specifications, the State may.
may, for example, negotiate to ensure the SUbmitting
submitting vendor
has a clear
tha scope of work required and reqUirements
requirements that must
elser understanding of the
be met, ensure that the vendor will make available the required personnel and facilities
to satisfactorily
sallsfactorlly perform the contract, or agree to any clarifications regarding scope of
work or other contract terms. During negotiation, adequate procedures will be used to
ensure that dlscfosure
dlSCfosure of any information, including price, from competing proposals
is not revealed. If negotiations are unsucceesful,
unsuccessful, they shall be formally terminated and
the State may undertake negotiations with the next ranked submitting vendor.

4:

BEST AND FINAL OFFERS: The State may, at its
Its sole option, either accept an offerors
onerors
Initial proposal by award of a contract or enter Into discussions with ofterors whose
proposals are deemed to be reaaonabfy susceptible of being considered for award.
Offerors should submit their best proposals Initially aa there Is no guarantee the State
will conduct discussions. During the Initial evaluation process,
procesa, offerors proposals
deemed Incapable of meeting the scope" need. of the RFP In a satisfactory manner
may be removed from further consideration durIng
during any best & final one,
offer phase.
Ourlng
Ouring the evaluation phase " any discussions conducted.
conducted, adequate procedures will
proposals are kept under s1r1ct
be used to ensure that lhe contents of the offerors proposal.
security " disclosure of any Information
information from competing proposals Is prohibited.
If diSCUSSions are deemed necessary, they may be used to detennlne
delanoln. in greeter
greater detail
the offerors
offeror. quallftcatfons,
qualifications, explore with the offeror the scope " nature of the project,
determine that
facilities to
thIIt the offeror will make .,ailable the necessary personnel" facllitfes
perform within the required
compensation which Is fair " reasonable.
reqUired time, or discuss compenSldlon
The primary purpose
sUCh dlllCussions
discussions will be to .ssure
oNeror has full
purpoae of any such
assure that the offeror
understanding of Ihe solicitation
solicitatIon requirements.
& time for receipt of
The State wift schedule •a time tor
for the discussions" provide.
provide a date
date"
beat " final ofhrs. If during dlSCU88lana
discussions Ihent
there Is • need tor
for clarification or change of
the RFP It shall be amended to Incorporate such clarifICation
c1artflcation or change.
Offeror. win be accorded fair
& equal treatment with respect to any opportunity tor
Offerors
faIr"
for
dlSQl$Slona
proposals. " the offeror does not submit a notice of
dl&c;U$Slons ,.
& revISions
revisions of proposal•.
withdrawal or a best &
,. final oller,
offer, once a date
date"
time has been established for receipt
& tIme
of best and final offers,
olters, the offerors Initial or Immediate previous offer will be
construed asfts
final offer.
as fts beat
best ,.
& tlnal

oners.

5:

Shipping: Prices must be stated es FOB-DHtination, unless otherwise Indicated In the
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6:

Ellecutive
Ellecutlve Order 2007-09
[hRp:J/gov.ldaho.gov/medlacenter/execordersleo07/eo_2007
_09.html] requires the
[hRp:J/gov.ldaho.gov/medlacenter/execordersleo07/eo_2007_09.html]
Dlvlalon of Purchasing In the Department of Administration to develop policies and
procedures to ensure that all vendors ...klng
...klng to enter into a service contract with the
State or • contract to develop, sell or Ie.se software to the State of Idaho disclose
where work will be performed. H
proposal Is for services or the
ff bid, quote, or propONlls
development, leaaallicensing
.ubmlt a completed
leaaellicensing of software, the proposer must .ubmft
disclosure form located at
http://adm.ldaho.gov/purchaslnglTClI1nltructlons_Execullve_Orde,-2007-()9.pdf.No
hltp:l/Bdm.ldaho.gov/purchaslnglTClI1nltrUctlons_Execullve_Orde,-2007-()9.pdf. No
contract can be awarded to a supplier until the Division of Purchasing has this
completed form.

PUBLIC
other "Public
PUB LIC AGENCY CLAUSE: Contract price. shaH be extended to other·
Public
Agencies· as defined in
In Section
SectIon 167-2327 of the Idaho Code, which reads: ·PubUc
Agency· means any city or political subdivision
SUbdivision of this state, Including,
InclUding. but not limited
to counties; school districts; highway districts; port authorities; Instrumentalities of
counties; cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the State of
Idaho. It will be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract (I.B.,
II..
..ue purchase orders) with the vendor and/or comply with any other applicable
provisions of Idaho Code governing pUblic
public c(K'ltraets.
c(K'ltracts.

0'

7:

Question: Will you honor this Public Agency l~auS8?
l~auS8? Please clearty Indicate answer in
the "Comments"
"Comments· fleld.

8:

Quantities given are eatlmated for bidding purposes only. Actual quantities ordered
may vary. The State does not guarantee and s.hall
shall not be held liable for the estimated
quantlUes In the solicitation.

9:

Award will be ALL-OR-NONE based on grand total of extended unit prices bid.
ELECTRONIC RESPONSE: Unless otherwlse
otherwise specified, this solicitatIOn
soliCitatIOn may be
responded to electronically by scrolling down to the bottom of the page and
submitting a price, entering any comments, and uploading any required documents.

10:

11:

MANUAL RESPONSE: If It i. neceasary for you to respond manually,
manual/y, you must contact
the buyer and request that a special signature page be mailed, e-mailed, or faxed to
manually, print thl. entire solicitation document Including any
you. If rNpOndlng manually.
anachments, enter your pricing, and send it with the manually signed and completed
algnature page and any other
o1her required documents to the buyer at the Division of
Purchasing 110 that It Is
1. delivered by the closing date and time listed above. 00 NOT
FAX your response. "H mailed, address it to: DIvision of Purchasing, POBox 83720,
Boise, ID 83720-0075.
83720-0D75. If hand delivered or sent by courier service, deliver or send it to:
Division
Boise, 1083706-1231.
Dlvfslon 01 Purchasing, 5569 Kendall Street, 801",1083706-1231.

DO NOT SUBMrr ELECTRONIC RESPONSES. FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTIONS FOR
MANUAL SUBMISSION CONTAINED IN THE RFP. NOTE THE BIDDERS' CONFERENCE
INFORMATION CONY
AlNED IN THE RFP. ENSURE YOU DOWNLOAD THE
CONYAlNED
TELECOMMUNICATIONS SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDIT1ONS.

AGENCY PROMPT Payment TerIM: Fill out this section only" you offer a cllacount
cIIacount for the agency making Its
payment to you promptly

Discount Terms;
Terms:

1·0

Tenna Text:
TeRM

J
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example: 5.25% :; .0525

example: 5.25'% I 30 net 31 days",
days'" 30 net 31

NoIe:
Note: Discount and Term. pertain to each Item on thl. Solicitation. Changing lhe amount changes It for ALL Items
previously subml1tted.

IIems:
Solicitation Items:
Item Number: 001

Solicitation Nbr: P2009002160

Glick on a link below to view the file.
Hight-click
(Internet Explorer) or Save link As
Hight-elick and click Save Target As (Inlemet
(Mozilla/Ne1scape)
(MozillalNe1scape) to save it to your computer.
Filename

FIle
File
Attachments:
3 file(s) found.

Description

RFP02160 APPEN C ~HRU RFP Appendlcles e-E
C-E
-:.et<K.;
-=-CtCK.;

31gnature
31gnllture Plat lIB RFP~ Mandatory Signature Page
nf.f'g2tl!~L\ID:tLAPJ!.Eli.Ado.!<
Appendix A
nf.f'02t!!~LwrrtLAPJ!.EliAdo.!<RFP with AppendiX

Quantity:

Unit of Measure:
YEAR

5

Commodity Code:
91!io Sl915-51

Description:
COMMUNICATIONS ,'NO
j'ND RELATED SERVICES
Idaho EducaUon Network related services

Item
IIem 001 Re8ponse

I
.

Recycle Status:

Unlt(YEAR) Pricl~
Pricl~ In US DOLlARS and CENTS: $

I

I.

ExtencJed
Extended Price In US DOLLARS and CENTS:
PrIce)
(Quantity· Unit Price)

$1 000

~i========~======:;:==~=;;;:::;~=;;~===~=:==;;;:::;=;:=:;:::~~===:=u:=::nlt
Unit
ExtE

e--.J
c--l

Upload I Manage alreltdy
alrelidy uploaded File(s):
Flle(s): ("
('

Attachmen1s:
Number of Current Attachments:

r

Optionally, please
pl.se supply:

I
Manufactu
..... Name: I
Manufactu,..,.
Retail Price:

For Item 1

Manufacturer ID:

J
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Manufacturer Part Nbr:

I

Manufacturer URL:

I

Item IdentlftcaHon
Identlftcatlon 10: , . - - - - - - - - -

Total
Extended
Price:

1--1--
You will receive an on-screen and an email confirmation of your r..ponse.
ruponse.
th
... conllrmatlons, pfease contact the Sicommnet Help Desk
th...
syP.m!rt.'!comm,.O!~j
at 800.575.9955 option 2 or email to: sYP.m!J1.'!comm
•.o!~j

If lfOU do not receive

OCopyrighl 1998-2008 S,oommnet.
_RespO!\(!
Sloommnel. Inc. All rights reserved. rtBIP
rfBIP_Respon<!
When applicable. the S;C(,mrnnel
Sicc,mrnnel SOM
SQM governs transaction fees. Please review on a "'"JIltar basis.
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration

C.L. "BUTCH"

Division ofPurcbasiog
650 West State Street (83702)
P. O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0075

OTTI~R

Governor
MIKE GWARTNEY
Director
BILL BURNS
Administrator

Telephone (208) 327-7465
FAX (208) 327-7320
http:J'-.adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/
http:Jt-.adm.idaho.gov/purchasing/

SIGNATURE PAGE For Use with a Manually Submitted Invitation to Bid (lTB} or Request for PrOPOsal (RFP) Response
Bids or proposals and pricing information shall be prepared by typewriter or in ink and shall be signed in ink by an authorized
representative of the submitting vendor. Two (2) copies of the bid or proposal shall be submitted, one (1) original and one (1) photocopy
of the original, unless the RFP solicitation instructions spedfy otherwise. AT LEAST ONE BID OR PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY THE
OHIGINAL (NOT PHOTOCOPIED) SIGNATURE.
VENDOR MUST BE AN ORIGINAL
NO LIABILITY WILL BE ASSUMED BY THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING FOR A VENDOR'S FAILURE TO OBTAIN THE TERMS AND
Y ISSUED SOLICITATION ADDENDUMS IN A TIMELY MANNER FOR USE IN THE VENDOR'S
CONDITIONS AND ANY PHOPERL
PHOPERLY
RESPONSE TO THIS SOLICITATION OR ANY OTHER FAILURE BY THE VENDOR TO CONSIDER THE TERMS, CONDITIONS, AND
ANY AODENDUMS IN THE: VENDOR'S RESPONSE TO THE SOLICITATION.

The words "SEALED BID" and the bid number must be noted on the outside of your SEALED BID package. To insure that your SEALED
BID is handled property,
properly, thE! following information must be placed in the lower left comer of your bid package:
SEALED BID
BUYER;
SEALED BID FOR:
BfDNUMBER:
CLOSES:
Send your sealed bid package to:

Division of Purchasing
PO Box 83720
Boise, 10 8372(}..()()75
83720-0075

When sending packages by FedEx, UPS, or other Couriers:
Division of Purchasing
650 West State Street
Boise, 10 83702
This ITB or RFP response is submitted in accordance with all documents and provisions of the specified Bid Number and Title detailed
below. By my signature below I accept the STATE OF IDAHO STANDARD CONTRACr TERMS AND CONDmONS and the
SOLICITIATION
10/02107 as incorporated by reference into this solicitation. As the undersigned,
SOLlCITfATION INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS dated 10I02I07
undersigned. I
certify I am authorized to sign and submit this response for the Bidder or Offeror. t further acknowledge I am responsible for reviewing
and acknowledging any addl~ums
add.~ums that have been issued for this solicitation.
Please complete the following information:

BIDDER/OFFEROR (Compalny Name)
ADDRESS
ADDRESS

_

BID Number: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ BlOnDe: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
__

CITY, ST, ZIP _ _ _ _.
TOLLFREE _ _ _ _ __

_________
PHONE _______________________
__
_ _ _ _ _PHONE

FAX
FAX ____________ ._ _ _ _ _E-MaiI _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
FEIN/SSN# _ _ _ __
FEIN/SSN'
THIS SIGNATURE PAGE MUST BE SIGNED WITH AN ORIGINAl HANDWRITTEN SIGNATURE EXECUTED IN INK AND
RETURNED WITH YOUR BID OR PROPOSAL FOR YOUR BID OR PROPOSAL TO BE CONSIDERED!

Original Signature (Manually Signed in Ink)

Dale
Date

Please type or Print Name

litle
TItle

001867 DOA014782

Disclosure Pursuant to Executive Order 2007-09

AppliH
Appll.. only to Bids, Quotes, or Proposals offering services or the development, sal. or leasellicensing of
software. "your Bid, Quote, or Propoaal dON
does not Involve 1m. of those, do not complete.
Name of Vendor

_
_
__
__
__
__
_ BID Number:
__
__
__
__
_
_

Pursuant to Executive Order 2007-09,
2007-09. the vendor named above hereby discloses:

By Vendor. Services under any resulting contract, or related to the development sale or Ieasellicensing
leasellicensing of computer
software under any resulting contract will be performed by vendor in the fonowing countries (including the United States):
Country

Desaiption of work

Bv subcontractor(s}: Services
leasellicensing of
services under any resulting contract, or related to the development, sale or lease/licensing
computer software under any resulting
reSUlting contract will be performed by subcontractors of vendor in the following countries
(including the United States):
Country

Description of work and subcontractor name

001868 DOA014783

The selected exceptions to Executive Order 2007-09 should apply.

_ _ The vendor or itl~ subcontractor provides a unique service or software and no comparable domestically provided
service or software can adequately match the unique features of that provided by the vendor or its subcontractor; or
_ _ The vendor or its
products to a foreign country; or
itl; subcontractor is a foreign firm hired to market Idaho services or prodUCts
_ _ The vendor Of its subcontractor maintains a Significant
significant business presence in the United States and will perform
only a de minim us portion of work under the contract outside the United States.
Please provide a brief narrative to explain each of the exceptions identified. Add additional pages if necessary.

001869DOA014784
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PROPOSE,D CLASSROOM EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
................................................................. Error! Bookmark not defined.
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1.0

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

The following dates are tentative and subject to amendmtmt
BIDDERS Conference: 29 December 2008
Deadline to Receive Emailed Questions on RFP02160: 5 January 2008
RFP02160 Closing Date and Time: 12 January 2009, 5PM. MST

2.0

DEHNITIONS

24 x 7 x 52: Stands for "twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, and fifty-two weeks
per year." When used, this term describes access, services or support that is expected to be
available at all times during a year.

Access Point: A physical connection between a User's private network and the commercial
Internet that facilitates exchanging e-mail, transferring files, viewing public web pages,
delivering streaming audio and video, using voice over IP ("VoIP")
("V DIP") and enabling other value
valueadded hosted services.
Appropriation: Legislative authorization to expend public funds for a specific purpose. Money set
spe:cific use.
apart for a spe:citic
Award: All purchases, leases, or contracts which are based on competitive proposals will be awarded
according to the provisions in the Request for Proposal. The State reserves the right to reject any or
all proposals, wholly or in part, or to award to multiple bidders in whole or in part. The State reserves
the right to w~live any deviations or errors that are not material, do not invalidate the legitimacy of the
proposal, and do not improve the bidder's competitive position. All awards will be made in a manner
deemed in the best interest of the State.
Bell Schedules: Public School terminology for the scheduling of daily classes. Bell Schedules need

to be taken into account when it comes to scheduling of Synchronous Distance Learning experiences
and other disumce learning programs\activities that are real-time dependent.
Bid Bond: Ensures that bidder will enter into the contract and is retained by the State from the date of
the bid openin:g to the date of contract signing.

Business: Any corporation, partnership, individual, sale proprietorship, joint-stock company, joint
venture, or any other private legal entity.

Calendar Day:: Every day shown on the calendar, Saturday, Sundays and holidays included.
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Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA): The Children's Internet Protection Act (CIPA)
is a federal law enacted by Congress to address concerns about access to offensive content
over the Internet on school and library computers. CIPA imposes certain types of
requirements on any school or library that receives funding for Internet access or internal
connections from the E-rate program -a program that makes certain communications
technology more affordable for eligible schools and libraries.

CMFONI: A
A high speed, fiber-optic-based network serving the Capitol Mall. CMFONI
facilitates state agencies' connectivity to a variety of networked-based services including the
commercial Internet.
Cost Effective: Defined as meeting both the economic needs of the State, and is a solution
that is leading edge in terms of networking equipment, associated system protocols and
industry best practices.
Contract: The agreement between the Contractor and the State. Contract shall be comprised
proposaJ in its entirety, the Request for proposal document and all
of the Proposer's proposal
attachments l~ither
I~ither written or electronic, and the terms and conditions set forth for the
Request for proposal within sicommnet (stated and referenced).

Contractor: The Vendor to whom the State awards a Contract for this purchase.
Customer Owned and Maintained Equipment ("COAM"): Telecommunications,
networking or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by a Mandatory or
Voluntary User and which connects a User's private network to a Proposer's commercial
Internet Serviice. COAM may be located in a building occupied by Users or in co-location
facilities operated by a Proposer. In any case, the User retains title to such equipment and is
responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.
Education Entity: As defined by 67-5745D, Idaho Education Network, an education entity is any
public school district; including public Charter schools, educational service units, libraries;
community college; state college; or nonprofit private postsecondary educational institutions.
E-Rate: E-RaLte is a Federal Funding program administered by the Schools and Libraries Division
(SLD) of the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) on behalf of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) that provides financial discounts to help schools obtain
affordable telecommunications and Internet access.

Evaluated: A requirement or specification that will receive evaluation points that will be
used in detemlining the award(s).

Flexible: Vendors proposals for proposed lEN network designs need to be flexible in terms
t~xisting legacy technologies (e.g. Microwave systems, IdaNet, etc.) and also in
of leveraging l~xisting
terms of interfacing with State Core Network Core Legacy equipment (e.g. Cisco
routers\Switchl~s\ASRs, Checkpoint firewalls, Polycom and TANDBURG
T ANDBURG VTC equipment
routers\switchl~s\ASRs,
etc).
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IA W: In Accordance With (lAW)
IAW:
lEN: Idaho Education Network (IEN)
lEN RFP IDGHLIGHTED AREAS: Highlighted areas within the base docwnent (minus
attached appendixes) of this RFP are provided to guide respondents in their efforts to prepare
their respective RFP responses, as mandatory requirements have been identified in these
select areas for Vendors to provide the State in submission of their proposals. Note that
vendors are highly encouraged to provide additional infonnation in other areas not
specifically tagged as mandatory infonnation items.
ITRMC: Infonnation Technology Resource Management Council. ITRMC reviews and
evaluates th,e infonnation technology and telecommunications systems presently in use by
State agencies, recommends and establishes statewide policies.
policies, and prepares statewide short
and long-range information technology and telecommunications plans.
Idaho Opti4~al
Opti4~aI Network (IRON): A commercial broadband provider that will facilitate
advanced networking among institutions in Idaho and the Northern Tier States. Participants
goverrunent, and partner
include institutions of research, education, health care, state govermnent,
organizations that support research, education, and economic development in Idaho and the
States of the Northern Tier. Specific network information conceming IRON can be found at
http://ironforidaho.netl.
the following URL: http://ironforidaho.net/.

(M): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (M), indicating that
compliance is mandatory, non-compliance will result in immediate disqualification and no
further evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State reserves the right to determine
whether the proposal meets the specification stated within thi:s solicitation.
(ME): Where a specification or requirement has an assigned code of (ME), indicating thaI
compliance is mandatory, and will also be evaluated and scored; non-compliance will result
in immediate disqualification and no further evaluation of the proposal will occur. The State
reserves the light to determine whether the proposal meets the specification stated within this
solicitation.
Mandatory lUser(s): Mandatory User(s) are all departments and institutions of state
government referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(i), including but not limited to
departments, agencies, commissions, councils and boards, which must be provided Internet
services under this RFP and any awarded contract.
Ofii<:e of the CIO, State ofIdaho.
OCIO: Offi<:e

Proposer: A vendor who has submitted a proposal in response to this request for proposals
for property to 'be acquired by the state.
Property: Goods, services, parts, supplies and equipment, both tangible and intangible,
including, but nonexclusively, designs, plans, programs, systems, techniques and any rights
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and interests in such property. This tenn also includes concession services and rights to
access or use state property or facilities for business purposes.
Proposal: A written response including pricing infonnation to a request for proposals that
describes the solution or means of providing the property requested and which proposal is
considered an offer to perfonn a contract in full response to the request for proposals. Price
may be an evaluation criterion for proposals, but will not necessarily be the predominant
basis for contract award.
Proprietary Information: Proprietary information is defined as trade secrets, academic and
scientific rest~arch work which is in progress and unpublished, and other information which if
released would give advantage to business competitors and serve no public purpose.
Agellcy: Has the meaning set forth in Idaho Code §67-2327. The tenn generally
Public Agency:
refers to any political subdivision of the state of Idaho, including, but not limited to, counties;
cities; school districts; highway districts; and port authorities;, instrumentalities of counties,
ofldaho.
cities or any political subdivision created under the laws of the state ofidaho.
QoS: Quality or Service. QoS refers to the capability of a network to provide better service to
selected network traffic over various technologies, including FramE: Relay, Asynchronous Transfer
Mode (ATM), Ethernet and 802.1 networks, SONET, and IP-routed networks that may use any or all
of these underlying technologies.
Representatj've: Includes an agent, an officer of a corporation or association, a trustee, executor or
Representsti've:
administrator of an estate, or any other person legally empowered to act for another.
Request for J'roposal (RFP): All documents, whether attached or incorporated by reference, utilized
for soliciting <:ompetitive proposals.
Responsible Proposer: A proposer who has the capability in all respects to perform fully the
contract requirements, and the experience, integrity, perseverance, reliability, capacity,
facilities, equ.ipment, and credit which will assure good faith performance.
Responsive I)roposer: A proposer that has submitted a timely proposal or offer that
confonns in a.ll material respects with the submission and format requirements of the RFP,
and has not qualified or conditioned their proposal or offer.
Sicommnet or Sicomm: State's e-Procurement applications service provider.
Scalable: Proposed Vendor solutions need to be scalable in terms of future growth, without
major build outs or "fork lift" equipment upgrades required in later Phases of this lEN
project. It must also be scalable in terms of providing quality services support (e.g. QoS,
Bandwidth, reliability, etc.) to all areas of the State of Idaho, where education, library and
State entities are located.
Shall: Denotes the imperative, required, compulsory or obligatory.
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Solicitation: The process of notifying prospective bidders or offerors that the State of Idaho wishes to
receive proposals for furnishing services. The process may consist of public advertising. posting
notices, or mailing Request for Proposals and/or Request for Proposal announcement letters to
prospective bidders, or all of these.

State: 8tat(: of Idaho government.
Users: Mandatory or Voluntary User(s), as defined herein, or both, as the case may be.

OYroed and Managed Equipment ("VOME"): Telecommunications, networking
Vendor (horned
or server equipment owned, operated and maintained by the Proposer, or its partners, which
is integral to i1 Proposer's provisioning of basic or value-added commercial Internet services.
VOME may be located in a building occupied by a User, in co-location facilities operated by
the Proposer, or in the Proposer's backbone. In any case, the: Proposer retains title to such
equipment amd is responsible for insuring it against damage or loss.
Voluntary lUser(s): Voluntary User(s) are institutions of higher education and elected
officers in the executive department, as referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(ii) and the
legislative alnd judicial departments as referenced in Idaho Code § 67-5747(a)(iii)
67-S747(a)(iii) along with
a Public Agency, as defined herein, which may be provided commercial Internet services
under this RFP and any awarded contract.
VTC: Video Teleconferencing
W AN: Wide: Area Network. A communications network that connects computing devices
over geographically dispersed locations.
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3.0

GENERAL INFORMATION

3.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

High-speed broadband access and connectivity are vital for economic growth, global
competitiven4~ss, education, innovation and creativity. Ensuring high-speed broadband access for all
competitiven4!ss,
students has become a critical national issue especially when considering preparing our students for
work and life in the 2}" Century. The Governor and our legislature:, as well as members of our greater
Idaho educational community, recognize the need for providing robust high-speed broadband access
to all of our S1t.ate public schools, as it will accelerate our teachers' ability to teach and our students'
ability to learn. Through recent legislative efforts, several key issues facing our educational
institutions halve been identified as well as specific requirements for our state and public school
districts to mf:et in implementing high-speed broadband access in their schools.

Key Issues:
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

OUf Idaho public schools need high-speed broadband access to effectively create rigorous,
Our
technology-infused learning environments.
Our tf:aGhers need guaranteed, long-term access to high-speed broadband to enrich the
curriculum to include technology applications such as videoconferencing and distance
learning.
developmentOur tea(:hers
tfa(:hers also need high-speed broadband access for professional development
"currently the supply of certified teachers in the State of Idaho does not meet the demand;
additionally, our rural schools struggle to fill their classified staff positions due to low salary
wages established by current funding formulas"}
Our Administrators need high-speed broadband access to conduct on-line assessments and to
access data for effective decision making.
take advantage of a wide
Our students need high-speed broadband access in their schools to lake
range of new and rich educational tools and resources available for anytime, anywhere
learning.
Our students also need high-speed broadband access to overcome the digital divide in rural
and low socio-economic areas.
Our ability to provide adequate funding to support our public schools remains a
critical issue in our abilities to execute this lEN initiative, as the State of Idaho is
currently mandating even more severe budget cuts to all state entities given the weak
state of our economy; however that said, the Governor and Legislators, supporting of
slate
I 0 lEN budget request,
this lEN project are pressing forward with a conservative 20 I0
given the fact that our children our Idaho's economic future and we must continue to
invest in their future success.

1 Idaho Rural Education Task Force. 2008 Legislative Report
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Vision:
The State of Idaho will aClively
actively pursue and contract for a lotal
total solution, education-focused managed
internet network service provider that can leverage existing state infrastructure and contracts with
multiple telecommunications, cable and utility providers to provide the essential foundation and
associated services support for our lEN network. Recent studies of other successful statewide
implementation efforts have shown that this model is the most cost effective and expeditious means to
provide a cohe:,ive, statewide, education-centric network that best meets the current and future
requirements of high-speed connectivity, service offerings and enterprise management services.

Approach:
iml>I<:mentation approach has been established per Idaho House Bill No.
A phased im!>I<:mentation
543 -Idaho Education Network. Specifically, the First Phase will connect each public high school
with a scalab,le,
scalab,ie,. high-bandwidth connection, including connections to institutions of higher education
as necessary; Subsequent Phase Considerations include:
• Connec:tivity to each elementary and middle school.
• The lILddition of libraries to the lEN.
• The migration of state agency locations from current technology and services.

Funding Mdbodology:
Given the current state budgetary constraints, coupled with the urgency to qualify for Federal
Government E-Rate funding, for this lEN effort, the State is releasing this RFP with limited funding.
The work out'lined in this RFP, and therefore any award, is contingent upon approval of legislative
appropriation:•.
appropriation:•. It is also contingent upon the Federal Government approving the State's E-Rate
application (due Feb 1,2009). The State is requesting legislative appropriations in 2009 for FY 2010.
Any contract arising from this RFP shall be contingent upon approval of the appropriation, the
State's qualification for Federal E-rate funding, and the selected service providers meeting the
Federal E-Rate :funding qualifications. Anticipated approval and re,lease of State funding would be I
Ju\
Jul 09, along with any associated E-Rate dollars.
ofth(~se contingencies, the service provider shall not begin work until after 7-1-09, and then
Because ofth<~se
only if the abovc~
abovc~ contingencies are met (unless a supplemental appropriation is approved by the
legislature before 7-1-09). The state does not expect or require the successful service provider to do
any work specified by this RFP prior to 7-\-09.
7-1-09, and the successful service provider shall not make
any reliance or have any claim for work performed prior to 7-1-09, or prior to the named
contingencies being met.

Summary:
Preparing our :>tudents
~>tudents for the increasingly competitive global marketplace of the 2) 51 century is
critical to improving our state's economy. Education stakeholders, especially teachers and students,
must have reliable and high speed access to networked tools to improve their ability to communicate
and learn in a more collaborative environment. Development of a high-speed broadband, scalable
communications infrastructure that leverages existing State resources to aggregate disparate networks
into a multipurpose lEN backbone infrastructure extending from the Southern part ofIdaho,
ofldaho, to the
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'.

,

State will significantly enhance broadband
Central, Eastern and Northern Panhandle regions of the Stale
communicatiions to every public school and library entity in the State.
Follow-on phases of this lEN initiative include migration of our state agencies onto this lEN
backbone and enhancement of rural bandwidth to public entities through aggregation of this
bandwidth. Benefits of the proposed Idaho Education Network model include lower network costs,
effici,ency, interoperabi lity of systems providing video courses and opportunities, more
greater effici,ency.
affordable Internet access, and better use of Federal E-Rate and other government funding resources.

3.2

(ME) SCOPE OF PURCHASE

The State of Idaho desires to contract with a qualified industry partner or partners to establish

a long-term relationship to design and implement the Idaho Education Network (lEN).
The objective: of this RFP, as slated in the Executive Summary above, is to create a network
environment that will meet the needs ofK-12 distance learning environment, as defined in 67-5745D,
and passed by the Idaho Legislature. This will include video services (Interactive and Streaming),
Internet services, amJ wide area data
Jata lransport. In addition lo
institutions and
anJ our
to serving the K-12 instilutions
State Libraries (See Appendix A), it will also be used to serve entities that are not E-Rate eligible,
such as highe:r
higher (:<lucation (community colleges, state colleges and universities) and State Agencies.
Iliigible entities will apply for E-Rate discounts.
Only E-Rate digible
The intent oflthis RFP process is to seek proposals from industry eJ'perts for achieving the purpose
and goals oftlhe lEN as established by the legislature. Rather than defining a specific technology,
architecture or network design, the Department of Administration is
i, providing broad guidelines only
and relying on industry expertise to design and propose a network capable of meeting these
requirements.
Within the context of this RFP, the State is asking potential industry partners to describe a
business model that they will initiate to service the State of Idaho lEN network. As stated
above the Stat(: is looking for an industry partner or partners who will take the initiative in
areas of network design, network management to include operations, maintenance and
accounting pJrOcesses.
pmcesses. It should be noted that highest consideration will be given to the
Partner or Partners presenting the best and most cost effective "total end- to-end service
support solution" and supporting network architecture, which is also compliant with the
specifications of this RFP.
Bidders must also have a service provider identification number from the Universal Service
Administrative: Company and be eligible to participate in the Universal Service Fund discount
program for telecommunications services provided to the E-Rate eligible entities. Bidders agree to
provide any di:>counts, including any accrued credits, for which the entity is eligible under the
Universal Service Fund for school telecommunications services. Bidders will, at their own expense,
prepare and me all carrier documents and reports required for the eligible entities to receive the
benefit of such discounts and credits. Proposer's Service Provider Identification Number (SPIN),
issued to Bidd(:rs
Bidd~:rs by the Universal Service Administrative Company, must be included in the
responding bid.
Bidders are required to identify strategies to the State on how Bidders intend to transition the current
contractual environment of the entities to their proposed solutions (See Appendix: 4). Currently, there
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is a myriad of different broadband service provider contracts associated with each K12
K 12 school, library
listed in Appendix A. Each of these has their own contract expiration dates, which Bidders will have
to identify a.nd develop an appropriate transition plan accordingly. Bidders are encouraged to partner,
whenever possible with these local service providers, in the development of their transition plans.
of these proposed migration plans need to be included in Bidders RFP responses.
Copies ofthese

3.2.1 Project Overview
The objective of this section of the RFP is to identify a Contractor or Contractors that will design,
develop, and implement high-speed data connectivity that will meet the current and future
tclecommun ications needs of eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful
telecommun
Contractor or Contractors will provide a cost-effective, scalable, and flexible high-speed data
transport service that can interconnect all entities listed in Appendix A. This RFP is for the first phase
of a multi-pbase project for connectivity to the Idaho Education Network (lEN). Connectivity in
subsequent phases of this project will include public elementary, middle schools, state libraries with
connections to higher educational institutions as required. The final phase of this project will include
migration of state government entities to this lEN network backbone, with the exception of IdaNet,
which may nef:d to be migrated earlier, given the current end of life status concerning its major
network equipment components (e.g. MGX's).
The State wi II11 analyze proposals for all planned lEN Phase sites with an emphasis on cost savings and
technical approach. As providers of this service, the State believes that potential providers are in the
best position to make this determination and present a proposal to the State. Current K-12, library
broadband costs are provided to assist contractors in making a logical and cost effective proposal to
the State not only for Phase I sites but for subsequent project Phase entities (e.g. elementary, middle,
and library locations). These can be found in Appendix D. Note that State agency migrations will be
determined at lit later date, with the RFP modified in subsequent revisions to address those specific
requirements. Vendors just need to remain cognizant that these State agency migrations are part of
our long range lEN strategy and need to reflect that accordingly in their proposal submissions.
The State requires the Contractor to bid a multi-purpose transport eonnection methodology to
interconnect the listed institutions along with the corresponding se.rvices that considers present, as
well as future:, state-of-the-art technologies. The extent to which these segments are included in the
network cloud that covers the geography of Idaho is important both to the economic development
goals, as defined by the Idaho Legislature (67-5745D), and in meeting the rural education initiatives
proposed by the: Idaho Rural Education Task Force, to the Idaho Legislature in January 2008.

3.3

(ME) REQUIRED QUALIFICATIONS

a) Experience. Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples of their experience
engineering, installing/implementing and maintaining large-scale, statewide education
networks, including skills and experience in working with all aspects of the Federal E-Rate
Process.
b) PartlJlerships.
Partllierships. Strong consideration will be given to proposals that incorporate partnerships
between multiple providers. Vendors must explain their partnering plan within their RFP
response.
c) Idahell presence. Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples to show a substantial
Idaho presence.
Long-.term commitment. lEN will serve as the foundation for the broadband needs of the
d) Long..term
State for education and other purposes as envisioned by the legislature. Therefore, Bidders
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must demonstrate a long-term commitment to Idaho. Bidders must cite examples of
providing services to the State ofIdaho and other government and education entities in Idaho.
e) Economic Impact. Bidders must demonstrate and provide examples of how their proposal
will !positively
JPOsitively impact the state's economy. Proposal should outline how operating costs
associated with both the build out, administrative, and daily maintenance of their proposed
lEN :w)ution(s)
:wlution(s) are decreased for the state; and how these proposed network "build outs" will
bene:ftt our local communities, especially in our more remote rural districts.
f) Competitive Advantage. Vendor must demonstrate or communicate the value their solution
brings to the State ofIdaho, vice their competitors' capabilities.
g) Low Risk Transition. Vendors must plan to tell the State how they are going to mitigate the
risk of migrating current broadband users (educational, libraries, and State Agency
customers) to this new lEN network. This information should include how the vendor will
minimize service disruptions in their RFP migration plan submission to ensure continuity of
operations for our supported customer base.

3.4

LEGISLATIVE DIRECTION

The legislature (Idaho Code 67-5745D) determined that:
a) Idaho does not have a statewide coordinated and funded high-bandwidth education network;
b) Such a network will enable required and advanced courses, concurrent enrollment and teacher
training to be deliverable to all public high schools through an efficiently-managed statewide
infrastructure; and
c) Aggn::gating and leveraging demand at the statewide level will provide overall benefits and
effici(:ncies in the procurement of telecommunications services, including high-bandwidth
connectivity, internet access, purchases of equipment, federal subsidy program expertise and
other related services.

3.5

GOAtS
GOA:LS

In developing proposals, please consider the following goals as established by the legislature:
a) Idaho will utilize technology to facilitate comparable access to educational opportunities for
all students;
wi.ll be a leader in the use of technology to deliver advanced high school curricula,
b) Idaho wi.tl
concurrent college credit, and ongoing teacher training on an equitable basis throughout the
state; ~Ind
lEN to promote private sector
c) Idaho will leverage its statewide purchasing power for the fEN
technOlogy
investment in telecommunications infrastructure that will benefit other technology
applications such as telemedicine, telecommuting, telegovernment and economic
development.

3.5.1 (ME) General Requirements
In developing proposals the vendors must submit in writing how they will address each of the
following general requirements as established by the legislature:
a) Coordinate the development, outsourcing and implementation of a statewide network for
education, which shall include high-bandwidth connectivity, two-way interactive video and
intemelt access, using primarily fiber optic and other high-bandwidth transmission media;
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b) Consider statewide economic development impacts in the design and implementation of the
educational telecommunications infrastructure [to include providing in your RFP response a
detailed case study involving how a remote Idaho school district and community could
benefit from installation of lEN capabilities];
c) Coordinate and support the telecommunications needs, other than basic voice
communications of public education;
d) Pmcure high-quality, cost-effective internet access and appropriate interface equipment to
publi<; education facilities;
publk
e) Procure telecommunications services and equipment on behalf of public education;
PrOt;ure and implement technology and equipment for the: delivery of distance learning;
g) In conjunction with the state department of education, apply for state and federal funding for
technology on behalf oflEN
ofIEN services;
..effective services statewide; and
h) Work with the private sector to deliver high-quality, cost
cost·,effective
Coopl~rate with state and local governmental and educational entities and provide leadership
i) Coopl~rate
and consulting for telecommunications for education.

o

3.5.2 (ME) Phase I Requirements.
Provide a detailed proposal for accomplishing the requirements of Phase IT(including, but not limited
to: Last-mile:
Last-mil(: c,onnections,
c.onnections, backbone network,
network. Internet Acces9,
Access, Related Equipment needs, Video
Conferencing equipment, Network operations and monitoring, Video operations and monitoring).
Specifically:
The department of administration shall follow an implementation plan that:
a)
In the first phase, will connect each public high school with a scalable, high-bandwidth
connection, including connections to each institution of higher education as necessary,
then:by allowing any location on lEN to share educational resources with any other
loc:ation;
b)
Upon completion of the first phase, shall provide that each public high school will be
served with high-bandwidth connectivity, internet access and equipment in at least one (I)
two-way interactive (synchronous) video teleconferencing capability.
c)
Provide a scalable (e.g. a minimum 10 Mbps up to 100 Mbps) high-bandwidth connection,
pre:ferably fiber optics, to each public high school listed in appendix A; if additional
preferably
bandwidth is desired by the supported customer, school districts will have the option to
add additional bandwidth at their own expense, they will also have, in coordination with the
OCIO office, the option to decrease bandwidth requirements in cases of extremely small
student populations or during the summer months; Schools Districts will also have [he
option to designate their own centralized distribution locations in coordination with the
OCIO office and the Vendor; also, if a scale of economies can be realized to install
col1lnectivity to the most centrally located building within a given school district utilizing a
connectivity
hub and spoke methodology, Vendors need to factor this into their proposed build out plans
and coordinate with both the affected School District and OCTO for implementation;
Vendors will also be required to request in writing detailed justifications and alternative
OCtO if they are unable to meet specified State minimum bandwidth
solutions to the OCIO
reqlLlirements ( IOMbs) for a particular high school location; Vendors are also highly
encouraged to preseot in their proposals, best practices and models for allocations of
popUlations and projected community growth
Bandwidth assignments based on student populations
over Il 5-7 yoar period to include estimated technology upgrades and associated costs.
(Wod) A connection to each institution of higher education, listed in Appendix A, to enable !Wo
video;
way interactive Video;
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e)

t)
g)

h)

i)
j)
k)
I)
m)
n)
0)

The ability of any location on lEN to share educational resources with any other location;
i.e. any site on the network can both originate and receive two-way interactive video
instruction;
lnt,ernet access to each public high school listed in Appendix A;
Network connectivity and bandwidth to enable lEN Phase II high schools to conduct at least
onc~ (I) two-way interactive video classroom session.
A backbone network capable of providing access to the public Internet, delivering real-time
instmctor-Ied
instnJctor-led education courses and streaming media to classrooms, and other data needs
of the network;
Scalable service pricing options;
One-time special construction costs, if any, for the backbone and last mile connections;
Neltwork monitoring;
Vide() operations and monitoring;
Other design considerations and costs;
E-Rate eligibility estimates for services proposed and impacts on pricing (E-Rate eligibility
is a rc:quirement); and
Provide a proposed transition/implementation plan and timeline (detailed and final
transition and implementation plans will be developed by the winning bidder in conjunction
with the Department of Administration).

3.5.3 (ME) Subsequent Phase Considerations
In subsequent phases, [the department ofadministrationJ will evaluate and make recommendations to
the legislature fi:>r:
[,:>1':
(a) Conncetivity
Conncl:tivity to each elementary and middle school;
(b) The addition of libraries to the lEN; and
ofstate
(c) The migration of
state agency locations from current technology and services.
Provide 8 discussion as to how your proposed solution for Phase I can support each of the potential
subsequent phas:es to include initial cost estimates and a proposed implementation plan.

3.6

ISSUING OFFICE & SUBMISSION OF QUESTIONS

This solicitation is issued by the Division of Purchasing via Sicommnet. The Division of Purchasing
is the only contact for this solicitation. Questions and request for clarifications shall be submitted
via email onh: to:

Mark Little, CPPO
State Purchasing Manager
ofldaho, Division of Purchasing
State ofldaho.
E-mail: Mark.Little@adm.idaho.gov

Written questions are due at the close of business (5PM,MST) on the date indicated in the
schedule of events in Section 1.0.
respoIllsc~s from the STATE are not binding upon the STATE. BIDDER asswnes full
Verbal respoIlISC!S
responsibility for any action taken upon a verbal response from the STATE.
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The Deadltine for receipt of Questions is listed in 1.0 Schedule of Events. To be
considered, Questions must be received via Email by 5 P.M. Mountain Time on the
Scheduled Due Date.

3.7

Validity of Proposal

Bid proposals are to remain valid for One Hundred and Eighty (180) calendar days
after the scheduled closing date. Proposals submitted with a less than 180 day validity will
be found non·responsive
non-responsive and will not be considered.

3.8

Bidder Notifications

Prior to the dosing and opening of the solicitation, all BIDDER notifications will be released in
Sicommnet as amendments. All questions submitted will be answered via amendment for all
BIDDER's review.

3.9

SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS

Reference Section 5. TECHNICAL
REQUIREMENTS, & FORMAT.
REQUIREM.ENTS,

AND

COST

PROPOSAL

SUBMISSION,

3.10 Eval1llation, Intent to Award Letters, and Award
There might be variations to the following, but as a general rule, the following procedure is
followed.
Once the RFJP closing date and time have passed and PROPOSALS have been opened, the
copies of the
tbe Technical PROPOSALS are forwarded to the agency for evalulltion. Once the
agency bas completed its technical evaluation and scored the PROPOSALS, the evaluation
summary and scoring are forwarded to the Division of Purchasing for review. The Division of
Purchasing nrifies the fairness and integrity of tbe technical evaluation process. The Cost
PROPOSALS and copies are then opened, and the copies forwarded to the agency for
e-",aluation and
evaluation. Both the agency and the Division or Purchasing participate in this e.",aluation
its scoring. The scoring of the cost evaluation is then added to the scoring of the technical
evaluation to Ilrrive at a total PROPOSAL SCOriDg, thns identifying the best qualified BIDDER
based on tbe specifications and criteria set forth in the RFP. The Division of Purchasing then
issues a Lettel· of Intent to Award to an BIDDERS, notifying them or the STATE's intent to
award the be.!lt qualified BIDDER as identified through the evaluation process. After the
pallSage
passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 for appeals, and the resolution of any appeab
received, the Dnrision
Dnrisioo of Purchasing contracts for the purchase.
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The STATE has the time set forth in Section 3.7 Validity of PROPOSAL to complete the
evaluation and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS'
unn~essary
understanding that the evaluation requires time, and Dot solicit the STATE for unn~essary
updates Tel:arding the evaluation. The STATE will take tbe time to ensure a fair and complete
evaluation. Additionally and to ensure the integrity and fairness or the evaluation process,
during the evaluation and up and until the time the Division of Purchasing issues the Intent
Inteot to
Award lettu, no information regarding tbe content of the PROPOSALS is released.

TE1RM~fANi>tONbI~~~NSOF~HEAG~EEME~,T,'
3.11 TElRM~fANi>tONbI~~~NSOF~HEAG~EEME~,T,'
'Th~.State(]!.:Idah~' Standard' Cont':'ct 'ller'ms·aod'Collditions~St8teo(
'ller'ms"aod'Collditions~St8teo( IIdaho'
'Th~.State(J!.:Idah~'
daho' SOlicitation

"Special ::Terms'.
Terms'" and
InstnKtioR!f To, Vendors', : an'd the TelecommuniCiitioitSemces ·Special
Conditi(nislisted be~o~ 'apply to this RFP aD~Hbe
aD~Hbe l-esul.Qog
l-esul,Qog AGREEMENT, unless modified
Conditi(uislisted
by tbe Statf~viaaineildment
Statf~viaaineildment to the RFP'; All
AU requests: for ciarlfications or modifications to
these terms must be received by the deadline to receive written questionS regarding this
SOUCrrATION, INSTRUCTIONS TO VENDORS.) These
RFP (refer to Clause 19 of SOUCrrATION
(www.i~aho.gov), under the Department of .
documents lire available ()n the ,State'swel>site (www.i~aho.gov),
contaiDed in the
Administration, Division of Purchasing (or by selecting the hyperlink contained
d(tcunient):' Requests for clarifi~tion
clarifi~tion or ~odilicatiol1
~odilicatioll are'tQ be,submitted per
Sicommnet d(tcument):'
thei~structiiotlS uD(ler '3;6
-;3;6 ISSUING QFFICE & SUBMISSION OF QUESTIONS above.
thei~structii0tlS

"'ill

'rhe'J)i"isi,oll,c'Iffui:cJlasiligwill:acJdreS'S:those requestS:receivc~viaanalrleridment
requestS:receivc~viaanalrleridment that will
'rhe'J)i"isi,oll,c',ff:ui:cJ1uhigWill:aeJdreS'S:those
p,riof;' ~~,dosing;:TbataJDendment:"QJ;
~~,dosing;:TbataJDendment:"QJ; bel,
btl, the STATE's' final
be' released: In' Sico,mmlle!; P.riof;'

determinatloD,regardingat.Y
modifiCllrl()DoftheStat~'$.tenil8
....",
deb!rminatioD,regardingaJ.Y modificarl()DoftheStat~'$.tenil8
, " ,:':' "; :".
.,'.

',....

'

-

NOTE: PR()POSALS RECEIVED WIDCH QUALIFY ,llIE
,l1IE PROPOSER'S OFFER
BASED uPON THE STATE ACCEPTING BIDDER TERMS OR CONDmONS. OR
TO >fBE STATE'S TERMS'AND
TERMS' AND CONDITIONS NOT ACCEPTED
MODIFICATIONS TO:TIiE
AMENI[)MENT~, WI.I..LBE FOUND NON~RESPONS.iVE
NON~RESPONS.ivE 'AND : RECEIVE NO
BY AMENI[)MENT~,
FURTHER CONSIDERATION.

4.0

EVALUATION AND AWARD

4.1

THE PROCESS

Upon opening, but not limited to, the Division of Purchasing will inspect the PROPOSAL for the
following:
• That the PROPOSAL was timely per the published closing date and time;
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•
•

•
•
•

That the PROPOSAL includes a signed State of Idaho Signature page (attached in Sicommnet
as XXX_Signature
_Page_ RFP .pdf);
XXX_Signature_Page_RFP.pdf);
That the PROPOSAL has not been qualified by the BIDDER, meaning that the BIDDER has
not (:onditioned their PROPOSAL based upon the STATE accepting terms or conditions
establi!;hed
establi!.hed by the BIDDER;
That the COST PROPOSAL is present and sealed separately from the TECHNICAL
PROPOSAL;
That the PROPOSAL contains all required infonnation;
Other unforeseen conditions that might deem the PROPOSAL non-responsive upon openingopeninK

Purchasing
the purcbasing
purchasing agency
Purcbasing will forward
Corward all responsive TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to tbe
for evaluation.,
evaluation.. The agency will establish an evaluation team comprised of STATE employees.
This team \'I'iII evaluate and score the TECHNICAL PROPOSALS based on the evaluation
criteria listed in this RFP. Tbe
of the
tbe
The team will then forward tbeir scoring and ranking oC
TECHNICAL PROPOSALS to tbe Division of Purchasing for review and validation of the
process. Upon completion of the validation of tbe
the Technical Evaluation by the Division of
Purchasing, Ithe
Itbe Division of Purchasing
Purcbasing then opens the COST PROPOSALS for evaluation and
scoring. COST PROPOSAL scores are then added to the
tbe TECHNICAL PROPOSAL scores
identifying tbe Apparent Successful Bidder (ASB). The Division of Purebasing
Purchasing will then issue a
Letter of Int4mt to Award to all responsive, responsible BIDDI:RS notifying them of the State's
intent to contract with the ASB. It is at this point that the STATE will consider requests for
Public Information. After the passage of the time set by Idaho Statute 67-5733 Cor
for appeals, and
the resolutioll of
for
DC any appeals received, the Division of Purcha,sing contracts with the ASB Cor
the purchase.

The STATE has the time set forth in 3.7 VALIDITY OF PROPOSALS to complete the evaluation
and award the purchase. The STATE will greatly appreciate the BIDDERS understanding that the
evaluation requires time, and not solicit the STATE for unnecessary updates regarding the evaluation.
~d..!llake the time to ensure a fair and complete evaluation. Additionally and to ensure
The STATE ~d..!llake
the integrity and fairness of the evaluation process, during the evaluation and up and until the time the
Division of Purc:hasing issues the Intent to Award letter, no information regarding the content of the
PROPOSALS is released.

4.2

EVAI,UATION CODES

Each evaluated specification or requirement has an assigned code. The codes and their meanings are
as follows:

(M)
Mandatory Requirement. The BIDDER shan meet this
requirement. The determination as to whether the BIDDER meets the mandatory
specification rests solely with the STATE. If the STATE determines that a BIDDER
does not meet a mandatory requirement as specified, the PROPOSAL shall be deemed
non-respolrlsive, and no further evaluation will occur. A letter of determination of non
nonresponsive:ness will be issued by the Division of Purchasing to the BlDDER, and the
BIDDER shall be removed from further consideration. A BIDDER who has been
deemed non-responsive does have certain appeal rights per STATE Statute 67-5733.
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(E) Evaluated. BIDDERS are expected to provide a comprehensive written
response to the specification. Points will be awarded based on the degree to which the
BIDDER meets the requirement. A BIDDER not responding to the specification will
receive zt:ro points for that specification.
(ME)- Mandatory and Evaluated Requirement. The BIDDER shall meet this
requirement.

4,3
4.3

SCORING

Specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (M) will be evaluated on a PAss/FAIL basis.
Any specificationlrequirement
specification/requirement with the word "shall", "must", or "will" is a mandatory specification
or requirem~~nt.
requirem~~nt. Any PROPOSAL that fails to meet any :;ingle mandatory specification or
requirement
will
be
deemed
non-responsive.
BIDDERS
who
meet
mandatory
specification:;/I'equirements
specification:>!l'equirements may then have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement
evaluated and scored as to how the BIDDER's solution meets the IT environment of the STATE.
Solicitation sp<:cifications/requirements with an assigned code of (E) will be evaluated and awarded
points. Pricing will be evaluated using a cost model that offers the STATE the best possible value
over either the initial term of the contract, or the life of the contract. The cost evaluation model may
also include any costs incurred by the STATE in conjunction with the proposed service offering.
Solicitation specifications/requirements with an assigned code of (ME) will be evaluated not only on
a PASSIFAIL basis, but also be awarded points. Any specification/requirement with the word
"shall", "mu.st", or "will" is a mandatory specification or requirement. Any PROPOSAL that fails to
sil1gle mandatory specification/requirement or evaluated area will be deemed non
nonmeet any single
responsive. Bidders who meet mandatory specifications/requirements and evaluated areas may then
have their response to the mandatory specification/requirement evaluated and scored as to how the
BIDDER's solution meets the State of Idaho's lEN Requirements to include how it meets the overall
IT environment ofthe STATE.
followins~ table identifies those solicitation sections evaluated on a PAsslFAIL basis and\or those
The followins~
which are awarded points:

Ranking

Evaluated Sectionll
Sections

Maximum

Possible Points

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Cost of E-Rate Eligible Goods &
Services
Prior Experience (Ed Networks, E
ERate, Personal Qualifications)
Management Capability
Other Cost Factors (including price of
ineligible goods and services, price of
changing providers, price for breaking
contract, etc)
Legislative Initiatives (Partnerships,

400
200
100
100

100
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Idaho Presence, Economic Impact)
6.

Financial Reports and Risk Mitigation

TOTAL POINTS

4.4

100
1000

EVAtUATION CRITERIA

Ability to meet the goals and requirements established by the legislature for Phase J;
Statewide economic development impacts of the proposed network;
Potential to meet the requirements of subsequent phases;
One-time!
One-timl~ costs for equipment;
One-time costs for network connections;
Recurring network costs;
Recurring Internet access costs;
Prior ,experience specific to building and supporting Education Networks including E-Rate
expertise;
(i) Strdtegic Partnerships to include Local Vendors;
(j) Managl~ment
Managl~ment Capability;
(k) Personnel Qualifications;
(I) Network and video operations; and
(m) Other C05;ts
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

While cost wi II be a primary factor during the evaluation of these proposals in order for us to qualify
for E-Rate discounts, other relevant factors will also be considered to include: long-tenn impacts on
education, benefits to economic development, and other potential applications of the network, as
envisioned by the legislature, will be given significant weight as df:picted above.

5.0

SPECIAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

These Speci/ll Terms and Conditions are in addition to those found in the Sicomm"et
of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions, Stale of
solicitation d'ocument, State o[Idaho
Idaho Solicitation Instructions To Vendors, and particular to this purchase. Where
conflict occurs, these Special Terms and Conditions shall take precedence.

5.1

(ME) E·RATE ELIGIBILITY

QualifYing schools and libraries as Voluntary Users may acquire Internet Services through any
contracts arising from this RFP. The Proposer must participate in the Universal Service
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Administrative Company's telecommunications support programs for eligible schools and libraries,
and E-Rate discounts must apply.

5.2

(M) IDAHO STATE GOVERNMENT STANDARDS

Information
All delivered sc~rvices must comply with applicable standards and policies of the information
Technology Resource Management Council ("ITRMC"). A descr:iption ofITRMC and its standards
and policies may be viewed on-line at www.idaho.gov/itrmc.

5.3

PRKING,
PRIlCING, LENGTH OF THE AGREEMENT AN£)
ANO RENEWALS

Contract is for a 5 year time period, with three extensions of five years each for a total of20 Years.
Any resulting contract from this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers. Under no
circumstances however will work begin prior to July 2009, because such work as specified by this
RFP is contingent upon Legislative appropriation approval (unless a supplemental appropriation is
approved by the Legislature prior to July I, 2009). The servic(:s
servict:s provided pursuant to a contract
awarded based on this RFP would be available to any "Public agency" as defmed by Idaho Code 67
672327.

5.4

BIDDER'S CONFLICTING AND SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS

BIDDER agreements and assumptions, specified in the
Where terms and conditions, including BiDDER
BIDDER's Proposal differ from the State of Idaho Standard Contract Terms and Conditions or the
Special Term!; and Conditions of this RFP, the State's Terms and Conditions and the bid's Special
Terms and Conditions shall apply. Where terms and conditions specified in the BIDDER's Proposal,
including BIDDER
BiDDER agreements and assumptions, supplement the terms and conditions in this RFP,
the supplemental terms and conditions shall apply only if specifically accepted by the State's Division
of Purchasing in writing. BIDDER's are recommended to review the STATE's Solicitation
Instructions to Vendors, Clause 19 at the following website.

http://adm.idaho.gov/purchasinglstwidecntrcs.html

5.5

PUBtlC AGENCY CLAUSE

:,l1a\l be extended to other "Public Agencies" as defined in Section 67-2327 of the
Contract prices :,hall
Idaho Code, which reads: "Public Agency" means any city or political subdivision of this state,
including, but not limited to counties; school districts; highway districts; port authorities;
instrumentalities of counties; cities or any pOlitical
political subdivision created under the laws of the State of
wi.ll be the responsibility of the Public Agency to independently contract with the
Idaho. [t will
CONTRACTOR and/or comply with any other applicable provisions of Idaho Code governing public
contracts.
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5.6

ADMINISTRATIVE FEE

oneThe prices to be paid by the State shall be the prices bid by the CONTRACTOR plus one and one
per(;e.nt (1.25%). The additional percentage shall represent the State's Contract Usage
quarter per<;ent
quarterly. the CONTRACTOR shall remit to the State through its
Administrative Fee. No more than quarterly,
Division of Purchasing, an amount equal to the one and one-quarter percent (1.25%) of the
CONTRACTOR's quarterly contract or agreement sales.

5.7

REPORTS

The CONTRACTOR will be required to submit, to the Office of the CIO, Attention lEN Project
Manager, quarterly reports that provide the following minimum infonnation.
a. Usage reports by Agency and by Agency receiving location, indicating the product received
ClOst of the order.
and total cost
schedule{s}.
b. When possible, reports should be in the same format as the product bidding schedule{s).
Electronic reports in Excel or Text Fonnat are encouraged.

c.

Custom reports that may be requested from time to lime
time by the Division of Purchasing.

Reports will be due to the Division of Purchasing at the end of the first quarter (90 days) of the
I::ach quarterly anniversary thereafter.
contract and l::ach

6.0

ME[HANICS OF SUBMISSION

Proposals are to be hand-delivered. US mailed, or carrier shipped. Proposals must be
received at the: offices of the Division of Purchasing and time: stamped using the Division's
time stamp, no later than the date and time set forth for the closing of the RFP in Sicommnet.
Proposals must be sealed and labeled per the instructions in the State ofldaho
ofIdaho Division of
Sicommnetj.
Purchasing Signature Page (file attached to RFP in Sicommnet).

6.1

TECHNICAL AND PRICE PROPOSALS

swill consist of a Technical Proposal and a Price Proposal. Both the Technical
Proposals shull
Proposal and the Price Proposal shall be sealed in a single shipping container. The Technical
Proposal and the Price Proposal collectively are the proposal.

6.1.1 Technil~al Proposal
The Technical Proposal shall consist of:
• A signed State of Idaho Division of Purchasing Signature Page. Any alterations or
additions to this page shall deem the proposal non·responsive;
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•

•

An EJI:ecutive Summary. Proposals must contain an executive summary that provides
an ov(:rview of the proposal, highlighting the deliverables and benefits. If
partnerships are being utilized. the Executive Summary is to include executive
summaries of all partners.
Technical responses to the following sections within this RFP:
c> 8.0 Service Requirements
c> 9.0 Vendor Requirements

Bidders must restate each RFP Section, listing the mandatory or evaluated specification
number, and providing a detail response of how the proposer meets the specification.
Responses !!!!.1!Q!
!~.1!Q! to direct evaluators to a brochure or data sheet in substitution to providing
a detailed response. To do so on a (M) Mandatory Requirement will deem the proposal
non-responsive. To do so on a (E) Evaluated Requirement will result in fewer or zerO
points being awarded. Brochures and data sheets shall be used in support of a detailed
response only
only...
6.1.2 Pric«:: Proposal
The proposer shall submit its pricing in a separate sealed envelope. Pricing schedules are
located in RFI'
RFI) Section 10.8. Pricing shall be opened only after the technical evaluation has
been comple'ted on the Technical ProposaL
Proposal. Pricing will be evaluated by comparing the total
cost of offerc::d solutions. A solution's total cost is the sum of the pricing shown in the
pricing schedules PLUS applicable taxes, surcharges and fees: PLUS any direct
implementation costs incurred by the state.

6.2

ACCURACY AND CONCISENESS

Proposals must be accurate and concise. They must be submitted in a three-ring or similar
binder with eac:h section separated by tabs that are clearly marked. Avoid extraneous
attaclunents llilld
Billd superfluous information that may detract from substantive infonnation in the
Proposal.

6.3

QUANTITY

Bidders will submit the following:
•

•
•
•

One (1) original of the proposer's technical proposal marked "Original". Must contain
contaiD
a sigo(:d
sigD(~d and completed
comolered State of Idaho Signature page. Signature page is to be the first
~.f
nsing standard Microsoft
~.f the techilical
techiJicai proQ,OSal; Vendors need to submit using
produc:tiVity software (Word, EICel~
E:lcel~ etc.)
Five (5) copies of tbe
the technical proposal;
One (1) original of tbeprice proposal along with
witb one (1) copy. The price proposal and
£!!.IlI..!!lre
£!!.IlI.!!Jre to be sealed separate from the technical proposal.
ODe (1) electronic copy of the technical and price proposal, and project uhedule (if
reques~ed
device .
reques~ed per the
tbe speciftcations) OD a CD or USB device"
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•

ODe
One (I) complete Redacted Copy of their entire proposal. Specifically on CD or USB
devicE!.

All materials may be shipped in a single shipping container.

7.0

CUlR-RENT
CVlR-RENT EXISTING STATE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURES

The State of Idaho currently has three (3) significant, existing networks with connections in numerous
locations throughout the state, and one (I) Metro network located in the Capitol Mall. Details of these
specific State network infrastructures are listed below:

7.1

IdaNet

The IdaNet network is comprised of a combination of Master Serv'ice Agreements and physical ATM
ATM
circuits connecting Cisco MGX switches in Boise (2), Meridian (I), Lewiston (I), and Coeur 0' Alene
(I). The ATM circuits allow for IdaNet to form a self-healing ring connecting the switches in each
city. The state anticipates life cycle replacement ofthe Cisco MGX switches by 20 II.
IdaNet serves;
serves 57 state organizations utilizing 247 virtual circuits provisioned at layer 2. Classes of
service are CBR, VBR nrt, and UBR. Rates vary according to class of service, and beginning in
FY [0,
10, by geographic area. Annual operating costs are approximately $600,000, including circuit
costs and switch maintenance. The network is monitored and managed by the Department of Labor.
Billing is managed by the Office of the CIO.
See accompanying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 1, IdaNet for further information
on state agenc:y locations connected through IdaNet.

7.2

IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

The Idaho Tf2lnsportation Department (ITO) maintains a significant state owned, IP based routed
network that s:upports lTD Highways, Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and partner agency
operations. The original network was put in place to interface with the citizens of Idaho across 44
county locations in order to conduct business with the State DMV. Today the ITO network supports
Idaho State Police, Secretary of State, Eastern Idaho Technical College, County Courts, 911
Emergency Sen/ices, redundant communications for state and county/tribal Emergency Operations
more
Centers (EOCs) and more.
The ITO network is constantly changing and expanding to meet the business needs of lTD and its
c;aHies a wide array of network traffic including voice, video and traditional information
partners, and c;arries
based data used in file sharing and database access.
Security is also ItIl major area of focus on the ITO network based on the sensitivity of the information
used by the DMV, which contains personal information of citizens. Furthermore, partner agencies
carry sensitive and confidential information relating to public voting.
voting, police operations and homeland
security operations.
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The lTD network is managed by four full-time State employees consisting of two Network Analysts
and two Senior Network Analysts, reporting under the Infrastructure and operation section of lTD's
T,echnology Services group.
Enterprise T.echnology
See accomp:IlDying document, located at Appendix B, Schedule 2, Idaho Transportation
Department fi:>r further information on state agency locations connected through lTD.

7.3

IDA.HO BUREAU OF HOMELAND SECURITY

The Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security (BHS) has responsibility for State emergency
communications and operations. In support of those communication needs, BHS maintains a
statewide digital microwave system supporting radio, voice, video and data infrastructure to state,
local, and tribal government entities. There is a current BHS project to install secure broadband
communication links from the State Emergency Operations Cente..
Cente.. (EOC) to each respective
Countyffriba.J
CountyffribaJ EOC facil ity, providing IOMBS of capacity to these sites. This project is currently
,mticipated completion to be December 2009. Support is provided by Public Safety
underway and .mticipated
Communications with a staff of administrative and technical personnel (23 total). There is IP
transport capacity available throughout thc
the microwave infrastructure to supplement an lEN concept,
particularly in mralldaho locations.
See accompanying document located at Appendix B, Schedule 3, Idaho Bureau ofBomeland
Security for information related to organizations and connections through a public safety related
network operatc::d by the Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security

7.4

CAPITOL MALL FIBER NETWORK (CMFONI)

CMFONI is the tiber optic network that provides connectivity to slate agencies within the Capitol
Mall. The majority of the network consists of state owned and vendor leased multi-mode tiber with
some state-owned limited installations of single-mode fiber.
See accompanying
accompalll3"ing document located at Appendix B, Schedule 4, Capitol Mall Fiber Network
(CMFONI) for information related 10
to the CMFONI network maintained by the Department of
Administratioill.

8.0

SERVICE REQUIREMENTS

Public High Schools designated in Phase I to migrate to this new lEN service must be
all IP addresses routing through the Internet. The
converted NLT 1 February 2010, with alliP
conversion from the current Internet Service Provider should be as transparent as possible.
The State of Idaho is cognizant of a growing demand for bandwidth. The State is interested
in identifying a Contractor who will meet the current and future telecommunications needs of
eligible participants over the term of the contract. The successful Contractor will provide a
cost-effective, scalable, and flexible transport service that will be able to meet the demands
of the network participants and it is expected the services would meet any future needs of
other eligible participants as deemed appropriate. Bidders will identify services that are a
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nonnal part of their offering without additional fees and optional services that are being
offered for an additional fee (i.e., automatic trouble ticket generation, trouble notification,
etc). The State requires a complete description of those services and fees to be included in the
RFP response.

8.1

•

•

•

•

•

(ME) TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The Vendor will maintain an ingress internet bandwidth capacity at the main hub site
of an amount no less than 50% of the sum of transport bandwidth provided to all local
sites. As lEN sites are added andlor deleted or local site bandwidth is increased
or decn:ased, the egress bandwidth capacity at the main hub site(s) will be modified to
maintain the 50% requirement. Increases or reductions in costs for the main hub site(s) ingress
Internet bandwidth will be included in the costs provided to the State when adding or deleting
a site and making local site bandwidth modifications. Internet2 bandwidth will not be included
in the 50% requirement.
The Vendor wiJI provide the option for lEN users to reduce the available regional
IS to
t6 August 15,
Internet ingress bandwidth, from the period of June 15
15. each of the five years,
during the term of the contract. The amount of the reduction wiU be 50% of the
total amount available at the time of the reduction. The Respondent is directed to
indicate ,of the Proposal Response Fonn, the dollar amount that lEN users would
save by initiating the temporary reduction in available Internet bandwidth. After August
n~giona) Internet ingress bandwidth will return to its previous level. lEN users
15 the n~gional
will.!!..~ be required to exercise this option.
will!!..~
The Vendor shall provide the ability to make small incremental bandwidth
increases within two business days (for example, going from SI2K
512K to 1.5 Mbps). All other
OCIO in coordination
proposed bandwidth increases will need to be approved by the State aCIO
with the affected customer.
The V.~ndor
V.~ndor shall provide assistance to the State ofIdaho OCIO office and our public school
districl:s\libraries, upon approval offunding by the State Legislature, to inventory and catalog
districts\libraries,
all existing distance learning, networking, and video conferencing equipment, currently
deployed throughout their schools in order to detennine actual customer lEN requirements.
This "network communications" inventory will also be lIsed to determine the supportability of
standard1.-based H.323, and\or Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) video conferencing
capabilities (See Appendix E). It will also be used to determine actual requirements for other
high bandwidth and QoS distance learning and tracking applications (e.g. Unitedstreaming,
netTrekker, Blackboard, MoodIe, interactive weblogs\podcasts, and support for a new State of
Idaho "L:>ngitudinal Data Network" tracking system) across the lEN network, to see if new
equipment or additional bandwidth may need to be procured and installed.
The Vendor will also provide installation and technical virtual help desk and possible onsite
assistancl: to school districts in the support of their respective video teleconferencing
programs. Specifically, high quality, reliable video teleconferencing (VTC) is essential for
conducting effective Distance Education classes. Circuit-switched connections using
Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) have provided, and continue to provide, network
transpol1 necessary for VTC applications, within the State of Idaho, but several limitations
exist in using circuit-switched services, such as their cost and sometimes poor service
reliability. Fortunately, recent advances in VTC technology have significantly improved VTC
capabilities through reduction in size, operational complexity, and cost ofVTC equipment.
Additionally.
Additionally, the ability to conduct quality VTC over Internet Protocol (IP) networks is now
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available. As a consequence of these developments, Vendors are highly encouraged to explain
in their RFP responses, specifically: how they will support both legacy (ISDN based) VTC
networks, while simultaneously offering enhanced VTC IP based support capabilities to new
users. Also Vendors will articulate in writing how they will migrate existing ISDN based VTC
customers to these new IP based technologies, wherever feasible.
Vendors in support ofVTC operations will provide a network infrastructure capable of
providing full screen, high quality video at a minimum of 30 frames per second, with 60
interl aced fields per second (i.e. resolution and frame rates equivalent to that of the National
Television System Committee [NTSC) television) for viewing people in the teleconference or
up to 1024 x 768 [19] for viewing graphic images on computer monitors. See Appendix E,
Video Teleconferencing Goals and Proposed Classroom Equipment Specifications, for
additional information concerning the minimum base standards that the State will be
considering in their efforts to develop viable VTC support packages in support of our pub1 ic
Phase I High Schools, and subsequent Phase II Elementary and Middle Schools.
The Vendor shall work with the State of Idaho OCIO Office during Phase I, to identify
specific initial pilot school candidates within the respective counties that the lEN Task Force
has idtmtified per Appendix C, to demonstrate some lEN "Proof of Concept" network
installations, which are geographically dispersed throughout key areas in the State, during the
initial phase of this project.
All connections must be "full duplex" in nature, and to the limit allowed by the technology of
the proposed circuit, the entire capacity of the physical circuit must be available unless
otherwise indicated.
Anticipated acceptable physical circuits are OC-3, OC-12,
OC-12. Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet, but
other options will be considered. Ethernet options will have a preference.
The vendor will also need to leverage in their network design and planned lEN build-outs,
Stale ofIdaho IP transport capabilities to include available
wherever applicable, all available State
Idaho Bureau of Homeland Security microwave infrastructure capabilities, which are in the
process: of undergoing significant network upgrades, with the infusion of high speed IP
transport technologies into this core network infrastructure (See Appendix A, Schedule 3), to
supplement our lEN concept, particularly in remote rural Idaho locations. Additionally,
vendors will need to provide support for emerging educational applications that have large
bandwidth and QoS requirements (e.g. Blackboard, Idaho Longitudinal Data Student Tracking
System" etc.) as additional required bandwidth to run these applications becomes available.
For the duration of the contract, the Vendor must maintain adequate internet capacity within
RFP'.
their network(s) to meet the capacity obligations of this RFP.
If the circuit provided by the vendor has any redundant characteristics that will help reduce the
exposure to equipment or circuit failure, please provide an overview of the redundant
capabilities.
The Vendor will provide sufficient bandwidth at Internet gateway sites to ensure that over any
two sucl;essive five minute polling intervals, the utilization of the links is less than 80%
capacity and provide written documentation and verification to identify anytime the 80%
capacity is breached, to include bursting and\or multiple users.
It is required that the Vendor assumes all responsibility for the maintenance and overall
operation of the Vendor supplied equipment and services. Vendor access to required Idaho
Education Network locations will be coordinated directly between the Vendor and lEN
customer location(s).
The Vendor will monitor and maintain relevant circuits and equipment related to this service
on a 7x24x52 basis. Vendors will also develop a procedure that will make available real-time
views inlto all service components among all sites covered by this contract, leveraging
currently available network monitoring tools, and extending those monitoring capabilities to
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the Idaho DCIO
aCIO and other educational entities as directed. Real-time "viewing" access will
allow the Idaho Office of the CIO and others, to ensure high standards of service support are
being met IA W established SLAs, and to meet customer requirements for support. It is desired
that Vendors will also provide training (remote, or onsite), at no cost to the state, on these
monitoring capabilities, upon request. Current State Network monitoring capabilities include
the use of a product called "Spectrum", but Vendors are encouraged to propose alternate
solutions.
The Vc!ndor
troubleshooring efforts with the affected
Vc~ndor will respond (e.g. contact and begin troubleshooting
customer(s)
customer(s» to any outages or interruptions in service within one (1) hour of a detected or
repoJ1ed problem. For prolonged network outages (beyond I hour), the Vendor will notifY the
rhe Idaho aCID
DCIO office appraised of ongoing efforts to
Idaho OCIO
OC10 office of the issue and keep the
fix the problem. A complete record of this extended network outage, troubleshooting "after
action'" report, will be forwarded to the Office of the OCIO office, via Email or other agreed
upon electronic means, within 24 hours of problem resolution by the Vendor.
Sparc, Vendor supplied equipment must be available in a rl~asonable time period depending on
the location of the outage (e.g. large metropolitan areas, a 4 hour response time is required; in
more rural areas, a 8 hour response time would be acceptable in cases of an equipment failure;
howevf:r, onsite spares, would be a preferred course of action to expeditiously resolve network
probll~ms for these remote locations).
When planned network maintenance activities are conducted by the Vendor which runs the
risk of interrupting or diminishing service, the Idaho Office of the CIO must be notified of the
event alleast three (3) business days in advance. Additionally, the Vendor agrees to work with
rhe maintenance if the proposed time(s) would
the entities to find an alternate date or time for the
be pal1i.:ularly
p811i.:ularly harmful.
hannful.
The Vendor will provide security on offered services against hackers, viruses and other threats
to this lEN network. Vendors will articulate in writing how they intend to secure our lEN
network. to include associated equipment technologies, policies and software.
vl~ndor shall provide one or more network maps showing how the traffic will flow across
The v~~ndor
V~~ndor's backbone (e.g. examples include network diagrams depicting internet access,
the V~~ndor's
video connectivity, from the schools back into lEN core, etc.)
Given the inherent complexities of our current State ofIdaho
ofJdaho legacy networks, Vendors need
to ensure that supporting network engineering staff have the experience and caliber needed to
design, maintain and upgrade our lEN network. Designated support engineers must also
demonstrate a proficiency in maintaining our current legacy equipment, as depicted in
Appendix B. Additionally, it is desired that skilled engineers demonstrate proficiencies in the
areas (If core routing and switching, security, voice, video, and Multi Protocol Label Switching
(MPLS), with an expectation that these engineers will be the ones doing the design, operation,
maintenance and accreditation of this lEN network. Vendors will include resumes of potential
lEN engineering support staff as part of their RFP response, to include a comprehensive list of
all network certifications and years of experience.
Vendor proposed Ethernet Solutions must also support connectivity over the National
LambdaRail Infrastructure (NLR) and INTERNET2 (12) networks, helping to expand the
rhe
State's theoretical and experimental research capabilities as they relate to both K-12 and
higher education. Given the current Economic situation in Idaho and in keeping with
Legislative directives to reduce costs and leverage existing State reSources, wherever possible,
it is highly desired that Vendors submit a detailed technical plan in their RFP response that
specifi(:aJ.ly
specifi<:aJ.ly addresses how they would leverage legacy State of Idaho networks to include the
Idaho Regional Optical NetWork (IRON), in providing this service, particularly to our higher
education institutions who desire these services (e.g. BSU, University of Idaho, etc).
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Internet routing tables for information
The Idaho OCIO Office will maintain a complete set of Intemet
and sec:urity purposes. The Vendor agrees to provide that information to our routers through
BGP routing protocols.
mUltiple applications, from content
Vendors must also demonstrate an ability to support multiple
Internet access to IP Telephony, video, audio" web conferencing, storage and
delivl~ry and Intemet
unifie:d collaboration. This includes understanding "Bell Schedules" and working with the
associ.ated technology assets (e.g. Video
Depa:rtment
Department of Education to work out scheduling of associ.Bted
Teleconferencing capabilities) to support customer requirements for services, at differing
times.
Vendors must also be capable of providing burstable connections (25% or higher) with the
ability to effectively manage short periods of high usage (2-4 hours). Specifically, the Vendor
will provide bursting capability to allow sites to exceed allocated bandwidth when 80%
capacity is reached, in order to track and identify additional bandwidth needs at individual
sites.
The Vendor will outline its ability to provide robust communication services that protect lEN
customers from interruption of services during the busines!; day and ensure resiliency of the
services being offered.
Vendor!; will provide capacity increases and outline costs associated with these changes that
Vendor:.
must be completed within 45 days of the Idaho OCIOs request.
libraries, and state agencies have various
variou.s IP address class sizes. By
Our K-12 schools, libraries.
responding to this proposal, Vendors must understand and agree that they are willing to route
scbool districts. Vendors wi II also ensure that all
these addresses at the request of these school
assigned engineering personnel working on our lEN network are compliant with CIPA
policic:s concerning the protection of Children to include vendor certified background checks.
Vendor proposed solutions must also address connectivity methodologies to both public
pTOtocol (IP) networks and private backbones,
backbones. as both students and instructors will
Internet protocol
need access to internal web portals for student and administrative services, as well as partner
institution web portals for educational research.
The Vl~ndor
VI~ndor will provide basic content filtering for all sites in accordance with CIPA
guidelinc~s to ensure compliance with E-Rate policies for Internet Access.
Vendors ITIUst
must work with respective School Districts and libraries concerning policies and
actions: regarding the filtering of sites or content, such restrictions and filters also need to be
documented in your monthly reports back to the State OCIO office. Note, however, that this
section i:.
I:; not intended to prevent any Intemet
Internet Service Provider (ISP) from limiting traffic
from a site causing harm to the Internet or any of its customers. Note that any filtering or DNS
changes done by Vendors must be documented and approved by the Idaho State OCIO office.
The Vendor will also provide a network design in which:
a. Layer 2 QoS tags pass unimpeded through the network
b. Layer 2 performance will be adequate to support jitter and low-latency sensitive
applications (i.e. Video over IP)
c. IEEE 802.1 q VLANs can be established at the request ofthe Idaho OCIO office.
d. Vendor, Idaho OCIO Office and/or eligible participants will manage the IP
,addressing and IP TOuting
.addressing
routing in a cooperative fashion, by actively participating in
monthly OCIO sponsored lEN change management meetings.
The Vendor will also:
a. Indicate what layer 2 QoS capabilities the network will honor and support,
(i.e.802.1 p queuing)
b. Indicate availability of real
State
rca I time performance metrics (i.e. SNMP) access to a Stateprovided list of authorized monitoring stations.
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Articulate the way in which overall cloud utilization will be monitored and under
what conditions and within what timeframes upgrades will be implemented to ensure
that the purchased bandwidth is available on demand to participants.
d. Indicate the timeframe in which requests for virtual networks or layer 2 QoS changes
will be honored.
• To account for schools, libraries who wish to deploy more services and utilize more bandwidth
as compared to schools and libraries that do not, vendors shall respond with two different
deployment standards. One standard with a "high bandwidth edge router" and one with a
"low b:mdwidtb edge router". This is an area that will be included in our evaluation criteria
5ubmined proposals, in enabling our supported lEN
concerning the technical merits of submined
customl~rs to pursue additional network upgrades.
customl~rs
Velldor will provide for all bundled Internet services to be upgraded as needed within the
• The Veildol'
timeframe identified in section 8.2. Shared services will be allocated or reallocated based on
use or need and at no cost to the State, with future configurations being kept in line with E
E(:ligibility standards for all services through a coordinated process with the OCIO office
Rate (:Iigibility
and must adhere to the 80% capacity rule per site.
IS 1h'h of the following month on
• The Vendor will provide monthly wrinen reports by the 15
utilizalil)n, network traffic capacity and performance tuning, service usage (broken down by
institution and protocol) and other network utilization as needed by the Department of
Administration, oelo
OCIO office for reporting to the Legislature.
Administration.
• The Vendor will provide wrinen monthly reports, including agreed upon metrics that verify or
IS of each Month to the aclO.
OCIO.
indicate service levels are being met, NLT 15
• The Vendor will provide real-time Web access to monthly reports of all trouble ticket activity
OCIO and other educational entities that request this
involving customer support to the oelo
information.
• The Vendor will meet all E-Rate guidelines and stay in good standing with the program by
filing forms and meeting established Federal E-Rate deadlines.
• The Vlendor will develop a procedure for providing our supported educational entities and
state customer,
cllstomer, lEN network "knowledge transfer" classes, in collaboration with the Idaho
elO office. The resulting procedure will be disseminated to lEN customers through
State elo
workshops for technical support held twice a year (lEN
(fEN Day) at designated locations
throughout the state and at no cost to the State.
• The Vlmdor will provide customer interaction through a customer service representative. IVR
and other machine interactions are not acceptable, with the exception of voice mail when the
staff is currently helping other customers.
The Vcmdor will interact with customers to provide advancl:d engineering services (i.e. support
to indi'~idual district network managers for troubleshooting district area network exchanges
with the performance of the bundle Internet access).
• Vendors are encouraged to supply any additional information (charts,
graphs, testimonials, reviews, and comparisons of your company to others in the industry,
~;tatigtics, etc.) which would be of use in determining both the quality of the company,
traffic !ltatistics,
and the quality of the Vendor's connections and services, to include articulation of any
competiti:ve advantages to other potential lEN proposals to include areas of innovation in
terms of existing network migration strategies, economical aggregation of bandwidth, etc).
• If the Vendor cannot comply with anyone or more ofthe
of the requirements set forth in
any of the above paragraphs, the Vendor will include with their Proposal a clear, concise,
and complete narrative stating the reason(s) why exception must be taken. The reason(s) may
be economic, technical, etc. The lEN proposal evaluation team will make the final
determination as to the acceptability of Proposals which take exception to the
requirc:ments set forth herein.
C.
c.
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8.2

It is understood and expected that existing conditions may occasionally be the cause
of a mutually agreed to compromise of some of the requirements set forth herein. The
Vendors are encouraged to ad
vance all opportunitie,s which will provide an
advance
acceptable system at the lowest possible cost.

(ME) TECHNOLOGY REFRESHMENT CLAUSE

The State and the Contractor will work in partnership to ensure the services provided
under this contract will be continuously refreshed as technologic!.
technologie!. evolve and user
needs grow. The State of Idaho Chief Information Office, in conjunction with or on behalf of aJ'
al I other
participants" wiH
will assume the primary role in seeking and proposing new technologies and
enhancements. This technology refreshment clause will be a required condition of the contract. As a
portion of
the response to thisRFP.
ofthc
thisRFP, bidders shall identify and define any pertinent new services
currently being considercdfor deployment. Anticipated deployrmmt dates shall also be identified. The
State and tht~ Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones during
the term of the: contract to review service offerings and pricing. These reviews may result in
expanding the services offered by the Contractor to include new pricing elements or pricing
modifications associated with improved economies of scale and/or technological innovations.
Changes in the industry related to regulation and/or pricing mechanisms may also result in
modification of rates identified in the services offered by the Contractor. These review periods will
2011)fTom
commence no later than the 241h
24110 month (-February I, 20
II )fTom the effective date of the contract; the
th
J 6 month (~-February I, 2012) from the effective date of the contract.

8.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL GUARANTEES

This network must support production applications that require a bigh
high degree of
reliability and must operate with little or no service disruptions for twenty-four (24)
hours a day, seven (7) days a week. Contractors will provide solutions with the
necessary redundancy, backup systems, and/or other disaster avoidance and
recovery capBlbilities to support these needs. Contractors must have the necessary
stafffor the installation and maintenance of their network responsibilities and
necessary staff to assist the State in its installation and maintenance of critical
network services. The Contractor will provide an explanation of any redundancy that is
required availability of the
available as p;Ui
p;lrt of the proposed system that will assure the requited
services. The following performance specifications are required service level
guarantees. The Contractor will conform to these service level agreements, which are
to include det
.. ils concerning restoration procedures and goals, escalation procedures,
det..ils
and non-conformance penalties.

8.4

(ME) SPECIFICATIONS

At a minimum, Internet and circuit availability will be 99.95% or greater as measured
over twelve consecutive months.

r1eQair (MTIR) a failed transport backbone network element, measured over twelve
Mean time to r.eRair
consecutive months, will be 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas; 8 hours for Remote Support
Areas.
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Nc!twork MTTR: 4 hours for Large Metropolitan Areas~ 8 hours for Remote Support
End-to-End N.~twork
Areas.
Following the final system acceptance by the State, the Contractor shall guarantee
overall network performance in accordance with RFP mandated requirements. Any
outages and/or diminished QoS that are not resolved prior to the expiration of the four hour MTTR
sha1l
(Mean Time To Repair) for Large Metropolitan Areas; or 8 hours for Remote Support Areas, shall
result in a cmdit to the State equal to four (4) days credit of service and one (I) day credit of service
for each additional hour of outage and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network component.
Repeated oul.ages
outages and/or diminished QoS on the same circuit or network segment greater than four (4)
occurrences per month shall receive a full month credit for that circuit or network segment.

8.5

(ME) PROJECT PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT

The State of rd:~ho acknowledges that project management and implementation
procedures will require alignment and adjustment of work processes for the
Contractor's c)rganizarions,
I)rganizations, the educational entities, and the State. The alignment will
be part of the: contract finalization, however the Contractor will respond to this RFP
assuming the following responsibilities listed below. Specifically, the State of Idaho and educational
entity manag(:rnent
manage:rnent staff will:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Provide overall project direction and program management.
Review and approve all project plans and deliverables.
Ensure that technical assistance and support are provided during the Contractor's
implementation phases and ongoing upgrade design of this project.
Establish project management guidelines by meeting with the Contractor's project
manag,ement
manag1ement team as needed.
Review and approve all project speCific documentation standards and requirements for the
various types of reports, technical/procedural documentation, and management materials that
will be produced during the project.
Coordinate other resources as needed to support the implementation process.
Providl~ on-site assistance, as needed during the implementation phases ofthe
project
The State oftdaho lEN management staff will also assist the Contractor in identifying eligible
participants in the network as well as establishing guidelines with the Concractor for ordering,
moving, adding or changing services.

Respo'n~;ibilities:
Vendor Respo'n!;ibilities:

•
•

•

The Contractor will coordinate and administer the requirements of the network
service(s) that are proposed with any subcontractors and the participants.
The Contractor will maintain a project management office in the State (preferably at a
location that is within one (I) hour access of Boise Idaho), during the design and cutover
phases of this project. The office will be responsible for administrative functions, project
design/development and the required installation.
The Contractor will maintain toll free lines for voice and facsimile from the Slate
State to
operational facilities for order entry and after hours help desk support. Installation and
maintenance may be subcontracted to one or more third parties to adequately cover the
of the core transport backbone sites and to provide for rapid response in the event of
locations ofthe
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a service disruption. The Contractor will provide information regarding intent to maintain its
faciliti~~s after project implementation has been completed.
faciliti~~s
The Contractor will maintain toll free voice lines for after hours helpdesk support for the
duration of the contract. This point of contact will serve as: the single point of contact for all
servkes and equipment provided by the contract, including services and equipment
subcontracted to another vendor.
information, graphs, charts,
The Contractor will furnish with its proposal technicaJ infonnation,
maps, photographs, block diagrams, operating manuals, and other information that will clearly
show that the services offered are in full compliance with t.he minimum requirements of this
RFP. 1111 the event that the documentation furnished is at variance with the requirements of this
RFP, the Contractor will explain in detail, with full engineering support data, the reasons why
the proposed services meet the RFP requirements and should not be considered an exception.
The technical proposal will include detailed network diagrams and drawings that clearly
illustrate the network. configuration and the functional relationships, as they are associated
TI\ese network diagrams will be available to the State
with the proposed services. These
electronically in a fonnatagreed upon by the Contractor and the State to allow for import into
variolls computer programs.
various
The Contractor will provide basic technical specifications for each item of
equipmc~nt included in the proposal. The information to be provided will be in the form of
equipmc~nt
publisht:d specification sheets or other illustrative literature.

9.0

VENDOR REQUIREMENTS

9.1

(ME) PROPOSER'S BACKBONE

Describe in det'lil
detli1 the Proposer's backbone in both narrative and graphic fonn.
form. Include the overall
architecture, number and location of points of presence ("POPs"), link capacities connecting POPs,
descriptions of carrier-elass
carrier-class routing/switching equipment, redundancy, fault tolerance, routing
policies including BGP, current and planned support for lPv6, the number of direct network
administrative and engineering staff supporting the Proposer's backbone, in-place physical and
electronic security measures, and any other materially relevant infonnation. Proposers in their
proposal should also inclUde historical data documenting at a minimum availability, latency and
packet loss statistics for their backbone over the last 12 months.

9.2

(ME) f-EERING
f'EERING AND TRANSIT RELATIONSHIPS

Describe in detail the Proposer's peering and transit relationships in both narrative and graphic form.
Include the locations and link capacities of peering/transit points, describe typical peering and transit
service level agreements, and describe peering and transit policies. Specifically describe how the
Proposer will avoid disruption to Users' Internet services as a result of disputes between providers,
such as the reoent
reo~nt dispute between Level J and Cogent Communications. Proposers in their proposal
should also inc:lude historical data documenting at a minimum availability, latency and packet loss
statistics for thc~i,.
tht~i,. peering and transit points over the last 12 months.
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9.3

(ME) SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS FOR CUSTOMERS rSLAs")

Include in your proposal a copy of the Proposer's standard service level agreement for customers,
taking into ac(:ount the metrics established in 8.4 Specifications for Internet and VTC Quality of
Service. Ensure that the percentage availability goal of the Proposer's backbone is included. Also
describe the Proposer's capacity planning process that is used to ensure the Proposer meets or exceeds
established SLAs.

9.4

(ME) TRACE ROUTE AND PING TESTS

Include in your proposal the results of select trace route and ping tests. It is recommended that
providers use "pathping" to produce these results for their respective RFP responses. The destinations
to be tested follow:
Coeur d' Alenle School District
http://www
.cdaschools.orgj
hnp://www.cdaschools.org/
Lewiston School District
http://www.lewi;ston.kI2.id.usl
hnp://www.lewi;ston.kI2.id.usl
University of ld,a.ho
Id,a.ho
http://www.uidaho.edu/
Meridian School District
http://www.ml:ridianschools.org/
http://www .ml:ri dian schools .org!
Boise State University
hnp://www.idbslU.edul
http://www.idbslU.eduJ
Twin Falls School District
http://www.tfsd.kI2.id.us
College of South em Idaho

hnp://www.csi.edu/
http://www.csi.edu/
Idaho State University
http://www.isu.edu/
Idaho Falls School District
http://www.d91.kI2.id.us/
http://www.d9l.kI2.id.usl
Salmon School District
http://www.salmon.kI2.id.us/
http://www.salmon.kI2.id.usl

9.5

(E) PIlOFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
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Describe professional associations related to Internet services (e.g., NANOG) in which the Proposer
actively contributes and participates.

9.6

(E) ORGANIZATION

Describe your organizational structure and explain how your organization qualifies to be responsive
to the management, administrative, engineering and technical requirements of this RFP. Elaborate in
detail on your technical staff's training and familiarity with the design, administration and repair of a
Cisco-based networking architecture.

9.7

(E) QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

Describe th(: Proposer's experience in managing, engineering, staffing and providing conunercial
Internet services to others of similar size and scope. Describe your qualifications and experience
providing similar services, as required in this RFP, to other customers. Include a list of all customers.

9.8

(E) REFERENCES

Include in your proposal a minimum of three (3) trade references including names of persons who
may be contacted, their positions,
positions. addresses, and phone numbers where services similar in scope to
the requireml~nts
requireml~nts of this RFP have been provided. The Proposer is responsible to ensure the accuracy
and relevancy I)f provided references.
For partnerships used by the proposer in the supplying of the service, for each partner used, the
proposer must provide a min imum of three (3) trade references, including names of persons who may
be contacted, their positions, addresses, and phone numbers where services similar in scope to the
requirements of this RFP have been provided. The Proposer is re!:ponsible to ensure the accuracy and
relevancy of provided references for the partners.

9.9

(ME) FINANCIAIS

Include in your proposal copies of the latest two years' audited annual financial statements, and all
partners proptJsed for the supply of this service. This information is for evaluation purposes only,
Should demonstrate the Proposer's financial stability and must include balance sheets, income
should
statements, credit ratings, lines of credit, or other financial arrangements sufficient to enable the
Proposer to be capable of meeting the requirements of this RFP. This information will be held in
confidence to the extent that law allows.
If audited fimUlcial data are unavailable, fully explain the reason and provide the latest non-audited
sheets, income statements,
financial information including balance sheets.
statements. lines of credit,
credit. statements of cash
flow, and changes in financial position. Include infonnation to attest to the accuracy of the
information provided.

9.10 (E) BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION
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)
Provide bic)graphical information for each staff member responsible for design,
implementatiion, project management, or other positions identified in the requirements of the
RFP. Include relevant education, experience and licensing oc certification.

9.11 (MIE) IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The Contractor will submit to the State ofIdaho CIa
CIO Office an implementation plan for the
the services, along with proposed pricing schemes that reflect the services to be
deployment of
oflhe
included in the: associated contract resulting from the award ofthis
of this

RFP foc deployment of services. Specifically, it is envisioned that Vendors shall provide
written details of an TEN PhaSed Deployment plan that will include: Network Discovery (e.g.
assisting th€~ State in the inventory of already existing legacy public school, libraries and state
agency networks to include network equipment, connectivity, facilities, use ofE-Rate
Funding, et(~):;AnaJysis
(to identify actual network build out
et(~):;AnaJysis of Survey findings (toidentify
requirements); School Participation
Participation\\ lEN Marketing Plan; Pilot program "Proof of Concept"
instaJiations
installations to validate requirements; "Go live" Phase I for installation of services support to
all Idaho Public High Schools; An Operations and Maintenance plan; followed by future lEN
Phased Deployments (Elementary, Middle schools, Libraries, State agencies) and
Technology r<~freshment
r<~freshment plans.

9.12 (E) DEPLOYMENT STATUS REPORTS
The Contractor's designated project manager will provide weekly :reports
reports of the status
of any deployment schedules to the State's designated lEN project manager. Deployment status
reports will provide weekly information related to the adherence to the deployment schedule
identified in Append ix A, identification of issues affecting the dep loyment schedu Ie, and
recommendec1 resolution(s) to any identified barriers to network deployment.

9.13 (El lULLING
The State will provide detailed billing instructions for each order as placed. In some
cases the billed entity will be a consolidated billing to the State in an electronic format.
For E-Rate eligible entities, the contractor will be instructed to bill the E-Rate processing organization
directly (USAC, Service Provider Invoice, Form 474) in accordance with established E-Rate policies
processing can be accomplished. The contractor must comply with
to ensure that appropriate E-Rate proceSSing
all applicable IE-Rate requirements. The State may request a copy or summary of billings to other
entities.

9.14 (IE) CERTIFICATION
requ:in;s that the bidder be certificated by the Idaho Division of Purchasing
The State requ:in:s
Commission to provide the services outlined in this Section of this RFP. The Bidders
must elaborate 011 whether they would be willing to file Tariffs with Division of Purchasing specific
to the network proposed in their bid. The Bidder must elaborate on whether they are willing to accept
direct payment for USF and NUSF contributions to their proposed network and whether they are
[Type text]
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willing to dt:duct these contributions from the State's monetary obligations toward a contract resulting
from this RfP.

9.15 (ME) PROOF OF PERFORMANCE

Vendors will provide in writing detailed plans for testing of the lEN core network, following the
installation and activation of all equipment, to include testing of each Iink
Iink to insure and verify proper
transmission speeds and low latency. Vendors will also provide a plan on how they will document
these tests ar.ld
arid present their findings to the State lEN OCIO office:. Note the results of all these tests
will be documt:nted by the contractor, given to the State and become a part of the Vendors
S.l and 9.12.
Maintenance rt!cords,
rt:cords, along with required monthly status reports specified in sections 8.1

10.0 PRICING SCHEDULES
The Bidder will clearly identify each offered service (by service type) and be specific on all elements,
processes, fec:s,
fet:s, etc. included in the cost Bid proposals will address the impact of normal growth, as
well as planm~d
planm:d and unplanned network expansion or service enhancement. All prices shall be
proposed on a ·'per unit" as a recurring or nonrecurring basis. All bidder costs must be reflected in
either the monthly recurring or nonrecurring charges. No additional charges will be accepted. The
State shall not be required to purchase any specific service or minimum quantities of network
services. The quantities provided in this RFP as examples are for the sole purpose of assisting the
Bidders in preparation of their proposals and for the State to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
network solutions. The State shall not be responsible for any cost that is not identified in the Bidders
proposal.

10.1 (E) NETWORK EQUIPMENT AND HARDWARE COSTS (NON-CPE)
Network equipment and hardware (non-CPE) will be part of and included in the itemized transport
circuit costs. Circuit costs will be bundled costs, including all hardware.

10.2 (E) INSTALLATION COSTS
If one-time ins1aUationlset-up
installation/set-up charges are applicable, these rates shall be delineated in the cost portion
of the proposal. This cost for the circuit installation shall include all one-time costs associated with
tennination to the demarcation point from the network side and/or fees associated with
interconnection to local exchange carriers.

10.3 (E) SOFTWARE, WARRANTY, AND MAINTENANCE COSTS
The Bidder will include costs for software, warranty, and maintenance ofthe
of the provided circuits in the
service rates. Software indudes any initial or upgraded software required by each item of equipment
proposed forth': network to perfonn as a fully functional.
functional, integrated part of the Contractor's network
and associated !lervice rates. The software costs shall include all of the following applicable costs:

[Type text}
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..

I

a)
b)

Initia.l purchase and installation costs.
Use and licensing fees.
Software maintenance costs, including upgrades.
All other costs relative to the network such as acquiring and using the software for the life of
ne:twork.
the network.
Costs and procedures related to the transfer of the software from damaged or out of service
equipment to new equipment and the reprogramming of the software to place equipment
spare!; into service and to meet changing network needs.

e)

d)
e)

10.4 (M) OPTIONAL SERVICES
It is anticipated the Contractor may wish to offer optional services: at an additional fee, Le. network
monitoring, project management, etc. These services will be identified and described in detail with
the appropriate cost per unit (hour, month, circuit, service, etc.) de:lineated.

10.5 (E) TOTAL COSTS
The Bidder will provide a detail description and list of services being proposed in the attached
Schedules. Monthly costs, installation. and any other charges are to be explicitly stated in order for
the State to evaluate the proposed services incorporated in the proposal and the associated charges.
Additionally, vendors are encouraged to:
•
•

Minimi.ze
Minimize any "transport" or "backhaul" charges in support of a stable per megabit pricing
algorithm.
Specify all fees for activation, termination and/or
andlor processing if allowable changes in capacity
are requested during the life of the contract.
• . Provide a means to clearly detennine the monthly recurring costs associated to the
amount of Internet capacity purchased or consumed.
• Indicate the availability and any associated pricing details for the State to obtain
TCPflP address ranges during the term of the contract.
additional TCPfIP

10.6 (E) COST AND SERVICE OFFERING REVIEWS DURING THE CONTRACT
The State and the Contractor will conduct periodic reviews of the contract at specific milestones
during the term of the contract to review service offerings and pricing as specified under item 8.2
Technology Refreshment.

10.7 (E) PROPOSAL COST EVALUATION
The proposal cost will be evaluated based on the monthly recurring costs multiplied by the applicable
length of contract in months, not to include extensions, plus the one-time non-recurring costs.

10.8 (E) PRICING SCHEDULES

text]
[Type text)
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Schedule C: Barrlwidth for lEN Users (RFP Section 8.1)
Month!yMonthlYOne-time Recurri!!&..
charge ($) Charge ill
De§.!;ription
Item no. De§£ription
I Fixed bandwidth
(indi(;ate units)

m

2 BurSl:able
BurS1:able bandwidth
( indicate units)
(indicate

VaJue~added Services for lEN Users (RFP Section lOA)
Schedule 0: Value~added
MonthlY..
One-time &ecurrin!l
charge ($) Charge CD
Item no. ~~iption
Notes
IONS Caching
2 Network Security
3 Application Level Monitoring
4 Content Filtering
5 IP Maintenance
6 E-Mail & Archiving Services
7 Managed Firewall Services
8 Traffic Prioritization Services
9 Othe:r value-added services

'------

Schedule E: Charge For Performance and Usage Reports (RFP Section 8.1)
Monthly,
Monthly.
One-time Recurring
]tern no. Descuptio!!
charge ($) Charge {~l
Notes

!

L~

__~__
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All pricing s,:hedules must be complete and accurate, containing all costs related to provisioning
ser~i(;es. Pricing in these schedules must reflect the Proposer's pricing before the application
Internet ser~i(;es.
of any taxes, fees, surcharges or volume discounts.

All schedules contained in the electronic version of this RFP are embedded Excel worksheets. Please
contact the Division of Purchasing if you desire to use or require assistance in using these worksheets.
-----------------------------------~-------,
--------------------------------------------------------------------------~

Schedule A: Proposed Vendor lEN Solution· (RFP Section 3.5.2 )

Item no, Des;ription
DeS;.ription
I TOTAL PRlCE

MonthJ:L
Recurrin&One-time Recurrin&
charge ($) Charge .($)

2 Breakdown ofTolal Price:

Item no.
no,
I

Schedule B: Incremental Bandwidth (RFP Section 8.1)
Monthl'L
Recurring,
One-time Recurring.
Desl~iption
charge ($) CharMl$}
Desl~iption
Charz~l$}
Fixed incremental bandwidth
(indicate incremental units)

2 Bursta.ble incremental bandwidth

(indicate incremenral units)
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Taxes, Fees, and Surcharges
While the State is generally except from payment of taxes, identify and explain the
various (!xisting
Internet services.
(~xisting taxes, fees and surcharges that apply to offered Intemet
Provide ,an average overall percentage markup that may be applied to the Proposer's
pricing in the preceding schedules that reflects the taxes, fees and surcharges that Users
will pay.
. '-''-_
-"
.'

_-

....
._ ..._._--_.

.,.

_-------
----------

.. _ - ~ _....
.---~-

------~--

------~--

--
-

-------_._---_._-_._-_._-~-_
---.----.-----.----.----.~--

_-_

..
..

._--_
..
.... _----_.-_._
---_._---_
_---_.-_.•.. _- .._-_._--_
....
_._--._------_
-_._
_-_._--_......_ - - - -------._-.-......
.. _---_.---...•

....

..

.

_-_.

- - - _.._ - - _ ...

-------
-

_.~--------~-------

-_._...... _--_._---_
_--_._--
...

----._----- - - - - - - 

------------_ - - - - 
._._---_
_--
... _----_._--....
_----------------._.-_
_--------
.. ----------------... -- ... --------"
---...
'--

.- ...
.. _----_.

__

.....

..

-.~-----.--.-

Volume Discounts
Identify and explain any volume discounts the Proposer is willing to offer and the
basis for qualifying for them (e.g., revenue, usage, number of access points).

_--_

---_..
----_._--_
.. _ - - - - - - - _.•
_--- ._-----------
-.----.-.---.. - - - - - - . - - . - - - .
.. _--_ ....
_ - ----.---_.
--_._---_.
-_ ...
..---_---------_._-_.-.. ..._.-.-
-.-- - - ...•.._--------------_
--_._-----------_ .. _--
---.------

_-_
...

_--~-----

_--_
...

_._--_._--_.
__ _--_--_ ..--_
_-- _--
..

..

-~---

_-_._

.•....

_-~----_._

.....
......

--_._--_ ..._-_._.--_
----------_
... _....._
_------ - - ._-' - - - '..... _--_
_---_.....
....

-_

_.
-----

_---_.
_---

.. - _ . ....
- ...

----_._-----_._-
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APPENDIX A
SCHEDUL,E 1: LIST OF lEN PHASE ONE PUBLIC HIGH SCHOOLS
Idabo State P ublic High
Hi~h Schools
American Fal ts Joint District 1138]
11381
American Fa.l1 s High School

-

---,

Hil!h Schools Cont.
Idaho State Public Hie.h
Cascade District 11422
Cascade H.igh
H,igh School

Basin District #72
.hIMiddle School
Idaho Ci His.hlMiddle
Bear Lake Hisrtict 1133
#33
Bear Lake I:!!g.h
,h School

-~

--~

Blackfoot Dis trict 1155
Blackfoot Hi,gbI School
lode endencc~
endencc~ Alternative High School
--.-----

-_._--~-

Blaine Coun!! District #61
Care School (!(-12}
(!,-12)
Wood RiverH igh School

Boise District 1#1
. -- --Boise Hi Sc hool
Borah Hi h Sc hool
Ca ital Hi@J~ chool
Ctr.
nis Prof. Tech Ed Ctr,
Deh I A. Dennis
Fort Boise Hi Lh School------_._".
Marian Prichett High School
Mountain Cov e High School --. Timberline His!
Hig!1 School
.
-~._-_.
-~.---.

-~.

°nt District #93
Bonneville JOI·nt
Bonneville Hi'~ School
Hillcrest_High --School
Hillcrest.High
h ~khool
Lincoln Hi h!
Bound. Coo nly
Bounda
n!X District 1#]
0]
#101
Bonners Fe
High School
-

#365
Bruneau-Gra IlJd View Joint District 1#365
Rimrock Jr JSr ,. High School
Buh(
Buhl Joint Dill tliet
trict #412
Buh) Hi h Sch IJol
Buhl

Cassia District #151
Burley High School
Declo High School
•.-.
Raft River High School
f--c:~si~_~gional Technical Center
f-c:~si~)~~gional

'.
-_
--

Castleford
District #417
. _ - - - - _..._
_----._----_
--Castleford High
--

Cour d' Alene District #271
Cour d'Alene High School
Ci'1'...!:fig~~School
_ Lake Ci'1'..£fig~~School
Hi~h School
Project COA Alternative High
Riverbend Technical Academy
- r'
r'-Cottonwood Joint District #242
_____
Prairie High Sch~o! ...

--------

Council District #13
Coucil Hi2b
High School

-

_.. -

Dietrich District #314
--

Emmett District #221
-Emmett High School
Fremont Couoty
County Joint District #215
South Fremont High School
Genesee Joint District #282

._~--._-

.-~--.--

Glenns Ferry Joint District #192
Glenns Ferry High S c h o o l - - - - - - Goodine.
Gooding Jo!nt :Qistrid #231
Goodin!?
Gooding High School
Idaho School for the Deaf and Blind

.
--

I
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State of Idaho

•

Department of Administration
Division ofPurcbula1
ofPurcbulaS

C.L. "Butch" O'lTER
aov.,mor
aov.:111CX'
MIKE OWAllnq;y
D1l'1l1ilor
D1""'or
BIU.
BIU- 8VUlIIS

Admfnialnstor
Admfni8lnstor

650 W State Street, Room BIS
P. O. Box 83720
Ball1C. In
8312O.()()7S
BoIse.
ID 83720-OO7S
Telephoao (208) 327-7465
327·7465
FAX (208) 327·7320

b1tWladmJ4lJ""_Wx!wcbuItlg
bUW1admJ4lJ""-IOWX!wpJlultlg

January 20.
20, 2009

Education Networks of
America, me.IENA Services, u.c
ofAmerica,
Attn: David Pierce
1101 M.Gavoek SL
Nash'Yillc, tN
'IN 37203

Via Facsimile (615) 312-6099
Original via USPS

RB: RFP02160. Idaho Education Network, b 1be State ofJdllho,
ofJdaho, RFP closed lanullY 12. 2009.
Dear Mr. Pierce:

Your proposal bas been received and
e¥pcrts.
IDd been evaluated based on pro-detennined criteria by subject matter e¥perts.
Bolow is a comparilOl1
comparllOl1 orebe scores each propoaai
propoaal nceiwd.
nceiwcL
Criteria

Points

ENA

Qwut

Verizon

upnmco
Prior Experien
Legl.lative Intent
Management Ce bUity
Financilll & Rf
Financial

200
100

110

100
100

29

82

Subtotal

sao

268

382

400
100
1000

267
100
635

400

E-Rate
Cost(1)
E-RateCost(l)
Non-E-Rate Cos 1)
Non·E-Rate

TOTAL

65

13

145
83

56

72

35
3S
35
150
'278

15
1S

74

64

856

492

Non-reoccurring (one -time) c:hlll'SC8
c:hlll'gC8 (ifany)
(if any) by the length
(1) Cost points wwe detcrmfned by dividing my Non~reoccurrins
lIIJlOI1izcd mon1bly!;lost
of tho contract (60 months) BUd adding chat IIIJlOI1izcd
mon1b1y!;lost ro chc moothly rcoccunioZ
rcoccunio& char'g9.
cluIrg9.

Ihia as • Letter ofInteDt
of Intent to award to Qwe&t
Qwest Communications
Please considel' !his
CommUPicatians Company LLG agd Education
In!t!,IENA Sqyj.ces. LLC for
foe being .warded the most points.
Networks of America. Ju",.lENA
uDtil you receive a Pun:baso Order or Contract from
Do not take any ac:tioo uutil
nom the Division
DivisiOD OfPurchllBin8
ofPurchaBin8 and in

,

oftho
accordance with the pro'lisiOU$ of
tho RFP.

CC:OCIO

"Serving Idaho cJt/~ns through effective services to their governmental agencies·

DOA001401
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. Purchase Order Mail Generator

..

•
I

~

7H
'7'H 1 S NUHlIItP
NUHtlI£P ..,1ST APPEAA

Bill To:
State of Idaho Various Agencies
AgenclH
Various State Agencl.
located throughout Idaho

QI lU.L
DOCUKt:UTS
Ql
Al.L DOCUKt:IlTS

State of Idaho
Various
Agencies

....

Address 2
Various, 10 83701

statewide Blanket Purchase
Order

Statewide Blanket Purchase Order

SBP01308
Date: Wed Jan 28, 2009

OELNER TO: State of Idaho Various Agencies
Various State Agencies
thrc1ughout Idaho
located Ihrc1ughout

-

F.O.B: Destination
N30

Terms:

Address 2
Various, II) 183701
83701
Mark.Uttlll@adm.ldaho.gov

VENDOR:

Start of Service Wed Jan 28, 2009
Date

QWEST COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION
1801 Cal1f4)nl1la
C1l11f4)nl1la Stre.t
Denver, CO ·80202
Dlrec:tclr-Buslnes1I Development
Attn: Dlrec:tclr-Buslnesll
rlchard.fermlndez@qwest.com
801) 1199-7780
Phone: 801l
1199·7780
Fax: 303672-6901
Account Number: P00000067075

Mon Jan 27, 2014
End of Service
Date:

RFQ#: RFP02160
DOC#: PREQ15608

File Attached: I

IEN_Bdders_Conference.doc

IEN_RFP_29
I(' IEN_RFP
_29
Dec._08_Changes_and_or_Updates.docx
D8C._08_ Changes_snd_or_ Updates.docx

~

[xb. No.
Dare
Name

,j

I

I.

1"/~

MIU,~~i
MIU,~~i

r

IEN_Bldders_conf_QA_290ec_08.docx
IEN_Bldders_conf_QA_29 Dec_08.docx

r

APPENDIXfanclG_to_RFP02160.docx
APPENDIXfandG_to_RFP02160.docx

(' RFP
RFP_JEN_Brleflng_29_Dec_08,pptx
_IEN_Brleflng_29_Dec_OS.pptx
i' AMENDMENH_RFP02160.cloC
AMENDMENH_RFP02160.doc

I

RFP02160_WITH_APPEN_A.doc

r

RFP02160 APPEN C THRU E,doc
E.doc

Buyer: MARK LIUU:_
LITTU:_ 208-332-1611

II

Item No

I

000
000

================================~====~==~====~

II

IIQ~~~tYII
I!EXTENSION!
IIQ~~~tYII ~~~~ IIEXTENSIONI

Description

II=B=LA=N==K==E==T=P=l:::JR:=:C:::=H:=::A==S=:=E=:A=:G::::R::::E=EM=ENT:::::::=(~'=ln=e'7"'te=m=pa=rt==='c=u===la=r=s
lI=ow::::::=)
IIBLANKET
PURCHASE AGREEMENT (lina Item particulars ::=fo7.
follow)

====11II

I ====:==;11II

1
1 lot
lot

II

I

1\ 5000000.001

Total:11
Total:"

1:=1

115000000.00
115000000.00

Contract for Ithll
Iclaho Education Network (lEN) for the benefit of the State of Idaho eligible schools, political
Ithe Idaho
subdIvisions, or public agencl08
agencIes as defined by Idaho Code, Section 67-2327. The
Tha Division of Purchasing or the
Blanket requlsltlonlnl~
requlsltlonlnl~ i1gency will Issue Individual
IndivIdual releases (delivery or purchase orders) agaInst
against this Contrect
Contract on an as
Comments: needed basis
basiS per the lEN Strategic Implementation Plan for a period of five (5) year commencing January 28,
2009 ending January 27, 2014, with the opUon
opHon to renew for three (3) additional five (5) year periods.

Item No

II

Description
Description

~lQ~~n;:YII

=======================l..

iJ
~==~"F

II

Unit
Price

I

!EXTENS ION!

Ii

,

https:/lbasec.sicomm,neiUlmyer/poOOlMAILER.html?MANUAL
https:/lbasec.sicomm.neiUlmyer/poOOlMAILER.html?MANUAL ABSTRACT REASON=markli... 112812009
DOA010845
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Order Mail Generator

L
~ ................
.....................

COMMUNI(:A
COMMUNI(:ATIONS
TIONS AND RELATED SERVICESldaho Education Network
related senile
sentle:es
( nt I
(91'·'1
( 91'·'1

IYE~R
1

[1000000.00
11000000.00 15000000.00

I

, ........
NonCE OF STATEWIDE CONTRACT (SBPO) AWARD
........NonCE

Contract for the Idaho Education Network (lEN) per State of Idaho RFP 2160 for the benefit of State of Idaho
schools, ag,e l1eles.
neles, Institutions, and departments and eligible political subdivisions or public agencies as
defined by Id
Id'aha
'aha Code, Section 67·2327. The DIvision of Purchasing Of the requisitioning agency w1/1lssue
will Issue
Individual r,.1
r,.1eases
eases (delivery or purchase orders) against this Contract on an 88
a8 needed basis In accordance
jwlth
wlth the IEfll t Itrllteglc Implementation plan.
27,2014, with
Contrll4~t TERM Is for a period of five (5) years commencing January 28, 2009 ending January 27.2014,
Irhe Contrll4~t
~he option to renew for three (3) additional five (5)
(6) year periods.
Contract Till
e: ................ Idaho Education Network
TIUe:
Contract Usage Type: ........ Mandatory Use (executive agencies)
Public
PUblic Agel1tc :f Clause: ......
•.....Yes
Yes
Contract Ad
ministration: .... Gregory lindstrom
Administration:
-·Phone
mber: ............ 20B·332·1609
--Phone Nu
Number:
-E-Mail:
...... ..gregory.llndstrom@adm.ldaho.gov
gregory.llndstrom@adm.ldaho.gov
-E·Mall: ...... .........
.....
Contractor' " "rimary Contact
--Attn: •..••••••
................ CllntBerry
.........................CllntBerry
-Address: ....
•..• ..... ......... .... 999 Main Street. Suite 800
General -City.
-City, State,. ;z:lp: ............ BoIse.
BoIse, 10 83702
Comments: Phone Numb ar:
fir: ............... 208-364-3977
208·364-3977
Facsimile: .... ........
: .........
.
.......•. 208·364-3954
208·364·3954
E-Mail:
E·Mall: .........
.................
........ ......... cllnt.berry@qwest.com
CONTRACTf)
R: Ship to the FOB DESTINATION point and BIU DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGENCY. DO NOT
CONTRACTl:>R:
ES TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Contract Award Number on any
MAIL INVOI<:
INVOI<:ES
Invoices/stalt
Invoices/s1altelment
ement will facilitate the efflclent
payment..
efficient processing of payment..
The dollar alnount listed In the contract extension pricing Is an estimate and cannot be guaranteed. The actual
dollar amoun t of the contract may be more or less depending on the actual orders, reqUirements,
requirements, or tasks given
to the Cantril
Cantrilclor
ctor by the State or may be dependent upon the specific terms of the Contract.
THIS STATE WIDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER,
ORDER. (including any files attached), CONSTITUTES THE STATE OF
IDAHO'SAC'
CEPTANCE OF YOUR SIGNED OFFER
IDAHO'SAC'CEPTANCE
Y electronic bid submlssIOll),
(Including arl
arlY
submlssIOl1), WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE
AS THOUGH SET FORTH IN FULL
provided herein, such Inconsistency shall be resolved by
In the event C) f any Inconsistency.
Inconsistency, unless otherwise prOVided
giving prec$
prec$:lence
:lence in ths
the following order.
order:
",Ide Blanket Purchase Order document.
1. This State'
State'IVlde

2. The state c,
Cl f Idaho's original solicitation document RFP02160.
3. The Qwest'
s signed offer.
Qwest's
Instructions:
Freight I Handling Include
din Prl<;o
Includedin
Prl<;8

I
I
I
I

,BY:
LITTI.e
~ : MARK LITTI-E

/

'

tJ 19l16-2009 SicommNet. Inc. All Ril)hts
Ri'lhts Reserved.
Reserved .
• 1)0001 Majer·
Majer -

https:/lbasec.sicomm.ne1jhuyer/poOOIMAILER.html?MANUAL ABSTRACT REASON=markli... 1/28/2009
DOA010846
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Purchase Order Mllil
Milil Gcoecat'
Gcoel'at' .'

Page) of2

~j

I'IfU

Bill To:
Agencl ••
8tat. ofidallo Various Agencl••
VarkKIs St,te AgendM
V.kKls
located throucahout ldalto

State of Idaho

"P.u..,

~UHIJER I<US'T

011 "LL. OCICUHL!C'U

Various
Agencies

...

Address 2
Addr.ss2

Varioua, tD 83701

St.tewlde BIMlkM
BIMlke4 PurchalHl
Order
881>01309

Statewld. Blanket Purchase Order

28, .2009
Date: Wed J.n 28•

DELIVER TO: State of killho
kiliho VeriOUI
VariOUI Agencies
VarlOUI IItate
..
State Agencl
Agencl..
located
IoCl8ted tht'OUahou1
tht'OUghou1 Idaho

-

F.O.B: Detltlnatlon
Detlltlnation
F.O.8:
Terms: N3D

Addr... 2:
Addr...

Varbl.,
VarkMil., I) 13701
Ma.... Lltllli.ed....ld.ho·oov
Llftlli.ed.... ld.ho·oov
Ma....

VENDOR:
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UOM

I[BLANKET
folow~
IlBLANKET PURCHASE AGREEMENT (line
( line Item particulars folow)

IIII

-'II

1 lot

I

Total:
Tota,=-II

Unit
Price !EXTENSIONI

II
I
'C]

8000000.00
5000000.00

Education Network (lEN) for the bMlefl1
b.nefl1 of the State of Idaho eRglbfe
Contract ror
'or the Idaho EdUClltlon
eRglbf. schools, political
polItical
,",bdlvislons.
defined by Id4lho
Idaho Code, Section 67·2327. The Division of Purchasing or the
,",bdlvislons, 0/' public agenclu .. deflned
wlllls8U8 Individual releases (delivery or purchase orders) .-galnst this Contnlct on an a$
equlsition/nll IIgency w/lIls8ue
BIIMet equlsitloninQ
Comments: reeded
th. lEN strategl<: Implementatlon
Implementation plan.
J"riod of five (5) year
~eeded basIS In accordance with ttl.
plan, for a ,"floC!
Fommenclng
~ommencln9.'anuary 28, 2009 ending January 27, 2014, witll
wit" the optiM to renew for three (3) addltion,,\
addltion,.1 five (5}
~8.
~
• • periods.
pertods.

I•

Item No

-

!!

Description

IIQ~~~tYII
Ila~~~tjl.

II

Unit
UnIt
Price

~EXTENSI03
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COMMUNICAT IONS AND RELATE:O
RELATE:o 8ERYlCESIdaho
8ERVICESIdaho Education Network
relaled lertie:e
servlc:eI
( 915--511.. nt

•

......................
...........................
NOTICE OF STA'TCWlDE CONTRACT (SBPOt
(SBPO, AWARD
......NOTICE

Ive'AA

11000000.00 5000000.00
1'000000.00

0'

ContFllet
Contl'llct for Ih•a Idlho Education
Edueatlon Nlltwortt
NlItwortt (lEN) per Stale of Idaho RFP 2160 for the benefit of Sial. 0' Idaho
schools. 119 ~I
ImJtllu1lon8. and department.
sUbdivisions or public agencl•••s
agencle ••1
~l ... InlJdtu1lons.
departmenta and eligible political sUbdIVIsions
jdetlned by I'daho
M Code, Seetlon 67·2327.
67-2327. The Olvlelon 01 Purchasing
IS8ue
Purchallng or
Of thtl
th& reqUisitioning
requisitioning ag,ncy
IS811e
individual rei eaSe.
ageln.t ttl..
ttl .. Contract on an as
88 needed basis In
'n accord..,ce
accordance
eas•• (delivery
(deliVery or purchase orders) agelnst
!with the IEtll Itrateglc
ItnItegJc Implem.ntation pian.
plan.

0'

idetl

wi'

Contrac:, t ERM Is for,. period of ftve
~. Contrac:.
~eaf8 commencing Jinuary
January 28, 2009 .ndlng
ending January 27.
27, 2014.
2014, with
flve (5) ~eara

Ithe
anew for th
.... (3) addlllon
.. Iv.
Ive (6) year periods.
ithe option tl)
tl:> r.new
th....
addItional

Contract Title::
Title::•••...............
.............. Idaho Educ:atlon Network
Contract Uaage TyP.: ........MandatOfy Use (elCewt!ve
(e)(ewtlv. agencies)
PubUc
Public Agency Clause: ••.•.. Yes
Contract Admil
Admilnlstradon;
nlstradon: .... Gregory Lindstrom
!-phone Hum b.r: ............ 208-332·1609
I-.£·Mal:.•......
I-.£·Mal:
........ ..............
gregory.lJndwomOadm.ldaho.gov
..............gregory.llndwomOadm.ldaho.gov
IContFllctOt'S
!Contractor's P rlmary Contact
--Attn: ........... ... ...........Davld M. Pierce
-·Attn:
-Address:
...... ................
1101 McGavoc:k Str.et
-Address:......
................1101
tp: ............ Nalhvllle.
N8Ihv1lle. TN 37203
-City, Stal." l Ip:
General Phon.
615-312-6009
Phona NUlnbel
Nl.Ilnbel':·: ............... 615-312·6009
Free: ......... ...............
Commants:
88M'5-1101
Comments: Toll Free:.........
...............88M15-1101
Facsimile: ... ""..
.. .. .............. 61 &-312-ti099
FlICslmlle:...
....... ....... dpl,rc.@ena.com
E-Mail: ............ ........

CONTRACTCIR : Ship to the
CONTRACTC'R
00 NOT
tile FOB DESnNATION point and BILL. DIRECTLY to the ORDERING AGENCY. DO
MAIL INVOICE.S TO THE DIVISION OF PURCHASING. Notating the Conlraot
Contraot Aw..d
Award Number on any
Involce.fatal,""lent
Involcesfatal.
of pa)'lMnL
paYlMnL
IJI1l8nt will faclthatethe effIolent
smolent processing 01

'rt

Th&
aA'IOon.
Thtl dollar alllO
en estimate and c~not
c.nnot be guaranteed. '"'- actu"
actual
on' listed 1ft the contract
contrect eletenslon
elltenslon pricing Is an
dollar amount of the contract mey be more Of les.
laSI dep«ndlng
deJ)«ndlng on the
lhe actual order., requirements.
fequlrements, Of tasks given
10 lhe Contre,c tor by the State or may b,
specific terms of the Contract.
b' deptndent
dependent upon the spectflc
jlHlS STATEWDE BLANKET PURCHASE ORDER, (including any files attached), CONSTITUTES 111E STATE OF
I1Hls
IDAHO'S ACe:
ACe:EPTANCE
EPTANCE Of YOUR SIGNED OFFER
(includIng
(including any elewonlc
etewonlc bid subml.sion),
subml.sion). WHICH SUBMISSION IS INCORPORATED HEREIN BY REFERENCE
AS THOUGH S ET FORTH IN FULL
Incons'stency shall be resolved by
an)/Inconsistency, um.s.
um.1I11 olherwlse provided herein, such Inconsistency
In the event 0" M)llnconsistency.
giving pre<:ederlce In the following order:
1. ThIs Statewlde Blanket PIII'~a
PIM~a..
. . Order document.
orlginelllOllcltllllon doeument RFP02160.
2. The state
8tate of Idaho's orlg'na!lI011cltIlllon
on Natwork.
of Amerlca'
Amerlca'__,
3. The Edocatli
Edocatllon
Natwork. of
••' ned
n.d offer.
offer.
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Price
FrelghllI Handling Includlcll
Freight
Includldl In Prfce

I
I
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1)
(1' TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NElWORK (lEN)
8BP001308
Februry 28,
21. 2009

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this -Amendmel"1r) by and between the State of Idaho ("Slate-)
and Qwest COJ1ll1'l.lnlcltJona
("Qwesr) hereby amends the oontrad for the
COl1ll1'l.lnlcltJona COfI'1)any,
COfI'1)8ny, LLC ("awesr)
Idaho Education Network (-IEN").
(-IEN"), Owest
Qwest Slatewlde Blanket Purchase Order. S8P01308 (the
AAgreement"').

It I. the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBPOO1308 In order to darlfy the roles and
responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement
1. Owest
technical network services. The Service
Qwest wlU be the genera I contractor for aU lEN tectmlcal
Provider Dsted on the State's Federal E--ra18
E--rala Fonn 471,
471. Education Networks of America
(EN,'). is required to worle with the dedlcalGd Qwast
Qwest Account Team for OIderlng,
oroerlng. and
of, on.golng
on-golng maintenance,
maintenance. operations and billing for sUIEN
provisioning of.
all lEN sites.
2. Qwest.
ted1nlcal network services using its
Qwest, in
In coordination with ENA, wiJI deliver lEN ted1nical
existing cora
core MPLS network and backbone services.
3. Qwesl,
Qwest. In coordination with ENA.
ENA, will procuRi and provision aU local access connections
efforts to enswe the most cost effk:lent and
and routing
routIng equipment making reasonable e"OI18
reliable network acoess throughout the State to include leveraging of publio
publJo safety
technicaMy feasible. Qwest and ENA will
network assets
assels wherever eoonomlcally and technlcaMy
use existing and future agreements and partnerships to deliver the necessary
bandwtcfth to each lEN site and to connect to the oore
OOle lEN MPLS platform.
4. Owest" In coordination with ENA,

wi. provide allintemet services 10 lEN users.

5. ~~t
Qwel~t wlU
wtU assign a project manager to work with the State of Idaho and ENA to define
Qwes( project manager,
manager. working with the ENA project
the project Scope of Work. The Qwest
manager, will develop a detailed Joint Project Plan thai will outline project tasks, assign
re&pcmslbll11les,
I"",iementatlon. This
re&pcmslbilitles, Identify risks,
risks. and define the schedule for project l"lliementatlon.
Joint Project Plen
Plan wil be presented to the State of Idaho lEN program manager for final
review and approval Implementation of this Joint Project Plan 18
Ie subject to the

rev~
rev~

and approval from the State.
6. OWesl
Operalions Center
awesl and ENA wil
wi! use a combination
combinalion of Owest and ENA Network Operations
(NOel' assets for the Idaho Education Network Indudlng
including bUI
bul not limited to:
s.
a. Establishment of B phyaicallayer
phyalcallayer (transport) NOC by awest;
b. Establishment of en IP NOC by Owest: end
and
c. e:..
..tabll&hment of a customer facfng Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA.
All three NOCs wi. be staffed lwenty-four hours a dey,
day, seven days 8 week.
week, three hundred
sixty five days of the year. ENA's NOC will serve as the one-stop lEN cU$tomer facing
servloo
physical and logical
service and support center; Owesl
Owest transport HOC wII monitor both the physIcal
servioas via existing
layer for outages and Owest's
Qwest's IP NOC will manage the MPlS services
management platfonns.
piatfonns.
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IDAHO DIVISION OF PURCHASING
AMENDMENT ONE (1) TO

STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
S8POO1308

February 26. 2009

1. Owest will work with ENA and with the State of Idaho to supply the Information
neoossary for the Slate and ENA to file Federal E-rate fOI1Tl6
fonm; accurately and in 8a timely

manner.
8. The State considers Qwest and ENA equal partners In the lEN project 8$ demonstrated
in the 'ntent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009 and the subsequent SBPOO1308
dated January 28. 2009.

9. The Stata
ilemlzed biDing
biUlng from OMst.
Qwvst. as the service provider
Stat8 may request copies 01
of all i1emlzed
associated with the dellYefY of lEN services on a monthly, annual.
annual, or on-golng be.
be$ls at
any tllTle
this Information within
time during the 18rm of the agreement. Qwest must provide thIs
30 da~rs of the Stale'.
Information.
State'. request for itemized bllKng information.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINlSTRA1'ION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMENDMENT ONI! (1) TO
STAT! OF IDAHO EDUCATION NETWORK (lEN)
SBPO01308

February 26, 2001

W

THIS AMENDMENT NO. 01 (this -Amendmont")
rSlBte
"Amendmont") by and between the Staw of Idaho rSlate")
and Education
EdUcation Network. of America.
America, IncJENA Services, LLC hereby amends the contract
for the Idaho I:ducation Network (WENW),
("EN"). ENA Statewide Blanket Purchase Order: SBP01309
(the "Agreemenr).
)

It Ie the Intent of the Sta1a
•• Bnd
and
St.1a of Idaho to amend SBP001309 In order to clarify the roJ
roJ••
responaibnJe.
responeibnJe. of the parties
P8rtles to the Agreement.
1. ENA will be the Servloe Provider listed on the State's Federal E-rate Form 471. Qwest
Owest
(-Qwest") is required to work with the ENA AocotJnt
Aocoont
Communications Company LLC ("Qwest")
Team f()r
maintenance, operations and billing for
for ordering, and provisioning of, on-golng maintenance.
all lEN 8"ea.
sHea.
2. ENA will coordinate overall delMitry
delMilty of all lEN network services and $upport.

3. ENA. In coordination
procure, provision. and provide
provIde all local acce9s
ooordinalion with Owest.
Owest, wil procure.
connections and routing equipment making reasonable efforts Ie ensure the most cost
oost
efficient and reRable network accesa throl.lghout
throt,jghout the Stale to incU:Je leveraging of public
safety network assets wherever economically and technically feasible. ENA and awast
wlU use
U&e exlsUng and future agreements and partnershIps to deliver the necessary
bandwidth to eadllEN site and 10 connect Ie 1he core lEN MPlS platform.
4. ENA, in coordination with Qwest,
Qwest. will provide all VIdeo Teleoonferendng (VTC)
Installaitil:>n,
Installaitil:>n. Operations, Monitoring, and Scheduling support for the lEN network.
5.

ENA will assign iiia project manager to work with the Stete of Idaho and Qwesl
Qwest to define
the project Scope of Work. The ENA project manager.
manager, working with the Qwest project
managel', wW develop a detailed Joint Project Plan that wUl outlne project tasks, asslgn
sct.dule for project Implementation.
implementation. This
responsibilities,
responsibilities. Identify risks, and define the set.dule
Joint Project Plan will be pAtSented to the State of Idaho leN program manager for final
review and approval. Implementation of this Joint Project Plen Ie subject to the review
and approval from the State.

6. ENA and Qwest will use a combination of ENA end Qwest
Owest NetwOtk Operations Center
(NOC) asselS for the Idaho Education Network including.
including, but not limited to:
a. Establishment of a customer facing Network Operations Center (NOC) by ENA;
b. I:stabllshment
l:stabllshment of a physical layer (transport) NOC by Oweat; and
c. I:stablishment d an IP NOC by Qwesl

All Ihrel9
week, three
tnrel9 NOCs wNI be staffed twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week.
NOe will serve as the one-stop lEN customer
hllldreol sixty flve
five days of the year. ENA's Nae
facing service and support center; Qwast transport NOC win monitor both the physical
and logical layer for outages and Qwest's IP NOC wlU
wiU manage the MPLS servIces
services via
exlsting management plalforms.
platforms.
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DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION, OFFICE OF THE OCIO,
AMEHDMI!NT ONE (1) TO
STATE OF IDAHO EDUCATlON NETWORK (II!!N)
88POO1301
February 2t.
26, 2Got

7.

work directly with the State of Idaho end
and Qwest to suppfy the InformatiOn
ENA wli wort<
nec:el;sary for the State 10 file Federal E-rale forma accurately and In a timely manner.
assist the State In providing E-Rate training for State Educational Suppon
ENA 'Will
will al&o 8sslst
entltes, Pubflc SdIooI
$dlool DlstrlctB
DlstrictB and Libraries.

8. The State considers ENA and Owest
Owesl .1 equal partners In the lEN project 8S
Awan:i letter dated January 20,
20. 2009 and the subsequent
demonstrated In the Intent to Awan:l
SBP001309 dated January 28. 2009.
ENA. as the service provider
9. The Slate
State may request coplss of all itemized blUing from ENA,
assodlated
momhly. annual or on-golng
on-going basis at
as60dlated WIth the delIVery of lEN aervices
aervlces on a momhly,
tenn of the agreement ENA must provide this informaCIon wflhin
wfthin 30
any lime
time during the tann
days clf the State's request for itemized bUlir19 information.
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COMES NOW defendant ENA Services, LLC, a division of Education Networks of
America, Inc. ("ENA")
("EN A") by and through its counsel of record, Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton,
P.A., and Bradley Arant Boult Cummings, LLP, and hereby submits its Memorandum in Support
of Motion for Summary Judgment.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Syringa Networks, LLC ("Syringa") brought suit against ENA for breach of contract, or
more specifically, breach of the Teaming Agreement. ENA now seeks summary dismissal of all
of the claims against it on four, alternate grounds: (A) the Teaming Agreement was an
unenforceable agreement to agree; (B) the Teaming Agreement terminated by its own terms; (C)
even if the Teaming Agreement were an enforceable contract, performance never became due
because of the failure of a condition precedent; and (D) performance was excused because the
commerical purpose of the Teaming Agreement was frustrated by the State's award of the Idaho
Education Network.
The claims against ENA are based upon a very different and inconsistent premise than
the claims against the other defendants. In addition to the claim brought against ENA, Syringa
also filed suit against the Department of Administration ("DOA" or "State") and Qwest
Communications Company, LLC ("Qwest") on theories that they conspired to deprive the Idaho
Educational Network ("lEN") Alliance (comprised of ENA and Syringa) of the award of the
statewide contract for the Idaho Education Network.
Network l Despite Syringa's assertions that the State

I The TEN project was awarded after the State sought Requests for Proposal 02160, or as referred to throughout this
memorandum, the "RFP.'"
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connectivity22 portion of the lEN
and Qwest conspired against the lEN Alliance to direct the connectivity
project to Qwest, Syringa sued ENA on the theory that "ENA had and continues to have an

absolute duty to perform its obligations" to direct connectivity work on the lEN project to
Syringa. Complaint ~'111-12.
The undisputed facts establish that ENA lacks the power to direct connectivity work to
Syringa. Accordingly, ENA brings the present motion because no genuine issue of material fact
exists to support Syringa's claim that the Teaming Agreement is an enforceable contract or, if the

Teaming Agreement is an enforceable contract, that ENA has the duty, authority, or power to
perform the putative obligations of the Teaming Agreement.
II.
ACTS 3
STATEMENT OF UNDISPUTED F
FACTS
A. Background of the Idaho Education Network

"The lEN was meant to be 'the coordinated, statewide telecommunications distribution
system for distance learning for each public school[.]'" Substitute Memorandum Decision and
Order, filed July 2.3, 2010 ("Substitute Order"), p. 2.

In December of 2008, the Department of

Administration issued a Request for Proposals 02160 for the lEN project (the "RFP"). ld. The
RFP sought a unified solution with two components, an E-Rate component and a connectivity
component. Lowe Depo., Nov. 5,2010, p. 63:4-11. 4

For the purposes of this motion, the movant will use "connectivity" to refi~r to both "backbone," which is the cable
that provides internet connectivity throughout the state, and "last mile connectivity" by which schools connect to the
backbone.
3 The factual background of this case has been extensively briefed by the parties. For that reason, ENA will only
briefly address the facts relevant to the present motion.
4 All depositions referenced in this motion are attached as Exhibits A-G to the Affidavit of Leslie M. Hayes in
Support of ENA Services, LLC's Motion for Summary Judgment filed contemporaneously with the present motion.
2
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1. The RFP requested an "end-to-end" solution.

As stated in the RFP, the State was seeking "the best and most cost effective "total end
endto-end service support solution" and supporting network architecture[.]" Affidavit of Leslie ]oJ.
}vf.
Hayes in support of
ENA Services, LLC's Motionfor Summary Judgment ("Hayes Aff."), Exh, J,
ofENA

RFP

~

3.2. In soliciting a response to the RFP that provided an "end-to-end" solution, the State

defined "project" to include both E-Rate work and the technical or network architecture required
for the connectivity services that physically connected the schools of the lEN. Hayes AfJ., Exh.
J, RFP

~

2.0. Accordingly, the lEN Alliance proposal presented a single contractor, statewide,

"end-to-end" solution that married ENA's strengths with the E-Rate services 5 to Sryinga's
abilities to provide the connectivity services required by the lEN. Lowe Depo., Nov. 5, 2010, p.
63:4-6 ("the proposal asked for an end-to-end solution. It did not bifurcate those two [the E-Rate
and the connectivity] into two different solutions[.]").
2. The RFP reserved the right for the State to make an award to "multiple
parties in whole or in part."
In its definition of "award," the RFP provided that "(t)he State reserves the right to reject
any or all proposals, wholly or in part, or to award [the lEN project] to multiple bidders in whole
or in part." Hayes AfJ., Exh. J, RFP

~

2.0. By the express terms of Section 5.3 of the RFP, the

State reserved the right to split the award. Hayes AfJ., Exh. J, RFP ~ 5.3. "Any resulting contract
from this solicitation will be awarded to up to four providers." Id. As the RFP anticipated that
the State could accept any portion of a bidder's or multiple bidders' proposal(s) "in whole or in
part," those responding to the RFP could not know what, if any, portion of the E-Rate and
connectivity servicc~s proposed in their response ultimately might be awarded them by the State.

For the purposes of this matter, "E-Rate Services" shall include managed Internet Access services and
responsibility for overall service to E-Rate eligible sites integrating connectivity services, customer premise
equipment, network management and customer support services pursuant to the State's award.
5
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3. The RFP expressly contemplated that the responding party could not
know at the time of the award the scope or pricing of the services to be
provided.
Under the methodology established by the RFP, the parties responding to the RFP could
not know the timing, scope, and pricing of the services required of an individual school until
after the State made an award of the lEN contract pursuant to a purchase order.

As expressly

stated in the RFP, the purpose of the RFP was to identify the vendor(s) who could build the
Aff.,
"business model that they will initiate to service the State of Idaho lEN network." Hayes Ajf.,

Exh. J, RFP ~ 3.2. 6 For the purpose of comparing the pricing offered by the bidders, the State of
Idaho provided celtain assumptions that were common to all bidders. Zickau Depo., Nov. 11,
2010, p.I90:5-I9I:5.
p.190:5-191:5. These standard assumptions allowed comparison of the bidders' proposals,
while the RFP expressly reserved the right to tailor the actual services that ultimately were
ordered to the schools' needs. Hayes AfJ.,
Ajf., Exh. J, RFP

~

10.0; Zickau Depo., Nov. 11, 2010,

p.190:5-191:5.
p.I90:5-I9I:5.

The State shall not be required to purchase any specific service
or minimum quantities of network services. The quantities
provided in this RFP as example are for the sole purpose of
assisting the Bidders in preparation of their proposals and the State
to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed network solutions.
Af!., Exh. J, RFP ~ 10.0; see also, Zickau Depo., November 11, 2010, p.190:5-l9l
Hayes AfJ.,
p.I90:5-191 :5. No

party responding to the RFP could predict the requirements of the ultimate contract because the
State expressly reserved the right to split the award, and the State expressly provided it was not
required to purchase any specific service or quantity of services even after making an award.

The intent of the RFP process is to seek proposals from industry experts for achieving the purpose and goals of the
lEN as established by tht~ legislature. Rather than defining a specific technology, architecture or network design, the
Department of Administration is providing broad guidelines only and relying on industry expertise to design and
propose a network capable of meeting these requirements. Hayes AjJ., Exh. J, RFP ~ 3.2.
6
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B. Background of the lEN Alliance

"Syringa and ENA entered into a 'Teaming Agreement' for the purpose of responding to
the lEN RFP." Substitute Order, p. 3. Neither Syringa nor ENA had the ability, standing alone,
to present a single contractor, "end-to-end" solution in response to the RFP. Lowe Depo., Nov.
5,2010, p. 60:1-17. That is because ENA's core competency is obtaining E-Rate funding and
providing logistical coordination of content for schools, while Syringa's core competency is
providing connectivity services. Lowe Depo., Nov. 5,2010, p. 61:9-21. In response to the RFP,
Syringa and ENA joined together to prepare and submit a proposal?
proposal 7 as the lEN Alliance with the
goal of obtaining the whole of the lEN contract. Lowe Depo., Nov. 5,2010, p. 60:9-17.
1. The Teaming Agreement had a limited purpose.

The purpose of the Teaming Agreement was for lEN Alliance to respond to the lEN RFP
in an effort to win the right to provide to the State of Idaho a statewide, "end-to-end" solution.
Hayes AjJ., Exh. I, Teaming Agreement; Lowe Depo, Nov. 5,2010,60:1-17. To do so, the lEN

Alliance married ENA's and Syringa's core competencies. Lowe Depo, Nov. 5,2010,60:1-17.
As Syringa has repeatedly emphasized in pleadings and in testimony, the limited purpose of the
Teaming Agreement was for the lEN Alliance to obtain the entire, statewide contract to provide
both components of the lEN, E-Rate services and connectivity services, statewide. Lowe
Feb. 25, 2010,

~~8-12,

also Collie Depo.,

S(~pt.

15; Complaint,

~~24-29,

Ai!,

110; Lowe Depo, Nov. 5, 2010, 60:1-17; See

29, 2010, p. 67:16-68:3.

2. Under the Teaming Agreement, Syringa's role in the lEN would have
bt~en to provide connectivity services.

7 "Proposal" is defined in the Teaming Agreement at paragraph l(d)
J(d) and "means the written response to the Project." "Project" is
l(c) to mean "that certain request for proposal, request for quotation, invitation for bid or
also defined in the RFP at paragraph J(c)
similar invitation for (i) provision of products or services with the State of Idaho Request for Proposal #RFP02160 to construct
the Idaho Education Network ("lEN") and (ii) services provided under the Prime Contract.
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....."
Within the Teaming Agreement, there was a clear division of responsibility between
ENA and Syringa. Hayes AfJ.,
AjJ., Exh. I, Teaming Agreement; Lowe Depo., Nov. 5,2010, pp. 60: 1161:21; See

general~y

Collie Depo., Sept. 29,2010, p. 69:12-19. Syringa was to provide the

connectivity services or the technical or network architecture that physically connected the
schools statewide.

Hayes AfJ.,
AjJ., Exh. I, Teaming Agreement.

As described in

~3(b)

of the

Teaming Agreement:
Syringa Responsibilities. ... Syringa shall be responsible for (i)
providing the statewide backbone for the services, (ii) providing
and operating a network operations center for the backbone, (iii)
providing for co-location of core network equipment, (iv)
proc:uring
procuring and owning all customer premises equipment not
provided by ENA, (v) coordinating field service for non-school or
library sites, (vi) managing the customer relationship for non
nonschool or library sites, and (vii) procuring, managing and
provisioning last mile circuits8 for non-school or library sites.
The Teaming Agreement clearly defines Syringa's purpose in participating in the lEN Alliance
as becoming the sole contractor to provide the connectivity services required by the lEN
statewide.
Syringa's purpose m Jommg the lEN Alliance was to become the single "carrier of
record" to provide connectivity services statewide to the lEN. Lowe Depo., Nov. 5, 2010, p.
62: 17-65:5. The "carrier of record" is the single-point of contact for the contract. Lowe Depo.,
Nov. 5, 2010, p. 33:] 9-35:5. Under the proposal of the lEN Alliance, ENA would have been the
"carrier of record" as the State's single point of contact for the entire lEN. Lowe Depo., Nov. 5,
2010, p. 64:3-8. The goal of the lEN Alliance was that Syringa would be the single point of

8 For the purposes of this motion, the distinction between "backbone" and "last mile connectivity" is irrelevant as
ENA lacks the power to direct work for either aspect the connectivity services required by the lEN. The Teaming
distinguishlld "connectivity" of the backbone from the "last mile circuits" that connect an individual
Agreement distinguisht:d
fal;il ity to the backbone. Hayes Aff.,
school or other state fal;ii
AjJ., Exh. I. It provided for a competitive bidding process for
al\ last mile
the "last mile circuits." /doo The Teaming Agreement did not ensure that Syringa would provide all
al\ "last mile circuits" needed for the project and
circuits, but instead it provided that ENA would notify Syringa of all
then, grant Syringa the first opportunity to provide a cost estimate. Id. After Syringa's cost estimate was received,
ENA was free to seek proposals from other providers. /d.
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contact for the provision of connectivity services to the lEN through ENA. Lowe Depo., Aug. 5,
2010, p. 94:25-95:4; see also Lowe Depo., Nov. 5,2010, p. 65:2-5.
C. The State awarded the lEN to Qwest and ENA
1. In its letter of intent the State awarded the lEN contract to ENA and

Qwest rather than making an award to a single contractor to provide a
statewide, end-to-end solution.
On January 20, 2009, the State issued a letter of intent to award the lEN to ENA and
Qwest. Substitute Order, p. 5. The State did not issue a letter of intent to Syringa or the lEN
Alliance. Substitute Order, p. 5. The letter of intent for the award of the lEN was addressed to
"Education Networks of America, Inc'/ENA
Inc.lENA Services, LLC." Hayes AjJ., Exh. K. It provided in
relevant part that "this as a Letter of Intent to award [the lEN] to Qwest Communications
Company LLC and Education Networks of America, Inc.lENA
Inc'/ENA Services, LLC for being awarded
the most points." Hayes AjJ., Exh. K. In effect, the letter of intent did not recognize the lEN
Alliance.
2. In issuing two awards the State split the award between "multiple bidders
in whole or in part[]" as anticipated by the definition of "award" in the
RFP.
On January 28, 2009, the State issued two, identical Statewide Blanket Purchase Orders
("SBPO") with identical terms: one to ENA (SBPO 1309) and the other to Qwest (SBPO 1308).
Hayes AjJ., Exhs. Land M. In effect, the State rejected the single contractor, statewide solution

proposed by the lEN Alliance in which Syringa would be the "carrier of record" for connectivity
services, and split the whole award between ENA and Qwest. Substitute Opinion, p. 6. The
State intended for ENA and Qwest to work together, communicate, and utilize their individual
strengths and expertise to achieve the goals of the lEN. Gwartney Depo., Sept. 2, 2010, p.
156:14-158:7.
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On February 26, 2009, the State issued amendments to the statewide blanket purchase
order (the "Amendments"), stating "[i]t is the intent of the State of Idaho to amend SBPO 1308
[SBP01309] to clarify the roles and responsibilities of the parties to the Agreement." Substitute
Opinion, p. 6.

Th(~

Amendments stated that "[t]he State considers Qwest and ENA equal

partners in the lEN project as demonstrated in the Intent to Award Letter dated January 20, 2009
and the subsequent SBP01308 [SBPO 1309] dated January 28,. 2009." Substitute Order, p. 6. In
the Amendments, the State made an award to multiple parties"
parties., ENA and Qwest, and it made an
award "in part" by slegregating E-Rate and connectivity services, and awarding Qwest control of
the connectivity services.
As explained by Greg Zickau, the Chief Technology Officer with the State of Idaho, the
SBPO's gave the State the authority to purchase all, some or none of the services offered in the
parties RFP's. Zickau Depo., Nov. 11,2010, p. 190:5-191:5. Once the SBPO's were issued it
was up to the State to determine what best met its needs, including the determination of whether
Depo." Sept. 20,2010, pp. 99:5-100:22;
Qwest or ENA would be the E-Rate provider. Zickau Depo.,.

53:2-14. The Amendments served the purpose of clarifying the parties' roles and specifying
66:10which services the State would be purchasing from each. Zickau Depo., Sept. 20, 2010, 66:10
18.
3. The Amendments awarded to Qwest all of the connectivity services under
lthe lEN and thereby rejected the lEN Alliance proposal that Syringa
would provide those same services.
The February 26 Amendments to the SBPO clearly state that the State desired Qwest to
control the connectivity services required by the lEN.
Qw~:st

will be the general contractor for all lEN technical network
services. The Service Provider listed on the State's Federal E-Rate
Form 471, Education Networks of America (ENA) is required to
work with the dedicated Qwest Account Team for ordering,
provisioning of, ongoing maintenance, operations and billings for
all lEN sites.
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 9
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Hayes AjJ., Exhs. N and O. In contrast to the other provisions of the Amendment that were
conditioned with "Qwest, in coordination with ENA," paragraph 1 of the Amendment required
ENA to work with Qwest and thereby vested in Qwest control of the entire technical network
and connectivity services. Hayes AjJ., Exhs. N and 0 (emphasis added).
The effect IDf
of the Amendment was to assign to Qwest the "entire scope of work assigned
to Syringa in the Teaming Agreement and the lEN Alliance Proposal." Substitute Order, p. 6.
As plainly admitted in Mr. Lowe's affidavit on behalf of Syringa, "the services for which
Syringa was responsible under the Teaming Agreement and the services for which Qwest is
responsible under the Amended SBPO's are the same services." Lowe AjJ., February 25, 2010, ~
27. "The effect of the Amendments was to eliminate Syringa from participation in the lEN RFP
project." Substitute Order, p. 6. Syringa was prevented from participating in lEN work pursuant
to the Amendments. Substitute Order, p. 15. With the Amendments of February 26, 2009, the
State awarded Qwest the entire connectivity services for the lEN to the exclusion of Syringa.
III.

STANDARD
ST
ANDARD OF REVIEW'

Summary judgment is proper if the pleadings, depositions, and admissions on file,
together with the affiidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and
that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. Marchand v. JEM Sportswear,

Inc., 143 Idaho 458, 147 P.3d 90 (2006). "When a motion for summary judgment has been
properly supported with evidence indicating the absence of material factual issues, the opposing
party's case must not rest on mere speculation, and a mere scintilla of evidence is not enough to
create a genuine issue of fact." John W Brown Props. v. Blaine County, 138 Idaho 171,59 P.3d
976, 979 (2002). If the evidence reveals no disputed issues of material fact, it is well settled that
summary judgment should be granted. Smith v. Meridian Joint School Dist. No.2, 128 Idaho
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'

.."

714,718-19,918 P.2d 583, 587-88 (1996). It is equally well settled that the moving party is
entitled to judgment as a matter of law when the non-moving party "fails to make a showing
sufficient to establish the existence of an element essential to that party's case on which that
party will bear the burden of proof at trial." Badell v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101,765 P.2d 126, 127
(1988).
IV.
ARGUMENT
A.

Tht~

Teaming Agreement is an unenforceable agreement to agree.

Contracts that merely state the parties' intent to contract in the future are unenforceable
as agreements to agree. Maroun v. Wyreless Systems, Inc., 141 Idaho 604, 614, 114 P.3d 974,
984 (2005) (finding a contractual provision that is "'tied to agreeable milestones' is merely an
agreement to agree in the future on a condition precedent to any obligation to pay"); Snyder v.
Miniver, 134 Idaho 585, 589, 6 P.3d 835,839 (2000) (holding that an Earnest Money Agreement

for the purchase of real property is merely an agreement to agree).
Agreements to agree are also unenforceable because the "terms are so indefinite that
[they] fail [] to show a mutual intent to create an enforceable obligation." Maroun, 141 Idaho at
614,114 P.3d at 984. "It is essential to an enforceable contract that it be sufficiently definite and
certain in its terms and requirements so that it can be determined what acts are to be performed
and when performance is complete." Spokane Structures, Inc. v. Equitable Inv., LLC, 2010 WL
309004, *5 (Idaho 2009) (quoting Dale's Service Co., Inc. v. Jones, 96 Idaho 662, 664, 534 P.2d
1102,1104(1975».
1.

The Teaming Agreement does not include all the material terms of a
binding contract.

The Teaming Agreement lacks the material terms necessary for a final contract, because
it lacks terms such as the place, price, and time for perfomlance. Specifically, the Teaming
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 11
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Agreement did not state how orders would be placed, how and when billing would occur, how
each party would get paid, how the money would be divided or how the labor would be divided.

Lowe Depo., Aug. 5, 2010, p. 176:22-177: 15. It was determined that all of those details would
be ironed out during "subsequent negotiations upon winning." Lowe Depo., Aug. 5, 2010, p.
177:19-20.
The RFP expressly reserved the right of the state to split the award; accordingly, no one
responding to the RFP could know whether they would be awarded the entire contract for the
lEN project.

See generally Hayes AjJ., Exh. J, RFP

~

10.0; see also, Zickau Depo., Nov. 11,

2010, p.l90:5-191 :5. Although the lEN Alliance proposal included pricing terms, the pricing
terms were based solely on assumptions that were provided by the State in the RFP for the

Id. The RFP directly stated that
purpose of comparing various bidders' responses to the RFP. [d.
those assumptions were never intended to specify the actual needs of the schools for the lEN.

Hayes AjJ., Exh. J, RFP

~

3.2.

Since those needs could not, and were not, specified until

completion of an inventory months after the award, the Teaming Agreement did not include the
fi.nal contract regarding the scope, timing, and cost of the services required by
material terms of a final
those schools.
Even if

th(~

State had accepted the proposal by the lEN Alliance to be the single,

statewide contractor for the lEN, there were three steps required before the lEN Alliance could
know the actual pricing and logistics of the connectivity services for the purpose of entering into
a final agreement. First, the State had to conduct an inventory of each school's needs, which was
a function of the size of the school and existing connectivity. See generally Kraft Depo., Nov.
15,2010, p. 86:9-87:3. Second, the State had to decide when to connect each school, as the RFP
anticipated phasing in the lEN over time and some schools already had contracts in place. Kraft

Depo., Nov. 15,2010, p. 67:11-20 (discussing ENA's preparation of diagrams that reflect pre-
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lEN architecture, proposed architecture, and the architecture which exists once the school is
approved and conm:cted); Hayes Ajf., Exh. J; Zickau Depo., Nov. II, 2010, pp. 226:25-227:23.
Third, as expressly anticipated by the Teaming Agreement, the parties were to bid out the "last
mile connectivity'" to each school to assure the state the lowest price for physically connecting
schools in remote locations to the Internet.

Kraft Depo., Nov. 15, 2010, p. 122:13-123:13

(stating that around August 2009 "high cost locations" were identifiable and further cost
breakdowns of the lEN were requested); Hayes Ajf., Exh. I, Teaming Agreement; Lowe Depo.,
Aug. 5, 2010,174:21-175:7. Even if the lEN Alliance had become the carrier of record for the
lEN project, ENA and Syringa could not have priced the cost of connectivity before completing
these three steps.
The Teaming Agreement was an unenforceable agreement to agree because it lacked the
material terms ofa final contract for the lEN. ENA and Syringa accomplished the purpose of the
Teaming Agreement once they submitted the proposal. Even if the State had accepted the lEN
Alliance proposal, the Teaming Agreement did not contain the material terms of the final
agreement between them to provide the E-Rate and connectivity services required by the lEN.
2.

The Teaming Agreement does not show a mutual intent to create an
enforceable obligation.

Similarly, the Teaming Agreement did not manifest a mutual intent to create an
enforceable obligation between ENA and Syringa. The Teaming Agreement is premised on "if'
and "when" and merely contemplated a future contractual relationship. Hayes Ajf., Exh. I,
Teaming Agreement

~~

2(a) ("If ENA or Syringa are awarded the Prime Contract").

Had

Syringa and ENA intended to create an enforceable obligation, they would have stated that intent
within the four comers of the contract. Any final agreement between ENA and Syringa was
contingent on many factors, including the award of the entire lEN project. There is no language
in the Teaming Agreement that unequivocally states a present intent to create a mutually
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 13
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enforceable obligation regarding the services that might ultimately be determined to be required
by the lEN.
3.

The Teaming Agreement expressly contemplated the execution of a
subsequent agreement.

Indeed, the Teaming Agreement expressly contemplates the execution of a future
agreement between ENA and Syringa.
"If ENA or Syringa are awarded the Prime Contract, ENA and
Syringa shall enter into an agreement pursuant to which Syringa
shall provide connectivity services statewide to ENA.

If ENA wins the Prime Contract as provided in Section 2(a) above,
the parties shall execute a partnership agreement as specified in
this agreement that will also include any required, flow-down
provisions or other appropriate terms similar to those set forth in
the Prime Contract."
AjJ., Exh. I, Teaming Agreement
Hayes Aff.,

~~

2(a), 3(a) (emphasis added).

There were three

primary reasons why the Teaming Agreement expressly acknowledged that a subsequent
contract was required if the lEN Alliance won the lEN project. First, ENA and Syringa could
not know if they would succeed in obtaining the entire lEN because the RFP reserved for the
State the right to split the award (as evidenced by the present litigation). See Hayes Ajf.,
AjJ., Exh. J,

RFP ~ 2.0. Second, the parties could not know what services would be required until completion
of the inventory

dl~scribed

above. Third, the RFP did not obligate the State to purchase any

lEN Alliance had won the award of the lEN. The Teaming Agreement does
services, even ifth(~ [EN
not establish the time, scope, or pricing for the services to be provided to individual schools or
school districts because it could not under these conditions.
By its terms, the Teaming Agreement was an agreement to agree that expressly
anticipated the

exel~ution

of a subsequent contract. "If ENA or Syringa are awarded the Prime

Contract, ENA and Syringa shall enter into an agreement[.]" Hayes AjJ.,
Aff., Exh. I, Teaming
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Agreement,-r 2(a) (emphasis added). "If ENA wins the Prime Contract as provided in Section
2(a) above, the parties shall execute a partnership agreement[.]" Hayes AjJ., Exh. I, Teaming
Agreement,-r 3(a) (emphasis added). "The subsequent agreement was for the logistics of what
this teaming agreement defined as work." Lowe Depo., Aug. 5,2010, p. 176:22-177:3. It is
undisputed that ENA and Syringa did not execute a contract subsequent to the Teaming
Agreement. Lowe Depo., Aug. 5,2010, p. 177:22-178:7. The RFP created an uncertainty in the
scope of the award:; therefore, the express terms of the Teaming Agreement could not contain the
final agreement between ENA and Syringa.

Therefore, the Teaming Agreement is an

agre1ement to agree.
unenforceable agre,ement

B. If the Teaming Agreement was an enforceable contract, then it terminated by its
own terms when the State rejected the lEN Alliance's proposal.
By its own terms, the Teaming Agreement terminated when the State rejected the lEN
Alliance's proposal. "This agreement will terminate without liability upon any of the following
events: (i) the customer formally and finally rejects the Proposal or cancels the Project." Hayes
AjJ., Exh. I, Teaming Agreement ,-r 2(h)(i). It is black letter law that the modification of an offer

is a rejection of the offer. Heritage Excavation, Inc. v. Briscoe, 141 Idaho 40, 43, 105 P.3d 700,
703 (Ct. App. 2005) (quoting Phelps v. Good, 15 Idaho 76,84,96 P. 216,218 (1908) (stating
that "[a]n acceptanee'
acceptance- which varies from the terms of the offer is a rejection of the offer"). When
the State did not award the lEN to the lEN Alliance, the state rejected the proposal and the above
provision then terminated the Teaming Agreement.
The State did not make a single, statewide, "end-to-end solution" as offered by the lEN
Alliance proposal, and instead expressly rejected the award of the connectivity portion of the
lEN to Syringa, whi(:h was Syringa's principal role under both the Teaming Agreement and the
proposal.

The Teaming Agreement terminated in accordance with its terms when the State
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rejected the lEN Alliance's proposal to be the single, statewide provider for the lEN. See Hayes
Aff., Exh. I, Teaming Agreement ~ 2(h)(i).

1.

The State did not accept the lEN Alliance's proposal.

The lEN Alliance submitted a proposal for a single contractor, statewide, end-to-end
solution that included both E-Rate services and backbone. As Greg Lowe explained in his
affidavit filed with this Court on February 25, 2010:
12.
Syringa and Education Networks of America, Inc.
combined, in response to (the) recommendation in Section 3.2 of
the lEN RFP quoted above, for the purpose of preparing a response
to the lEN RFP and to provide the "total, end-to-end support
solution" solution the RFP requested.
Greg Lowe explained further that the "end-to-end service support solution" was a statewide,
single contractor solution:
11.
A "total end-to-end service support solution" for a project
like the Idaho Education Network means that a single contractor is
to assume responsibility for all aspects of content, connectivity and
coordination necessary for the delivery of an interactive learning
environment. ...
Lowe Aff., February 25, 2010,

~~

11-12. The lEN Alliance assembled a proposal to provide a

single contractor end-to-end solution for "all aspects of content, connectivity and coordination"
of the lEN. The State did not accept that proposal, because it did not make an award to "a single
contractor ... to assume responsibility for all aspects of content, connectivity and coordination."
Lowe Aff., February 25,2010. Instead, it modified its acceptance by issuing two SBPO's, one to

ENA and one to Qwest. Therefore, the State rejected the proposal when the State did not accept
the lEN Alliance's proposal as offered, and the Teaming Agreement terminated in accordance
with its terms. See Heritage Excavation, Inc., 141 Idaho at 43, 105 P.3d at 703 (stating that
acceptance which does not mirror the offer is a rejection of the offer).
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2.

The Amendments expressly rejected Syringa as the single, statewide
contractor of connectivity services for the lEN.

The State rejected the proposal a second time with the Amendments that issued on
February 26, 2009, when it unilaterally awarded the connectivity services portion of the lEN to
Qwest to the exclusion of Syringa. Under the definition of "award" as contained in the RFP, the
State had the right to make an "award to multiple bidders in whole or in part." Hayes AjJ.,
Af!., Exh.
J, RFP

~

2.0. In the month that intervened between the award and the Amendment, the State

analyzed how best to divide the work between the two awardees.

In the Amendments of

February 26, the State awarded Qwest the backbone/connectivity portion of the lEN. As this
Court has concluded, "[t]he work assigned to Qwest apparently included all of the work that
ENA and Syringa had proposed for Syringa.

These amendments precluded Syringa from

participating in the work." Memorandum Decision and Order RE: Syringa Networks, LLC's
Motion to Reconsider, p. 5; see also Substitute Order, p. 6 (the effect of the Amendment was to
assign to Qwest the "entire scope of work assigned to Syringa in the Teaming Agreement and the
lEN Alliance Proposal"); and ("the effect of the amendments to the purchase order was to
eliminate Syringa from participation in the lEN RFP project"). The State expressly rejected that
portion of the lEN Alliance proposal that anticipated Syringa being the single, statewide provider
of connectivity services by awarding that portion of the lEN to Qwest.
3.

The State's decision to reject the lEN Alliance's proposal was
unHateral.
unHa
teral.

The State's decision to reject the lEN Alliance's proposal was unilateral. Mike Gwartney,
the Director of the Department of Administration for the State of Idaho, explained in his letter of
July 24, 2009 in direet response to Syringa's challenge to the award:
After the initial award, Administration then unilaterally determined
how best to divide the work between the two awardees/contractors.
Administration's determination was based upon the individual
strengths of each awardees/contractors' proposals. For example,
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ENA had expertise in providing E-rate servies and providing video
teleconferencing operations. Qwest had expertise in providing the
technical operation (i.e. backbone). Before Am(mdment 1 to SBPO
01308 and SBPO 01309 were issued, Administration contemplated
various ways to divide the responsibilities between Qwest and
induding but not limited to dividing the services to be
ENA, including
provided by Qwest and ENA regionally. However the division of
responsibilities reflected in the Amendments is a reflection of what
Administration believed would serve the best interests of the State
of Idaho and the schools.
Hayes AjJ., Exh H. "Qwest was awarded the technical sen/ices portion of the lEN (i.e. the

backbone). ENA was not." !d.
4.

By its own terms, the Teaming Agreement became invalid once the
lEN Alliance's proposal was rejected.

The Teaming Agreement terminated by its terms once the State rejected the lEN Alliance
proposal; indeed, the State rejected the proposal twice. As a consequence of the issuance of two
SBPO's, the State modified the offer from the proposal, and thereby rejected the proposal that
offered a single contractor, statewide, end-to-end solution. The effect of the Amendments issued
was that the State awarded to Qwest exactly those same connectivity services that Syringa had
hoped to supply as defined in the Teaming Agreement. Substitute Opinion, p. 15. As a result of
Agret::ment terminated by its own terms
the rejection of the lEN Alliance proposal, the Teaming Agret;:ment
in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2(h)(i) of the Teaming Agreement.
C. Even if the Teaming Agreement is an enforceable contract, performance never
became, due because of failure of a condition precedent.
became'
"A condition precedent is an event not certain to occur, but which must occur, before
performance under a contract becomes due." Maroun, 141 Idaho at 614, 114 P.3d at 984.
"Whether a provision in a contract amounts to a condition precedent is generally dependent on
intt::nded, as adduced by the contract itself." Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho
what the parties intt;:nded,
468, 474, 147 P.3cl 100, 106 (el.
(et. App. 2006).

The failure of the condition precedent must be

through no fault of the parties. Dengler v. Hazel Blessinger Family Trust, 141 Idaho 123, 128,
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106 P.3d 449, 454 (2005). The condition precedent in the Teaming Agreement was that the State
award the lEN Alliance the connectivity portion of the lEN project. Accordingly, performance
under the Teaming Agreement never became due.
The goal of the lEN Alliance was to become the single, statewide contractor for the lEN.
"The lEN is composed of two major components: educational content and telecommunications
services." Complaint, p. 2. The lEN Alliance was formed because, standing alone, neither
Syringa nor ENA had the ability to provide a complete response to the RFP. Lowe Depo., Nov.
5,2010, p. 60:1-17.
28.
Under the lEN Alliance, Syringa was responsible for the
lEN telecommunication services and equipment, including local
access connections, routing equipment, network and backbone
services.

Complaint,

~28;

see also Lowe Depo., Nov. 5, 2010, p. 61 :9-21.

In marrying the E-Rate

competence of ENA with the connectivity services of Syringa under the Teaming Agreement,
prec(~dent to a future working relationship was the award of both the E-Rate and
the condition prec(!dent

the connectivity services under the lEN. Syringa's goal was to be the single "carrier of record"
for those connectivity services statewide. Lowe Depo., Nov. 5,.2010, p. 62: 17-65:5
The condition precedent to an enforceable contract between ENA and Syringa was not
satisfied because the lEN Alliance was not awarded the lEN contract. The Teaming Agreement
expressly contemplated the lEN Alliance being awarded the entire lEN project (including the
connectivity portion), which it was not. The Teaming Agreement cannot form the basis of an
enforceable contract because the condition precedent to the formation of that contract was never
met; that condition being, the lEN Alliance's award as the single, statewide contractor for both
conm~ctivity services ofthe lEN project.
the E-Rate and conn,;!ctivity

Neither the IEN Alliance nor ENA was awarded the connectivity portion of the lEN.

Substitute Opinion, p. 6. "The amended blanket purchase order very clearly put the handcuffs on
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ENA's ability to execute its teaming agreement." Lowe Depo., Aug. 5,2010, p. 163:19-21. The
State intended from the issuance of the letter of intent on January 20, 2010 that the lEN was to be
split by having ENA provide E-Rate and Qwest provide connectivity. Gwartney Depo., Sept. 2,
2010, p. 159:15-16ll:2.
159:15-16]l:2. ENA never had the ability to direct any of the connectivity work for the
lEN, as contemplated by the Teaming Agreement, to Syringa. The award of the entire lEN
project, including connectivity, was a condition precedent to a formal contract between ENA and
Syringa. Therefore, even if the Teaming Agreement was a final agreement between ENA and
Syringa, performance would never have become due because of the failure to satisfy a condition
precedent.

D.

The Teaming Agreement is unenforceable because its commercial purpose
was frustrated when Owest was awarded the entire connectivity portion of
the lEN that was contemplated for Syringa under the Teaming Agreement.

An event that substantially frustrates the objects contemplated by parties when they made
the contract

excus(~S
excus(~S

performance of the contract. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 269

(1981) (citing with approval in Sutheimer v. Stoltenberg, 127 Idaho 81, 85, 896 P.2d 989,993
(Ct. App.
ApI'. 1995». Frustration of commercial purpose is measured on an objective, rather than
subjective, basis. Rasmussen v. Martin, 104 Idaho 401, 406, 659 P.2d 155, 160 (Ct. App. 1983).

1.

Syringa's purpose under the Teaming Agreement was to provide the
connectivity for the lEN.

The uncontroverted facts, indeed the very bases of Syringa's claim, is that the
commercial purpose of the lEN Alliance (ENA and Syringa) has been frustrated by the award of
the connectivity portion of the lEN to Qwest.

Syringa's responsibilities under the Teaming

Agreement, as expressly set forth in paragraph

~3(b),

was to provide connectivity services.

Further, "[u]nder the lEN Alliance, Syringa was responsible for the lEN telecommunication
services and equipment, including local access connections, routing equipment, network and
backbone services.'" Complaint,

~28.

The commercial purpose of the Teaming Agreement was
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to provide ENA the E-Rate work and Syringa the connectivity services. Even if the Teaming
Agreement was an enforceable contract, it is clear that the both the SBPO's and the Amendments
to the SBPO's have frustrated one of the primary commercial purposes of the Teaming
Agreement; that purpose being the award of the connectivity portion of the lEN to Syringa.

2.

Syringa's anticipated duties under the Teaming Agreement are
identical to those awarded by the State to Qwest.

The State frustrated that commercial purpose of the Teaming Agreement by awarding
Qwest the connectivity services required by the lEN to the exclusion of Syringa. The State
awarded "Qwest all of the lEN telecommunications services." Complaint, p. 2.
With minor differences in language, a side-by-side comparison
demonstrates that the services for which Syringa was responsible
under the Teaming Agreement and the services for which Qwest
was responsible under the Amended SBPO's an: the same services.

Lowe AjJ., February 25 th , 2010, ~ 27.

Mr. Lowe set forth in his affidavit a side by side

comparison which demonstrates that very concept:

Syringa Res)J(
Resp( msibilities Under
Paragraph 3( :) of the Teaming
Agreement

Qwest Responsibilities Under
Paragraphs 1 - 4 of Amendment One
(1) to SBP01308

3(c)

1. Qwest will be the general contractor
for all lEN technical network
services. The Service Provider
listed on the State's Federal E-rate
Form 471, Education Networks of
America (ENA) is required to work
with the dedicated Qwest Account
Team for ordering, and provisioning
of, ongoing maintenance, operations
and billings for all lEN sites.

SyringaL shall be responsible for
(i) prov iding the statewide
backbo ne for the services,
Ii ding and operating a
(ii) pro'Iiding
netwodc operations center for the
backbolle,
(iii) pro viding for co-location of
core ne1:work equipment,
(iv) pro curing and owning all
custom«~r premises equipment not
provide d byENA,
(v) CoOl
com·dinating
°dinating field service for
non-scb1001 or library sites,
(vi) mallaging the customer
relation ship for non-school or
library sites, and

2.

Qwest, in coordination with ENA,
will deliver lEN technical network
services using its existing core
MPLS network and backbone
servIces.
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(vii) procuring, managing and
provisioning last mile circuits for
non-school or library sites.

3. Qwest, in coordination with ENA,
will procure and provision all local
access connections and routing
equipment, making reasonable
efforts to ensure the most cost
efficient and reliable network access
throughout the State to include
leveraging of public safety network
assds wherever economically and
tedmically feasible.
4. Qwest, in coordination with ENA,
will provide all Internet services to
lEN users.

As demonstrated by Greg Lowe, the State frustrated Syringa' 51 "commercial purpose" in forming
the Teaming Agreement by awarding to Qwest all of the <:ommunication services that were
identified as Syringa's responsibilities under the Teaming Agreement.

3.

If the Teaming Agreement was an enforceable contract, ENA's

performance did not become due because the commercial purpose
was frustrated when the State awarded Qwest "Syringa's connectivity
portion" of the project.
The very foundation upon which the Teaming Agreement was made

IS

gone.

That

foundation being that Syringa would provide the connectivity portion of the lEN. Even if the
Teaming Agreement constituted an enforceable contract, ENA does not have the ability to direct
to Syringa the connectivity services required by the lEN. See Kraft Depo., Nov. 15, 2010, p.
148:17-149:1 (stating that ENA may not order directly from Syringa without approval of the
State and Qwest); see also Zickau Depo., Nov. 11, 2010, p. 282:4-286:3 (according to the
contracts with the: State, ENA may only contract for cOlmectivity services with Qwest's
agreement). Syringa's fundamental purpose of the Teaming Agreement has been frustrated by
the State's decision to split the award between multiple
mUltiple parties; therefore, ENA's performance
under the Teaming Agreement never became due.
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v.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should summarily dismiss all the claims asserted
against ENA because (A) the Teaming Agreement is an unenforceable agreement to agree; (B)
the Teaming Agreement has terminated by its own terms; (C) even if the Teaming Agreement

were an enforceable contract, performance is not required because of the failure of a condition
precedent; and (D) performance is excused because the commercial purpose of the Teaming
Agreement has been frustrated.
DATED this 23 rd day of November, 2010.
HALL,FARLEY,OBERRECHT
& BLANTON, P.A.
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Defendants the Idaho Department of Administration ("IDA"), Michael ("Mike")
Gwartney ("Gwartm:y") and Jack G. ("Greg") Zickau ("Zickau"), collectively referred to herein
as the "State Defendants," by and through their undersigned counsel, hereby submit this response
to the Opposition to State Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment RE Count Four of
Plaintiffs Complaint ("Opposition") filed by Plaintiff Syringa Networks LLC ("Syringa").

I.
INTRODUCTION
The State Defendants have moved for summary judgment on Count Four of Syringa's
Complaint, which alleges tortious interference with contract, on grounds that (1) IDA is
absolutely immune fi'om liability; (2) Syringa did not allege facts and could not produce
evidence sufficient to overcome the statutory presumption that Gwartney and Zickau were
likewise immune because they did not act with malice or criminal intent or outside the course
and scope of their employment. Syringa has since conceded that the IDA is absolutely immune.

See Opposition at 4. As to Gwartney and Zickau, Syringa's Opposition fails to demonstrate that
Syringa alleged conduct sufficient to overcome the statutory presumption nor presented evidence
sufficient to raise a g,;muine
glenuine issue of material fact as to whether the presumption has been

overcome. Syringa instead relies upon a hodgepodge of irrelevant evidence, inadmissible
evidence, and rank speculation. Indeed, Syringa's argument is anchored solely in speculation,
requin~ inference upon inference to create a genuine issue of material fact.
and it would requin:

II.

LEGAL STANDARD
"The party opposing a motion for summary judgment must respond to the summary
judgment motion wiith specific facts showing there is a genuine issue for trial. A mere scintilla
of evidence or only slight doubt as to the facts is insufficient to withstand summary judgment;
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